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INTRODUCTION
The Djinang language is  the w estern-m ost member o-f the "Yolngu" language group. It is  
spoken by approximately 250 Aboriginal people living in the vicinity of Ramingining, a 
se ttlem en t on the mainland about 20 kilom etres south of the Crocodile Islands. Most Djinang 
speakers live e ither a t  Ramingining» or a t  one of several ou tsta tions, all of which lie  within 
about 30 kilometres of Ramingining. A few Djinang speakers live a t Maningrida, and a t 
Milingimbi; and a few women have married men who reside on Elcho Island» and live there  with 
the ir husbands. Djinang is  not mutually in tellig ib le with any of the other Yolngu languages or 
d ialects.
The Yolngu language most sim ilar to  Djinang is  the Djinba language» situa ted  to  the south 
and e a s t of the Djinang area. I t  is  difficult to  place a figure on the number of Djinba speakers» 
but i t  is  probably not in excess of 150. Djinang and Djinba are approximately 60 percent 
cognate; but independent phonological changes in each language have caused the two languages 
to appear to  be more d ifferen t than comparative reconstruction indicates. These two languages 
are very definitely not mutually in tellig ib le. Nevertheless» speakers of both languages mix 
freely , and in terlinguistic  marriage is  common, so th a t most Djinang speakers have a good 
command of Djinba as a second language. There are also a considerable number of people in the 
Djinang area who speak as their f ir s t  language one of the o ther Yolngu languages, the most 
commonly spoken ones being Dhuwal and Dhuwala. Multilingualism is  the norm for a majority of 
the Aboriginal people, whether Djinang or not, in the Djinang area. Several maps are included, 
which show the trad itional Djinang te rrito ry , and the location of the te rr ito r ie s  of the various 
Djinang clans.
The language name "Djinang“ is  an archaic form of the Proximate Deictic form djiningti). 
The older form is  s ti l l  retained in the Wulaki d ialect, in alternation  with the modern form. In 
the lite ra tu re  the name is  sometimes given as  Yandjinang. The la t te r  is  actually a phrase yan 
djinang meaning 'Djinang language7.
Although th is  th es is  aims to  describe the grammar of Djinang; some brief a tten tio n  will 
also  be given to  the Djinba language, which is  the only other major Yolngu language not yet 
adequately researched. All Djinba m aterials are from my own fieldwork, and sim ilarly for the 
Djinang m aterials -  with the exception of some c. 1941 Wulaki sentences and te x ts , and some 
fu rther sentences and te x ts  in another Djinang dialect, collected by A. Capell. (Some use was 
made of Capell's m aterial in the Appendices, but the main body of the th es is  is  based on my 
own collection of Djinang language data.)
1 Introduction
Sociallyt ‘the Djinang people s till maintain much of their traditional way of life. The 
ceremonial life of the people has been maintained. Kinship privileges and obligations are still 
the basis of interpersonal relationships. The vernaculars are viable, and likely to remain so for 
a considerable period. (The advent of satellite television reception may be expected to have a 
profound effect, both socially and linguistically.) Although a number of people (both Djinang 
and other language groups) live in houses of European construction, their construction having 
been funded by the government, such people use them only for storage of goods, and for 
sleeping in at night. Cooking, and all social activities are carried on outside. Some aspects of 
European culture have been adopted. Vehicles, guns, tape recorders, and European clothes have 
an established status as items of value. With the advent of child endowment and pensions, 
together with a limited amount of local employment, the people are moving rapidly from a 
hunting and gathering economy; although those who have restricted access to sources of 
Government funding will engage in hunting and gathering according to need. Otherwise, hunting 
and gathering has become largely a 'fun' activity to be engaged in on weekends if vehicular 
travel permits.
The Djinang people have had mission contact for a period of approximately fourty years; 
and until the mid sixties were largely to be found living either at Milingimbi (the former 
Methodist mission station in the Crocodile Islands), or at the Government settlement, 
Maningrida. Although very few Djinang and Djinba people are adherents of Christianity, the 
people have a very high regard for the mission staff of former years (the mission stations are 
now Government-run settlements), and are grateful for the mission presence in the past. The 
reason for this is that revenge killings were a common and greatly feared occurrence in the 
days before the advent of the missions. People have explained how they used to live in fear, 
particularly at night, because of real or imagined sorcery and revenge parties. There is very 
little  evidence that sorcery is still practiced, though people still speak fearfully of it. Revenge 
killings are now almost unheard of. Both police and missions have contributed to this improved 
state  of affairs. However, there are new problems now, as the white man's values and 
materialism increasingly penetrate the lives of the people. The present is a time of rapid 
social change for the Aboriginal community in the Ramingining area.
This thesis is based on four and a half years of field work. My family and I customarily 
reside at Ramingining. I and my wife work under the auspices of the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics. Field work will be resumed upon return to Ramingining, possibly in late 1984. I 
have made extensive use of a DEC VT103 computer (owned by my wife and myself) in the 
production of this grammar; both as a word processor, and as a tool to help in the collating and 
analysis of language data. Much of the statistical work embodied in chapter 1 and in the 
appendices would not have been possible without it.
2 Introduction
The Djinang language is  a suffixing language. There are two stop series» fortis and lenis, 
and lengthening of fortis stops is  a common feature of Djinang (and Yolngu) phonology. (It 
should properly be called lengthening» rather than gemination. See Jaegar 1983.) Djinang does 
not have a lamino-dental order of sounds» and neither does Djinba. (Lamino-dentals were 
certainly present in proto-Yolngu.) There are three vowels» and non-contrastive vowel length 
may occur in the primary stressed syllable» which is  usually the first syllable of a word. 
Djinang (like other Yolngu languages) has fewer constraints on consonant clusters than do many 
other Australian languages. Case is  signalled by nominal suffixes; with pronouns inflecting in 
a nominative -  accusative paradigm» and other nominale in an ergative -  accusative paradigm. 
There are three major verb classes» each with numerous subclasses. The verb suffixes indicate 
tense» mood» and aspectual contrasts. Word order is  relatively free» for clauses in isolation. 
However» there are strong constraints on word order in the verb complex» and the distribution 
of information in a clause appears to conform to a pattern which can be described in functional 
terms» for clauses studied in a textual context.
There is very little  literature on the Djinang and Djinba languages. Anthropologists such 
as Warner and Thompson have studied the culture and ritual of the people» but little  of 
substance of the languages themselves can be learnt from their published works. Capell elicited 
a hundred or so sentences» and collected a few texts» probably in 1941 (he thinks» p.c.). More 
recently» A. Borsboom has studied one of the song cycles and its  ritual; but again there is 
little  of the language in his published dissertation. I have previously published an account of 
Djinang verb morphology» and also Djinang phonology; and hence this thesis will not deal at 
length with these topics. I have also recently published (in the SIL Work Papers B series) an 
interim dictionary of Djinang, representing the state of my knowledge of the lexicon as at late 
1982. This work contains over four thousand forms» with reversals by English keyword» and 
Roget Thesaurus semantic category number.
Four appendices are included in this thesis. The first deals with dialect differences in 
Djinang. The second deals with diffusion in the western Yolngu area. The third is a comparative 
dictionary of Djinang and Djinba (no English glosses), with extensive verb paradigmatic detail; 
and the fourth appendix is a reversal of the Djinang - Djinba dictionary. This material, and the 
content of the thesis proper, is available for anyone to use, provided the source is 
acknowledged in the normal way in any published work. Anyone undertaking independent studies 
in either Djinang or Djinba may find it worthwhile to seek further material from me, as I will be 
expanding my collection of data of both languages as opportunity permits. The thesis, 
appendices, and the (typed, unglossed) textual database will be lodged with the Australian 
Institute of Aboriginal Studies. The stories are numbered and the text lines are numbered. 
Audio tapes containing the stories will also be lodged with the AIAS. All of the material is 
fully accessible.
3 Introduction
i .  PHONOLOGY
1.1 PHONEMES and FEATURES
Because I have published previously on Djinang phonology (Waters 1980b)» the scope of 
th is chapter will be restric ted  principally to those aspects of the phonology which either were 
not dealt with earlier, or need revision in the light of subsequent field work. Also, 
recapitulation of some information is  inevitable, such as phoneme charts, syllable patterns, 
and so forth.
Although th is work deals primarily with Djinang, the closely related Djinba language to 
the southeast will also be discussed, though in le sser detail. The two languages are not 
mutually intelligible. A cognate count based on the data in Appendix 4 yields the value 6i.5 
percent (plus or minus 0.5 percent).
TABLE i . l  Dj inang and Dj i nba  phonemes
p e r i p h e r a l  
l a b i a l  v e l a r
a p i c a l
a l v e o l a r  p o s t ­
al  v e o l a r
1 amin a 1
p o s t - a l v e o l a r
s t o p : f o r t i s p k t t t j
1 en i s b g d d dj
nasa l m ng n Ü ny
1 i q u i d : 1a t e r a l 1 1
r h o t i c r r r
gl i de w y
vowels
high f r o n t i
high back u
1 ow a
Glottal stop occurs sporadically, only a t a morpheme boundary, in both Djinang and Djinba. 
In Djinang, i ts  incidence is  far less frequent than in other Yolngu languages; and as a general 
rule, where a glottal occurs in another Yolngu language's word, the Djinang cognate will have a 
fo rtis  stop -  although there are exceptions to  th is general statem ent. Glottal stop is slightly 
more prevalent in Djinba. I t  is not included in Table i . i  because i t  is  a prosodic rather than
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segmental -feature» is non-contrastive, and is  often omitted in normal speech (see Wood 1978» 
and Morphy 1983:17-8, who indicate that glottal stop may be treated as a prosodic feature of 
the syllable). A number of Djinang and Djinba words have been spelt with a glottal stop (0 
included, provided the glottal is usually articulated.
While Yolngu languages typically have a lamino-dental order of stops and nasals, both 
Djinang and Djinba lacK such an order. This is an areal feature due to the influence of prefixing 
languages to the west of these two languages. Both Djinang and Djinba once had a contrastive 
series of lamino-dental phonemes (see chapter 6 for validation of this point). The loss of 
lamino-dentals is dealt with in appendix 2, which is a study of the diffusion of some linguistic 
features between Djinang and Djinba, and the neighbouring prefixing languages. I mention in 
passing that the Yan- nhangu language, spoken by land-owners of the Crocodile islands to the 
immediate north, is closely related (genetically) to Djinba and Djinang, and that Yan-nhangu has 
lamino-dental phonemes occurring both word initially and non-initially.
Stops in both languages are never lenited to phonetic fricatives. The phonological 
opposition of fortis versus lenis is manifested primarily by the relative length of the stop. An 
intervocalic lenis stop is quite short, with minimal interruption of voicing. In word initial 
position, there is neutralization of the fortis/lenis opposition, the articulation usually being 
that of a lenis stop. However, in word initial position, the onset of voicing is sometimes 
delayed, giving the impression of a voiceless stop (but without extra duration). Neither fortis 
nor lenis stops are ever aspirated, in any position in the word. In word and syllable final 
positions, the fortis/lenis opposition is again neutralized. In this case, there is no extra 
duration, there is no voicing, and the stop is unreleased. Fortis stops occur only 
intervocalically. Such stops are considerably longer in duration than lenis stops, and are 
always unvoiced.
Two Djinba words were found to contain a voiced apical retroflex tap, which speakers 
distinguish from both the alveolar rhotic trill r r , and the lenis retroflex stop (J, although it is 
phonetically similar to both these sounds. The words are: 
marrkixju 'hair' and bakaga 'stone'
where the sound in question is the final consonant of each word, written here as
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The distribution of phonemes in the word» in Djinang, has been dealt with in my earlier 
work. In that work I had claimed that the lenis/fortis (ie. voiced/voiceless) contrast in the 
stops was not neutralized word initially. My early data did support that claim» but subsequent 
experience in the language has shown that word initial position is a neutralizing environment 
for stops, in most cases. One exception is that the verb giri 'go' has two contrastive forms 
when used as a verbal auxiliary marking habitual aspect versus progressive aspect. The former 
meaning is encoded by giri, while the la tter one is encoded by Kiri. Further environments which 
strongly condition the manner of articulation of word initial stops are the following:
1. breath group initially: usually the word initial stop will be lenis,
2. as non-initial word in a close-knit construction: frequently the 
initial stop will be fortis. (Examples can be found in the texts.)
This brings Djinang into line with the rest of the Yolngu languages with respect to the 
neutraliztion of the fortis/lenis opposition in word initial position. In what follows, I shall 
often use the terms voiced and voiceless, rather than lenis and fortis. This avoids confusing 
lenis stops with a stop lenition sound change which historically has caused lenis stops to 
become glides. It must be remembered, however, that a native speaker of Djinang does not 
perceive the opposition as a voicing contrast, but probably as a length contrast. I also mention 
that the Djinang dictionary, the data in the Appendices, and all vernacular forms in this study, 
will be cited with the symbols for voiced and voiceless stops, reflecting the voicing and 
unvoicing of the cited stops rather than their lenis versus fortis values.
We shall need to refer to groups of phonemes from time to time, so it is necessary to 
specify a set of features in order to facilitate this. I will largely follow the features used in 
my earlier work (Waters 1980b), though I will make some changes, as follows. I have abandoned 
the 'narrow' feature, and instead will use 'rhotic' for r and rr, while glides may now be 
characterized by negative values of other features. Instead of 'voiced', I will now use 'long' to 
distinguish fortis and lenis stops. This is also attractive for the reason that phonetic length 
occurs also on sonorant consonants, as well as on vowels in certain environments; so this 
feature captures a significant generalization of Yolngu phonologies. Dixon (1980:194) cites the 
feature with reference to vowel length only, but in Yolngu languages it is just as apt for 
consonants.
I have also abandoned the feature 'distributed' in favour of Dixon's feature 'laminal' 
(ibid: 184). One of the main reasons for this change is to be able to use the features 'laminal' 
and 'peripheral' for the vowels as well as consonants -  as Dixon suggests (ibid: 187). In both 
Djinang and Djinba it commonly occurs that a laminal non-continuant will condition the 
occurrence of a preceding i vowel; and the peripheral glide will condition the occurrence of a 
preceding u vowel; while neither environment seems to strongly influence an a vowel. Finally, I
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shall retain the feature 'anterior' because it does seem to capture the important generalization 
that there exist both front and non-front members in each of the laminal, apical, and peripheral 
series* despite Dixon's claim to the contrary (ibid: 185).
This brings the inventory of necessary features to Just ten: syllabic, laminal, peripheral, 
anterior, sonorant* continuant, nasal, lateral, rhotic, and long. Table 1.2 displays the phonemes 
in terms of feature oppositions.
TABLE 1.2 Phoneme Opposi t ions
ns——“ —— — —ssa
+periph -per iph
-1 aminal +1 aminal
+ant - an t + ant  - an t <+ant) - an t
+ 1 ong P k t t t j
-son
-1 ong b g d d dj
- syl  1 +nasal m ng n n ny
+1a te r a l 1 1
+ son
+rhot i c r r  r
- l a t e r a l w y
- r h o t i c
+ sy11 u a
«
1.2 PHONEME FREQUENCIES
Table 1.3 gives a lis t of phoneme frequencies in word initial, medial, and final position; 
and also the total frequency of each phoneme. The table is based on an analysis of the current 
Djinang lexicon (Waters 1983). The first four columns of figures give the number of occurrences, 
the next four columns give the respective percentages. In counting phonemes, the dictionary 
was edited so that each unique word occurred only once. This means that words which enter
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productively into close-knit constructions (these are usually hyphenated forms in the 
dictionary) will be often cited in the dictionary, and therefore will be counted a number of 
times. Hence, for example, the word bumiri 'forehead' occurs in over fifty compound forms. Body 
part terminology, which is highly productive in forming such compound words, will cause the 
figures for word initial b, g, and m, to be relatively high. Word initial vowels are rare, initial i 
occurs primarily in enclitic pronominal forms.
The table quantifies some interesting features of Djinang phonology. Firstly, consider 
the vowels (and compare with the frequencies of Djinba vowels in Table 1.4). Word initial 
vowels are rare, as discussed above. For initial a and u vowels, there are only the words ama 
'mother' (child speech), a (a zero meaning onset to a breath group, or sometimes used as an 
allomorph of ga 'and'), and u 'or' (English loanword). Other instances of vowels are either word 
medial or final. Of interest are the relative frequencies of the three vowels. The i vowel is 
more than twice as frequent as the a vowel, and three times as frequent as the u vowel. This 
reflects the diachronic fact that the majority of closed-class Djinang morphemes have 
undergone a sound change in their a and/or u vowels, as follows:
*a > i and *u > i
while most open class roots resisted the change - although unstressed and/or root-final a or u 
vowels quite often also changed to an i vowel. In order to refer to this historical change, I will 
call i t  the "Djinang Vowel Shift". How this change came about is discussed in Appendix 2. The 
synchronic result of this change is that the 'unmarked' vowel in Djinang is the i vowel; whereas 
it is an a vowel in Djinba, the latter not having undergone this sound change.
Secondly, the low frequency of apical stops, particularly the alveolar apicals d and t, is  
noteworthy. This is  a feature of Yolngu languages generally, rather than of Djinang in 
particular. Word-initial apico- alveolars typically occur as the initial segment only in 
loanwords, either of English or Austronesian origin; for there is  a general constraint that a 
rhythmic segment (normally two syllables) must not commence with an apical consonant. This is  
dealt with at some length in my previous work (Waters i980b), wherein I used the term 'stress 
group' for a rhythmic segment. Such rhythmic segments are typically disyllabic, but can be 
trisyllabic.
From the table we also observe that of the apical consonants, retroflex apicals are more 
frequent than the equivalent alveolar apicals (except for the class of liquids), and in the case 
of d and £, the ratio is  of the order of 20 to 1. What this represents is  a tendency for 
retroflexion to be the least marked articulation of apical sounds, especially in word initial 
position. Thus word initially, the two rhotics do not contrast, since only r occurs. (A few 
exceptions exist, such as rrupiya 'money' which is  a Hacassan loan). One of the clearest 
examples of this is  in Djinba, where the lsg pronoun ngarra T  is  pronounced ra, when it occurs
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TABLE 1.3 Djinang word i n i t i a l ,  media l ,  and f i na l  phoneme f requenc ie s
Number of occurrences
i n i t . med. f i n . t o t .
P 8 567 15 590
t 1 39 11 51
t 0 113 33 146
t j 1 391 36 428
k 12 569 81 662
b 609 645 0 1254
d 1 20 0 21
d 99 280 0 379
dj 416 1043 0 1459
9 544 1236 0 1780
m 516 782 130 1428
n 5 356 73 434
n 58 639 29 726
ny 121 351 43 515
ng 350 617 401 1368
1 19 713 42 774
I 52 651 67 770
r r 3 1233 155 1391
r 115 810 66 991
w 294 342 25 661
y 152 340 56 548
i 44 4904 1815 6763
a 2 2827 233 3062
u 1 1978 112 2091
/ 0 45 6 51
Total words = 3423
Total phonemes= 28292
CC c l u s t e r s 2886
CCC c l u s t e r s 164
CCCC c 1u s t e r s 11
Total  c l u s t e r s  3061
Frequency (pe rcen t )
i n i t . med. f i n . t o t .
.028 2.00 .053 2.01
.004 .14 .039 .18
0 .40 .17 .52
.004 1 .38 .13 1 .51
.042 2.01 .27 2.34
2.15 2.28 0 4.43
.004 .071 0 .074
.35 .99 0 1 .34
1 .47 3.69 0 5.16
1 .92 4.37 0 6.29
1 .82 2.76 .46 5.05
.018 1 .26 .26 1 .53
.21 2.26 .10 2.57
.43 1 .24 .15 1 .82
1 .24 2.18 1 .42 4.84
.067 2.52 .15 2.74
.18 2.30 .24 2.72
.011 4.36 .55 4.92
.41 2.86 .23 3.50
1 .04 1.21 .088 2.34
.54 1 .20 .20 1 .94
.16 17.33 6.42 23.90
.007 9.99 .82 10.82
.004 6.99 .40 7.39
0 .16 .021 .18
Average wordlength 8.27
Rat i o of consonant c l u s t e r s  
to phonemes .108
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in reduced form (the initial syllable is dropped).
Clusters of form CCC are possible across a syllable boundary. It is also possible to get a 
CCCC cluster in certain circumstances. Such clusters always arise from underlying forms with 
the shape ...VCCNiCV... where N is a nasal. If the i vowel is elided» the cluster CCNC will 
result. In this case» the nasal always becomes syllabic. Two examples are: 
ngidjirrkngban 'dose now' 
wurpmpiU 'one-PL' (ie. 'ones')
The only other syllabic consonants that I have encountered are r and w» in word initial position 
preceding glottal stop when a verb stem is partially reduplicated to indicate DURative aspect. 
Normally the first vowel of the stem is included in the reduplication» but in these two examples 
it was omitted:
r'ra-ny 'Kept on entering'
DUR-enter-T.PST.CONT 
w'wati-ny Kept on swearing'
DUR-swear-T.PST.CONT
Since the table is based on dictionary data, the average word length is larger than it is in 
natural text (the la tter varies from about 5.2 phonemes per word, to about 5.5, depending on 
the dialect or idiolect). It is the high incidence of reduced pronouns and small particles in text 
data which accounts for the lower textual word lengths.
A further point can be made about rhythmic units. A typical shape for such a unit is 
CVCV. The first consonant of such a unit is  non-apical, and usually one of the peripheral or 
laminal stops, or peripheral or laminal nasals. However, the second consonant is typically a 
liquid or a nasal. This is clearly related to rhythm: for the rhythmic unit's s tress  occurs on the 
first syllable, making the first syllable more prominent. Syllables which are not prominent
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typically have a liquid or nasal onset. These tendencies have been dealt with earlier (see 
Waters 1980b). Nasals are ambivalent, in that being non-continuants they can function like 
stops to form the onset of a rhythmic unit; while as sonorants they are suitable medial 
consonants in a rhythmic unit.
In word initial position, the relative frequency of phonemes is:
p e r i p h e r a l  > p e r i p h e r a l  > g l i d e s  > laminal  > laminal  > r h o t i c s  > ap i ca l  
s t o p s  n a s a l s  s t o p s  nasa l  s t o p s
3 4 .227. 25 .297. 13.047. 12.187 3.557  3 .487. 2 .957.
> l a t e r a l s  > ap i ca l  > vowels 
n a s a l s
2.047  1.887 1.417
In word final position, the relative frequency of phonemes is:
vowels  > p e r i p h e r a l  > r h o t i c s  > l a t e r a l s  > a p i ca l  > p e r i p h e r a l  > g l i d e s  
n a s a l s  n a s a l s  s t o p s
<63.157 15.547 4.457  3.227  2.987  2.477  2.387
> a p i ca l  > laminal  > laminal
s t o p s  nasal  s t o p s
1.737 1.247 1 .077.
In word medial position, the relative frequency of phonemes is:
vowels  > p e r i p h e r a l  > r h o t i c s  > laminal  > p e r i p h e r a l  > l a t e r a l s  
s t o p s  s t o p s  n a s a l s
45.247  14.047. 9.527  4 .497. 4 .527. 4 .347.
> a p i c a l  > g l i d e s  > ap i ca l  > laminal  
n a s a l s  s t o p s  nasal
4.447  3.187  2.117  1.447
The commonest initial phonemes are peripheral stops and nasals (57%), while the next 
most common phonemes are glides and laminal stops (25%), while the laminal nasal, all apicals, 
and vowels, make up the remainder. As far as manner of articulation is concerned, the relative 
proportions are: peripherals 48.11%, laminals 20.19%, apicals 10.35%, which represents ratios 
of 7:2:1 in initial position.
The discussion above about rhythmic units is born out by the figures for the frequencies 
of word final phonemes. In this position, sonorant phonemes are expected to predominate, 
which is indeed the case. Vowels are most frequent (45.15%), then nasals (19.74%), then liquids 
(9.47%), stops (5.47%), and glides (2.38%). The apparent anomalous infrequency of glides is
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largely due to the -fact that they tend to be lost -from word final position with the passage of 
time. Thus, in word final position the ratios are; vowels:nasals:liquids:stops :: 13:4:2:1. In 
terms of manner of articulation, the relative percentages of word final consonants are: 
peripherals 18.94%, apicals 14.38%, and laminals 3.96%. Peripherals are still the most frequent 
class of consonants, while apicals are nearly as common due to the high incidence of liquids in 
this position.
In the data sample, there are 21446 medial phonemes (75.8%), so that the relative 
frequencies are very accurate. In terms of manner of articulation, the relative percentages of 
medial consonants are: apicals 22.62%, peripherals 22.18%, and laminals 9.91%.
Considering all positions in the word, the relative frequency of phonemes in Djinang are:
vowels > per iphera l  > pe r iphera l  > r h o t i c s  > laminal > l a t e r a l s  > g l i d e s  
s tops  nasa l s  s tops
42.11% 15.07% 9.89% 8.42% 6.67% 5.46% 4.28%
> apical  > apical  > laminal
na s a l s  s tops  nasal
4.10% 2.11% 1.82%
Table 1.4 is an equivalent table of frequencies, for the Djinba language. This table is 
based on my field data, as represented in the Djinba entries in Appendix 4. The Djinba table 
should be used with caution, because I have systematically obtained Djinba equivalents only for 
Djinang words which begin with phonemes a, b, d , ... 1, and 1; but lack of time prevented me from 
obtaining a similarly large set of equivalents for words which begin with the phonemes m, n , ... 
w and y, although I have obtained quite a number of words in this portion of the lexicon. Thus 
the word-initial figures for Djinba m, n, n, ... w, and y, will not be as high as would be the case 
if I had had time to complete the collection of data. The effect will be minimal for all these 
phonemes except m, ng, r, w, and y.
In Table i .4, consider the vowel frequencies. As noted previously, the least marked vowel 
in Djinba is an a vowel; the la tter being as frequent as both i and u together. Furthermore, the 
i vowel is the least frequent of the three vowels. These relative frequencies are more typical 
of Yolngu languages. The predominence of the i vowel in Djinang is due to sound change. The 
table shows that while both a and u vowels in Djinang have historically changed to i vowels, the 
change has affected a larger proportion of a vowels than u vowels.
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TABLE 1.4 Djinba word initial, medial, and -final phoneme -frequencies
Number o-f occurrences Frequency (percent)
i n i t. med. fin. tot. i n i t. med. fin. tot.
P 1 171 5 177 .009 1.60 .047 1 .66
t 0 4 1 5 0 .038 .009 .047
t 0 24 7 31 0 .23 .066 .29
tj 0 93 19 112 0 .87 .18 1 .05
k 0 289 462 751 0 2.71 4.33 7.05
b 269 159 0 428 2.52 1 .49 0 4.01
d 0 6 0 6 0 .056 0 .056
d 75 150 0 225 .70 1 .41 0 2.11
dj 229 119 0 348 2.15 1.12 0 3.26
9 284 116 0 400 2.66 1 .09 0 3.75
m 126 530 22 678 1.18 4.97 .21 6.36
n 4 295 42 341 .038 2.77 .39 3.20
n 15 165 63 243 .14 1 .55 .59 2.28
ny 54 100 45 199 .51 .94 .42 1 .87
ng 101 183 71 360 .95 1.76 .67 3.38
1 9 254 18 281 .084 2.38 .17 2.64
1 30 218 36 284 .28 2.04 .34 2.66
rr 0 480 90 570 0 4.50 .84 5.35
r 36 177 21 234 .34 1 .66 .20 2.20
w 86 164 7 257 .81 1 .54 .066 2.41
y 54 310 62 426 .51 2.91 .58 4.00
i 0 858 183 1041 0 8.05 1 .72 9.77
a 0 2000 139 2139 0 18.76 1 .30 20.07
u 0 1043 80 1123 0 9.79 .75 10.54
/ 0 32 1 33 0 .30 .009 .31
Total words = 1373 Average wordlength 7.76
Total phonemes= 10659
CC c1usters 1027 Rat i o of consonant clusters
CCC clusters 28 to phonemes .099
CCCC clusters 0
Total clusters 1055
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We shall now compare -the consonant -frequencies -for the two languages. The relative orderings 
o-f the various sound classes in word initial» -final» and medial positions is given below. The 
figures in square brackets represent the relative difference from the equivalent Djinang value» 
rounded off to the nearest percent.
In word initial position, the relative frequency of phonemes is:
p e r ip h e ra l > lam inal 
s to p s  s to p s
> p e rip h e ra l > g l id e s  > ap ica l 
n a sa ls  s to p s
> 1 am i n a 1 
nasal
> l a t e r a l s
40.30% 16.70% 16.54% 10.25% 5.44% 3.96% 2.83%
1 * 6 7 .1 [ +5%] [-9%] [-3%] [ +2%] [ 0%] [ + 1%]
> r h o t i c s  > a p ica l > 
n a sa ls
vowe1s
2.64% 1 .38% 0%
[-1%] [-1%] [-1%]
Most of the differences in frequencies in word final position, when comparing with the 
Djinang frequencies, is due to the fact that elicitation of Djinba equivalents was discontinued 
when I was half way through the lis t of words beginning with'm '. This has resulted in the word 
initial figures for ng, m, glides, and the r rhotic, being less than would otherwise be the case. 
Thus further elicitation would certainly have caused peripheral nasals to be the second-most 
common phoneme class, and rhotics possibly would also then precede laterals, as is the case in 
Djinang. In view of this, it appears that the only truly significant difference between the two 
languages for this word position is that Djinba has a slightly higher percentage of roots which 
begin with an apical stop.
In terms of manner of articulation, the relative percentages of word initial consonants 
are: peripherals 63.21% C-5%3, laminals 24.62% C+4%], and apicals 12.29% C+2%3; which 
represents ratios of 5:2:1. The relative order of the classes is the same as for Djinang.
In word final position, the relative frequency of phonemes is:
p e r ip h e ra l > vowels > r h o t i c s  > apica l  > pe r i phe ra l  > g l i d e s  > l a t e r a l s  
s t op s  n a sa l s  na s a l s
34.00% 29.28% 8.08% 7.61% 6.83% 5.01% 3.96%
[+31%] C-33%] [ + 2%.] [-1%] [-9%] [+3%.] [ + 1%]
> laminal  > laminal > apical  
nasal  s to p s  s tops
3.26% 1.40% 0.58%
[ + 2%.] [ 0%] [ - 1%]
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These -frequencies differ markedly from the Djinang values* and there is considerable 
variation in the order of the classes as well. In terms of manner of articulation, the relative 
percentages of word final consonants are: peripherals 41.34% [+223, apicals 20.23% E+6%3, and 
laminals 9.16% [+5%3. The relative order of these three classes is the same as for Djinang. 
Examination of Appendix 3 permits the following explanation of the various differences.
Firstly; like Dhuwal (Morphy 1983), Djinba strongly prefers to elide word final vowels, 
provided the resultant forms are phonologically well formed and non-ambiguous. This is 
particularly so in the class of suffixes (both nominal and verbal). In their dictionary citation 
forms, verbs have FUT inflection; this applies to both Djinang and Djinba. However, there are 
formal differences in the FUT allomorphs for each language which significantly affect the word 
final frequencies of the i vowel and the consonant K. Djinang verbs, in the dictionary citation 
forms, end either in -gi, -ngi, or -dji; while Djinba verbs in their citation forms end either in 
-(n)mak or -rrak. Since approximately one third of each dictionary is comprised of verbs, we 
expect the difference of frequencies of both word final peripheral stops, and word final vowels, 
to be about 33%. This is indeed the case, the actual differences being 31% and 33%, 
respectively.
Secondly, Djinba has significantly fewer word final peripheral nasals. Table 1.4 shows 
that it is primarily due to a much lower incidence of word final velar nasal (ng). The following 
historical explanation accounts for perhaps about 6% of the 9% difference. It has been noted by 
researchers in Yolngu languages that there is an archaic suffix -ngu (eg. Heath 1980:24) 
commonly appearing on nominals (eg. yol-ngu 'person7 cf. Djinang yul 'person7). In Djinang, the u 
vowel of this suffix has become i, and very commonly has been dropped. Djinba, on the other 
hand, appears never to have productively used this archaic suffix. Consequently, many Djinang 
nominals and suffixes end with a velar nasal, while cognate forms in Djinba end with another 
consonant. For example; Djn -gining 'having' cf. Djb -nan 'having', Djn gadjira-pi-ng 
'yesterday's one' cf. Djb ripurrum-birriy 'yesterday's one', Djn djini-djini-ng 'now' cf. Djb 
djinir-pany 'now', Djn djini-ng 'th is ' cf. Djb djini-ny 'th is ', and so forth. The other 3% of the 
difference may well be accounted for by the fact that a significant number of the Djinang verbs 
which have FUT -ngi are cited in the dictionary with the final i elided (because they are 
commonly pronounced this way). The equivalent Djinba verbs end in the -mak FUT suffix, 
discussed above.
There are differences in the frequencies of glides, rhotics, laminal nasal, and apical 
stops as well. For the most part, these differences are small and correlate with differences in 
morphemic shapes between Djinang and Djinba. For example, the y and ny phonemes occur 
slightly more often in Djinba, in word final position. However, the most interesting
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comparisons between the two languages can be made -from the word medial frequencies» and it  is 
these we shall now examine.
In word medial position» the relative frequency of phonemes is:
vowels > p e r i p h e r a l  
s top s
> p e r i p h e r a l  
nasa ls
> r h o t i c s > g l i des > l a t e r a l s  > a p i c a l  
nasa ls
49.30X 9 . 297. 9.07X 8.30X 5.99X 5.96X 5.82X
[+4X3 C-5X3 [+3X3 [-1X3 [ + 3X3 [ 0X3 [+1X3
> lam ina l  
s tops
> a p ic a l  
s tops
> lam ina l  
nasal
2.68*/ 2.33X 1 .26X
[-4X3 [ 0X3 [ 0X3
In terms of manner of articulation» the relative percentages of word medial consonants 
are: apicals 22.40% C 0%], peripherals 20.43% C-2%3, and laminals 7.86% [-2%3. Notice that not 
only is the relative order the same as in Djinang, but the variations from the Djinang values 
are quite small. There were 7913 medial Djinba phonemes in the data base» representing 74.2% 
of the total phonemes» so that these figures are quite accurate. Since lenition does not affect 
the composition of these three classes» this close correlation with Djinang is what we would 
expect, even though the two languages are only 61% cognate.
However» although the major classes compare closely with Djinang, there is variation 
within the classes that needs to be explained. The firs t thing to consider is the class of 
apicals. As can be seen, there is no significant variation of frequency of medial rhotics, 
laterals, apical nasals, nor apical stops. The 1% increase in Djinba of apical nasals is probably 
due to the n phoneme which precedes the -mak FUTure inflection on a large proportion of Djinba 
verbs. Also, we must note that while the Djinba and Djinang frequencies of rhotics differ by 
only 1%, Djinba has a high ratio of alveolar (rr) to retroflex <r) rhotics, with a value of nearly 
3:1. The high frequency of rr is due to the -rrak FUT suffix in Inchoative verb forms, and to the 
-Birriy 'QRiginative' suffix (which is -B i in Djinang).
If  we consider the peripheral and laminal classes, we see that there are systematic 
differences from the Djinang values. However, in the class of nasals, the variation is only in 
the peripherals. Stops are fewer (peripheral stops are down 5%, laminals are down 4%), glides 
are more frequent (peripheral w is up .86%, laminal y is up 2.72%), and peripheral nasals are up 
3%. The firs t thing to be accounted for is the increase in the frequency of peripheral nasals. 
Turning to Tables 1.3 and 1.4, we see that the increase in Djinba is due to a marked increase in 
the frequency of medial m. There is a morphological explanation for this: as explained before, 
there are a large number of Djinba verbs cited with -mak 'FUT' inflection. The m in this
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morpheme accounts -for the increase in the -frequency of Djinba medial m's, and for much of the 
decrease in Djinba medial peripheral stops (since the equivalent Djinang verbs have a -gi 
suffix» so that the g contributes to the Djinang medial peripheral stops frequency). There is» 
however, an unexplained residue. Laminal obstruents are down about 4%, laminal glide is up 
about 3%. This suggests that a historical process of lenition has taken place.
Turning to Appendices 3 and 4, we observe the following facts. Firstly, in word initial 
position, peripheral and laminal stops are never lenited in Djinba. Secondly, many derivational 
affixes and case markers have been lenited, and some examples follow. (Note, capital le tters 
representing archiphonemes are used at positions of morphophonemic alternation.)
D j i n a n g D j i n b a P r o t o - f o r m
- B i ' O R i g i n a t i v e ' - W i r r i y  ' O R ' * - B u y  ' A s s o c i a t i v e '
- 6 i ' D A T i v e ' - w u  ' D A T ' * - G u  ' D A T '
- D J i -  ' F A C T i t i v e ' - y a -  ' F A C T ' * - D H a -  ' F A C T '
( o f t e n - d j a -  i n  D a b i  d i a l e c t )
- D J i -  ' T H E M a t i S e R ' - y u -  ' T H E M S R ' * - D H u -  ' T H E M S R '
( o f t e n - d j i -  i n  D a b i  d i a l e c t )
- D J i -  ' I N C H O a t i v e ' - y i -  ' I N C H O ' * - T H i -  ' I N C H O '
It is clear that Djinba has undergone a selective lenition process, peripheral stops being 
lenited to w, laminal stops to y. (This is covered in more detail in Appendix 2.) The important 
point is that the lenition process discussed above occurred only in non-initial position, and 
primarily in the (closed) class of affixes. This is significant» and is discussed in the next 
paragraph.
These facts permit two typological observations. Appendix 2 details how a vowel 
fronting/raising process in the prefixing language to the west of Djinang (ie. Rembarrnga) 
diffused into Djinang, starting with reduced pronominal forms, and extending through the 
classes of derivational affixes, case forms, and tense/aspect suffixes; and also to unstressed 
vowels in root forms (though with less regularity). This process in Djinang, and the lenition 
process in Djinba, are quite dissimilar -  except that the morphemes affected are typologically 
similar: namely, the small closed classes of affixal forms. The lenition process is an innovation 
which spread from the east (eg. Gumatj, in the north-east tip of Arnhem Land has undergone 
this lenition process exhaustively throughout the lexicon). The typological observations we can 
make are: 1. that in Yolngu languages it is  the affixal forms which are most susceptible to 
sound change, and 2. there is a precedence hierarchy to the diachronic order in which forms are
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affected: affixes are at the high precedence end of the hierarchy! lexical roots at the low 
precedence end.
Concerning the frequency of word medial vowels! the Djinba values are 4% higher. In 
Djinang, the high incidence of the i vowel permits more elision. For example! the i vowel is 
always elided from a /djiny/ sequence. Thus! from dirradji-gi 'eat-FUT'! the nominalization 
'the eating' is formed as follows*- 
dirra-dj-nyir-bi 
eat-THE M SR-NM LSR-OR
Elision of medial i vowelsf of which the above is one type of example! creates consonant 
clusters; which accounts for the greater incidence of clusters in Djinang.
Considering all positions in the word} the relative frequencies of phonemes in Djinba are:
vowels  > peripheral  
s tops
40.38X 16.467.
[ - 7 / 1  [ + 173
> 1 aminal > apical  
s t ops  s tops
4.31 X 2.507.
[ - 7 / 1  [ O’/ I
> peripheral  > 
nasa l s
9.747.
[ 0X3
> 1 am i n a 1 
nasal
1.877.
[ 073
r h o t i c s  > g l i des
7.557 6.717
E — 17 3 C+273
apical  > l a t e r a l s  
nas a l s
5.487 5.307.
[+173 [ 073
Comparing with Djinang! we see that vowels are slightly less frequent due to Djinba 
having fewer word final vowels; the relative order of the first four classes is the same in both 
languages; thereafter glides have moved up due to lenition in Djinba -  at the expense of 
laminal stops which have moved down. Apical nasals are also slightly increased! primarily to 
the common occurrence of the alveolar apical nasal (n) before the -mak 'FUT' suffix. The 
slightly higher figure for peripheral stops is probably due to the lack of systematic elicitation 
of Djinba equivalents for Djinang words begining with mf ... w, and y: since there are no 
words begining with peripheral stops in that portion of the lexicon.
1.3 DJINANG DIALECTS
There are dialectal varieties of Djinang. These are discussed at lengthf with the results 
of an analysis by computer, in Appendix 1. This section will therefore outline the main findings 
only. Dialects are discussed here because some of the more significant dialect differences are 
of a phonological nature.
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Dialectal variations correlate closely with clan membership» although the computer 
analysis demonstrated that variation of some dialectal features could be as significant within 
a clan as it  is across clan boundaries. The following are the Djinang clans» with their moiety 
affiliations. Marrangu (Dj)» Hurrungun (Dj)» Manyarring (Dj)» Wulaki (Y)» Djadiwitjibi <Y)» 
Mildüngi (Y)» and Balmbi (Y). WulaKi is actually a dialect name» rather than a clan name. 
However, Djinang people use it as a cover term for people speaking that variety, and so it 
serves as a default clan name. This is not uncommon. A leader of the Manyarring clan gave me 
'Manyarring' as the name of the dan, and of the dialect spoken by the clan. However, some 
other clans distinguish dialect names from clan names.
Djinang takes its  name from the archaic form of the proximate deictic form djining. In 
pre-Djinang, the pronunciation of this was «djinang. Only Wulaki still uses the older form, in 
free variation with the modern form. Interestingly, Marrangu people call their dialect 'Djinang', 
and their dialect is very similar to Wulaki.
There is a 'native theory' concerning certain perceptual features of the dialect 
differences. I have coined the terms 'smooth' versus 'disjunctive' to characterize what appears 
to be a cline. Phonologically, a smooth dialect will have less elision of vowels, particularly the 
i vowel, and therefore fewer consonant clusters. In word final position, i will also be elided 
much less frequently, producing fewer clusters across word breaks. Also, a smooth dialect is 
more likely to use a lenis stop when variation is permitted. (Lenis versus fortis is a 
socio-linguistic marker in a small set of words.) On the other hand, disjunctive dialects elide 
vowels (especially i) more often, particularly in word final position. In such dialects, stops are 
more likely to be fortis when free variation is possible; and in some words a fortis stop is 
always used where a smooth dialect would have a lenis one. For example, the smooth form 
ngidjirrgi 'dose ' versus the disjunctive form ngidjirrkngi. (The la tter form is more recent, being 
a fossilization of the former form together with the now unproductive nominal marker -*ngu. In 
this formation, the stem-final vowel has been lost, resulting in obligatory hardening of the 
velar stop.)
It is not a simple matter to reduce several co-varying linguistic parameters to variations 
along a linear gradient. Dialects vary in the individual 'mix' of the various parameters. For 
example, Murrungun is a disjunctive dialect, similar aurally to Manyarring (which is also 
disjunctive). However, the Murrungun speaker was found to be disjunctive primarily because he 
had a high incidence of fortis stops, while elision of i vowels was not of comparable 
significance. On the other hand, one Manyarring speaker (Milurrurr) had much lower incidence of 
fortis stops, but a very high incidence of elision of i vowels. Even so, the computer results do 
show that there is a valid statistical basis for the 'native theory'. It turned out that 
Murrungun and Manyarring are of disjunctive type, Marrangu is smooth, and Wulaki is probably
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smooth (possibly more so than Marrangu). However, there are problems with the Wulaki data: I 
had to rely on reconstructed text and elicited sentences recorded by Capell (c. 1941), which 
made the characterization of Wulaki less certain.
Other significant variations involve pronouns, deictics, and negatives. Correlation of 
these variations, together with the smooth -  disjunctive dine, and the geographical location of 
the dialects shows that the disjunctive dialects are the ones which have innovated. The smooth 
dialects are generally more conservative, having linguistic features more similar to Yolngu 
languages to the east. The conservative dialects are, interestingly, to the west of the Djinang 
area. Between them and the Yolngu languages to the east is the kernel area for the innovative 
changes. Geographically this area correlates closely with the coastal area near the mouth of 
the Glyde river, and along the lower reaches of the river. I have not been able to establish a 
clear source for the innovations, either internally or externally. It does appear that the source 
was not the prefixing languages to the west (see Appendix 2). Djinba may have been the source, 
but conclusive evidence is lacking.
There are also socio-linguistically important variations in lexical open classes (nouns 
and verbs). Diffusion of forms across clan boundaries has served to obscure the systemicity of 
the variations. However, it appears to be the case that many of the variations correlate with 
moiety distinctions. Also, of those words manifesting dialectal variants, Wulaki quite often has 
a form which is not attested in the other dialects. Examples can be seen towards the end of 
Appendix 1.
1.4 CONSONANT CLUSTERS
The computer was used to search the dictionary data for consonant clusters, both intra- 
and inter-morphemic clusters. The results are sufficiently different from the previously 
published table of clusters (Waters 1980b:27) to warrant a revised account.
Firstly, the data base is now considerably larger, so that a number of new clusters have 
been observed. Secondly, using automated methods has enabled a comparison of intra- and 
inter-morphemic distribution of clusters, the result of which has been to show that 
inter-morphemic clusters exceed intra-morphemic ones in the ratio 2:1. With only a small 
number of exceptions, each intra-morphemic cluster is also represented in the set of 
inter-morphemic clusters. The exceptions will be dealt with below.
Thirdly, the results show that a claim in my previous work is false (ibid:27). I had claimed 
that apical sonorants (n n 1 ] rr and r) may not follow another consonant. That was true for the
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data I had at that time, but examples to the contrary have come to light: although for most of 
them I have but one example. Within morphemes the following are attested: 
tn bitn (abbreviation of bitma 'seemingly'; the n is syllabic) 
rrl murrlambirring 'pelican' (this is likely to be a compound of 
lambirring 'wide')
rl gar-garluj 'ground depression' 
bl blik 'exit through an opening'
The following are attested across morpheme boundaries: 
pn nump-num 'small mud wasp' (reduplication)
W djarrk-langgarr yirrpigi 'wear a septum-bone'
kr rak-rakng 'lightweight', rarrak-rarrak 'toasted cycad flour cake'
(both are reduplications) 
mn nam-nam 'high up' (reduplication) 
mr rum-rumdjigi meaning unknown (reduplication) 
ngl ngidjirrkng-li-tji-dji! near-ALL-INCHO-FUT 'to make it come close' 
m  lurrkin-nirrpmiygi! 'goad to do'
ryr mungin-ran.girri 'grandchild' (periphrastic, lit. back-spear) 
lr djal-rani 'find a food-bearing place' 
rrl bundirr-laltiiqi 'be deep', ngurr-langgarrgining 'having a 
septum-hole', rarr-lambirridjidji 'be open-mouthed', rarr- 
lapmiygi 'open the mouth of something' 
rrn budjirr-nirrpmiygi 'goad to do', yagirr-ninin 'unimportant' 
r r j ' burr-rirrtjigining 'pebbly ground surface', murr-rani 'promise', 
ngurr-rani 'insert nose ornament', rurr-rurrdjigi 'throw up 
repeatedly' (reduplication)
rl eighteen words, for example: bilnggar-li 3duOBL-ALL 'to them two', 
bumir-li 'to the edge', bumir-lili 'bald' 
rn bir-nami 'higher than normal', bir-nunydjirri 'work hard at 
providing holpitality'
r.r bumir-rirrkiyan 'rocky prominence', gar-rirrirr 'around the edge'
Table 1.5 displays the intra-morphemic consonant clusters, while Table 1.6 gives the 
inter-morphemic clusters, for clusters of two consonants. The tables show that the second 
consonant of a CC cluster is overwhelmingly likely to be a noncontinuant (ie. a stop or nasal), 
and moreover that the most likely subclass of noncontinuants will be peripherals, the next most 
likely subclass will be laminals, and finally apicals (rarely).
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Yolngu languages permit a wider variety of consonant clusters than is the norm for most 
Australian languages (Morphy 1983:22)» and Djinang is perhaps an extreme example of this. The 
two principal sources of the atypical clusters are reduplication» and verb derivation by 
compounding a verb stem with a body-part. There are numerous instances of both in the 
examples given above.
TABLE 1 .5  Djinang Intra-morphemic Consonant C lusters
first
timber P k tj t
second amber
t b g dj d d n ng ny n n 1 ]_ rr r w y
P pn P«
k kdj Km kng kw
tj tjp tjk
t tdj
t ip ItJ td tra tny i n
a rap rak mb mg mny
ng ngk ngb ngg
ny nyk nytj nyb nyg nydj nym nyng
n np ntj nt nb n.g ndj nd nn nng
n np nk nb ng ndj nd nm nng
1 lp Ik ltj lb lg ldj Id Ira lng Iny lw
i ip ik ltj ib ig ldj ]d 1m ing lw
rr rrp rrk rrtj rrt rrt. rrb rrg rrdj rm rrng rH rrw
r rp rk rtj rt rb rg rdj rd rm rng M rw
u wng
y yp yk ytj yb yg ym yng yw
Two further clusters not shown in the above table are gw which occurs in gwu an 
abbreviation of guwa 'come here'; and bl which occurs in blik 'exit through an opening',
The following clusters occur only intra-morphemically: ntj bintji 'do thus'; nt birintili 
archaic ALLative form with meaning 'back towards'» marintili archaic ALLative form with 
meaning 'towards trouble' (both these forms are probably stem + epenthetic n + tili» and 
therefore may perhaps be better placed in Table i.6); nd balngunda 'yam species'» rindigi 'cut 
off'» and several other forms; nji bandany 'dry'» bandira 'lengthwise', bandarr 'pain in groin
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area'» and several other forms; tn bitn 'seemingly' (abbreviation of bitma); rrt murrurrt 'bunch' 
'bush'; rrt makarrta 'organized vengence fight'» ngurrtatjigi 'be near the end of the wet season'.
TABLE 1.6 Djinang Inter-morphemic Consonant Clusters
f i r s t  
it ember p k t j
second member
t t b g dj d d n ng ny n n 1 I rr r M X
P PP pdj pro pny PH PM
k kp kk k tj kb kg kdj kd km kng kny k i Ir kw ky
t j tjp  tjk  t j t j tjb  tjg  tjd j t jn  tjng tjny
t tp tk tb tg tdj tm
t tp tk t t j tb tg tdj td tn tng tny
n mp mk mtj mb mg mdj md mm mng mny mn mr mw
ng ngp ngk ngtj ngb ngg ngdj ngd ngra ngng - ngi
ny nyk nytj nyb nyg nydj nyd nym nyng nyny
n np nk nb n.g ndj nd nr» nng
n np nk nb ng ndj nm nng nny on nr nw O X
1 Ip lk l t j I t  lb lg ld j Id ln lng 1ny lr 1m lx
I ip Ik l t j I t  lb  Ig ld j Id Im lng 1 » lx
rr rrp rrk r r t j rrb rrg rrd j rrd rrn rrng rrny rrn rM r r . r rrM rry
r rp rk r t j r t  rb rg rdj rd rm rng rny rn r I r . r rw ry
m wtj wb wg wdj wd wn wng « I MM
y yp yk y tj yb yg ydj yd ym yng yny x i XT yw yx
The list of CC clusters in the coda of CVCC syllables is almost identical to that 
previously published (ibid i980b:26), with the following clusters needing to be added to that 
list: l t j  ngiltj-nyi idu.inc-ACC 'us two', and lng galngbuy 'meat prohibition'. CCC clusters arise 
by the juxtaposition of a CVCC syllable followed by another syllable, or by elision of an i 
vowel. The latter morphophonemic process has been dealt with in my previous work (ibid 
1980b:25>.
Finally, the following CCCC clusters are attested. In each case, they result from an 
underlying structure of ...CVCC + Ni + CV... where N is a nasal which is homorganic to a 
peripheral stop which immediately precedes. In these circumstances, the i vowel is always 
elided, and the nasal becomes syllabic. There is no constraint on the last C of such a cluster.
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rkng-C mirkfig-djidji 'be bad'» mirkng-pili 'bad ones' 
rrkng-C ngidjirrkng-li'tjidji 'cause to come close' 
rpm-C wurpm-djidji 'be one'* wurpm-pili 'ones'* wurpm-ban 'one now' 
rrpm-C midjirrpm-djidji 'be Just dust', mirrpm-ban 'now very much'
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2. WORD CLASSES and CASE
2.1 DESCRIPTIVE MODEL
Before embarking on a description of the morphology and syntax of Djinang, some prior 
discussion of the descrip tive model th a t will be used herein» and also the display devices used» 
is  apt. I t  is  primarily the case system which which I am concerned» and the discussion below is 
confined to  the view of case th a t I will be using.
In a very im portant paper for A ustra lian ist linguistic research, Goddard (1982:167-196) 
o ffe rs  a new in te rp re ta tio n  of case in A ustralian languages. I will presume the reader is  
fam iliar with his paper in some detail» for I will only summarize h is main points here. Basically 
he claims th a t A u stra lian is ts  have confused 'c ase ' (as a morphosyntactic abstraction) with 
(surface) 'p a tte rn s  of marking'. In particular, th ree  core cases are to  be distinguished, 
ERGative, NOMinative, and A ccusative, even though th is  leads to  homonymy for some classes 
of nominals (principally nouns and pronouns). He contends th a t if homonymy is  en tertained , 
then the need for a concept of 's p li t ' e rgative/accusative case system s disappears. The 
essen tia l point in th is  is  tha t capturing generalizations concerning agreement of cases in 
phrasal constructions leads to a unified view of a language's case system . The price th a t is  
paid for th is  unified view is  a certain  amount of non-isomorphism with the p a tte rn s  of marking. 
However, th is  non-isomorphism is  not random, but is  ra the r quite predictable by ru les 
sensitive  to  functional and syntactic c rite ria . While he admits th a t a small number of 
A ustralian languages may be analysed as having ju st two core cases» he claims th a t the best 
analysis of the majority of A ustralian languages is  th a t they have the three core cases 
mentioned above. F inally, he claims th a t the often-used  'case ' called ABSolutive is  in fact not 
really a case at all, but ra ther a p a tte rn  of marking in which the surface realization of 
accusative case is  formally indistinguishable from the nominative form.
His analysis is  appealing, and well argued. I intend to  follow his approach in my 
description of Djinang, particularly so because I believe i t  makes sense, in an insightful way, 
of the complexities of case marking in Djinang. In th is  language, there  is  sometimes marking of 
each nominal constituent of an NP with the same case, and a t  o ther tim es there is  not -  usually 
just one nominal being marked for case (and i t  is  o ften  not the head nominal). But i t  sometimes 
happens th a t other case forms will appear in the NP and th a t these  forms will not agree in case 
value with th a t of the NP as a whole. This is  a problem which I will comment fu rther on below, 
but I remark in passing here th a t Goddard's analysis is  helpful because i t  conceptually 
separa tes  the case SYSTEM from the p a tte rn s  of marking. Using his analysis, the former 
perm its useful generalizations to  be made, but the marking p a tte rn s  are not so conducive to 
neat generalizations.
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Before moving on, I wish to make two observations. The first concerns core cases. Contra 
Goddard, I believe that some Australian languages should be analysed as having four (not 
three) core cases, including DATive case as the fourth core case. Morphy (1933:81), in 
discussing Djapu, describes how DAT case has both core-like properties (eg. it is obligatory on 
the 0 nominal for the class of semitransitive verbs, in order to 'complete the sense' of the 
clause), and periphery-like properties (eg. it may co-occur with both intransitive and transitive 
verbs, marking quite a variety of semantic functions). Her solution to the paradox of whether it 
is 'core' or 'peripheral' is that it is neither. Instead, she defines an in-between category of 
'Outer Core'. Personally, I prefer to treat it as a case which has dual membership: each 
instance of a dative-marked nominal manifesting either a core function, or a peripheral 
function. Therefore I have just the two categories, 'core' versus 'peripheral'. The evidence for 
this dichotomy centres on semantic criteria rather than morpho-syntactic criteria. (This is 
reasonable since the core/peripheral distinction is heavily based on semantic criteria, see 
Dixon 1980:294, 378.) In brief, a core DAT has quite minimal semantic content (a logical 
consequence of its  obligatoriness with semitransitive verbs), while a peripheral DAT has fairly 
transparent semantic content, given the semantics of the verb which governs it and given the 
textual context.
The other point I wish to make is that case markina is used to mark two semantically 
distinct syntactic patterns. One pattern is the well-known one in which a verb governs its 
dependent nominals -  the latter being marked for case (in Goddard's theory, this marking may 
often be covert). The other pattern is when a case-marked nominal is governed not by a verb, 
but by the head nominal of the NP of which both nominals are constituents. When this occurs, 
the dependent nominal (or nominals -  there are often several in an NP) may take a surface case 
marking which bears no relation to the case of the NP as a whole. Usually such dependent 
nominals are marked for DAT or GEN.
The distinction between the two patterns of marking is important, because for some cases 
the semantic function being marked depends on whether the marked constituent is governed by 
the verb, or by a noun. The dual marking pattern is a problem for Goddard's theory of case 
systems. To put it  briefly, we are forced to predicate that double case marking sometimes 
occurs at the abstract level of the case SYSTEM, while at the level of surface realization, overt 
double case marking is quite rare (and, in fact, it  is avoided as much as possible). Some 
examples would be helpful here.
<1) ga ingki djin marnggi ngunung God-ang yan-gi
and NEG 3plN0M know tthatUNM God-GEN word-DATlDAT 
... and they did not know God's Word ... (32:19)
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In (1), the head of the NP is the unmarked deictic; however» the verb obligatorily governs 
a DAT NP. In the NP itself» only one of the three constituents is overtly marked DAT» the 
others being GEN (which I will treat as a derivational marker rather than case» for GEN may be 
further marked by a case form)» and UN Marked. The notational convention I am using is that 
whenever case on a nominal or NP differs from the overt marking in some way, then the nominal 
or NP will be placed within labelled brackets, with the labelling indicating the underlying case. 
In terms of Goddard's analysis of case, ngunung is formally UNM and covertly marked for DAT 
case, God is formally marked by the GEN suffix, and covertly marked for DAT case, and only yart 
is formally marked for DAT case. This notation permits the generalization that this particular 
verb takes an NP in DAT case, while permitting the internal morpho-syntax of the NP to mirror 
the functional relations obtaining there. Internally, this NP is an example of a Generic -  
Specific construction, the Generic deictic as the head of the NP and the qualifying nouns 
comprising an appositional NP.
According to the typical Australianist analyses of such a clause, the deictic would be 
labelled as taking either a NOM case ( - Q ) ,  or ABS; either of which would make it impossible to 
capture the generalization that the 0 complement of the verb marnggi must take DAT case. But
what of the NP internal adnominal markings? These are case markings no less, but mark
relations to governing nouns, as, for example, DAT in the following rather complex structure.
(2) Ga la r r -b a n  b i l  g i r - a l i  ngunung g u r rb i-H  ngunung
And s e t.o f f - IM  3duN0M go-RPA EthatUNM place-ALL thatUNM
gurrb i d j i - t j a r r i  God-ang b a la ' ngunung p ra y e r-g i
placeUhB"1 DIST-stand God-GEN houseUNM thatUNM prayer-D A T ]^^
And setting off, they then went to that place, to (where) God's house stands, the one for prayer 
... (32:12,13)
Verbs of motion often take a peripheral NP marked for ALLative case. But in (2) the ALL 
case overtly occurs only once. Clearly 'prayer' does not stand in the same relationship to the 
verb as does the noun gurrbi 'place'. The last two words of the NP are an embedded descriptive 
NP which is governed by the noun bala' 'house'. Thus case marking is used to mark two quite 
different kinds of semantic roles: firstly, to mark various functions of the arguments of a 
governing verb; and secondly, to mark adnominal relations within an NP. Because of this, we 
need a descriptive device which is capable of differentiating these two functions of case 
marking. Goddard's theory provides a theoretical framework, and the use of labelled brackets as 
explained above provides the necessary descriptive device.
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Having said the above, Goddard's analysis is still not without its  problems. Considering 
again example (2), we must say that 'prayer' is marked -for DAT case overtly, and ALL case 
covertly. The examples that Goddard discusses are not of this type. His treatment makes use of 
the frequent fact that covert case marking is formally unmarked at the level of surface 
representation. He is then able to claim that the unmarked nominal is a realization of the 
underlying case-marked nominal at the systematic level. This approach does not, however, work 
for examples like DAT in (2) above: it is not possible to view DAT marking as an allomorph of 
ALL case, which would be required if we wish to maintain that prayer is marked but once for 
case. Thus we must assume that this nominal is marked twice, overtly by DAT case, and 
covertly by ALL case.
As a consequence, we lose the generalization at the systematic level that 'nominals may 
be marked for case only once'; while at the level of surface realization this generalization is 
quite apt (although there are some rare exceptions): the surface generalization being 'nominals 
may be marked (overtly) for case only once'. What is so odd here is that underlying (ie. more 
abstract) levels of representation are posited in order to capture generalizations, not lose 
them. (The problem would, of course, disappear if only we could say that nominals governed by 
other nominals may never be marked by 'case', but rather by some other category. But this 
would involve redefining case quite narrowly, in terms of formal differences between nominals 
governed directly by a verb.) Thus, while 1 will follow Goddard's approach, it is nevertheless 
not without its  problems; though it is still better than earlier approaches to case in Australian 
languages.
Interestingly, the use of an UNM deictic as in examples like these is a strategy for 
avoiding dual (overt) case marking when the speaker wishes to qualify a case-marked nominal 
using a descriptive phrase. The idea is that by making the head an unmarked generic nominal 
(eg. the deictic ngunung 'that') agreement rules within a NP do not require the more specific 
nominals to be overtly marked. If this were not so, we might expect to find forms like 
*prayer-gi-li (noun-DAT-ALL), which in fact never occur.
Finally I remark that, wherever possible, examples used in this work are taken from 
natural text. Elicited sentences will be used as sparingly as possible. The examples above are 
taken from a text retelling the story of Paul and Silas and the conversion of the Philippian 
jailer. Examples from texts will be given with the text number and line number in parentheses 
or alternatively, in braces, after the free translation. Since the texts will eventually be lodged 
with the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, the text numbers are given as they are 
found in the copies to be sent to the Institute. Only part of four of these texts will be 
reproduced in this dissertation, due to their length.
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If a text cross-reference is given in parentheses» it signals that the relevant text is 
included in this dissertation; while braces { .. > will be used when a reference is to a text not 
included herein. The texts numbered 66» 67» and 68» are not really texts» but are a collection of 
interesting clauses and sentences» some of them elicited» from my recent field notes and from 
some short natural texts. In the interlinear glosses» hyphen is used when a morpheme may be 
segmented reliably, + is used when the segmentation is tentative, and no - or + delimiter is 
used when a category is inherently a part of the form cited.
2.2 WORD CLASSES
Morphy (1983:31-32) has described the formal word classes, their various functions, and 
the criteria used to identify the various classes, in her account of Djapu. Because Djinang and 
Djapu are both Yolngu languages, an equivalent description for Djinang does not vary greatly 
from her account, except in a few small closed classes of particles. Hence in this section I will 
merely state the word classes for Djinang, and give a table showing the various functions that 
each class may realize. Wherever possible in this dissertation, I will use the same labels as 
Morphy in order to facilitate comparison.
As in Djapu, there is  no formal category of adjective, although the adjectival function 
exits. The only open classes are nouns and verbs, all other classes have closed membership. 
The class of non-thematic verbs is  distinguished from other (thematic) verbs on the grounds 
that non-thematic verbs do not inflect, and they have restricted distribution -  typically
Table 2 .1  Word C la sse s  in D jinang
Nominals
noun, d erived  noun 
pronoun, reduced pronoun 
i n t er r o g a t i v e  pronoun
Verbs
verb,  a u x i l i a r y  verb  
non-thematic  verbs  
pred i c a te  nominale
d e i c t i c
P a r t i c l e s  
adverb  
temporal 
1oca t i o na l  
d i r e c t i o n a l  
o r i e n t a t i o n a l  
i n t e r j e c  t ion
r e c i p r o c a l / r e f 1 e x i v e / m u t u a l i s  
modal
1 i n k / r e l a t o r  
ne g a t i v e  
p e r f e c t i v e
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occurring with or instead of a thematic verb, and adding stylistic nuances. When they occur 
without an accompanying inflected verb, they describe actions which are highly predictable from 
the textual or situational context. Subject and Object NPs are omitted, being recoverable from 
the context. Usually non-thematic verbs are suppletive, but in a small number of instances in 
my textual database a non-thematic verb occurs preceding the thematic (ie. inflected) verb with 
which it is synonymous. Thus, expressions such as dubuk min-ali carry carry-TPA 'he carried 
him', bat ngu-li throw throw-TPA 'he threw him', bat marr-ngili pick.up pick.up-TPA 'he picked 
him up', are attested in natural text.
Morphy distinguishes three different classes of non-inflecting verbs (1983:65,92-3,103): 
firstly , a set of non-inflecting verbs (most of which are Austronesian loans, see Walker and 
Zorc 1981); secondly, a set of root forms -  some of which may sometimes occur in inflected form 
as thematic verbs; and thirdly, a small set of adjectival nominals which may function as verbs 
(such as mamggi 'know', djal 'desire', etc.). Some of the la tter se t may optionally be inflected. 
The Djinang situation is slightly different. Austronesian loans such as wukirri 'write', djama 
'work', etc. typically occur as thematic verbs (ie. they are inflected) -  based on a stem formed 
by the addition of the THEMSR first-order verb suffix to the loan form. This is the normal 
strategy for deriving thematic verbs from, say, nominal stems; and so there is no good reason 
for treating these loans as a unique word class within Djinang.
Words such as mamggi 'know', djal 'desire', and djunga 'ignorant', may occur within 
Djinang as nominals or as verbs. As verbs, they govern DAT case for the Object NP. And they 
may also be used as derived thematic verbs using either the THEMSR or INCHO first-order verb 
suffices. These words are best viewed as a suclass of nominals, and because of the identity of 
behaviour with the same forms in Djapu, 1 will call them a class of 'predicate nominals'. Only 
these three are attested in Djinang.
Morphy's class of root verb forms is comprised of two subclasses; a subclass of 
non-inflecting mono-morphemic roots, and a further subclass of root forms which may 
optionally be inflected. Morphy's first subclass of the class of root verb forms is to be 
identified with the class of Djinang non-thematic verb roots, and indeed, many of these forms 
in the two languages appear to be either identical or related; eg. Djapu dhut 's it ',  Djinang djut 
's it ', Djapu dutj 'return' Djinang jjutj 'return', etc. The other of Morphy's subclasses has a 
parallel in Djinang also, though within Djinang the relevant group of verb roots is best viewed 
as a subclass of the category 'verb', because the roots only very infrequently occur in text in 
uninflected form. What is distinctive about this subclass is that from it  transitive verbs are 
derived using the -miy- CAUS verb suffix, while intransitives are derived by suffixation of 
THEMSR -dji-. The CAUS morpheme is only used with this subclass of roots. Some roots in this 
class are lap 'open', maj^ a 'moor', gul 'cease', miJ< 'silen t', and there are dozens more in the 
lexicon. Verbs from this subclass take overt Subject and Object NPs in the normal way, provided 
the former occur as inflected verbs rather than as uninflected root forms.
Djinang has a class of cross-referencing pronouns, which are phonologically reduced 
forms derived from the corresponding full-form pronouns (see Appendix 1, section 2.3.1 where 
the full paradigm of the cross-referencing pronouns is given). Djinba has a similar set of 
cross-referencing pronouns, likewise derived by reduction of Djinba full pronouns, but space 
does not permit their reproduction here. Both Djinang and Djinba developed this class as a 
result of diffusion of a non-Yolngu pattern from prefixing languages to the west (see Appendix 
2 for a detailed account). I shall refer to this class as 'reduced pronouns' (concentrating on 
their form, rather than their function). In Australian languages which have forms of this type, 
they are often called clitic pronouns because their cross-refencing function gives them a 
clause-wide scope, while phonologically they are bound to either a preceding or following form. 
In Djinang and Djinba, however, only the one-syllable vowel-initial reduced pronouns are often 
bound to another non-pronominal form (and if so, always to a preceding form), and even these 
quite often occur as free forms. The consonant-initial reduced pronouns are almost never bound 
to a preceding form. For these reasons i t  is  not quite accurate to call them clitics, and so I 
prefer to call them 'reduced' pronouns. (A vowel-initial reduced pronoun, if preceded by another 
reduced pronoun, will always be bound closely to it -  usually the two become a portmanteau 
free form.)
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The other major difference from Morphy (ibid:31—32) is the large number of types of 
particles. I have merely chosen to cut up the 'particle' category somewhat more finely - into 
the divisions which can be justified on distributional and functional grounds. In Table 2.1» 
labels which are separated by slashes refer to a form or forms which have a variety of 
functions» and none of the functions can be reasonably inferred to have a priority status. Later 
in this dissertation each of the particle categories will be described» in the section appropriate 
to its  function(s)» and so I shall not develop the discussion of them here any further.
It remains to give a table of form -  function relationships for the various word class 
categories. Table 2.2 has this purpose, and may be compared with the equivalent table in 
Morphy (ibid:31).
Table 2 .2  Word C la sses  -  Form and Funct ion
Func t ion
Head of NP
Modi f ier  of NP head
Determiner wi thin NP
Form
noun, de r ived  noun 
pronoun,  reduced pronoun 
i n t e r r o g a t i v e  pronoun 
d e i c t i c
nega t i ve  wi r r  ' n o t h i n g '
some non- themat ic  ve rbs ,  such as
d j a l  ' w an t '  marnggi 'know'
noun, d e r ived noun 
pronoun,  reduced pronoun 
c 1ause
d e i c t i c
verb
P r ed i ca to r  non- themat ic  verb
nominal
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adverb ia l  p a r t i c l e
noun
aux i 1 iary verb 
non- themat ic  verb
Modi f i e r  of P r ed i ca t o r  c e r t a i n  verbs  which can be used
adverbial  1y
r e c i p r o c a l / r e f l e x i v e / m u t u a l i s  
bi ' h i t h e r '  minydji  ' t h i t h e r '  
body-par t  noun
Cr os s - r e f e r e nc i ng  s a l i e n t  reduced pronoun
p a r t i c i p a n t s
Mod i f i c a t ions  having clause-wide 
scope:  such as de f i n i ng  temporal ,  
l o c a t i o n a l ,  or d i r e c t i o n a l  s e t t i n g ;  
and so f o r t h .
d e i c t i c
temporal p a r t i c l e  
l oca t iona l  p a r t i c l e  
d i r e c t i o n a l  p a r t i c l e  
negat ive  
p e r f e c t i v e  
1i n k / r e 1a tor  
modal
I n t e r - c l a u s a l  l inkage l i n k / r e l a t o r
d e i c t i c
S t y l i s t i c  i n t e r j e c t i o n s
non-themat ic  verb
The occurrence of 'certain verbs which can be used adverbially' as modifiers of a 
predicator bears further comment here. It is not known how many thematic verbs can be used as 
modifiers in this way, and I know of only two at the time of writing. One of these is the verb 
djirridji, 'stand' which also belongs to the class of auxiliary verbs; and the other is the verb 
gurrkungi 'heap together', 'add to a group', which is not an auxiliary verb. Adverbial 
modification usually precedes the verb, while auxiliary verbs always immediately follow the 
verb. The preceding two verbs, when they occur with the function being discussed, may occur 
preceding the main verb -  if the latter is present. Auxiliary verbs do not have this freedom of 
distribution. The examples below illustrate each one. (Remember that the fortis/lenis stop
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opposition is neutralized word initially. So throughout this dissertation 1 will spell initial 
stops according to how the speaker uttered it# as in (4) below.)
(3) d j in in g  y a g i r r i  yul gurrku-ny  Djabal
CthisUNM nameUNM] CmanUNM add.to-TPC Dj abalUNMlnun Nm
... (and) this name (is) additionally a man's name, Djabal
(4) nyani t j a r r i - n y  wangi-ny in .ga  
3sgN01i stand-RPC speak-RPC 3sg+DAT
He stood talking to him (34:269) (Literally: He erectly spoke to him)
^5) 1 im mi 1 i-ng i 1 i , t ja r r i - f l f  l i b i  nya-nginj ,
lplincNOM look.around-RPA, stand-PRES lplexcNOM see-RPA
We looked around, standing we looked, ... (34:292-3)
One further thing worth mentioning here is the occurrence of a body part noun as a 
modifier of a predicator. Normally such nouns are incorporated into the verb stem (since the 
reduced pronoun precedes the noun), but occasionally the body part noun will precede the 
reduced pronoun. Such nouns typically provide metaphorical extensions to the range of 
meanings of a verb. When incorporated into the verb stem, the body part noun never is in an 
inflected form; however when separated from the stem by a reduced pronoun, the noun may 
sometimes take INSTR inflection. INSTR inflection on nouns is one way of deriving an adverb, 
which shows that the body part noun has an adverbial function when it is not incorporated into 
the verb stem. Even so, it  is generally the case that the meaning of the body part noun 
together with the verb is not simply the semantic sum of the meanings of each constituent. 
Numerous examples of the construction are to be found at the end of section 3.10.
In the following example a suffix is shown with several periods after it. I use this 
notation when the speaker utters the word-final syllable with a temporally lengthened vowel - 
which may continue for a second or more. This lengthening has semantic content, and indicates 
that the activity signalled by the verb took place over a long period of time. I call this 
DURative marking. While the lengthened vowel is being articulated, pitch usually is fairly 
constant (or drops slowly) till the near end, whereupon it falls off more rapidly.
<4) Manymak, m a rr -d j i  b i l  n y i n i - n a . . . ,  w i r r .
Okay, sou 1-INSTR 3duN0M sit-RPA+DUR NE6
Well, they sat expectantly for a long time, (but) nothing (happened). (24:102)
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2.3 CASE MARKERS
Case marking in Djinang is  quite complicated, when compared with the comparatively 'tidy ' 
marking system of, say, Djapu (Morphy 1983). The Djinang system  is  more complex for several 
reasons; f irs tly , the OBLique marker has merged with ERG on some nominal c lasses, and no 
longer is  used as a case in i ts  own righ t. Secondly, allomorphs of several cases in Djinang are 
not only conditioned by phonotactic c rite ria , but also by nominal c lass. Thirdly, sometimes the 
conditioning breaks down in 'performance' so th a t a form may occur when not expected, or be 
om itted when expected. Lastly, the change to  an i vowel in many Djinang suffixes has caused 
loss of some cases due to  merger on account of homophony, and some cases have been 
functionally maintained only by adopting suppletive forms. Comparison with Djapu (ibid 1983) 
and Gupapuyngu (Lowe 1960) shows th a t the older system  is  beginning to  break down a t some 
poin ts.
Table 2.3 gives the Djinang case marking in a summarized form. It must be remembered 
th a t the table is  a summary only, there is  insuffic ien t room for the many variances to  be s ta ted  
there . A fuller discussion of each case is  given in the sections which follow. The table should 
be compared with the equivalent table (3.2) in Morphy (1983:34). OBL is  not lis ted  in the table 
as a case, although i ts  reflex continues to  be used as 'c a rrie r ' of case inflection in certain  noun 
c lasses. OBL has many allomorphs, which derive h istorically  from an earlie r -*Gara OBL, in 
con trast to the -Gala forms in many Yolngu languages. Here the morphophoneme G may be 
realized as g k or w in other Yolngu languages; but as ng (mostly), g (mostly on kin nouns), or k 
(once only), in Djinang. The most commonly occurring allomorphs in Djinang are -gir(i) and 
-ngir(i), but reflexes occur with forms as diverse as -g ira  -g ir  -w ir -ng ira  -ngi -Ki - ra  -a ra  
-ar(i), depending on the class of nominal, and to  some ex ten t on the proceding phonotactic 
environment. Some examples of OBL on DAT-marked kin nouns are: bapip-wir-Ki FaSi-OBL-DAT, 
gadi-wir-Ki Si-OBL-DAT, and wuw-gir-ki OBr-OBL-DAT, gurrung-ngir-gi 
FaSiDaChild-OBL-DAT. OBL will be discussed fu rther in sections 2.7 and 2.9; as well as in the 
current section.
Before proceding, some comment about the earlie r form -*Gara is  w arranted. It does 
appear th a t several northern Yolngu languages had th is  form e ither as an allomorph of -*Gala, 
or instead of the la tte r . I do not have enough data to  give a comprehensive sta tem en t, but what 
I have is  the following OBL forms:
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Dj i nba -ngu ri 
-ngi r
-k a r ,  -g a r , 
-K ara , -w ara,
d j in i - n g u r i -n y  this-OBL-ACC 
y u l-n g ir -k a -n y  man-QBL-??-ACC
Gol pa 
Wangurr i 
Yan-Nhangu -k a ra
-wuru
on pronouns
on pronouns; -wara on one kin noun 
bäpa-wuru-murru father-OBL-PERL 
nhung 'kara  2sg-0BL 'w ith  you"
These -forms show that the retro-flex rhotic here is not an innovation in jjs t Djinang or 
Djinba, but is a reflex of an older -#Gara which may have had a wider distribution than in just 
Nhangu languages» as the Dhangu (Wangurri) example suggests. This is one of the evidences 
that Djinang and Djinba belong to a "Northern Yolngu" group of languages, suggested by Heath 
(1980a:6), and also by Tchekhoff and Zorc (draft manuscript, 1983).
In Table 2.3» the morphophoneme G in DAT case may be realized as either g or K. Which is 
used depends on a number of factors, such as the preceding phonotactic environment, the 
dialect of the speaker, the nominal class to which it is suffixed, and the form of the preceding 
OBL (if it occurs). When all these factors are known, the actual form can often be predicted. For 
example: if OBL is -gir, then DAT will be -Ki for all dialects; if DAT occurs on a pronoun, it 
will be -ki; after OBL -ngir, it will be -gi for 'smooth' dialects (see Appendix 1) but 
'disjunctive' dialects will sometimes use -ki; etc. A full statement of all the possibilities 
would take many paragraphs, and be very boring, so may it suffice here to say that in all 
morphophonemic variations of suffixal forms, the same four conditioning factors, or a subset of 
them, will be relevant. The suffixes in the Table are cited without any of the final vowels 
elided. After a rhotic, or nasal, an i vowel is often elided.
ORiginative case exhibits the morphophoneme B, which may be realized either as b or p. 
The -bi allomorph is the more common of the two, but when the OR suffix is reduplicated for 
the EXCLusive function, the reduplicated form is unually -pibi, although -bibi is the usual form 
on a pronoun which ends in the vowel i. The EXCL function may obtain even when the OR affix is 
not reduplicated. It therefore seems best to gloss the reduplicated form as a reduplication, 
rather than as an independent EXCL affix.
ERG case has three main allomorphs, -dji -ri and -li. The second of these often occurs 
without the final vowel. Elision of word-final vowels is a stylistic feature in Djinang, 
different dialects do it to varying extents (see Appendix i): it is not as rigorous as in Djapu 
where 'final' versus 'non-final' forms for suffixes can be posited on the basis of whether a 
word break or another suffix, respectively, follows the suffix in question (see Morphy 1983). 
There are a further two allomorphs of ERG which are not shown. They are both reflexes of OBL 
after the latter merged with ERG in early Djinang, and have quite restricted distribution. The
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Table 2 .3  Djinang Case Markers
+ HU
Type of 
-HU
S  =2=SSS=2==SS S
noun
Kin
names
Personal
names
Place
names
ERG - d j i / - r i / - l i - d j i / - r i / - l i -d j  i / - r i / —1i - -
INSTR/CAU - d j i / - r i / - l i - d j i / - r i / - l i - - -
NOM -0 -0 -0 -0 -
ACC -<0BL)-nyi -(OBL)-nyi -OBL-nyi -ny i -
DAT -OBL-Gi -Gi -OBL-Gi -Gi -
OR -Bi -Bi - -Bi -Bi
LOCj - r  i - m i r r i - r  i - r  i -J0
loc2 - -ngi - - -
ALL - l i -OBL-r-U “l i
ABL - n g i r i - n g i r i -KINPROP-ngiri - n g i r i
-ngira-ri-K1NPR0P
- n g i r i
PERL -mi rrpmi -mirrpmi
aassgassxacassssssssgcgsiaaecs
- —
■forms are -ngir(i) (which is often used after PLural marking), and -ar(i) which is common on kin 
nouns which end in an i vowel in their UNMarked form. Full details are reserved for the later 
discussion of ERG marking.
The infrequency of the -li allomorph occurring on +HUman nouns appears to be an 
accidental phenomenon, rather than systematic. There are few nouns which take this allomorph, 
and they appear to be mostly -HU, and end in the vowel i, or in the sequence iy. Some examples 
are butjiy 'dog7, guyi 'fish7, mani 'river7, djunggi 'fire7, ngalbirki 'hunger7, and so forth. A +HU 
example is the kin noun walkiri 'child of male ego7, the ERG form of which is walkir-li. The 
phonetic conditioning of the allomorphs has been historically weakening for a considerable 
time. The strongest conditioning factor is the noun class; so that Kin nouns regularly take the 
-ri allomorph (the stem-final vowel is realized as the a vowel when ERG follows, which 
suggests that the rhotic-initial allomorph was previously conditioned by the low vowel, before 
the sound change a > i took place.) Furthermore, except for kin nouns, the -dji allomorph seems 
to be establishing itself as the least-marked allomorph; for it is the only one that speakers 
feel can be used as a substitute for either of the other two, on a given nominal stem.
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Some Yolngu languages have a TEMPoral case» which is  formally identical to ERG/I NSTR 
marking» but which has the meaning 'at the time of X' where X i s  the nominal marked by the 
TEMP case. Djapu has such a case (Morphy 1983:34,39). Djinang lacks TEMP case; but although 
TEMP case does not obtain» the TEMP function s til l  obtains in the language -  sometimes it  is  
marked lexically» and sometimes it  is  marked by PROM» as we shall see  in later sections. A form 
such as wa^irr-dji 'sun', 'time'» as in example (7) below» should be analysed as sun-PROM. 
However» TEMP case is  formally distinguished from ERG case in Djinba» where it  is  -djang. The 
Djinba TEMP marker is  cognate to the Ritharrngu TEMP marker -thang' (see Heath 1980a:41), 
and Heath's comments regarding the use of Ritharrngu TEMP are equally apt for Djinba. The 
equivalent Djinang form is  not -dji (except on the deictic stem nya- 'what' ~ see section 2.5)» 
but rather the verb bil(i)djirri 'at the time of X' where X is  the referent of the nominal subject 
of the verb» as for example» in wurrki bildjirri 'flower season'. The equivalent Djinba 
expression is  wurruki-djang flower-TEMP 'flower season'. Very probably pre-Djinang lost  
TEMP case marking at the time of the Djinang Vowel Shift.
<7> g i r r  ngu li-ku m a w a H r r - d j i  nyan i ny dj i  b i r r i n - d j i n g i - n
then there-EMPH sun-PROM 3sgN0M RECIP turn-CAUS-RPA
then right at that time he repented {33:110>
The PROMinence marker is not shown on the chart» since PROM is not a case. The PROM 
marker is -(ny)dja in several Yolngu languages (Djapu has -tja  and -ny, Morphy ibid-50). In 
Djinang (but not in Djinba) the PROM affix has merged with ERG due to the Djinang Vowel Shift. 
Subsequent to this merger, Djinang has reanalysed PROM as formally marked the same as ERG, 
and hence all the allomorphs of ERG marking may be used to signal PROM. The following forms 
are attested in the database: -dji and -r(i) on +HU nouns, -dji -r(i) and -li on -HU nouns, -r(i) 
and -li on kin names, and PROM is unattested on personal names and place names. PROM is easy 
to distinguish from ERG when the verb is intransitive or semitransitive; but is 
indistinguishable formally from ERG when the verb is transitive or ditransitive. One of the 
consequences of PROM being formally identical to the ERG case allomorphs is that portmanteau 
forms involving ERG case will be homophonous with equivalent portmanteau forms indicating 
PROM. This will add a further set of PROM pronoun forms homophonous with ERG and NOM 
pronoun forms. Thus, for example, the pronoun ngarri T' may be glossed as isgNOM, lsgERG, or 
isgPROM, depending on the context in which it is used.
Another interesting feature of Table 2.3 is the two LOC markers. The second form, -ngi, 
is an archaism; the only forms it regularly occurs on are mani 'river'» gadjigarr 'road' 'track'» 
and burri 'backbone' 'hill' 'ridge'. Even on these, the -mirri form occurs sometimes. There is no 
semantic difference between -mirri and -ngi. Interestingly, the Dhangu dialect, Wangurri, has 
the LOC form -nga (eg. ngirrima-nga camp-LOC 'in the camp'), which is cognate to the Djinang 
form. Yan-nhangu also has the same LOC form: dhungupal-nga nguy-nga rock-LOC under-LOC 
'under the rock'; gurtja-nga fire-LOC 'at the fire'. Schebeck (1967b) lis ts  the -nga form as LOC
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in -the Dhangu, Djangu, and Nhangu dialect (ie. language) groups. This would suggest retention 
of an older -form -from a common proto-language» which appears to be at least co-extensive with 
"Northern Yolngu".
Comparing the occurrence of OBL in Table 2.3 with Morphy's Table 3.2 (ibid:34) illustra tes 
how OBL has weakened in modern Djinang. Firstly» i t  occurs sometimes» as a carrier of case» in 
contexts where i t  would not be expected. Thus» i t  is  not expected with -HU nouns taking ACC 
case» but i t  sometimes does occur (examples may be seen in la ter sections where each case is 
described in detail). Also, although Table 2.3 does not show it ,  i t  sometimes occurs with -HU 
nouns taking DAT case, particularly i f  the stem ends in a velar nasal. Secondly, where i t  is 
expected, i t  sometimes does not occur. For example, +HU nouns (not Kin nouns) in ACC case 
usually take OBL, but not infrequently OBL is omitted. Thirdly, OBL has been lost in some 
environments, and its  function taken over by a case having a more concrete sense. Thus, in 
Djapu, OBL is a marker of ALL on +HU nouns, COMITative (ie. 'w ith X') on +HU nouns, 
INSTR/CAU on the same class of nouns, and a carrier of case fo r ABL and PERL on +HU nouns. 
In Djinang, ALL on +HU nouns is marked by the ALL marker - \i .  However COMIT on +HU nouns is 
marked by ERO (the - r i  allomorph). This is because ERG and OBL have merged in Djinang. ERG 
also occurs on nouns in Djinang LOC phrases -  agreeing with a LOC-marked noun. (Djapu marks 
LOC on +HU nouns with OBL case.) Djinang does not use OBL for INSTR/CAU, but rather ERG 
marking. Also ABL and PERL on +HU nouns do not require OBL to carry the case marking. 
Fourthly, while Djapu uses OBL to mark ALL on kin nouns, Djinang requires OBL plus ALL 
marking.
The ABL marker is -ng iri, which is cognate to Yolngu -nguru; the suffix fina l i  phoneme is 
often elided. Only on kin nouns does ABL marking exhibit unusual forms. Examples (42) and (43) 
of section 2.7 illustra te  the two alternatives given in Table 2.3. The KINPROPrietive allomorph 
-p*mi, may procede ABL; or ABL may be followed by - r i -  (possibly an allomorph of OBL, or 
possibly i t  is a dummy formative having a disambiguating function) and then by the other 
KINPROP allomorph -mi. More research is required in order to clarify ABL marking on kin 
nouns. (The p in the former allomorph is epenthetic; a p may sim ilarly obtain before some other 
affixes which begin with a labial nasal consonant. This KINPROP allomorph is cited as -p+mi to 
distinguish i t  from the homophonous DELIMitative affix  -pmi.)
The final comment about Table 2.3 is that there is no ASSOC case in Djinang. Again th is is 
due to the Djinang Vowel Shift, with the resulting form merging with the Djinang OR case. OR 
case in Djinang now also marks the Associative function, and the INTENSive (see Morphy 
ibid:54) function on pronouns.
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It remains to brie-fly give the cases, with their principle allomorphs, -for Djinba. ERG has 
the -forms - r  a-fter i, -y after u, -di after alveolar stop. The first form seems to be the most 
common, and also for INSTR case. PROM forms are -ma (most common), -amdja, and occasionally 
-andja; and -ny occurs on the COLlective mala 'group'. TEMP is -djang, and unlike the Djinang 
TEMP case, -djang is used quite frequently. ACC is -ny, and is sometimes preceded by a 
'carrier' formative -Ka- (which may be a reflex of OBL, but -Ka- can co-occur with OBL): 
examples are Djilminy-Ka-ny man's name-??-ACC, yul-ngir-ka-ny man-OBL-??-ACC. DAT is 
-wu, -w following u. OR is -wirriy after a vowel, otherwise -birriy. LOC is -murr; both Djinang 
and Djinba derived the LOC form from an earlier -*murru, which was probably a PERL marker 
(eg. -murru is PERL in modern Wangurri). I have not encountered in Djinba a reflex of the -*nga 
LOC form, up to the time of writing. On place names, LOC is -0, which is typical of Yolngu 
languages. ALL is nearly always -ril, although —dil is attested after alveolar n, and -dil after 
n. (Historically, it derives from -*Lili, which is supported by even more extensive allomorphy
in Yan-nhangu.) ABL is  -ngur. PERL is -pani.
Case marking on pronouns and deictics in Djinang is somewhat different than on nominals, 
and so a separate treatment of these is given in the following two sections. Section 2.4 deals 
with pronouns, and 2.5 with deictics. The other sections in chapter 2 deal with the detailed 
behaviour of each case, and the functions marked by each case form.
2.4 PRONOUNS AND CASE
In this section I will give the pronoun paradigms in the Djinang case marking system. 
Table 2.4 gives the case marking on Djinang pronouns. (Note: 'reduced pronouns' are not cited 
here, for these see section 3.14.) For a comparison with another Yolngu language, the Table 
may be compared with Djapu (see Tables 3.7 and 3.8 in Morphy 1933:51-52). Table 2.4 gives the 
forms for conservative dialects (Marrangu, Wulaki, and Djadiwitjibi clans). Below each column, 
the forms which are different in the innovative dialects (these are also the 'disjunctive' 
dialects -  see Appendix 1) are given. The conservative forms are the older forms.
Table 2.4 also includes the GENitive forms. GEN is used for various functions, the most 
common one being to mark possession. However, it has another function as well when it occurs 
on a pronoun; namely, to mark a contrastive "reference switch". This la tter function is marked 
by DAT on nouns and deictics, but always by GEN on pronouns. For example, when occurring 
clause initially and followed by pause, nyan-ngangi 3sg-GEN means 'As for him/her', and the 
participant so marked becomes the new topic of discourse. I will deal with this later in detail, 
with examples, but I mention it here because of the light it throws on the etymology of the GEN 
pronominal forms. In Gupapuyngu (Lowe 1960, lesson 14), possession is marked by DAT
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pronominal -forms. For example: ngalitjalanggu iduinc-DAT, ngalinyalanggu lduexc-BAT» 
ngalimurrunggu lplinc-DAT. The Gupapuyngu DAT farms all end with DAT -gu. (Probably the 
proto-affix was -*nggu on the pronominal stems. The initial velar nasal subequently being 
reanalysed as part of the stem.) In Djapu (Morphy 1983:51)» the -gu suffix is optional in the 
DAT pronoun paradigm. The Djinang GEN paradigm was formed (allowing for other changes to 
vowels) by omitting the -gu suffix entirely. The formal similarity of Djinang GEN pronouns to 
Djapu and Gupapuyngu DAT pronouns is therefore easily explained; and (in Djinang) the 
functional similarity of GEN pronouns to DAT-marked nouns and deictics in contrastive switch 
reference function» gives excellent corroborative evidence for this historical change whereby 
Djinang GEN pronoun forms were diachronically derived from earlier DAT pronoun forms.
Table 2 .4  Case Marking on D jinang Pronouns
NOM ACC DAT GEN OBL
lsg ngarr i ng i r r i ny i ng i r r k i ngi r r angi n g i r r a r
1duexc n g i 1 i ny i n g i 1i n y i 1 inyi n g i 1i n y i 1iki n g i 1i n y i 1angi n g i 1 inyi 1 ar
Iduinc ng i 1 i n g i 1 i t j ny  i n g i 1 i t j i k  i n g i 1 i t j  angi n g i 1 i t j  ar
l p 1exc nginibi nginibi  1 inyi n g i n i b i 1 iki n g i n i b i 1angi ngi n i bi 1 ar
lpl  i nc n g i 1 imi n g i 1 i m i 1 i n y i n g i 1 imi 1 iki n g i 1 imi1angi n g i 1 imi 1ar
2sg nyun i nyuninyi nyunki nyungungi nyungur
2du nyum i nyumi1 inyi nyumi1 iki nyumi1angi nyumi1ar
2pl n g i 1idj i n g i 1idjnyi n g i 1i d j i k i n g i 1idj  angi n g i 1i d j a r
3sg nyan i nyaninyi nyanki nyanngangi nyanngar
3du b i 1ingi bi 1 inginyi b i 1ingki b i 1ingangi b i 1ingar
3p 1 dj an i dj aninyi djanki dj anngangi djanngar
Innovat ive  d i a l e c t s :
lduexc n g i n y i 1 iki n g i n y i 1angi n g i n y i 1ar
Iduinc n g i 1t jnyi n g i 1t j i k i n g i 1t j angi n g i 1t j a r
lpl exc ng i nb i 1 i ny i n g i n b i 1 iki n g i n b i 1angi n g i n b i 1ar
l p l i nc nginmi1iny i nginmi1 iki nginmi1angi nginmi1ar
2p 1 n g i 1dj i ngi Idj ny i n g i l d j i k i n g i 1dj angi n g i 1dj ar
3du b i 1ngangi bi 1ngar
Subsequent to this historical change» the pronoun-final -ang(i) sequence has been 
reanalysed as a marker of GEN» and this form is used in modern Djinang to mark GEN on nouns» 
and together with OBL to mark GEN on deictics. Semantically» a good translation of the GEN 
suffix on any class of nominal is “pertaining to This covers both the possessive function 
and the contrastive reference switching function. It also correlates well with the intuitive
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notion that a DAT-marked participant is less salient to the predication than if marked by ERG» 
NOM» or ACC. (The 'intuition7 is my own, as I struggle to gain a verbal mastery of the 
language.)
In Table 2.4 the forms are given with final vowel i. However, in normal speech most of 
these forms are uttered with the final vowel elided, except when this would produce a 
word-final stop. ACC and GEN are particularly likely to occur without the final i vowel. OBL 
occurs so rarely with a final i vowel that I have not included it in the forms cited in the table. 
The NOM forms rarely have the final i vowel elided, and never with 2pl ngiKDdji.
The NOM forms are also used for ERG (and PROM) as well; that is, according to the 
Goddard analysis of case, there is homonymy of ERG and NOM marking for pronouns (and also 
with PROM marking). The OBL forms also function as stems taking either ALLative or ABLative 
case. When ABL case, marked by -ngiri, occurs with the OBL forms, the stem-final r is always 
elided; but it  is not elided when the stem takes ALL marking.
The GEN forms may also be used as stems taking further marking by either DAT or OR 
case. The GEN stem form always lacks the final i vowel, and sometimes the final ng consonant 
is also elided. If inflected for DAT case, then the OBL marker must precede the DAT case 
marker. GEN pronouns forms inflected for OR or DAT typically occur in Possessive NPs which 
are themselves marked OR or DAT, respectively. For example: nyan-ngang-ngir-gi djama-gi 
3sg-GEN-OBL-DAT work-DAT 'for his own work'; ngirra-pi-bi gingi-nyir-bi lsg-OR-OR 
think-NMLSR-OR 'from my own thoughts'. Quite often, the possessor (ie. the GEN-based form) 
will occur by itself, without a head noun. In these circumstances, the head noun is "understood" 
from the context.
Historically, modern Djinang OR case is a merger of the Yolngu ASSOCiative affix -Buy, 
and an INTENSive suffix -pi (see Heath 1980a:47, and Morphy 1983:54). WulaKi dialect still 
uses the-pi form I have been told, but other dialects use the lenis form -bi. The Yolngu OR 
case form is -Gungu, but Djinang shows no trace of this form in its  morphology; it occurs in the 
Djinba pronoun paradigm however.
OR case has several functions on pronouns. One function is to add a slight emphasis. 
When used this way, -bi is added to the UNM pronoun form (ie. NOM form). An example occurs 
in (52:42-3): ingki nqilimi-bi bil bubalikining nyi'nyini yul, bardjininga mulngi 'not just we 
(Aboriginals) but everyone, both Whites and Blacks'. Secondly, OR case may be reduplicated (on 
any nominal, not just pronouns), which strengthens its  illocutionary force to give a meaning 
'one's own', that is, an EXCLusive sense as in the example above. (The redupicated OR suffix 
often occurs with the initial consonant as fortis p; this is a morphophonemically conditioned
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hardening of the stop, rather than a retention of an earlier -*pi form.) Finally, OR case can be 
used to mark the referent of the pronoun as the 'source' of something.
In Djapu (Morphy 1983:144-5) and Gupapuyngu (eg. see Lowe 1960, lesson 26), OBL-marked 
pronouns are used to signal the COMITative function: X-OBL 'with X', where X is a pronominal 
stem. OBL functions the same way in Djinang. However, I believe that in modern Djinang at 
least, the English 'with X' function is seen as a LOC function to Djinang speakers; that is, as 
'a t the location of X'. This is because the OBL pronominal forms may occur in noun phrases 
which are LOC, or ERG/INSTR/CAU. Consider (8), (9), and (10), where the OBL pronoun is in 
covert agreement with the LOC noun which is the head of the NP. In (9), the NP is 
discontinuous.
(8) d j i n a  b u t j a l m i - d j i  God-nyi marrga  d j an i
3plDAT ask-FUT God-ACC s o . t h a t  3plN0M
nyan-ngar  g u m b i r r i - m i r r i  
[3sg-0BL hand-L0ClLn£
They will pray to God so that they will belong to him (lit. 'in his hand') {65:5}
(9> nyu-ngur mutika d ja rri-J0  g i r i -mi  gumbi r r  i -mi r r  i
[ 2sg-OBLlL0C motor.carNOM stand-PRES HAB1T-PRES [ hand-LOC]LQC
The car is always in your control/possession {65:7}
(10) b i l i n g  b i l  n y i n i - n y  n g i d j i r r k n g  nyan-ngar  gur rbu-wi
3duN0M 3duN0M si t -TPC [nearUNM 3sg-0BL camp-SPEC]LQC
They were sitting near his camp {66:144}
Examples such as these demonstrate that an OBL-marked pronoun may agree with a LOC 
noun or NP. Appositional constructions of this type (not just having LOC case, but other cases 
as well) are common as a means of marking possession. Except for LOC and ERG/INSTR/CAU 
noun phrases, the possessor is typically a GEN-marked pronoun or noun. In (8) to (10), a COMIT 
interpretation of OBL marking would not make much sense semantically, but a LOC 
interpretation does make good sense.
In example (11), there is CAU case (which is marked the same as ERG) on an NP. As in the 
previous examples, the OBL-marked pronoun has possessive function in this appositional 
construction, but is in covert agreement with an CAU-marked noun. This is in agreement with 
Djapu and Gupapuyngu, where an OBL-marked pronoun is used in examples such as these.
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gi r  i - f f  
go-FUT
(11) nyan-ngar d ja l - d j i
[ 3sg-0BL d e s ir e -C A l) ]^
Due to his desire» (he) will go {65:9}
Space does not permit me to cite here all the forms -for the pronoun paradigms in Djinba. I 
will limit my discussion to the NOM case» and to the 'root' forms to which are added suffixes to 
produce the DAT» OR» and OBL paradigms. Djinba also exhibits dialectal variations; and pronoun 
forms for Ganalbingu» Dabi, and Walmapuy clans are given. Dabi territory closely adjoins 
Djinang territory at the upper reaches of the Glyde river, while Ganalbingu territory is to the 
east of Dabi territory. The differences between Dabi and Ganalbingu NOM pronoun forms is 
consistent with the geographical proximity of Ganalbingu to lenition influences from the east. 
The Dabi forms are more similar to Djinang forms» showing the vowel change *a > i in several 
forms. The Walmapuy forms are of interest; that clan's territory being to the south of the 
Djinang area and remote from Djinang influence. Walmapuy does not use the expected 3sg and 
3pl pronominal forms» but has suppletively replaced them with the Distant and Proximate 
deictic forms, respectively.
Table 2 .5  D jinba Pronouns
Ganalbingu 
NOM
Dabi
NOM
Walmapuy 
NOM
Ganalbingu 
'r o o t - "
Dabi
' r o o t - '
lsg n garri ng arri n g a rri n g a rr- n g a rra -
lduexc ngal inyi n g i 1inyi nga l inyi n g a l i n y a l - n g i 1 i n y i 1 -
lduinc ngal i ngal i ngal i n g a l i t j  a l - n g i 1 i t j i l -
lplexc nganuwi nganabi nqanuwi nganiwal- nganabal -
l p l i n c ngalimi n g i 1 imi ngalimi nga l imal - n g i 1 imi 1 -
2sg nyun i nyun i nyun i nyu- nyu-
2du nyum i nyumi nyum i nyumal- nyumi1 -
2p 1 nyul i nyur rul i nyuluwi nyulu- nyur r u1 -
3sg nyan nyan i nguniny nyan- nyan-
3du bal a bal a bal a bal i - bal i -
3p1 djan i djan i d j i n i n y djan i - dj an i -
To the root forms are added -Guru DAT, -Gung OR, -Gar OBL; where the morphophoneme G 
is g after n, and K elsewhere. Dabi lacks the -gur, -gung, and -gar allomorphs. Also, Dabi has 
an alternative lduinc form ngalikar, as well as the more correct ngilitjilKar. Both Ganalbingu 
and Dabi mark possession with OR case; this applies to both nouns and pronouns. (Recall
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Djinang developed a GEN marker -from an earlier -form of DAT marking on pronouns.) The use of 
OR marking for the possessive function in Djinba is quite unusual» since other Yolngu languages 
use either DAT or OBL marking - depending on the case of the possessed noun. The Djinba 
pattern can be explained as an analogical development» the model being the formal shape of the 
Djinang GEN marker. (Djinba could not develop a GEN marker by dropping a gu syllable» since 
Djinba DAT marking shows no evidence of such a final syllable in pre-Djinba.) Semantically, the 
ORiginative function is similar to the possessive function, and so Djinba extended the 
functions marked by OR to include possession.
The final comment to be made about the pronoun system is  the observation that while 
proto-Yolngu certainly had unique forms for 2du and 2pl, a number of Yolngu languages 
subsequently lost the 2pl form -  using the earlier 2du form as a second person non-singular 
form instead. Evidence for this is  the following. The Dhuwal/Dhuwala languages have only the 
form nhuma for the 2pl and 2du categories. The other Yolngu languages have separate 2pl 
forms, and these forms exhibit quite an amount of variation, although forms based on NHurrulV 
and NHurralV are fairly common, being characteristic of Nhangu languages, and also occurring 
in Matjarrpa -  a southern Dhuwala language. <2pl forms of this shape are found elsewhere in 
Australia, so these forms may be cognate to a proto-Yolngu 2pl form.) Ritharrngu (Heath 
1980a:44) has developed a unique 2du form nhumada by adding the formative <Ja to the former 
second person non-singular form nhuma, and the latter now is  just used for 2pl. Djinba retains 
the typical Nhangu form, Ganalbingu nyuli being a contraction of nyurruli -  the Dabi form. The 
Dhangu and Djangu language groups (SchebecK 1967b) use nyeli (• is  the long vowel CiO); and 
this is  likely to be cognate with NHurrulV. An archaic nhurruwa- stem survives as an 
alternative second person non-singular DAT pronoun in Djapu. These facts suggest that 
proto-Yolngu had a 2pl pronoun form, possibly with the shape »NhurralV, and that some Yolngu 
languages subsequently lost the 2pl form and extended the range of the 2du form to derive a 
second person non-singular pronoun form.
Djinang is quite aberrant with respect to its  2pl pronoun form, since ngilidji has no known 
cognate in other Yolngu languages, nor in suffixing languages to the west. It is phonetically 
very similar to lduinc 'root' form ngilitji-. Therefore the most likely hypothesis is that it 
developed either from this form, or at least from *ngili-, for these refer to both first and 
second persons. Dixon has hypothesized (Dixon 1980:329-56) that the modern 
singular/dual/plural pronoun systems may have arisen from an earlier minimal/augmented 
system. This may well be the reason for the variation in Yolngu second person non-singular 
pronouns.
Finally, I remark that the difference in the Djinba and Djinang 2pl pronoun forms suggests 
that these two languages developed from different parent languages in the 'northern Yolngu' 
group: because the Djinba forms are clearly a retention of the early Nhangu 2pl pronoun, while
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•the Djinang -form is quite unrelated. This conclusion is also supported by the differences in the 
DAT paradigms» and Djinang GEN forms versus Djinba OR forms.
2.5 DEICTICS AND CASE
Djinang has four basic deictic categories» which may be classified according to the 
relative proximity to the semantic Subject» or to the speaker. The categories may be labelled 
Immediate-Proximate» Near-Proximate» Near-Distant» and Distant. The first and last are used 
extensively in discourse; while the Near-Proximate and Near-Distant are relatively rare.
In discussing Djapu deictics, Morphy (1983:56-62) distinguishes two functions: "context 
deixis (pointing to things in the real world) and discourse deixis (pointing to things which are 
mentioned in a speech act» ...)". While Djinang deictics also signal these two functions» Djinang 
has a third major function of temporal deixis (either pointing to the time at which an event took 
place» or orienting temporally one event to another). The spatial versus temporal functions of 
deictics rely on an underlying semantic equation: the distribution of events in space is the 
paradiam for the distribution of events in time. Thus, if a given deictic form is used to mean 
'a t that place'» then the parallelism of time and space means that the same form can be used for 
'at that time'; or if an ABL deictic form signals the meaning 'from that place', then the same 
form can be used to mean 'after that time'; and so forth. While ngunungi thatNOM can be used 
to mean 'at that time' (as well as 'at that place'), it is far more likely to occur as ngunu-ban 
that-IM 'a t that time', since the IMmediate clitic -ban unambiguously marks it  as having 
temporal reference.
Motion in space may be either 'to ' or 'from' some reference point; but time is structured -  
it only increases. Hence once a reference point in the time line has been established, time only 
increases from that reference time. Deictics (marked with ABL usually, but ALL marking is also 
possible) may be used to indicate a time which is later than a reference time. That is, 'from 
some reference time' may be signalled by a deictic. We would expect that deictic forms may be 
used to express 'up to the time X'» (particular an ALL-marked deictic); but this does not occur. 
(Particles, or auxiliary verbs are used to convey the notion of 'until time X'.) So while ABL and 
ALL cases can be used on deictics with a temporal sense, the meaning is always 'after': ABL is 
used when the temporal reference point is in past time, and ALL when it is in future time.
The discourse deixis mentioned by Morphy may therefore be viewed as an extension of 
temporal deixis to the universe of discourse, since anaphora implies pointing to a referent 
previously identified. This becomes even more obvious when the COMPletetive marker -Girri is
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su-f-fixed to an ABL-marked deictic* but a discusssion of this is reserved for the discussion of 
the functions of COMPL in the next chapter.
DJinang has even further extended the range of functions* for deictics taking ABL case. 
ABL with motion verbs implies motion originating from a beginning point as a 'source7. This 
notion of source has been extended to cover the situation of a directed activity originating 
from a source (cf. OR case which marks source of a non-directed activity), and to the situation 
when one event logically arises out of another. 'Directed' is here not used volitionally* but only 
in the sense of emination from a reference point as source. Thus an ABL-marked deictic can be 
used to mark the source of a directed activity* and also the notion of logical contingency (ie. 
'because of that'). Examples will be given below.
T ab le  2 . 6  D j in a n g  D e i c t i c s
cusssssxssassssssssssaBsssaszassssssBasn:
IMM-PROX
;sssssacssMsssBS
NEAR-PROX NEAR-DIST
ssessssxsssssficcssssiscsa
DISTANT
ERG/INSTR d j  i n i - - ngun i
NOM d j i n i < n g i ) d j i n i m i nguiQumi ngu n u< n g i)
U u U k i  -> d j in a n g i d j in a m i ngunami ngunangi
ACC d j in i - O B L - n y i - - ngun<u)-O BL-ny i
DAT d j in - O B L - k i d j in im - O B L -k i ngurtum-OBL-k i ngun<u>-OBL-ki
d j i n i - k i d j i n i m - k i ngunum-ki n gu n u -k i
OR d j in -O B L -p i d j in im - O B L -p i ngußum-OBL-pi ngun-OBL-p i
LOC d j i l i d j  i j j m i n g u l im i nguJJ
ALL bap i X i - - ngunyi JM
ABL d j i n < i ) - n g i r i d j i n i m - n g i r i n g u n u m -n g ir i n g u n < u ) -n g i r i
PERL d j i n i - m i r r p m i - - ngunu-m irrpm i
GEN d j in i - O B L - a n g i - - ngunu-OBL-angi
BBB8S3CSSSUSS8BsszsstEBKSsasassasssBBBmsnaissassiBS8SS888838S8SSCSSSSSSSSSSSSS:8
Table 2.6 shows the Djinang deictic forms for each case. There is considerable variation 
in some forms -  especially in the OBL marker. Some of the variation is dialectal* while the rest 
involves performance variables such as vowel or syllable deletion, and regularization of a 
paradigm (such as the omission of OBL before DAT, which although it does happen, is extremely 
rare). The Near-Proximate and Near-Distant forms are clearly based on the 
Immediate-Proximate and Distant forms, respectively* by the addition of a mi formative. I have 
not been able to find any clear evidence that +HU and -HU categories are marked distinctly. 
Possibly they once were, but in modern Djinang both categories are marked alike. The Djapu 
evidence for the distinction relies heavily (see Morphy 1983:57-8) on the distribution of OBL
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marking: but in Djinang presence versus absence of OBL is governed by case - ACC, DAT, OR, 
and GEN must take OBL preceding the case marker, while ABL and PERL never do so, and ERG, 
INSTR, LOC, and ALL use suppletive -forms. These -facts are consistent with the historical 
weakening of OBL marking, as discussed before for nouns. Because of the variation in the OBL 
forms, such forms are not given in the chart, but rather in a paragraph below.
As the table shows, some case values are unattested in my data. Also, the Wulaki dialect 
has preserved older forms, at least in the NOM paradigm. This is why the language is called 
"Djinang'' (or Yan-djinang 'Djinang language') even though the modern form of the 
Immediate-Proximate deictic is djining(i) in all other dialects. Wulaki also uses the ngunung, 
djining, etc. forms in free variation with the older forms. Forms from each paradigm occur in 
Capell's (1941) fieldnotes. The only non-NOMinative form in these fieldnotes which is different 
from the forms in other dialects is the ABL form djina-ngiri this-ABL 'from here' 'after this' 
etc.
Some of the variation not shown in Table 2.6 is as follows; I will confine examples to just 
the Imm-Prox and Distant categories. ACC case forms which are common are: djini-giri-ny(i), 
djini-gi-ny(i) (Marrangu dialect often uses this form), djini-kiri-ny(i); ngunu-giri-ny(i), 
ngunu-gi-ny(i) (Marrangu), ngun-giri-ny(i), and ngunu-kiri-ny(i). Common DAT forms are: 
djin-gir-ki, djin-gira-ki, djin-ngir-ki, ngun-ngir-Ki, and ngunu-gir-ki. The OR forms are always 
djin-gira-pi and ngun-gira-pi, although other forms of OBL may occur -  such as on the 
possessive plural form with reduplicated OR case, ngunu~wila-ngir-ang-pi-bi 
that-PL-OBL-GEN-OR-OR 'belonging to those ones only'. All of the OR forms in Table 2.6 may 
occur with a further OR suffix, to give an EXCLusive sense; for example, djin-gira-pi-bi 
this-OBL-OR-OR 'only this one' 'from this one only'. The variation in ABL forms is confined to 
the elision of the stem-final vowel (this is frequent in disjuctive dialects), or the suffix-final 
vowel, but rarely both.
Suppletive forms are common. ERO/INSTR use the forms djini and nguQi, which are of 
obscure derivation. The same forms also mark the PROM and TEMP functions. The ngi formative 
in the NOM forms, which is sometimes deleted, is quite likely a reflex of the archaic -«ngu 
nominalizer which occurs on such non-Djinang forms as yolngu 'man' 'person'. The deictic stems 
are therefore likely to be djini- and ngunu- (and compare the Djinba forms given below, which 
have a final ny formative). Possibly the ERG forms may once have been ?*djini-ri and 
?*ngunu-ri, with retroflexion subsequently being anticipated in the nasal in the Imm-Prox 
form, prior to eventual loss of the suffix. In the ALL paradigm, the similarity of ngunyip 'to 
there' 'to  that place' 'to  that one', etc., to Djapu LOC form ngunhili 'there' is  too obvious to 
miss. The *nh > ny change is w ell-attested for Djinang. I t appears that Djinang borrowed this 
form, with an appropriate semantic shift, by reanalysing the final li syllable as the Djinang
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ALL case marker - li . The Imm-Prox ALL form» bapili 'to here7 is  etymologically obscure. 
Literally it means 'to the shoulder7 (bapi-JU shoulder-ALL). As a very tentative guess» we may 
note that the gesture which requests a person to 7come here7 involves a sweeping movement of 
the fingers from the direction of the person towards one's own shoulder. This has parallels 
elsewhere. Body parts are used in Djinang as referencing expressions for kin categories; and a 
person who is "father's sister" <FZ) may be indicated by touching one's left shoulder. 
Furthermore» the kin noun for FZ is bapipi shoulder-OR 'originating from the shoulder'. Thus 
the connection between gesture and lexicon may not be as far fetched as one may at first 
suppose.
The LOC paradigm is of interest for another reason. Considering the deictic stems, and 
the modern LOC marker -mirri» leads us to expect that the LOC deictics should have been 
djini-mirri and ngunu-mirri instead of the forms cited. However, these two forms do occur, but 
not with the expected LOC meanings; they mean 'this way' and 'that way' respectively. Wulaki 
is the only dialect with different forms for these two meanings, using djina-tjarri and 
nguna-tjarri instead. These two forms literally mean 'being/standing this' and 'being/standing 
that', respectively. It is unlikely that the Wulaki -tjarri form is cognate to the -tjarra 'having' 
affix found, for example, in Pitjantjatjarra. To explain the semantic shift in the non-Wulaki 
forms, we must consider the PERL forms. Schebeck <1967b: 14) gives -murru as the modern PERL 
form in Nhangu, Dhangu, and Djangu dialect groups of the Yolngu language family. Thus a form 
such as ?*djini-murru probably meant 'through this place'. Adding the DELIMitative marker 
-*pimi (Djinang -pmi, Djinba -pirn) would produce a form ?*djini-murr(u)-pimi with the meaning 
'straight through this (place)'. We know that at some time in early Djinang, -»murru PERL 
became the modern Djinang -mirri LOC; and we assume that while this change was in progress, 
-murr(u)pimi was reinterpreted as a single morpheme, namely PERL - leading to the modern 
Djinang PERL marker -mirrpmi. However, this then permitted the older *djini-murru to be used 
to mark another function, hence 'this way'. Apparently Wulaki resisted the last change, 
prefering to innovate a different form based on the *djini- stem. The same comments would 
apply to the «nguQU- stem. Djinba uses the PERL affix -pani; for example, djiniku-pani 'this 
way'.
Finally, we note that PROM forms, and also NOM forms, may occur in contexts where a 
different case would have been expected. Typically, a deictic marked for PROM may occur 
instead of a deictic marked for LOC; and an UNM deictic (which, of course, is formally identical 
to a NOM deictic) may commonly occur instead of one marked for ACC or LOC, and less 
frequently for ERG, DAT, or ALL. A couple of examples are given below. The first, (12), shows 
an UNM deictic used in an ERG NP (commas are retained to show pauses); while (13) shows both 
UNM and PROM forms used with LOC function. The context of (13) is that two warriors are 
taunting each other to fight, using spears.
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<12) n y im i la - r r g a lb i - d j - n y i r - d j i - m i  g u y i ,
2duDAT-lsgERG many-THEMSR-NMLSR-THEMSR-YPA I f ish U N M l^  
n g a rr i  ngunungi , w u g iJJ-r i  
C1sgERG thatUNM sp ir i t-E R G ]£RG 
I» that spirit» caused the -fish to become many -for you two {49:58}
(13) nyani d j in i  ran+a, nyani d j i n i ,  a w irr
3sgERG CthisUNM] spear + FUT+NF 3sgERG [ th i sPR O M ]^ -  NEG
He  ^ speared  h e re ,  and he0 (speared) th e r e ,  and n e i th e r  ( h i t  
the o th e r)  {28:31}
Table 2 .7  Djinba D e ic t ic s  (Known -forms only)
IMM-PROX NEAR-PROX NEAR-DIST DISTANT
Ganalbingu
ERG d jin i rp a n y — — _
NOM dj i niny ba lin y ngunj ny nguniny
LOC - - - ngunuku
ALL guwang - - b i n i
ABL - - - ngunungur
Dabi
ERG
NOM
nikanmi 
nikirrm any ngunukurrmany
LOC - - - ngunuki
ALL guwabi — - banbala
I do not have data for the full paradigm of Djinba deictics» except for NOH case. Table 2.7 
gives the forms that I do have» for the Ganalbingu and Dabi clans. Djinba» and Walmapuy appear 
to follow the Ganalbingu paradigm» Manydjalpingu possibly follows the Dabi paradigm, but the 
data is not reliable enough to be included here.
The origin of the Dabi ni- stem for the Imm-Prox deictic forms is unknown. (Manydalpingu 
also uses the nikirrmany and ngunukurrmany stems.) Otherwise, all dialects exhibit the djini- 
and ngunu- stems, as for Djinang. Dabi uses both the ngunukurrmany form and the nguniny form, 
according to my informants. The ALL stem guwa-, which occurs in Djinang as a free form 
meaning 'come here', is very probably a Hacassan loan. The Ku/ki formative on the Distant 
deictic LOC forms may be a relic of the Ku formative in the same position but on NOM Distant
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deictics in some other Yolngu language groups» including Nhangu» Dhangu» and Djangu (see 
Schebeck 1967b: 19).
FUNCTIONS OF DEICTICS
In the remainder of this section I will give examples of deictics used in various different 
ways» to illustrate a number of the remarks made in the preceding paragraphs.
As a determiner in an NP.
(14) ngunung djanguny bi 1 k a tji-n m  ngunung
C thatUNM storyUNM]ACC 3duERG hold-PRES IthatUNM
wanngir—nya-ki ru ng
save-NMLSR-PROP]ACC
... they possess that story -  the one which saves (32:32)
As head of an NP.
(15) d j in i  w a lk ir i -m a r r -n g i1 i d j in i - g i - n y i
thisERG ch ild -get-T P A  this-OBL-ACC
This one begat this (other) one <65:1 >
Marking TEMP function.
(16) ban d j i n i ,  ingki wari m arri d j i - t j a l n g - d j i - y i
however now. NEG whoNOM probably  DIST-desire-THEMSR-PRI
On the other hand» nowdays probably nobody wants (it) (43:80)
In the next example» ngunyili is used to mark temporal 'after7 with reference to a time 
which is in the future. This is an example of the parallelism between space and time categories.
(17) djam ngunyij_i-pm y i l - i l  w anngi-dj i - dj  i
l a t e r  thatALL-DELIM a g a in -1 duincNOM alive-THEMSR-FUT
Later» straight after (that)» we will become alive once more (42:35)
The next two examples illustrate the use of ABL to mark temporal sequence 'after that'. 
The IM clitic is nearly always used in the context to mark the temporal sense unambiguously» 
the IM clitic is not necessarily on the deictic form (though it often is) as these two examples 
show. Example (18) has been chosen because the sense of ngunu-ngiri may only be temporal 
sequence in this context. On the other hand» (19) was chosen because it illustrates the 
parallelism of time and space so well -  either 'from that place' or 'after that time' are equally 
good translations of the ABL deictic in (19).
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(18) d j i n i ,  m a lk a r r i - d j i  g a - n g i l i ,  ga ngunu-ngir i
thatTEMP spear-PROM take-RPA and that-ABL
a wurpm-ban d ja rak  ga-ka-ny  k i r i -n y + a
-  ConeUNM-IM wood. s p ea rU N M l^  DIST-take-RPC PROG-RPC+NF 
bunduk
[woomeraUNM]^££
At that time, (he) bore (several) spears, and after that he kept on bearing one wooden spear 
(and his) woomera {34:343-4)
The context of (18) is that a man who was bearing several spears expended them all, 
except for one, in spearing a buffalo. The time reference for the deictic ' that7 is the time of his 
spearing the buffalo; and 'after that'  he had just the one spear. Since there was no change in 
location, only a temporal interpretation will fit the context.
(19) Warrwarr nguH b i l  b a t j i - d j i n i ,
move . fas t  thatLOC 3duERG cook-RPA 
ngun-ngir i  b i l  win i-ny  k i r i - n y - b a n
that-ABL 3duN0M return-RPC PROG-RPC-IM
Moving off, there (in the bush) they cooked (it), after that they then returned (24-84-5)
In the next two examples, ABL is used to mark the notion of 'source'. (20) illustrates ABL 
marking logical contingency (ie. 'because of' or 'due to'); while (21) illustrates how ABL can 
mark the 'source of a directed activity'.
(20) 1 im dubu-dubu- t j  i -m gir i -m +a ,  g i r r inydj i
lplincNOM REDUP-twitch-THEMSR-PRES HABIT-PRES+NF COMPL RECIP
1 im b u l t j i - n g ir i -m -ban . . .  ngunu-ngir
lplincERG tel 1-PRES HABIT-PRES-IM . . .  that-ABL
djanguny-g in ing
story-PROP
We twitch, then we tell each other " ... " because of that omen (Note: the _Ojo3or
733
omitted for brevity, it reads "later tomorrow people will arrive") (32:24,26,28)
(21) gu -k u r r i -n y -b an ,  manymak, nyan ngun-ngir -k im
DlS T - r id e . t h e . top-RPC-IM okay 3sgN0M that-ABL-EMPH
wangi-n-ban 
speak-RPA-IM
Okay, while in the tree top, from there he spoke <24:167-8)
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There are a few other functions of deictics that should be explained here to complete the 
picture. The forms djin(i)-ngir-pm(i) this-ABL-DELIM, and ngun(u)-ngir-pmü) that-ABL-DELIM, 
do not mean « 'jjs t from this place' and «'Just from that place', as would be expected. Instead 
they have a LOC sense, meaning 'on this side' and 'on that side', respectively. (It is possible 
that ABL is here really a reflex of OBL, but there is no proof. Compare OBL used to mark LOC 
on +HU nouns in other Yolngu languages.) The other common use of the deictic stems, 
particularly ngunu-, is as a carrier of the INDEFinite affix -bilangti), giving the meaning 'if' as 
in (22).
(22) ngunu-b ilang  nyani b a l i - d j i  in .g a - r r
that-INDEF 3sgN0M d ie -F I 3sgDAT-lsgNOM
n g a d ji-d j i  ki r i - f l  
cry-FUT PROG-FUT 
If he dies I will mourn for him {65:57}
2.6 INTERROGATIVE/INDEFINITE PRONOUNS AND CASE
In this section we examine the paradigms for interrogative/indefinite pronouns inflected 
for case. These forms, used as interrogatives, express such meanings as 'who?' 'what?' 
'which?' 'why?' 'when' 'how?' and so forth. But as indefinites, they may be used to express 
such meanings as 'whoever' 'whatever' 'whichever' 'for whatever reason' 'whenever' 'however', 
and so forth. There is usually no formal difference between these two functions, and often only 
the context can give sufficient cues as to which function is being used in a given instance. 
However, suffixation of -Bila(ngd)) INDEF (where B = b mostly, and occasionally p) is possible 
with a few forms in order to signal indefiniteness unambiguously. Examples are nyili-bilang 
what+INSTR-INDEF 'by whatever means'; nyabini-bila(ngi) how.about-INDEF 'possibly how 
about' (see text 34:263). But normally the -Bila(ng(i)) morpheme is suffixed to the deictic stem 
ngunu- to form an indefinite word ngunupila(ngd)), and this typically follows the indefinite 
pronoun which is to be marked unambiguously as indefinite. For example: wili ngunu-pilang 
who+ERG that-INDEF 'whoever' (as Agent); wari ngunu-pilang whoNOM that-INDEF 'whoever' 
(as Subject); nyabini ngunu-pilang how.manyUNM that-INDEF 'however many'; nya-dji 
ngunupilang what-TEMP that-INDEF 'whatever time'; nyim ngunu-pilang whatUNM that-INDEF 
'whatever'.
There is an alternative way of indicating indefiniteness unambiguously, and that is by 
reduplication. Hence the following forms: nyali-nyali whereUNM-whereUNM 'wherever' 
{32:124>; nyim-nyim whatUNH-whatUNM 'whatever' {33:107 43:72}; nyibirri-nyibirri
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what+LOC-what+LOC 'at whatever place' {32:124). The +HU indefinite pronouns apparently do 
not undergo this reduplication» the ngunupilang construction being preferred.
Table 2.8 gives the known interrogative/indefinite pronouns» for each case. The 
paradigms are based on three root forms: wira- for +HU referents» and three other forms for 
-HU referents; nyim(i) 'what', nya- 'what', and nyali- 'where/how/which'. The table may be 
compared with the equivalent Djapu table (3.11) in Morphy (1983:55), with Gupapuyngu forms in 
the Lowe dictionary, with the Djinba forms given below in Table 2.9» and Ritharrngu forms in 
Heath (1980a). These sources reveal that the -HU root nya- is cognate with the nhV- 'what' 
root in other Yolngu languages; but while other Yolngu languages have a further wa-/wanha- 
'where' root, Djinang and Djinba lack the la tte r form -  having instead two basic forms: nyali 
'where' 'which' (and the related form nyaliki 'how'), and nyim(i)/nyami 'what'. This latter form 
(nyimi in Djinang, nyami in Ganalbingu dialect of Djinba, and nya-/nyagi in Dabi dialect) 
probably is also cognate to the Yolngu nhH- root; and both Djinang and Djinba have developed a 
paradigm based on it. Furthermore, this new paradigm is the means of expressing 'what'» while 
other Yolngu languages continue to use forms based on the root nhi-. The Djinba forms show 
the most diversity in this paradigm, so possibly Djinang borrowed the nyimi form from Djinba.
The question remains as to the origin of the root nyali, which is used to express the 
meanings 'where' or 'which', and with an apparent DAT case to express the meaning 'how' (see 
examples 24 and 25 below). The "DAT" form, nyaliki, functions as a stem in its  own right, and 
does not have a meaning derivable from the known functions of DAT marking. It is quite 
possible that the Ki formative is unrelated to DAT. The Djinba forms which correspond to the 
nyali root also begin with nya (see Table 2.9), so it is reasonable to assume that these forms, 
and Djinang nyali, were likewise developed from the Yolngu nh l- root. In fact, the form may be 
a borrowing from Yan-nhangu. Wood (1973) obtained the Yan-nhangu word nhala 'where' 
(however, this form does not appear to occur in Alpher's 1977 data, where baypi occurs instead, 
while in Wood's data the la tter is glossed as 'here'). Both Wood and Alpher worked with the 
same Yan-nhangu speaker. Also, Schebeck (1967b: 19) also obtained the form nhala 'where' in 
Golpa, another Nhangu language. This nhala form probably was derived from an earlier *rhl-la 
what-LOC, where the -la  suffix is an old LOC form common in Pama-Nyungan languages. 
However, the etymology of the form would have long been opaque at the time it diffused into 
Djinang, and the Djinang sound changes (see Appendix 2) would have then produced the modern 
nyali 'where' root. The modem Djinang INSTR form nyili is  a reflex of an earlier *nha-li 
what-INSTR form. The modern Djinang nyaliki 'how' form is difficult to explain; i t  may somehow 
have developed out of a conflict between the earlier forms tnyala 'where', and instrumental 
*nya-li 'with what', in the period when the vowel change *a > i was taking place.
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Table 2 .8  Dj inang I n t e r r o g a t i v e / I n d e f i n i t e Pronouns
ERG
+HU 'who'  
w i n
-HU 'where /how/which ' -HU ' what '
INSTR - n y i - 1 i -
TEMP - nya-d j i -
OBL w i r a - r - -
NOM war i - ny i m( i )
ACC w i r i - n y < i ) - ny i m( i >
DAT wi r<a) -k i n y a l i k i nyim-ki
OR wi ra -p i nyaling-OBL-p i nyim-pi
LOC (OBL used) n y a l i - n g i n y i b i r r i
ALL wi r a - H
WuUki — >
n y anyd j i H
nyimbi r r i  
ny imi -JM
ABL w i r a - n g i r i n y a l i - n g i r i nyim-ngi r  i
PERL ? n y a l i - m i r r i nyim-mirrpm i
GEN w i r + a n g ( i ) - -
Other forms:
nyabini
n y a l i k i - d j i - d j i
war -ngar r i  (ny) n y i m ( b ) i r r ( a ) - n g a r r i
nyimi-ni  
nyimay 
nyim-gin. ingi 
ny im- ny i r r i ng i
In Table 2.8» points in each paradigm tor which no form is known and which would not be 
expected to occur for semantic reasons» are marked by while points where a form is 
expected to be allowed, but is unattested at the time of writing, are marked by In each 
column, there are some additional derived forms which are given at the bottom of the table -  
these are discussed later in this section. The PROM form is identical to the ERG forms. PROM 
is rare, I have only one clear instance of i t  -  see example (23) below, where it occurs with a 
semi-transitive verb (which do not take ERG-marked semantic Subjects). A similar effect to 
PROM may be obtained using the suffix -Gima/-Guma EMPH, as in wari-gima whoUNM-EMPH 
'who?'; nyim-gima whatUNM-EMPH 'what?', etc. TEMP marking is included in the table; the form 
nya-dji what-TEMP 'when' being a reflex of former TEMP case marking.
<23) UliJJ ng i nmi l i -k i  wangi -dj i
who+PROM Iplinc-DAT talk-FUT 
Who will talk to us? (22:252)
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The wira- (NOM wari) root form is evidently a reflex of an earlier «wara 'who7 root (see 
below). Djinba lacks this root in Ganalbingu, Djinba, and Manydjalpingu clans; Dabi has it 
(probably as a retention, rather than a borrowing), and the Walmapuy form is unknown. The 
Ganalbingu, Manydjalpingu and Djinba form, nyalung was probably historically derived from the 
Yolngu nhä- 'what' root. Yan-nhangu (Alpher 1977) has the forms wara whoNOM, wuri-li 
who-ERG, wara-nyi who-ACC, and wara-wala who-PAUC. The Ritharrngu forms are wara and 
wara-li in the NOM and ERG cases, respectively (Heath 1980a:57). Schebeck (1967b: 19) gives 
yolngu as the Nhangu form for 'who', which suggests Yan-nhangu may have borrowed the «wara 
root. While there is insufficient data to be able to prove which language is the source of the 
«wara root, it does seem that the root was common to Djinang, Djinba, and Ritharrgnu, with 
Yan-nhangu borrowing it from either Djinang or Djinba. The modern Djinang ERG form wili is 
clearly a contraction of either «wuri-li or «wara-li, the former being more likely.
The wira-r OBL form is the only instance in modern Djinang where OBL functions as a 
case marker; in all other instances, it functions only as a carrier of case or of other suffixes. 
The wira-r form is historically derived from «wara-Kara who-OBL, by loss of the ka syllable. 
This syllable loss is attested in a number of forms, when compared with their Djinba cognates. 
A good example are the Djinang and Djinba words for 'dance', which are compounds of wakal 
'fun' 'gambol about', and the verb meaning Tie down' (Djinang ngurridji, Djinba ngurrak). In 
Djinang we have walngirridji 'dance', and in Djinba wakalngurrak: it is evident that Djinang has 
lost the ka syllable. A similar loss occurred regularly in the paradigm of Djinang verbs which 
take TPA (Today PAst) inflection -ali in modern Djinang. The Djinba cognate inflection is 
—gal(i)/ —kald): for example; Djinang gir-ali 'went', Djinba gar(a)-kaHi) 'went'. No evidence for a 
series of gradual changes has survived in either of the modern languages; diachronically the 
syllable loss may have been fairly abrupt.
The OR form based on the nyali- root is nyaling-gira-pi, which obligatorily includes the 
OBL marker preceding the OR case marker. Otherwise OBL does not occur with 
interrogative/indefinite pronouns except when marked for PLural. In this case, OBL often 
occurs, though not always. There is also some variation in the PL forms in the DAT case, 
including double DAT marking in one form. The PL forms recorded up to the time of writing are: 
wira-pil-ngir who-PL-ERG, wira-pili whoUNM-PL (ie. NOM form), wira-pil-ngiri-ny 
who-PL-OBL-ACC, wira-pil-ngir-gi who-PL-OBL-DAT, wir-wil(i)-Ki who-PL-DAT, 
wir-ki-wili-Ki who-DAT-PL-DAT, and wira-pil-ngir-ang who-PL-OBL-GEN. Note that the ERG 
allomorph after PL is -ngir(i), which is formally identical to the OBL allomorph in the same 
environment. OBL and ERG have merged, after PL marking, as we saw also in the discussion of 
deictics in section 2.5.
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The OR and LOC -forms for the root nyali- are based on a stem nyali-(ng(i)), in which the 
formative ngi is the archaic LOC suffix discussed in section 2.3 (see Table 2.3). The LOC forms 
nyibirri and nyimbirri (the latter is Wulaki) are derived historically from *nyim-mirri 
what-LOC; where *m > b following m, and all dialects except Wulaki subsequently lost the m 
phoneme. The Marrangu dialect retains the nyimbirri form as a stem in the form 
nyimbirr(a)-ngarri 'so-and-so place' 'what-is-its-(place)-name?', while Murrungun dialect uses 
nyimirr-ngarri, a contracted form. The +HU equivalent of nyim(b)irr(a)-ngarri is» for all 
dialects, war-ngarri(ny(i)) 'so-and-so person' 'what-is-his/her-name?'. These are clearly 
based on the wari and nyimi roots. The ngarri formative is, I believe, the isgNOM pronoun 
form; which would be consistent with these forms having been derived by contracting sentences 
of the form "what I call it?"» and "whom I call him?", where the verb form "call it" (faultjigi) was 
eventually always omitted. Omission of verbs from contexts in which the verbal meaning is 
highly predictable is a feature of Djinang syntax.
The ALL form nyanydjili needs some explaining. This appears to be a reflex of an earlier form 
♦nyam-Lili what-ALL. The —*Lili suffix is cognate with the -lili ALL case marker in many 
modern Yolngu languages. The morphophoneme *L is posited on the following grounds. Firstly, 
Wood's Yan-nhangu data (1973) includes the following ALL-marked nouns: gurtha-li fire-ALL, 
bambitj-dhili tree-ALL, Maningrida-lili Maningrida-ALL, nguy-thili dhungupal-lili under-ALL 
rock-ALL. Secondly, Djinba ALL allomorphs -ril and —dil are attested in my data. The 
hypothesis is that Djinang resegmented *nyam-Lili as *nyamLi-li, and identified the final li 
with the modern ALL marker -li, and assimilated the m to the realization of L after a nasal 
(which, in Djinang, would have been dj), to obtain the modern form nyanydjili.
Other nyimi forms are as follows: nyimi-ni means 'what is there?'» or alternatively, 
'whatever is there'. I have no idea of the origin of the -ni suffix, it occurs nowhere else in 
Djinang. The form nyimay appears to simply be a stronger form of nyimi, and is often used as a 
single word utterance meaning "What?“, or "What's going on?". The PROP and PRIV suffixes may 
occur with the nyimi root; nyim-gining (or nyim-kining) meaning 'what kind?' 'in what 
condition?', or, 'whatever kind' 'in whatever condition'; nyim-nyirring meaning Tacking what?', 
or Tacking anything'. The ny(i) formative on the word warngarriny(i) is unrelated to ACC case. 
This nyi may be a reflex of the PROM allomorph ny found, for example, in Djapu (Morphy 
1983:50); it occurs nowhere else in Djinang (although word-final ny is common in Djinba -  see 
Tables 2.9 and 2.7).
The remaining forms to discuss are nyaliKidjidji and nyabini. The former is a verb, based 
on the form nyaliki which means 'how'» as in example (24). The verb form nyaliki-dji-dji 
how-THEMSR-FUT means 'do how?', or 'do however'; example (25) illustrates the former 
meaning. (Note in this example both the full pronoun and synonymous reduced pronoun 
co-occur.)
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(24) djulam i r r i - n y  ku-ny k i r i - n y i  m aypil-g i
in s t r u c t io n  lsg-ACC give-RPC PR06-RPC animal-DAT 
n y a l ik i  d ju d a p -d j i -g + a , a ran+a, . . .
how sneak.up-THEMSR-FUT+NF and spearFUT+NF . . .
He instructed me about how to sneak up on animals and spear them {34:593}
(25) nyum nyim n y a l i k i - d j i - r r i  Balanda-mirrpm 
2duN0M 2duN0M how-THEMSR-PRES European-PERL
How do you two (say it) in English? <22:12)
The nyabini -form means either 'how much?' 'how many?'» 'however much'» 'however many'; 
or 'what about (doing ...)?'. That is» it either questions quantity» or expresses indefiniteness of 
quantity» or is used to put -forward a proposition -for consideration by others. Other Yolngu 
languages apparently use two di-f-ferent -forms -for these -functions: Djapu nhÄ-mirr and 
Gupapuyngu nhü-mirri 'how about (doing)?'; Djapu nhä-muny and Gupapuyngu nhSi-munha 'how 
many?' 'how much?'. The bini -formative in nyabini is etymologically obscure» but possibly it is 
cognate to the -bilang INDEF marker. This is suggested by the Dabi -form nyabilkang 'how 
much'» etc.» in which the -formative bilkang is used elsewhere in Dabi as an INDEF marker» in 
contexts where Djinang uses the ngunu-pilang form. (Note that Djinang -bilang is probably 
cognate to Djinba bilkang» and recall the discussion above concerning the loss of a ka syllable 
in Djinang.)
Table 2.9 gives the known Djinba interrogative/indefininte pronouns; for the Ganalbingu 
and Dabi clans only.
Table 2 .9  Djinba I n t e r r o g a t i v e / I n d e f i n i t e  Pronouns
+ HU 'who' -HU 'where/how' -HU 'what /
Ganal . Dabi G anal. Dabi G anal. Dabi
ERG nyalung warinyun - - - -
INSTR - - nya-yi - - n y ag i-d ji
TEMP - - nyi-nuk n y a-d ji-nuk - -
NOM nyalung war i - - nyami nyag i
DAT - - nyarrpani nyarrpan nyamu-wu nya-kuru
OR - - - - nyami -wi r r i y  -
LOC - - ny i r r i n y i r r i nyar rka n y i b i r r i k
ALL nyiyin
sisrssssssssrszssssssss::
i
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The equivalent terms -for Djinang nyabini are nyakalng (Ganalbingu), and nyabilkang (Dabi). 
Corresponding to Djinang warngarri(ny) is the Ganalbingu form nyaliyukany; the form -for other 
Djinba dialects is not known. For Djinang nya-dji ngunu-pilang 'sometime'» Ganalbingu uses 
nyi-nuk ngunu-pilak, and Dabi uses nya-dji-nuk bilkang. Comparison of Tables 2.8 and 2.9 in 
the light o-f the preceding discussion suggests that both Djinang and Djinba have each 
independently innovated extensively in the class of in terrogative/indefin ite pronouns; and 
neither language has forms which closely parallel those of their immediate Yolngu neighbours, 
especially Yan-nhangu. This suggests that the sp lit of these languages from a northern Yolngu 
group occurred quite early.
2.7 ERGATIVE MARKING
In this and the remaining sections of chapter 2, I will discuss each of the cases, 
concentrating on the different functions marked by each case form-. In the present section, I 
will deal with ERG marking: this includes not only true ERGatives, but also any case or 
non-case marking by suffixes identical in form to ERG. Hence I shall discuss INSTR and CAU 
case markers, and also PROM, OBL, and TEMP marking here as well. I will not deal with the 
typical use of ERG to mark the grammatical Agent of a transitive or ditransitive verb, since 
examples are numerous in the texts.
Frequency
F irst we shall consider the frequency of ERG marking on Subject nouns or deictics in 
clauses having transitive or ditransitive verbs. A check of a narrative of over a thousand 
clauses reveals the following facts. F irs tly , Agent nouns and deictics in transitive clauses are 
quite infrequent (I am using transitive to include ditransitive also, unless specific note is 
made to the contrary). This is due to the system of cohesion, where nouns and fu ll pronouns are 
absent from surface structure when reference is unambiguous. When an Agent noun does occur, 
i t  is  nearly always marked for ERG case, though very occasionally the ERG marker is omitted - 
as in (26) below.
( 26 ) nyani djulam i r r i - n y  ku-ny k i r i - n y ,
3sgERG CinstructionUNM]ACC lsg-ACC give-RPC PROG-RPC
maj_u,
[daddyUNMlERG
He gave me instruction, daddy (did) (34:592)
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Omission of ERG, as in the preceding example, may occur when the noun is in an 
"afterthought" construction: that is, an NP Juxtaposed to the end of a clause, after pause, and 
in which the head noun further specifies a participant previously referenced in the clause - in 
this case an Agent referenced by the third person pronoun.
However, the omission of ERG in afterthought constructions is by no means obligatory. 
The following example illustrates.
(27) b i l i n g  b a t j i - d j i n i - b a n , b i n i n g g i l i  marrngu,  w a g i r r i - r
3duERG cook-RPA-IM [ twoUNM possumUNMl^^ crow-ERG
They cooked the two possums, the (two) crows (did) {20:94}
TEMPoral
TEMP marking was mentioned in sections 2.3, 2.5, and 2.6. TEMP marking (it is not a case 
in modem Djinang) occurs only on the deictic stem nya- 'what' (see section 2.5). Also the deictic 
stems nguni and djini can have a TEMP function. Otherwise, the TEMP function is marked 
lexically by the verb bil(i)djirri 'the time of X'. There are additional ways of expressing 
temporal categories such as 'now', 'then', 'today', etc. For example, to express the meaning 
'now', 'today', 'here', or 'this one', very often the reduplicated form djini'djining is used in 
preference to djirji. Another way of expressing 'now', or a contextually-defined time 'then', is 
by the IM mediate clitic -ban.
PROMinence
Prominence is basically a discourse level function, and pertains to the system of 
inter-clausal cohesion, especially participant tracking. There are two basic mechanisms in 
Djinang for making a constituent prominent: (i) fronting of the constituent, or (2) marking the 
constituent by the PROM affix (which is formally identical to ERG marking). One of the most 
common uses of prominence is to indicate a change of participant focus, such as a new actor. 
Fronting is the more commonly employed strategy for indicating prominence. Indicating 
prominence by means of the PROM suffix is less frequent, but this method does not require the 
prominent constituent to be fronted -  as in (28). However, both fronting and affixation by PROM 
may occur together. In the case of fronted full pronouns, which is the normal construction for 
switching reference, there is no possibility of formal marking of prominence since NOM, ERG, 
and PROM forms of pronouns are homophonous. Fronting alone marks prominence in the case of 
pronouns. It would therefore be reasonable to indicate covert PROM marking of such fronted 
pronouns, but in general I have not done so because of the problem of validating such an 
analysis. PROM marking may be used in contexts other than switching reference. PROM marking 
has the effect of drawing the hearer's attention to the word so marked. PROM marking most
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often occurs on nouns and deictics, but in the database I have at least one instance each of 
PROM marking (using the —djl form) on a reduced pronoun» and on a verb.
One example of PROM was given in section 2.6, example (23). Another example is the 
following, this time on a proper noun in an afterthought construction. That it is PROM rather 
than ERG is dear from the verb, which is intransitive. The underlying case of a noun marked by 
PROM is not necessarily NOM» as in (28), but could be one of a number of cases. Example (18) 
shows PROM on a noun which is covertly ACC, and example (13) shows PROM on a deictic which 
is covertly LOC. Thus it certainly can occur on nominals which are covertly ERG, NOM» ACC, and 
LOC; and further research may indicate an even wider distribution.
(28) nyani p i r r m ir r i - n y , W arpurr-d ji
3sgN0M sing-RPC Warpurr-PRQM
He sang, Warpurr (did) {20:20}
CAUsative
CAUsative marking occurs on nouns (I have no deictic examples) which are -HU. I also 
have some +HU instances, but only for pronouns, as in: ngarri irr marnggi-dji-dji ngunu-wila-r 
nguli lsgNOM lsgNOM know-INCHO-FUT that-PL-CAU thatLOC T will learn from those (people) 
there' (67:73>. As described by Morphy (1983:38), "CAU (marks) the cause of a s ta te“. Another 
example occurs in (11) of section 2.4; and some -HU examples follow.
(29) yarim nguj_pirr i-d j  i i r r i - n y  pu-nyi , heavy one
ju s t  egg.white-CAU lsg-ACC hit-RPC heavy one
Just (eating) one (emu egg) finished me off {34:1138}
(30) nguy-djunggi- 1 i-pm 1in y i1i —ny bari-m i
internal-fire-CAU-DELIM  lduexc-ACC overspread-YPA 
We were just consumed with anger {66:90}
INSTRument
INSTR marking has two functions. The most common function is to mark the instrument 
used to accomplish an action, such as in (31).
(31) g a l mi - n i ,  n g i n i b i - t j a  g a l i y i r r - d j i n i  1i p a 1ipa—dj i
1and-RPA IplexcNOM-CONTR paddle-RPA dugout.canoe-INSTR
He landed (the plane), but we paddled (there) by dugout canoe {22:249}
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The other major -function of INSTR is to form adverbial clause modifications. Typically» 
though not exclusively, body part nouns and nouns expressing emotional states are used to 
derive such adverbial words. However, nouns such as gapi V ater', munatja 'ground', nami 
'above' 'sky', also are used to form adverbial modifications. Often the resulting adverbial 
forms assume metaphorical senses. Thus, for example, gumbirr-dji hand-INSTR can be used to 
mean either 'by hand', or 'gently'; and in example (32) the latter meaning obtains. Example (33) 
illustrates a metaphorical sense of the form galngi-li body-INSTR, meaning 'as a human being' 
(rather than the literal meaning 'bodily'); since the speaker is contrasting life as a spirit being 
with life as a human being in the physical world.
(32) g i r r  ngunu gum birr-d ji-pm  b i l i - n y  ka-ny
COMPL EthatUNM3ACC hand-INSTR-DELIM 3du-ACC take-RPC
Then (a soldier) took those two away gently (32:160)
(33) g a l n g i - l i  il guki r r i - JJ
body-INSTR IduincNOM walk.about-PRES
As humans we (Yolngu and Balanda) live (67:61)
Other forms are the following. Notice that some are quite figurative, while others are 
transparently instrumental, nuli-dji 'on foot' (nu-li is a fossilized INSTR form itself, from nu 
'foot' and -li INSTR) (22:232 34:196); galngi-li marrngi-n body-INSTR perceive-RPA 'fe lt' (note 
this is a standard metaphor for 'feel', the verb marrngirridji in other contexts is used to mean 
'hear') (24:143); qanda-li thigh-INSTR meaning 'striding quickly' (34:994); marr-dji 
soul/power-INSTR meaning 'expectantly' (see example (6) in section 2.2); ganydjirr-dji 
strength-INSTR meaning 'powerfully' (32:117); guni-r shame-INSTR meaning 'shamefully' 
(65:8); and so on.
Some -HU examples are the following; note that nouns marked by OR have in some cases 
been used as stems which take further INSTR marking to form an adverbial expression, gapi-li 
water-INSTR 'by water' (this occurred in a sentence which reads "he showered them with 
water") (32:137); munatja-bi-ri ground-OR-INSTR 'by land' (as in "we journeyed by land"); 
nam-pi-ri above-OR-INSTR 'by air'; gapi-bi-dji water-OR-INSTR 'by sea'.
ERG allomorph -ngir(i)
Now we shall consider the -ngir(i) allomorph of ERG. This is formally identical to the 
most common allomorph of OBL, and also to the ABL case marker, but is nevertheless used to 
mark ERG case, as in examples (34) and (35).
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(34) g i r r  nyim-pi d jam a-g in -p iJ /-n g ir d j in  b u l t j i - d j in - b a n
COMPL what-OR work-PROP-PL-ERG 3plERG tell-RPA-lM
Then straight away the workers told (the boss) what (it was) about (32:47)
(35) y id j ip ij[-pi H -n g ir  u g a p i - l i  inma r in d i -g i
child-PL-ERG or water-CAU 2sgDAT sever-F I
u wana-p i]_i -mi r r  i ngi +r i
or big-PL-ARCHE+ERG
Children or water may sever (the mooring rope)» or true adults {66:39}
Example (35) is of further interest. Consider the segmentation of the last word. We could 
just as easily have segmented it as follows: wana-pili-mirring-ngiri big-PL-ARCHE-ERG. A 
ng-ng sequence becomes phonetically just a lengthened ng, making it hard to decide what the 
correct segmentation should be. Thus» ERG after a stem-final ng or ngi will always be -ir(i) or 
-r(i)» respectively; never -dji or -li. For this reason it is highly likely that the alternative 
segmentation posited above is correct» so that we should extend the statement of the 
distribution of the ERG allomorph -ngir(i) to include the latter environments. Another common 
example is the word for 'each'» when inflected for ERG: bubali-kining-ngiri random-PROP-ERG» 
and bubali-kiningi-ri random-PROP-ERG, being equally viable segmentations.
The only other occurrence in my data of this -ngir(i) allomorph is with the word nyibi 
'some' 'other'. Example (36) illustrates its  use.
(36) d jan i n y ib i - n g i r i ,  yarraman d jin  g a -n g il+ a ,
3p1 ERG some-ERG ChorseUNM]A(X 3plERG take-RPA+NF
Some took the horses {34:197}
Etymologically, this allomorph of ERG is a reflex of OBL case. As the la tte r's  function as 
a case marker weakened, OBL was rein terpreted  as a new allomorph of ERG marking. The PROM 
marker (itself a merger of an earlier PROM form with ERG) also exhibits the -ngir(i) allomorph 
after PL, as shown by (37).
(37) d jan i but j i y-p ij_i -ngi r  i , d j in  nunydj i r r - a l  i
3plN0M dog-PL-PROM 3plN0M run-RPA
The dogs ran off {34:905}
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Nguni djini mala
An unusual ERG phrase is the expression nguni djini mala that+ERG 3plERG COL 'that 
group'. The first word is the Distant decitic nguni 'that' in its  suppletive ERG form, as 
discussed in section 2.5. What is unusual is that the subject reduced pronoun is included in the 
expression» as well as occurring before the verb. A similar expression» this time NOM case» 
occurs in (32:6): ngunu-kirri djini mala that-COMPL 3plNOM COL 'that afore-mentioned group'. 
Example (38) illustrates the use or the former expression.
(38) nguni d j in i  mala i r r i - n y  d j in  b i-p in i
[ th a t  + ERG 3p1 ERG C0LIER6 lsg-ACC 3plERG hit-RPA
That group hit me {65:10}
Kin nouns
It has already been stated that OBL marking very often occurs with Kin nouns (see Table 
2.3» section 2.3). For kin nouns taking ERG case» Table 2.3 suggests that OBL does not occur 
with ERG case. This is generally true, but in certain circumstances OBL does occur with ERG 
marking. One such circumstance is when the kin noun is marked by the KINPROP affix. KINPROP 
marking follows case marking, and the occurrence of KINPROP governs the occurrence of OBL - 
except that the latter precedes the case marking. Some examples will help at this point. 
Example (39) includes a kin noun which is covertly ACC» and which is marked by KINPROP 
(amongst other things). Notice that preceding KINPROP -mi the OBL marker is shortened to 
just -ngi-. Example (40) on the other hand includes a kin noun with overt case marking (ERG in 
this example) as well as with KINPROP marking. Notice that the ERG allomorph -r i occurs (no 
other allomorph of ERG may occur in this environment), and is preceded by OBL -ngi- and 
followed by KINPROP -mi. It is examples such as (39) and (40) which preclude an analysis of 
KINPROP as *ngimi, unless we wish to posit the hypothesis of a discontinuous suffix.
(39) n g a rri d j i - n y i - r r  nya-ng irn  wuw -w ilj-ngi-m i-pm
IsgERG 3p1-ACC-1sgNOM see-TPA
[ o ld e r .brother-PL-OBL-KINPROP-DELIMIArr 
I saw just (my) older brothers {66:119}
(40) w uw-ngi-ri-m  d j i - n y  d ja g a - d j i -g i
older.brother-OBL-ERG-KINPROP 3pl-ACC he 1p-THEMSR-FUT
Older brother will help them {66:126}
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ABL and ALL case on kin nouns is equally complicated, and particularly when K1NPROP is 
also present. In the case of ALL marking, the word structure is kinnoun-OBL-r-ALL (KINPROP 
does not seem to co-occur with ALL on kin nouns). In the case of ABL marking, one potential 
word structure is to use the -p+m(i) allomorph of the KINPROP marker preceding the ABL case, 
to give kinnoun-KINPROP-ABL; and the other potential structure uses the -mi KINPROP 
allomorph to give the structure kinnoun-ABL-ri-KINPROP. Example (41) illustrates the ALL 
structure, (42) the first ABL structure, and (43) the second ABL structure. In these complex 
examples, the infix -r(i)- is formally the same as ERG, but cannot possibly be ERG in th is 
context. It is probably a transition segment in (41). In (43) it may likewise simply be a 
transition syllable. Alternatively, it may be PROM marking. Only further research will clarify 
the situation.
<41) ga-wi n g a m b ir r i -g i r a - r - l j  
take-IMP mother-GBL-r-ALL 
Take it to mother! {66:127)
(42) nyan inydj i  b i r r i n - d j i n g i - n i  gunyd j i r r i -p+m- ng i r i
3sgN0M RECIP turn-CAUS-TPA father-KINPROP-ABL
He turned himself away from (his) father {66:132}
(43) nyan inydj i  b i r r i n - d j i n g i - n i  g u n y d j i r r i - n g i r a - r i - m i
3sgN0M RECIP turn-CAUS-TPA father-ABL-ri-KINPROP
He turned himself away from (his) father {66:133}
Further research is needed into the complexities of kin noun inflections. Forms of the 
kind and complexity illustrated in this discussion of kin nouns are quite rare in natural text, in 
fact, examples (39) to (43) were elicited. We shall meet forms of a similar nature and complexity 
when I later discuss DAT marking. Fortunately, this complexity is limited to the class of kin 
nouns only, and to a lesser extent, to the noun yul 'man7.
Fossilized first-order ERG suffix -U-
The nouns wurpi (cf. Yolngu wiripu) 'another' 'different', and wurpm(i) 'one', have 
suppletive ERG forms: wurpi+li another+ERG, different+ERG, and wurpi+li+m one+ERG. Also, 
while wurpm-ipm one-DELIM is the NOM or ACC form meaning 'just one'; the ERG form with the 
same meaning is wurpi+li-pm one+ERG-DELIM. The retroflexion of the lateral in this allmorph 
of ERG is surprising, I have no explanation for it. The m which occurs in the forms with the 
meaning 'one' is of obscure origin.
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Another unusual ERG form» again with final m(i) and retroflex la te ra l  is the PAUC marker. 
The PAUCal marker ('a few') i s  -mirrpili (cf. Yan-nhangu mirribulu PAUC» Alpher 1977:7) with 
NOM and ACC cases. However» the ERG form of th is  suffix is -mirrpilim(i). No other Djinang 
suffix has a suppletive ERG form» except perhaps KINPROP -  providing we were to t re a t  
-ngirimi in (40) as a portmanteau KINPROP+ERG suffix. The unusual ERG forms mentioned 
above make the la t te r  suggestion an entertainable possibility, although I am not analysing it 
th a t  way in this d isserta t ion .
What is significant here, and also in the discussion of kin nouns, is tha t  the unusual 
forms and complex p a tte rn s  of marking occur when word-final -m(i), is  p resent. (Even the 
DELIM marker, -pm(i) may be traced back to  an earlier  *-pimi form (cf. Djinba -pim DELIM). And 
th is  marker also occurs in quite complex pa tte rns  of marking.) The following examples 
i l lu s tra te  some of the forms discussed.
(44 )  n a n g u d u - m i r r p i l jm  i r r i - n y  d j i n  
sister-PAUC+ERG lsg-ACC 3plERG 
A few s is te rs  picked me up (34:254)
m a r r - n g i 1 i 
get-RPA
(45)  w u rp i j jm  y u l - d j i  b u - b u t j a l m i - n y  b u m ir i-m an b i  
one+ERG man-ERG DIST-ask-TPC f o r e h e a d - h a r d  
One man kept on asking re len tless ly  {67:76}
(46 )  y i l i  l i t j a - n y d j i  b i l  g u r rp i - jn  w u r p i J M - t j a
a g a in  lduincDAT-RECIP 3duERG chase-RPC d i f f e r e n  t + ERG-CONTR
Once again we were chased, but by (two) d ifferen t (buffalo) (34:955)
The morphology of forms which take a word-final formative m(i) is  the one area of Djinang 
grammar which is not sa tisfac to rily  elucidated by a combination of diachronic and synchronic 
methodology. Further research may shed more light on th is  area, but I suspect tha t  the 
necessary information may in fact be beyond recovery.
2.8 TRANSITIVITY AND SEMANTIC ROLE
In th is  section we shall consider pa tte rn s  of ACC marking, and especially how ACC 
marking in terac ts  with DAT or ALL marking. The only ALL marking to be considered in th is  
section is  when ALL marks a noun which would have been expected to have been marked by ACC 
or DAT; we shall delay a discussion of ALL in i t s  capacity as a peripheral case t il l  la te r .  Also, 
other aspects of ACC and DAT marking will be t rea ted  in la te r  sections.
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The "traditional understanding of 'core' cases is that they have minimal semantic content» 
but serve rather to mark different syntactic roles within a system of transitivity relations. 
However, if we view ACC, DAT, and non-local uses of ALL in this way only, then we lose 
insights which enable us to explain why DAT or ALL case is used in certain contexts, versus 
ACC in others. What I am claiming is that ACC, DAT, and ALL (in its  non-local function), have 
definite semantic content. What I will be saying below is not new, though the concepts have yet 
to be applied sytematically in the analysis of a Yolngu language.
There are two intersecting dimensions of 'choice' (in Halliday's sense, see Kress 1976): 
the first dimension is whether an event is goal-directed (G-DIR) or qoal-terminative (G-TERM); 
and the second dimension is whether the referenced participant is in the same location (SAME 
LOC) or different location (DIFF LOC) as the semantic subject's location. Both of these 
dimensions have been mentioned by others. For example, in describing LOC versus ALL 
alternations in Djapu, Morphy writes "Locational function is clause-wide in scope: a location 
function case-marker ... may only be used if all the participants enumerated in the clause are in 
the same place. ... If the subject is in one place and the object is in another, the local NP is 
always marked from the perspective of the subject" (1983:100). This is an important insight; 
however in Djinang (if not also in other Yolngu languages) the preceding observation applies 
not just to peripheral case marking, but also to core case marking as we shall see.
As for the choice between goal-terminative and goal-directed activity, consider the 
following quote from Blake (1977:36): "If a predicator refers to an activity that actually affects 
or impinges on a patient, this will normally be expressed by a transitive verb. In other cases 
the predicator may appear with a complement in the DATIVE or in some instances the 
LOCATIVE or CAUSAL." Blake recognized that there is some semantic content to the patient 
marking (ACC in Goddard's terminology), and that DAT (or other cases) are used when the 
patient is not impinged or affected. Likewise, Morphy (1983:94-96,114-116) recognizes a 
semantic contrast when, say, DAT is used in a context where otherwise another core case would 
be expected, such as marking an indirect object.
What I hope to do is to give more substance to these ideas, to show that there is an 
underlying system of choice that is part of the linguistic competence of Djinang speakers, and 
that the categories involved are the ones given above. My purpose now is to demonstrate that 
the semantic categories G-DIR, G-TERM, SAME LOC, and DIFF LOC, are crucial for an adequate 
understanding of patterns of marking in the transitivity system.
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Goal-TERMinative versus Goal-DIRected
To appreciate the difference between these categories» let us consider an activity 
expressed by a verb as a locus in event space; with the activity represented as a curve. The 
activity» if transitive, may be described by a curve beginning at the semantic subject, and 
terminating at the semantic goal (or patient). Verbs such as 'h it7, 'see', 'accept', 'remember', 
are of this kind. Semitransitive verbs would be represented differently: there is s till a 
semantic subject as the beginning point of the activity locus, and there is still a goal towards 
which the locus is oriented, but the locus does not actually terminate at the goal. (Orientation 
of the locus towards a goal must not be confused with directionality, if any, in the physical 
activity within real space; there is no connection between the two.) Verbs of this kind involve 
activities which are directed or oriented towards (or from) a goal which "maintains its 
distance" from the directed activity of the subject. In terms of our analogy, the goal maintains 
sufficient distance in event space for the locus of activity to not succeed in making terminative 
connection to the goal. Verbs of this kind are 'talk'» Took for', 'desire'» etc.
Ditransitive verbs have two loci eminating from the subject, one locus makes terminative 
contact with the direct object (ACC if +HU» usually UNM if -HU), and the other may or may not 
make terminative contact with the indirect object, depending on whether the verb is inherently 
G-DIR or G-TERM. No analogy is perfect, and this one is no exception. 1 am trying to convey an 
impressionistic idea, rather than give a formal definition. As a definition, it does not work in 
all instances; for example, why is 'ask' G-TERM (ie. takes ACC object) but 'te ll' G-DIR (ie. 
takes DAT object)? (The verb 'te ll', when it takes ACC marking, means 'report', 'blame', etc., 
which does make sense in terms of our analogy.) Even so, the analogy makes sense in a 
sufficiently large number of cases for it to provide the framework for understanding marking 
contrasts and the meanings conveyed by such contrasts.
One of the telling arguments for the G-TERM versus G-DIR distinction is the pattern of 
marking on indirect objects of some ditransitive verbs. Very often the indirect object will have 
ACC case, indicating a G-TERM semantic relation to the verb. In terms of our analogy, it is 
immediately apparent why ACC may mark an indirect object; such verbs typically involve the 
transfer of something to or from the indirect object as termination point of the activity locus. 
Verbs such as 'give', 'deprive of' (as in X-ERG deprives person Y-ACC of thing Z-UNM), and 
'show' (as in X-ERG shows Y-UNM to Z-ACC), are of this type. It is possible for a ditransitive 
verb to be inherently G-DIR, so that the verb normally takes a non-ACC case (typically DAT) on 
the indirect object. Two such verbs are 'tell/report' and 'send'. Most examples of 'send' in my 
database (except for three) exhibit a DAT indirect object. (The exceptions took an ALL 10, which 
will be explained later; and a couple of elicited examples had ACC, but I omitted to enquire for 
the precise meaning of the latter.) The use of DAT on the indirect object is again consistent
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with the above analogy: the goal of an act of sending is typically remote from the subject» so 
that the activity of 'sending7 is a directed one. Termination of the transfer may, or may not, 
later take place; but the act of sending is not inherently terminative, and so DAT is 
appropriate for the indirect object.
Each verb, therefore, has a set of case frames which characterize the verb's potential for 
expressing various nuances as a function of differences of semantic roles for its  arguments, 
according as surface case markings may be varied within the limits defined by the set of case 
frames. Each verb has a semantically 'least marked' case frame; and the variations of case 
marking permitted for each argument mark different nuances of the unmarked meaning that 
speakers may choose to express. Thus, for example, the verb 'give' usually takes an ACC 
indirect object as goal, but a Benefactive nuance obtains if the goal is marked instead by DAT. 
Or the verb 'talk to ' or 'speak' in hundreds of occurrences takes a DAT-marked object as goal, 
but in a few clauses the object was marked by ACC -  highlighting the object as the person to 
whom the speech was specifically directed. Or the verb 'h it', which takes ACC objects, may take 
a DAT object to express the nuance 'hit a t' (but not succeed in making contact); similarly 'see' 
normally takes an ACC object, but DAT is used instead when one is looking directly at 
something without actually 'seeing' it (eg. when looking at a well-camouflaged animal).
Now we shall consider examples which illustrate some of the points made in the 
discussion up to this point. Since examples are taken from text, nouns are often omitted from 
surface structure. In fact, there is not one instance in the natural texts of a noun overtly 
marked by ACC as 10, and only a handful of examples of a noun marked by DAT or ALL as 10. 
Such constituents in 0 context are much more frequent, many examples of nouns marked by ACC 
or DAT in 0 context can be found, though ALL is rare in 0 context (because the subject and 
object are usually in the same location). However, even though overt nominals are often 
lacking, the cross-referencing pronouns reveal the case that would obtain if the nouns were 
present on the surface. The first set of examples (47 to 53) illustrate ACC marking the G-TERM 
role with transitive verbs.
(47) b i l i - n y  yarjti-nya-nyi-pm -ban P e te r-n y i ga John-ny i-ban
3du-ACC 1eg-see-RPC-DELIM-IM Peter-ACC and John-ACC-IM
He then just imitated Peter and John (33:112)
(48) nyabin m i-m ilu-wi maju-ny nya-ngi
how.about DIST-)ook.around-IMP daddy-ACC see-FUT 
b i l ang  bi wi n i - d j i  ki r i - f f
INDEF towards r e t u r n- FI  PROG-FI
How about you look around to see if daddy is returning to (us)? (34:358-60)
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(4 9 )  nyani d j i n i - m i r r  n g u rr-g im  b i - p in i  n g a n a p a rra -d j+ a
3sgERG th is -LO C  PERF-EMPH struck-R P A  buffalo-ERG +NF
g u r r t j i - n g i - n y + a  y u l-n g i-n y i  
tree-OBL-ACC+NF man-OBL-ACC 
The buffalo struck the tree and the man in this same way {34:840-41}
<5Q) i l i ,  b i l i - n y i —r r  b a g i l i -b a n
IduincNOM 3du-ACC-l sgERG fe tc h - IM  
Let's (go)» I w ill -fetch them (two women) now (34:876)
(5 1 )  n g u n y ili-b a n  i r r i - n y  d j in  g a - 1 i , g u r r b i - H
th a tA L L -IM  lsg-ACC 3plERG take-RPA camp-ALL
They took me then to (their) camp (34:253)
(5 2 )  ngunyiJJ-pm  i r r i - n y  d j in  wi n_i - d j  i ngi -n  Wingu-J_i
thatALL-DELIM  lsg-ACC 3plERG return-CAUS-RPA Le-f thand-ALL
They returned me straight to Left-Hand (a nickname) (34:257)
The next example shows covert ACC on a -HU noun, the verb is transitive.
(5 3 )  g i r r  bunggan l i b i l i - n y  n y u m ir r -d j in i
COtiPL CsweatUNM] Ip lexc-A C C  sm ell-RPA
Then (he) smelled our sweat (46:73)
Now let us consider ACC marking the G-TERM role for the indirect object of ditransitive 
verbs.
(5 4 )  b i l  b u l t j i - d j i n i  B u rra la n g -ij_ i bunggawa-nyi
3duERG rep o rt-T P A  sectio n .n am e-A L L  boss-ACC
They reported Burralang to the boss (66:3)
Example (54) should be compared to (72) below, where the case marking is reversed. The 
difference between the two examples is a function of the relative location of subject and 
non-subject participants, as we shall la ter explain. In (54), Burralang and the speaker are in 
the one location, the boss and the people referenced by 'they' are in another location. In (72), 
the bosses are in a different location to the subject and object participants, and the la tte r are 
in the same location. Example (72) also demonstrates clearly that it  is the location of the 
subject which is important, rather than the location of the speaker -  unless of course the 
speaker is also the subject.
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(55 )  n g a r r i  i r r  ya n i - t f  w a l i  g a d i - g i r i - n y i
lsgERG lsgERG send-FUT Cf o o d U N M ] ^  s i  ster-OBL-ACC
I will send food to (my) sister (66:118)
(56)  n g a n a p a r r a - b a n - d i r r i - n y  bi 1 m i l d i r r p i - n i  
[ buffaloUNM]^c c “ IM-lsg-ACC 3duERG show-RPC 
yarraman  
thorseUNM]ACC
They were then showing buffalo and horses to me {34:47}
(57 )  djambaku b i l i - n y  d j i n  gu -1 i
[ tobaccoUNMlAC£ 3du-ACC 3plERG give-RPA
They gave tobacco to them (34:162)
Of thirteen clauses similar to (57)» each with the verb 'give7 and +HU 10, ten take ACC 
marking for the pronoun cross-referencing 10, and the other three take DAT marking for the 
equivalent pronoun. The ACC marking is the least-marked semantically. The use of DAT gives a 
Benefactive nuance. (DAT has other functions, such as Malefactive; but when marking the 10 
with the verb 'give', only the Benefactive nuance obtains in the data to hand.)
(58)  d j i n i - g i - n y i  b i r  i +n t  i]_i -pm i r r i - n y  g a y p i - l i  
this-OBL-ACC chest+ALL-DELIM lsg-ACC d ep r ive -T P A
He snatched this from me (65:6)
Examples (47) to (58) help validate the norms for ACC marking the G-TERM role. Now we 
shall consider a number of examples in which DAT forms are used to indicate a G-DIR role. 
Some of the verbs are inherently G-DIR, for example 'call out', 'hope for', 'search for', and so 
must take DAT when the semantically least-marked meaning obtains. One example has already 
been given in (46), for the verb 'chase' 'run after' which normally takes ACC for the thing 
chased, but which takes DAT in (46).
(59)  b a t - p a n  i n . g a  d j i n  ngu -1 i  
throw-IM 3sgDAT 3plERG throw-RPA
They then threw (the firebrand) towards him (24:137}
(60)  i n . g a  y a r r a r r a - m i y - n g i 1 i , d u j /
3sgDAT aim-CAUS-RPA pow!
(He) aimed (the spear) towards him, pow! (he hit him) (34:322-23)
k i r i - n y  
PROG-RPC
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(61 ) maj_u d ju n d i-n  in .g a
daddyNCH'i descend-RPA 3sgDAT 
Daddy walked down towards him (-the wounded buffalo) {34:447}
(62 ) oanda-1i l id ja  n ib i d jugad juga-m i-ny  k i r i - n y
thigh-INSTR 2plDAT lplexcNOM try.catch.up-CA U-RPC PROG-RPC
Striding out we tried to catch up to you (34:994)
(63 ) wurrpan l im ila  m in ig i-m  k ir i -m
CemuUNM]ACC lplincDAT carry-PRES PROG-PRES
(He) is carrying the emu to us (34:1100)
(64 ) gungi Tibi  b a l t j -n y  mi n i ,  w a li-g i-b a n
headUNM lplexcNOM cl imb.up-RPC l i ke  food-DAT-IM
We then anticipated/hoped.for the food (43:38)
(6 5 ) l i b i l a  w i t j i - l + a  
lplexcDAT cal 1 .out-RPA+NF
(He) called out to us (34:912)
(6 6 ) M aningrida-JJ -ban d jin a -n y d ji  ni bi  g a r rk a r rp i-n i
M aningrida-ALL-IM  3plDAT-RECIP lplexcNOM search . for-RPC  
k i r i - n y  
PROG-RPC
We searched for them on the way to Haningrida (34:747)
The verb in (66) may take ACC on the object» to express a G-TERM role under the 
following circumstances. If  the subject must move his head from side to side to look past 
someone in order to see someone else» then the latter person is marked with ACC case, as in
(67). Consider how hard this would be for us to understand without perceiving the difference 
between G-TERM role and G-DIR role.
(6 7 ) in y d j i - r r  g a r rk a r rp i-n i nyuni-ny  
RECIP-lsgNOM search . for-TPA 2sg-ACC 
I looked around (him) (to catch sight of) you
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The -final examples show DAT on 10 with a ditransitive verb. Many examples could be 
given of this type* but three will have to suffice. In the first two* the DAT adds a Benefactive 
nuance to the G-D1R role: compare (68) with ACC marking for 10 in (56); and then compare (69) 
with ACC marking for 10 in (57).
(<68) ingki 1 imi la-nydj i+n m i l d i r r p i - g i
NEG lplincDAT-RECIP+3p1ERG show-FI
They (totemic spirits) will not show themselves to us (66:26)
(69) wal i , d i y ,  . . .  l i b i l a  d j i n
CfoodlMi tealM-1]^££ . . .  lplexcDAT 3plERG
They were giving food and tea to us (34:251)
(70) g i r r  b i l i n g g a  y a n - i 1-ban mir warngar r iny
then 3duDAT send-RPA-IM l ike  what ' s . i ts .name 
d i r r i j t i r r i  b i l i - n y  p a r r t j i - n i  k i r i - n y ,
CthornsUNM]CAjJ 3du-ACC pierce-RPC PROG-RPC
Then (he) sent to them thorns which would pierce (them) (53:40-41)
1 have given quite a number of examples thus far in this section. This is deliberate* for I 
wish to place the analysis on a firm footing. The semantic contrast of G-DIR versus G-TERM 
is* together with the further contrast yet to be discussed* crucial for understanding the 
semantics of the marking patterns for 0 and 10; and likewise for the semantic roles which may 
be expressed by a DAT cross-referencing pronoun (to be dealt with later). Now we shall 
consider the function of ALL marking on 0 and 10* which is far simpler to explain and illustrate.
SAME LOCation versus DIFFerent LOCation
A few clauses in the database exhibit an ALL-marked noun, or ALL deictic (or both)* in 
either 0 or 10 context. This is a context where we normally expect either ACC (which may be 
realized as UNM in many instances) or DAT. The meaning being conveyed by ALL marking in 
these circumstances is simply that at the inception of the action the referent of the 
ALL-marked form is at a different location to the location of the semantic subject (which may 
be ERG or NOM). The event represented by a clause is viewed as taking place within a spatial 
(and temporal) setting which is contextually defined (the context being the location and time 
setting of the semantic subject, unless some other context is signalled explicitly by locational 
or temporal particles or nouns). The contextually-defined spatial setting defines a locale 
within the scope of which actions take place. The extent of the locale is relative, rather than 
absolute. (The same is true of time changes.) Some actions involve participants which are not
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ku-ny k i r i -ny - ban  
give-RPC PROG-RPC-IM
within that locale» and in these circumstances ALL may be used to specifically mark such 
participants as being external to the locale of the subject. However» this is the marked case. 
The lack of ALL marking on 0 or 10 does not necessarily imply that the 0 or 10 referents are 
situated within the subject's locale; it is potentially ambiguous, although the textual and 
real-world context normally supply sufficient cues to locate 0 and 10 referents unambiguously.
Morphy (1983:100) mentions the SAME LOC versus DIFF LOC contrast with reference to 
local and temporal peripheral extensions to the sentence or clause. However, we shall see from 
the examples below that the contrast applies equally well within the sentence core, at least in 
Djinang. (I believe it is not restricted to just Djinang.) Before considering ALL with 0 and 10, 
first I shall give example (71) illustrating the fact that Djinang uses ALL in peripheral local 
extensions of the clause as does Djapu, and also that the referent maked by ALL is distant 
from the subject referent (compare Morphy's example 150» ibid: 100).
(71) gurrpu]_u-]_i-ban l i b i l i - n y  d j in  n y a -n g in i, munuymunuy-J_i
open.piain-ALL-IM  lplexc-ACC 3pdERG see-RPA p ap e rb a rk . tree-ALL
They saw us among the paperbark trees across the plain {34:1180)
Example (72) is a further example of ALL as a peripheral extension of the clause; except 
in this example the destination is +HU. The verb 'take' is transitive, and always uses ALL 
marking for the destination. Another example was (51).
(72) nyani ngunu d j i -n y  g a - n g i l i ,  P au l-ny i ga
3sgERG CthatUNM] 3pl-ACC take-RPA [Paul-ACC and
H L b
S i la s  n g u n y iJJ , bunggawa-U -ban
S i 1 asUNMl^^ thatALL boss-ALL-IM 
He took those ones, Paul and Silas, to the boss then (32:54)
The fact that ALL implies DIFF LOC is clearly seen in some unexpected collocations, as in
(73) . In English, we 'climb a tree ', with the tree as direct object. In Djinang, the tree is marked 
by ALL because the final location is not the location of the subject at the inception of the 
action.
(73) n g a rri d ju n g g i- l^ d ir r  b a l t j i - l i
lsgNQM tree-ALL-1sgNOM cl imb.up-RPA 
I climbed up a tree (34:65)
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The following two examples exhibit ALL marking 0. The verb 'accept7 is semitransitive, 
normally taking DAT for the 0 nominal; while 'praise' is transitive, taking ACC for the 0 
nominal. However, since 'Jesus' is in a location different from the subjects, ALL is appropriate 
in 0 context for these clauses. I emphasize once again that these are not elicited sentences; 
the next two occurred in the retelling of a Bible story. A third example was given as (54), two 
more occur in (32:?) and (33:66).
(74) n g u n u -b ila  nyuni marr in y d ji y i r r p i - g i ,  G a rra y - i l i
that-INDEF 2sgN0M sou 1/powerUNM RECIP s e t-F I  Wonderful-ALL
If you accept Jesus (32:122}
(75) a D jesu-ng-ban nam i-U -ban  wuk-ny k ir i-n y -b a n
-  Jesus-GEN-IM above-ALL-IM praise-RPC PROG-RPC-IM
(He) was praising then the One above concerning Jesus (33:67)
The next examples give ALL marking on a noun and a pronoun as 10 for clauses having 
ditransitive verbs. Notice that if the 10 is +HU, usually it will be cross-referenced by the DAT 
reduced pronoun, even though the case on the 10 is ALL. This does not mean that ALL marking 
is a subtype of ACC marking; it is just that there is no ALL paradigm of reduced pronouns, in 
which case the DAT paradigm is used suppletively instead. Such examples are the only ones I 
know of in which the case on the reduced pronoun does not agree with the case on the 
cross-referenced nominal. The verb 'bring' takes an overt nominal 10 only when the referent of 
the 10 is other than the semantic subject. In (77), the equivalent Gupapuyngu clause has OBL on 
10 yagatay. The use of OBL in other Yolngu languages makes it difficult to perceive this 
underlying pattern in those languages; for while OBL is the surface marking, the underlying 
role is that of ALL case -  the latter only appearing as an overt case when the 10 is -HU. With 
the weakening of OBL case, Djinang has normalized the surface marking of +HU to conform to 
the underlying pattern. Some further examples may be found in (66:14i> 'send', (66:143) 
'bring', (34:268) 'send', with -HU 10, (32:151) 'pray to ' loanword, (43:25) 'insert'.
(76) d j in a  w ang i-d ji “d jin in g  nyumila p irru -m a w ali
3p 1 DAT say-FUT [ thisUNM] A(X 2duDAT bring-YPA [ f o o d l ^
nyumi1a - r - J J "
2du-0BL-ALL
(He) said to them "She brought this food to you two" (66:139)
(77) n g a rri in .g a - r r  yan-a l i d ju r r a  y a g a ta y - m
lsgERG 3sgDAT-lsgERG send-TPA [ bookUNMl^^ taboo.name-ALL
I sent the book to "yaoatay" (66:140)
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One further example needs to be given, because it illustrates how information may be 
divided between clauses to avoid overloading the semantic content of a clause. The context of 
the example needs explaining. I was about to leave the area for an extended period, and I 
asked Manbarrarra how I would say "I will tell my father about you". Example (78) is the reply 
he gave. At the time, my father was several thousand miles away. Notice he did not use ALL on 
the noun 'father7, but rather DAT - which is the least semantically marked case for the 10 of 
the verb bultji- 'te ll ' 'report'. The cross-referencing reduced pronouns repeated after the verb 
indicate that there is an adjoined clause, with the same verb obligatorily deleted from the 
surface structure, but taking the extra argument nyuni-ny 2sg-ACC 'you' as direct object. When 
ACC occurs overtly with this verb, the stem has the nuance 'report'. Thus this sentence means 
"I am going to tell something to my father, I am going to report you to him". The first time he 
gave his reply, he used just one clause (ie. in.ga-rri not articulated after the verb), but then 
immediately changed it to the form in (78).
When (54) is compared with (78), we obtain the following picture for the verb bultji-. If 
the 0 referent has DIFF LOC role, then it is marked ALL, and the 10 will be assumed to be in 
the SAME LOC role (else how could the event of 'telling' occur?) and take ACC marking. If, 
however, the O referent has SAME LOC role (as in 78), then it is marked by ACC, and an 10 
having DIFF LOC role will be marked by DAT, indicating the directed nature of the event.
(78) g u n y d j i r r i - g i r - k i  i n . g a - r r  b u l t j i - g i
father-OBL-DAT 3sgDAT-lsgNOM tel l -FUT
i n . g a - r r i  nyuni-ny
3sgDAT-lsgERG 2sg-ACC 
I will tell my father about you
It should be dear now how the system operates. Table 2.10 summarizes our previous 
discussion: it gives the case of the nominal (which may be absent from surface structure) for 
each of three syntactic contexts; 0 of transitive verb, 0 of ditransitive verb, 10 of ditransitive 
verb. Each of these is the subcategorized by the dimension of G-TERM role versus G-DIR role; 
and the resulting categories are cross cut by the dimension of DIFF LOC versus SAME LOC. 
Some cells in the matrix are empty, which possibly indicates that such a combination of 
categories never obtains.
The numbers refer to example numbers. Examples (59-61), and (63), are not in the table. 
These examples are ones in which a peripheral 'motion towards' clause extension, which we 
would expect to be marked with ALL on an overt nominal, is  marked by DAT only on the 
cross-referencing pronoun. Considering (76), an ALL-marked nominal could legitimately be 
added to such clauses, marking the thing towards which the motion takes place. However, since
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Table 2.10 Roles Marked by Case in 0 and 10 Contexts
SAME LOG DIFF L0C
G-TERM ACC 4 7-50 ,53 ALL 75
T r a n s i t i v e 0
G-DIR DAT 5 6 ,6 2 ,6 4 -6 ALL 74
nuance -> ACC 67
G-TERM ACC 5 1 -2 ,7 7 ,7 8 ALL 54
D i t r a n s i t i v e 0
G-DIR - -
6-TERM ACC 54 ALL 76
nuance -> DAT 68-9
Di t r a n s i t i v e 10
G-DIR DAT 70,78 ALL 77
?nuance -> ACC 54
the table summarizes behaviour only in 0 and 10 contexts, these examples of peripheral
extension do not appear there.
Notice tha t (78) must be placed w ith (70)» rather than w ith (77). The la tte r placement 
would have obained i f  the noun in (78) had been marked -for ALL case» as gunydjirri-g ira-r-li (cf. 
example 4 i in section 2.7).
2.9 ACCUSATIVE and DATIVE
In this section we shall consider further the behaviour of ACC and DAT case marking; and 
also the functions of ACC or DAT reduced pronouns. The firs t part of this section deals with 
ACC» then later with DAT.
F irstly  we shall consider the frequency of the OBL marker before ACC case marker. Table 
2 .Ü  gives the frequencies» for various classes of nominals. In other Yolngu languages (such as 
Djapu» Djambarrpuyngu, Gupapuyngu)» OBL occurs just with peripheral cases; and in particular, 
ACC case does does not occur with OBL. In fact» ACC case is typical only with +HU nouns» and 
comparatively rare with -HU nouns. Deictics do not take ACC (though they do take OBL), and the 
ACC form of deictics is homonymous with NOM forms (ie. UNH). The Djinang situation is
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T a b le  2 .11  Frequency o f OBL P reced in g  O vert ACC Case M arker
C a te g o ry : 7.
k in  noun 100
+HU proper noun 0
+HU in t e r r o g a t iv e / in d e f in i t e  pronoun 0
pronoun 0
o th e r  +HU nouns ( in c lu d in g  s p i r i t  b e in g s ) 77
-HU nouns 75
d e ic t ic  100
somewhat d ifferent. Firstly» OBL has a wider distribution: obligatory with ACC-marked kin 
nouns» nearly always on other ACC-marked +HU nouns, never on ACC-marked +HU proper names, 
and may even occur on ACC-marked -HU nouns. Secondly, ACC has a slightly wider distribution: 
being able to occur on deictics -  although the UNH deictic -forms are by -far the most common 
ACC forms (paralleling the situation in other Yolngu languages). Table 2.11 shows only the 
relative percentages of OBL marking when ACC is overtly marked: thus i t  would be incorrect, 
for example, to assume from the percentage for deictics that in O context deictics always take 
the form stem-OBL-ACC; rather what is meant is that if  ACC occurs overtly on a deictic, then 
OBL w ill precede i t  in 100% of a ll instances. Similarly with -HU nouns, which are common in 
text in UNM form; but of the few which do occur with ACC marking, OBL also occurs in 75% of 
those instances. These facts are entirely consistent with the loss of OBL as a case marker in 
Djinang. The category of +HU proper nouns includes the words malu 'daddy' (Djuwing moiety), 
and muri 'daddy' (Yirritjing moiety), which we otherwise would have expected to belong to the 
class of kin nouns.
Body parts (including secretions and emotional or psychic states) are inalienably 
possessed. When a possessed body part occurs in O context a special construction is used. 
Instead of a possessive pronoun form (GEN) together with an ACC-marked noun, the possessed 
noun is UNM (covertly ACC), and the possessor is indicated by an ACC reduced pronoun in 
normal pre-verbal position. The possessed noun usually precedes the reduced pronoun, though 
not necessarily so. Some examples of this construction are given below. Some further examples 
are found in (46:65,73), and (50:333).
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(7?) gapi . . .  b ir i -g a j_ m ir r  l i n y i l i - n y
CwaterUNM]CA|J . . .  [ c h e s t - c  i c a t r  i ceUNM]Ar(_. lduexc-ACC
k a t j i - n i  k i r i - n y  
reach-RPC PR06-PRC
The water reached the level of our chest-scars (34:1018}
(80) n g u n u -n g ir  l i b i l i - n y  n y u m i r r - d j i n  bunggan
that-ABL 1p 1exc-ACC smell-RPA CsweatUNMl
HL-L
Because he smelled our sweat (46:87)
Finally» in verbless clauses» ACC-marked nominals do not occur unless a transitive verb 
is "understood", though not appearing in surface structure. There is only one example of this 
nature in the data base.
Now we shall go on to consider DAT case. Table 2.12 gives frequencies of OBL marking 
preceding overt DAT marking on some nominal classes. The classes of 'other +HU nouns', and 
'+HU interroqative/indefinite pronouns', are not given with numerical figures» due to a lack of 
sufficient occurrences to make figures indicative of the actual situation. In the database, 
neither category of nominal has DAT occurring with OBL, but only four forms are represented. I 
do know from experience in the language that OBL can occur with DAT on both these classes, 
though infrequently; the most commonly occurring examples are when other suffixes (such as 
PL, or GEN) obtain on the DAT-marked form.
Table  2 .12 Frequency of OBL P r eced i ng  Overt  DAT Case Marker
Ca t egory :
— — — — — — —  —  —  — — — — — — z s r z  z z z z  ; s —  —
7 .
kin  noun 100
+HU proper  noun 0
+HU i n t e r r o g a t i v e / i n d e f i n i t e  pronouns 1 ow
pronoun 33 ( see  d i s c u s s i o n  below)
o t h e r  +HU nouns ( i n c l u d i n g  s p i r i t  be i ngs ) 1 ow
-HU nouns 10
d e i c t i c 17
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Comparing Table 2.12 with Table 2.11 suggests that OBL marking before DAT has not 
widened its  distribution as much as has OBL marking before ACC. Of the few forms in which 
OBL occurred with DAT on a -HU noun, the noun had a stem-final ng phoneme, which strongly 
conditions the occurrence of OBL.
Consider now the pronoun forms (see Table 2.12) which take OBL with following DAT 
marker. These are special forms, and their function is quite different to the functions of DAT 
in all other contexts, and on all other nominal classes. On these pronouns, OBL takes the form 
- r - ,  (-ngar- after 3sg or 3pl stems), and DAT -ki then follows. The resulting DAT forms are 
functionally a semantic subject (and may co-occur with an ERG or NOH nominal), and have the 
meaning 'X does the action durino the ohysical absence of the other contextual participants7 
where X is the semantic subject referent. This is one further example of DAT being used as 
Agent (or Subject) in an Australian language (see Blake 1977:35, in which he cites an example 
from Djingili). The following are some examples. I t  should be noted that the actual frequency of 
occurrence of these forms in text is far lower than Table 2.12 suggests. By accident it 
happened that my computerized database included nearly every instance of these forms in my 
total database.
(81)  i l i ,  b i l i - n y i - r r  b a g i l i - b a n ,  d j i n i  djam
IduincNOM 3du-ACC-lsgERG fe tc h - IM  C th i sUNM]N0|vJ ] today
nyan-ngar-ki  b a l i - d j i  y i l i - m i r r i  
3sg-0BL-DAT d ie - F I  aga in /a f te r -LO C  
Let's (go), I will fetch them (2 women) now, later this (buffalo) may die behind us while we are 
gone <34:876-7)
(82)  b i l a y - p i  lay  1 im g u b i - y i ,  n yan -n g ar-k i d u J J - t j i - d j i
f a r - f a r  Ipl incERG leave-IMP 3sg-0BL-DAT rotten-INCHO-FUT
Let's leave it (the buffalo) far away, it  can get rotten all by itself (34:974-5)
Further examples may be found in text 22: in a verbless clause <22:278), and in a 
transitive clause <22:279). Djinba has this function, but uses a free form gana 'just' (equivalent 
to Djinang yarimi 'just'), gana is used following pronoun forms inflected for OR case: for 
example, ngarra-Kung gana lsg-OR 'just' meaning T alone'. I am unaware of pronominal forms 
with a DAT-like inflection having this function in any other Yolngu language.
The next topic we shall consider is 'switching reference'. Djinang usually uses the overt 
occurrence of a full pronoun (sometimes with a co-referential noun), having ERG or NOM case, 
to signal a switch of reference to a new semantic subject. However, there is another means of 
switching reference using DAT marking on a nominal (except that GEN is used instead on a
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pronoun -  see the beginning of section 2.4, where th is is explained to be the result of 
historical change, formerly the pronominal form would have been DAT). This should be glossed 
"As for X, ..." where X is a participant previously identified in the discourse. (This gloss was 
suggested to me by a Djinang speaker with some command of English.) Some instances of it 
could better be thought of as Topicalizing something or someone referred to in the preceding 
context; (34) is such an example. Some examples from the database are the following.
(83) d j i n - g i r a - k i  g u r r b i , Manguw, kukunat  mi r  n g i l i  nyini - f J
this-OBL-DAT pl ace  Manguw coconut  l i k e  l du i nc  sat-'YPA
As for this place Manguw, we sa t (there at) the coconut (palms) (22:130}
(84)  ingki  d j i n i m d i r r a - d j u - w ,  d j i n i n g + a  mi rkng
NEG C thatUNMD eat-THEMSR-IMP C th i sUNM+NF3kiniul CbadUNMACC NOM
wal i , d j i n i m- k i  ngunung-ngu b i l i g i  n y i m i l a - r r
foodUNM] that-DAT CthatUNM-DEICl l ong . ago  2duDAT-lsgNQM
bu 11 J i - d j i n i  
tel1-RPA
Don't eat that, th is is bad food. As for this (food) I told you both about it long ago. (53:28-30}
(85) d j u n g g i - g i  wi r r  
tree-DAT NEG
As for the trees, there weren't any. (22:215)
DAT-marked reduced pronouns also occur in verbless clauses. One example is (85) above, 
in which 'tree ' is topicalized. However, the most common function of DAT-marked pronouns in 
verbless clauses is to mark possession. However, other functions are possible. Of 17 examples 
of a DAT reduced pronoun in a verbless clause, 13 marked possession (76%), 2 marked 
Beneficiary, 1 marked Purposive, and 1 marked Topicalization. Some examples follow.
(86)  nyani  gul mi -ngi -m b i l ngga
3sgN0M [y o u n g e r. brotherUNM-OBL-KINPROP 3duDAT]N0M
He is their younger brother (34:245)
(87) ng i n i b i  l i d j a  wuw-wi J_i -n g i -m
1 p 1 excNOM C 2p 1 DAT ol der .b ro ther-P L -O B L -K IN P R O P]^
We are your older brothers (67:12}
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The following illustrates Purposive; the verb 'go' is "understood":
(88) n y a b in i,  d ji]_ i n y im i, n g i l in y  m a y p il-g i ngunyi]_i-ngu
how.about here 2duN0M IduexcNOM meat-DAT thatALL-DEIC
How about you two (stay) here» (and) we (will go) for meat in that direction? (34:591)
In what follows, we shall be discussing the various functions of DAT reduced pronouns. 
Several of the functions have already been discussed in th is or previous sections. The 
functions w ill be enumerated now, with examples given later -  one example per function. 
Although the examples have only DAT reduced pronoun forms, i t  is quite permissible for a 
co-referential DAT-marked noun, or NP, to co-occur with the DAT reduced pronoun. In text, as 
has already been stated, such nominals are normally deleted from surface structure, because in 
most clauses their referents are 'old' information.
Functions of DAT reduced pronouns:
1. m arking goal o f G-DIR a c t i v i t y
2. marking Benefact i ve or Ma l e f ac t i ve  f u n c t i o n
3. marking 0 of  s e m i t r a n s i t i v e  verb
4. marking 10 of  d i t r a n s i t i v e  verb
5. marking Possessive f unc t i on
6. marking Avers i ve f unc t i on
7. marking "on account of  . . . u , ' w i t h  respect  t o ' ,  . . .
when a p a r t i c i p a n t  has on l y  an i n d i r e c t  
r e l a t i o n s h i p  to the a c t i v i t y
8. ma i n t a i n i ng  sa l i ence of  a p a r t i c i p a n t
(see sec t i on  2.8)  
(12) (35) (90)
(91)
(69-70)  sec t i on  2.8
(92)
(93)
(22) (89) (94) 
(95) (34:253)
(89) a n g a rr i d j i n i n g ,  wa l i  n y i - r r  gu-ng
-  lsgPROM [th isU N M ]pR0M [ f o o d ]  c 2sgACC-l sgERG give-FUT
in .ga ,  m undjarr 
3sgDAT C presentlM i)
I (w ill do) this: I w ill give you a present of food on account of him (34:274)
(90) g a d j i g a r r  i n .ga mi jn ibi -1 i 
CpathUNM)ACC 3sgDAT close-RPA 
He (the buffalo) closed the path to him (the man) (34:809)
(91) in .g a - r r  yawngi -nyi
3sgDAT-lsgNOM af raid-RPC 
I was afraid of i t  (the buffalo) (34:317)
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<92) n g u l i -p a n  g a p i -m ir r -b a n  b i l  n y in i - n y ,  g u r rb i  b i ln g g a
thatLOC-IM water-LQC-IM 3duN0M s it-R P C  tareaUNM 3duDAT]
LOO
There in -the water they lived then, in their country {19:96)
(93) d ju n g g i -m ir r  in .g a  p i r r g i l i - n y i
tree-LOC 3sgDAT t a k e . cover-RPC
(He) took cover behind the tree -for -fear of it (the buffalo) (34:851)
(94) ga lng  ngunungi l i t j a  g u b i-n i
tbodylMI thatUNM3^££ ld u in c  leave-RPA 
gim b i l a y - p i l a y ,  g a p i - n y i r r i n g
because f a r - f a r  water-PRIV
He left that carcass on account of us, because (it was) far away in dry country (34:964)
(95) nguJJ -ban-g im a l i b i l a  b a l n g g i - d j i - n i
thatLQC-IM-EMPH IplexcDAT afternoon-INCHO-RPA 
When we (got) there, it  was the afternoon (34:1085)
A count reveals there are at least 17 examples in the data base of the type illustrated by 
(94). In such instances, all that the DAT marking indicates is that there is a participant 
implicated in the activity in some respect. The way that participant is implicated way vary 
widely, and is not signalled in any way by the morphemes obtaining in surface structure. The 
hearer must supply the additional components of meaning to make proper sense of the clause. In 
examples such as (95), the semantic role is s till that of an 'implicated participant', but the 
implication is so vague that an English gloss for libila IplexcDAT is not possible. The DAT 
reduced pronoun in (95) seems only to indicate that the participants in the story are still 
salient in the viewpoint of the narrator. In Possessive examples like (92), (86), and (87), the 
DAT form is used adnominally within an NP to express a head -  possessive qualifier relation. 
Examples of this nature are very numerous.
The final use of DAT marking is in PURPosive constructions. With motion verbs, 
constructions of the form 'go meat-DAT' are common examples of PURP. Less common are 
examples in which DAT occurs on a nominalized verb form. The la tter  construction is more 
prevalent in other Yolngu languages, in Djinang it is used extremely rarely and may possibly be 
losing ground to an alternative PURP construction which uses ALL case marking (see section 
2. 10).
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The NMLSR affix derives a noun from a verb, and the affix is homophonous with the 
TPI/RPI inflection - from which it derives historically. The PURP takes the form 
5tem-NMLSR-DAT; some examples follow.
(96) n g a rri g iri- j0  bunggul n y a -n y ir-g i ga d u tj
lsgNOM go-FUT IcorroboreeUNM see-NMLSR-DAT3DAT and re tu rn
I will go to see the corroboree and return (afterwards) {65-32)
(97) djan  r a g i - l i - b a n  n g u r r i-n y ir -g i-b a n
3plN0M enter-RPA-IM 1 ie.down-NMLSR-DAT-IM
They entered (the hut) then in order to sleep (24:117)
A historical note is of interest here. In Dhuwal/Dhuwala, some verbs form the Purposive 
as stem-nha-raw. This is a resegmentation of an earlier form #stem-nhara**wu, where —*nhara 
is an old NMLSR form (see Heath 1980b:4i, and Morphy 1983:77), and -*wu is, of course, an 
allomorph of DAT -*Gu. The Djinang segmentation in (96) and (97) corroborates this.
Djinba forms the PURPosive similarly to Dhuwal/Dhuwala. For example, the verb 
ngar'-ya-nmak breathe-FACT-FUT forms the PURP as ngar'-ya-na-ruw 
breathe-FACT-NMLSR-PURP 'in order to breathe'.
2.10 ALLATIVE CASE
This section will review the functions of ALL case marking. ALL typically marks the goal of 
motion, but it has other functions as well. The use of ALL to mark 0 or 10 when the referent of 
the nominal so marked is situated at a locale different from the locale of the semantic subject 
has already been dealt with at length in section 2.8. ALL marking on different classes of 
nominal was discussed in section 2.3. The function of ALL marking 'temporal deixis' was 
discussed at the beginning of section 2.5, and an example was given in (17) of the same section.
The following examples illustrate ALL in its  normal function of marking 'goal of motion'. 
A Possessive NP is illustrated in example (100), ALL marking a +HU noun can be found in (72), 
marking a +HU proper noun in (52), and with the verb 'climb' in (73).
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(98)  Ngunung n g u n y i i i - p m - b a n  l i n y  g u r r p i - g i
[ t h a t  UNM 3 A__ thatALL-DELIM-IM 1duexcERG chase-FUT 
hCC
gur rb i -J_ i  -ban 
pi ace-ALL- IM
We w i l l  chase that  (buffalo) now to the place {34:792}
(99)  d j i n  y a g i - n i  g i r i - n y  d j i r r k - i j _ + a  g a r r u n g - i i + a ,
3plERG insert-RPC HABIT-RPC s t r i n g . bag-ALL+NF f 1 o u r . bag-ALL+NF 
b a t jp a r ra - j+ a
1 a rg e .s tring .bag-A LL+N F
They used to put i t  into string bags» or into flour bags (43:25)
(100) m i r  gu r rb i -J_ i  ngi  1 i t  j a - r - J J  i l  w i n i - d j i
l i k e  place-ALL lduinc-OBL-ALL IduincNOM re tu rn-FU T
And so we w ill return to our own place (49:13)
ALL case marking may be used to derive Purposive verbs. In Yolngu languages» DAT 
marking the nominalized verb form is the normal Purposive construction: and Djinang s t i l l  uses 
this construction (see 96 and 97 of section 2.9). However, Djinang has an alternative Purposive 
form. (Djapu seems to have the same construction; see Morphy 1983:131-2» example 261.) The 
construction involves adding ALL to the nominalised form of the verb, and the resulting form 
may (or may not) its e lf be used as a stem in a further verbal derivation. An example in which 
the Purposive is derived from a locative particle 'near' is ng id jirrkng -li-tji-d ji 
near-ALL-INCHO-FUT 'to make i t  be close' (locational sense), 'to make i t  be soon' (temporal 
sense). Further examples are given below, in which the stem is derived from a verb in each 
instance. Example (102) has a reduced pronoun (cross referencing the 0 participant) preceding 
the purposive predicate, which shows that the verb is being used as a purposive predicate "to 
show me" rather than as a derived nominal "*to  the showing"
(101) 1 im g i r i - j 0  y i gi  1 i - n y i r - J J
1p 1incNOM go-FUT swim-NMLSR-ALL
We w ill go for a swim
(102) i r r i - n y  g u n d j i r r - p i r r u - n g i 1 i m a lu - r
lsg-ACC arm-bring-RPA daddy-ERG
i r r i - n y  mi 1 di  r r p  i -n i r —J_i
lsg-ACC show-NMLSR-ALL
Daddy led me by the arm to show me (the wounded buffalo) (34:422-3)
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(103) a d j i n i - n g i r i  y i g i l i - g i  guyi g u r r p i- g i
-  th is -A B L swim-FUT C fis h U N M ]^  chase-FUT
g a r - g u r r iy iX i- d j- n y i r - J J  - d j i - g i  
g ro in - to .o u  tside-INCHO-NMLSR-ALL-THEMSR-FUT 
Swimming from this side, he chased the fish to cause them to come into the open (34:554-5}
The final topic to he discussed is the use of ALL to mark 'spatial deixis'. The idea here 
is that ALL may be used to orient an activity in some direction; a ll instances of this function in 
my data base also involve a body part noun connoting 'facing' or 'pointing', and several use the 
name of a seasonal wind to indicate the direction. Three examples follow.
(104) i r r  ny in i-JJ b i r  i - t j a l  a t ja n g - ij_ i 
lsgNOM sit-PRES ches t-sou th .w in d -A LL
I am sitting facing the south (66:7}
(105) ngam bul-barra-JJ i r r  g i r i  —J0
eye-north.w est.m onsoon-ALL lsgNOM go-FUT
I w ill go in a north-westerly direction (66:9}
(106) gun.gi b u k i^  in .g a - r r  b a r i - n g i l i ,
[headUNM em bankm entU NM 33sgD AT-lsgNO M  l i e . f l a t - R P A  
ngurr i - d j  i r r  i dj  i r r  i-J_i gap i-l_ i 
nose-downwards-ALL water-ALL
I spread myself on the edge of the embankment for fear of (the buffalo), headfirst towards the 
water (34:424-5)
2.11 ABLATIVE CASE
This section w ill discuss the various functions of ABL case marking. ABL typically marks 
the point away from which motion occurs; but like ALL case, i t  has a variety of other functions. 
The idea of 'motion from a spatial point', which characterizes ABL in its  normal local function, 
has been extended to the idea of 'source of a directed activ ity '; and in logical space to the 
notion of 'logical contingency' -  where a subsequent event is viewed as being logically 
contingent on the prior occurrence of a preceding event, from which i t  arises as a logical 
consequence. Motion is, of course, a directed activity; and so i t  is  not d ifficu lt to see how the 
local function of ABL marking was generalized to events which do not involve motion. Time is 
also inherently directional, so that ABL is used to indicate temporal sequence, translatable in 
English as 'after that', 'afterwards', and so forth.
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Several of these functions have already been dealt with in the previous discussion of 
deictics in section 2.5: temporal sequence was illustrated by examples (18) and (19); example 
(21) illustrated AEL as 'source of a directed activity'» and example (20) illustrated 'logical 
contingency'.
At the end of section 2.5 the use of ABL followed by DELIM on deictics to indicate 'on 
this side'» and 'on that side'» was discussed. If the stem is not a deictic» then the DELIM 
morpheme may be omitted. Example (107) illustrates this sense of ABL marking on the words 
'le ft' and 'right'. The only other words which may take ABL with this sense are wurpmi 'one': 
wurpi-ngir-pmi one-ABL 'on the one' (note the stem is discontinuous) which is used in counting 
expressions such as gumbirri wurpi-ngir-pmi hand one-ABL 'on one hand' 'five'; and the root 
mal 'part' (which occurs only in compound stems, or with ABL case): mal-ngiri part-ABL 'part 
way' 'half way'.
(107)  w i n gu - ng i r  n u - n u n y d j i r r i - n y i  ban d j u n u p a - n g i r i ,
l e f t -ABL DIST-go. fas t -RPC o n . t h e . o t h e r . hand r ight -ABL
i r r  r i n d i - n g i l  i n . g i - r r i
lsgERG sever-RPA 3sgDAT-lsgERG
On his left side he kept running, but on his right side -  I had severed it for him <34:640-1)
Now we shall continue the discussion of ABL used with the sense of 'source'. The 
following two examples illustrate further how ABL marking may be used to indicate the idea of 
logical consequence (or contingency), translatable as 'because of' or 'due to '. The first example 
involves a conversational exchange between two totemic men who had speared each other, and 
their respective sons asked them for what reason their fight had come about. The sons speak 
first, then the fathers, then sons, then fathers.
(108)  "Uiy! Nyim n y a l i k i - d j - n y i ? B “Ngi l  i n y d j i —1 p a r r t i - n i
hey! what  how-INCHO-TPC IduincERG RECIP-1 d u incERG spear-TPA
“N y i m - n g i r i ?■ “Mi y i 1k - n g i r i “
what-ABL woman-ABL
"Hey! What happened?" "We speared each other." "Because of what?" "Because of a woman." 
<19:70-3)
The next example is taken from a text in which the narrator had just speared his first 
wallaby. He had hit it in the leg, severing the main tendon. The wallaby escaped temporarily, 
dragging its  disabled leg from which the broken spear protruded (also see 107 above).
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(10?) malu marrngi-ni  ngunu-ng ir ,  dap ij_i - d j - n y  i r - b i  
CdaddyUNM]^ hear-RPA that-ABL, [ break-THEMSR-NMLSR-OR 
ngunung d jarak 
thatUNM spearUNMl^g^
Daddy could hear it due -to that broken spear shaft (34:645)
The -following example illustrates AEL in i ts  local -function of marking 'away from' with 
motion verbs.
(110) Wamut  ^ d j i n in g  g i - k i r i - m i  Wal a ngga t -ng i r i
CWamuUJNfi^^ thisUNM DI ST-come-PRES Wal anggat-ABL 
Wamut is now coming from Walanggat (34:1187)
The difference between ABL and OR marking 'source' needs further explaining. OR case 
marks the source of something when no directionality is  involved (see section 2.13 for details); 
while ABL marks the source of something when there is  directionality involved. The 
directionality (or lack of it) is  a function of the main verb of the clause» rather than being 
inherent in the meaning of OR or ABL case; and it is  the inherent directionality value of the 
verb which governs the case marking. Thus ABL marks the function of 'source' of a directed 
activity. (Compare the examples following and in section 2.5 with the examples for OR case in 
section 2.13.) The 'directionality' inherent in this use of ABL reminds us of the G-DIR function 
of DAT case and ALL case» as discussed in section 2.8. Those interested in the Whorfian 
hypothesis may find these facts to be of considerable interest. There is  a semantic contrast of 
'directed' versus 'non-directed' which emerges in the transitivity system (as G-DIR versus 
G-TERM role)» and in the peripheral case marking system (as governing ABL versus OR 
marking). This is  not a coincidence.
(111) ga 1 im gung i -m ar raya r r -d j i -m  g i r i -m +a ,  g a ln g i - n g i r
and lplincNOM head-bristle-THEMSR-PRES HABIT-PRES+NF body-ABL
And our hair bristles (with fright) from our body (32:25)
(112) a nyani ngunu-ngir i  nam-ngiri Gunydji rr  in .ga
-  3sqN0M that-ABL above-ABL (FatherUNM]N0M 3sgDAT
wangi-n-ban
speak-RPA-IM
And the Father spoke to her from on high (53:27)
If ABL, marking 'source of directed activity', occurs on a noun which is inherently 
temporal, then the resulting form indicates an event which is 'temporally directed' (ie. from a 
past time towards a future time); and may be translated by English 'since', or 'ever since'. An
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example -follows* where the temporal noun is 'dreamtime', that distant past time when totemic 
being walked the earth.
(113)  n g i 1 i m i 1-ang i  m ir rkungaJJ n g - n g i r  b u l t j i - n i  d janguny
1 p 1 i nc-GEN dreamt ime-ABL t e l l - R P A  [ s t o r y U N M ] ^
... our story (which) has been told ever since the dreamtime {42:40}
A very common function of ABL marking is to signal 'a fte r that'. This is not different irv 
principle from the 'temporally directed' sense discussed above; however, in this case, the 
nominal to which DAT is affixed is always a deictic. Example (18) of section 2.5 illustrates this 
function of ABL marking. I t  is extremely common in text as a marker of temporal sequence. 
However, temporal sequence is only one of its  possible senses. The form ngunu-ngiri that-ABL  
can mean 'from that place', 'from that person', or 'a fte r that time'. A related form may be 
derived by adding the COMPLetetive affix -G irri, where G is realized as either k(in  disjunctive 
dialects) or g (in smooth dialects); hence ngunu-ngir-Kirri that-ABL-COMPL, for example. When 
this form takes a temporal sense, the COMPL morpheme indicates that the preceding event has 
concluded and a new event now follows in temporal sequence. This form therefore explicitly 
excludes any temporal overlap of the successive events. The ABL + COMPL form also has 
non-temporal functions. For example, it  may take a local sense, meaning 'from the person(s) 
back there behind'. A fu ll discussion is le ft t i l l  the discussion of COMPL in section 3.7. 
Corresponding to ngunu-ngiri and ngunu-ngir-girri, are the forms based on the Proximate 
deictic djini- 'this'; djini-ngiri, and d jin i-ng ir-g irri. These two forms are used similarly to the 
forms based on ngunu- 'that', though they are not used as frequently.
The following rather lengthy example illustrates the use of ngunu-ngir-Kirri to mark 
anaphora.
(114)  manymak, b i l i n g  n g u n u -n g i r  bi 1 g i r - a l i ,  b i n i n g g i l i ,
okay 3duN0M tha t -ABL  3duN0M come-RPA CtwoUNM
y u l - m i r r p i ] _ i  g i r r i ,  M i n i n y i H ,  a w a r n g a r r i n y  R u r r i ,
man-PAUC COMPL Min jny iJ_i  -  w h a t '  s . h i s . name R u r r i
n g u n u - n g i r - k i r r i  d j a n i  mala
that-ABL-COMPL 3plN0M COLL.™
NQM
Okay, two people, Mininyili and Rurri, who were also men, came from that (group) -  that group 
who were back there (19:24}
The next example features the same form indicating temporal sequence without temporal 
overlap. The example comes from the story of Adam and Eve, when they had just donned clothes 
for the f irs t time.
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(115) g i r r  n g u n u -n g ir -k i r r i , inyd ji b i 1 . . .  g u n i-d ji-n -b a n
COMPL that-ABL-CGMPL RECIP 3duN0M . . .  shame-INCHO-RPA-IM
Then after that» they were mutually ashamed {53:59}
Finally, ABL may be used to mark 'spatial deixis', similarly to ALL (see the end of section 
2.10). However, ABL orients the activity away from some direction. Similarly to the ALL 
instances, a body part noun may occur, having the sense 'facing' or 'pointing'; and the names of 
winds may be used to indicate the direction away from which the activity is oriented. The 
following is an example.
(116) b u m ir i-b a rra -n g ir  i r r  g ir i - iJ
forehead-north.w est.m onsoon-A BL lsgNOM go-FUT
I will go towards the south-east {66:11}
The following is a brief summary of the various functions of ABL marking that we have 
discussed.
1. local function: (motion) 'away from' (103, 110)
2. source of a directed activity: 'from' ( i l l ,  112, 42, 43, 21)
3. logical contingency: 'due to' 'because of' (108, 109, 20)
4. source of a temporally directed activity: 'since' 'ever since' (113)
5. temporal sequence: 'after that' 'after this' (18)
6. anaphora, using COMPL affix: 'the previously mentioned' (114)
7. expressing the local sense 'left behind'» using COMPL affix
8. temporal sequence, without temporal overlap; using COMPL affix (115)
9. with a LOC sense on some words: 'on that side'» 'on the left', etc. (107)
10. spatial deixis: 'direction away from' (116)
2.12 LOCATIVE CASE
This section reviews the functions of LOC case marking, and also deals with suppletive 
LOC forms encountered in our previous discussion. The archaic LOC form -ngi deriving 
historically from an earlier -*nga LOC was discussed in section 2.3, and will not be discussed 
further in the present section, except to give an example of its  use in (117), see also (121). 
Examples (117) to (119) illustrate LOC used in its local sense, meaning 'at', 'on', 'in', 'within', 
and so forth. Example (119) illustrates that LOC marking is -Q  for place names; notice also 
that in the English free translation of (119) the LOC is given an ALL-like interpretation: this
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will be explained later in this section. Although place names do not take LOC marking as a rule, 
very occasionally the speaker will include the -mirri LOC suffix (in 6% of instances in the 
database).
(117) m ani-ng-ban l ib i  y u lg u -li
river-L 0C o -IM lplexcNQM arrive-RPA 
We then arrived at the river {34:543}
(118) m in im b irr i-m irr i bi t j a r r i - f l
jungle-LOC HITH stand-PRES
(He) is standing somewhere in the jungle {34:785}
(11?) d ju d ju -g a -n y  k i r i - n y a . . . ,  d ju d ju -g a -n y  k ir i -n y + a , 
drove-take-RPC PR06-RPC+DUR drove-take-RPC PR06-RPC+NF 
Murwan.gi 
thurwan.giUNM]
(We) were driving (the cattle) along, driving (them) to Murwangi (22:197)
In section 2.8 we discussed the semantic contrast of Goal-DIRected activity, versus 
Goal-TERMinative activity; describing how, amongst other things, the former is typically 
marked by DAT, while the latter by ACC. We also discussed how these categories interacted 
with the transitivity class of verbs. Also, in section 2.11 we briefly discussed how the contrast 
of 'directed activity' versus 'non-directed activity' accounted for the distributional differences 
in ABL versus OR marking having the function of 'source'. In the present section, we shall now 
discuss how the G-DIR versus G-TERM distinction emerges once more in patterns of surface 
marking. In the present instance, we are concerned with the use of ALL marking versus LOC 
marking of a nominal functioning as 'destination of motion'. Example (119) is one such instance, 
where the destination of motion is marked as LOC rather than, as we would have expected, by 
ALL case.
The destination of motion may be marked by either ALL case, or by LOC case; but the 
choice is certainly not random. The choice of marking depends on what is salient to the speaker. 
If he is interested in events occurring during the motion, he will use ALL case. On the other 
hand, if he is interested only in events which are to occur once the destination is reached, he 
will use LOC marking. In the latter instance, the LOC-marked nominal functions as the 
termination point of the motion, and as the locational setting of events which occur after 
having reached the destination. The semantic parallelism of termination point with the G-TERM
category is obvious. Examination of the sentences following example (119) in text 22 reveals 
that the following context deals only with events at Murwangi. Example (119), however, does
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not include an overt LOC marker, so some examples are now given illustrating LOC marking the 
termination point of motion towards a destination.
(120) "Guwa nyumi1i - n y i - r r  ga-ng-ban"
come.here 2du-ACC-lsqERG take-FUT-IM 
B i l i - n y  g a -n g i1i -b a n . . .  nambidi b a l a ' - m i r r
3du-ACC take-RPA-IM+DUR CinsideUNM house-L0C]L0C 
g i r r  b i l i - n y  r u r r t j i r r m i - n - b a n  
COMPL 3du-ACC wash-RPA-IM
"Come here, I'll take you both (home)" (He) took them then to the inside of his house, (and) then 
he washed them (32:134-6}
<121) la r r - b a n  1 ibi k i r i - n y  n y in i-n y
s e t . o f f -IM lplexcNOM walk-RPC PROG-RPC 
k i r i - n y  nyini-ny+a mani-ng d ju£  
walk-RPC PRGG-RPC+NF r ive r-L 0C o s it .dow n 
We set off, walking all the way to the river (and there we) sat down (34:73-4)
(122) d j a r i - n g i l i ,  b i l i n g  mini -ny k i r i - n y + a ,  gurrbu-w
chop-RPA 3duERG carry-RPC PROG-RPC+NF [ p1ace-SPEC]L0C
(They) chopped (the log, then) they carried (it) to (their) camp (20:3)
Now we must consider the SPECific suffix -wi, which occurs in (122). This affix is only 
used with the words gurrbi 'place' 'camp', and ganba 'deserted camp' 'empty place' (see section 
3.19, example 278 for an instance of the latter). When this affix occurs with the noun gurrbi, 
the stem-final i vowel is always assimilated to the following w phoneme to give the form 
gurrbu-w(i). When this form is used, the speaker has either a specific locality in mind, or a 
specific named locality (cf. Djapu -ngumi which has the same function, Morphy 1983:33). If the 
SPEC affix occurs, no other LOC form may occur with it. This would be grounds for treating it 
as an allomorph of LOC case, but I prefer to treat it as a separate morpheme, since neither the 
Djinang or Djapu forms appear to be cognate to any Yolngu LOC affix. Thus, gurrbu-wi appears 
to belong to the paradigm of place names, which also do not take LOC marking. To corroborate 
this analysis, we note that just as place names may take ABL case marking, so too may 
gurrbu-wi, as in (123). Of sixteen instances of gurrbu-wi in the data base, six (38%) occur in 
conjunction with a place name. Another example occurs in (32:91).
The Djinba affix having the same function is -li. For example, ngirri-li place-SPEC 
'camp'. In my data, the form only occurs on the word ngirri 'place' 'camp'. In view of the wide
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variation of -forms used in different Yolngu languages for this function, it is unlikely that the 
Djinang form is etymologically related to DAT -gi.
(123) a ngunu-ngir y ag a tay -n g ir gu rrb u -w -n g iri g i r i - 0  
that-ABL taboo.name-ABL piace-SPEC-ABL go-FUT 
From so-and-so's camp (I) come <46:198}
In Table 2.6 of section 2.5, the LOC deictic forms were shown to be based on two 
suppletive forms djili thisLOC, and nguli thatLOC. These are rarely, if ever, used with a 
temporal function (at least I know of no unambiguous examples of such use); instead they 
always have the local sense of 'here' and 'there', respectively. The Near-Proximate and 
Near-Distant forms are djilimi and ngulimi, respectively. The LOC-marked forms based on the 
deictic stems djini— 'this ' and ngmu- 'that' are used to indicate a non-LOC function: namely 
'this way' and 'that way', respectively. These forms can also be used in a non-local sense, to 
mean 'this way of doing it', and 'that way of doing it': the former meaning occurs in (49) of 
section 2.8. The interrogative/indefinite pronoun, 'which way?' or 'whichever way', 
corresponding to these two forms is nyali-mirri where-LOC. Like the LOC deictic forms, its 
meaning is not what we would have expected from the meanings of its  parts.
The following examples illustrate the preceding comments. Example (125) not only 
illustrates nguli, but also another instance of gurrbu-wi, and a further instance of a LOC form 
marking the termination point of motion towards a destination.
(124) "Nyum d j i n i n g i , rum mirkng ny im
2duERG [ thisUNMl [way . o f . 1 ifeUNM badUNM3ACC 2duERG
djama- dj i -m d j i l i  n g i n b i l - a gur rbu-wi"
work-THEMSR-PRES [thisLOC 1p1exc-GEN p1ace-SPEC] LOC
"You (are doing) this: you are instigating bad practices here in our area" (32:53)
(125) Warrwarr nguJJ , b i l i n g  ny i n i - ny  gurrbu-wi
move. fas t  thatLOC 3duN0M si t -RPC Cp1ace-SPEClL0C
They went quickly there, (and) sat at the place <20:87>
(126) d j i n i - m i r r i  minydji  1 im walmi-dj i
this-LOC THITH lplincNOM ascend-FUT
We will go up from here this way <34:507}
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(127) b i l i n g  bi l  g i r - a l i ,  b i n i n g g i l i  wuj_gaman,
3duN0M 3duN0M go-RPA C twoUNM ol d .personUNM ]^^
ngunu-m irr-pan-gim a
that-LOC-IM-EMPH
The two old men went that way then (19:35-6)
The adverbial particle yili 'again7 'once more', is used to indicate succession of similar 
events. This particle may take LOC marking» yili-mirri again-LOC, but like the LOC deictic 
■forms discussed above» the meaning is different from what we would have expected. This LOC 
form may be used in either a temporal sense» or a local sense. The temporal sense may be 
translated by English 'afterwards'. The local sense is 'coming/following behind' when motion is 
involved» or 'occurring behind' (see example 81 of section 2.9) when no motion is involved. Thus 
this word is used when sequence of events is involved» and it points to the event which 
'follows'. The similarity in the meaning is more readily perceived if viewed in the following 
way: temporal 'following after in temporal sequence'; versus local 'following after in spatial 
sequence'. The next two examples illustrate the temporal and local senses of this LOC form. 
Note that ngurrwakng 'before' in example (128) is used to indicate remote future time. (This 
probably reflects the Yolngu view of large spans of time being intrinsically cyclic.)
(128) ngurrwakng y i l i - m i r r i  d j i n  yulgu-ng
before again-LOC 3plNQM arr ive-FUT
They will arrive a long time after (the present) (66:13)
(129) djani  y i l i - m i r r i  buluki  d j i n  ka-ny k i r i - n y
3p1 ERG again-LOC Ecat11 eUNM]ACC 3plERG take-RPC PR06-RPC
Following after (us) they were taking the cattle (34:214)
In examples (118) and (126) the DIRECTional particles bi HITH 'towards' 'hither', and 
minydji THITH 'away from' 'thither' occurred. (The former is cognate to Djapu be, see Morphy 
1983:62.) As may be expected from our discussion thus far in chapter 2» these two particles 
actually may be used in a variety of functions; and furthermore, these functions involve 
directed versus non-directed activity, and also local versus temporal senses. However, a full 
discussion of these particles is beyond the scope of this section, and will be reserved till 
another chapter, bi can be used in four ways: marking indefinite (non-remote) location, marking 
indefinite (earlier) time, marking motion towards a salient participant or place, or marking 
directed activity (non-motional) towards a salient participant or place; see section 3.15 for 
details. In this section, we shall consider only the first of these.
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I shall give just one example» (130)» in which bi occurs three times -  each instance marking 
indefinite location. The context of this example is as follows: the speaker's companions had 
earlier speared a buffalo on the other side of a creek and le ft i t  to rot. The speaker has just 
climbed a tree» but all he could see from there was live buffalo. (130) continues the narrative; 
(note the relative clause):
(130) b i l  duHng ngunu b i+nyd ji  b i l  p a r r t i - n i ,
but CrottenUNM thatUNM HITH+RECIP 3duERG spear-TPAlr NOM
ngunu ngunu-ngir-pm, ngunu-ngir-pm bi n y in i - n y i ,
[thatUNM that-ABL-DELIM that-ABL-DELIM] HITH sit-RPCNOM
bi n g u rr i -n y i  
HITH Iie-RPC
But the rotten one that they had speared somewhere, that one was somewhere on the other 
side» i t  was lying somewhere (on the other side) (34:353-5)
Further instances of bi are common in the texts. Examples, having various functions, may 
be found in the following places: (22:202,225), (32:69,105), and (34:238). A summary of the 
functions of LOC discussed in th is section follows.
1. local function: 'a t' 'in ' 'on' 'within'» etc. (117, 118» 119)
2. marking 'towards termination point of motion' (119, 120» 121, 122)
3. -w i SPEC affix marking 'specific (or named) place' (122, 123, 125)
4. suppletive LOC deictic forms d jili and nguli (124, 125)
5. LOC deictics marking 'th is /tha t way' (126, 127)
6. LOC-marked interrogative/indefinite pronoun nyali-m irri 'which way'
7. LOC-marked adverbial particle y ili-m irr i (128, 129)
8. LOC function of bi HITH particle 'indefinite location' (130)
2.13 ORIGINATIVE CASE
While all Yolngu languages appear to have an OR case, the Djinang form for this case is 
unrelated to the typical Yolngu form -Gung(u). The Djinang form for OR is -B i. For further 
comments on the origin of this form, see section 2.4. Because OR case was derived historically 
from the Yolngu ASSOC and INTENS affixes, i t  follows that in modern Djinang OR case is used 
to mark semantic roles which in other Yolngu languages are marked by distinct affixes. These 
functions have been mentioned in section 2.4, and w ill not be discussed further here.
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In section 2.11 the difference between ABL marking "source" of a directed activity and OR 
marking "source" of a non-directed activity was discussed. I will now give a number of 
examples illustrating OR case used in this sense. As for the local cases» temporal and 
non-temporal senses obtain» depending on the semantic features of the word marked by OR 
case. The most common temporal example is the word ngurrwagi/ngurrwakngi "before" 'long ago" 
"the beginning"; which when it takes OR marking means "from the beginning", "since the 
beginning'» "since before'» and related meanings. That is» OR used in a temporal sense marks a 
state which originates existentially from an event or state  at an earlier time. However» used 
non-temporally it marks a referent (which may be a person or place) as the point of origin for 
an item. This sense permits OR case to be used in verb nominalizations in which an item or 
state comes into existence by means of the activity expressed by the verb.
The first group of examples illustrates OR used to denote a (non-temporal) source in the 
context of a non-directed activity. The examples include both +HU nouns, and -HU nouns 
(usually places) as the "source". Words marked by OR may be used adjectivally (as in 131), still 
with the sense of a non-directed "source". However, in the latter instance, whether the main 
verb involves directed or non-directed activity is  irrelevant, since here OR marks an adnominal 
relation to the noun "resin". Example (132) is  a coordinate NP in which there is  embedded a 
relative clause: "that were sitting right there". The final constituents of the coordinate NP 
illustrate OR case used to indicate "source" in the context of a non-directed activity (ie. of 
existing).
(131) nyani  buny i n-baj_p i -gi  d j i d j i - J _ i  n g a d i t j a l i - b i  
3sgERG but tock-pound-FUT crack-ALL [ i r onba r k  . t ree-OR 
gal anyan
resinUNM3ACC
He will press resin from the ironbark tree into the crack {66:2}
(132) . . .  ngunung,  m i y i l k - a n g ,  djama-gin-pi J_i  ,
. . .  [thatUNM woman-GEN work-PROP-PL 
ngunu nguj_i-kum d j i n  n y i n i - n y ,  
thatUNM thatLOC-EMPH 3plN0M si t -RPC
ga bunggawa n g u n - g i r a - p i  g u r r b i - b i
and bossUNM that-OBL-OR p l a c e - O R l ™
... the woman's workers that were sitting right there and the boss from that place (32:45-6)
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<133) a n g il im  d j i n i -w ij_ -t j  i in g k i-b a n  1 im r ru p iy a
-  Ip lincERG  [ th is -P L -D E F lQR NEG-IM lp lincERG  CmoneyUNM]ACC
m a rr-g i wana ngunu w urpa-p i y u l-b i
g e t-F I [bigUNM3ACC [thatUNM other-OR man-0Rl0R 
We won't now get lo ts of money -from those other men (32:52)
(134) w a li l i b i  ka-ny m i t j in - b i
[ to o d lACC lplexcERG bear-PRC CM ission-0R ]ACC
We were bearing food (which came) from the Mission {34:22}
The next three examples illustrate OR used to denote temporal source in the context of a 
non-directed activity.
(135) nyani n g u rrw a g i-p i ngunung, M u rru m b itj,
C3sglMi b e g in n ing-OR thatUNM MurrumbitjUNM 
y u l-a n g -p i-b i
A borig ina l-G E N -O R -O R ]^^
That (place has) from the beginning belonged to Aboriginals only (34:218)
(136) m il gal. i l i b i  d i r r a - d j - n y i  n g u rrw a g i-p i
C eye ad. nu t ] lplexcERG eat-THEMSR-RPC beginning-OR
We have been eating cycad nuts since long ago (43:2)
(137) y i l - d i r r  b u l t j i - g i  d janguny, n g u rra g i-p i g i r r i
once .more-lsgERG te ll-F U T  CstoryUNM beginning-OR COMPL
m irrkungaJJ n g i - b i , b u l t j i - n i r - b i  djanguny
dreamt ime-OR te 11 -NMLSR-OR sto ryU N M l^p
Once again I w ill te ll (you) a story which comes from the beginning also» a traditional story 
from the dreamtime {42:1-2}
Example (137) also contains a nominalization of the verb to 'tell'» which means lite ra lly  'a 
te lling ' and is used adjectivally to mean 'trad itional' lie . cannonized by repeated tellings over a 
long period of time). Further examples of th is nature are: g ingi-nyir-b i 'thoughts' from gingi- 
'think'; manya-nyir-bi 'fictic ious' from manya- 'find ' 'try  out'; wukirri-d j-nyir-b i 'w ritten ' 'a 
w riting ' from w u k irri-d ji- 'w rite '; bunduk-patji-nir-bi 'semi-cooked (meat)' from bunduk-patji- 
'half-cook'; djama-dj-nyir-bi 'a fabricated object' from djama-dji- 'work' 'fabricate'; and so on. 
An older way of nominalizing, now no longer productive» was to add the archaic nominalizer 
suffix -ng(i) to the nominalized form of the verb: for example, bali-nyiri-ng 'dead one' from 
ba li- 'die'.
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One further sense of OR marking is to convey the meaning 'about' in constructions of the 
type: 'a story about X', where X will be marked by OR case. GEN is usually used in constructions 
of this type; but in just a few examples OR is used instead. Example (138) is one of these.
(138) . . .  d janguny , mir Y a U j r r - b i , yuw, b i l a p i l a  djanguny
. . .  storyUNM l ik e  YaUirr-OR yes i t s . 1 i ke . t h a t  storyllNM
... yes, i t 's  like that story about Yalurr <20:37}
2.14 PERLATIVE CASE
The etymology of PERL -mirrpmi is mentioned briefly at the end of section 2.3. In what 
follows, we are concerned with i ts  functions. PERL case, in its  local sense, indicates that an 
activity occurs through a locus in physical space. It is typically used to express motion 
'through X', where X is an extended medium such as the sky, the bush, water, etc.; or 'along X' 
where X is a long thin entity, such as a road, a beach, or a river (bank). (139) illustrates PERL 
used locally.
(139) mawurrk-mirrpm, m inydji n ib i  d j u n d i - d j i ,
c a s u a r i n a . tree-PERL THITH lplexcNOM descend-FUT 
G u g a t j i r r i
CGugatj i r r i U N M ] ^
We went away down to Gugatjirri through the Casuarina trees <34:1148)
A further function of PERL marking is INSTRument-like. It conveys the sense of 'through 
the medium of', or 'enabled by', with nominals representing non-manipulable or non-wieldable 
entities. Such entities are language, persons, and attributes. It can even be used on a noun 
representing a wieldable entity, but when so used the speaker has in mind its  enabling 
function. Examples (140) to (142) illustrate the sense 'though the medium of', used with 
non-manipulable nouns. In (140) yan-mirrpm language-PERL 'through language' is "understood", 
though not expressed overtly; a similar example occurs in (25).
(140) Balanda-mirrpm in .g a  w angi-0
European-PERL 3sgDAT speak-YPA
(He) spoke to him in English <22:167}
(141) yaku-mirrpm D jesu-m irrpm , yulgu-w -ban  b u d j i r r i - n g i r i
name-PERL Jesus-PERL come.out-IMP-IM belly-ABL
In the name of Jesus, come out of (her) belly (32:39-40)
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(142) nyuni wanngi-pm g i-k ir i-ß f  nyan-nga ganydjarr-m irrpm
2sgN0M alive-DELIM DIST-go-FUT 3sg-6EN power-PERL
You will continue still living (ie. live eternally) through his power {32:125}
The third function of PERL marking is to indicate a span of similar activities; which in 
English would be expressed as 'from one to another7, 'thoughout7, or as 7in one after another7. 
The span can be either temporal or spatial. Because the intention of PERL marking is to 
indicate a span of activity, it can be used to express a single participant doing a span of 
activity (ie. the same activity in a variety of places), or alternatively, to express one activity 
done by a number of participants within an extended area. The examples below illustrate both 
these possibilities: (143) illustrates one activity repeated over an extended time; (144) 
illustrates one activity done by many people at the same time but over an extended area.
(143) nyani n g u r r i -d j i  ga lb i-m irrpm  yul-m irrpm
3sgN0M lie.down-FUT many-PERL man-PERL
She will sleep with many men
(144) a 1 im n g u rr i-d .ji garray-m irrpm  b a la '-m irrp m
lplincNOM sleep-FUT good-PERL house-PERL
And we shall sleep in many fine houses (52:20)
The similarity of PERL marking in (143) and (144) to the DISTributive reduplication of the 
initial syllable of a verb stem is worthy of comment here. DIST reduplication will be discussed 
in detail in section 3.10. Some examples of DIST reduplication may be found in the preceding 
examples: (110), (107), (21), and (16). Briefly, DIST signals that the activity represented by the 
verb is 'distributed7 across a span of time, or across a group of participants (who are each 
doing the activity at the same time). The similarity to the last-discussed function of PERL 
marking is apparent. The difference between them is minimal, as far as I can discern, when the 
'span7 encompassess a number of different participants acting simultaneously. However, there 
is a difference between them when the activity spans an extent of time or space: PERL 
indicates a discrete activity repeated across a span of time or space; DIST indicates a 
non-discrete activity which continues uninterrupted across a span of time or space. (There is 
also DURative vowel lengthening, which has similar meaning to DIST. It signals continuity or 
repetition of action through a span of time, until an end point is reached. If motion is involved, 
then it has the added component of meaning that the participant is changing his physical 
location as a result of performing the activity.) It is clear from these facts that temporal and 
spatial spans are a basic category in the Djinang semantic system. PERL case is but one point 
in the semantic system where the category of 'span7 is realized morphologically.
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Finally» the Djinba PERL case marker is -pani; for example» djunggu-pani tree-PERL 
'through the trees'. This completes our discussion of case» and the functions which may be 
signalled by case marking. In chapter 3 we shall consider the form and functions of non-case 
suffixes. Djinba forms will be given as well» where known.
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3. NON-CASE MORPHOLOGY and MINOR WORD CLASSES
The focus of th is  chapter will be f irs tly  to  deal with those aspects of nominal morphology 
not discussed in the in the chapter on case; secondly» to  describe the functions of the minor 
word c lasses; and lastly» to  describe non-suffixal verbal morphology. Thus» by the end of th is  
chapter» we will have covered the inflectional resources of Djinang» except for the 
tense /aspect/m ood  verb suffixes. The la t te r  will be dealt with in chapter 4. In discussing the 
functions of minor word classes» i t  is  inevitable th a t some of the syntax of clauses will need to  
be included in the discussion.
3.1 PROPRIETIVE» ALIENABLE, AND PRIVATIVE AFFIXES 
PROPrietive -giningi -kiningi
The PROP affix derives nominal stem s with the meaning 'having X'» where X is  the 
re fe ren t of the form to which PROP is  affixed. PROP therefore  indicates Possession, and is  
used in the context of inalienable possession . (The re la ted  affix , ALIEN, is  used for alienable 
possession  of the type 'having X'.)
The derived PROP-marked nominal may be used as the head of an NP» or adjectivally, as a 
verbal stem (in which case it  takes fu rther affixation), or as a predicate nominal (in which case 
i t  takes no fu rther affixation). PROP may be affixed to  the following word c lasses: noun, 
loanword (mostly Macassan or English loans), deictic, adverbial particle , nominalized verb, or 
in terrog ative / inde fin ite  pronoun.
The unshortened form of the PROP affix is  -Giningti), where G = g or k. Which phoneme 
occurs in any one instance will depend on several factors: the preceding phoneme (whether 
vowel or consonant -  k is  more common a fte r  a consonant), the dialect of the speaker (g is 
slightly  more common in smooth dialects), the word class to  which the stem belongs (k is  more 
common with adverbial particles, and nominalized verbs), and the length of the stem (k is  more 
likely if  the stem  is  long). The shortened form of the PROP affix is  -Gin(i), with the 
archiphoneme G realized as above. The short PROP form typically occurs when fu rther 
su ffixation  follows: and if the suffix which follows begins with a consonant, then the form -Gin 
will be used. I have only one example of -Gin occurring in word-final position. There is  one 
exception to  the rule th a t if  suffixation follows the PROP affix then PROP takes the short 
form: the unshortened form of PROP is  used when the allomorph -r(i) of ERG, PROM, CAU» or 
INSTR» follows; or when OBL -ngir(i) follows. Thus, for example: laykin-giningi-ri 
healing-PROP-ERG, djama-gining-ngi-mi work-PROP-OBL-KINPROP.
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Examples (14) and (20) include wanngir-nya-kining verb-NMLSR-PROP 'saving one'; and 
example (34) includes djama-gin-pil-ngir noun-PROP-PL-ERG 'the workers'. Further instances 
of PROP can be -found in the cited texts in the -following places: fossilized PROP (22:178); on a 
noun stem (32:23,28,74,100); on a noun stem and followed by PL (32:44,47).
One PROP form of frequent occurrence is bubali-Kiningd) randomly-PROP; which takes a 
variety of meanings, depending on context. I t  may refer to persons or things, meaning 
'everyone' 'each one' 'everything'; or to location, meaning 'everywhere'; or to time, meaning 
'everytime'. The form bubali-kin(i)-m irri randomly-PROP-LOC means either 'a t any time' or 'at 
any place'.
A LIENable -ginimi -kinimi
The ALIEN affix appears to be derived from the short form of the PROP affix , to which is 
added the obscure formative -m i, the etymology of which is unknown (see the end of section 
2.7). ALIEN expresses 'having X', except that in many contexts it  contrasts with PROP in that 
the ALIEN affix indicates alienable possession. A man characterized the difference for me as 
follows: (145) expresses inalienable possession -  the food intrinsically belongs to the area, 
while (146) expresses alienable possession -  the food does not intrinsically belong to the 
plate.
(1 4 5 ) d j in in g  g u r r b i ,
CthisUNM p laceU N M linMNOM
This place is a food-bearing (place)
w a l i - g in in g  
[food-PRO P] NOM
(1 4 6 ) d j in in g  p la t e ,
CthisUNM plateUNM ]N0M 
This plate has food on it
w a l i -g in im  
[fo o d -A L IE N l NOM
In example (147), ALIEN occurs with a noun stem yuwiridja- meaning 'new'. The ALIEN 
form means 'a new experience'; and ALIEN is appropriate here because the same experience w ill 
cease to be 'new' for the rest of the narrator's life : its  'newness' is not a characteristic of the 
experience itse lf.
(1 4 ? ) g u n d jir r  i n y d j i - r r  m anya-ngi m i n i ,
[armUNM]^££ RECIP-lsgERG try -F U T  l i k e  
y u w i r i d j a - k i n j m i , nganaparra  
new-ALIEN Cbuf fal  oLMIlppQ^
I w ill try my ability with a buffalo, (it w ill be) a new experience (for me) (34:399)
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However, some instances ot ALIEN are hard to account for i t  we assume this meaning in 
every instance. For example» bubali-kinim(i) randomly-ALIEN has a range ot meanings; 
'anyone', 'anything', 'next time', 'anytime', and 'anywhere'. With the exception ot 'next time', 
these meanings seem to be like the meanings with PROP except tor being indetinite. Moreover, 
example (148) illu stra tes  ALIEN used where PROP would have been expected: as a buttalo 
chased the narrator and his tather, they climbed into a tree having a torked branch (djit-ginim 
instead ot the expected #djit-gining) rather than spear i t  so ta r away trom their destination. 
Possibly the use ot ALIEN in th is example was a performance error on the part ot the narrator 
(it was he who explained the ditterence between ALIEN and PROP to me).
(148) w i r r  n g i l i n y  d j i t - g i n i m  l i n y  b a l t j i - l i
NEG 1duexcNOM torked.branch-ALIEN IduexcNOM climb-RPA
(We did) nothing, we climbed up to a torked branch <34:78?)
PRIVative -nyirring(i)
The PRIV attix means 'lacking X', where X is  the reteren t ot the stem to which PRIV is 
attixed. Like PROP, it torms nominals which tunction either as the head ot a NP, or as moditiers 
ot a head. Some examples are miyilK-nyirring woman-PRIV 'unmarried'; gungi-nyirring 
head-PRIV 'thoughtless' 'inconsiderate'; mayali-nyirring meaning-PRIV 'impolite'. For an 
example ot its  use with moditying tunction see (295) ot section 4.5. It may also be used in 
negative existential constructions, to indicate "there is  not X". Several instances ot i ts  use 
with th is tunction occur in (149). The narrato r's  party had j j s t  been asked "How many cattle did 
you see over there somewhere?", and (149) was the reply.
(149)  w i r r ,  n gu n u n g a . . .  b u l u k i - n y i r r i n g + a , n y i m - n y i r r i n g + a ,
NEG CthatUNM+DUR3L0C c a t t 1e-PRIV+NF whatever-PRIV+NF
y a r r a m a n - n y i r r i n g ,  nganapar ra-pra l i b i
horse-PRIU [ b u t t a l  o-DELIM)ACC lplexcERG
k u r r - k u r r p i - n j  k i r i - n y  
REDUP-chase-RPC PROG-RPC
None, (while) moving through that place, there were no cattle , no horses, nothing a t all; we 
were busy chasing Just buttalo (34:141-2)
Like PROP, PRIV may take turther suttixation (eg. by case), as in bupini-nyirringi-li 
mosquito-PRIV-ALL 'to  a place lacking mosquitoes' <34:1047). In my database, it occurs only on 
nouns, or verbs. However, on verbs it  acts as a strona Prohibitative: tor example, 
baltj-nyirring dimb-PRIV 'climb down!'. PRIV in other Yolngu languages is  used in th is way
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also. The affix is not used a great deal» and I believe that a wider sample of data would reveal 
that i t  may occur on stems -from the same word classes as does PROP.
The Djinba PROP a-f-fix is -nan, which is probably cognate to Djinang -Giningü). The Djinba 
PRIV affix is -nyarrang, which is cognate to the Djinang form. I do not know if if Djinba has an 
ALIEN affix. The Yan-nhangu PROP affix is -way (eg. ngarr-way camp-PROP 'married man').
3.2 PLURAL, PAUCAL, EXCESSIVE, AND DYADIC AFFIXES 
PLural -pili -wili
The Djinang productive PLural affix is -Pil(i); where the archiphoneme P is usually 
realized as p, but with some nominals is obligatorily w. The occurrence of the w phoneme may 
also be conditioned by a preceding peripheral glide or vowel (w or u), but only for certain 
nominal stems: wuw- 'older brother', and ngunu- 'that'. The -wili allomorph always marks the 
function PL. However, the -pili allomorph marks PL everywhere except on the deictic stems 
djini- 'th is ' and ngunu- 'that' -  on these stems it marks PAUC (or DUal, when the reference is 
to two participants). Examples containing the -pili allomorph are (34) and (35); examples having 
the -wili allomorph are (39), (87), and (133). The former allomorph, having DU reference, occurs 
in <22:3>: ngunu-pi]i-ngu that-PAUC-DEIC 'there they(du) are!'.
The -wili allomorph occurs on some two-syllable forms obligatorily, with no apparent 
possibility of phonological conditioning -  these stems all end in the vowel i. (The -pili 
allomorph occurs with other stems ending in the vowel i.) The stems which take the -wili 
allomorph are: nyibi 'some' 'other'; gulmi- 'younger brother'; galbi 'many'; djini- 'this'; and 
nyabin- 'how many'. A wider sample of data could be expected to produce a few more.
PL is typically used on nominals (except not on pronouns), although occasionally it is 
found on other parts of speech. For example, the particle guyimi 'later on'» can take PL 
affixation as guyim-pili 'much later on'. Historically, the Djinang PL derives from a PAUCal or 
DUal marker found in Djinba. The productive Djinba PAUC affix is -yarr (Dabi dialect apparently 
uses -barr); but a few forms in my Djinba data have an obscure affix -pul. It is not clear from 
the data whether this is a relic of an earlier Djinba PL affix, or earlier PAUC affix. 
Considering the fact that the cognate form in Djinang marks PAUC on the deictic stems, it is 
most likely that the Djinba form is a relic of an earlier PAUC affix -*pulV. I have not been able 
to trace this form with certainty in other Yolngu languages thus far; although the bulu 
formative in the Yan-nhangu PAUC marker mirribulu 'few' 'two'» may be cognate. Also, 
Ritharrngu (Heath 1980a: 181) cites a morpheme -bulal which is used to convey the sense 'having
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•two of X'; and Dixon (1980:356) cites the same form as a third person dual pronoun of wide 
distribution in non-prefixing languages. This may perhaps then be explained as common 
retention.
Many Yolngu languages use mala COL "group7 as a plural marker. Yan-nhangu is one of 
these. Djinba uses an affix -mirring» which is cognate to the Yan-nhangu -mirringu KIN 
PROPrietive affix  (see Morphy 1933:45); and to the Dünang -m irringi ARCHEtypal affix (see 
section 3.3). Both Djinang and Djinba have retained the -«mirringu form» but mark the KIN PROP 
function differently (see section 3.4). The identification of Djinba -mirring with Yan-nhangu 
-mirringu is quite certain: Djinba takes ERG allomorph -y  a fter a u vowel, and when ERG and PL 
both occur, then -m irringu-y -PL-ERG obtains. Djinang does not often use mala as a plural 
marker; and when i t  does, collective group membership is always implied. Thus, whether used as 
a plural marker or as a collective, mala indicates "a group of ...", that is, a COLlective function.
PL may co-occur with a number of other nominal affixes. The relative positions of the 
affixes conform to the structural description given below. A ll affixes are optional, and 
mutually independent -  except that i f  KINPROP occurs, then OBL must also occur; OBL may not 
occur by its e lf. I f  KINGRP occurs then the nominal must be a kin noun; and if  KINPROP occurs, 
then the nominal must either be a kin noun, or a nominal which may refer to someone who is 
classed as kin (such as yalimirring 'stranger", or djama-gining work-PROP 'worker', etc.). In the 
structural description, the nominal stem may be a noun, derived noun, deictic, or 
interrogative/indefininte pronoun.
<nominal stem> + PROP + PL + X + Case + Y + DELIM
where X belongs to the set (OBL, ARCHE), and Y to the set (KINGRP, KINPROP).
PAUCal number -m irrp ili
The PAUC affix is used to express either a true paucal number 'a few', or a dual number 
'two'. Example (150) illustrates PAUC used with DU reference. As was stated in section 2.7» 
there is a suppletive PAUC+ERG form, -m irrpilim (i). Example (44) illustrates its  use.
(1 5 0 )  b a la n d a -m ir rp «J_i , n yab in -w iJJ  b i n . g i l i ,  a miy i  1 k-roirrpiJ_i
[European-PAUC how.many-PL twoUhfri -  woman-PAUC
b i n . g i l i ,  a nyun+a, N g a r r i t j a n ,  n g i l i m  n y i n i - n y
twoUNM and 2sgUNM+OOC sect  ion.nam e lp lin cN O M ]N0M s i t - RPC
How many Europeans? Two men, two women, you and Ngarritjan, we were sitting (22:174-6)
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EXCCssive -b ini
The EXCE affix is  sim ilar to the PROP affix , except th a t the refe ren t is  deemed to  have 
the indicated quality or item to excess; giving a meaning 'having X excessively'» where X is the 
re fe ren t of the nominal. Some examples are: djarrm a-bini calumny-EXCE 'vicious lia r '; guni-bini 
shy-EXCE 'very shy person'; gungi-bini head-EXCE 'person with over-large head'.
Djinba does not have th is  affix , nor any other affixal form with th is  function. Instead» 
Djinba uses the adjectival free form gadung 'b ig ' in post-nom inal position. I do not know what 
the Yan-nhangu form is; nor have I been able to  trace the -bifji form to  any other Yolngu 
language.
DYADic (kin dyadic) -manydji
This is  not a very commonly used affix , but I do have instances of i t  in my data. I t  marks 
a reciprocal pair of kinship rela tionships, such as HoMoBr -  SiDaSo which is  the form 
midji-manydji MoMo/MoMoBr-DYAD. The senior of the two re fe ren ts  is  the term which takes 
the DYAD suffix, insofar as my data shows. I do not know the Djinba DYAD form, if any.
The DYAD affix is  of particular in te re s t because from i t  Djinang has historically 
developed a t lea s t one particle (possibly two particles) with a quite d ifferen t function to  the 
kin DYADic function. The particle is  inydji, the R E C IProcal/reflex ive/m utualis/in transitiv iser 
particle . (The other particle possibly derived from the same protoform is  minydji THITH 
'th ith e r ' which marks motion 'away from' some reference point or person. The la t te r  also has 
temporal functions, but a full discussion is  reserved till  section 3.17.) For convenience, I will 
re fe r  to  the particle inydji as RECIP only, although th is  is  but one of i t s  three functions.
Yolngu languages mark the RECIProcal, reflexive, and mutualis functions by a verbal 
suffix -m i- (Yan-nhangu uses a suffix -m a- eg. nyina-m a-na 's i t  together' -  which is  the 
mutualis function). However, both Djinang and Djinba have developed a pre-verbal particle 
having th is  function, and have entirely  lo s t the suffix form. The Djinba form corresponding to 
Djinang inydji is  niy. The Djinang and Djinba forms occur preceding the NOM or ERG reduced 
pronoun, and if there is  an ACC or DAT reduced pronoun, such a pronoun will precede the RECIP 
form. RECIP may thus function as a carrie r for the reduced pronouns, and often  occurs as a 
portm anteau form with the la tte r .
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The common thread of meaning between DYAD and RECIP is  the notion of reciprocation. 
Probably the DYAD affix was once a particle which occurred following the noun i t  modified 
(which is  the normal position for adnominal modifiers). What must have happened diachronically 
is  th a t a noun + DYAD particle (possibly a t the time of the Djinang Vowel Shift) came to be 
r e in te rp re te d  as  noun + reciprocal marker for the clause; th a t is» the reciprocation function 
was sh ifted  from the nominal to  the predicate. The in itia l m was lo st as well.
The o ther form potentially  cognate to  the DYAD affix» minydji HITH 'hither'» is  so sim ilar 
to  the DYAD affix th a t the Djinang Vowel Shift would account for the derivation the HITH 
particle  from a p ro to -partic le  »manydji. Also» both RECIP and HITH partic les  have mutually 
exclusive d istribution; both occur pre-verbally; and both precede any NOM or ERG reduced 
pronoun (but DAT or ACC reduced pronouns may not co-occur with minydji). The problem with 
the HITH particle  is  th a t there is  no apparent semantic connection between the DYAD function 
and any of the functions of minydji (see section 3.15 for details). Because of th is  I would not 
wish to  claim th a t the HITH particle is  cognate to  the DYAD affix , without having further 
supporting evidence. At th is  time, the issue must be le f t  open.
3.3 ARCHETYPAL, INHABITANT, AND DELIMITATIVE AFFIXES 
ARCHEtypal -mirring(i)
The ARCHE affix indicates th a t the refe ren t of the nominal is  a true or proper 
rep resen ta tive  of the c lass  of real-w ord objects denoted by the nominal. Thus, i t  may be 
glossed as an English adjective with a meaning such as 'proper', or 'tru ly '. On a kin noun, i t  
ind icates actual blood relationship , ra th e r than merely a classificatory  relationship  of the 
nominated type. The equivalent Djinba affix is  uncertain, but may possibly be -nguy (the Djinba 
equivalent of w ana-pili-m irring was given as  gilarr-pul-nguy).
In the previous section we saw th a t the form of th is  affix is  cognate to  the Yolngu 
KINPROP affix -m irringu; th a t the la t te r  occurs in Yan-nhangu marking KINPROP; and th a t 
Djinba uses the form to indicate PL ra th e r than KINPROP. The claim was made there  tha t 
Djinang and Djinba have retained the form of the Yolngu KINPROP affix , but sh ifted  the 
meaning; Djinang sh ifted  i t  to mark ARCHE, and Djinba to  mark PL. The sh ift in meaning to  
't ru e ' 'ac tua l' 'p roper' is  not limited to  Djinang, and Djinang cannot be presumed to  be the 
source of th is  innovation. Heath (1980a:28) s ta te s  th a t -m irringu is  used in Ritharrngu 
specifically in the sense 'actual'. R itharrngu and Djinang use the affix in the same way. 
Example (151) i llu s tra te s  both KINPROP and ARCHE affixes occurring in the one (non-elicited)
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sentence. The most common occurrence of ARCHE is  on the PL nominal -form wana-pili big-PL 
'important ones'» as in (152).
(151)  ban nyan+ a, w a r n g a r r i  B in a la n y ,
o n . o t h e r . h a n d  3sgPR0M+NF [so .and.soUN M  B in a la n y 3 ER6
g u r r p i - n + a  w up! ,  g u r r p i - n + a  w up! ,  n y a n -n g a
chase-TPC+NF whack! chase-TPC+NF whack! [3sg-GEN
w u w -m ir r in g -n g i -m  p u -n y  k i r i - n y i
o lder.bro ther-A RCH E-0BL-K IN PR 0P3ACC h i t -T P C  PROG-TPC 
On the other hand» Binalany was chasing his true brother about» (and when 
he caught him) Whack! he would hit him (22:103-5)
<152) w a n a - p i l _ i - m i r r i n g i - r i  d i - d i r r a - d j  n y i n i - n y i
big-PL-ARCHE-ERG DIST-e a t-THEMSR EXIST-RPC
w a n a - p iJJ  - m i r r i n g  g a lk n g u  m i y i l k - p i l j
[ bi g-PL-ARCHE -fo r .exam p le  woman-PL]___
t  Kb
The truly important people used to ea t  (it)» truly important ones such as women (43:75-6) 
INHABitant -mimigi
This affix may be added to a place name» or to any nominal which re fe rs  to a place (eg. 
wana 'big' referring to a 'big place' or 'town')» to give the meaning 'person(s) from X'» or 
'inhabitant of X'. The usual Yolngu affix for th is  function is  -puyngu (see Morphy 1983:45), 
based on the Yolngu ASSOC affix -Buy. Both Djinang and Djinba have lost the -Buy form» which 
has become in both languages the OR affix (-Bi in Djinang, and -Birriy in Djinba). Both Djinang 
and Djinba have developed (or borrowed) quite d ifferent forms to express th is  function. I 
cannot trace the Djinang INHAB form -mimigi in other Yolngu languages. The Djinba form, which 
tentatively  is  -pulung, appears to be based on the old Djinba PAUC or PL morpheme -*pulV. In 
(153), notice the use of epenthetic p preceding the INHAB affix; in a context where other 
Yolngu languages would use a glottal stop. (Homorganic unreleased stops are used in th is  way 
in Djinang in preference to glottal stop, although the la t te r  does occasionally occur. Recall also 
the -p+mi allomorph of the KINPROP affix.)
(153 )  n y i n i - n y  n g i n ib + a ,  n y a l i - n g  ngunu , Y urrw ip -m im ig i
s i t -R P C  1p 1excNOM+NF [where-LOC thatUNM3L0C Yurrwi-INHAB
M urw an .g ip -m im ig i 
Murwangi-INHAB
Where was that where we were living, we (were) inhabitants of Milingimbi and Murwan.gi (22:1)
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DELIMitative -pm(i) -ipm(i)
This affix -functions similarly to word stress in English. For example: “I saw the man" 
emphasizes the word man and implies a contrast such as "the man (rather than something else)'. 
That is» what was seen is delimited to just the referent of the noun in this example. Word 
stress in English may occur on many different parts of speech. The Djinang DELIM affix 
behaves similarly. Its  function is to delimit the scope of reference to just the item(s) or 
person(s) i t  marks* or to delimit the activity to just the one signalled by the verb» or to delimit 
the goal of motion to just the location specified» and so forth. Hence it  can be glossed by 
English 'just' or 'only' in many contexts. On verbs it  can also be used to express 
non-termination of an activity, expressed by English 's till'. In some contexts its  function is 
only to emphasize the word it  marks (rather than there being an implied contrast). The Djinba 
affix is -pirn, which is cognate to the Djinang form.
Etymologically, the DELIM affix is a reflex of the "Northern Yolngu" PNOM marker, which 
was -*ma (Tchekhoff and Zorc 1983). In many Yolngu languages PROM is marked either by -ma or 
by -(ny)dja (and its allomorphs); and marks one of two functions: either to indicate switch of 
reference, or to emphasize the word it  marks (as discussed in the previous paragraph). Within 
Djinang, reference switches are marked by fronting and by the occurrence of full pronouns. (The 
same appears to be true in Djinba.) Djinang PROM marking is now identical to ERG marking; 
while the delimitative (or implied contrast) functions of the former PROM marker are now 
marked by the DELIM affix . I t  would be a misleading oversimplification to treat modern Djinang 
PROM and DELIM affixes as allomorphs of one affix; PROM is used mainly in the system of 
interclausal cohesion (see section 2.7), and to some extent in the formation of adverbs, while 
DELIM is used to emphasize a word in a delimitative sense. While PROM is comparatively rare, 
DELIM occurs very frequently.
1. DELIM on verbs.
The functions of DELIM when affixed to a verb may be reduced to just two: f irs tly ,  i t  may 
express the meanings 'just do X' or 'do X only'» where 'do X' is lexicalized as a Djinang verb. The 
idea is that there is an implied contrast of potential activities, (the potentia lities are 
contextually defined), and the DELIM affix marks the activity which was the only one possible, 
or desirable, in the context. The contrasting potentiality may, or may not, be expressed; and i f  
expressed i t  w ill typically be expressed by the next clause (or clauses).
Secondly, DELIM may express the meaning 's t i l l  doing X', where 'doing X' is lexicalized by 
a verb. When expressing this meaning, the inflection of the verb must be compatible with the 
feature C+continuousD; which means that the inflection must be one of FUT, PRES, YPC, TPC, or 
RPC. A ll instances in my database conform to this. When DELIM is affixed to a NEG particle, 
the meaning 's t i l l  not doing X' obtains.
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DELIM is affixed to verbs (and similarly to non-verbs) -following any in-flectional affixes» 
and only the IM marker -ban may follow the DELIM affix. The next two examples illustrate 
DELIM used with a verb to indicate 'do Just X' or 'do X only'. The f irs t example comes from the 
Bible story of the healing of a crippled man. In th is example» the implied contrast is  explicitly 
given in the following clause; and note that th is clause contains a double auxiliary verb 
construction. The second example is  taken from a story in which the narrato r's  party had come 
to a d ea r pool full of fish, but to avoid supernatural sanctions they did not spear any straight 
away for fear of repercussions (this was expressed in the te x t's  preceding context).
(154) nyabini  ngu n u - p i l a  
how.many that-INDEF 
b i n i - n y  ngurrum
d o . thus-RPC PERF 
n y i n i - n y i r  g i r i - n y i r
ma yur r k , 
rain.seasonUNM 
n y i n i - n y i - p m,  
sit-RPC-DELIM
n y i n i - n + a  r a n . g u  
si t-RPA+NF moonUNM 
ingki  g i r i - n y i r  
NEG walk-RPI
PROG-RPI HABIT-RPI
For an indefinite number of months and years he had just sa t like that, not walking around 
{33:20-22)
(155) b i l  ngunung yar im l i b i  nya - ny i - pm+a , l i b i
but  [thatUNM3ACC j u s t  lplexcERG see-RPC-DELIM+NF lplexcERG
kiyka -ny  mu j Mt j i - r  
net-RPC f i sh . ne t - INSTR
But we just only watched those (fish), we caught them with a net (34:525-6)
The following example is one further instance of DELIM expressing 'just did X'» but is 
included here because it  is  representative of a class of examples in which the verb takes a 
[-continuous] tense, and time is  in focus (either IM -ban 'now' 'then ' occurs, or a temporal 
noun), and the directional particle minydji is  used to express existential continuity of the 
resu lt of the activity into the indefinite future. In th is example, DELIM indicates that the 
buffalo fell down right there and then, when speared, rather than staying on i ts  feet wounded.
(156)  d j a r a k - d j i  r a n . g i - r r i ,  yar im minydj i
spear- lNSTR spear-YPA j u s t  away. from
g a l mi - n i -p m - ba n , n g u - n g u r r i - n y i
f a l 1 .down-RPA-DELIM-IM DIST-1ie-RPC 
(He) speared (the buffalo) with a spear, (and it) just fell down then and lay s till (34:326-8)
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In ihe next group of examples, DELIM is used to express 's till doing X'. This use of 
DELIM is consistent with the notion of delimitation, for the meaning being expressed is  that 
event X s till continues existentially in a context where event Y is possible or expected. The 
f irs t example is  taken from the story of the Philippian jailer, a t the point where he is  about to 
take his own life -  thinking that the prisoners had escaped in the earthquake. (157) is what Paul 
then said to him. The second example comes from a story in which the narrator s ta te s  that 
many of the present generation had lost the knowledge of how to prepare cycad nuts for eating. 
Clearly, in these examples, the only possible meaning for DELIM is 's t i l l '.  The third example 
illu s tra tes  DELIM, s till with the meaning 's til l ',  occurring on the locative particle bilay 'far 
away' used predicatively. A fourth example occurs in (142), where 's til l  living' expresses the 
idea of eternal life.
(157) d j i n i  n i b i  warrpam wanngi-pm
CthisUNM3L0C lplexcNOM C a l l U m ] ^  al ive-DELIM
ni b i  nyini-flr
lplexcNOM s i t -PRES 
We are all here (and) s till alive (32:115)
(158) b i l  ma r r i  d j i n  g i ng i - # - pm miyi lk-pi JM
but  p o s s i b l y  3plN0M remember-PRES-DELIM twoman-PLl.
NUH
galkngu 
f o r . e x a mp l e
But possibly (some) remember, the women for example {43:103}
(159) b i _t ngunung ngi d j i r rk n g -b a n  1 ib i yu lku-ny
seemingly  CthatUNMI^^ c l ose - IM lplexcNCM come.to-RPC
k i r i - n y ,  b i l  nyani  mar r i  b i l ay -pm
PR06-RPC bu t 3sgN0M p r obab l y  f a r . away-DELIM 
Seemingly we were getting close then to that (place), but probably we were s till far way 
<34:51-2)
2. DELIM on nouns and other non-verbal parts  of speech.
Several examples of DELIM have already been illustrated in previous sections. Example 
(149) in section 3.1 illu s tra te s  the affix on the noun nganaparra 'buffalo'. In that example, 
DELIM expresses the meaning that 'only buffalo' were chased, rather than cattle , horses, or 
anything else. This is  perhaps the most common use of DELIM, to express 'X only', where X is 
the referent of the noun marked by the affix. Another instance occurs in (32), section 2.7.
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The DELIH affix is  homophonous with an allomorph of the KINPROP affix . The la t te r  is  
usually -m(i), but in some contexts an epenthetic p ob tains preceding the -mi» so th a t we may 
speak of a KINPROP allomorph -p+m(i), as is  illu s tra te d  in example (160) below. There is  
insuffic ien t data to  be able to  s ta te  the conditions under which p is  inserted  preceding the -mi 
KINPROP affix; but following a syllable of shape Ci, where C is  a non-apical noncontinuant (ie. 
non-apical stops and nasals) seems to  be a common environment.
(1 6 0 ) g u r r b i - H  b i l  w i n i - n y  k i r i - n y a . . .  b i l i n g
camp-ALL 3duN0M r e t u r n - RP C PROG-RPC+DUR 3duN0M
y u l g u - n g i l i ,  n y a n -k i-p + m -b a n , b i l n g a  n g i n i p i - n g i - m
com e. to-RPA [3sg-DAT-KINPR0P-IM 3duDAT husband -O B L -K IN P R O P )^  
They returned all the way to  camp, (and) came to  the ir husband (24:87-8)
In many instances, DELIM is  untranslatable. Possibly this is  because it merely 
emphasizes a word and so is  not reducible to a simple English gloss. An instance of this occurs 
in (30) where internal-fire' is  marked with DELIM, which appears to not readily admit an 
English translation. This latter example is  typical of a class of examples where DELIM is  used 
to mark an adverbial constituent -  often a body part, and in which the function of delimitation 
is  not readily apparent (if indeed it is  there at all). Another example of this nature is  (161); 
where the body part gari 'groin' is  used figuratively to express 'low down'. Other similar uses 
of DELIM are on budjirri 'stomach' to give a figurative sense 'in the middle' 'amongst' (66:31 
22:118); on gumbirri 'hand' to express the figurative meaning 'gently' (32:159); on the adverb 
yipi 'delayed' 'after an interval of time'» to express the meaning 'after an interval of space' 
(34-819), and so forth.
( 161)  gar-pm  l i n y  k i r i - n y  n y i n i - n y
groin-DELIM IduexcNOM go-RPC PROG-RPC
We went along (bending) low (so as  not to  be seen) (34:611)
I have two instances where DELIM is  used to  express 'while X was happening'. Both 
instances involve the noun gadügarr 'road ' 'p a th ' to  which is  affixed DELIM with DUR vowel 
lengthening. The DUR marking implies th a t the event is  taking place (in the context of these 
two examples) over an in terval of space; and DELIM delim its the event to occurring within the 
in terval of space being spanned. Hence, i t  is  best tran s la ted  as 'while on the way', as in (162).
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(162) g a d j i g i r r - p m a . . .  i r r a  b i l  b u l t j i - n  " Dj in i - ba n
road-DELIM+DUR lsgDAT 3duERG t e l l -RPC [ t h i s - I M ]
L U L
eh? Mur r umbi t j ,  Maynuru d j i - t j a r r i - f l f "
INTERJ CMurrumbi tjUNMl. [ M a y n u r r u U N M D I S T - s t a n d - P R E SNun NOM
While on the way» they were telling me "This area is  Murrumbitj» (where) Maynurru is" 
(34:216-7)
On deictics» DELIM usually has a clear delimitative meaning. F irstly, on the ALL deictic 
■forms bapili 'to here'» and ngunyili 'to  there'» DELIM delimits the activity expressed by the 
verb to the terminal goal, rather than there being the possibility of intermediate goals 
obtaining during the course of the activity. To take a concrete example, if the verb is  'come'» 
and occurs with bapili-pm to.here-DELIM, the meaning is  that the subject will come straight 
here, rather than come via one or more different places along the route. (This was how 
mother-tongue speakers described it  to me.) Similarly, ngunyili-pm to.there-DELIM means 
's tra igh t to there '. Examples we have already encountered are (52), and (98). Example (17) 
illustrated  the same form used temporally, to indicate 'stra igh t a fte r '. On a LOC deictic, such 
as djili 'here' or nguji 'there', the meaning expressed by DELIM is  'just here' (and not anywhere 
else), and 'jjst there' (and not anywhere else), respectively. (163) illustrates the latter; the 
narrator had jjst arrived at a deserted camp near a large inland lake, and were being attacked 
viciously by mosquitoes -  while at other places there were comparatively few mosquitoes.
(163) ga n a n g a r ra ,  l i t j a  ngu]_i-pm ng u r r - wa n g i - n i
m o s q u i t o . s p e c i e s  IduincDAT [ t h a t L O C - D E L I M ] n o s e - s p e a k - R P A
Mosquitoes buzzed at us just there (but not elsewhere) {34:1037}
Finally, we meantion that several instances of the occurrence of DELIM seem to be 
fossilizations, and that the meaning of DELIM in these examples is not clear (to me a t least). 
Two common examples discussed earlier were the ABL-marked deictics djini-ngir-pm 
this-ABL-DELIM 'on th is side', and ngunu-ngir-pm that-ABL-DELIM 'on tha t side', discussed 
at the end of section 2.5. DELIM here is  not hard to understand, since the notion of 'side ' 
implies a contrast of 'th is side' versus 'th a t side'; so that DELIM here again has a delimitative 
function. What is  unusual here is  that there is  ABL marking, rather than LOC. (ABL used to 
indicate relative location occurs in other languages, such as Latin. Koch (p.c.).) One tentative 
solution is  that these are relic forms, and that -ngiri is  a reflex, not of ABL -*nguru, but of 
LOC -*ngura, which is  the modern LOC case in many Yolngu languages. A similar word, to which 
the same explanation would apply, is  wurpi-ngir-pm other-ABL-DELIM 'on the other side'. 
Instances of these forms occur in (34:202), (34:221, 229), example (130), (34:381, 460» 610, and 
639). A further unusual example is  yarimi-pm just-DELIM 'until', where the stem may be used
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as a noun meaning 'free time'» '-free of responsibility7, or as a particle meaning 'just7 
(synonymous with the DELIH affix). With DELIM affixed, however, it means 'until7, as in (164).
(164) n g a rr i  n y in i- d j i  d j iJ J  w a U rr b u n y in -d ji
lsgNOM sit-FU T C th isL G C ]^  [SunllNM] but tock-INSTR
y i r r p i - g i  yarim i-pm i 
set-FUT just-DELIM 
I will s it here until the Sun sets  {65:29}
3.4 KINSHIP PROPRIET1VE, and KIN GROUP AFFIXES; and particle GUDJUW 
KINshipPROPrietive -mi
In this section we shall consider affixes which are used with kinship nouns, and other 
forms which are used in the context of kinship. In the Djinang dictionary (Waters 1983) I called 
the KINPROP affix "ESSive case"; because at the time of compilation of the dictionary the 
function of the KINPROP affix was not clear (mainly because it could occur on some non-kin 
nouns). However, an analysis of all instances of the relevant affix showed that the affix 
always occurred on nouns which denoted relationship to either the speaker, or to a second or 
third person. Comparison with Djapu then showed its  function to be identical to KINPROP. One 
difference from Djapu was that there appears to be only the one form -mi (or possibly -ngimi) 
for first, second, and third person; whereas Djapu has a unique second person form (Morphy 
1983:45). Occasionally an epenthetic p obtains before the -mi, giving an alternative form -p+mi. 
This epenthesis of p never obtains when the OBL allomorph -ngi precedes the KINPROP affix. 
The conditioning factor(s) for the insertion of the p phoneme need further investigation.
When affixed to a kin noun, KINPROP indicates a kinsperson of the nominated type in 
relation to an ego who is contextually defined. Often the ego is the speaker, in which case 
KINPROP denotes 7my father7, 7my mother7, etc. when added to 'father7, 'mother7, etc. The ego 
may be the addressee, in which case 'your father7, 'your mother7, etc. would obtain. Otherwise, 
the ego is defined from the textual context; being usually third person, 'his father7, 'his 
mother7, etc. See sections 3.2 and 3.3 for comments on the relationship of KINPROP to the 
marker of this function in other Yolngu languages. The Djinba form is unknown.
A number of examples including the KINPROP affix have already been cited; they are (39), 
(41), (42), (43), (86), (87), (151), and (160). Most of these examples do not have both KINPROP and 
overt case on the same constituent. Exceptions are (41), which includes ERG case marking; (42) 
which includes ABL marking; and (160) which includes DAT marking on the pronoun. Two more
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DAT examples are (165) and (166); which i l lus tra te  DAT and KINPROP on the nouns mumngimi 
'mothers nyuny-nyuny 'fa th e rs  and nginipi 'husband'. (Note tha t  the affix order is 
OBL-DAT-K1NPROP. It is  partly for th is  reason tha t  the segmentation in (41) was 
wuw-ngi-ri-m noun-QBL-ERG-KINPROP, and in (160) nginipi-ngi-m noun-OBL-KINPROP; rather 
than positing *-ngirimi and *-ngimi as ERG and NOM forms, respectively, of the KINPROP 
affix.)
(165)  b u j_ k i-d j i  m ir  n g u n u n g i , i n . g a  y u lg u -n g  mini
dream-FUT l i k e  t h a t  UtMH 3sgDAT com e.to-FU T l i k e
m um ngim -ngir-g i-m + a u n y u n y n y u n y - n g i r -g i - m i
mother-OBL-DAT-KINPROP+NF or father-OBL-DAT-KINPROP
(She) will dream so that (the spirit-child) will come to e ither his mother or to his father 
{49:51-2}
(166)  n g i n i p i - n g i r - g i - m  i n . g a  w a n g i - d j i
husband-OBL-DAT-KINPROP 3sgDAT say-FUT
(She) will say to her husband ... {49:62}
KINGRouP -uw(i) -aw(i)
The KINGRP affix is  added to a kin noun (following any case affixation) to indicate a 
group of people who have the nominated kinship relationship to ego, where ego could be either 
the speaker, addressee, or a third person -  as for KINPROP. The group so delineated is  
regarded as plural, which may explain why DELIM is  incompatible with KINGRP. Examples (167) 
and (168) illus tra te  i t s  use; the affix-final i vowel rarely occurs. The -aw allomorph is  used 
when the noun stem immediately precedes the KINGRP affix; the -uw allomorph is  used if a case 
suffix immediately precedes the affix -  as in (168). Further examples are wuw-gir-k-uw 
older.brother-OBL-DAT-KINGRP in {66:115); and wuwa-r-uw older.brother-ERG-KINGRP in 
{65:41); gunydjirr-aw father-KINGRP in {65:55>; and wuw-aw in {67:10, 14). The KINGRP affix 
does not occur in the tex ts  I have collected; so the examples here are elicited.
(167 )  n g a r r i  d j i - n y + i r r  n y a - n g in i  wuw-aw
lsgERG 3pl-ACC+lsgERG see-TPA Col d e r . br ot her - KI NGRP]
I saw the group who are my older brothers {67:5}
(168)  n g a r r i  b i - p i n i  w u w -g ir i -n y -u w
lsgERG h i t - TPA older.brother-O BL-A C C-K IN G R P 
I h it  each of my older brothers {67:17}
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I-f one wishes to speak of a group of people who all have the same Kinship section 
membership» one may use the particle gudjuw 'group of'. Both Djinang and Djinba have this 
particle; and it may only be used with section names, such as Burralang, Balang, Ngarritjan, and 
so forth. I t occurs pre-nominally, as in expressions such as: gudjuw Burralang 'a group of 
people who are each Burralang'. I do not have any instances of th is particle occurring in text; 
nor have I ever heard it  used spontaneously by Djinang speakers. Probably the circumstances 
appropriate for its  use rarely obtain.
3.5 DEICTIC, AND EMPHASIS AFFIXES 
DEICtic -ngu
The DEIC affix is  used to add extra deictic force. Probably the affix is  historically 
related to the modern Distant deictic ngmung(i). In my data, the affix is  found on deictics, 
nouns, and verbs; and the three examples below illustrate  each of these occurrences. The most 
frequent use of DEIC is when a speaker wishes to point to an object or place to which he is  
referring, and which is  usually either in the field of vision of the hearer, or in a certain 
direction. The speaker will often use DEIC in such circumstances with a pronounced rounding of 
the lips, which is a typical deixis gesture, in the direction of the item or place. The gesture is  
contemporaneous with the articulation of the -ngu morpheme. Further examples can be seen in 
(84) and (88).
(16?) "Djambaku d j i n i - p i 1ang-ngu? B a t j i k a l i ,
C tobaccoUNM]N0M C this-IN D EF-D EIC ]LQC C pipeUNM 
d ja y in a  bi l i d j i  m arru -w i"
pipe.cleanerU N M ]ACC HITH 2plERG pi ck. up- I MP 
“Is there tobacco somewhere here? Go pick up (any) pipes and pipe cleaners around here!" 
{34:1155-6>
(170)  a mi r  ngunu g a d j ig a r r -n g u  n g u rri-J0  k i r i - m i ,
-  l i ke  t h a t  (JNM [ r o a d - D E I C l 1 ie-PRES PROG-PRESNOM
g a d j i g a r r ,  nguj_i-gima 
[ roadUNM th a  tLOC-EMPH]
Nun
Like tha t road situated there» the one right there (34:350)
(171)  " Dj i n i ng  n g u -n g u rr i-JJ-ngu"
[ thisUNM)LQ£ DIST-1ie.down-PRES-DEIC 
(He) is  sleeping right here {22:259}
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EMPHasis -gim(a) -kirnte) -gum(a) -kum(a)
The EMPH clitic adds emphatic force to the word it  marks. It is similar to PROM marking, 
except that EMPH is quite independent of the system of inter-clause cohesion (PROM is used in 
inter-clause cohesion); and while PROM is usually added to a noun, EMPH may be added to any 
part of speech, and may co-occur with case marking. In my data, there are instances of EMPH 
occurring with nominals marked for ALL, ABL, OR, LOC, and NOM. EMPH is always la st on any 
form it marks, it even follows IM marking. The la tte r  fact indicates that EMPH should be 
analysed as a clitic. There is some variation in the phonetic shape of the medial vowel; and 
while each speaker seems to prefer either u or i, there is some fluctuation within the ideolect 
of each speaker. Milurrurr (Manyarring clan) seems to prefer u, while other speakers appear to 
favour the i vowel. The -Guma form is probably older than the -Gima form. The medial vowel, 
because it occurs between two peripheral consonants, is often phonetically indeterminate -  
being articulated as a high central unrounded vowel quite often.
The clitic occurs mostly on deictic forms (60% of instances), less frequently on verbs 
(18%); infrequently on nouns (7%), and occasionally on adverbs, interrogative/indefinite 
pronouns, interjections, temporal nouns, and on the COMPL and PERF particles. On the la tte r 
particles, girr-gima COMPL-EMPH is a stronger way of indicating either 'finished', or 'also ' 
(the form girri COMPL way have either meaning -  providing it is not clause-initial); however, on 
the PERF particle ngurrum(i), the resultant form ngurrgimte) (or ngurrgum(a)) PERF-EMPH, has 
a quite different meaning, namely 'the same' 'sim ilarly' and similar meanings, and occurs often 
in the phrase ngunu ngurrgima 'the same as th a t' 'sim ilarly'. The la tte r phrase is used to form 
a semblative NP, often in conjunction with the particle miri 'like'. The semblative function is an 
affix in some Yolngu languages (eg. Ritharrngu -'wanydji' Heath 1980a:42). There is  no 
semblative affix in Djinang or Djinba. The Djinba EMPH form is uncertain, though there is 
evidence that the PROM marker -amdja may be used. If th is is correct, then possibly the Djinang 
Gima (or Guma) EMPH clitic may be etymologically related to the -ma PROM marker in Djinba and 
Yan-nhangu.
Some examples of EMPH that have already been cited are (7), (127), (132), and (170). These 
involve the emphatic form nguli-gima thatLOC-EMPH 'right there ', except for (127) which has 
the form ngunu-mirr-pan-gima that-LOC-IM-E MPH 'right at that time', or 'a t that very 
in stan t'. Three more examples are given below: (172) to (174) illustrate EMPH occurring on a 
verb, and adverb, and on a noun (actually, on the final noun in an NP). Further examples can be 
found in the cited tex ts in the following locations: (24:77, 89, 103, 106, 109, 114); (32:17, 45, 75, 
100); and (34:238, 240).
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<172) w i r a - r  bi 1 id j i r r -g im  ngunu
[who-OBL], nn i n . the . t ime . of-EMPH [thatUNM]klnM 
LOC NUM
In whose era was that? {34:1196}
(173) a b i r r a l - g im  budi d j i n i n g i ,
-  truly-EMPH Cbl oodUNMlinM CthisUNM3i n _NOrl LUC
Truly here (is) blood (34:653)
(174) y a k i r r i  warrangguwiH-gim l in y  n g u r r i -n y in i
sleeplBW few-EMPH IduexcNOM lie.down-RPA
Wingu, n g i r r a  wuw-ngi-mi
CLeft.handUNM lsgGEN ol der .brother-OBL-KINPROP]^ 
For a few days we slept (there» me and) Left-hand» my older brother (34:278)
3.6 DEFINITE AFFIX, and INDEFINITE AFFIX/PARTICLE 
DE Finite -tj i
The DEF affix marks anaphoric definiteness. It is used with a nominal stem (a deictic, 
noun, or pronoun), and it indicates that the referent of the nominal (which may be a person, 
thing, place, or time) is to be identified with a previously mentioned referent. The affix is not 
often used. The Djinba DEF affix is tentatively -yirri. The Djinang form is cognate to the 
Ritharrngu form -dhi - which has the same function (Heath 1980a:54-5). Dhuwal/Dhuwala 
appears to lack an affix or particle with this function. An example of its use occurred in (133). 
A further example is given in (175). Notice that in (175), -tji is used cataphorically. The 
definite location marked by the affix is not made explicit until the following clause. For this 
reason, I called the affix DEF (rather than ANAPHoric), since it always indicates 
DEFiniteness, but may or may not be anaphoric. Most instances of its use, however, will be 
anaphoric.
(175) n g in ib i  mir d j i j j  g u r r b i - H  l i b i l a  d j in - n g i r - p m i ,
lplexcNOM l ik e  thisLOC camp-ALL lplexcDAT this-ABL-DELIM
ga nyani r a r r i - n g u n u - n g i r - t j i  ga lm i-n , mir g a d j ig a r r
and 3sgNQM mouth-that-ABL-DEF f a l 1 .down-RPA l i ke  CroadUNM]NC^
bi t j a r r i - f f  
HITH stand-PRES
It was like this; we were here, on this side towards the camp, while it (ie. the buffalo) 
collapsed there on the other side, wherever the road is (34:381-3}
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INDEFinite -Bila(ngd)) affix, and bila(ng(i)) particle
The INDEF affix is used to indicate indefiniteness; and usually is affixed to either a 
deictic stem, or to an interrogative/indefinite pronoun. The archephoneme B may be realized as 
either b or p. However, when the stem is the Distant deictic ngunu- 'that7, there is a meaning 
and distribution difference between the forms ngunu-bila(ng(i))» and ngunu-pila(ng(i)). The 
former is used regularly with the meaning 'if ', and almost invariably occurs at the beginning of 
its  clause; while the latter form is used as an INDEF word, and occurs post-positionally to the 
word for which it signals indefiniteness. Other than these two forms, there is no meaning 
contrast between the two allomorphs -pilangi and “bilangi. Elision of the final i or even the 
final ngi syllable is fairly common in natural speech.
The Djinba INDEF affix is -bilaK; I do not have sufficient data to know if Djinba also has 
a -pilak allomorph. The -Bilangi affix, and also the bilangi particle, are cognate with the 
Dhuwala/Dhuwal balang(u) particle, as we shall see below. The Djinang affixal form historically 
developed from the particle form. The particle form is used mostly for signalling mood 
distinctions in the clause.
We shall consider first the affixal form, used to indicate hypotheticality or 
conditionality. This function, translatable as 'if ', is signalled by the form ngunu-bilang; and 
two instances have already been cited, in examples (22) and (74). In protasis - apodosis 
constructions, the conditional clause usually is given first, and then the apodosis clause 
follows. The use of the ngunu- stem in the protasis is parallel to the use of the same stem 
preceding an appositional descriptive NP. In both cases, the deictic is used cataphorically as a 
generic 'that', the specific content being filled out by the following clause or phrase. When the 
INDEF affix is added to the deictic stem, the clause then takes an irrealis nuance, thereby 
permitting an interpretation of hypotheticality or conditionality. Without the INDEF affix, the 
clause would be interpreted as a relative clause adding descriptive detail to a referent 
mentioned immediately before.
The following two examples illustrate INDEF affixed to the Near-Distant deictic stem 
ngunumi 'over there', and to the interrogative pronoun nyi-li what-INSTR 'by what means?' 
'how?'. The affix adds an indefinite nuance, in each case. In (176) the verb is inflected for 
irrealis because there is doubt that the subject actually saw any cattle. A further example, on 
the deictic stem djini- 'th is ', occurred in (169).
(176) ngunum -bila nyabini buluki  l i d j i  nya-nyi r i
o v e r . there-INDEF [how.manyUNM c a t t l e U M i l ^ ^  2plERG see-RPI
While somewhere over there, how many cattle did you see? {34:140}
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<177) n y i - 1 i - b i l a ngunu
what-INSTR-INDEF C thatUNM] ACC
By whatever means we do likewise (33:129}
p in t j i - f f - k u m  
d o . thus-FUT-EMPH
i 1 i
IduincERG
Probably the most common use of the INDEF affix is  to  -form the INDEF word 
ngunu-pilang; which is  typically used following an in terrogative /indefin ite  pronoun. Thus, 
corresponding to  wili whoERG, wari whoNOM, nyabini 'how many7 'how much7 7how about7, nyimi 
7w hat7, etc . are the INDEF expressions: wili ngunu-pilangi-r whoERG that-INDEF-ERG 
'whoever7; wari ngunu-pilang whoNOM that-INDEF 'whoever7; nyabini ngunu-pilang 'however 
many7 'however much7 'how about maybe7; nyim ngunu-pilang 'w hatever7; and so forth . The 
second la s t of these expressions occurred in example (154); example (178) below illu s tra te s  
another of these expressions; and a fu rther one may be seen in (34:268).
(1 7 8 ) mi r i  wi]_i n g u n u - p i l a n g i - r  i r r i - n y  m anya-ngi
l i k e  whoERG that-INDEF-ERG lsg-ACC f i n d - F I
i r r i - n y  b u -n g i 
lsg-ACC k i l l - F I
So whoever finds me will kill me (66:103)
The particle bilangi is  used to  signal mood co n tras ts . I t  usually occurs c lause-im tially , 
or following a linking particle in clause in itia l position. The basic sense of the particle is  s till  
'indefin iteness7; but th is  tra n s la tes  in to  quite a variety  of English modal con tras ts . I t  
expresses meanings such as 'can do7; 'may/might do7; 'should do7; or contrafactual constructions 
of the kind 'if  X had occurred, then Y would have occurred7 -  where the particle is  used in the 
f ir s t  clause. Examples of these mood c o n tra s ts  are given below. The sense 'might do7 was 
illu s tra ted  in example (43). Example (179) i llu s tra te s  the sense 'can do7; (180) illu s tra te s  
'should do7; and (181) illu s tra te s  contrafactuality . Example (179) also illu s tra te s  the 
reduplicated form bila-pilang INDEF-INDEF which is  used to  express the meaning 'i t  is  like 
th a t7. (This particle is  used when the speaker wishes to  exemplify behaviour or an event by 
means of an example.)
(179 ) ga b i l a - p i l a n g  d j i n i m - k i r r i  d ja n g u n y  b i l a - l d j i
and INDEF-INDEF Cthat-COMPL s to r y U N M l^  INDEF-2p 1 ERG
n y a - n g i n  . . .
see-TPA
I t 's  like th is , you can read th a t story (for yourselves) ... (33:131)
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NOM
NOM
nyum i1 i - n y i - r r  g a y p i - n y i r ,  
2du-ACC-lsgERG d e p r iv e -T P I  
n y i m i , m a r r i -b an  
2duNQM p o s s ib ly - I M
<180) g a ln g b u y ,  b i l a n g  g a lb i-w i]_ i  
m e a t ,  tab o o  INDEF [ l o t s - P U ,  
b i l  d j i n i n g  ngidaw a
b u t  [thisUNM ]L0C CaloneUNMT 
nyim d i r r a - d j i - g i  
2duER6 eat-THEMSR-FUT
I t 's  taboo meat; if there were lots (of people) I should deprive you (of the meat), but we are all 
alone here, (so) never mind, you can ea t i t .  <34:715-6)
(181 )  b i l a n g  1 im guj_-roi yu-wi n y i + r r  mi 1 di r r p  i - r r  i
INDEF 1p 1 incNOM stop-CAUS-YPI 2sgACC+1sgERG show-YPI
If we had stopped, I would have shown i t  to you <67:35)
3.7 CONTRASTIVE CLITIC, and COMPLETATIVE AFFIX/PARTICLE 
CONTRastive - t ja
The CONTR clitic is  added to a word when there is  a contrast (either implied or overtly 
sta ted) between the referen t of the word, and some contextually-defined different referent 
enumerated in the immediate context (usually the preceding context). The affix is best treated  
as a clitic for two reasons: (1) i t s  scope extends beyond the immediate clause in many 
instances; and (2) CONTR may be added to a variety of parts  of speech, and i t  appears that 
there is  no grammatical restriction on i t s  distribution. In my data, i t  occurs on verbs, auxiliary 
verbs, nouns, pronouns, deictics, and adverbs. I t  always signals a contrast of some sort, but 
the type of contrast depends on the part of speech to which the clitic is  bound. Thus, on verbs, 
i t  con tras ts  the event expressed by the verb with another event; on nouns, and pronouns it  
con tras ts  participants in events, and so forth. When the contrast is  vague, a 'good' versus 
'bad' contrast is assumed, and the clitic then marks the 'good' pole of the implied contrast. The 
l a t te r  situation can be glossed in English e ither  by contrastive word s t r e s s ,  or as  " I t 's  be tte r  
(that) ....". I shall give examples below.
Djinba has the same clitic form -t ja ;  and the suffix is  cognate to the Ritharrngu clitic -ya 
(see Heath 1980a:47-8). The proto-form may have been -*tha, although it cannot be ruled out 
th a t  i t  may be cognate to the PROM clitic -(ny)dja of Dhuwala/Dhuwal, since Dhuwala/Dhuwal 
has -(ny)dja, but apparently nothing similar to the former tentative form.
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The most common use of the CONTR clitic is  to  con trast participants in events. We have 
seen two examples already of th is  nature: in (31) there is  a con trast between Shepherdson (the 
missionary pilot) and the Yolngu party -  the former travelled  back to  Milingimbi by plane» the 
la t te r  by canoe; and in (46)» the buffalo is  contrasted  with a another buffalo which had chased 
them earlie r. Three more examples of th is  type are given below. (182) has CONTR on a pronoun; 
(183) and (184) have i t  on a noun. Notice th a t i t  is  not possible to  give a single consisten t 
English gloss for CONTR: in the f ir s t  example, the appropriate gloss is  'your turn '; in the 
second example, 'old7 meat is  contrasted with 'f re sh ' meat, while the only English g loss 
su itab le here is  'a lso '; and in the third example no English g loss is  su itab le, though it  is  d e a r  
th a t a con trast obtains between the two clauses.
(182) a nguning nyi+rr ka-ng kira-J0, ng idj i rrkng
-  c a r e f u l l y  2sgACC+1sgERG take-FU T  PR06-FUT n e a r
rani - f l ,  n yuni - t j a
spear-FU T  2sgER6-C0NTR
I will carefully take you to  i t ,  and when near enough i t  will be your turn to  spear i t  (34:406-7}
(183) a wanim ngunung djanggu minydji  nibi
-  ColdUNM t h a t  UNM f l e s h U N M J ^  THITH lplexcERG
k a l i - n i - p m ,  a y u w i r i d j i n i - t j a  
have-RPC-DELIM [and new-CONTR]ACC
We s ti l l  had th a t old meat, and (now) the new (meat) also (34:967)
(184) n y i b i - wi H dj in y u l g u - l i ,  d j i na  1 im
C so m e-P L l^ ^  3plNQM a r r i v e - T P A  3plDAT lpl incNOM
marrka-ng nyibi~wi ]_ i ~ki - t ja
wai t -FUT other-PL-DAT-CONTR
Some have arrived, we shall wait for the o thers  (65:183)
CONTR on a verb, to  contrast the action with another action, is  illu s tra ted  below in 
example (185). In th is  example, the pounding and pulverizing of cycad nuts is  contrasted  with 
the nu ts  having been immersed to  soften  the she lls  (which was s ta ted  in the preceding context). 
I t  is  very hard to  come up with an adequate g loss for CONTR is  th is  context; probably 
contrastive word s tre s s  (indicated here by underlining) conveys the in ten t correctly. (Note; 
while CONTR occurs on the auxiliary, the English g loss requ ires the s tr e s s  on the main verb.)
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(1 8 5 ) d j i n  w in j -n y  d j i n  ba]_p i-ny  g i r i - n y i - t j a
3plN0M re tu rn -R P C  3plER6 pound-RPC HABIT-RPC-CONTR 
h u r t  j  i 1- d j - n y  ngambu]_ ngunungi
s o f  t-THEMSR-RPC CnutUNM thatUNM3ACC 
They returned  (to camp). They used to oound the nuts to  pulverize them <43:21-3)
CONTR can be used when there is  no apparent context to  de-fine the nature o-f the contrast 
th a t is  being signalled. In such a circumstance* a con trast o-f felicitous versus non-felicitous 
action ob tains. This can be transla ted  by an English expression of the form " I t 's  b e tte r  (that) 
X" where X is  a clause. (This explanation was given me by Joe Gidarri.) Contrastive word s tre s s  
would here also  be a good English tran sla tion  equivalent; but I will re ta in  the original g losses 
given me by Gidarri. Some examples follow:
(1 8 6 ) g a r - g u r r i ] _ i - t j a  i l  n g u r r i - d j i
g r o i n - ou t s i de - CONT R IduincNOM l i e . down- FUT
I t 's  b e tte r  we sleep outside <65:14} (We'11 sleep ou tside .)
(187)  m a l i p m a l i i — t j a  i l  g i r i - 0
tomorrow-CONTR IduincNOM go-FUT
I t 's  b e tte r  we go tomorrow <65:i5> (WeTl qo tomorrow.)
( 188)  ny i bi  -wi J_i ” t  j a  d j i n  d j a m a - d j i - g i  
[o ther-P L -C 0N T R 3ERG 3plERG work-THEMSR-FUT
I t 's  b e tte r  th a t o thers  do the work <65:16> (O thers can do the work.)
COMPLetative affix -g irri -kirri# and COM PL particle  g irri
The COM PL particle* and the COM PL affix,  signal a variety  of functions -  all of which are 
re la ted  to  the basic meaning of COMPL which is  'f in ished '. The COMPL affix derives 
h istorically  from the particle form; such th a t a former post-positional COMPL particle has 
become bound to  the preceding word as an affix . The affixal form has subsequently undergone 
various semantic extensions which may be traced to  the basic function of the particle form. I 
will f i r s t  d iscuss the particle g irri, enumerating i ts  functions* and then I will discuss the affix 
and i t s  functions. The functions marked by COMPL -G irri in terac t with case in quite complex, 
though systematic* ways; and as we observed for various cases* COMPL may be used in e ither a 
spa tia l sense* a temporal sense* or a tex tua l (anaphoric) sense. The basic function of the 
COMPL affix is  to  're fe r  back', where the re fe ra l process may be e ither spatial* tem poral, or 
tex tua l. D etails will be given below.
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The -functions of "the COMPL particle may be reduced to  just two: SEQUence, and COMPL 
(in the sense 'fin ished '). These functions are distinguished syntactically; SEQU obtains when 
COMPL occurs c lause-in itially ; while for non-clause-in itia l occurrences (mostly clause-final), 
COMPL has the sense 'fin ished '. How COMPL came to  mark SEQU is  easy to  explain. Consider a 
sen ten tia l s truc tu re  of the kind CX, girriD. Y; where X and Y are consecutive clauses, comma and 
period mark pause. This type of struc tu re  occurs quite often  in Djinang; and the function of 
girri here is  to indicate th a t the event X has term inated, and event Y occurred la te r, (or i t  may 
indicate th a t the speaker has term inated his discussion of a topic, so th a t the Y clause will be 
the f ir s t  clause of a new topic). In a struc tu re  such as the above, the COMPL particle is  
considered part of the X clause; and Y begins a new sentence (as the bracketing indicates). From 
th is  basic p a tte rn , a new pattern  emerged; whereby the pause a f te r  the g irri was om itted, so 
th a t the COMPL becomes the f ir s t  element of the second clause, as exemplified by the following 
structure: X, [g irri YD. Because the event Y follows event X, th is  new structu re  was used to  
mark temporal SEQU overtly; and in such a construction girr(i) always may be tran sla ted  by 
'then '. It is  not obligatory to  use COMPL with the function SEQU whenever there is  temporal 
sequence between two consecutive clauses; i t  is  used only when the SEQU function is  to  be 
made prominent by being marked explicitly.
The next two examples illu s tra te  these  comments. The CX, girriD. Y structure is  
illu s tra ted  in (189). Notice th a t COMPL functions a s  a term inator of a se t of related  events, 
(the provision of food and various goods to  the narrator), and the Y clause occurred la te r  on. In 
such a situation , the COMPL particle is  best tran sla ted  as 'L a te r ' in the transla tion  of the 
following clause. Example (190) i llu s tra te s  the X, [g irri YD struc tu re . Further examples of the 
former structu re  may be observed in the te x ts  as  follows: (22:200, 208, 214); (24:83, 118); and 
(32:68, 95). Further examples of the la t te r  s truc tu re  may be observed in: (22:205); (24:149); and 
(32:26, 30, 41, 47, 79).
(189 ) nguJJ w a l - d i r r  d i r r a - d j i - l a . . . ,  b l a n k e t
thatLOC CfoodUNM]ACC-lsgER G  eat-THEMSR-RPA+DUR CblanketUNM 
nyim g u n y i r r i  g i r r i  i r r i - n y  d j i n  g u - 1 i ,
whateverUNM kindsUNM goodslIN M l^^ lsg-ACC 3plERG give-RPA
g i r r i .  Ng u n y i U- p m  i r r i - n y  d j i n  win i - d j  i n g i - n
f i n i s h e d  thatALL-DELIM lsg-ACC 3plERG return-CAUS-RPA
U i n g u - U  .
L e f t  .hand-ALL
There I kept eating food, and they gave me blankets and all kinds of things. (Later) they 
returned me directly to  Left-hand. (34:256-7)
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(1 9 0 ) n yan i ngunu n e t  m a r r - n g i l ,  g i r r  g a r r p i - n - b a n .
3sgERG [ thatUNM netUNM3ACC p ick .u p -R P A  th en  tie .u p -R P A -IM
He picked up the ne t, then (he) tied  i t  up (24:71-2)
There is  one fu rth e r function which the COMPL particle may mark; and th a t is  to  indicate 
the sense 'a lso '. This is  a subcase of the struc tu re  CX, girriD. Y above. When COMPL is  used a t 
the end of a l is t  of item s, or a se rie s  of events, without a pause preceding the girri particle 
(that is , in a s truc tu re  X ... Y girri.) then i t  ac ts  as  a term inator of the l is t .  Usually th is  
occurrence of COMPL can be tran sla ted  as  'a lso '. This construction is  typically used when the 
speaker adds a clause as an afterthought, having the sense 'Y a lso ', where Y is  the 
afterthought clause. An example is  given below. In th is  example, Paul and Silas have just been 
stripped and lashed to  please the managers of the g irl who was possessed , and as an 
afterthought the n a rra to r adds (191), indicating th a t Paul and Silas were led before the 
assembled audience. (Note th a t he paused in the middle of the compound verb n g u rri-d jiti-  
nose-drag 'lead '.)
(1 9 1 ) n g u r r i ,  d j i t i - n g i l  d j i + n y  d j i n a  g i r r i .  
no se  drag-RPA  3pl+ACC 3plDAT COMPL
He led them in front of them also (32:68)
COMPL, with the sense 'a lso ', can also occur within a clause. However, the particle 
commonly takes the EM PH affix -gim(a), which has no function in th is  context other than to  
signal the fact th a t the word is  to  be in terp re ted  as 'a lso ' ra th e r than as one of the other 
funtions of the COMPL particle . The COMPL-EMPH form may also be used d au se-fin a lly .
(1 9 2 ) b i l  g i r r - g i m a  d j i n i - g i m a  i l  w i n i - d j i n g i l  k i r i - f f
b u t  COMPL-EMPH [ this-EM PH3ACC IduincERG return-C A U S PR06-FUT
m a r r g a , d j i b u
s o . t h a t  b e . o k a y
But we also  will take th is  (dead wallaby) back so th a t all will be well (34:693)
Djinba appears not to  have developed a c lau se-in itia l equivalent of Djinang girri 'next'; 
since when tra n s lite ra tin g  a Djinang sto ry  into Djinba the Djinang COMPL particle was 
consisten tly  tran s la ted  by 0. Nor have I ye t found any trace of a COMPL affix in Djinba. The 
c lo sest equivalent to  Djinang g irri in another Yolngu language appears to  be b ili (for example, 
see  Lowe i960 lesson  89). However, in Dhuwala/Dhuwal the bili particle is  used not only as 
COMPL, but also as  PERF. Djinang, on the o ther hand, uses a d istinc t form for PERF, namely 
ngurru(m(i)).
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The remainder of this section will be devoted to a discussion of the the -Girri COMPL 
affix. The archephoneme G is strongly conditioned by the speaker's dialect. In my computerized 
database, there were 70 occurrences of the affix, 52 were articulated by speakers of 
disjunctive dialects, and 18 by a smooth dialect speaker (Joe Gidarri). There was 100% 
correlation with dialect; Gidarri used only the -girri allomorph, and the disjunctive dialect 
speakers used only the -kirri allomorph. (Yililpawuy, who speaks Djinang as a second language, 
used the -Kirri form only.)
In order to understand the semantics of the COMPL affix, I offer the following as an 
explanation of how it developed semantically from the COMPL particle having the sense 
'finished'. Consider again the C X , girri3. Y structure, where X and Y are clauses. If we consider 
event X from the reference ooint of event Y, then this involves a backwards-directed 
referential process. Firstly, X occurs before Y in the stream of speech, which possibly led to 
the modern textual use of the COMPL affix for anaphoric reference. Secondly, event X occurs 
before Y, so that X and Y as events are in temporal sequence; which possibly led to the modern 
temporal use of the COMPL affix to refer to a previous time. Thirdly, X and Y often would be 
events involving motion, so that event X would have occurred at a different location to the 
location of event Y. In fact, since an event is often located at the locale of the semantic 
subject, event X is thus often the subject's locale at an earlier time. This possibly led to the 
modern spatial use of the COMPL affix to refer to a location 'behind', or of motion 'back to' a 
place. I trust it can be seen that the common thread of meaning in these functions is 'referring 
back'. As the affix form developed, its  distribution widened so that it was added to whatever 
word was appropriate for the required sense, irrespective of the position of that word in the 
clause.
The COMPL affix is added only to deictic stems. The deictic stems usually occur in their 
unmarked form, but they can also occur with overt case marking. The COMPL marker is always 
the final affix, whether other affixes occur or not; the only exception being that the IM clitic 
may occur following COMPL affixation.
Table 3.1 summarizes the various functions of the COMPL affix that are attested in the 
computerized database. Some combinations of case and COMPL are unattested: those which I 
expect would actually occur in a wider sample of data are marked as "unattested"; while those I 
doubt would ever occur are marked with a hyphen. The R, T, P, and E codes are as follows: R = 
specified Referent, T = specified Time, P = specified Place, and E = specified Event; each as 
defined by the textual context. R, T, or P, represent NPs in the clause which define the 
referent, time, or place; while E is an event defined by a previous clause. In general, the UNM 
deictic stems (ie. ngunu- djini- djinim-, and ngunum- if it occurs) require a coreferential NP in 
the clause to make the reference unambiguous; while the case-marked deictic forms do not
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Tabl e  3.1 F u nc t i on s  o f  the COMPL A f f i x
Case
= = = = = = = = = ♦ :
D e i c t i c
Stem
"
-  in t e x t
=====================
r e f e r r i n g  back -■
-  in space
—================~
-  in  t ime
ERG ngunu- ' t h a t  p r e v i o u s l y  
ment i oned R'
- -
PROM ngunu- 
d j i n i m -
' t h a t  p r e v i o u s l y  
ment i oned R'
- -
NOM ngunu- 
d j i n i m -  
d j i n  i -
' t h a t  p r e v i o u s l y  
ment i oned R' 
' t h i s  p r e v i o u s l y  
ment i oned R'
u n a t t e s t e d  
u n a t t e s t e d  
' t h i s  R t here  
b e h i n d '
-
ACC
ngunu- 
d j i n i m -  
d j  i n i -
' t h a t  p r e v i o u s l y  
ment i oned R' 
' t h i s  p r e v i o u s l y  
ment i oned R'
' t h a t  R t here  
b e h »nd'
-
OR ngunu-QBL-OR! u n a t t e s t e d u n a t t e s t e d ' o r i g i n a t i n g  from  
t h a t  p r ev i o u s  T '
LOC
ngunu-
nguJJ
' a t  t h a t  p r e v ' l y  
men t i o n e d  R'
' a t  t h a t  p r e v ' l y  
men t i oned p l a c e '
u n a t t e s t e d  
' t h e r e  beh ind R'
' a t  t h a t  p r e v i ou s  
t ime of  E'
' a t  t h a t  p r e v i ou s  
t ime '
ALL ngunu- 
bap iX i
u n a t t e s t e d
u n a t t e s t e d
'back  t o  R'  
' back  t o  t h i s  
1o c a l e '
ABL
=SS=
ngunu-ABL! 
============
u n a t t e s t e d
r ==================
' f r o m  R back 
t h e r e '
=================
' a f t e r  t h a t  E'
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require a p referential NP in the clause. This» however, is not a rigid rule, but rather the 
general pattern.
When a COM PL-marked deictic having a discourse anaphoric function occurs, it occurs 
contiguous to its  preferential NP. Sometimes it may precede the NP, usually it follows it. If 
the NP is realized as a pronoun (not a reduced pronoun), it follows the pronoun; and very often 
one or more p referen tia l NPs are juxtaposed following the COMPL-marked deictic -  as in (193), 
(194), etc. below. The ABL deictic form marked by COMPL usually is first in its  clause, though a 
linking particle or episode-marking particle (manymak) may precede it. It can occur 
post-verbally, although this is rare (an example occurs in <19:25». The LOC and ALL instances 
display a greater distributional freedom, consistent with their peripheral case status; so that 
they may occur wherever a LOC or ALL NP may occur.
The cases listed in Table 3.1 are the cases (either covert or overt) which occur on the NPs 
which are preferential with the COMPL-marked deictic form. Generally, no case occurs on the 
deictic form, the exceptions to this being ABL, OR, and the suppletive ALL and LOC forms 
bapili 'to here' 'to this locale', and nguli 'there' 'at that locale'. The ALL form ngunyili-girri 
thatALL-COMPL 'back to there' did not occur in the data, though it is semantically well-formed. 
The column of deictic stems lists  only those stems in the data sample. A wider sample would 
yield more: for example, there is no semantic reason for the Near Distant deictic stem ngunum- 
being absent, other than the fact that the appropriate conditions for its  use did not obtain in 
any of the texts.
The most common function of the COMPL affix is to mark anaphora in discourse; of the 70 
instances of the COMPL affix in the database, 47 were marking anaphoric reference, 13 had 
temporal reference (9 of these were the ABL form ngunu-ngir-Girri 'after that (event)')» and 
the remaining 10 referred back in space. There is also some stylistic variation in the frequency 
of use of these forms. In story 22, comprising over 320 clauses and dealing with subject matter 
ideally suited to the use of the COMPL-marked deictic forms, there is not a single instance of 
such forms in the text. The speaker, Manbarrarra, has a very colloquial style, and relies a lot 
on gesture and onomatopoeia. I suspect that the use of the COMPL-marked deictics is more a 
function of good discourse style, rather than dialect, so that Manbarrarra's lack of use of these 
forms is a function of his personal speech register for story-telling. On the other hand, in 
Milurrurr's two texts (32 and 33), together totalling only about 300 clauses, there were 30 
instances of such forms -  nearly half the total in the database!
I will now give a series of examples to illustrate the functions of COMPL marking on 
deictics. I have only one ERG example, (193), and ERG marking is covert in this particular 
instance. One point that needs to be explained is the use of nyani 3sg pronoun in a context of
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plurality of reference. Whenever a referent is a group» (eg. a group of people» or a number of 
members of a species)» the third person singular pronoun may be used. This always obtains 
when referring to fish, and animals. A similar use of nyani occurs in (198) below. In (193) 
ngunu-kirri refers anaphorically to the Jews» last mentioned sixty clauses previously.
(193) nyani n g u n u -k irr i ngunung, Jew m ala, ga wurpi
C3sgERG that-COMPL thatUNM JewUNM COL and anotherUNM
mala b a p u rru rr , d j in  nya-ngin-ban
COL 1 ineageUNM]£R6 3plERG saw-RPA-IM 
Those afore-mentioned Jews and people of a different race saw (him) then (33:69-70)
In the next example, djinim-kirri "that afore-mentioned ...' occurs between the pronoun 
and the NP with which it is coreferential. There is covert PROM case here, which later appears 
on the surface in the deictic form nguni thatPROM. Notice, this is PROM rather than ERG, since 
the referent is in a Patient relationship to the action of the verb.
(194) manymak, nyani d j in im - k i r r i  l a p i t j i - g i n i n g  yul ,
okay C3sgPR0M t h a t . near-COMPL leprosy-PRQP mantlNM]pR0M
ngunung, balnggiJJ ngunungi, ngurn b i l
thatUNM afternoonUNM thatUNM [ t h a t P R O M ) 3 d u E R G  
w a n n g ir-n g i1 i-pm 
save-RPA-DELIM
Okay, this leprous man, it  was on that afternoon that they saved that (man) (33:103-9)
The next two examples illustrate NOM case. The firs t is similar to (194) and needs no 
further comment. However the context of (196) needs explaining. The narrator’s party was 
trying to catch up with another group travelling to Maningrida. When they began to get close, a 
member of the other group looked back, saw the narrator's party back where they had just come 
from, and then said (196). Here the COMPL affix can only have a spatial interpretation, in the 
sense of 'back there behind X' where X is the speaker's locale. Further NOM instances may be 
found in the cited texts as follows: (32:18, 29, 79, and 100).
(195 ) manymak, ga nyani n g u n u -k ir r i ,  ngunung p riso n er
okay and E3sgN0M that-COMPL thatUNM priso ner
d ja k a -g in in g , nguj_i-kum dj i - t j a r r  i-n y  
care-PR 0P)N0M thatLOC-EMPH DIST-stand-RPC
Okay, that prisoner supervisor was standing right there (32:74-5)
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(196 ) d j i n i - g i r r i - g i n - p i J U  w ira -p ij_ i
[ th  i s-COMPL-PROP-PLL lnM Cwho-PL]. inMNOM NOM
Who (are) -these people back there behind (us) -C34:1182}
An ACC example -follows» where COMPL has the spatia l sense 'back behind'. Discourse 
anaphoric ACC examples do not occur in the cited tex t portions» but can be found in the 
following places: (24:42) (32:162, 163) (33:3, 131) (34:600, 1137) and (53:45, 46, 49, 51-2).
(197 ) nyuni  d j i n i m - k i r r i , b i l n y  S i l a s  ga P a u l ,
2sgERG [ th  i s  .near-COMPL 3duACC SilasUNM and PaulUNM) 
b i l n y - i l d j i  g a -n g -b a n
3duACC-2plERG take-FU T-IM
You now go take away (from here) Paul and Silas who are back there (behind me) (32:154)
I have only one instance of OR case occurring with the COMPL affix. In th is  instance, a 
tem poral sense obtains because the p re fe re n t ia l  NP contains the temporal noun mirrkungaling 
'the dreamtime'.
(198) nyani  nyurrw akng  m i r r k u n g a H n g i - r  ngurrw ak  l i t j a
3sgERG b e f o r e  dreamtime-TEM P t h e . b e g i n n i n g  IduDAT
g i y k a - n y i ,  n g u n - g i r a - p i - b i - g i r r i
ne t -RPC that-0BL-0R-0R-C0M PL
We people have been netting (fish) from the very beginning, from back there in the dreamtime 
(34:562-3)
I will now deal briefly with the local cases. ABL deictic ngunu-ngir occurs with COMPL 
sufficiently  often with the temporal sense 'a f te r  th a t (event)' th a t an example is  unnecessary. 
Instances can be observed in the cited tex t portions in the following locations: (32:64, and 69); 
and fu rther examples can be found in the wider database in the locations: (19:25) (53:9, 59) and 
(34:474, 538, 625» 993). In (114), section 2.11, I gave the one instance I have of COMPL on an 
ABL deictic and having probably a spa tia l sense 'from R back there'» where R is  a group of 
people previous identified. This example is  ambiguous; ngunu-ngir-girri could be being used 
there to  mark anaphora -  although the previous instance of ngunu-ngir 'from th a t (group)' makes 
th is  a le ss  likely a lternative.
The ALL examples which I have involve the stem s ngunu- thatUNM, and bapili thatALL 'to  
here '. Taking COMPL affixation, in each case a spa tia l sense obtains; e ither 'back to  R' (in the 
case of the former form), or 'back to  th is  locale' (in the case of the la t te r  form). Additional 
examples may be found in (34:88, 766, and 1147).
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(199) bapMi-ban  bi nibi  k i r i - n y  n g u n u - g i r r i ,
thatALL-IM HITH lplexcNQM come-RPC Cthat-COMPL 
M aningr ida - i i -ban  d j in a -n y d j i  n ib i  g a r r k a r r p i - n i
Man i ngr i da-ALL-IM]^^ 3plDAT-RECIP lplincNOM s e a r c h . for-RPC 
k i r i - n y
PROG-RPC
Back towards here we -then came» back towards Maningrida in order to look -for them (34:746-7)
(200) ngunung inydji  n ib i  wayku-1 i-ban b a p i U - g i r r i - b a n ,
[ tha tUNMl-^p RECIP lplincNOM ge t .up-RPA-IM thatALL-COMPL-IM
n y im b i r r ingarr  i -JJ , Bunyinbaday-i l_i
w ha t ' s . the .p iace -A LL Bunyinbaday-ALL 
At that time we awoke (and went) back to this locale, to Bunyinbaday (34:983-4)
The final three examples are for LOC case. For this case I have instances of COMPL 
marking which exhibit all three senses: discourse anaphoric, spatial, and temporal. I will give 
one example of each. In (201), nguli-girri refers anaphorically to the location of the trunk of 
the cycad palm, from which the cycad nuts sprout. In (202), the woman is "there behind R' where 
R is the group of men identified in the immediately preceding clauses. In (203), the 
COMPL-marked deictic refers back to a previous time, which is made explicit in the clause which 
follows. Further anaphora examples may be found in (32:278-9) (32:144) (33:32-4) and (34:504, 
971). Further spatial examples are found in (32:23) and (53:12).
(201) ga d j a k i r r  in .ga  d j i n i n g i ,  wali ngunu-g ir r i
and CtrunkUNM 3sgDATl. inK. CthisUNM3MnM CfoodUNM that-COMPLNOM NOM
minydji g i r i -n y + a ,  n g u l i - g i r r i  mi 1g a H -d j -n y -b a n  
THITH come-TPC+NF thatLOC-COMPL cycad.nut-INCHO-TPC-IM 
And this (is) its trunk, the afore-mentioned food comes out (of it), at that afore-mentioned 
place it then becomes cycad nuts (43:9-10)
(202) ga nyan n g u H - k i r r i  ny in i -n y  m iy i lk ,
and 3sgN0M thatLOC-COMPL sit-RPC [womanUNMlirtf,
NOM
and a woman was sitting there behind (them) (32:21)
(203) Mr Draysil  bi g i r - a l i  n g u n u - g i r r i ,
[Mr D rays i1UNM1 HITH come-RPA Cthat-COMPL], __
NUM LUL
se t t l em en t  miri  y i r r p i - n i - b a n
t s e t t l e m e n t ) ACC l i ke  set-RPC-IM
Mr Draysil came here at that previous time, when he founded the settlement (34:1198-9)
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3.S WORD-FINAL VOWEL A, DURATIVE, VOCATIVE
In th is  section we shall discuss the -functions o-f a w ord-final change of vowel from an 
underlying i vowel to a surface a vowel. There is  no change in s tr e s s  p a tte rn  or intonation. The 
vowel change nearly always occurs word finally; and in many instances i t  has semantic content. 
(The change can occur non-word-finally only in certain  circumstances, and even then i t  is  
limited to  the vowel of the final syllable. See the discussion below.)
VOCative
When a relationship nominal, such as a kin kerm ending in an vowel (in Djinang, such a 
vowel is  always an i vowel), is  used as a term of address, the final vowel is  changed to an a 
vowel. In some cases, there are phonetic reductions in the stem as well. The following are VOC 
forms of kin terminology, in which a final i vowel becomes a: gunydjirra 'fa th e r ', and i ts  
abbreviated form djirra 'fa th e r'; ngambirra 'm other'; wuwa 'older b ro ther' 'b rother'; migira 
'grandchild' (DaCh); ngatjitja  'grandparent' (opposite moiety, Fa is  linking relative); midja 
'grandparent' (same moiety, Ho is  linking relative); and so forth . The following are same VOC 
forms which not only have word-final a , but other changes as well. The non-VOC forms are 
given in parentheses: gida (gaditi) 's is te r ';  mina (minini) 'w ife ' and MoBrSo; and the following 
is  an exception to  the rule th a t the vowel change occurs only word finally , gimnyarr (gimnyirri) 
'grandchild' (SiDaCh). Personal names, and fam iliar forms such as muri 'daddy' (Yirritjing), and 
malu 'daddy' (Djuwing), do not change th e ir final vowel; the above change is  limited to  kin term s 
only.
When kin term s take ERG or PROM marking -r(i), the stem form ending in a is  used: hence 
gunydjirra-r father-ERG; wuwa-r brother-ERG; and so fo rth . The a -fin a l forms are, in many 
instances, identical or sim ilar to  the non-VOC kin forms in o ther Yolngu languages: for 
example: Djinba gunydjarra 'fa th e r'; ngambarra 'm other'. Presumably, a t the time of the Djinang 
Vowel Shift, the historical change of w ord-final «a to  i on kin nouns perm itted w ord-final a to  
be used to  mark another function. VOC was one such function. For nominals other than kin 
term s, verbs, and other p arts  of speech, o ther functions came to  be marked by a word-final a 
vowel where an i vowel otherwise would occur (or be elided). We shall consider these  functions 
below.
i — > a word finally
One of the functions of th is  change is  to  enable DUR marking, which will be discussed 
separa te ly  below. In what follows in th is  subsection, I am concerned with those instances of 
the change to  a word-final a vowel which are m anifestations neither VOC nor DUR marking. For
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■the sake o-f economy of discussion» I will speak of 'final a'; if should be borne in mind that I do 
not mean all instances of word-final a vowels» but only those in which there has been a change 
from an underlying i vowel.
Final a is a fairly frequent phenomenon. Of the thirteen texts used as my minimal 
database, there were approximately 300 instances of the change. All speakers do it. Analysis 
reveals that in some circumstances it has very clear semantic content» but in many cases 
(probably about half the total instances) there is little  or no semantic content, and the change 
becomes a performance-related stylistic device. I will deal with the instances which have 
semantic content first, and then with the rest. Final a seems to be a purely Djinang 
phenomenon; there is no evidence of VOC, DUR, or final a in Djinba, insofar as my limited data 
collection of Djinba materials reveals. This is entirely expected, since Djinba did not undergo 
the Djinang Vowel Shift.
Final a is used in lists, to mark the non-final constituents of the list (at least, those 
which may end in an i vowel in their citation form). It combines with intonation: the pitch level 
falls on the last member of the list, and remains level on the preceding members of the list. 
The last member of the list usually reverts to an i vowel word-finally, provided the word has a 
final i vowel in its  citation form. (This sometimes does not happen, as in (206) below.) The 
members of the lis t do not have to be nouns, but can be other parts of speech, such as deictics, 
or verbs; only very rarely do other parts of speech undergo this vowel change. On nouns, the 
change commonly indicates a list of items, or a lis t of participants of an event. On verbs, it 
indicates a list of events which, taken together, have semantic coherence (such as would be 
involved in verb chaining in Papuan languages). On deictics, it may be used to mark a list of 
items, or on a list of deictics marked with a local case (indicating a multitude of directions). On 
other parts of speech, I have only two examples, and so I cannot ascertain if there is any 
definite nuance of meaning being signalled. (I suspect not.)
The following examples illustrate these comments. It will be apparent from the examples 
that final a is independent of any nominal or verbal inflection. It is the word-final vowel which 
is lengthened, irrespective of inflection. Because if often has semantic content, it will be 
treated as a morpheme as far as illustrative examples are concerned. It will be marked by a 
plus (+) preceding the a vowel, and with a NF ("Non-Final vowel change") gloss. Example (204) 
illustrates final a on a list of nouns inflected for ERG case. Example (205) illustrates it with a 
lis t of PERL-marked nouns (the repeated nouns indicate that the action took place over a large 
spatial span, as is indicated also by DUR marking on the verb). Example (206) illustrates final a 
on a lis t of ALL deictic forms (the repeated deictics indicate that the action was taking place in 
a multitude of directions - implying a multitude of participants). Example (207) illustrates it on
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a lis t  of verbs which comprise a coherent set -  the word bukil-m irri-ban diff-LOC-IM  
terminates the sequence of coherent actions.
(204) b i 1 ngam b irra -r+a  g u n y d jir ra - r+ a  m a r 'm in g i-r+ a , gada-r+a,
but mother-ERG+NF f  ather-ERG+NF grandfather-ERG+NF sister-ERG+NF
g a l iy k a l iy ,  wuwa-r, g a y k a -r, djanguny d j in
ChusbandUNMl^pg brother-ERG uncle-ERG CstoryUNMl^j-. 3plERG
b u l t j i - n i ,  ng u rrw a g i-p i 
te ll-R P A  the.beg inn ing-O R
But (my) mothers, -fathers, grandparents, sisters, uncles, husbands, brothers, and uncles told 
me (this) story which comes -from the beginning times (42:38-9}
(205) W a r rw a r r . . . ,  m in .im iiii-m irrp m + a , m irurnin.i-m irrpm +a 
g o .q u ic k 1y+DUR paperbark-PERL+NF paperbark-PERL+NF 
m ifi im i n_i -m irrpm +a,
paperbark-PERL+NF
(We) went quickly along, through an endless forest of paperbark trees (34:1177}
(206) ga b u t j i y i - l i  ngunu g u - k u r r p i - n i , nguny il+ a
and dog-ERG t th a tU N M l^  DIST-chase-RPC thatALL+NF
n gu ny il+ a  nguny il+ a  n gu ny il+ a
thatALL+NF thatALL+NF thatALL+NF 
And the dogs were chasing those (buffalo) in a ll directions (34:318}
(207) l i b i  k i r i - n y  n y in i-n y + a , n i b i  b a l t j i - 1 + a ,
lplexcNOM go-RPC PROG-RPC+NF lplexcNOM climb.up-RPA+NF
l i b i  d ju n d i-n + a , b u k i l- m ir r i - b a n ,  . . .
lplexcNOM descend-RPA+NF c l i f f - L O C - I M
We went along, we climbed up, then we climbed down at the c lif f  ... (34:30-33}
Termination is important for lists . As noted above, intonation is one signal of 
termination; reversion to word-final i  vowel is another, use of girri COM PL particle is another, 
and so forth. One of the ways of of terminating a lis t of semantically coherent verbal actions 
is the use of non-thematic verbs. This verb class occurs in all Yolngu languages, though some 
Yolngu languages have used these verbs as stems to form regular inflecting verb forms -  
Djinba has done this. However, typically this class of verbs are not inflected, and usually occur 
alone (ie. without an accompanying synonymous inflected verb in the same clause), or 
occasionally with a synonymous inflected verb (see section 2.2). Some verbs of this class are: 
larr 'set off', djut 's it', djip 'stand s till' rarr 'spill', bur 'arrive', bat 'throw', bat 'get' 'pick up',
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blik 'exit' (and dozens more). Example (208) illustrates the use of a non-thematic verb to 
terminate a set of coherent actions. In this example» a party of people had just arrived by 
canoe at the river bank. DUR marking signals a length of time during which they moved the 
stores to the top of the bank; and the loan verb larr 'set off' signifies the termination of the 
implied sequence of actions.
(208) n g i n i b a . . . ,  ng in ib+ a, walm i-n+a, J_arr-ban
1p 1excNOM+DUR lplexcNOM+NF go.up-RPA+NF se t.o f f - IM  
We repeatedly went up (the river bank), then we set off {22:250}
We must now consider the large number of instances where final a occurs» but there is no 
apparent lis t either of nominals or verbs. Inspection shows that final a is very common 
preceding pause. Of 288 instances» 184 (64%) occurred immediately before pause. Those 
instances not occurring before pause were mostly semantically coherent groupings» such as a 
list of nouns» or deictics» or a set of coherent actions, as discussed above. If we ignored these, 
then the frequency of final a occurring immediately before pause and with apparently no 
semantic function, would rise markedly. Pause is very much a performance variable, since a 
large proportion of pauses in any speech event represent breaks for purposes of encoding the 
next section of speech. Final a here apparently is used to indicate non-finality in a string of 
encodings. That is, final a indicates to the hearer that the speaker has more to say on this 
topic. This is clearly parallel to the use of final a in lis ts , and coherent action sequences. To 
support this contention, I cite the following facts: firstly, the COMPL particle girri 'finished', 
which acts as an event terminator, never occurs with a final a; final a never occurs at the end 
of quoted speech; and final a never occurs at the end of a logically complete set of events. All 
of these contexts have in common that there is a semantic termination of an event (or events); 
and as can be seen from the discussion above, semantic termination is incompatible with the 
function of final a. Hence, we can summarize these instances of final a as marking a 
non-terminal point in the speech event. The cited text portions give numerous examples of this 
behaviour.
DURative vowel lengthening a...
DUR has consistent semantic content, and must be regarded as a morpheme. It involves 
the change i —> a in the word-final vowel of a verb (the main verb» but if an auxiliary verb 
follows, it occurs only on the auxiliary verb), and the a vowel then has temporally extended 
articulation, perhaps for up to two seconds. It may occur on a non-verb, (see 208 above) but 
still signifying duration of the activity. As a descriptive device, I use three periods following 
the a vowel in order to indicate length of articulation. If the final syllable of a word contains 
an a vowel in its  citation form, and the word ends in a sonorant consonant, then the final 
syllable's a vowel can be lengthened. Sometimes, when this obtains, the word-final consonant
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is lost. I use three periods following the final consonant to indicate length of the preceding 
vowel. Thus, Warrwarr... is phonetically [ warrwaaaaaaaaaaaarr D.
Semantically, DUR indicates duration of the activity represented by the clause. The 
duration is always temporal (as in examples (189) of section 3.7, and (6) of section 2.2), but it 
may also involve an added component of meaning -  namely that the semantic subject is changing 
its  location as a function of doing the action which is signified by the verb (as in examples 
(149) of section 3.1, (119) of section 2.12, and (160) of section 3.3).
Like non-final a, termination is important for DUR marking. In fact, in approximately 80% 
of instances of DUR marking, there is some means of explicit termination of the event so 
marked. Of the remaining 20%, the termination is implicit. DUR cannot be used to mark an event 
of indefinite duration, either in space or in time. (The THITH particle minydji, or DIST marking, 
or verbal inflection, or verbal auxiliaries, are used for indicating indefinite duration.) There 
are five ways of explicitly indicating the termination of an event marked by DUR, as below. 
Method 5. is comparatively rare.
1. by the COM PL particle girri.
2. by another event which is either semantically incompatible with the continuance 
of the DUR-marked event, or which involves an expectation of its  termination.
3. like 2., except that the terminating event is implied but not stated.
4. by an interjection 'good' (indicating successful completion of the event), 
or by the NEGative particle 'nothing'.
5. by restating the DUR-marked constituent, but without DUR or final a marking.
I shall give an example of each of these. The first illustrates termination using the 
COMPL particle, which is a very common means of termination (many dozens of instances in the 
database). The COMPL particle does not necessarily occur immediately after the DUR morpheme, 
but further amplificatory information (sometimes involving another instance of DUR as in 209) 
may occur between the DUR morpheme and the terminating COMPL particle - as in (189). DUR is 
not easy to translate into English, often it must be left untranslated, though sometimes it can 
be represented by an expression such as 'till done', as below.
<209) nginibi  d u t j i - l a . . .  k u k i m - d j i - l a . . . ,  g i r r i .
lplexcERG squeeze-RPA+DUR cook-THEMSR-RPA+DUR COMPL 
We kneaded (damper), and cooked it till done (22:207-8)
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The next example illustrates how a DUR marked event may be terminated by a following 
clause. Semantic incompatibility follows from the fact that it is not possible to continue coming 
after one has arrived at one's destination.
(210) b i l  k i r i - n y  n y i n i - n y a . . .  muri i n . g a  b i 1
3duN0M walk-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR CdaddyUNMl^ 3sgDAT 2duN0M
y u l g u - n g i 1 i
come. to-RPA
They walked all the way to (the boy's) father <24:16-7}
The next example illustrates implicit termination of the DUR-marked event. There are 
numerous instances of this type» where an terminating event has occurred but is not 
represented by a verb in the surface structure. In (211)» "arrival" is assumed» though not 
stated. It can be inferred from the LOC marking of the place name. That is» X-LOC is all that 
remains of an underlying clause "we arrived at X-LOC", the pronoun and verb having been 
deleted because in the context they are both redundant.
(211) n g i n i b i  g a - n g i 1 i - b a n , ka -ny  k i r i - n y a . . . ,
1p 1excERG take-RPA-IM take-RPC PROG-PRC+DUR 
d j i n i n g i ,  Ngi nggi l a M  -J0, b a t - p a n  nguH
[ thislMM N gingq ila li-L 0C 3L0C throw-IM thatLOC 
We then took (the tools) all the way to Nangalala and threw them down there <22:141-3}
The next example illustrates manymak 'good' used as a terminator of DUR marking. The 
narrator's party were making an airstrip at Murwangi. An example where wirr 'nothing' is used 
as a terminator was given previously as example (6) in section 2.2.
(212)  a m a d j i r r i ,  n i bi  b u y u bu y u- d j i - 1 i - t j a . . .
-  next  lplexcERG smooth-THEMSR-RPA-CONTR+DUR
garrku]_uk-dj  i -1 + a , manymak 
c 1ear-THEMSR-RPA+NF good
Next, we completely smoothed and cleared (the airstrip) till satisfactory (22:229-30)
Example (213) illustrates termination by means of restating the DUR-marked constituent 
-  in this case, a deictic. In this example, the narrator is describing how one may stand at the 
edge of a certain clear waterhole and see a very long way through the water. The DUR marker 
here indicates the long span through which one's vision may penetrate in the water. The 
meaning of the compound verb djay-wuywuy- is 'penetrate to a great depth', and is not 
equivalent to the sum of the meanings of its  constituent parts.
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(213) mir d j i n i - n g i r a . . . ,  m ir dj i n i- n g i r + a ,
lik e  this-ABL+DUR lik e  this-ABL+NF
djay-wuywuy-dji-m+a 
submerge-shake-THEMSR-PRES+NF
So from -this (bank) for a long way (one) sees through (the water) {34:550}
Finally» DUR marking temporal duration is synonymous with BIST marking temporal 
continuity» with the exception that DIST does not require termination. DIST is vague as to the 
time of termination of an event, whereas DUR requires either explicit termination, or implicit 
termination. The following example comes from a story where a boat is being loaded with tools 
and provisions. The two clauses are synonymous.
(214) ngunyiJH mi t j  i yang-iJ_i r ' - r a - n y  k ir i -n y -b a n ,
thatALL boat-ALL DIST-enter-RPC PR06-RPC-IM
m i t j i y a n g - i H  ra -n y  k i r i - n y a . . . ,  g i r r i
boat-ALL enter-RPC PR06-RPC+DUR COMPL
(He) kept on entering the boat then, he entered repeatedly till done {22:137-8}
3.9 OWNER, BEYOND, -miny, and -pingü) AFFIXES
This section deals with the remaining nominal inflections not dealt with up to this time. 
Some of these affixes are rare, and appear to be no longer productive (namely, all except OWN).
OWNer -watangu
The OWN affix is used to indicate possession by inherited right, or to indicate rightful 
possession for some reason. It is most commonly used with the noun gurrbi 'land' 'camp' 'place'» 
etc. to indicate the rightful owner of an area of land (by inheritance patrilineally). This affix 
occurs in several Yolngu languages (Zorc 1979). I do not yet know if it occurs in Djinba.
(215) b i l i n g  ngunu-ki r r i  gur r bi -wat angu-mi r rpi J_i , b i l i n g  . . .
3duN0M C that-COMPL piace-OWN-PAUCl inM 3duN0M . . .r NOM
Those two afore-mentioned land owners,... {19:92}
BEYond -atjuy
This affix appears, as far as I know, on only one form - the Distant deictic ALL form 
ngunyili thatALL 'to there'. This affix is historically derived from a particle «gatjuy 'go on'; by
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loss of ihe initial consonant which would then have resulted in the form being bound to the 
preceding constituent. Dhuwal/Dhuwala has the form gatjuy 'go on' (Morphy 1983:141; and also 
in Lowe's Gupapuyngu dictionary). The BEY affix means 'beyond X', where the reference point X 
is contextually defined. As we may expect, it can be used in either a spatial sense, or a 
temporal sense. Used spatially, it means that something is 'further beyond' some reference 
point, or with motion verbs, that the motion continues 'further beyond' some stated goal. Used 
temporally, it  indicates that something occurs at some time 'beyond' with respect to a time 
defined in the context. Since time flows unidirectionally, 'beyond' must be interpreted as 
'after ' the reference time -  as in (217) below. In example (216), the spatial sense is illustrated; 
and the temporal sense in example (217). In the latter example, the narrator is describing how 
people are born, and later die only to 'cycle around' for rebirth; and so on continuously. An 
irrealis tense is used because the narrator is exemplifying normative behaviour, rather than 
actual events. It is clear that ngunyil-atjuy in (217) can only have a temporal sense in this 
context.
(216) l ib i  k i r i - n y  n y i n i - n y a . . . ,  Bulman-fJ, n g u n y i l - a t ju y ,
lplexcNOM walk-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR Bulman-LOC thatALL-BEY
banim-ban, d j in a  nib i y u lg u - l i
midway-IM 3plDAT lplexcNOM come.to-RPA
We walked all the way to Bulman, and further on still, till midway we came to them (34-.89-90)
(217) ga b i - p a l i - n y i r i , ngurrwakng pa l+ a-0 ,  a
and DIST-die-RPI C the . begi nn i ngUNM] di e+NF-YPA -
n g u n y il~ a tju y  pal+a-tf, u d j i n i —dj i n i n  g minydj i
thatALL-BEY die+NF-YPA or t h i s - t h i s  THITH
pal+a-iJ, a ngunu-ngir . . .
die+NF-YPA and that-ABL . . .
And (people) would keep on dying, in the beginning they died, and after that they died, or today 
they continue dying, and after that ... (50:340-43)
Affixes -miny and -ping(i)
These are two very rare affixes. The -miny affix appears to mean 'in the middle of'. It 
occurs, for example, on the body part noun budjirri 'stomach'; the latter noun may be used 
figuratively to indicate centrality, and the form budjirri-miny stomach-miny is a way of saying 
'midstream', or 'in the middle' (of something).
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The -ping(i) affix is  actually a frozen combination of two affixes, the modern OR affix 
-B i, and the archaic Yolngu nominalizing affix -*ngu. The only examples I have of th is  form are 
on the tem poral noun gadjiri 'yesterday ' 'recent defin ite  p a s t ', and the adverb yili 'n ex t'. Thus 
gadjiri-ping means "yesterday 's one"; while yila-ping means 'the next one', 'the la s t  one (in 
sequence)'.
3.10 DERIVED VERBS AND DISTRIBUTIVE REDUPLICATION
In the remaining sections of chapter 3 we shall consider various small word c lasses; as 
well as nominal and verbal derivations. The presen t section is  devoted to  the topic of verbal 
derivations, and DIST reduplication.
INCHOative -d ji-  FACTitive -d ji-  THEMatiSeR -d ji-
Before we procede further, a h istorical d igression is  necessary in order to explain the 
difference between INCHO, FACT, and THEMSR morphemes, since they are formally identical in 
Djinang. INCHO forms a verb having the meaning 'become X', or 'be X'; and FACT forms a verb 
having the meaning 'cause to  become X', or 'to  make X'. THEMSR sometimes has minimal 
sem antic content -  seeming only to  be an augment which derives an inflectible verb stem . But in 
some instances, THEMSR has the same function as FACT. This ambivalence in the function of 
THEMSR will be explained below. In Djinba, these  three morphemes are formally d istinct, and 
each is  cognate with the Djinang form -d ji“ . For example, the following are three Djinba verbs, 
each illu s tra ting  one of the morphemes, of which the most common allomorphs are - y i-  INCHO, 
-y a -  FACT, and -y u - THEMSR.
D j i n b a  D j i n a n g
m arr-burral-ijan-yi-rrak ..INCHO-FUT m a r r -p ir r a l-k in -d ji-d ji ..INCHO-FUT
balangaw-ya-nmak ..FACT-FUT baj_angaw-dji-gi ..FACT-FUT
djama-yu-mak . .THEMSR-FUT djam a-dji-g i . .THEMSR-FUT
There are numerous examples of each Djinba morpheme in Appendix 4, and the in te rested  
reader can find more there . Comparison of Dabi and Ganalbingu THEMSR, FACT, and INCHO 
morphemes, together with the cognate Djinang forms, and the cognate Ritharrngu forms (Heath 
i980a:60-i, 73), reveals th a t the protoform s were -*DHi INCHO, -DHa FACT, and -*DHu 
THEMSR. (I have borrowed H eath's terminology in using THEMSR, for what he called a 
"Thematizing Increment" -  although he uses the la t te r  terminology for any segmentable verbal 
form ative having the shape -Cu-, ra ther than ju st those cognate to  -«DHu.) Where Ganalbingu
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has -yi— ya— yu-, Dabi often has -dji— dja— dju-, respectively; so that to be correct we 
should characterize the modern Djinba morphemes as -DJi- INCHO, -DJa- FACT» and -DJu- 
THEMSR. (The explanation of the Dabi dj-initial forms is simple: due to early contact with 
Djinang, Dabi palatalized *DH earlier than the time of the stop lenition historical change which 
caused *DH > y in Ganalbingu. Details are in Appendix 2.) Ganalbingu usually retains the 
dj-initial allomorphs -dji- -dja- and -dju- when a lamino-palatal consonant immediately 
precedes.
The Djinang Vowel Shift regularly changed a and u vowels in these morphemes to i (see 
chapter i). Consequently» the three functions THEMSR» FACT» and INCHO» can now only be 
separated by two criteria: the conjugation class of the verb, and the word class of the verbal 
stem. Djinang has three major verb classes (so too does Djinba): class i are mostly transitive 
verbs» and verbs formed by THEMSR all fall in this class; class 3 are mostly intransitive verbs» 
and verbs formed by INCHO all fall in this class. Class 2 is more complicated. This class has a 
mixture of transitive and intransitive verbs; and the equivalent class in Djinba is similar. 
Djinba verbs formed with the FACT morpheme fall into Djinba's class 2 conjugation» which is a 
conjugation class equivalent to Djinang's class 2. But the cognate Djinang verbs fall» not in 
Djinang's class 2» but into Djinang's class i. Also» the Ritharrngu FACT paradigm (Heath 
ibid:72) shows that the earlier Djinang FACT morpheme was conjugated as a class 1 verb, rather 
than switching conjugation class at the time of the Djinang Vowel Shift. This is fairly 
conclusive evidence that Djinang and Djinba are descended historically from different branches 
of a "Northern Yolngu" protolanguage.
In Djinba, FACT may possibly be still viable semantically; certainly it is quite 'visible7 
phonetically. In Djinang however» FACT appears to have almost lost its  semantic viability. 
There are only a handful of instances where Djinang FACT, forming a transitive verb, contrasts 
with CAUS or THEMSR. One example is the verb stem gul 'cease' 'stop'. This stem forms 
intransitive and transitive inflecting forms in two different ways. The common way is: 
Intransitive gul-dji-gi cease-THEMSR-FUT (conjugation class i)
Transitive gul-miy-gi cease-CAUS-FUT (conjugation class 1)
However, there is a less common way, as follows:
Intransitive gul-dji-dji cease-INCHO-FUT (conjugation class 3)
Transitive gul-dji-gi cease-FACT-FUT (conjugation class 1)
That the latter way uses INCHO and FACT is revealed by the Djinba cognate verbs, which are 
gul-yi-rrak cease-INCHO-FUT, and gul-ya-nmak cease-FACT-FUT. Thus, in Djinang, there is 
ambiguity in the form gul-dji-gi, which could be either transitive, or intransitive. The other 
forms, gul-dji-dji and gul-miy-gi, are unambiguously intransitive and transitive, respectively.
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In the second pair of examples immediately above» it can be seen that the transitive form 
may be derived from the intransitive form by replacing the underlying INCHO morpheme with an 
underlying FACT morpheme -  thereby changing the conjugation class for the inflexible stem. 
This is no longer a productive schema for deriving transitives from intransitives in Djinang. 
Apparently it is s till productive in Ritharmgu (see Heath ibid:60); and possibly also in Djinba, 
although this has yet to be investigated systematically. The Djinang Vowel Shift has caused 
the FACT morpheme to weaken vis-a-vis the THEMSR morpheme, so that the former no longer 
enters into productive stategies for the formation of transitive verbs from intransitive verbs. 
Hence, modern Djinang speakers have almost merged FACT with THEMSR, and only a few 
isolated instances such as discussed above have resisted the merger. This accounts for the 
afore-mentioned ambivalence in the function of THEMSR. (There is some evidence that FACT 
has similarly weakened in Djinba as well. For example: the nouns such as gadung 'big' form 
transitives using the THEMSR morpheme, rather than the FACT morpheme. Hence 
gadung-yu-mak big-THEMSR-FUT 'cause to become big'. This would be due to diffusion of the 
Djinang patttern into Djinba.)
Verbs Derived From Non-Verbs
There are three productive means of deriving a verb from a non-verb: the first is by 
means of INCHO - deriving an intransitive verb of class 3. A second way is by means of CADS 
-miy-» which derives a transitive verb (never a ditransitive verb) of class 1. The third way is 
by means of THEMSR, which usually derives a transitive verb of class i; but may occasionally 
derive an intransitive verb of class i (gul-dji-gi cease-THEMSR-FUT discussed above is an 
example). I shall briefly discuss each in turn.
The INCHO always derives an intransitive verb. The affix is added to a stem which may be 
a nominal stem (adjectival nominals are the most common class of nominals which behave like 
this), a loan noun or loan verb, or a NEG word such as wirr 'nothing' 'no'. Some examples are: 
wana-dji-dji big-INCHO-FUT 'become big', yul-dji-dji man-INCHO-FUT 'become a man', 
marnggi-dji-dji knowledge-INCHO-FUT 'become knowledgeable' 'learn', wirr-dji-dji 
nothing-INCHO-FUT 'become nothing' 'die', ingki-dji-dji not-INCHO-FUT 'be nothing', 
mirgi-dji-dji bad-INCHO-FUT 'become bad' 'be bad', etc.
THEMSR usually derives a transitive verb, and irrespective of the transitivity value, the 
resulting form will belong to the class i conjugation. (It is not possible to derive a verb 
belonging in conjugation class 2, from either nominal or verbal base forms. All derived verbs 
belong to either class i or class 3.) The THEMSR affix is added to a stem, which is usually a 
noun, but can also be an adverb, NEG word, or a loan noun or verb. Besides the example given 
previously, further examples of derived intransitive verbs using THEMSR are, firstly, with the
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adjective bumir-wurpm forehead-one 'one time' 'once'» where bumir-wurpm-dji-gi
forehead-one-THEMSR-FUT means 'do once'; and secondly, wukirri-dji-gi write-THEMSR-FUT 
'w rite '. However, intransitives derived by THEMSR are very rare. Some transitive examples 
are: wana-dji-gi big-THEMSR-FUT 'make big' (this is  probably really big-FACT-FUT, as will be 
explained later), yul-dji-gi man-THEMSR-FUT 'cause to become a man', mamggi-dji-gi 
knowledge-THEMSR-FUT 'cause to become knowledgeable' 'teach', mirgi-dji-gi
bad-THEMSR-FUT 'make bad', butjurru-dji-gi count-THEMSR-FUT 'count', etc. The last 
example, and the verb 'w rite ' above, involve well known Macassan loan verbs, wukirri 'w rite ', 
and butjurru (cf. GUP bothurru) 'w rite '.
CAUS always derives a transitive verb of class i. I t is  added directly to a root form. This 
follows the Gupapuyngu pattern (see the comment in Morphy 1983:76), and Djinba behaves 
similarly. Whereas Djapu and Ritharrngu add the CAUS to the UN Marked inflection of verbs in a 
certain conjugation class, Djinang, Djinba, and Gupapuyngu add CAUS directly to the stem. 
However, CAUS cannot be used indiscriminately in either Djinang or Djinba. It occurs only on 
stems which appear to be root forms (that is, not internally segmentable); or on certain 
reduplicated root forms. Hence, lap 'open' forms the transitive inflecting stem Jap-miy- 
open-CAUS. (See section 2.2 for more details.) There is one clear example of a noun being used 
to derive a transitive verb using CAUS. The noun bul'warr means 'nest'. The CAUS-derived verb 
is bul'warr-miy-gi nest-CAUS-FUT 'cause to take shelter'. More research is needed in order to 
ascertain exactly what the conditioning factor is for the use of CAUS, since there are certainly 
many instances where an indivisible root form (such as wana 'big') takes THEMSR rather than 
CAUS. At present, CAUS appears to be lexically conditioned. Loans from English always use 
THEMSR, never CAUS. One further point while on the topic of loans. While in Canberra I met 
student from Indonesia (Hamzah Machmoed). He had no knowledge of Yolngu languages. While 
discussing Autronesian loans, 1 asked if he knew the word mamggi. He did know it, and said it 
means 'shaman' or 'knowledgeable person'. Unfortunately he did not tell me the source 
language. This raises the possibility that mamggi may be an Austronesian loan; the other 
possibility is that it  is a pure coincidence. The la tte r is perhaps unlikely because of the rather 
unusual phonetic shape of the word. The possibility of it being a loanword needs further 
investigation.
A digression is apt here before leaving the CAUS morpheme. Firstly, the form -miy- in 
Djinang becomes -m i- when a nasal-initial suffix follows; and is -miyu- before IMP suffix -wi. 
Secondly, the CAUS morpheme in other Yolngu languages yields some interesting facts. 
Schebeck (1967a) gives -miyana- CAUS in the Nhangu language group, on the basis of Golpa data 
(the only Nhangu language he sampled). Capell's 1941 wordlist gives the Yan-nhangu CAUS 
morpheme as -miya- (eg. dhawar'-miya-ma finished.up-CAUS-UNM 'cause to be finished up' 
'tire  out'). In most Yolngu languages, it appears to be -mara (eg. Dhuwala/Dhuwal, Ritharrngu, 
Dhay'yi). The Dhangu form appears to  be -m a-. The Djinang Manyarring clan uses CAUS -m iri-
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(see text 32:94, 96), which is cognate to the common Yolngu form -mara-; while other Djinang 
clans use -miy- which is cognate to the Nhangu forms. Also, the Djinba form is -miy-, with 
allomorphs -miyi- and -miyu- occasionally attested. These facts would support the contention 
that Djinang and Djinba are both descended from a "Northern Yolngu" protolanguage.
There is an archaic CAUS morpheme in both Djinang and Djinba. It is no longer productive. 
(For purposes of genetic groupings, it would be very helpful to know the distribution of this 
morpheme in Nhangu, Dhangu, and Djangu languages -  if it occurs in any of these at all. 
Unfortunately, these languages are as yet insufficiently documented.) The Djinang morpheme is 
-djingi(l)- CAUS; where the final 1 is retained only before FUT -gi. Verbs inflected with this 
CAUS morpheme belong to conjugation class 2. A common example is wini-djingil-gi 
return-CAUS-FUT 'cause to return', compared with wini-dji return-FUT 'return' -  which 
belongs to class 3. The Djinba morpheme, which is cognate to the Djinang morpheme, is -djunga- 
in one instance, either -djungul- or -djungurr- in some other instances, and either -nga- or 
-ngul- in still other instances. Verbs which take this morpheme belong to conjugation class 2 in 
Djinba. These archaic CAUS morphemes do not, in general, occur on the same Djinang and Djinba 
stems, showing that both these languages have independently retained an earlier CAUS 
mopheme. Variations of the morpheme in Djinang and Djinba imply that the protoform may have 
been segmentable as -*DHu-ngVL. (Western Desert has a verb form DHu 'put' which is also 
used in compounds. Koch p.c.) There are probably less than a dozen instances of the morpheme in 
each modern language.
A few verbs exhibit the formative -pini- (or possibly -pini-, there is variation in my data 
as to whether the nasal is retroflex or not), which appears to have been a causative 
derivational affix. It is cognate to the archaic causative affix -punu- in Dhuwal/Dhuwala 
(Morphy 1983:46). Three Djinang verbs of this type are: mutpini-gi 'assemble' ' muster'; 
gandapini-gi 'make fish-trap weir'; mungbini-gi 'not reciprocate' (ie. not give a gift in return), 
'for good' (ie. an event resulting in a state  which obtains permanently). The verbs belong to 
conjugation class i. The formative is no longer productive in Djinang, and must be treated as 
part of the modern stem.
Verbs Derived from Verbs: transitives from intransitives
Yolngu languages uniformly use the NMLSR affix to derive a nominal stem from a verb. 
Djinang and Djinba are not exceptions. Also, in both languages a transitive verb is typically 
derived by adding the THEMSR morpheme to a nominal stem. It follows, then, by combining 
these two facts, that intransitive verbs can productively be used to derive transitive verbs by 
first nominalising the intransitive stem, and then thematising the resulting nominal stem. This 
schema has been been described in every grammar of a Yolngu language thus far written. The
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structure of such derived transitive verbs is stem-INCHO-NMLSR-THEMSR-. Not all 
intransitive verbs have an INCHO morpheme: for example» nyini-dji sit-FUT, djirri—dji 
stand-FUT» walma-dji go.up-FUT, giri go+FUT, and many other inherently intransitive stems 
lack INCHO. At the time of writing» while these verbs may certainly be nominalized using the 
NMLSR affix» I have not yet observed these verbs transitivized. I suspect that forms such as 
♦nyini-nyir-dji-gi »sit-NMLSR-THEMSR-FUT '»cause to s it ' are grammatically deviant. 
Certainly, attempts to elicit such forms have been unfruitful.
Some examples of transitive verbs derived from intransitives having INCHO are the 
following: wana-dj-nyir-dji-gi big-INCHO-NMLSR-THEMSR-FUT 'cause to become big', 
mirgi-dj-nyir-dji-gi bad-INCHO-NMLSR-THEMSR-FUT 'cause to become bad'» 
birral-dj-nyir-dji-gi true-INCHO-NMLSR-THEMSR-FUT 'cause to occur' 'bring to light' 
'expose' 'cause to be true', etc.
In the subsection above I claimed that a form such as wana-dji-gi 'cause to become big' 
may in reality be big-FACT-FUT rather than big-THEMSR-FUT. This is because the above 
forms wana-dj-nyir-dji-gi and mirgi-dj-nyir-dji-gi are synonymous with the forms wana-dji-gi 
and mirgi-dji-gi (and similarly for other derived verbs which have this same ambiguity of 
structure, but the same meaning). An obvious explanation is that the shorter forms are 
reflexes of a once-productive stem-FACT- transitive verb derivational schema.
The other ways of deriving transitive verbs from intransitives have been dealt with 
above. That is, with some verb roots, INCHO may be replaced by THEMSR, changing the 
conjjgation class to class 1, and the transitivity value to 'transitive'. And some other 
intransitive verbs having THEMSR may replace THEMSR with CAUS, to derive a transitive verb 
of conjugation class i.
Verbs Derived From Verbs: intransitives from transitives
In Yolngu languages the productive way to derive intransitive verbs from transitive ones 
is to use the RECIP affix. This affix has the effect, when used either with the 'reciprocal'» 
'reflexive'» or 'intransitiviser' functions, of reducing a verb's valency by a value of one. Thus, 
a three-place verb (ie. ditransitive) becomes a two-place verb, or a transitive verb becomes 
intransitive. All Yolngu grammars describe this process. In Djinang and Djinba the RECIP form 
is a pre-verbal particle, not an affix.
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In the case of three-place verbs (ie. those involving an Agent» Object» and Indirect Object) 
with RECIP» the 'place' which is lost may be either 0 or 10. Which is lost in any one instance 
depends on the meaning which is to be conveyed» rather than on grammatical factors (see 
section 3.17). In example (218)» RECIP with the verb bultji- 'te ll' and the EXCL-marked pronoun 
results in a meaning of 'tell myself' (where there is coreferentiality of the Agent and 10). In 
example (219), RECIP again indicates reflexivity, but of the Agent and Object, the Agent and 
Object being coreferential. The same verb can be used with RECIP indicating a reciprocal 
relationship between two participants, in which case there is loss of an explicit 10 as in 
example (220).
(218) djanguny in y d j i - r r  b u l t j i - g i  n g a r r i - b i -b i
[ storyUNM]^CC RECIP-lsgERG tell-F U T  lsgERG-OR-OR
I will explain the story to myself (65:26)
(219) mi J_i gi dj i -p i J_ i -n g ir  ingki 1 imi 1 a -nydj i+n m ild ir rp i-g i
totem.hero-PL-ERG NEG lplincDAT-RECIP+3plERG show-FI
Totemic spirits will not show themselves to us (66:27)
(220) bambuJJ in y d ji b i l  mi 1d irrp i-n m i
[bark.paintingUNM ) RECIP SduERG show-YPA
They showed each other (their) bark paintings
The RECIP particle may also be used to derive an intransitive verb phrase from a 
transitive verb. Thus, for example, corresponding to transitive malim-dji-gi 
finish.off-THEMSR-FUT 'finish off' is the intransitive phrase inydji malim-dji-gi RECIP 
finish.off-THEMSR-FUT 'be finished off'. There are dozens of examples like this in the Djinang 
lexicon (Waters 1983). It is not possible to form an intransitive verb by first nominalising a 
transitive verb, and then adding INCHO.
The other means of deriving intransitives has been discussed above. That is, the 
interchange of INCHO with THEMSR on some roots, and of THEMSR with CAUS on other roots.
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Table  3 .2  Summary o-f Verb D e r i v a t i o n s
INTRANSITIVE TRANSITIVE
stem/root-INCHO- (c l  as s 3) < — >
stem/root-THEMSR- (cl  a s s 1) <-->
root-INCHO- (c l  as s 3) < — >
root-INCHO- (cl  a s s 3) < — >
RECIP t r a n s i t i v e  verb <-->
r r r r r : = = = = = : = = :
stem/root-INCHO-NMLSR-THEMSR ( c l a s s  1) 
s tem/root-CAUS- ( c l a s s  1) 
root-THEMSR- ( c l a s s  1) 
root-FACT- (n o n -p r o d u c t i v e )  ( c l a s s  1) 
t r a n s i t i v e  verb (any c l a s s )
Verbal Reduplication and DISTributive reduplication CV'-
The properties of verbal reduplication discussed by Morphy (1933:78-80) for Djapu, are 
equally apt for Djinang. For this reason, I do not intend to devote much space to a discussion of 
reduplication. The essential effect of reduplication is to quantitatively increase the activity 
signalled by the non-reduplicated verb form; or, to put it a different way, it indicates Tots of 
the action'. This increase of activity is realised in various ways, according to the semantics of 
the non-reduplicated verb. For inherently punctiliar verb, the reduplicated form indicates 
repetition of the action, or distribution of the action over a number of participants. For 
example, djarribi-dji-gi quieten-THEMSR-FUT 'quieten someone', and djarribi-djarribi-dji-gi 
REDUP-quieten-THEMSR-FUT 'repeatedly quieten someone', gilgirr-gi hide-FUT, and 
gil—gilgiri—gi REDUP-hide-FUT 'many (people) hide'. Another example is galbi-gima 
w'-walngirri-ny many-EMPH DIST-dance-RPC 'very many people were dancing'. Further 
instances of repeated activity occur in (149), (214), (217), For inherently durative verbs, 
reduplication can signal distribution of the action over a number of participants, or continuance 
over time. For examples, see the next paragraph.
There is one major difference between Morphy's account, and the Djinang pattern. In 
Dhuwal/Dhuwala, reduplication of the full stem is quite common. In Djinang, reduplication of 
the full stem is comparatively rare; and reduplication usually occurs as merely the first 
consonant and vowel of the stem being reduplicated (and the vowel is usually centralized to 
schwa, or fronted/raised to i, and following w or r it may be omitted entirely). This type of 
reduplication I have called DISTributive reduplication. It has been mentioned briefly in 
sections 2.14 and 3.8. When more than the first open syllable of a verb root occurs as the 
reduplication, I use the label REDUP rather than DIST. However, there is sometimes a semantic 
difference between the two kinds of reduplication (see the next two paragraphs). Examples of 
DIST indicating temporal distribution of an inherently durative event can be found in (16), (21), 
(107), (110), (156), (162), (171), and (195). Example (206) illustrates distribution over a number of
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participants, for an inherently durative event. Example (110) could also be considered as 
duration over space, as well as time. However, since an inherently durative action continued 
across space will also necessarily be continued across time, it is not necessary to set up a 
spatial category in this instance.
As in Dhuwal/Dhuwala, there is sometimes a shift of lexical meaning between the 
reduplicated and non-reduplicated forms, rather than one of the distributive functions 
obtaining. Forms exhibiting lexical shifts all appear to involve REDUP, and never DIST. For 
example: inydü garrpi-gi RECIP tie.up-FUT 'be tied up', versus inydji garr-karrpi-gi RECIP 
REDUP-search.for-FUT 'search for'; girrbi-gi be.named-FUT 'be named X', versus 
girr-girrbi-gi REDUP-twist-FUT 'tw ist' 'rotate'; liyuw-miy-gi turn.round-CAUS-FUT 'turn a 
corner', versus liyuw-liyuw-miy-gi REDUP-turn.round-CAUS-FUT 'encircle' 'enclose'.
Finally, as in Dhuwal/Dhuwala, reduplicated forms (verbs, and other parts of speech) for 
which there are no corresponding non-reduplicated forms are quite common. These likewise 
seem to be restricted only to REDUP forms, and never occurring with DIST. For example: 
bit-bit-dji—gi REDUP-twist-THEMSR-FUT 'tw ist hair string', bur-bur-dji-gi
REDUP-ascend-THEMSR-FUT 'rise straight up', buyu-buyu-dji-gi
REDUP-smooth-THEMSR-FUT 'smooth over', galng-galng-dji-gi REDUP-hunt-THEMSR-FUT 'go 
hunting', and so forth.
Verb compounding by means of body-part nouns
All Yolngu languages productively expand their lexical inventories of verbs by forming 
compound verb stems of the form: Cbody.part3-Cverb.stemD-. Body part nouns are certainly 
the most productive word class in forming compounds of this nature (both verbal compounds, 
and nominal compounds); but other word classes may also be used. For example: the NEG word 
wirr 'nothing' forms a compound with bultji- 'te ll', so that wirr-pultji-gi NEG-tell-FUT means 
'to say nothing'. Another involves an unknown formative bulu- '?? ' with the root ngurri- 
'throw', forming bulu-ngurri- ??-throw- 'banish'. Compounds involving djay-, and djuy- are 
similar, and the meaning of these formatives is somewhat obscure (at present).
The reason for the prevalence of body part nouns in forming (noun and) verb compounds 
lies in the Whorfian concept of a cryptotype. In Yolngu world view, the human body is the 
paradigm for the expression of figurative meanings. That Yolngu people all have the same 
crypotypes, is illustrated by the following facts. Body part nouns are not, in general, formally 
identical (nor even cognate) across many Yolngu internal language divisions. For example, 
Gupapuyngu liya 'head', Djinang gungi 'head'; Gupapuyngu diltji 'backbone', Djinang burri 
'backbone'. Nevertheless, a compound in one language is not borrowed intact by speakers of
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another language; instead» the body part noun is replaced by the form -for the same body part in 
the borrowing language. Furthermore» speakers of Yolngu languages productively coin new 
compound -forms as the need arises. These -facts show that the body provides a semantic 
paradigm which -functions to generate compound words having figurative meanings.
The generation of figurative meanings is the most common function of compounding with 
body part nouns, but occasionally a compound may be used with its  literal meaning: for example, 
gungi-balpi-gi head-pound-FUT 'hit on the head'. More commonly, a compound will have a 
literal meaning, or a semi-literal meaning, and one or more figurative meanings as well. For 
example; guraki 'nape of neck' is used figuratively with the sense 'back' or 'rear', and the 
compound gcraki-wini-djingil-gi nape-return-CAUS-FUT may have the semi-literal meaning 
'cause to return back'» or figurative meanings such as 'reciprocate in kind'» 'change one's mind', 
'rewind', 'have a ceremony in memory of someone'.
A full study of figurative meanings must wait until I have a deeper understanding of 
Djinang world view, and further discussions about figurative meanings associated with body 
parts. However, I can illustrate some of the figurative senses which obtain for the noun bumiri 
'forehead'. The list of figurative senses for this noun is not exhaustive, it is merely a 
selection of those which I know of at the time of writing. Firstly, it can be used to express 
'number of times': bumir-wurpm-dji-gi forehead-one-THEMSR-FUT 'do once'. Secondly, it may 
express direction of orientation: bumir-ngunyil-atjuy forehead-thatALL-BEY 'facing further 
on'. It may express mutuality of interaction: bumir-pangari-gi forehead-pass.by-FUT 'pass by 
each other'» 'exchange something'. It may express the state of the will: bumir-manbi-dji-gi 
forehead-hard-THEMSR-FUT 'be stubborn' 'be resolute'; bumir-bilbal-dji-dji 
forehead-soft-INCHO-FUT 'be weak willed' 'be irresolute'. It may express remoteness, either 
of perception, or of an action: bumir-nya-gi forehead-see-FUT 'observe part of something in 
the distance' 'be uninterested' (ie. keeping oneself at a distance because of disinterestedness); 
bumir-witjigi forehead-call.out-FUT 'call out over a long distance' 'make a telephone call', 
bumir-gin-dji-gi forhead-PROP-THEMSR-FUT 'invoke a spirit' 'pray'. It can indicate approach 
of participants with implied escalation: bumir-mirrpili-dji-dji forehead-PAUC-INCHO-FUT 
'approach each other' 'come together in an argument'. There are other senses too, but this list 
should be sufficient to illustrate not just that the phenomenon occurs, but something of its 
complexity as well. It is certainly not the case that each such compound must be learnt 
holistically by mother-tongue speakers; for then there would be no possibility for speakers to 
productively coin new compounds.
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Finally» there is evidence that certain monosyllabic verb roots have» in the past, been 
used as stem-forming suffixes. This is no longer a productive process, and of no significance 
for a synchronic grammar of Djinang. One example is the verb galbu-ngi place.down-FUT 'place 
down'. This verb, and the synonymous manbu-ngi, are fossilized compounds of the unknown 
formatives *gal- and «man- with the common Pama-Nyungan verb bu- 'h it'. The evidence for 
this is that the Djinang and Djinba TPA or RPA inflection for the verb 'h it' is unique; in Djinang 
it is bi-pini hit-TPA/RPA, while in Djinba it is bi-pan hit-TPA/RPA. In both languages, the 
stem is bu- for other inflections. For both of the above Djinang words, the -pin(i) allomorph 
for TPA/RPA obtains: galwu-pin place.down-TPA/RPA 'placed down'» and manwu-pin 
place.down-TPA/RPA 'placed down'. There are other verbs where *bu- can be tentatively 
identified as a stem-forming suffix -  mainly on comparative grounds using Djinba cognates; 
however, the TPA and RPA inflections have been levelled to the modern -(ngi)li allomorphs.
3.11 DERIVED NOUNS, NOMINALISER
There are two common ways of deriving nouns. The first way is to derive nouns from 
verbs using the NMLSR suffix appropriate to the conjugation class of the verb. The other way 
is to form compound nouns using body part nouns as prefixes. The la tter method derives nouns 
which have mostly figurative meanings, or which refer to abstract entities such as emotions; 
although this method also derives nouns which refer to concrete entities - provided there is a 
semblative link between the concrete entity and the body part.
Some examples of nouns derived from body part nouns are given in the following 
paragraph. The lis t is not exhaustive, and contains a mixture of abstract and concrete derived 
nouns. Many more can be found in the Djinang lexicon (Waters 1983); especially in the sections 
where the following body part nouns may be found: bumiri 'forehead'» bunyan 'buttocks', burri 
'backbone'» butjiri 'ear', djabiri 'mouth' and rarri 'mouth', galngi 'body', gundjarr 'arm', 
gumbirri 'hand' gungi 'head', lurrkan 'waist', mani 'oesaphagus' 'neck', marr 'soul', mil 'eye', 
mungan 'lower back', ray 'temple'; yarti 'lower leg', and so forth. All Yolngu languages use body 
part nouns in this way; it is certainly a proto-Yolngu feature.
The examples are: bumir-rirrkiyan forehead-rock 'rocky prominence'; bumir-mala-gining 
forehead-COL-PROP 'group having mixed social affiliations'; bumir-manbing forehead-hard 
'stubborn person'; bumir-yabulu forehead-serene 'kind' 'self-controlled impartial , 
bunyin-djanguny-gining buttocks-story-PROP 'newsmonger'; bunyin-garrpi-na-kining 
buttocks-wrap-NMLSR-PROP 'ceremonially dressed person'; burri-ngirki backbone-bone 
'mainland' (ie. burri in sense 'high ground' and ngirki in the sense 'foundation'); butjir-badatj 
ear-incomplete 'disobedient'; butjir-balpiri-gining ear-visit-PROP 'companion'; butjir-bilbal
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ear-soft 'easily persuadable'; butjir-djumiling ear-blunt 'deaf' 'willfully disobedient'; 
butjir-marnggi ear-knowledge 'overheard'; djabir-mar-gining mouth-trouble-PROP 'estranged 
friend' 'enemy'; djabir-murrurrt mouth-bunch 'mutually cooperative group of people'; 
galngi-wakal-gining body-fun-PROP 'healthy'; gumbirr-ngangi-gining hand-spear-PROP 'male'; 
gumbirr-gani-gining hand-digging.stick-PROP 'female'; gungi-bilbaling head-soft 'weak headed' 
'kind' 'compliant person'; gungi-bukil head-cliff 'cliff-top'; gungi-djarrkut head-sharp 'person 
with pointed head' 'clever thinker'; and so forth. The preceding list should be sufficient to 
illustrate the point.
Nominaliser -nyir(i) -nir(i)
To nominalize a verb, the NMLSR verbal suffix is used. The actual form of the suffix 
varies with the conjugation class of the verb: verbs of class 1 or class 3 take the allomorph 
-nyir(i)- or -nyira-, and verbs of class 2 take the allomorph -nir(i)- or -nira-. The first 
allomorph in each pair of NMLSR inflections is identical in form to the today-past-irrealis and 
rem ote-past-irrealis verbal inflection (Morphy calls the equivalent Djapu inflection 'past 
non-indicative'). The second allomorph in each pair is an older form, as the next paragraph 
indicates. All Yolngu languages nominalise verbs using the NMLSR suffix.
The Djinba NMLSR forms are -nya for Djinba classes 1 and 3, and -na for Djinba class 2. 
It would also be helpful here to indicate the relationship between the Djapu conjugation classes 
given by Morphy (1983:63-69) and the Djinang / Djinba conjugation classes. Djinang class 1 
inflections correspond to Djapu class NG inflections; Djinang class 3 inflections correspond to 
Djapu class 0 inflections; and Djinang class 2 inflections correspond to Djapu classes N and L 
(these two classes have merged in Djinang and Djinba). (Djinang class 1 corresponds to Djinba 
class 1; Djinang class 2 corresponds to Djinba class 2; and Djinang class 3 corresponds to 
Djinba class 3.) Consideration of the Djapu forms, and Schebeck's data (1979b), indicates that 
the proto-Yolngu NMLSR forms were -*nhara and -*nara, corresponding to Djinang classes 1 
and 3, and class 2, respectively. Thus, the allomorphs -nyira- and -nira (which some dialects of 
Djinang, such as Marrangu, shorten to -nya- and -na- before the PROP affix) are older forms 
which have partially resisted the Djinang Vowel Shift. These forms typically occur before the 
PROP affix.
In Djinang, nouns formed from verbs using the NMLSR affix require further affixation 
following the NMLSR affix. A form such as *gingi-nyir #think-NMLSR is deviant (as a noun). 
Two common ways of forming a noun using NMLSR are either to further add the OR case 
following NMLSR, or to further add the PROP affix following NMLSR. OR is used when the 
derived noun refers to an entity which arises existentially out of the action denoted by the 
verb. Thus wukirri-dj-nyir-bi write-THE M SR-NM LSR-OR 'a writing'; gingi-nyir-bi
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think-NMLSR-OR 'a thought'; marr-pirral-kin-dj-nyir-bi soul-true-PROP-THEMSR-NMLSR-OR 
'a belief'; mil-gultji-gin-dj-nyir-*bi eye-fat-PROP-THEMSR-NMLSR-OR 'a lu s t' 'greed'. OR 
case in Djinang is  an historical merger of OR and ASSOC cases. Thus OR case is also used when 
the derived nominal has an associative relationship to the action denoted by the verb. Thus 
nyini-nyir-bi sit-NMLSR-OR 'a seat'; baltj-nyir-bi climb.up-NMLSR-OR 'a step'; 
midjirr-dj-nyir-bi dust-THEMSR-NMLSR-OR 'a duster'. PROP is used when the derived nominal 
represents an action or property possessable by a referent. Thus wanngir-nyira-kining 
save-NMLSR-PROP means 'one who saves'; and mil-gultji-gin-dj-nya-Kining 
eye-fat-PROP-THEMSR-NMLSR-PRQP means 'lustfu l person' 'greedy person'; and 
rum-dapili-dj-nya-kining law-break-THEMSR-NMLSR-PROP means 'a lawbreaker'.
If a noun takes a case suffix, then the case suffix may occur immediately following 
NMLSR; as in rirrkiyan bari-nyir-mirri rock overspread-NMLSR-LOC 'a t the place where rocks 
form a ford'. However, although nominalized verbs may potentially be inflected for case or 
other affixation, they seldom are inflected. Instead, speakers prefer to use them in descriptive 
appositional NPs. In such NPs, case is unmarked (except for adnominal NP-internal functions). 
(ERG may occur after PROP on a nominalized verb, since such nouns usually refer to +HU 
referents and thus may be Agents.) However, nouns derived using OR case are seldom +HU, and 
therefore usually occur as Objects, so that overt ACC case marking is  unnecessary. In these 
ways, excessive complexity is avoided.
A further post-NMLSR affix which was once productively used in the formation of 
nominalised verbs is the archaic nominaliser affix -*ngu, of which the Djinang reflex is  -ng(i). 
It is no longer productive in Djinang. There are are few nominalisations which prefer th is form, 
rather than the more usual -b i OR marker. The verb w il-dji-gi crooked-THEMSR-FUT (—dji here 
was probably once FACT) 'make crooked', forms the nominal w il-tj-nyiri-ng 
crooked-THEMSR-NMLSR-ng 'crooked'. Other forms are bali-nyiri-ng die-NMLSR-ng 'dead'; 
dapili-dj-nyiri-ng break-THEMSR-NMLSR-ng 'broken' (the equivalent form dapili-dj-nyir-bi is 
also used).
3.12 ADVERBS
There is a relatively small closed class of true adverbs. True adverbs do not take case 
suffixation, although one particular adverb, yili 'again' 'next', can occur with LOC case. This 
however generates an idiomatic adverbial form yili-mirri next-LOC 'next in succession' 
'following afte r '; it is not a productive process. Other than th is one example, true adverbs do 
not take case suffixation.
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Some of the true adverbs identified thus far are: warray 'certainly'; wawu 
'unsuspectingly'; munguy 'continually'; ngidawa 'singly' 'alone'; djayal 'slowly'; gida-gida 
REDUP-quick 'quickly'; badatj 'incompletely' 'ineffectually'; madjirri 'again' 'next' (this form 
does not take LOC suffixation); rungili 'while on the run'; bubali 'randomly' 'without aiming'; 
djuditj 'following after' (cognate to GUP dhudi 'buttocks'); yalkuy 'for a while' 'temporarily'; 
nguning 'carefully'; gididjirrim 'together'; giliwilim 'together'; yungan 'secretly' 'unobserved'; 
baman 'a long time interval'; gumbala 'empty-handed'. There are undoubtedly others» but 
certainly the class of true adverbs is not large.
Two INTENSifiers are commonly used adverbially. One is the word pirr 'very'» which 
usually occurs in the expression baman pirr long.time.interval INTENS 'a very long interval of 
time'; though it can occur by itself» though rarely. A more common adverbial INTENS morpheme 
is the particle mirrpm(i)» which is formally identical to the PERL case affix» though mirrpm(i) 
'very' 'at the height of'» is a free form having no conotations related to the PERL function. 
This particle intensifies the activity, and may also be used adjectivally to intensify a noun. 
For example wana mirrpm 'very big'. Though it often may be translated by 'very'» this is not 
adequate in all instances. For example, with the season noun rarranydjarr 'south wind' 'cold 
weather season', the expression rarranydjarr mirrpm means 'at the height of the cold season' 
(ie. at the very coldest time of the year). Another example is (221) below, where the particle 
indicates deepness of sleep.
(221) nyan n g u r r i - n y in a . . . ,  nyani n g u rr i-n y in  m irrpm i, yul
3sgN0M sleep-RPA+DUR 3sgN0M sleep-RPA INTENS CmanUNMl^
The man fell into a very deep sleep (24:126-127)
Certain nouns and certain verbs may be used adverbially. Of the class of nouns which may 
be used adverbially, most are body part nouns. Only a couple of verbs have been observed with 
adverbial function. The stem of the verb balpari-gi visit-FUT 'v isit' may be used as an adverb 
meaning 'in company', as in (222). The verb ngurri-dji lie.down-FUT can be used adverbially (see 
223) with ABL to express the meaning 'from a lying position' (do an action), and the locative 
particle ngidjirrkngi can similarly be used with ABL to express 'from close at hand' (do an 
action). Thus this use of ABL is probably quite productive, although I have only a couple of 
examples in the collected texts. The most common adverbial verb is the verb djirri-dji 
stand-FUT, which when used adverbially has meanings such as 'erectly' 'standing' 'with head 
raised' 'straight-legged'» depending on the verb which it modifies. Examples (5) and (4) 
illustrate the the first two meanings: in (4) the meaning is 'standing', in (5) it is 'standing 
erect' (ie. to get one's head as high as possible).
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k  i r i - 0 r(222) b a lp i r i  Tim ka-ng
in.company lplincERG take-FUT PROG-FUT
We will take him in company with us {65:44}
(223) ngurr i - n y i - n g i r  d j i —t j a l  t j  i —bi —n t j a r r i - t f
1 i e .down-TPC-ABL DIST-ground-OR-PRES EXIST-PRES 
From a lying position he keeps on lifting it {67:71}
Body part nouns may be used to derive adverbs. They usually take either the DELIM affix 
-pm(i), or the INSTR case marker -dji; though occasionally a marker is lacking. Adverbial 
phrases are possible, using body parts. A common adverbial phrase is bumiri X forehead X, 
where X is a number such as wurpm(i) 'one', bininggili 'two', and so forth. Such a phrase means 
'one time', 'two times', etc. according to the number which X represents. Reduplicated body 
parts may be used adverbially: for example, biri—biri chest-chest means 'face-to-face', or 
'facing each other'. Example (224) illustrates gumbirri 'hand' used with both INSTR and DELIM 
marking, to express the meaning '(by the hand) gently'. Further examples may be observed in 
(161), and (58). In the latter, the body part biri 'chest' is fused with what may have been an 
allomorph of ALL case; in any case, the form birintili- is now used as an adverb indicating 
'springing forth from a person'.
(224) g i r r  ngunu gum birr-d ji-pm
SEQU CthatUNM]ERG hand-INSTR-DELIM
Then those (people) took them gently (away) {32:159}
The following nouns, none of which are body parts, have been observed to have been used 
as adverbs: wurpm 'once' (probably a contraction of the phrase bumir wurpm forehead one 
'once', djunupa 'straight' - used in the sense 'straight away', wurpi 'other' 'different' - used in 
the sense 'differently', mirgi 'bad' -  used in the sense 'badly', warrarri Ted clouds (at sunset)' 
-  used in the sense '(set) redly'. Example (225) illustrates birral 'true' used in the sense 
'truly'; and (226) illustrates the noun garray 'good' used with INSTR marking as the adverb 
'well'.
(225) yarim nyan i,  m a r r - y i r r im - k in - d j i - n  b i r r a l ,
j u s t  3sgN0M sou 1-true-PROP-THEMSR-RPA trueUNM
He just truly believed {33:115}
(226) nyuni g a r ra y -d j i  g i r i - t f
2sgN0M good-INSTR go-FUT
You will do well {53:20}
b i l i - n y  k a -n y , 
3du-ACC take-RPC
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The adverbial item» irrespective of its word class, may occur either before or after the 
verb complex. Clause initial position seems to be slightly favoured. Adverbs formed from body 
part nouns most commonly occur preceding the verb complex.
3.13 AUXILIARY VERBS
Yolngu languages use a closed set of motion and stance verbs as auxiliary verbs in order 
to express durative aspect, with varying nuances according to the actual auxiliary verb used. 
Morphy (1983:89-90) lis ts  four such verbs in Djapu: yuKurra-0 Tie down', dhärra-0 'stand', 
nhina-0 's it ', and marrtji 'go'. In Djapu, yukurra is the most commonly used. Djinang likewise 
has a set of auxiliaries, except that the Djinang inventory includes a few verbs not in Morphy's 
set. The Djinang set is, exhaustively, and in order of frequency: Kiri—0 go-FUT 'go', nyini-dji 
sit-FUT 's it ' 'be', giri-0 go-FUT 'go' (note the word-initial voicing contrast), and the 
following occur infrequently; djirri-dji stand-FUT 'stand', ngurri-dji lie.down-FUT Tie down', 
nunydjirri-0 go.quickly-FUT 'go quickly' 'run', and wali-ki crawl-FUT 'crawl about'. The 
Djinang inventory thus numbers seven auxiliary verbs.
The full number of auxiliary verbs in Djinba is unknown, but is unlikely to be greater than 
the number of Djinang auxiliaries. The following auxiliary verbs are attested in my Djinba data: 
gar(a)-mak go-FUT used as either a PROG or HABIT auxiliary; the archaic form of the verb 
'stand', djarra-k stand-FUT, used as an EXIST auxiliary (this form is not used as a main verb); 
and nyina-k sit-FUT used an an auxiliary with durative function, though the precise nuance is 
as yet unknown.
Auxiliary verbs, in Djinang and Djinba, always immediately follow the main verb, and 
always agree in inflection with the inflection of the main verb. Auxiliary verbs are of frequent 
occurrence; in my shorter database, there are 315 auxiliary verbs, with the following 
frequencies of occurrence: kiri-0 72%, nyini-dji 18%, giri-0 12%, djirri-dji 2%, ngurri-dji 2%, 
nunydjirri 1.5%, and wali-ki 1%.
While the basic function of each auxiliary is to denote durative aspect, various different 
nuances are obtained by varying the auxiliary used in the construction. The actual nuance 
depends on the unmarked lexical meaning of each auxiliary when used as a main verb, at least 
for the less frequently used auxiliary verbs. On the other hand, the frequently used auxiliaries 
have very precise meanings, and the meaning relationship of each to the same verb used as a 
main verb is not so direct.
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The PROGressive auxiliary kiri-0 is glossed by speakers who have some -facility in 
English as "all the way7. This is to be interpreted either spatially» or temporally (ie. 7all the 
time till done7)» according to context. With motion verbs» this auxiliary indicates that the
motion is taking place along a locus in space until a goal is attained. The goal of the motion is
defined by the context» usually overtly but not necessarily so. (This auxiliary is very commonly 
used in conjunction with DUR vowel lengthening» being synonymous in such a context.) With 
non-motion verbs» it indicates that the event is taking place over a span of time» until some 
contextually-determined completion obtains. (227) illustrates a common phrase in which the 
PROG auxiliary is used temporally in this way.
(227) d j i n  n g u r r i - n y  k i r i - n y  djadaw
3plN0M sleep-RPC PROG-RPC CdaybreaklMI]
They slept till daylight (34:149}
From the preceding paragraph, it is clear that termination of the activity is compatible 
with the use of this auxiliary. The termination of the activity is very often the next clause in 
the stream of speech, so that the PROG auxiliary may be used in a context of sequential action 
-  where the departure point of the later action is the former action (ie. the one which involves 
the PROG auxiliary). A good example of this kind of construction is example (228); in which the 
SEQU function is emphasized by the 1H clitic -ban. Notice that Kiri is not used in this example. 
This is because the same verb cannot be both a main verb, and an auxiliary verb, in the same 
clause. For this reason, whenever the main verb is giri 7go7» the PROG auxiliary is suppletively 
nyini- 7s it7 (there are 35 examples of this in my shorter database). As a result, the proportion 
of actual instances of the PROG function in the shorter database is 83%, and the proportion of 
instances of auxiliary nyini-dji sit-FUT with non-PROG function drops to 7%. Djapu likewise 
suppletively changes the auxiliary form, when otherwise the auxiliary and main verbs would be 
identical (ibid:90). There is one exception in Djinang, the main verb giri- with auxiliary giri- is 
permitted (it occurs once in my data).
(228) l i b i  k i r i - n y  n y i n i - n y  n g a n a p a r r a - b a n - d i r r i - n y  b i l
1 p 1 excNOM walk-RPC PROG-RPC Cbuff al o - I M l ^ - 1  sg-ACC 3duERG 
m i l d i r r p i - n i  k i r i - n y  yarraman
show-RPC PROG-RPC t hor seUNM]^^
We were walking along (and) then they showed me buffalo and horses (34:46-7)
Not all instances of PROG Kiri- imply sequence, nor even completion. Very often the 
auxiliary is used to merely mark duration, and the termination or completion of the activity is 
vague. An example of this occurs in the second clause of (228) above: the context does not 
indicate when the action of pointing out buffalo and horses ceased -  it is left vague. In such a
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context, the PROG auxiliary merely indicates that the subject is preoccupied in an activity over 
a length of time. A Djinang speaker explained this to me using the following example:
(229) bambuli nyani ngami-n k ir i-m
[bark .pa i nt i ngllNMI^^ 3sgERG paint-PRES PROG-PRES
He is preoccupied painting the bark {67:53}
The nuance here is that he is painting "all the way" till he finishes, and so is unavailable 
for any other activity. The activity is done until completion, or till the purpose for which it is 
done is satisfied. In English, we would simply say he is "preoccupied", as in the gloss above. 
However, quite often PROG is best left untranslated, provided it is clear from the context that 
the event is non-punctual.
The HABITual auxiliary giri- denotes events which are habitually done, or customarily 
done. A good translation in English is "used to do X', or 'always does X'. Examples of HABIT
have occurred previously in (9), (20), (99), and (154); and a further one is found in (32:25).
The two auxiliaries nyini- 's it ' and djirri- 'stand' mark EXISTential aspect. They are used 
in the context of an event which is a durative state. There is sometimes a difference in 
meaning between the two; mainly when these forms are used to indicate an event done either 
'while sitting' or 'while standing', respectively. Thus, (230) illustrates an event in PRES tense, 
where this meaning of 'standing cutting' obtains. However, the verb suffix -m also may 
indicate yesterday-past tense, in which case EXIST aspect would here indicate that the cutting 
was an act done over a period of time, with no connotations of standing, and would be 
translated 'used to cut'. Similarly, the FUT form of the djirri- EXIST auxiliary indicates 'will 
begin to do X'; that is, the start of an existential state of 'doing X'.
(230) djunggi n g a r r - i r r  d ja ri-m  t j a r r i - f l
[woodUNM]ACC 1sgERG-1sgERG cut-PRES EXIST-PRES
I am standing cutting wood
The djirri- 'stand' EXIST auxiliary does not always indicate 'standing doing' when used 
with PRES tense. For example, (223) in section 3.12 illustrates an action done from a lying 
position, and the djirri- EXIST 'stand' auxiliary is used. (Needless to say that the ngurri- 'lie 
down' INTERM auxiliary can be used instead in (223), in which case the meaning of that 
auxiliary will be 'lying doing'.) When either EXIST auxiliary is used in a purely existential 
sense, there is a preference for the nyini- 's i t ' form to be used with states involving +HU 
referents, while djirri- is likely to be used with -HU referents - especially with places and 
towns. Example (231) illustrates the nyini- EXIST auxiliary used to indicate a state of
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observing. In -this story, a dead relative (MoMoBr) watches ego (a living human) whenever the 
latter eats a certain type of yam. (Later, when ego dies, he will meet with some nasty 
repercussions in the afterlife.) It is dear that in this example, the act of watching is a state 
which obtains over a long time (in fact, over ego's whole life).
<231) nyani n g i 1 i t j - a n g i , n g i l i t j - a n g i  mi d j i ,
3sgERG lduinc-GEN lduinc-GEN CMoMoBrlMtl trDr
EKu
nya-ng n y i n i - d j i ,  mi d j a - r ,  d j i r r i t j i r r  inydj i
see-FLU EXIST-FUT MoMoBr-ERG [yamUNM]MOM RECIPNCJM
And our (male) granny will be watching us: yams being taken ... <42:6-7}
By way of summary then; these two EXIST auxiliaries may be used to indicate a durative 
event in which the action is done either 'sitting ' or 'standing' according to the auxiliary verb 
used. Alternatively, they may signal an existential state of doing an action, with no 
connotations of either sitting or standing. When djirri- 'stand' EXIST aspect is used with FUT 
tense, it indicates that at a future time an existential durative state is about to begin. The 
nyini- 's it ' EXIST auxiliary is the one typically used with +HU nominal referents, and -HU 
nominal referents are more likely to occur with the djirri- 'stand' EXIST auxiliary. Which 
function of the various functions that may be marked by these auxiliaries actually obtains in 
any one clause, is conditioned by semantic rather than grammatical factors. Some examples of 
these auxiliaries occur in the cited texts as follows: djirri- EXIST in (22:216); and nyini- EXIST 
in (34:261).
We now come to the three remaining auxiliaries: ngurri- Tie down' INTERMittent aspect, 
nunydjirri 'run' 'go fast' HASTitive aspect, and wali- 'crawl' RAMBLitive aspect. Each of these 
auxiliaries may probably also be used to indicate a durative action done 'while lying', 'while 
running', and 'while crawling', respectively. I have one example of ngurri- INTERM auxiliary 
being used to indicate duration of an action done while lying (see the comments on (223) 
immediately above). I do not have clear examples of the other two being used this way, though I 
am quite certain that they can be used this way. The nunydjirri 'run' HAST auxiliary, not used 
as a hastitive, but used in a sense akin to its  lexical meaning of 'run' is illustrated in (232). 
The semantic subject is a 'road'; and as in English, Djinang speakers say that a road Ties' at a 
certain location. In English, we can say that a road 'runs' to a certain place. It appears that 
this sense also obtains in the use of nunydjirri as an auxiliary, when used in such a context. 
(This example was not elicited; but is taken from a story where the cited clause is synonymous 
with a previous clause in which the PROG auxiliary Kiri- is used, with DUR marking as well, and 
with the same main verb and subject.)
a 1 i t  j-n y  
lduinc-ACC 
ga-ngi 
take-FLU
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(232) a nyani g a d jig a r r  n g u rr i-0  n u n y d jir r i-m a . . .
-  3sgN0M [ r o a d U N M l l i e - P R E S  HAST-PRES+DUR 3 NOM
The road -there runs on and on {50:48}
However, -the usual meaning of nunydjirri 'run7 'go fast' when used as an auxiliary is to 
indicate HASTitive aspect: that is, an action done with haste, or a repeated action done with 
rapidity, or a state which comes into being very quickly. Example (233) illustrates HAST aspect 
indicating a state which obtains rapidly; the context is that of a husband and wife energetically 
procreating, and (233) refers to the state of affairs which will obtain with respect to the 
numbers of their children. Example (234) illustrates the same auxiliary used to indicate a 
punctual action repeated with extreme haste. The context is that of a very overworked bank 
employee on payday. Notice that FUT inflection on the main verb may optionally be omitted 
when an auxiliary verb follows, as in (233) and (234).
<233) ga y i l i  b i -p u n g - t j i -g i  g i r r i ,  a g a lb i - d j i  n u n y d jir r i-0
and again DIST-born-THEMSR-FUT COMPL -  many-INCHO HAST-FUT
And again (children) will keep being born, and will quickly become many {49:142-3}
<234) nyani wu k i r r i - d j i  n u n y d j i r r i - 0  r r up i ya  gu-ng
lsgNOM write-THEMSR HAST-FUT CmoneyUNMl give-FUT
HL-L
n u n y d j i r r i -0 g a n y d j i r r - d j i  
HAST-FUT power-INSTR
He will rapidly write, quickly giving out money with great haste {65:37}
The verb ngurri-dji lie.down-FUT may be used as an auxiliary, as noted above where we 
saw it can be used to indicate 'lying doing X'. It is not often used with this sense however. It 
normally indicates one of two other functions: firstly, INTERMittent (durative) aspect; that is, 
an action which takes place for a while, stops for a while, then takes place for a while once 
more, then stops once more, and so on. Secondly, it may indicate an action done with 
concentration on the part of the doer, so that he is oblivious to events taking place around him. 
The la tter function may be translated as 'busy doing X', or possibly 'single-mindedly doing X'. 
The sense 'busy doing X' is illustrated in example (236); where the man is oblivious to 
everything except his painting activity. This example can also mean 'he painted intermittently'. 
The example is truly ambiguous, and only the context can indicate which meaning is intended; 
either 'busy painting', or 'intermittently painting'. In example (237), the only interpretation 
possible is 'intermittently raining', since raining is not a volitional act. The semantic 
connection between the main verb meanings Tie down' 'sleep', and the auxiliary verb meaning 
'do X oblivious to events around oneself' is not hard to perceive; but the connection with the 
meaning 'intermittently do X' is not so easily seen. Possibly the latter obtains because sleep
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is an activity done intermittently when viewing it from the perspective of a time period of very 
long duration. Finally» notice in (235) that the -nmi PRES inflection for class 2 verbs is 
shortened to -n before an auxiliary verb. This shortening always obtains in such an 
environment.
(235) bambuH nyani ngami-n ngurri-J0
Cbark.paintingUNM]ACC 3sgERG paint-PRES INTERM-PRES
He is busy painting a bark painting {67:50}
(236) nyani riki-J0 ngu rr i- tf  
3sgN0M rain-PRES INTERM-PRES
It is raining intermittently
The final auxiliary verb is wali-Ki crawl-FUT which may be used to indicate RAMBLitive 
durative aspect. That is» a motion which involves no specific direction or goal» but just rambles 
about from place to place. It may be used with non-motion verbs to indicate an action done at 
various different and arbitrary places» such as in example (233) below. With a motion verb such 
as 'float', it indicates an aimless floating activity» as when a canoe is set adrift. A similar 
example is given below in (237); where the mother and father of a dead boy have not properly 
disposed of the dead son's bones, but continue to carry them about with them from place to 
place. All examples of this auxiliary in my database involve only this function of RAMBLitive 
activity.
(237) ngam birra-r g u n y d j i r r a - r  b i 1 ka-ny w a li-ny  n g irk i
mother-ERG father-ERG 3duERG take-RPC RAMBL-RPC t bonellN M l^
b i l  mi n i g i - ny i ,  w i l t  jny i -wij_-t j - n y  i r i -ng
3duERG carry-RPC REDUP-crooked-THEMSR-NMLSR-NMLSR(archaic)
(His) mother and father carried his bones about from place to place {50:75-6}
(238) g i l i wi Hm bi l  ngur r i - ny  wal i - ny  
t oge t her  3duN0M sleep-RPC RAMBL-RPC
They slept together in various places {66:102}
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Table 3. 3 Funct ions  of Aux i l i a r y  Verbs
k i r i PROG ' do X al l  the way/ t ime t i l l  done'  
' p r eoccupi ed  doing X'
g i r  i HABIT ' al ways  doing X'  ' used to do X'
n y i n i - EXIST ' be e x i s t e n t i a l  s t a t e  of doing X'  (most ly +HU) 
' s i t t i n g  doing X'
d j i r r i  - EXIST ' be e x i s t e n t i a l  s t a t e  of doing X'  ' begi n  to do X'  
' used  to do X'  ' s t a n d i n g  doing X'
nunydj i r r i HAST ' h a s t i l y  doing X'  ' qu i c k l y  becoming X'
' r e p e a t  X r a p i d l y '
ngurr i  - INTERM ' i n t e r m i t t e n t l y  do X'  ' s i ng l e - mi nded l y  do X'
' l y i n g  doing X'
wal i - RAMBL ' do X from place to pl ace a r b i t r a r i l y '
3.14 REDUCED PRONOUNS
Reduced pronouns have already been mentioned in section 2.2, and also in section 2.8, and 
Appendix 2. This present section will give the reduced pronoun paradigms, their syntax within 
the verb complex (VC), and their -function in the VC. The etymology of reduced pronouns is 
discussed in Appendix 2.
Reduced pronouns are used primarily in the system of inter-clause cohesion, to 
cross-reference a (semantic) subject or non-subject referent. Reduced pronouns may co-occur in 
the same clause with a preferential full pronoun. When this obtains, the full pronoun typically 
marks a switch in participant focus (ie. a switch in reference, usually subject reference). They 
may also co-occur with a preferential NP in the same clause. Usually, however, once reference 
has been established in a given clause, overt subject and non-subject NPs are omitted from 
surface structure, and the preferential reduced pronouns function as sufficient referencing 
forms for the deleted NPs. This function of reduced pronouns is typical of bound pronoun forms 
which occur in very many Australian languages; and needs no elaboration here. As in other 
languages, the Djinang and Djinba reduced pronouns agree in person and number with the 
referent of the NP with which they are preferential. Reduced pronoun inflections may only be 
NOM, ERG, ACC, or DAT.
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DAT reduced pronouns may also be used as possessive pronouns within a NP. Examples 
(55)» (86)» (87), and (92) demonstrate DAT reduced pronouns used this way. Further instances of 
DAT reduced pronouns may be seen in the cited texts as follows: (22:203) (24:152) (32:39, 40» 49) 
and (34:245). Used as a possessive pronoun in a NP, the DAT reduced pronoun usually is last in 
the NP. When such a NP precedes the verb, the DAT reduced pronoun has a high probability of 
occurring immediately preceding the subject reduced pronoun. In this circumstance it is difficult 
to tell whether the DAT reduced pronoun is part of the NP» or part of the VC. An example 
illustrating this ambiguity follows. The reduced pronoun in.ga 3sgDAT could be a possessive 
indicating "his various camps" or a constituent of the VC indicating directionality, as "we will 
go to him at (his) various camps". I think the former possibility is the more likely in this 
example.
(23?) g u rrb i-g u rrb i in .g a  1 im g i r i  —J0
Ccamp-campUNM 3sgDAT3^^ lplincNOM go-FUT 
We will go to his various resting places <34:375}
In the rest of this section, we shall consider only reduced pronouns within the VC. 
Reduced pronouns occur immediately preceding the main verb. Only two reduced pronouns may 
occur in this position in normal circumstances. In certain circumstances only one may occur 
preceding the verb (see below). The order of reduced pronouns in pre-verbal position is 
governed by the overt or covert case of the preferential NP: the semantic subject always 
immediately precedes the main verb, and if another reduced pronoun occurs, it will precede the 
subject reduced pronoun, and cross-reference a non-subject participant. Usually the 
non-subject reduced pronoun will immediately precede the subject one, but if the RECIP particle 
occurs, then the non-subject reduced pronoun will precede the RECIP particle. Also, if one of 
the DIRECTional particles bi HITH 'towards' or minydji THITH 'away from' occurs in the clause, 
no non-subject reduced pronoun may occur preceding the verb.
The following diagram illustrates the syntax of reduced pronouns in the VC, where X is an 
ERG or NOM reduced pronoun, and Y is an ACC or DAT reduced pronoun. Parentheses indicate 
optionality.
>• ( [Y]n o n -su b jec t > ^ s u b j e c t
2 . < CY] . . ,  ) RECIP IX]non-subjec t
3. DIRECT ( [X] su b jec t >
main verb .
ma i nsub j ec t
main verb . . .
verb . . .
A third reduced pronoun may occur post-verbally. However this may obtain only provided 
the following conditions obtain: firstly, the pre-verbal non-subject reduced pronoun must be 
ACC; secondly, the post-verbal reduced pronoun must be DAT; and thirdly, the DAT reduced
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pronoun must indicate a peripheral -function» such as Bene-factive. These conditions mutually 
obtain only very rarely. More common is a DAT reduced pronoun occurring post-verbally» as 
above, except that no ACC reduced pronoun occurs pre-verbally, or possibly no pre-verbal 
reduced pronoun occurs at all. An example of a post-verbal reduced pronoun occurring with two 
pre-verbal reduced pronouns was given previously in example (89), section 2.9. Example ( 240) 
illustrates a DAT reduced pronoun occurring post-verbally with Benefactive function, and 
possibly no pre-verbal reduced pronoun. (It is not clear from the context whether two persons 
were carrying the flesh, so that the subject reduced pronoun was omitted here, or whether the 
narrator's companion carried it - in which case the reduced pronoun would be 0 isgERG. I think 
the former possibility is more likely.)
The subject reduced pronoun is not often omitted; though it does happen sporadically, and 
with slightly increased frequency when a DIRECT particle occurs in the VC -  as the structural 
description number 3 above indicates.
( 240) wurpm birrangany mi -mini g i -ny  k i r i - n y  l i b i l a ,
ConeUNM carcass.sideU N M l^p^ DIST-carry-RPC PROG-RPC lplexcDAT
djanggu 
[ f l eshUM13ACC
(We/he) carried one side of the carcass for ourselves (34:29i>
It is not necessary to cite examples of the use of reduced pronouns in this section; the 
interested reader may turn to the cited texts instead, where instances of reduced pronouns 
occur in nearly every line. Instead, I will briefly discuss the use of the non-subject reduced 
pronouns in relation to the underlying NPs with which they are ^referential.
Firstly, in the case of ditransitive verbs, either the referent of the 0 or 10 noun phrase 
may be cross-referenced, depending on which is more salient to the speaker. In the vast 
majority of clauses, an 10 will be +HU, so that it is typically the IO NP which is 
cross-referenced. However, when the 0 is +HU, 0 can receive the cross-referencing, as in 
example (182) of section 3.7. Example (189) of section 3.7 illustrates both types of behaviour: 
in the second clause, +HU 10 is cross-referenced; while in the next clause, +HU 0 is 
cross-referenced; the same referent is involved in each instance. This example clearly shows 
that it is the salient participant which is cross-referenced; and +HU referents are usually more 
salient than -HU referents. An example where +HU 0 is cross-referenced by an ACC reduced 
pronoun, while 10 is also +HU is (72) of section 2.8. In the entire database there are only two 
instances (in {50:333-4» where a cross-referencing pronoun refers to a -HU participant. In 
each case the participant is the bones of a dead person. However, since a person's bones are 
closely identified with the person's identity, it is possible that human bones may be regarded
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as inherently +HU to Djinang speakers. Given this possible exception» we may state that -HU 
referents are not cross-referenced by reduced pronouns.
Secondly» when a non-subject reduced pronoun cross-references a core participant» the 
reduced pronoun will be either ACC or DAT, as indicated above. However, a DAT reduced 
pronoun may cross-reference a core NP taking ALL case. In section 2.3 we saw instances of this 
type of behaviour, where ALL here expresses the DIFF LOC function (see examples 76 and 77). 
Except for such examples, the case of the reduced pronoun will agree with the case of the 
p referen tia l  NP.
Lastly, the only peripheral NPs which may be cross-referenced are those which are 
DAT-marked, usually with Benefactive function, and the referent of the DAT-marked NP is +HU, 
as in (241) where the referent of the DAT reduced pronoun is Adam and Eve, with Benefactive 
function.
(241) b i ln g g a  d ja m a - d j i - 1 i -b an  w a r n g a r r i n y i , maypal
3duDAT work-THEMSR-RPA-IM [w h a t 's . i t 's .n am eU N M  meatUNM 
giJUngkaJ_, Gunydj i r r a - r  i 
skinUNM]ACC Father-ERG 
The Father made animal skins for them [53:56}
Table 3 .4 Reduced Pronoun Paradigm s
ERG/NOM ACC
— —----- —__r:
DAT
1 sg i r r i r r i - n y i r r a
lduexc 1 i ny 1 i n y i 1 i -ny 1 i ny i 1 a
1 d u inc i 1 1 i t j - n y < i ) 1 i t j a
l p l exc n i b i / 1 i b i 1 i b i 1 i -ny 1 i b i l a
1 p 1 i nc 1 im 1 imi 1 i -ny 1 i mi 1 a
2sg 0 ny i n i nma
2du ny i m n y i mi 1 i -ny nyi mi l a
2pl 1 idj  i 1 i d j - n y < i ) 1 idj  a
3sg 0 0 i n .ga
3du bi 1 b i 1 i -ny b i 1 ingga
3p 1 dj in d j i - n y dj  i na
=====:== = i= = zrr: = :
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Table 3.4 gives -the reduced pronoun paradigmes -for NOM, ACC, and DAT reduced pronoun 
forms. The ERG paradigm is the same as the NOM one. These forms are those for the smooth 
dialects, which are the older and more conservative forms. Variant forms which obtain in the 
disjunctive dialects are given in the next paragraph. The variant forms nibi/libi have the 
following distribution. ERG or NOM libi occurs only initially in the VC (whether or not there is 
a constituent preceding the VC in the same clause). If, in the VC, another reduced pronoun, or 
RECIP, or one of the DIRECT particles precedes the iplinc ERG or NOM reduced pronoun, then 
that pronoun occurs as the nibi allomorph. The nibi allomorph is the older form. Examples of 
nibi in non-initial position in the VC, from a smooth dialect speaker, are found in (66), (183), 
and (200). In the cited texts, text 34 is from a smooth dialect speaker. Examples of libi in 
VC-initial position are found in (34:212, 215, 222, 223, 226, 259, 260, 261), and of nibi in 
non-VC-initial position (34:221, 224, 228). The apparent counter-example in (34:225) is really a 
repeat of (34:224), but with the minydji constituent not restated.
The following are the variant forms used by disjunctive dialects. For lduexc: inyili-ny 
ACC, inyila DAT. For lduinc: iltj-ny(i) ACC, iltja DAT. For lplexc: only nibi NOM, inbili-ny 
ACC, inbila DAT. For Iplinc: inmili-ny ACC, inmila DAT. For 2pl: ildji NOM, ildj-ny(i) ACC, ildja 
DAT. Lastly, for 3du: bil-ny ACC, and bilngga DAT.
While in many Australian languages reduced pronouns are clitics, in Djinang the reduced 
pronouns may stand as free forms, and often do. If a reduced pronoun form begins with a vowel, 
and there is a preceding constituent in the clause, the reduced pronoun will be bound to that 
constituent. Sometimes this involves epenthesis of a homorganic transition consonant. A 
common example of this is that NOM and ERG reduced lsg pronouns irr, which after word-final 
n or 1 receive epenthetic d, as in (189). Reduced pronouns which begin with a consonant are 
rarely bound to a preceding constituent, and usually take normal word stress. When a subject 
reduced pronoun occurs following a non-subject reduced pronoun, sometimes there results a 
portmanteau combination of the two. This is also true when the RECIP particle is present. For 
example: bilngga 3duDAT plus ildji 2plNOM becomes bilngga+ldji; in.ga 3sgDAT plus irr lsgNOM 
becomes in.g+irr in some dialects, in.ga+rr in others; nyin 2sgACC plus nibi lplexcERG becomes 
nyi+nibi; inydji RECIP plus djin 3plERG becomes inydji+n; and so forth.
3.15 DIRECTIONALS: bi HITH and minydji THITH
The DIRECTional particles, bi HITH and minydji THITH are of considerable interest. 
Probably nowhere else in the grammar of Djinang is the parallelism of space and time so fully 
developed as is the case with these two particles. The particle bi occurs in Djapu (Morphy 
1983:62,86) and Djinba; so it is probably not a recent innovation. The Djapu form is be, and the
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Djinba -form ba. The bi particle was mentioned briefly at the end of section 2.12» where one of 
its  functions was discussed. However, I have not been able to find a form in either Djapu or 
Djinba with functions equivalent to some of the functions of Djinang THITH particle minydji. 
The etymological obscurity of the latter was mentioned at the end of section 3.2, in the 
discussion of the (kinship) DYAD affix. It is highly probable that the minydji form is a purely 
Djinang innovation, where the analogical model was the functions of the bi particle. This will 
be readily apparent from the discussion in the rest of this section.
Three dimensions of semantic contrast are pertinent to an analysis of the DIRECT 
particles. These dimensions are the following: motion versus non-motion, temporal versus 
spatial, and non-directed versus directed. Also, the concept of markedness is involved as well, 
as we shall see. The preceding dimensions of contrast exhibit a partial semantic hierarchy: the 
motion versus non-motion contrast is the primary dimension, and then the non-motion category 
is further intersected by the other two dimensions. Systemic (semantic) networks (Kress 1976) 
are an excellent formal device for displaying the intersecting dimensions of choice implied by 
these categories, and a display is given below in Table 3.5. The analysis is based on 60 
instances of bi, and 42 instances of minydji. Some categories obtain only rarely, and thus there 
are only a few examples of some combinations of the above categories.
For each dimension of contrast enumerated above, the first value in each dimension is the 
marked value, and the second is the unmarked value. (This will be justified later.) Thus, the 
categories motion, temporal, and non-directed are the marked categories. This follows from the 
fact that additional information is required in the clause in order to signal these categories, 
vis-a-vis the unmarked categories. This will be clear when examples are presented later.
I have called these particles DIRECTional particles, not because they always mark a 
directional function, but rather because this is how they are used in a majority of clauses (63% 
directional usage, 37% non-directional) in my shorter database. The labels HITH and THITH are 
used to distinguish between them. The label DIRECTional must not be confused with the 
category "Directed" in Table 3.5; they are not the same thing, though they are closely related 
concepts. The DIRECT label relates only to the meanings HITH 'back to ' or THITH 'away from', 
which happen to obtain in a majority of instances; while "Directed" implies an activity directed 
towards a goal, or temporally extended to indefinite times later than a reference time.
The primary choice to be made is whether the verb is a motion verb, or a non-motion verb. 
A motion verb is one whereby a salient participant (usually the semantic subject, and usually 
+HU) necessarily must change his spatial location as the activity takes place. Without 
exception, bi and minydji indicate motion 'towards X' or 'back to X', and motion 'away from X', 
respectively, when used with a motion verb. This is the marked case, according to an inherent
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Table 3 .5  Semantic Network -for DIRECTional P a r t ic le s
M otion
(marked)
back to  X, towards X
—  m in y d ji away -from X
Non-motion 
(unmarked)
Temporal
(marked)
N o n -d ire c te d  
(marked)
—  D ire c te d  • 
(unmarked)
S p a tia l —  
(unmarked)
N o n -d ire c te d  
(marked)
D ire c te d  ■ 
(unmarked)
—  b i i ndef i n i te
ear 1 i er time
—  m i nydj i i nde-f.
la te r  time
m i nydj i -from time X 
on
bi inde-f. non­
remote lo c yn
m i nydj i i nde-f. 
remote lo c 'n
bi back to ,
towards
m in y d ji away -from
verbal category o-f C+salient participant motion]. Verbs like 'spear7 involve motion, but only of 
a non-salient instrument (the spear). The subject does not change his location as a function of 
performing the action of spearing. The reference location 'X' is situationally or contextually 
determined. Usually i t  is the location of the speaker, and with the particle minydji i t  can be the 
location of the semantic subject. Alternatively i t  can be some place defined in the context. 
There were 50 instances of DIR particles used with motion verbs. The verbs were: 'go/come', 
'return ', 'run', 'take/bring', 'assemble', 'traverse', 'carry', 'descend'; and the verb 'send' which 
involved motion of a +HU direct object participant.
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The -following examples illustrate  these comments. Example (242) i l lu s tra tes  tha t  the 
re-ferent location may be other than the speaker's location. In th is  example, the re-ference 
location for the bi particle is  the place Madjararrk, defined in the preceding context. In example
(243), the reference location is determined by the speech situation, being the location of the 
speaker. In (244), the reference location is  the location of the semantic subject (recalling that 
the speaker is  referring to an event which occurred many years previously, so that the 
speaker's location is not the location from which Mr. Biyuw was sen t ahead); and in (245) the 
reference location is contextually defined. See also the la s t  clause of example (252).
<242) n g u n u - n g i r i ,  m aH i-ban , 
that-ABL Cdaddy-IM]
w i n i - n i  , maUi 
re tu rn -R P A  CdaddyUNMl
NOM
M a d ja r a r r k
C M ad ja ra rrk lM i] ALL
bi
HITH
1 i ny
1duexcNOM
M a d ja r a r r k  
CMadjararrkUNM]NOM ------ *-------------  ALL
From that  place Dad and I came back to Madjararrk <34:280}
(243)  "Bukmak, 
[allUNM 3 
ku -ng
bi + l d j i  g i r i - , 0 - b a n ,  n g a r r i  wal i
N0M HITH+2p1NOM come-FUT-IM IsgERG [foodUNMD 
k i p i - ,0 -b an “
ACC
give-FIJT PROG-FUT-IM
Everybody come here now, I am going to d istribute the food now! (22:202)
(244) n g a r r i  M is ta  Biyuw m i n y d j i - r r  y a n - a l i  ngurrw akng
IsgERG EMr. B i yuw U N M l^ THITH-lsgERG send-RPA f i r s t
I sent Mr. Biyuw on ahead <22:233}
(245) b i l i n g  b u r r i - n g i r  d j i n i - n g i r  mi nyd j i  b i 1
3duN0M backbone-ABL t hi s - ABL THITH 3duN0M
They sank down from this high ground <19:95}
m i l a r r - d j i - 1 i 
sink-THEMSR-RPA
Next le t  us consider instances of the Directed category, when the Spatial category obtains. The 
Directed category is  the unmarked category v is -a -v is  the Non-directed category. The Directed 
category obtains when the following conditions obtain: the verb is  Non-motional; and the verb 
represen ts  an action which may be directed towards to away from some goal. Sometimes the 
clause will contain additional marking indicating a directed activity; such as ABL case in 
example (248).
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My shorter database has six examples of the type Spatial + Directed. Example (247) 
needs -further comment. I t  illustrates both bi and minydji, each used in different ways. At 
present we are concerned only with the use o-f bi in that example. The fina l clause ends the 
quote with the phrase bi g ir-a li which lite ra lly  means 'he came to me'. However, g iri 'go' is 
often used as a dummy verb, meaning 'do' or 'say'; and in the present example i t  means 'say'. 
Thus bi here indicates a Non-motional action which is directed towards a participant in the 
story. In example (246), an action of thinking is directed towards two women participants who 
had been le ft behind while the narrator and his father engaged on the dangerous task of 
approaching a wounded buffalo. The father instructs the boy to think about the women as a 
means of diverting his attention from his personal danger. In (248) an action of speaking is
directed away from the tree in which the subject sits; and in (249) an action of spearing is
directed away from the thrower of the spear. A further example not cited here is minydji with 
the verb gu- 'give', meaning 'give i t  away'.
(246) a nyuni b u tjp u  b i b i l in g g a  g in g i - d j i  k i r i - B
-  2sgN0M [ladUNM llftM HITH 3duDAT th ink-FUTNOM
As for you lad, you keep your thoughts on them (the women) {34:899}
(247) "N yabin i b u tjp u ?  D j in in g i ,  djaj_k M g a rrp i-g + a ,
how.about 1 adUNM thisUNM paperbark IduincERG wrap-FUT+NF
g i r r  i 1 w a rrd j i k i r  i -J0-ban. . .  ngu]_i m in y d ji-1
COMPL IduincERG ig n ite  PR06-FUT-IM+DUR thatLOC T H IT H -idu incNOM
n g u r r i - d j i?" bi g i r - a l i .
sieep-FUT HITH go-RPA
"How about i t  lad? Shall we now tie paperbark, and then set i t  alight -  moving o ff while i t  
burns, (and) somewhere far away we w ill sleep?" he said to me.
(248) a nyani n g u n u -n g iri m in a rr m in y d ji w ang i-n -ban ,
-  3sgN0M that-ABL CsnakeUNM]KinM THITH speak-RPA-IM
Nun
The snake spoke then from that (tree) {53:16}
(24?) ngunu m in y d ji r a n . g i - r r i
CthatUNM3N0M THITH spear-RPA
That one (ie. the man) speared {34:829}
Secondly, we shall consider instances of the Non-directed category, when the Spatial category 
obtains. For th is combination of categories, the verb must be Non-motional, and there must be 
some indication that the event represented by the verb takes place at a definite locale. The 
necessity for th is extra information implies that the Non-directed category is the more marked
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value in the Directed -  Non-directed dimension. Usually the locale is indicated overtly by a 
deictic such as nguli thatLOC 'there7, or similar -form; or the verb djirri- 'stand7 'be' is used to 
indicate the location of a place. Even so, verbs which involve inherently directed activities can 
occur: such as 'look for', and 'spear'. However, in the latter instances, there is marking in the 
clause to indicate indefiniteness of location within a definite locale (see 169 for an example). 
When the Spatial + Non-directed categories obtain, bi and minydji both indicate indefiniteness 
of location within a specific locale. The bi particle is the least marked of the two, and indicates 
indefinite non-remote location; while the minydji particle is more marked, indicating indefinite 
remote location, each within a specific locale (which is usually defined contextually). The bi 
particle is used far more often than minydji to signal indefiniteness of location: in my shorter 
database there are 22 instances of the former, and only 3 of the latter, having this function.
Example (250) shows how a deictic and a place name may be used to define the specific 
locale, with bi indicating an indefinite location within that locale. (The narrator was at that 
locale, and so the participants were not remote from his location - hence bi was used rather 
than minydji.) (Example 250 also illustrates how a plural pronoun may be used instead of a dual 
pronoun, once reference to two participants has previously been established.) Example (130), in 
section 2.12, involves three instances of bi, each indicating indefinite non-remote location 
within a locale defined in the context as 'the other side' (of a stream). Example (24?) given 
above illustrates minydji used to indicate indefinite remote location*, although the specific 
locale is not made explicit, the context indicates that the specific locale is any place distant 
from where the participants were, since they were being troubled by mosquitoes and could not 
sleep. Finally, example (251) shows minydji used to indicate indefinite remote location. In this 
example, the subject is diving into water to chase fish to where they can be speared, and he 
surfaces at a place which is relatively remote from the place at which he dives in.
(250) b i l i n g  nguj_i-gima, nangudu ngunu d j i n i n g ,
3duNQM thatLOC-EMPH [sisterUNM thatUNM]kinfcJ [ th isUNM3,NOM LOC
bi d j i n  ngur r i -0  d j i n i n g  G a l u t mi r r i - f i r
HITH 3p1N0M sieep-YPA CthisUNM Galutmirri-LOCI
LUw
Right there, two sisters (of mine) lived somewhere at this place Galutmirri (34:238)
(251) d j i n i - n g i r i  wuikwuj_k-dji-g+a nguli minydji  bunarrmi-dj i
this-ABL d iv e . down-THEMSR-FUT+NF thatLOC THITH surface-FUT
a ngunu-ngir  bi y i g i l i - g + a  d j i U  bunar rmi -dj i
and that-ABL HITH swim-FUT+NF thisLOC surface-FUT
He dived form this side, surfacing somewhere remote, and from there he swam back, surfacing 
here (again) {34:556-9}
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Now we shall consider -the Temporal value in the Temporal -  Spatial dimension. This is assumed 
to be slightly more marked than the Spatial value; which is reflected by a relatively high 
incidence of the IM clitic in clauses where this value obtains. (One of the functions of the IM 
clitic is to make temporal reference unambiguous.) Also, I am presuming that Spatial functions 
would be historically older, and the parallel Temporal functions a development from them. I am 
unable, however, to offer any etymological evidence for this assumption.
Firstly, we shall examine the category combination of Temporal + Directed. When the 
category of Temporal obtains, the category Directed is the least-marked value in the Directed - 
Non-directed dimension. This is suggested partly by the fact that the Directed category 
obtains more often than the Non-directed category (when Temporal also obtains). And further 
evidence is that fact that the Non-directed value obtains only when there is additional 
information in the clause to signal reference to a specific time (ie. the temporal equivalent to 
the function of LOC case marking).
For the categories of Temporal + Directed to obtain, the verb must be Non-motional; and 
there needs to be some indication in the clause, or in the context, that time is in focus. The 
latter condition is typically indicated by the presence of the IM clitic -ban 'now' 'then' in the 
clause (it occurred in 92% of the 13 examples of this combination of categories). The one 
example lacking the IM clitic was cited as (183), and there is no explicit indication of temporal 
focus in the clause; although it is hardly necessary because the context and the meaning of the 
verb imply that the possession of the meat was a state which continued into the indefinite 
future. The fact that time is in focus rules out a Spatial interpretation of the function of 
minydji.
Notice that the bi particle cannot be used in a Temporal + Directed context. Its  use would 
lead to a semantic clash. Temporally, it would mean that an action or state begins at some 
reference time and then continues to times earlier than the reference time. But time flows in 
only one direction -  into the future, and thus bi cannot be used with the categories Temporal 
and Directed occurring together. The temporal reference of bi is necessarily to a time earlier 
that the reference time.
When Temporal + Directed categories obtain, minydji indicates that from some reference 
time the action continues indefinitely into the future; or that a state defined by the action 
continues indefinitely into the future. In English, it may be translated as 'from now on' (if the 
time reference is present time), or as 'from then on' (if the time reference is contextually 
determined). Thus, minydji may signal an event directed forwards along the temporal axis from 
some reference point on that axis. The following two examples illustrate.
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(252) n g iy ,  y u l-b an  m inydji n y in i - n y ,
yes [A b o rig in a l .m an -IM ]^ 0M THITH s it-R PC
Murwan.gi-pm, M urwan.gi-p munguy
[Murwangi-DELIM Murwangi-DELIM]^^ c o n t i n u a l l y
Yes» -from that time on Aboriginal people lived at Murwangi only, (they lived) at Murwangi 
continually (22:310-1}
(253) g i r r  m inydji m a n b i-d j-n y  k i r i - n y - b a n
COMPL THITH -f i rm-THEMSR-RPC PROG-RPC-IM 
yarim  m inydji w an a-d j-n y  k i r i - n y - b a n
j u s t  THITH big-THEMSR-RPC PROG-RPC-IM
Then (his feet) were firm -from then on» they were just enlarged from then on (33:57-8}
Lastly» we must consider the category combination of Temporal + Non-directed. I have 
only three unambiguous instances in the shorter database of this combination of categories. 
The verb must be Non-motional» and there must be some indication of a specific time as the 
reference time» otherwise the reference time is the time of speaking. Given these conditions» 
bi signals an indefinite time earlier than the reference time; while minydji signals an indefinite 
time later than the reference time. Example (255) illustrates bi used to indicate an indefinite 
time much earlier than the time of speaking. In this example, the place where the narrator slept 
is specified, which precludes a spatial interpretation for the particle. It would not make sense 
to translate this as "#we again got up from sleep somewhere" when the place of sleeping has 
previously been specified. The minydji examples are given firs t.  Notice in (254b) that minydji 
together with INCHO indicates a time well-advanced from the time that the event began. In 
(254a), the narrator and his father are trying to track a trail of blood from a wounded wallaby, 
and the trail is getting hard to follow because the wound has almost ceased bleeding.
(254a) " In g k i ,  d j i n i - g im  bambarr g u r r p i - g i ,  a ngunu-ban
NEG Cthis-EMPH trackUNM3ACC follow-FUT -  thatUNM-lM
budi m inyd ji-1  nya-ng"
CbloodUNMlACC THITH-lduincERG see-FUT 
“No. Let us follow this track, when sometime later we see blood (again) (34:669-70}
<254b) nyani ngurrum mi nydj i  m a l i r i - d j i - n - b a n  g i r r i ,
3sgN0M PERF THITH night-INCHO-RPA-IM COMPL
g a r - m a l i r i - d j i - n i - b a n  
groin-night-INCHO-RPA-IM
It was already well-advanced into the night as well, it had become pitch dark (34:1016-7}
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<255) G arngarr imi r r  i -O f 1 i bi n g u r r i - n y in i ,
G arn g arrimirri-LOC lplexcNOM sleep-RPA 
y i l i  b i+nydji nibi  w ayku-la , . . .
again HITH+RECIP lplexcNOM get.up-RPA . . .
We slept at Garngarrimirri, (and) sometime we again got up (-from sleep) ... {34:476-7}
3.16 NEGATIVES
There are two common negative particles in Djinang: ingki 'no' 'not'; and wirr 'no' 'not' 
'nothing'. The former is used in denials» and as the most common sentential negative. The 
latter is not often used as a sentential negative, but is commonly used with the sense 
'nothing', to indicate absence of a person or quality, or the non-obtaining of an event. The 
Wulaki dialect sometimes uses the negative ngiki, which is cognate to the ingki form, as well as 
using the ingki form.
The Djinba negatives are, respectively, waba (borrowed from Rembarrnga), and wirr. The 
Djinang form ingki is derived historically from ngiki, and the latter was borrowed from Burarra 
by the Wulaki dialect, from whence it diffused thoughout the other Djinang clans. I do not know 
the origin of the form wirr, since the usual Yolngu form with equivalent meaning is bayngu; and 
corresponding to Djinang ingki is yaka 'no' 'not' used by many Yolngu languages. The 
Yan-nhangu equivalent of Djinang ingki is rulka. A relic form cognate to Yan-nhangu rulka is 
preserved by the Marrangu clan, the form being rulapir (see section 2.3.3 of Appendix 1.). It 
would appear that both Djinang and Djinba have borrowed their modern negative particles. Koch 
(p.c.) offers an interesting hypothesis; that the final kV syllable in these NEG forms may 
perhaps be a vestigial IMP morpheme (perhaps the NEG particles were once imperative verb 
forms of the type 'leave it!'). This is a distinct possibility. For example; from Schebeck's 
(1967a) Golpa data, one verb class (equivalent to Djinang class 1 -  the largest class of verbs) 
has IMP suffix -Ka, the allomorphs being -ka -ga -wa -nga and 0.
In Djinang, both NEG particles may take suffixation by the IM clitic -ban 'now' 'then'; or 
by the DELIM affix. When the latter obtains, ingki-pm NEG-DELIM means 'still not', or 'still 
has not'; while wirr-ipm NEG-DELIM means 'still dead'» or 'just nothing'. Both particles may be 
verbalised: though this occurs extremely rarely. I have instances of, for example, ingki-dji-gi 
NEG-THEMSR-FUT 'not do', and wirr-dji-dji NEG-INCHO-FUT 'become nothing' 'be nothing' 'be 
dead'.
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Both particles may be used as interjections, ingki 'No!' is used tor denials and 
prohibitions, wirr 'none' 'nothing' 'no' is used to affirm non-possession of something» or 
non-obtaining of an event, or a gentle denial.
Both particles may be used as negative qualifiers in a NP, though ingki is by far the more 
common of the two when used this way. Some examples are wirr guyi 'no fish' (24:53); ingki 
ngirr-ang-pi-bi manya-nyir-bi NEG isg-GEN-OR-OR find-NMLSR-OR ( story) 'not invented by 
me'; and ingki birral 'not true'. The NEG particles may also qualify other particles. For 
example: ingki bilay 'not far away'. The particle ingki, but not wirr, may be used with the +HU 
interrogative/indefinite pronouns wari whoNOM 'who', and wili whoERG 'who', in the sense 
'nobody'. When used this way, there is ambiguity of structure. Semantically, the NEG particle 
modifies the interrogative/indefinite pronoun as if the NEG was a nominal qualifier in a NP; 
and at the same time it functions as a sentential qualifier, negating the verb (which takes an 
irrealis tense). An example of this behaviour occurred in (16): whereas in English we would say 
'nobody wants it', the Djinang appears to be 'somebody not wants it '. Another example of this 
kind is given below.
(256) ingki w i n  ngunu-pi lang inma b u l t j i - n i r
NEG [whoERG that-IN D EF]___ 2sgDAT t e l l - RPitKb
nyuni ga r - gu r r i y i ^ i  g i r i - m n y i n i - 0
2sgN0M g r o i n - o u t s i d e  go-PRES EXIST-PRES
Nobody told you (that) you are naked {67:4}
Syntactically, each negative particle occurs immediately preceding the constituent it 
negates. As a sentential negative, ingki shows a slight preference for clause initial occurrence; 
otherwise it occurs immediately preceding the VC. As a sentential negative, wirr occurs 
immediately preceding the VC. Examples of both particles may be found in the cited texts in the 
following places: (22:193, 215) (24:53, 99, 102, 124) (32:9, 20, 52, 59, 114, 116) and (34:270, 272, 
277).
3.17 RECIPROCAL/REFLEX1VE/MUTUALIS PARTICLE inydji
The RECIP particle has four functions. It may be used to indicate that two participants, 
or two groups of participants, have a reciprocal relationship to each other with respect to the 
action denoted by the verb. For example, if X is hitting Y, then Y is simultaneously hitting X. 
Secondly, it may be used to indicate a reflexive relationship to the verb: for example X is 
hitting X. Thirdly, it may be used to indicate a mutual activity in which a number of participants 
take part simultaneously in the action (ie. each participant separately performs the action): for
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example» X hits M and Y hits M and Z hits M etc. Lastly, it may be used to intransitivise a 
transitive verb. For example, -for transitive X finished Y, using the RECIP particle produces Y 
is finished. Or X ties Y becomes with RECIP, Y is tied/tangled. The intransitivising function 
was briefly mentioned at the end of section 3.10.
The first and third functions (ie. reciprocal and mutualis) are quite similar. In both, a 
plural (or dual) number of referents are each performing an activity. Thus if X and Y are each 
performing an action, there are two possibilities which may obtain. Firstly, X and Y perform the 
action, and each affects a third party Z; secondly, X and Y perform the action, and each affects 
the other (no third party is involved). The former situation is the mutualis function; the la tter 
situation is the reciprocal function. (The mutualis function is not limited to two participants, it 
applies equally well to plural participants.) It is clear from this discussion that when the 
mutualis function obtains, the valency of the verb is not decreased. However, each of the other 
functions of the RECIP particle results in a decrease by one of the valency of the verb.
A good discussion of the functions of the RECIP affix in Djapu is found in Morphy's 
grammar (1953:117-21). Morphy is the first, I believe, to identify in print the mutualis function 
of the RECIP affix in a Yolngu language, though she does so only tentatively. She analyses 
RECIP constructions which involve an ACC-marked constituent as a combination of two clauses: 
one with reduced valency (the one containing the RECIP affix), and its  transitive counterpart, 
of which only the ACC-marked constituent appears in the surface structure. Apparently the 
warrant for this analysis is a prior assumption that the RECIP affix necessarily involves a 
decrease of valency.
The analysis I prefer is that there is not necessarily a decrease in a verb's valency when 
the RECIP particle ( /  affix, in Djapu) occurs, but only when certain conditions are imposed, 
such as coreferentiality of core participants, or when an undergoer is raised to subject 
position as when the particle ( / affix) is used to form an intransitive verb. There is then no 
need to view the occurrence of ACC-marked constituents in the clause as implying an underlying 
combination of two clauses, when the valency remains unchanged. Instead, the RECIP particle ( 
/  affix) merely signals the mutualis function, which semantically implies co-participation of 
more than one subject participant without affecting the non-subject reference possibilities for 
the verb.
In this analysis, what triggers RECIP is not coreferentiality of participants in the action, 
but rather the obtaining of a category which I will call "skewed-subject-reference" (suggested 
by Bill Foley, p.c.). By this term I mean that for a predication of a given transitivity type, that 
subject reference is skewed in some way beyond whatever constitutes unmarked subject 
reference for a predication of that type. Using this category it is possible to explain not only
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the mutualis -function» but also the use o-f the RECIP particle with the -function o-f an 
intransitiviser; all within one coherent framework» and without recourse to two underlying 
clauses (one intransitive and one transitive) for the one surface clause.
There are two ways that subject reference can be skewed. Before I explain these ways» 
consider the following example. If I were to say (in English) "They told me the story", I would 
not be making a false claim about the event even though only one of the referents denoted by 
'they7 did the actual telling. If I want to indicate that each of the referents performed an act of 
telling, extra marking would be required. I would say "They each told me the story". Precisely 
the same is true in Djinang. The least-marked way of skewing subject reference is to distribute 
it across all subject denotata as illustrated by the English example. We can then consider an 
additional feature of "distributed-across-actors" which obtains only when the referents within 
the scope of the subject each perform the action.
A second way in which subject reference may be skewed is when a subject referent(s) is an 
undergoer of the action. This is a more highly marked situation; and it is common to each of the 
reciprocal, reflexive, and intransitiviser functions of the RECIP particle. This feature can be 
called l,underQoer(s)-as-5ubject". Of course, the distributed-across-actors feature will be 
positive for the reciprocal function; since each of the subject referents is performing the 
action, as well as being an undergoer of the action. Whereas for the reflexive function, and the 
intransitive function, the distributed-across-actors feature is irrelevant; for what is 
important with these two functions is that the subject referent be an undergoer of the action.
A final feature we need is "coreferentiality of undergoer(s) and actor(s)"; or with the 
understanding that coreferentiality of actors and undergoers is the only possibility which 
makes sense semantically, this can be shortened to just “coreferentiality". It is this feature 
which distinguishes between the reflexive and intransitiviser functions of RECIP marking.
We are now in a position to understand the ambiguity of a sentence such as inydji+n bu-mi 
RECIP+3plERG hit-PRES; which can be in terpreted  either as the Reciprocal 'they are hitting 
each other'; or alternatively as the Reflexive 'they are hitting themselves'. Consider Table 3.6 
where the system is laid out in diagrammatic form. The Reciprocal and Reflexive functions for 
transitive verbs differ essentially only in the coreferentiality feature. However, if there is no 
overt indication of coreferentiality, then only the context can disambiguate between Reciprocal 
and Reflexive interpretations. A better example may be (219), which is Reflexive in the textual 
context in which it occurred, meaning "Totemic spirits will not show themselves to us". 
However, in another context, this could equally well mean "Totemic spirits will not point each 
other out to us"; that being a Reciprocal interpretation.
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The one -feature that has a positive value -for all instances where RECIP obtains in the 
clause is the -feature "skewed-subject-re-ference". This feature is thus the trigger for a RECIP 
construction. The various -functions of RECIP obtain as the other three features are taken into 
account.
With intransitive verbs often the features are irrelevant (for intransitive verbs are 
one-place predicates). A positive value is represented by 'yes', negative by 'no', X indicates 
infelicity of the feature with verbs of the relevant transitivity type, and 'yes/no' indicates 
that the feature value is irrelevant for that function. The rows of the Table give feature 
values for transitive (including ditransitive) verbs, and for intransitive verbs. Each row of the 
table thus represents a feature bundle which defines which of the functions 'mutualis', 
'reciprocal', 'reflexive', or 'intransitiviser', obtains when the RECIP particle is used in a 
predication. A 'no' value for the 'extended-subject' feaure means that RECIP cannot have the 
indicated function when used with that type of verb.
Table 3 . 6  Semantic F ea tu res  Governing the Use of RECIP P a r t i c l e
Skewed su b jec t  D is t r ib u te d  Undergoer(s) C ore fe r-
re fe ren ce a c ro ss  a c to r s as su b jec t en t i a l i t y
t ra n s
M utualis
yes yes no no
in t ra n s yes yes X X
tra n s
Rec i procal
in t ra n s
yes
no
yes
yes/no
yes
X
no
X
tra n s  
R eflexive
yes yes/no yes yes
in t ra n s no yes/no X X
tra n s yes no yes no
I n t r a n s i t i v s r
— —  —  —  —  — — — =========== = = r r — —  — ~  — ~ ~ ~ ~ —
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I have called the particle RECIProcal because this was probably the proto—function. 
Certainly» considering the etymology of the Djinang particle (from the kinship DYADic affix -  
see section 3.2)» the reciprocal function is the semantic link betwen the particle and the DYAD 
affix. However» the reciprocal function obtains less often than the reflexive or mutualis 
functions. In my shorter database» the frequencies of occurrence of the various functions are: 
reflexive 36%, mutualis 33%, reciprocal 16%, intransitiviser 15%.
Mutualis function
Consider first intransitive verbs. These verbs have no undergoers» and hence only the 
first two features are relevant. We do find RECIP used with intransitive verbs, and it always 
indicates the Mutualis function. It is not possible to use the RECIP particle with an 
intransitive verb (such as 'cry') to express "We cried for ourselves" (reflexive) or "We cried for 
each other" (reciprocal). (Morphy (1983:118) observed the same in Djapu.) Such meanings can be 
conveyed by only by using a DAT-marked 10 pronoun of the same number and person as the 
subject.
The verb wayku- is an intransitive verb meaning 'to arise', 'to go up'; and can be used in 
the context of vertical motion, or arising from sleep. This verb is commonly used with RECIP to 
indicate a mutualis function; that is, each of the subject referents arises (from sleep). An 
example occurred in (200) of section 3.7. Another intransitive example occurred in (115) of 
section 2.11» where the verb is guni-dji- shame-INCHO- 'become ashamed'.
Next consider transitive verbs. A transitive verb has an undergoer; but there is no 
possibility of subject -  undergoer coreferentiality if there is an explicit non-coreferential 0 
participant in the clause. Some examples from text are given below. (Recall that these are not 
elicited.) The first example is the transitive verb 'spear'» and two men each did the spearing. 
The next two examples involve the ditransitive verb 'tell'» which takes ERG subject, ACC 0» and 
DAT 10. In the first of these, the 10 is covert -  but from the context the 10 participant is the 
man that the two sisters are planning to burn to death. In the second, the DAT 10 is 
cross-referenced by the reduced pronoun djina 3plDAT. In the fourth example, Peter and John 
took the healed cripple to a corner of the Temple building (ie. mutualis), rather than taking 
themselves there («reflexive) or taking each other there («reciprocal). Clearly then, the only 
possibility for skewing of subject reference in examples such as these is with respect to the 
feature of distributed-across-actors, because there is no possibility of coreferentiality of the 
subject and non-subject referents. Hence the Mutualis function obtains.
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(257) ingki b i l a y  inydji  b i 1 p a r r t j i - n i r ,  nganaparra -ng i-ny i
NE6 -far RECIP 3duERG spear-RPI buff al o-OBL-ACC
It was not far away they they both speared the buffalo {34:869}
(258) ngil  ingk- inydj i  b u l t j i - g i
IduincERG NEG-RECIP te l  1-FI
We will not tell (him) (24:124)
(25?) ba landa-g+a,  u y id j  ipij_i“p i l ~ n g i r - g i  ingki
European-DAT+NF or c h i 1d-PL-OBL-DAT NEG
d j in a - n y d j i  b u l t j i - g i ,  buluki 1 im r a n . g i - r r i
3plDAT-RECIP t e l l  —FI Ccatt l  lplincERG spear-TPA
(We) will not tell Europeans or children (that) we speared cattle {34:114-5}
(260) ga mun.gurr -H  inydj i  b i l  ga-ng i l
and corner-ALL RECIP 3duERG take-RPA
And they took him to a corner (of the building) {33:81}
Reciprocal function
An instance of the reciprocal function occurred previously in example (108) of section 
2.11. Some more examples are given below. The first involves three instances of the function in 
three consecutive clauses: the example comes from the story of Adam and Eve» and the narrator 
explains that they were not aware of each other's nakedness. In the second example» a charging 
buffalo dodges a thrown spear: the participants are the buffalo and the spear. A further 
example is (220) of section 3.10.
(261) ingk- inydj i  b i l  n y a - n y i r i ,  inydji  b i l  nya-ngin ,
NEG-RECIP 3duERG see-RPI RECIP 3duERG see-RPA
manymak, yarimban-nydji  b i l  pumir -marrbi-ni
a l l . r i g h t  just-IM-RECIP 3duERG forehead-1ose .possess !on .of -RPC
They didn't see each other, they really did see each other, it 's Just that when they did they 
failed to perceive (their nakedness) {53:3-5}
(262) inydj i  bi l  bangar i - n g i 1i ngunu-ngir i  d j i n i - n g i r i
RECIP 3duERG pass-RPA that-ABL this-ABL
They passed each other, (the buffalo) from there (and the spear) from here {34:833}
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Reflexive -function
Several instances of RECIP having reflexive function have already been cited; they are 
found in examples (7), (42)» (43)» (68)» (147), (218)» and (219)» so just one more will suffice here. 
Example (263) illustrates a couple of points concerning RECIP used with reflexive function. 
Firstly» quite often there is some extra marking in the clause in order to make the reflexive 
function unambiguous. The verb wangi- 'speak' usually takes DAT 0. With singular subject, the 
phrase inydji wangi- could be interpreted either as reflexive or as intransitive. Thus -bi OR 
case (having INTENS function) is added to the subject pronoun in order to signal the reflexive 
interpretation of RECIP. A similar thing obtained in example (218). Secondly, a singular +HU 
subject referent is usually sufficient to indicate a reflexive meaning; excluding the possibility 
of an intransitiviser function for RECIP; and a -HU 0 referent is usually sufficient to indicate 
an intransitiviser function for RECIP. Thus, for example, "The man finished off the food", can 
occur with RECIP to mean "The food was finished off" (an intransitiviser function for RECIP). 
The -HU 0 and +HU subject preclude coreferentiality.
(263) n y a n i-b i-n y d ji w angi-ni 
3sqNQM-0R-RECIP speak-TPA
He spoke to himself {67:64}
Intransitiviser function
The essential characteristic of RECIP functioning as an Intransitiviser is that an 
undergoer is the subject referent. The actor is left unspecified (but is recoverable from the 
context), which permits the undergoer to be made the grammatical subject of a predication. The 
construction is almost exclusively used with -HU undergoers, when something must be 
predicated about a -HU referent. Thus, RECIP here shares some of the functions of RECIP 
marking a Reflexive or Reciprocal function, but without any possibility of coreferentiality, or 
of plural -HU referents being able to perform the action (which leads to a 'no' value for the 
distributed-across-actors feature). Example (231) involves RECIP used to Intransitivise the 
verb ga-ngi take-FUT; and compare it with (260) above where the same verb obtains but with 
RECIP indicating Mutualis. Finally, example (264) illustrates a -HU noun in subject context, 
thereby requiring an Intransitivised form of the verb 'finish' 'complete'. (A better translation 
of (264) would be 'on the next day'.)
(264) y a k ir r  inyd ji d j i n g i r i - n g i 1i-ban
t si eepUNM]^^ RECIP comp 1 ete-RPA-IM
A night's sleep was completed {43:41}
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3.18 COLLECTIVE NOUN mala
This is a pan-Yolngu noun, meaning 'group7. Some Yolngu languages use it as the 
productive plural morpheme (eg. Dhuwal/Dhuwala, see Lowe, lesson 83; also Morphy 1983:47). 
(Dhuwal/Dhuwala has an apparently archaic PL affix -wurr(u), which is possibly cognate to 
Djinang PL -pili; but while the Djinang PL affix is productive, the Dhuwal/Dhuwala affix is 
not.) Djinang does not use the COL noun as the productive pluralising morpheme, except when 
the referents of the noun are items of a well-defined set. For example, a number of dogs were 
described in the following way: mala mala galbi COL COL lots 7a very large group of dogs7. Thus 
mala is used in contexts where set membership, or group membership, is in focus; rather than 
merely plural number. The COL noun may be inflected, but this occurs only rarely, and then only 
with either ACC or DAT case. Probably other cases could be used, but syntactic strategies 
which which avoid marking the COL noun for case are preferred.
When COL is used, there is typically some overt indication of the defining characteristics 
of the set or group being referred to. When overt marking of the set is not given, nor may be 
implied from context, then the COL noun means 'things7; but when this obtains, the idea is still 
that they are things belonging to a set due to some shared characteristics. In (265) the narrator 
is talking about various types of cake made with cycad nut flour; and after naming a few types, 
he names certain ones as 'long things', or Tong ones'. In (266) the narrator is talking about the 
things hit by the wind gusts where Paul and Silas were imprisoned: it is not that 'windows' 
were hit, but 'window-like things'; 'window' here only indicates that the things belong to the 
set of objects which are 'window-like'.
(265) g i j jw i j jn g  m ala, dj i n b a t j i - n i
ClongUNM C0L]ACC 3p1 ERG cook-RPA
They cooked long things (43:58)
(266) yarim+a window-ban mal a pu-ny k i r i - n y
just+NF [window-IM C0UACC hit-RPC PROG-RPC
Just window-like things were hit then (32:93)
The most common type of expression involving mala is that in which mala is the head noun 
of a NP, and is modified by a preceding constituent. Usually this preceding constituent is a 
pronoun, or another NP. Sometimes it is a clause. However, regardless of what type of 
constituent precedes the COL noun, the function of the preceding constituent is always to 
specify the set of objects being referred to by the COL noun. Descriptive appositional NPs may 
occur following the COL noun, to make the set more definite; and the COL noun may, or may not, 
be repeated at the end of such appositional NPs. Example (266) illustrates a set of appositional
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descriptive NPs, with repeated COL nouns; while example (277) illustrates appositional 
descriptive NPs without repeating the COL noun. Although mala most commonly is used with 
+HU reference, it may be used with -HU reference also: (267) and (268) illustrate the la tter. In 
(268) and (269) mala is modified by the clause constituent which immediately precedes. Brackets 
are included in the vernacular to make the structure more clear. In (268) the verb is used with 
the sense of 'separate parts of a whole'. The context of (269) is as follows. Paul and Silas went 
to a place where they thought people who were worshippers of God would be found at prayer; 
and the second line of (269) was uttered as a NP referring to the people who had gone to the 
place in earlier times. Two previously cited instances of mala are found in (114) of section 2.11, 
and (193) of section 3.7.
( 2 6 6 )  g i r r  guj _ukng-ban m i r r p m - b a n  y u l - p i ] _ i
COMPL Ccrowd-IM INTENS-IM p e r s o n - P L ] _ _ _
hKb
m a l a  ngur i -g i  r a - p  i - g i m a , 
COL that -OBL-OR-EMPHl
ngunu w a n a - d j i  
t thatUNM big-ERG 
w a r n g a r r i n y
ERG
m a l a ,  w a n a - p i J J  n g u r r u d a w a l a n g u  m a l a ,
[ w h a t ' s . t h e  i r  .nameUNM C O L I ^ q C bi  g —PL leaderUNM COLD ERG
Then a very big crowd of people, the important people of the place, the important leaders, 
{33:93-9}
( 2 6 ? )  d j a n i  m a l a ,  baman,  p i r r ,  h i s t o r y - d j i  d j a n g u n y ,
[ 3 p 1 PROM COL l o n g - t i m e  INTENS h i s t o r y - P RO M storyUNM
g a y p i n g
anc  ient(JNM]pR0M
These are ancient history stories, from a very long time ago (20:34)
( 2 6 8 )  d j a n i  [ [ [ m a l t j i - m  g i r i - m ]  m a l a ]  d j a n g u n y ]
3plN0M [ s e p a r a t e . p a r t - P R E S  HABIT-PRES COL s t o r y U N M ] ^ ^
They are separate parts of the story (67:32)
( 2 6 9 )  m a r r i  ngunu d j i n  g u n g i - g i n - d j i - m
p o s s i b l y  [ thatUNM] 3plERG head-PROP-THEMSR-YPA
HLL/
g i r i - m - b a n ,  [ [ a  y u l - p i U  n g u r r w a k n  d j i n  g i r - a l i ]  m a l a )
HABIT-YPA-IM -  [ p e r s o n - P L  b e f o r e  3plN0M come-RPA C0L]_bKb
Possibly they used to suggest that (place), the people who came (there) in times past (32:14-5)
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Lastly, when the COL noun is used as the semantic subject in an expression having the 
meaning 'that group', the subject reduced pronoun is repeated preceding the COL noun, as well 
as occurring preceding the verb. An example was given as (38) in section 2.7; and another 
instance occurs in the paragraph preceding that example.
3.19 PARTICLES AND LINKS
In this section we shall be concerned with the class of particles and links (or relators). 
Links are just a subclass of particles which function as clause-linking morphemes. Links occur 
clause initially; while particles have wider distribution, and may occur initially, medially, and 
finally in a clause. By far the most common position is clause-initial occurrence. I will not 
attempt to give Djinba equivalents for the particles discussed in this section; for the most part 
I do not yet know what the equivalent forms are.
Particle: bidak 'not yet' 'wait'
The particle bidak is sometimes pronounced badak; both forms mean 'not yet', or 'wait'. 
From memory, I believe it may also be used to indicate INCOMpletive aspect; that is, indicating 
that the event denoted by the clause has not yet been completed at the time of uttering the 
clause. Unfortunately, I do not have an example at hand to illustrate this; but I mention it here 
for the sake of completeness. Used this way, the particle occurs preceding the verb complex. 
Two other forms of the particle occasionally occur: bidakwa, and bidakma, each having the same 
meaning as the bidak form. The -ma formative on the second form is probably the Djinba PROM 
affix; and possibly the -wa formative is related to it also. Further instances can be found in 
the cited texts as follows: (22:206) and (24:101).
(270) n g a rri bidak i r r  g i r i - f J  
1sgNOM INCOM lsgNOM go-FUT 
I am not yet ready to go
Particle: yipi 'delay'
The particle yipi indicates a delay of time before an event obtains, or an interval of 
space beyond a reference position. The particle occurs only infrequently. The examples below 
illustrate the particle used with the spatial and temporal senses.
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(271a) nyani nguny ili  y»pi-pm-ban d j i - t j a r r i - n y i
3sgN0M thatALL delay-DELIM-IM DIST-stand-RPC
It (ie. the buffalo) was standing there a little way beyond {34:819}
(271b) nyuni yulgu-ng yip i Darwin-Cf
2sgN0M arrive-FUT delay Darwin-LOC
You will arrive at Darwin after a while
PERFective particle: ngurru(m(i)) 'already"
The PERF particle is used to signal perfective aspect. Sometime it may be translated by 
the English modal verb 'have'; sometimes it is best translated as "already". For example; if one 
is asked to do something» and one goes and does it and is subsequently asked "Have you done 
it?"» a sufficient reply is ngurrumi "it"s done". Usually» however» it is used in a clause. It 
occurs as the first constituent in the VC. An instance where it may be translated as 'already' 
occurs in (255) of section 3.15. A further example of its use follows.
(272) bidak ngurrum inmila w ang i-n i,  ng in ib i  b i n d j i - r r i
INCOM PERF lplincDAT speak-RPA lplexcERG do.tnus-YPI
Wait, he had said to us (that) we would do so-and-so (22:120}
The PERF particle is the base form for the word ngurr-gima PERF-EMPH "same". This 
word occurs very often in the phrase ngunu(ng) ngurr-gima thatUNM PERF-EMPH 'the same as 
that', 'likewise'.
(273) mir ngunu ngurr-gima wanimi-pm djanguny
l i ke  CthatUNM PERF-EMPH old-DELIM storyUNMl CQ
iny d ji-1  b u l t j i - g i
RECIP-lduincERG tel1-FUT 
Like that same old story we told (67:1)
Semblative miri "like" and Exemplificatory particle bilapilang
The particle miri is extremely common. Its basic function is to indicate a semblative 'like' 
"similar to"; but is used in any context where the speaker wishes to a nominal or verbal phrase 
which adds exemplificatory information to a predication. Thus, in some contexts it can be 
translated as "for" (see 276 below), or as "so", or as 'for example'. Quite often, it can be left 
untranslated. For example, in (273) above, miri has semblative meaning; but in (178) of section 
3.6» it has an exemplificatory sense and may be translated as "so" or 'for'. In (274) below, it can
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be left untranslated» although either 'so' or 'for' are here also acceptable translations. In 
example (70) it is best left untranslated (although the nuance it signals is still 
exemplification), and in (32:6) it can similarly be left untranslated.
Another commonly used exemplificatory particle is bilapilang REDUP-INDEF 'it is like 
that'; and (275) gives an instance of its use. Further instances can be found in the cited texts 
as follows: (22:214) (24:91, 112) and (32:24, 25, 28, 62, 63).
(274) n g a rri mini djanguny nyi +r r  pu l t j i - nmi  mi yi l k-ang
lsgERG l i ke  [ storyUNM] 2sgACC+1sgERG tel l -YPA woman-GEN
(So) I told you a story about a woman {66:148}
(275) nyani-ban nambidi+n.ga ra -n y  ngunu-ki r r i
3sgNOM-IM C i ns i detlNMK LL + 3sgDAT enter-RPC Cthat-COMPL
mi na r r ,  b i l a p i l a n g  galngayngu
snakeUNMl [ i t ' s . 1i k e . t ha t  King.brown. snakeUNMl. inMNOM NOM
Then that snake entered into her, a snake such as a King Brown snake (32:22)
Probability particle: marri
The particle marri indicates that an event probably or possibly obtained or will obtain. 
Hence it can usually be translated as 'possibly' or 'probably'. Another sense is 'must have' (ie. 
an event 'must have' obtained). The particle indicates a high degree of certainty on the part of 
the speaker that an event has obtained (if in past time), or will obtain (if the event is in future 
time). Because the speaker assumes the event is highly probable, irrealis tenses are not used 
with the verb when the clause contains marri. The Dhuwal/Dhuwala equivalent particle is 
mak(u).
When the particle marri takes the IM clitic, an idiomatic sense obtains: marri-ban 
possibly-IM 'never mind'. It is possible that this form is cognate to the Djinba marrap 'like' (ie. 
the semblative particle in Djinang, which is equivalent to Djinang semblative miri). If this is 
is, it may perhaps explain why marri-ban is semantically so unlike the meaning of its root. An 
example occurs in (180) of section 3.6.
Example (276) illustrates the marri particle used to express a high degree of certainty 
that a buffalo just speared by a relative fell down and stayed down because it must have been a 
young one. The example also further illustrates the use of miri and bilapilang having the 
function of exemplification. Then (277) illustrates marri used twice in the one clause to
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indicate a high degree of certainty that a place had a certain name. Further examples occur in 
(16), (158), and (159).
(276)  ny i -nya-ny+a b a y ' ,  mi r i y i dj  i p i JJ marr  i
DIST-see-RPC+NF l e a v e . i t  l i k e [chiIdUNM m u s t . be
y u w i r i d j i ng - n g u bi 1 a p i 1angi , y u w i r i d j i
new-DEIC i t ' s .1 i k e . t h a t newUNM]ACC
(He) had a look and left it, for it must have been a young one {34:329}
(277)  n y i m b i r r a n g a r r i , marr i  d j i n  b u l t j i - n  g i r i - m
[wha t ' s . t he . p i aceUNMl ^p^  p robab l y  3plERG cal l -PRES HABIT-PRES
mar r i  Dug i^ad i t j ngu  
mus t . be  [Dugi]_adi t j n g u l ^ ^
What's the name of that place? It must be Dugiladitjngu, that's  what they call it {34:285} 
Contrafactuals bitma 'seemingly' and yurru 'because seemingly'
The first particle, bitma is well-attested in the data, while yurru occurs only a few 
times. Consequently, the meaning given for the latter must be regarded as tentative, although 
it fits  the context in those instances where it occurs. These particles are similar in meaning to 
miri 'like', and gima 'because', respectively. However, there is an additional component of 
meaning. When bitma or yurru obtain, the implication is that whatever is being talked about 
does not in fact actually obtain, but only appears to obtain. Two allomorphs of bitma are bitn 
(where the final n is syllabic), and bit; these are performance-governed, being more likely to 
occur as the tempo of speech quickens. Similarly, yurru may be shortened to yurr in rapid 
speech. Each is illustrated below; and a further instance of yurru may be found in (24:105). 
Yurru is most definitely not a FUT marker, as is the case in Dhuwal/Dhuwala. (Djinang and 
Djinba indicate FUT by a verbal suffix; there is no particle having a FUT-marking function in 
either language. Yan-nhangu (Alpher 1977) uses a FUT particle Gurrku, where G is mostly w, 
but sometimes occurs as g.) Djinang yurru may possibly be the result of a meaning shift in the 
Dhuwal/Dhuwala FUT particle, since Djinang appears to be the only Yolngu language in which 
yurru has a contrafactual sense.
(278) b i i n y u l - p i J J nguH bi n y i n i - n y  i ,
s eemingly [person-PLl .  inh. thatLOC Nun HITH si t -RPC
b i l  wari --ban ganba-w
but  CwhoeverUNMl^^-IM [ d e s e r t e d .  camp-SPECl^^
It seemed as though there would be people living there, but the camp was deserted at that time 
{34:995-6}
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(279) b i l i - n y i  l i n y  y i r r p i - n i ,  n g a m b i r r i -g i r i - n y + a
3du-ACC 1duexcERG set-RPA mother-OBL-ACC+NF
b a p i p a - g i r i - n y , b i l  n y i n i - n y i ,  yurru g u r r t j i - m i r r i
FaSi-OBL-ACC 3duN0M sit-RPC because .seemingly  tree-LQC
bi l  ny in i -ny i  d jungg i-m ir r  n g i d j i r r k n g ,
3duN0M sit-RPC Ctree-LOC nearUNM3L0C
We settled my auntie and mother (there)» because it appeared they were sitting amongst trees, 
(but) actually they were only close to trees (34:412-4)
Coordination particles: ga "and7 and a '0'
The particle ga is used -for both nominal coordination and clause coordination. When used 
to coordinate clauses, any temporal relations of sequence or overlap between the coordinated 
clauses are not in focus. An example which illustrates ga used both as a nominal coordinator 
and a clausal coordinator is (47) of section 2.8.
A very common particle is a, which has the same distribution as ga. It is probably Just an 
abbreviated form of the latter. However, while it can be used to indicate coordination, and 
therefore may be translated as 'and'; nevertheless, in the vast majority of instances it has no 
discernable meaning. It apparently functions as a phonological marker of the onset of the next 
breath group. Numerous instances of it can be found in the cited texts: for example (32:6, 3, 15, 
29, 40, 44, 51, 60, 89, 110, 112, 113).
Other common particles
I will merely mention the other common particles. Their function and use is as would be 
expected from the gloss supplied with each. If an instance occurs in one of the cited text 
portions, I will also supply the cross-reference. Unless indicated otherwise, these particles 
occur clause initially and may be regarded as links. (But u and galkngu are just particles.)
b i n t j i  ' i n  c a s e '  ' o t h e r w i s e '  ( t h i s  i s  an in v a r i a n t  form of the
pro-verb  b i n t j i - 0  do.thus-FUT 'do  t h u s ' )  (32:90) 
b i l  ' b u t '  (32:10) (34:268) and (279) above
gim(a) 'b e c a u se '  (32:61)
u ' o r '  (English loan) May a l so  occur before  NP.
marrga ' t h e r e f o r e '  ' t h u s '  'h en c e '  ( exp re sse s  l ogi ca l  consequence)
(32:50)
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ban
y a r i m ( i )
galkngu 
manymak
g i r r <  i >
bi 1 i
nga ng< i )
' on the o t he r  hand-' ( e x p r e s s e s  c o n t r a s t  between e v e n t s ) ;  t h i s  
p a r t i c l e  may r e - o c c u r  on a l a t e r  c l a u s e ,  in which the p a i r  of 
p a r t i c l e s  e x p r e s s e s  the meaning:  ' on the one hand . . .  and on 
the o t h e r  hand . . . '  See examples  ( IS)  and (283) .  Th i s  
p a r t i c l e  i s  p robab ly  cogna t e  to  the IM a f f i x  - ban ,  and i s  
p o s s i b l y  used in Dj inang as  ' now'  may be used non- temporal  1y 
in Engl i sh  d i s c o u r s e  ( eg .  "Now I s a i d  to  him . . . " ) .
' j u s t '  ( i m p l i e s  r e l a t i v e  i ns  i gn i -f i cance of  an e v e n t ,  or 
s i m p l i c i t y  of an a c t i o n ,  or t h a t  the event  was unexpec ted)  
(22:19?)  (32 : 6 )  ( 32 : 87 ,  92,  93)
' f o r  example '  ( p o s s i b l y  a f o s s i 1 i z a t i o n  of Yolngu ga l k i  ' n e a r '  
wi th  Dj inang DEIC a f f i x  -ngu)  May a l s o  occur  b e f o r e  NP.
"okay" ( t h i s  i s  used as a d i s c o u r s e - l e v e l  p a r t i c l e ,  i n d i c a t i n g  
the beg i nn i ng  of a new e p i s o d e ;  i t s  l i t e r a l  meaning i s  
' g o o d ' )  ( 3 2 : 6 ,  29,  54,  74)
' t h e n '  ( e x p l i c i t l y  marks temporal  s equence ;  see the d i s c u s s i o n  
of the COMPL p a r t i c l e  in s e c t i o n  3 . 7 )  ( 3 2 : 2 6 ,  30,  41,  47,
66,  70,  72,  79,  110)
' i s  i t  s o? '  ( i n t e r r o g a t i v e  p a r t i c l e ,  o c c u r r i n g  c 1a u s e - f i n a l 1y ; 
and used when the speake r  e x p e c t s  an a f f i r m a t i v e  r e p l y )
' i s  t h a t  r i g h t ? '  ( i n t e r r o g a t i v e  p a r t i c l e ,  o c c u r r i n g  c l a u s e -  
f i n a l  ly;  and used when the speake r  e x p e c t s  e i t h e r  p o s i t i v e  
or ne ga t i ve  r e p l y )
Temporal nouns/adverbs
There is a small closed class of words which are used (as Morphy states, ibid:88) to 
'provide a temporal framework for the whole clause'. As in Djapu, it is difficult to decide if 
these are a subset of nouns, or are better treated as temporal adverbs, or even as temporal 
particles. They do not inflect for the most part. A list of them is given below. Notice that the 
word for 'now' is formed from the Immediate Proximate deictic stem djini- 'this'.
gadjiri 'yesterday' 
gayping 'antiquity' 
djuli 'earlier today' 
ngurrwagi 'before' Tong ago' 
bilim 'a while ago' 
biligi 'very long ago'
gudarr 'tomorrow'
malip-malir 'tomorrow' (REDUP-night) 
balnggili 'afternoon' 
djamingi 'later today' 
guyimi 'later on' 
djini-guyim 'on the verge of'
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djin i—dJining 'now' (REDUP—this) 
baman 'long time interval' warrbini 'later today' (Wulaki) 
maliri 'night'
yakirri '24 hour period' ( lit .  a sleep)
guyimpili 'much later on'
b ilk irr 'long ago' 
d ja rrib ir 'daytime'
munyi 'night'
3.20 IMMEDIATE CLITIC -Ban 'now' 'then'
The most common allomorph is -ban» although -pan occurs occasionally, and especially 
after a fo rtis  stop. The IM c litic  is one of the most frequently-occurring affixes in Djinang: for 
example, i t  occurs 510 times in my shorter database. Its  function is to add temporal 
highlighting to the time of occurrence of an event. I t  may generally be translated accurately by 
either one of two meanings: 'now' (when the time being highlighted is the time of the speech 
event); or 'then' (when the time being highlighted is a contextually determined time -  generally 
the time of the preceding event). I have retained Morphy's term ("IMmediate" ibid:49-50), 
because i t  is sufficiently accurate not to be misleading.
Morphy analyses the equivalent Djapu c litic  as basically indicating a 'sequence' function, 
which in many instances may be translated as 'now'. Tchekhoff and Zorc (1983) analyse the 
Djambarrpuyngu IM clitic  similarly to Morphy; that is, as a SEQUence marker. I t  is certainly 
true that in Yolngu languages the IM c litic  is used in contexts where events are in 
chronological sequence, and that i t  has a highlighting function. Nevertheless, I believe i t  is a 
mistake to analyse i t  as marking SEQU per se. For instance, to highlight chronological 
sequence, Djinang uses the linking particle g irr i COMPL 'then'; and this may or may not occur 
with the IM c litic  in the same clause. An example in which IM and COMPL both occur is (280): in 
th is example I w ill gloss the SEQU-marking particle (girri) as 'next', and the IM c litic  as 'then' 
-  because English uses 'then' for both functions, which would make the gloss confusing.
(280) g i r r  n y a n -in .g a  d ju y - p u l t j i - d j in - b a n , g i r r  yarim
COMPL 3sgN0M-3sgDAT ? ? - te 11-RPA-IM COMPL ju s t
m in y d ji w a n n g i-d ji-p m -b a n , g i r r  ngunu in y d ji
THITH alive-THEMSR-DELIM-IM COMPL [ thatUNMl, lnM RECIPNÜM
b ir r in -d j in g i- n i- p m -b a n  
tu r n -C A U S -R P A -D E L IM - IM
Next He (ie. God) forgave him then, next (the man) just continued living on indefinitely then (ie. 
he had eternal life), next that (man) repented then {33:120-2}
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The above example illustrates how IM and COMPL may combine to explicitly highlight the 
overt marking of the SEQU -function. However, the SEQU marking is indicated by girri, not by 
-ban. This example is interesting -for a further reason. Another function of the IM clitic is, at 
discourse level, to signal the discourse peak, or denouement, of a story. It is used in (280) in 
this way. The three clauses of (280) summarize the three principle themes of the story that the 
narrator had previously discussed in more detail. (280) then constitutes the discourse peak, and 
immediately after it the narrator begins to draw out for his hearers the teaching points that he 
considers to be relevant. This is not an isolated instance of the IM clitic being used as a 
marker of discourse peak: see (253) which comes from the same story, at the point in the story 
where the cripple's feet are healed. In general, whenever a story reaches a climax, the 
incidence of the IM clitic rises sharply; because of its  highlighting function.
Example (278) of section 3.19 should be examined carefully. It illustrates the IM clitic 
used in a context in which a SEQU interpretation makes no sense. In that example the IM clitic 
is used in order to indicate that at the time at which the party were going to the camp to try to 
meet up with their relatives, the camp was deserted because the relatives had moved off 
elsewhere. The IM clitic only points to a contextually determined time; and probably the 
simplest way to understand it is as a temporal equivalent of the LOC case function. For just as 
LOC marks a definite location in space, IM marks a definite point in time. This is, of course, the 
sense in which IM is used on first person reduced pronouns in expressions such as lim-ban 
iplincNOM-IM "let's go (now)"; ili-ban iduincNOM-IM "let's go (now)". In such expressions as 
the last two, the reference time being pointed to is the time of utterance. (Note, these are 
common elliptical expressions in which the verb giri-flf go-FUT is elided.)
That -ban does not indicate SEQU may also be inferred from its  use on the particle girri 
COMPL 'finished'; and on the deictic ngunu- 'that'. The form girr(i)-ban means simply 'finished 
now'; and is used typically at the end of a list, or at the end of a chain of related events, or at 
the end of a story. These are all contexts where a SEQU interpretation is out of the question. 
The following example shows several instances of IM; the first highlights the SEQU function, 
the second indicates that at the time of utterance, the story has reached a state of completion. 
There is no possibility of girr-ban indicating sequence in such an example.
(281) g i r r  d jaw ar-ban , n garr nyun-ki m a lim -d j i -g i , g ir r -b a n
COMPL f ini shed- IM lsgERG 2sg-DAT finish-THEMSR-FUT COMPL-IM
Then it is completed now, I have finished (the story) for you, (it's) finished now (22:320)
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It has been mentioned previously that deictics may have either a spatial or a temporal 
sense» depending on context. To signal the meaning 'at that time', or the relative pronoun 
'when', Djinang uses the Distant deictic ngunu- 'that' with the IM clitic. The form ngunu-ban 
always means 'a t that time'; where the reference time is the time of whatever event occurs in 
the immediate context. An example of this is (254) of section 3.15. Similarly in (261), where the 
time highlighted by the IM clitic is the time of Adam and Eve's looking at each other; that is, at 
the time when they looked on each other's nakedness, they failed to perceive it. There is no 
possibility of SEQU here.
It is not hard to see why the IM clitic sometimes seems to indicate a SEQU function. If 
two events, A and B, occur in sequence, then the clause denoting the B event may contain an 
instance of -ban on one or more of its  constituents. (The IM clitic may occur on any or all words 
in a clause, as in other Yolngu languages.) This context supports a SEQU interpretation of the 
clitic's function. However, I claim that what is being marked is that the SEQU relation between 
the two clauses (which is a function of their lexical content) is being highlighted; which is a 
different thing from saying that the IM clitic signals SEQU. In such a context, event A typically 
provides the contextual time reference which is highlighted by the occurrence of -ban in the 
next clause. This is the reason why the IM clitic may occur in the non-initial clauses of a 
clause chain: the first clause is required in order to establish the reference time. This sense of 
'temporal highlighting' obtains in all instances of the use of the IM clitic, which is not true of 
a SEQU function. Highlighting SEQU is only one of the functions of the IM clitic.
There are literally dozens of instances of the IM clitic in the examples cited in previous 
sections, so there is no need to add more here. The reader is invited to look at them. In 
sections 3.19 to 3.14 there are fourteen examples. In eight of those there is non-sequential 
temporal highlighting: (278) (271) (266) (261) (247) (243) (255) and (254). The others either 
involve highlighted temporal sequence, or may be construed that way: (264) (253) (252) (248) 
(242) and (241).
The Djinba IM clitic is -(B)ani. In nearly all instances, the allomorph used is -ani; but in a 
couple of instances (after vowels), I have the form -wani occurring instead. The Yan-nhangu IM 
clitic is -ba (Alpher, 1977). These forms are clearly all cognate; and a tentative proto-form 
would be ~*BanV.
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4. VERB MORPHOLOGY AND THE FUNCTIONS OF VERBAL INFLECTIONS
In th is  chapter we shall be concerned with verbal in-flections, and the various functions 
marked by those inflections. Unlike other Yolngu languages, which mark various tense, 
aspectual, and modal categories with a mixture of verbal inflections and adverbial particles, 
Djinang and Djinba use verbal inflections almost exclusively. Thus, some categories marked by 
particles in o ther Yolngu languages are marked by inflections in the la t te r  languages.
Much of the  morphological detail of Djinang verbal inflections has already been 
adequately documented (see Waters 1980a); and so th a t m aterial will only be summarized in the 
p resen t chapter. My understanding of the system  of functional con trasts  has broadened since 
writing the 1980 paper, and continues to  be broadened as I fu rther study the language. In th is 
chapter I will give an expanded account of the various functional categories th a t underlie 
verbal inflectional categories.
I will also p resen t a very brief summary of Djinba conjugation c lasses. A full account 
must wait t il l  another time. However, Djinba throw s light on Djinang verb morphology, and so a 
brief account of Djinba verb morphology is  required. Extensive paradigmatic data for Djinba 
verbs occurs in Appendix 3. I shall also compare Djinang with other Yolngu languages, when 
relevant. To save repeated quoting of sources, the sources I will use are the following: Morphy 
1983 for Djapu; Heath 1980a for Ritharrngu; Heath 1980b for Dhuwal (Djambarrpuyngu); Lowe's 
Gupapuyngu grammar lessons for Gupapuyngu; Schebeck 1967a and 1967b for Golpa; and Alpher 
1977 for Yan-nhangu.
The main point of th is  chapter is  th a t the system  of formal con trasts  and the system  of 
functional con tras ts  are not isomorphic. That is  to  say, th a t a given inflection may mark 
differing functions, according to  the context in which it  occurs. My aim in th is  chapter is  to 
exemplify the various functions marked by verbal suffixes; and as far as possible to draw it  
together into a coherent system.
4.1 VERB CONJUGATION CLASSES
There are three conjugation classes in Djinang and Djinba. These classes are classes 
based on regularities of form in the marking of various functions. A fourth class of verbs is  the 
class of non-thematic verbs which are not inflected, and which comprise a set of 
mono-morphemic verb root forms synonymous with various inflecting verbs from the three 
major conjugation classes (see section 2.2). This set of verbs has mainly stylistic and discourse 
functions. I will not discuss these further here, except to say that Djinba has used this class
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of verbs as roots to derive suppletive inflecting verb forms. Thus very few non-inflecting verb 
forms remain in Djinba; while in Djinang, the class of such forms is much larger* and maintains 
its  integrity with respect to its resistance to inflection.
I t  w ill be helpful at this point to briefly review the functional labels used in discussing 
the various inflectional affixes. There are thirteen in all. In my previous work I used 
"non-past", and "non-past irrealis". However, FUTure now replaces "non-past", and the former 
"non-past irrealis" now becomes "PResent Irrea lis". And a further category of "Future 
Irrealis" needs to be defined. (In Djinang, its  marking is homophonous with the marking of FUT.) 
Otherwise, the categories are as in Waters 1980a:143. The lis t  of categories is as follows:
FUT FUTure PRI PResent con tinuous I r r e a l is
FI Future I r r e a l is YPI Yesterday Past I r r e a l is
PRES PRESent con tinuous TPI Today Past I r r e a l is
IMP IM Pera tive RPI Remote Past I r r e a l is
YPA Yesterday PAst TPC Today Past Con tinuo us
TPA Today PAst RPC Remote Past Con tin u o u s
RPA Remote PAst
That Djinang verbs have three conjugation classes is most readily apparent by comparing 
verbs inflected for YPI. There are only three YPI forms: -w i (class 1 verbs), - r r i  (class 2 
verbs), and -y i (class 3 verbs). In my previous work on verb morphology; I used IMP as the label 
for these forms. The choice is somewhat arbitrary, since the same form marks YPI, IMP, and PRI 
functions. I am now using YPI as the label for th is form because i t  better facilita tes 
comparison with Djinba. This does not mean that there is some kind of covert p riority  to YPI 
over the other functions (IMP and PRI) which are marked by the same form. The choice of a 
function as a label for a form is merely a convenience for the purpose of simplifying our 
discussion.
The Djinang classes correspond to the following Djapu classes (which may be taken as 
representative of Yolngu languages typically): Djinang class i = Djapu class NG; Djinang class 2 
= Djapu classes L and N; Djinang class 3 = Djapu class 0. Also to facilita te comparison with 
Heath's conjugation classes (in both Ritharrngu and Dhuwal) there are the correspondences: 
Djinang class i = Heath's class 6; Djinang class 2 = Heath's classes 3, and 4; Djinang class 3 = 
Heath's classes i ,  2, and 5. The constancy of the correspondences (not in the stems, but in the 
inflections) between the Djinang classes and the classes identified in other Yolngu languages 
is due to independent retention of class distinctions in proto-Yolngu.
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Although Djinang has but three major conjugation classes; each class has several 
subclasses. The details are outlined -fully in Waters 1930a; though the main points are 
summarized now. Also, some subclasses are coextensive with classes defined by Morphy or 
Heath in other Yolngu languages. Using the YPI forms as indicators of major class divisions 
would lead to Heath's six classes being reduced to four, the same number as Morphy analyses 
for Djapu.
Firstly» class 1 verbs. These have FUT inflection -gi, except for some small subclasses 
having FUT -ngi. The TPA inflection is -ngili» but stems ending with one of the syllables -p i- 
-bi- -dji- or - tj i-  (which includes THEM SR -dji- and FACT -dji-) take the shorter form -li for 
TPA» while some small subclasses preserve TPA inflections -ngini (for three verbs only) and 
-pini (only one verb - bu- 'hit'» and a few stems which have incorporated this root). In all, there 
are 3 subclasses of class i.
Secondly, class 2 verbs. In Djapu and other Yolngu languages, the POT inflection is marked 
by -1 or -rr (Heath instead uses IMP in his analysis). Djinang (and Djinba) class 2 verbs have 
incorporated these consonants into the stem when inflecting for FUT, and sometimes for TPA 
also; and these consonants are absent from the stem when other inflections obtain. This has 
led to some Djinang class 2 verbs having two stem forms: an rr-final stem when inflected for 
FUT and/or TPA (eg. ngagirr-gi cover-FUT, ngagirr-djini cover-TPA); and a vowel-final stem 
for other inflections (eg. ngagi-nmi cover-YPA, ngagi-rri cover-YPI, etc.). Similarly, some 
small subclasses have an 1-final stem for FUT inflection (eg. ngalwartjil-gi breathe-FUT), but 
vowel-final stem for other inflections (eg. ngalwartji-nmi breathe-YPA). It is analytically 
simpler to treat the stem-final rr (or 1) as part of the stem for the small number of class 2 
verbs which exhibit these final consonants, than to treat the final rhotic or lateral as part of 
the inflection. This is because the same stem-final rr (or 1) will sometimes occur when the same 
verb occurs with FUT inflection.
In my previous work on Djinang verb morphology, I tried to handle alternations like these 
in terms of morphophonemic rules and phonotactic constraints. But the true explanation lies 
instead in the area of diachronic change. Djinang (and Djinba) once had well-defined subclasses 
like the Djapu L and N classes; but these have long since merged into a single class 2 in modern 
Djinang (and Djinba). Furthermore, there has been extensive levelling in this class, so that 
there is very little remaining to indicate the former situation. For example, the rr-final stems 
preceding FUT inflection sometimes are articulated without the final rr (eg. yami-gi 'spread X 
out' and yamirr-gi are alternate FUT forms); and the TPA inflection stem+rr-djini may 
sometimes be shortened to stem-ni. (Comparison with Djinba cognates reveals that the elision
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erf the -rr-d ji- in forms of this type is a diachronic change still in progress; it is gradually 
spreading throughout the lexicon.)
The other common indicator of subclass in class 2 verbs is whether the TPA inflection is 
-djini or -ni. The former allomorph occurs not only after rr-final stems, but also after 
vowel-final stems (only the i vowel occurs stem-finally). Verbs in class 2 are relatively 'old' 
forms; the formation of new transitive or intransitive verbs produces verbs of class i or 3, 
respectively. Thus class 2 has had closed membership for a considerable period; and 
consequently has the smallest membership of the three conjugation classes. There are 5 
subclasses in class 2.
Lastly, class 3 verbs. There are four subclasses in this class. One of these subclasses is 
the class of INCHOative-marked stems; which take YPA inflection -rri, while this inflection is 
-0 in the other subclasses. One subclass has but two old verbs: ngurri- 'lie down' 'sleep', and 
djirri- 'stand'. These are a subclass on the basis of unique TPA inflection: -nyini; while other 
subclasses have TPA -ni. The -nyini affix is cognate to the -nhan affix (for the two cognate 
stems) in Djambarrpuyngu and Ritharrngu (Heath 1980b:4i, and i980a:64). Heath states the 
affix indicates a punctual sense; which is consistent with the Djinang situation. However, 
Dianne Buchannan (a missionary linguist who speaks Djambarrpuyngu fluently) claims that they 
may be used as irrealis forms (private communication). These two comments are not in conflict. 
In discussing the "Past Remote" inflection in Djambarrpuyngu, Heath (1930b:39) states that the 
same inflection as is used for Past Remote also has irrealis-like functions. (See below for the 
implications of this fact.) A cognate (-nyan TPA) affix also occurs in Djinba for the verb 'lie 
down'; and in the Djinba auxiliary verb djarra-nyan stand-TPA, which is not used as a main 
verb. This affix therefore appears to be a shared retention of a proto-Yolngu irregularity. The 
other subclasses of class 3 in Djinang are defined by the obtaining (or non-obtaining) of the 
deletion of a stem final rri syllable preceding the TPA inflection.
In the above discussion, it is dear that the division into subclasses primarily depends on 
systematic differences in the patterns of marking for the inflections FUT and TPA. Comparison 
with other Yolngu languages reveals that Djinang and Djinba have innovated in developing FUT 
inflections. Thus the irregularities with FUT inflections may be viewed as a diachronic 
levelling processes. This may well apply to the TPA inflections as well, however the diachronic 
situation is there not so transparent.
In discussing the verb suffixes, it is important to maintain a conceptual difference 
between the functional labels used for the suffixes, and the functions marked by the suffixes. 
Usually the two will be in agreement, but not always. For example, IMP can be used 
pragmatically to signal strong Disapproval. Labels will be written wholly in upper case (eg.
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FUT, YPI» TPA, etc.); while -functions will be written with only the -first letter in upper case 
(eg. Future, Imperative, Today-past, etc.).
T a b l  e 4 . 1  M a j o r C o n j u g a t i o n Cl  a s s e s ( o n l y  m a j o r a l 1 o m o r p h s s h o w n )
FUT YPA Y P I T P I TPC TPA
F I P RES P RI RP I RPC RPA
IMP NMLSR
C l a s s  1 - g i  - n g i - m i - w  i - n y i r i - n y  i - n g i 1 i - 1 i
C l a s s  2 - g i - n m i - r r  i - n i r i - n  i - d j i n i  - n i
C l a s s  3 - d j i O' - r r  i - y  i - n y i r i - n y  i - n  i
Table 4.1 shows the major conjugation classes. The columns are headed with the set of 
functional categories which the forms commonly mark. The first label of each set is the one we 
shall use in discussing the forms, whenever the choice of label is arbitrary for discussion 
purposes. In each class, the YPI, TPI, and TPC affixes are invariant forms (they do not 
subcategorize verbs). Similarly for the YPA affixes in classes i and 2; and the FUT affixes in 
classes 2 and 3. (Expanded charts showing the subclasses may be seen in my earlier work, pages 
144-5.) The NMLSR inflection for each conjugation is homophonous with TPI and RPI inflections; 
the same is true for Djinba, and for Yolngu languages generally.
One difference from my earlier work is that I have given the Today-Past-Continuous 
(TPC) inflection for Class 2 as -ni. Listening carefully to tapes has shown that there is 
fluctuation in the shape; sometimes it is -ni and sometimes -ni (with the same speaker). 
However, the most commonly occurring form is the -ni form, and so I have included it in the 
Table. (Historically, in class 2 the TPI and TPC affixes may be reconstructed as the affix 
-*nara. In the form -niri, the initial nasal has been regressively assimilated to the following 
retroflex rhotic; and probably the retroflection of the nasal in the TPC form —ni is due to 
analogical pressure.)
One historical observation may be made at this point, since I have indirectly alluded to it 
in the preceding paragraph. Considering the RPI and RPC inflections in table 4.1 (and remember, 
the same forms mark TPI and TPC, respectively) shows that the only difference between each, 
for each conjugation class, is that the RPC inflection lacks a final ri syllable. This suggests 
the possibility that there has been a split of former allomorphs of one proto-inflection. 
Evidence for this split would be that in another Yolngu language the one inflection marks both 
RPI and also a Non-Irrealis Past inflection.
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Heath gives such evidence (1930b:39). The Dhuwal 'Past Remote' inflection is also used in 
counter-factual and conditional clauses (ie. where Djinang uses Irrealis inflections). The forms 
for this Dhuwal affix are -nha -na and -nya; and for one old speaker of a subdialect, -nhar -nar 
and -nyar. These forms are cognate to the Djinang forms. Hence the Djinang RPI and RPC 
categories have developed from a split of earlier forms —*nha(ra) (classes i and 3) and -#na(ra) 
(class 2); thereby adding a formally marked RPC category to the language. The Dhuwal 'Past 
Remote' is not inherently Continuous; the addition of this extra component of meaning to form 
a RPC category was a Djinang innovation under the influence of Rembarrnga (and possibly 
Burarra) as explained below.
The development of a separate RPC inflection would concomitantly have produced a 
separate TPC function marked homophonously. Heath (ibid) cites the 'Past Remote' inflection, 
but does not discuss a'Today-Past' function for the same inflection. It is not clear from 
Heath's discussion whether or not this duality of function also obtains in Dhuwal; however 
Lowe's grammar (i960: lesson 16) of Dhuwala makes it quite clear that RPA and TPA are 
different functions which are marked identically. There is no possibility of the duality of 
function being present in Dhuwala but not Dhuwal. In fact, this duality is so widespread that it 
must be assumed to be a proto-Yolngu feature.
Djinang split the —»nha(ra) and —*na(ra) proto-forms into markers of two distinct 
categories on the basis of analogical pressure from the prefixing languages to the west. For 
example; Rembarrnga has distinct suffixes for the categories of "past continuous tense" and 
"past punctiliar tense" (McKay 1975:130). Yolngu languages normally mark the Continuous 
versus Non-Continuous by means of presence versus absence of the particle ga, respectively. 
The Djinang innovation enabled Continuous aspect in Remote Past time to be marked by a 
suffix, rather than by a particle. This must therefore be added to the lis t of grammatical 
patterns which have diffused into Djinang from the neighbouring prefixing languages (see 
Appendix 2 for others).
Before discussing Djinang functional contrasts marked by the inflectional affixes, I will 
give a brief overview of the Djinba verb conjugation classes, and the major affix forms. Where 
possible, I will retain the same labels as I use in Djinang, with three exceptions. Firstly, 
Djinba IMP and YPI inflections are different, and so I will give the IMP inflections as well. 
Secondly, Djinba does not distinguish TPC from TPA, (nor RPC from RPA). Lastly, Djinba has an 
extra inflection, which is tentatively identified as a Future Irrealis (FI).
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4.2 DJINBA VERB MORPHOLOGY
In th is  section» the broad outline of Djinba verb conjugation c lasses will be given. The 
purpose of th is  section is  merely to  provide a comparison with Djinang, and so many in teresting  
aspects  of Djinba verb morphology will be ignored a t th is  time. The data upon which th is  
section is  based is  given as Appendix 3.
Table 4.2 summarizes the inflections which obtain in each conjugation class for each of 
the functional categories listed  a t the top of the chart. These categories are the same as the 
Djinang ones. The FI category is  identified only tentatively» mainly on the basis of Schebeck's 
claim th a t the equivalent class in the Nhangu language Golpa marks "Eventualis". This appears 
to  be an irre a lis  category, and so I am using the FI category for i t .  In Golpa» th is  category is  
marked by -Gu(y) (where G = g or ng), on verbs which belong to  the c lass i conjugation (in my 
terminology). In Djinba, the FI category is  marked d ifferen tly , except for le ss  than a dozen 
verbs (mostly in c lass 1, but some are in c lass 2) which take the FI allomorph -Guy, where G = g, 
k, or ng. In the Table, where more than one allomorph is  given the most frequently occurring one 
is  given f ir s t ,  and those below it  are of le sse r  frequency (usually of very much lesse r 
frequency). Very uncommon allomorphs are not shown. C lass 3 involves two major subclasses, 
sim ilar to  the Djinang paradigm, and the su ffixes for each subclass are given as a single line of 
the Table.
T a b le  4 .2  D jin b a  V erb C o n ju g a tio n  C la s s e s
FUT FI IMP YPI YPA TPA TPI
PRI PRES RPA RPI
NHL SR
-mi t j -n g —w -m -n y a
C la s s  1 -mak -Guy -a n g  
- i  ng
-uw -am 
-  i m
-NGal - i  nya
-n g -1 -n
C la s s  2 -nmak - n m it j - l k - r r -n -y  i n -n a
- r r k + r r - y in
C la s s  3 -k - t j -y -y - a -n -n y a
- r r a k - r r  i t j -y -y - r r -n -n y a
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Djinba does not mark TPC and RPC categories by verbal suffixes. Instead» there is a 
verbal prefix (or possibly a proclitic) ban-, which has the same function as DISTributive 
reduplication in Djinang. The distribution of ban- is parallel to the distribution of DIST 
reduplication in Djinang, so that it occurs with verbs marked not only for the TPA or RPA 
categories, but also PRES, FUT, and YPA. Its  distribution may prove to be even wider than this, 
given the collection of further Djinba data.
Table 4.2 does not show any of the variations in the form of the stems which obtain with 
various of the inflections; nor does it show what criteria govern the allomorphy implied in 
forms such as -NGal and -Guy. Both will be discussed in the paragraphs which follow, The 
Djinba stems which exhibit the less common allomorphs will also be cited below; the 
inflectional paradigms for these stems are in Appendix 3. Note, the stem cited may be different 
from the actual form of the stem when a given inflection is affixed; the citing of stems is only 
to enable the reader to find the verbs in the Appendices. To do this, look up the stem in 
Appendix 4, note the Djinang equivalent verb, and then look up that Djinang verb in Appendix 3. 
Appendix 3 has all the known paradigmatic details for the Djinba verbs.
Firstly, the FUT inflections. In class i it is regularly -mak, except for -k with the verb 
garkara- 'walk about', and -ng with the verb nyangnya- 'help'. In class 2 it is mostly -nmak (42 
out of 46 verbs), the other forms being: -k (2 verbs*, birrmirra- 'sing', djarra- EXIST auxiliary); 
-Ik (i verb: ngarrawan- 'turn'); and -mak (1 verb: barrpu- 'rub firesticks'). In class 3 the form 
depends on whether the verb stem ends in the INCHO affix, which is -yi in Ganalbingu dialect 
and -dji in Dabi dialect. Stems which lack the INCHO affix take FUT allomorph -k; while 
INCHO-marked stems take the -rrak allomorph.
Secondly, the FI inflections. These are clearly closely related in form to the FUT 
inflections for each class, and there is a diachronic reason for this as we shall later see. In 
class i, two verbs take FI -nguy: the verbs are balngbalng- 'soften', and nyangnya- 'help' (this 
verb is a reduplicated form of the common Australian root NHa- 'see', see Appendix 3). Another 
(the verb gar(a)- 'go') takes -kuy. These are archaic affix forms which are no longer productive. 
They are also clear evidence of the genetic affiliation of Djinba to a Northern Yolngu 
protolanguage, since these FI affix forms are also found in Golpa, a Nhangu language (Schebeck 
1967a). In class 2, there are only one certain variant affix form: -nguy which occurs with the 
verb batja- In class 3, the tj phoneme has diachronically produced regressive assimilation of 
the preceding vowel, so that always a laminal vowel will precede it. (This is true in all 
classes.) The same assimilatory process also operates synchronically; so that when the FI 
allomorph - t j  obtains, the stem-final vowel changes to the laminal vowel i for class 3 stems 
which lack the INCHO marker.
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Thirdly, the IMP inflections. In class 1, the usual IMP affix is -ng; and sometimes a 
stem-final i vowel changes to an a vowel preceding the IMP affix. Following a stem marked by 
the CAUS affix (-miy), the IMP allomorph -ing is used. (Historically, the segmentation was once 
-*miyi-ng, but in the modern language -miy-ing is a better segmentation.) And following a 
consonant-final stem the allomorph -ang is used. The class 1 IMP allomorph -k is attested with 
four verbs: ngatjurr- 'ask', djirriti- 'drag' (Dabi dialect), munu- 'carry', and girrili- 'carry' 
(Dabi dialect). The allomorph -ki is attested with three verbs: gar(a)- 'go', nudjirrgu- 'go 
quickly', and yan.gi- 'send'. And a final vowel is retained with the IMP form -ngi which occurs 
on the 'old' stem bu- 'hit'.
In class 2, the usual IMP affix is -ng, although nine verbs retain the vowel-final 
allomorph -ngi. These verbs are: bultji- 'te ll', djaga- 'help', wiritji- 'scrape', larr- 'fall down', 
gadji- 'call out', garrmi- 'dig', garrapi- 'tie up', gatji- 'hold', and gurrupi- 'follow'. Class 2 
verbs which take the archaic CAUS affix -djungV (or its  alternate forms -ngV or -dju) take the 
IMP allomorph -lk. These verbs are gadal-djunga- 'knock down', gupurr-djunga- 'reject', 
wirani-ngu- 'cause to return', ngarra-nga- 'puli', and the allomorph -lki occurs on 
ngarrawan-dju- 'turn'. The -lk allomorph also occurs on the Ganalbingu verb nganga- 'cover'. 
Some other verbs take an allomorph -rrk: galka- 'possess', and gilgi- 'hide'. Some other IMP 
ailomorphs occur: -ni on two old monosyllabic root forms ma- 'get', and ra- 'spear' (Dabi has 
-nuy with the ra- stem)-, -lkuy on the Dabi verb yagi- 'insert', and -lng on the cognate 
Ganalbingu verb ya- 'insert'; and -nkuy on the Dabi verb ngangi- 'cover'.
In class 3, the IMP and YPI categories are not differentiated formally. The IMP allomorph 
is fairly regularly -y, although -yi is attested on three verbs, at least two of which are old 
stems: guba- 'leave', nyina- 's it ', and ngurra- 'lie down'. Because the y phoneme is laminal, 
regressive assimilation of a preceding non-laminal stem-final vowel occurs when class 3 verbs 
are inflected for IMP, similarly to the situation for the FI inflection. The IMP allomorph -k is 
attested on nyina- 's it ' (Dabi dialect), and a -ya allomorph on wakalngurra- 'play' 'dance' (Dabi 
dialect).
Fourthly, the YPI inflections. These are cognate to the Djinang YPI inflections. (In 
Djinang the IMP and YPI inflections are formally identical in all classesJ In Djinba class 1, the 
inflection is usually -w, but following the CAUS affix -miy the YPI allomorph -uw occurs. And 
following a consonant-final stem the allomorph -aw occurs. Seven verbs retain an i vowel in the 
YPI inflection, using a -wi allomorph. These verbs include some old monosyllabic verb roots. 
The verbs are: nya- 'see', ga- 'take', bu- 'h it', (Jawurr-bu- 'peel skin off', gar(a)- 'go', gupurru- 
'give', mila- 'wait for' (Dabi dialect), and milka- 'look for'.
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In class 2, the predominant allomorph is -1» and preceding this allomorph the stem-final 
vowel becomes a obligatorily. Just two verbs take the YPI allomorph -rr: bindjarri- 'swear', and 
gudi- 'ea t' 'spear'. A -further two (the stems ma- and ra- mentioned above) take the allomorph 
-rri. The Djinba class 2 conjugation is a merger of two proto-classes, one which took YPI 
inflection --»la, and another taking -*rra. These classes are still differentiated in Djapu, and 
correspond to Morphy's classes L and N, respectively. The CAUS-marked stem wirani-ngu- 
'cause to return' takes an allomorph -IK. The class 3 YPI inflections are the same as for the 
class 3 IMP inflections.
Fifthly, the YPA inflections. The major allomorphs of YPA in each class are cognate to 
the equivalent Djinang YPA allomorphs. Djinba class 1 verbs usually take the -m allomorph, and 
stem-final i or u vowels usually change to an a vowel preceding the YPA affix. Following the 
-miy CAUS affix, the allomorph -im is used; and following a consonant-final stem the -am 
allomorph is used. In class 2, the -n allomorph is used, with the exception of the Dabi verb 
gilgi- 'hide' which takes an -r r  allomorph. In class 3 the -Q  allomorph is used on stems which 
lack the INCHO affix; while INCHO stems take the -r r  allomorph. There is also an archaic 
allomorph ~*P which occurs on just two verbs. On Dabi guba- 'leave' it occurs as -p; on 
Ganalbingu guwa- 'leave' it occurs as -w; and on walma- 'go up' 'traverse' it occurs as -m.
Sixthly, the TPA inflections. In class i, these are -NGal, except for some verstigal forms 
-ngajg and -pan which are cognate to similar vestigal forms in Djinang, these occurring on the 
verbs bu- 'hit, dawurr-bu- 'peel skin off', and nya- 'see'. The allomorphy of the -NGal 
inflection is approximately as follows: TPA is often -wal after a stem-final u (though a couple 
of instances of -ngal occur in this environment); it is always -al after a stem-final consonant 
(and this includes CAU affix -miy); and after a stem final i or a vowel, it is either -ngal or -kal 
(the former is the more productive, the latter appears to be associated with 'old' stems). In 
class 2, the most common allomorph is -n, while -yin (Ganalbingu dialect) or -djin (Dabi dialect) 
are not infrequent. Seven verbs have variant stem forms which end in rr preceding the -yin or 
-djin allomorphs; and these are represented by the entry +rr-yin in Table 4.2. These verbs are: 
gupurr-djunga- 'reject', gada]-djunga- 'knock down', mama- 'put down', galka- 'hold', gila- (and 
Dabi gilgi-) 'hide', nganga- 'cover', and Dabi yagi- 'insert'. The old verbs ma- 'get' and ra- 
'spear' take irregular portmanteau combinations of the stem and inflection: man.gu+rr and 
ran.gu+rr, respectively. (See also the Djinba forms corresponding to the Djinang verb 
birrindjingilgi in Appendix 3.) In class 3, the TPA inflection is regularly -n, though there are a 
couple of minor deviations; in particular the irregular TPA allomorph -nyan which occurs with 
the verb ngurra- 'lie down' 'sleep'. See also bindji- 'do thus' in Appendix 3.
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Lastly» the TPI in-flections. In classes 1 and 3 the -form is always -nya. The laminal nasal 
always causes regressive assimilation of a preceding non-laminal vowel to the laminal vowel i» 
in both conjugation classes. In class 2 the TPI affix is regularly -na> though the verb» 
wirani-ngu- 'cause to return'» takes -nya instead. The TPI inflections are cognate to the 
Djinang TPI inflections: Djinba has dropped the #ra formative from the proto-forms -*na(ra) 
(class 2)» and -*nha(ra) (classes 1 and 3); while the retroflection of the nasal in the modern 
Djinang class 2 cognate affix (-niri) is a Djinang innovation.
The CAUS derivational affix derives class i stems; the THE HSR derivational affix (-yu in 
Ganalbingu dialect, -dju in Dabi dialect) derives class 1 stems; the FACT derivational affix 
(-ya in Ganalbingu dialect, -dja in Dabi dialect) derives class 2 stems; the INCHO derivational 
affix (-yi in Ganalbingu dialect, -dji in Dabi dialect) derives class 3 stems. The archaic CAUS 
affix, -djungV derives class 2 stems. As in Djinang, the Djinba NMLSR derivational affix is 
formally identical to the TPI affix. Also, TPA and RPA are marked identically, and so to are TPI 
and RPI.
Some diachronic observations can be made from the Djinba data. Firstly, the development 
of FUT and FI inflections in the modern language. Yolngu languages have an UNMarked 
inflection in each conjugation class. This inflection may be used in Future, Present, or 
(Definite) Past time contexts. The Future context requires a particle to indicate that future 
time is being referred to. The Dhuwal/Dhuwala particle is yurru, while the Nhangu particle is 
Gurrku (G = w or g). However, for present or past times a particle is often unnecessary, since it 
is clear form the context whether the reference is to past or present time. Djinba has 
developed a FUT inflection by suffixing -*gV to the earlier UNM forms of the verbs in each 
conjugation. The earlier UNM affix forms (which are cognate to the YPA inflections in Djinang 
and Djinba) were: -*ma for class i; -*nma for class 2; and -*rra for class 3. (Modern Djinba has 
lost the *ma formative from the proto-inflection -*nma in class 2 YPA, although it is retained 
in the Djinang class 2 YPA inflection -nmi.) It is highly likely that the Djinba development was 
a consequence of analogical pressure from the Djinang FUT inflections; which in modern Djinang 
are -gi in classes 1 and 2, and -dji in class 3. The least marked Djinang FUT inflection is -gi. 
This suggests that Djinba borrowed a protoform *gV from Djinang, and dropped the final vowel 
V. The word-final *g would then obligatorily be articulated as fortis K» producing the modern 
Djinba FUT forms. The development of the modern FI forms would have been similar; although 
the proto-affix -*tjV is obscure. As explained above, affix forms based on the vestigal FI 
inflection -Guy occur in modern Djinba in both the FI and IMP categories. Possibly sound change 
in pre-Djinba threatened a loss of distinctiveness in the marking of FI and IMP, so that the 
language innovated a new marking of FI by analogy with the model used to innovate the modern 
Djinba FUT inflection, as mentioned earlier in this paragraph. The irregular (and infrequent) 
IMP class 2 allomorphs -lKuy, -nkuy, -nuy, -lk(i), -ni, and -rrk suggest that the IMP may once
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have been marked similarly to the FI category, which makes plausible the preceding explanation 
for the development of the modern FI forms.
By way of contrast, let us briefly consider the possible origin of the Djinang FUT 
inflections. Schebeck's Golpa data is helpful here. The Golpa conjugation class equivalent to 
Djinang class 1 has extensive allomorphy in the IMP inflections. The forms he cites are -ga -ka 
-nga -0 and -wa. Comparison with Djinang class 1 FUT and IMP inflections (remembering IMP 
and YPI are the same form in Djinang) reveals the following: Djinang FUT allomorphs are -gi -Ki 
-ngi - 0; and the IMP affix is regularly -wi. Taking into account the Djinang Vowel Shift, we 
see that these Djinang inflections are possibly cognate to the Golpa IMP allomorphs. If this is 
so, then the Djinang FUT inflections can be viewed as resulting from a semantic shift in the 
IMP allomorphs other than -»wa. To see that this is actually what happened, we must consider 
the following Dhuwala/Dhuwal information.
Many Yolngu languages have two different Realis inflections for Future tense. (This 
information comes primarily from Lowe 1960, lessons 7 and 11; but see also Schebeck 1976b:23.) 
Schebeck states that only Nhangu languages do not have two Realis Future inflections (and we 
must now add Djinang and Djinba to the list). Lowe states that the verb takes UNM inflection 
(together with a particle dhu) in order to refer to times which are later on the same day as the 
time of the speech event, or in the Indefinite (or Remote) Future. For times which are Future, 
and Definite (whether tomorrow, next week, months, or even years ahead), the same particle is 
used with the verb inflected as for IMP (which is also homophonous with PRI and YPI). (Notice, 
IMP is inherently Irrealis, so here we have the one form marking both Irrealis and Realis -  the 
latter obtaining when IMP marking is used to mark Definite Future.) The wide distribution of 
two Realis Future inflections in Yolngu languages suggests it was was a proto-Yolngu feature. 
This then explains how the Djinang FUT allomorphs developed from earlier IMP allomorphs. 
Djinang once must have had the three-way time distinction for Future time, and shifted the 
meaning of all but one of the IMP allomorphs to mark FUT; probably in the period when the 
three-way Future time distinction was being lost.
The situation is similar for the class 3 FUT affix -dji. The IMP inflection for this class is 
-yi; so that for a FUT inflection -dji to obtain, there must have been allomorphs -»dhi, -»dji, 
and -»yi of an IMP inflection -»DHi in the parent language (the first allomorph would later have 
been lost when Djinang underwent palatalization of the lamino-dental sounds). The situation 
with Djinang class 2 FUT affix -gi is unclear. Probably this class 2 affix resulted from the 
analogical extension of the class i FUT affix to that conjugation class.
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This analysis assumes that the parent protolanguage -for Djinang had the same IMP 
allomorphy as exemplified in the modern Golpa language; the latter being a Nhangu language.
Now we must bring Ritharrngu into the picture (Heath 1980a). It turns out that Ritharrngu 
has also developed unique FUT allomorphs; and moreover, in precisely the same way as did 
Djinang (although the resulting allomorphs are different than the Djinang ones). That is, 
Ritharrngu has FUT allomorphs which are cognate to what Heath calls 'Past Potential' (the 
forms of which are cognate with Djinang IMP, PRI, and YPI inflections); and Ritharrngu likewise 
does not have a three-way Future time distinction.
There are three possibilities: (1) that Nhangu languages (which are spread across the 
coastal islands from the Crocodile islands to the tip of the Wessel islands) lost the three-way 
Future time distinction early, and then Nhangu languages influenced Djinang, Djinba, and 
Ritharrngu to likewise lose this distinction; or (2) Djinang, Djinba, and Ritharrngu (which are 
each geographically contiguous to prefixing languages) lost the three-way Future time 
distinction due to the influence of the neighbouring prefixing languages, since these do not 
have two FUT inflections nor the three-way Future time distinction; or (3) a combination of 
both of the former possibilities. I cannot make any comment at this stage as to which of these 
is the more likely, but I mention the possibilities so that others may have the stimulus to 
resolve the issue. One further fact should be mentioned, namely that Nhangu languages lost the 
three-way Future time distinction, but did not develop a unique FUT affix, as did Djinang, 
Djinba, and Ritharrngu.
To finish off this section, we shall briefly discuss the genetic relationship of Djinang and 
Djinba to each other. While it is clear that the affixes used in the different conjugation classes 
in Djinang are, for the most part, cognate to the equivalent affixes in the equivalent Djinba 
conjugation classes; there are nevertheless very significant differences between the two 
languages. The differences include mismatch between the categories marked in each language 
(eg. Djinang has no FI inflection, Djinba has no TPC inflection); different markings for certain 
identical categories (eg. IMP and FUT are marked differently); and independent development of 
categories (eg. Djinang FUT from protoforms cognate to Nhangu IMP, but Djinba FUT by further 
affixation of pre-Djinba UNM inflections). These differences suggest that Djinang and Djinba 
have had a very considerable period of separate development.
The facts suggest that Djinang and Djinba developed probably independently from the 
"Northern Yolngu" protolanguage identified by Heath (1980a), and also by Tchekhoff and Zorc 
(1983). I am presuming that the "Northern Yolngu" protolanguage and the Nhangu protolanguage 
would have had many features in common, since the la tter would have been a daughter of the 
former. Djinba shares considerably more features with Golpa and Yan-nhangu (which are Nhangu
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languages) than does Djinang, but there are nevertheless considerable and numerous 
differences between Djinba and the Nhangu languages; especially in the deictic forms and the 
lexicon. Therefore, as a very tentative hypothesis, we may posit the genetic 'tree' below; and 
recall that Nhangu, Dhangu, and Djangu are language groups, rather than languages. Lack of 
data prevents further treatment of Djinba at this time. However, sufficient Djinba data has 
been given to establish many of its  major morphological features, and to arrive at a genetic 
subgrouping hypothesis.
N orthe rn  
Yolngu
Djangu 
Dhangu 
Nhangu 
Dj inba 
Dj i nang
4.3 FUNCTIONS OF VERB INFLECTIONS
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a discussion of the various functions which 
may be marked by verb inflections. The present section concentrates on the semantic features 
appropriate for characterizing the functional contrasts. Exemplification w ill be le ft t i l l  the 
following sections. A ll verb inflections in Djinang are multifunctional. Moreover, the several 
functions that a given form may mark do not always have an apparent semantic 'common 
denominator'; for example, the one form marks an action which occurs in present time and has 
continuous aspect, and i t  also marks an action which occurred at a temporally definite time 
(earlier than the day on which the utterance occurred) -  but without any connotation of 
continuous or non-continuous aspect. The different complexities in the system of verb 
inflections make i t  d ifficu lt to present an analysis which is both simple, and yet accurate.
My approach in this section w ill be to try to 'unpack' the system sufficiently so that the 
reader can see its  component parts; and then to combine the parts into a systemic network 
which typ ifies the system as a whole. In order to do this we must f irs t define the underlying 
semantic features which are relevant. Then the systemic network w ill be presented. My use of a 
network is not merely for purposes of display. I t  is theoretically important as well; because 
each choice of a semantic feature value circumscribes the set of possible subsequent semantic 
features which may be chosen. Thus, for example, i f  the category Future is chosen, th is fully 
determines the surface form; however i f  Present is chosen, the surface form is specified only 
when a further choice between Continuous and Non-continuous has been made. Relationships of 
th is type may be expressed as a network; or as a set of Boolean conditions such as: IF Present 
AND Continuous THEN YPA; IF Past AND Yesterday THEN YPA; and so forth. I prefer the
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network approach, because not only does it encode the same information as a set of Boolean 
conditions, but it represents it visually in a way that simplifies the problem of communicating 
the system to those not familiar with it.
In using semantic features, it will be helpful to use + and - as prefixes, for those 
dimensions which are binary valued. No prefixes will be used for multi-valued dimensions. 
Thus, instead of "non-Continuous" I will use "-Continuous“, for "Irrealis" I will use "-Realis", 
for "Realis" I will use "+Realis", and so forth. Yolngu verb inflections are considered to be 
composites of tense, aspect, and mood categories. I will add a fourth category of 
"Definiteness" -  by which I mean temporal definiteness. At each point in the network where a 
choice is possible, we may consider the set of possible choices as a "dimension of contrast", 
and the semantic features which comprise the dimension of contrast we may consider to be 
"values". For simplicity I will refer to a dimension of contrast as simply a "dimension". There 
is little point in naming each of the dimensions, and I will not do so. However, each dimension 
may be characterised by the type of information encoded by its  values. Table 4.3 gives the 
dimensions and their values. There are two dimensions which permit choices within the 
category of Mood; two more permit choices within the category of Tense; and the final two 
permit choices within the categories of Aspect, and temporal Definiteness. Only one dimension 
is multi-valued.
The Definiteness dimension pertains to the referential category of time. The 
Definiteness dimension is binary valued, with values of +Definite and -Definite. A +Definite 
value means that the time context of an event is referentially definite with respect to a 
reference time. Or to put this another way, the speaker is referring to a specific time relative 
to some reference time. A -Definite value means that the time context of an event is 
referentially indefinite with respect to some reference time. That is, reference is to a 
non-specific time relative to some reference time. The reference time is usually the time of 
utterance; so that events which are occurring at the present time, or occurred earlier on the 
same day, or on the previous day, would be +Definite. Events in the remote past would be 
-Definite for the most part. However, since the +Definite and -Definite feature values are 
defined in relativistic terms (that is, with respect to a reference time), it is possible for 
+Definite to obtain in a context of remote past time, as we shall see in the next section. There 
are redundancies in the system: so, for example, events which are denoted by a verb taking YPA 
inflection will be redundantly +Definite. Redundancies will not be shown on the network 
diagram to be presented below.
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Table 4 .3  Semantic F eature  V alues fo r  D jinang Verb In -fle c tio n s
Type of C ategory 
Mood 
Mood 
Tense 
Tense 
Aspect
D e fin ite n e ss
F ea tu re  V alues
+ R ealis  
+Im perative 
Future 
♦Y esterday 
♦Continuous 
♦ D efin ite
-R e a lis  
-Im p era tiv e  
P resen t 
-Y esterday  
-C ontinuous 
-D e f in ite
Past
Before proceding, some of these features need some explanation. Within any one 
conjugation class, events in past time are not all marked by a single affix. The feature Past is 
not specific enough. The time context of a past event may be (a) earlier on the same day as the 
speech act, or (b) at a specific time earlier than the same day as the speech act (usually the 
previous day, or within the previous few days), or (c) at a non-specific time earlier than the 
same day as the speech act (which could be anything from a few days before, to thousands of 
years before). For the time context of situation (b) above, I use the feature +Yesterday. This is 
the most common time context for a verb marked with YPA inflection; although +Yesterday may 
obtain for events which have occurred months before the speech act, provided the speaker (and 
probably the hearer) knows what the specific time is to which he is referring. There is a great 
degree of relativity permitted in the use of functional categories like YPA, RPA, and so forth. 
The feature +Yesterday must not be construed too literalistically in terms of the meaning of 
English “yesterday".
Events which are characterized as -Yesterday may thus belong in either situation (a) or 
(c). Events which occurred earlier on the same day as the speech act are clearly temporally 
definite, so the feature +Definite obtains. And -Definite pertains to events in the remote past, 
which is situation (c). In terms of the functional labels used in the previous sections, the 
following is an alternate characterization: situation (a) pertains to TPA, TPC, and TPI; 
situation (b) pertains to YPA, and YPI; and situation (c) pertains to RPA, RPC, and RPI. The use 
of discrete functional labels such as these permits a certain economy of description, but it is 
not as insightful as the use of features. To illustrate this, consider the functions RPA and 
TPA. These are marked not by two different forms, but by one form. The labels given to these 
functions do not explain why two such apparently diverse tense distinctions should be marked 
by the one suffix. On the other hand, using features we see that the relevant suffix pertains 
to the -Yesterday feature value. To distinguish between Remote versus Today categories, an 
increase in delicacy is called for. Thus a further feature of Definiteness differentiates 
between +Definite and -Definite temporal contexts (that is, between the Today and Remote
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categories). Hence the "Remote" category is equivalent to the feature bundle { -Yesterday 
-Definite >, while the "Today" category is equivalent to the feature bundle { -Yesterday 
+Definite >.
It should be understood that the Tense distinctions implied by these categories are 
mirrored in the lexicon by the distinctions obtaining between members of the set of temporal 
particles. For instance, the particle djuli 'before' (Djinba djuwali) refers to times which are 
earlier on the same day as the speech event. But biligi 'a long time before' indicates a time in 
the indefinite (remote) past. Similarly, the word gadjiri 'yesterday' may be used in the context 
of times which are not just (literally) yesterday, but days previously, or even weeks previously. 
So the tense distinctions in the inflections of verbs are parallelled by referential distinctions 
signalled by the choice of a temporal particle. The parallelism goes even further than this. For 
just as RPA and TPA are marked by the same inflection; the temporal particle ngurrwagi 
(ngurrwakngi in some dialects) means either 'before' (on the same day as the speech act) or 
'before' (in the indefinite remote past). It may also be used as a noun meaning 'the beginning' 
or 'the first one'.
The -Continuous feature should not be interpretted as implying that an event so marked 
is punctiliar. The -Continuous feature really only means that the activity denoted by the verb 
is unmarked with respect to the feature Continuous. +Continuous is the marked value, and when 
this feature obtains continuous aspect is indicated for the activity; but it does not follow that 
when -Continous obtains that the activity is necessarily punctual, it is simply unspecified for 
aspect. We have already seen instances of this in the section on DURative marking (section 3.8). 
If TPA or RPA were necessarily punctual categories, then they would not obtain with DUR 
lengthening on the same verb. But TPA or RPA do in fact occur quite often with DUR marking, 
as is exemplified by examples (209) and (212) in section 3.8. One of the reasons why RPA or TPA 
is used with DUR lengthening in a narrative where we would have expected RPC or TPC to have 
been more appropriate is because RPC and TPC are often used to signal Backgrounding. The 
more salient elements of a narrative are Foregrounded, which usually means RPA or TPA 
inflections are used. Hence DUR lengthening may occur on both the continuous and 
non-continous forms.
Another example which illustrates the unmarkedness of the -Continuous feature for the 
aspectual category is (282). To assert that one is hungry (at the time of utterance), one uses 
the TPA category. Being hungry is certainly not a punctual activity; it is a state. Nevertheless, 
to assert the fact of being hungry, TPA is used as in (282). This use of TPA inflection to make 
an assertion which is true at the time of speaking is the normal pattern. Further examples from 
my field notes are nyani galng-walngi-ni 3sgNOM body-play-TPA 'he is happy'; and as may be 
expected, a negative assertion uses TPI with a NEG particle, as in ingki galngi djin
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T ab le  4 .4  System ic Network fo r  D jinang  V erbs
'R e a l i s
—  +Imper
—  -Im per
—  P re s  —f
P a s t -»
—  -C ont
-  +Cont
-  +Yest
-Y est —>
-Def
♦ Def
IMP 
■* FI 
-» TPI
4  PRI 
-> YPI 
4  RPI
4  TPI
+ Real i s
—  P re s  —>[ -C ont
P as t
♦ Cont 
—  +Yest
-Y est
-D ef
+ Def
-  -Cont
-  +Cont
-  -Cont
+Cont
-> FUT
-f TPA
■» PRES
-f YPA 
-> RPA
RPC 
■* TPA
■> TPC
walngirri-nyir NEG body 3plN0M play-TPI "they are not happy". (Mismatch between tense 
categories and referential time occurs in English. The "historical present"» where present 
tense is  used to refer to past time is  an example. It is  therefore not surprising that an 
Aboriginal language should exhibit a mismatch of tense and time as well.)
(282) n g a r r i  ngal -b u jt- t  j  i -1 i
lsgNOM guts-1oose-THEMSR-TPA 
I"m hungry
Table 4.4 presents the systemic network for Djinang verbs. The network illu stra tes  well 
how the system has been skewed by the diffusion into Djinang of the Continuous versus 
Non-continuous aspectual distinction in the Today-past and Remote-past categories. The 
network is  divided into two by the choice of Realis value» but the aspectual choice of 
♦Continuous or -Continuous for Past time is  relevant only to the +Realis value. The equivalent
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Djinba network would be identical to the Djinang one» except -for this extra aspectual choice to 
be made given the choice of +Realis» Past» and -Yesterday» as in the Djinang network.
Table 4.4 not only gives the systemic network» but includes realization statements as 
well. These are given on the right of the Table; and indicate how each valid path through the 
network finally is realised as a functional category from the set of categories previously 
defined.
The Table should be read as follows:
For a choice of value A» then either value B or C may be chosen; that is» the notation 
represents disjunctive choices. No conjunctive choices are needed in the Djinang systemic 
network for verbal inflections.
In Table 4.4 the reader will observe that I have not included a YPC 
(Yesterday-Past-Continuous) function. To do so would be to add a further choice of 
♦Continuous or -Continuous once +Yesterday has been chosen. It is a moot point whether this 
function is required. In Djapu for example» the equivalent inflection is UNMarked; which means 
that the verb so inflected may be used in Future» Present» or Past time contexts. Particles are 
used to specify the time context» and to signal +Continuous when necessary (eg. the particle 
ga). This implies that in Djapu it is probably best to regard the UNM inflection as unspecificed 
for continuous aspect. The Djinang cognate inflection is YPA. Thus if follows that it would be 
an imposition on the language to put forward both YPA and YPC functions; there is no formal 
grounds for it, nor diachronic precedent. To mark +Continuous aspect in the context of 
Yesterday Past time» Djinang can use an auxiliary verb» or DIST reduplication. Having said the 
above, I must also say that it would not be categorically wrong to put forward a YPC category. 
My feeling is that it would be getting just a little  too delicate to be an analytically useful 
category of the genre of FUT, FI, IMP, etc.
4.4 FUTURE AND FUTURE IRREALIS 
FUT inflection
FUT is used to refer to Future time in a majority of instances, but it has a variety of 
other functions as well. We need not cite further instances of FUT marking Future tense, some 
examples occur in section 3.15, in (243), (247), and (254); and numerous further examples occur in
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earlier sections. One of the functions of FUT marking is to express an abilitive modality, as in 
English "can do X" or "able to do X". An example of this occurred in (180) of section 3.6.
Djinang does not distinguish proximate Future from Remote Future, except by means of 
particles. One interesting use of the temporal particle ngurrwagi 'before7 is to indicate 
Indefinite Remote Future time. An example occurred as (128) in section 2.12. Another example 
is cited below. These are the only examples I have of this particle being used to express 
Indefinite Remote Future. This use of ngurrwagi is not so hard to understand when the 
following facts are taken into account. Recall that this particle may be used to refer to times 
either earlier on the same day as the speech act, or in the indefinite (remote) past. Also, in the 
previous section it was stated that many Yolngu languages have a three-way time distinction 
for Future time as well; the UNM verb suffix being used for "Today-Future" (Lowe's 'same-day 
future', i960 lesson 11) and for "Indefinite-Future" (ibid, lesson 11); while the 
"Tomorrow-Future" (ibid, lesson 7) uses an inflection on the verb which is identical to IMP, 
PRI, or YPI inflections. Perhaps then ngurrwagi may be used in the context of any indefinite 
time reference, whether future or past. If this is the case, then it may once have merely 
signalled indefinite time. Nowdays, however, speakers unanimously gloss it as 'before' when 
used a temporal particle.
In (283), a dead relative watches a live grandchild eating a certain yam. When that person 
eventually dies, the dead relative will be waiting in the afterlife to tear open the grandchild's 
'body' to get at the yams eaten long before. (283) is what the dead relative says when he sees 
the yams being eaten; and clearly in this context Indefinite Remote Future time is being 
referred to.
(283) "Dir r a - d j i - 1 i , m i g i r a - r i ,  manymak, inm a-rr m arrka-ng
eat-THEMSR-TPA SiDaCh-PROM okay 2sgDAT-lsgNQM wait-FUT
ngurrwakng" 6a-l b a l i - d j i  . . .
before  And-1duincNOM die-FUT . . .
"Go ahead and eat, grandchild, I will wait for you indefinitely" And we die ... (42:12-4)
FUT may be used in the context of normative actions, such as explanations of cultural or 
typical behaviour; or in procedural discourses. However, a procedural discourse may also be set 
in a Past time context, in which case RPC would be the usual verb inflection. Text 43 is a 
procedural narrative set in Past time, describing cultural behaviour, where RPC is used with 
the majority of verbs. The following text fragment is taken from text 44, which is also a 
procedural narrative describing cultural behaviour -  in this case methods of trapping fish in 
small tidal streams. The narrative of text 44 is not set in Future time, although FUT tense is
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used throughout. The -focus of text 44 is the methodology of fish trap making; time reference is 
unimportant.
w ik -w ik -d ji-g + a , u
REDUP-toss-THEMSR-FUT+NF [or
(284) ]_ap-miy-gi, bumalng
open-CAUS-FUT CbranchUNM]ACC
y u r r y a r r ,  a g u - k u k i r r - d j i . Y u lk u -n g a .. . ,  b i n t j i - f f
grassUNMlACC -  DIST-move. about-FUT Come.out-FUT+DIST do.thus-FUT 
ngurrguma. Ban, ganda-bi d j i n i n g i ,  o a n d a p in i - n y i r - b i .
same On. the .one .hand  thigh-OR thisUNM make. trap-NMLSR-OR
ban w urpi, ga d j u r r .
on . th e .o th e r .h a n d  anotherUNM a lso  woven. trapUNM 
(One) opens it» (one) throws away the branches or the grass» and (the fish) can get free. (The 
fish) escape» it 's  done that way. On the one hand» this is a fish weir. On the other hand» another 
(method) also is a woven fish trap. {44:25-30)
FUT inflection may also be used in conjunction with the PERF particle ngurrumi 'already'. 
The meaning expressed is 'already doing X and will continue doinq X' Example (108) illustrates. 
This occurred during the telling of a story by M. His wife started playing a music tape very 
loudly. M. tells her to turn it down. Then L. (M.'s sister) tells his wife to wait; M. tells her 
that we are already talking (into the tape recorder) and will continue doing so» and L. repeats 
it to M.'s wife.
(285) (M.) But.-nyir-dju-w galbu-w! (L .)  Ganinydja!
(M.) 1oose-NMLSR-THEMSR-IMP put.down-IMP (L .) GaninydjaUNM 
bidak djam-pan. (M.) Djam-pan p i r r i r r - d j i - g i  d j in i
INCOM 1ater-IM  (M.) la te r- IM  twist-THEMSR-FUT thisUNM
ngurrum l in y  w a n g i -d j i .  (L .)  D jini ngurrum b il
PERF 1duexcNOM talk-FUT (L .)  thisUNM PERF 3duN0M
w a n g i - d j i . 
talk-FUT
(M.) "Ease off» put (the volume) down!" (L.) "Ganinydja! not yet» later on!" (M.) "Later on turn it 
(up), at present we are already talking." (L.) At present they are already talking." (35:108-11)
A further use of FUT inflection is to indicate a polite Imperative pragmatic function. 
Previous examples of this are (246) of section 3.15, and (197) of section 3.8. FUT can also be 
used for exhortations. The next two examples illustrate these uses: (286) for a polite 
Imperative, and (287) for an exhortation.
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<236) Ingk i! Y i r r - y  i rrp  i - g i , a s c h o o l- iJ J  kiri-GT
No REDUP-set-FUT and school-ALL go-FUT
No! Settle (here) and he can go to school! (34:272-3)
(287) Yaku-mirrpm D jesu-m irrpm i, ga d j i r r i - d j i - b a n , ga 
name-PERL Jesus-PERL -  stand-FUT-IM and
giri-fir-ban 
walk-FUT-IM
In the name of Jesus, stand up and walk! <33:52>
It appears that FUT in-flection is the temporally least-marked inflection. This may be 
illustrated by the following examples. It is not uncommon for FUT tense to be be used in a 
narrative set in a Past time context. Similarly, FUT may sometimes be used in a Present time 
context. FUT is the only inflection which may be used in lieu of Past or Present inflections, 
without changing the underlying time reference. It may be used instead of other inflections 
only when the time context is quite unambiguous. FUT used instead of Past tense inflections 
may be seen in examples (13), (76), and (139). FUT used in the context of a Present Punctiliar 
event occurs in (123) and (281); and used in the context of a Present Continuous event occurs in 
(48). Example (288) is another instance illustrating FUT used in a Past time context; in this 
case, the context is Remote Past time. This does not happen often, but often enough for it to 
require an explanation.
(288) gungi l i b i  b a l t j - n y  mi ni ,
headLWM lplexcNOM go.up-RPC l i k e ,  
d j i n  r a r -k i  k i r i - U ,  d j i n  
3p1 ERG knead-FUT PROG-FUT 3plERG 
We expectantly waited for the cycad nut food; they 
leaching in water), ... (43:38-40}
wa l i - g i - b a n ,  milga]_i-gi  
food-DAT-IM cycad.nut-DAT 
d j a l t j i b i  ki r i - f J ,  . . .  
l i f t ,  up PROG-FUT . . .  
kneaded it, and they lifted it up (from
FUT inflection may occasionally be omitted, so long as it is recoverable from the context. 
A very common environment for the dropping of FUT inflection is preceding an auxiliary verb. 
Example (289) illustrates FUT elided from a verb, when it  is clear that Future time is being 
referred to. In this example, two totemic men were about to challenge each other to a duel with 
spears. One of them then uttered (289). Example (290) illustrates FUT inflection elided from 
the main verb when an auxiliary verb follows. A further example is (288) above, where the stem 
djaltjibi- Tift up7 occurs without FUT inflection. The same example shows that FUT is not 
always elided in this environment - consider the verb and auxiliary rar-ki kiri-fi knead-FUT 
PROG-FUT. Similarly for the two main verbs in (290) below.
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<289) n g i1 i n y a l ik i - d j i
IduincNOM how-INCHO 
What will we do? (19:51)
(290) nyuni y i l i - m i r r i  gu -k u rrp i k ir i - j0 ,
2sgERG again-LOC DIST-follow PROG-FUT
nganaparra  nyin nya-ng k i r  i —J0
Cbut-faloUNMlER6 2sgACC see-FUT PROG-FUT
You follow behind (me), the buffalo will concentrate on you (34:796-7}
In subordinate clauses, the subordinate verb may take Future, Present, or Past 
inflections. However, the least marked of these is the FUT inflection. This inflection obtains 
whenever temporal or aspectual nuances do not need to be signalled within the subordinate 
clause. An example occurs in (273); and another in (24). A further example is given below.
(291) nginibi  d j i n i n g  ingki dja l  nibi
lplexcNOM C th i sUNMlp -^j. NEG de s i r e  ClplexcNOM
m a r r n g i r r i - d j i
h e a r- FUT1DAT
We do not like this (which) we hear (32:59)
FI inflection
FI is homophonous with FUT inflection. It is necessary to posit a FI inflection in order 
not to lose the generalization that Negative clauses require an Irrealis verb inflection. A 
corroborative argument would be that since the FI category is marked overtly in Djinba, it is 
reasonable to assume its  existence in Djinang. FI is used to express doubt about the Future 
obtaining of an event, or hypotheticality. It is also used with a NEG particle to express a 
Future Negative. The latter parallels the use of other irrealis inflections with Negative 
particles. In the case of the other Irrealis inflections, there is no ambiguity of Realis and 
Irrealis, since these Irrealis inflections are formally distinguished from Realis inflections. 
Examples (292) and (293) illustrate FI obtaining in contexts where doubt is clearly being 
expressed. In (292) the subordinate clause contains an Irrealis inflection (PRI): the whole 
sentence is expressing doubt, so that this is additional evidence that the verb nya-ng is 
see-FI rather than #see-FUT.
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In the f irs t example» the father te lls  the son to sit» otherwise the wallaby he is about to 
stalk may see him as he attempts to climb up the rock on which the wallaby is sitting. In the 
second example» the wallaby has run away and the son has managed to injure it  as i t  flees. The 
father has not seen this» but he has heard the noise of a broken spear being dragged along. 
Example (293) is what he then thinks. (That doubt is  involved here is clear from the next 
sentence of the story» which is not cited here. That sentence reads "Hey come on! Maybe it  was 
nothing, he missed and probably it  was a tree that he speared.")
(292) d j i H  n y i n i - y ,  i r r i - n y  nya-ng d j i r r i - d j i
thisLOC s i t - IMP lsg-ACC see-FI  EXIST-FUT
r  i r r k  i y a n - i H  b a l t j u - w i
rock-ALL cl imb-PRI
Sit here, (or) while it stands it may see me climbing the rock (34:615-7}
(293)  Eh ' eh w a l k i r i - g i r - a n g i  djam i r r  d i r r a - d j i - g i
INTERJ son-OBL-GEN l a t e r  lsgERG eat-THEMSR-FI
maypal r a n . g i + r r i
[meatUNM spear-TPA)
Ah-ha! Later I may eat my son's speared meat (34:647)
In example (294) the narrator is describing hypothetical events. The narrator was creating 
a hypothetical situation in order to explain to me how a certain word may be used in a suitable 
context. In such a circumstance, and especially when the INDEF particle bilangi is used, an 
Irrealis inflection obtains. Three more examples of th is kind are (22), (35), and (74).
(294) mi r  m i t j i y a n g ,  ngunung b i l a  b a y i m- d j i - g i
l i ke  [boatUNM]pR0M thatUNM INDEF buy-THEMSR-FI
a y i r r p i - g i  m a n i - m i r r i ,  . . .
and s e t - F I  r iver -LOC . . .
For example a boat: suppose you buy it  and moor i t  in the river ... (66:37-8)
FI inflection used with NEG particles have already been cited. See examples (68), (133), 
(219), and (259). Finally, FI may occur within a subordinate clause. See example (48), where FI 
occurs in the complement of the verb 'see '. In th is example, the speaker had doubt as to 
whether the father is coming or not.
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4.5 PRESENT (CONTINUOUS) AND YESTERDAY-PAST
PRES inflection
The same forms mark PRES and YPA inflections. The forms are -mi, -nmi, and -0  (or - r r i  
a fte r  INCHO), for c lasses i ,  2, and 3, respectively. These forms are cognate to  the forms for 
UNM inflection in other Yolngu languages. When these forms mark PRES, then the featu re  
+Continuous redundantly obtains. Several examples have already been cited in which PRES is  
used to  indicate a Continuous action in Present time: some of these are (14), (33), (110), (124), 
(223), (229), (230), (235), and (268).
PRES is  also used in the context of Past time when the speaker is  quoting the speech of 
o thers . DJinang has no productive means of quoting speech indirectly, and hence quotations are 
u ttered  as the original speaker would have spoken. Example (295) gives an instance of th is; the 
actual utterance quoted was made by the narra to r about twenty years previously.
(295 ) "Ama! Ma]_u d j i n i  ngurrum i , win i - f J  k i r i - m i
mummyUNM CdaddyUNMl inM thisUNM PERF r e t u r n - P R ES  PROG-PRESNun
gumba]_a, d j a r a k - n y i r r i n g i , . . . "
e mp t y . ha nded  sp ear-P R IV  . . .
"Mum! Dad is  now already on his way back empty handed and without spears ..." {34:366}
A very common function of PRES inflection (and also YPA inflection) is  to  make a 
sta tem ent which is  typical or characteristic  of a re fe ren t. The re fe ren t may be a place, in which 
case the sta tem ent will usually be e ither a statem ent of i t s  location, a sta tem ent of i t s  name, 
or a characteristic  of th a t particular place. Or the re fe ren t may be human or animate, in which 
case the statem ent gives information characteristic  of the refe ren t, or typical behaviour of the 
re fe ren t. (Morphy, 1983:70, describes the equivalent function of Djapu UNM inflection.) Some 
examples which involve an inanimate refe ren t are (170), (175), (213), and (277). Some examples 
involving animate refe ren ts  are (20), (33), and (111). Example (296) is  a fu rther +HU example, 
where PRES is  used to  describe ac tiv itie s  characteristic  of a sorcerer.
<296) a r a g a l k  ngunungi  w u r p i ,  nyan - nga ng i  mi r
CsorcererU N M l^ß^  t thatUNM d i f f e r e n t U N M ] ^ ^  3sg-GEN l i k e
w a r n g a r r i n y i , bu-m g i r i - m i  y u l - n g i - n y i ,
wha t ' s . he . do l i NM k i l l  -PRES HABIT-PRES person-OBL-ACC 
Sorcerers are d ifferent; what they do is  to  kill people (66:22)
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PRES in-flection may also be used on verbs in subordinate clauses. When this obtains, it is 
the +Continuous feature which is important. When used in a subordinate clause, PRES indicates 
a state which obtains as a characteristic of the head NP. An example follows; and further 
instances may be found in (256) and (268).
(297)  ga ny i bi -wi H -dj  i mir y u l - d j i  dinggi  dj in
and other-PL-PROM l i ke man-PROM [ d i nghyUNM]^^ 3plERG
k a tji-n m i ga inydji+n  kari—k a rrp i k i r a - 0 . . .
possess-PRES and RECIP+3plERG REDUP-search PROG-FUT+DIST 
And others, men (who) possess dinghies, they will search thoroughly (66:44)
YPA inflection
Because of the etymology of YPA and PRES, it would be expected that the functions of 
PRES inflection would be paralleled by the functions of YPA inflection. This is indeed the case, 
although there is one extra function of YPA that is not shared by PRES, and I do not have an 
unambiguous instance of YPA in a subordinate clause (the latter is likely to be an accidental 
gap however). When YPA inflection obtains, the event so marked occurred in a time context 
which is +Definite with respect to some reference time -  usually the time of utterance.
Some previous examples of YPA indicating an event in Past time are (76) and (274). When 
YPA obtains, the event is unspecified for the Continuous aspect feature; so that YPA can be 
used in the context of either Punctiliar or Continuous actions. So, for example, the verb 'bring' 
in (76) is inherently Continuous, while 'te ll' in (274) is inherently Punctiliar.
As for PRES inflection, YPA inflection may be used to express typical behaviour of a 
referent, or characteristic properties of a referent. Example (83) describes a place as the 
locale where the speaker and hearer sat under a coconut tree (this event occurred about a year 
earlier than the utterance); and (269) describes a place as one where people would come to pray.
The extra function of YPA not shared by PRES is the following. When a narrative is set in 
a Remote Indefinite time context (so that RPA and RPC are the usual verb inflections in the 
story), occasionally the narrator will switch to YPA inflection. Looking carefully at the context, 
we see that these switches are not random, nor are they mere performance slips. Instead, the 
switch to YPA inflection indicates that the event occurred at a time which was + Definite with 
respect to a reference time defined in the context. Thus, while the narrative as a whole occurs 
at a time which is Indefinite (and often quite Remote) with respect to the time of utterance, a 
certain event in the narrative may be used as contextual reference point -  so that another 
event may be located in time relative to it. Three excellent examples occur in story 19. That
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story is set in the Dreamtime, and Remote Past in-flections (RPC and RPA) are used throughout, 
except tor the instances to be described now. PRES is used once, to describe the Present 
location of a geopraphical feature. And the other exceptions use YPA. I will cite the YPA 
examples now, which will simplify the discussion. The use of the IM clitic “ban in these 
examples precludes the possibility that the inflections are PRES rather than YPA.
(298) b i l i n g  bi l  r a n . g i + r r i ,  manymak, b i l i n g  budi ,
3duER6 3duERG spear+RPA okay 3duERG CbloodUNMJN0M
nyani bucli , a nyani budi ,  a ngunu-pan-gim
3sgN0M tbloodUNM3N0M and 3sgN0M tb l oodU N M )^ -  that-IM-EMPH
r i r rk  i yan-ban n g u -n g u rri-0  
CrockUNM l^-IM  DIST-1 ie.down-YPA
They speared (each other). Okay, the blood of each of them (fell) and right at that instant 
became rock. {19:17-9}
(299) nyani budi ga l mi - n i ,  nyani budi ga l mi - n i ,
3sgN0M [bloodUNM]NGH fal l -RPA 3sgN0M [bl oodUNM ]^ fal l -RPA
ngunu-pan ngu- ngur r i -0  r i r r k i y a n ,  ng u -n g u rri-0 -b an
that - IM DIST-1 ie-YPA CrockUNM ]^ DI ST-1 i e-YPA-IM 
The blood of one fell, and the blood of the other fell, (and) at that instant became rock (and 
stayed that way) then (19:65-6)
(300) b i l  r a n . g i + r r i ,  manymak nyani gapi g i r - a l i ,
3duERG pierce-RPA okay 3sgN0M [waterUNM]N0M come-RPA
bi yu l gu- ngi l i  gap i ,  ngunu-pan-gim ngambul
HITH come.out-RPA [waterUNM]N0M that-IM-EMPH [poolUNM)N0M
d j i - t j a r r i  , mi n i t j i  gapi
DIST-stand-YPA CpoolUNM w aterU N M l^
The two (women) pierced (each other). Okay, water came, water came to the (surface and) at that 
very instant became a pool (or spring) of water. {19:85-7)
It is clear from the use of words like ngunif-pan(-gima) (which always refers to the 
instant of time defined by when a contextual event obtains), that a definite time is being 
referred to. This is true even though the whole story is set in the Indefinite Remote Past. In 
examples (298) and (299), two totemic men speared each other with spears - and this act is the 
temporal reference point for the action of the blood turning into (red) rock at a definite time -  
the definite time being specified as contemporaneous with the falling of the blood to the 
ground. In (300), two totemic women pierce each other with their digging sticks; and this act 
likewise supplies a temporal reference point for the action of water forming a pool or spring. It
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is -for -this reason that the "Definiteness" -feature in section 4.3 was de-fined in relativistic 
terms» as being Definite or Indefinite relative to some reference time. A further example is 
given below: notice that the trapping of fish is the reference event» which defines the time of 
the eating event -  the latter naturally taking place a short time after the trapping.
(301) guyi d j in  oandapini-ny d j in  d i r ra -d j i -m i
CfishUNMlACC 3p1 ERG trap-RPC 3plERG eat-THEMSR-YPA
They were trapping fish (and then) eating them {34:1153}
4.6 PAST INFLECTIONS: REMOTE-PAST» TODAY-PAST, REMOTE-PAST-CONTINUOUS 
AND TODAY-PAST-CONTINUOUS
RPA and TPA inflections
These two inflections are very commonly used Past tense inflections. TPA inflection is 
not often used in narrative, because few stories are set in the time context of the same day as 
the speech event. One story in which TPA is frequently used is story 35, which is a description 
of a fight which occurred earlier on the same day as the telling of the story. Most stories are 
set in the remote past, and hence RPA is extremely common in narrative. As explained earlier, 
in each conjugation class TPA and RPA have the same marking. Thus only the time context of a 
narrative as a whole distinguishes TPA from RPA.
There is no need to cite further examples of RPA inflection here. Some earlier examples 
which contain this inflection are: (265), (269), (272), (279), (280), (298), (299), and (300).
The following examples illustrate TPA and are taken from story 35. The section of the 
story which is cited contains a number of sequential actions: the two participants are fighting, 
but the younger man has the advantage. Notice the high incidence of non-thematic verbs (ie. 
uninflected stems), which add colour to the narrative. The COMPL particle at the end of the 
section signals termination of the description of the young man's actions, rather than 
termination of the fighting. (The following clauses introduce a new participant, who comes to 
try to break the fight up; and who hits the antagonists with his woomera as they continue to 
fight.)
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(302) bajt m a rr-n g il+ a , a ba t ngu+1i, g a lm i-n i,
p ick .u p  p i ck .up-TPA+NF and throw throw+TPA f a l 1 .down-TPA
a d j a r r i - n y i n i , d ja r r i - n y in + a , a m a d j i r r i ,  bat.
and stand-TPA stand-TPA+NF and again  p ick .up
p i r r i r r - d j - n y , p i r r i r r - d j - n y , p u ru rr  p u ru r r , 
twist-THEMSR-TPC twist-THEMSR-TPC tw is t tw is t 
dubuk, bat ngu-H+a, a g i r r i
c a r ry  throw throw+TPA+NF -  CÜMPL
(The young -fellow) picked him up» and threw him» and -fell over. He (ie. the young fellow) stood 
up, he stood and once more picked him up, and was then twisting (his neck). He twisted, and 
twisted, carried him, and threw him. {35:57-62}
TPA inflection may also be used in the context of Present time. An instance was given in 
section 4.3» example (282). One uses TPA in this way to make a statement which is true 
immediately preceding the time of utterance and which is still true at the time of utterance.
TPA inflection and RPA inflection may each be used in subordinate clauses. Instances of 
this have already been cited. Two examples with RPA in the subordinate clause are (259) and 
(269); and two with TPA are (130) and (293). TPA or RPA are used in a subordinate clause 
(rather than FUT) when the speaker wishes to explicitly indicate that the event indicated by 
the subordinate clause occurred in Past time relative to the time context of the event indicated 
by the main clause. RPA is used when the subordinate clause event occurred a long time 
previously, and TPA is used when the event occurred earlier on the same day as the event 
indicated by the main clause. For both RPA and TPA used in a subordinate clause, aspect is 
unmarked; so that there is no implication of duration of the activity indicated by the 
subordinate clause (other than whatever inherent aspect categories obtain in the verb). To 
indicate duration explicitly in the subordinate clause» TPC or RPC would be used instead.
PRC and TPC inflections
These inflections are the +Continuous counterparts of RPA and TPA inflections. Hence, in 
any Past time narrative, TPC and TPA will be found throughout the text, according to the 
speaker's need (or lack of need) to signal temporal continuity. For a narrative set in Remote 
Past time, RPC and RPA will be found to alternate. As for TPA and RPA, in each conjugation 
RPC and TPC are marked by the same form. Section 4.i discusses the etymology of the TPC and 
RPC inflections, due to the influence of prefixing languages to the west of Djinang.
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Example (302) above illustrates TPA alternating with TPC; the latter inflection occurring 
twice, on the verb pirrirri-dji- twist-THEMSR-. Clearly the twisting was an event which took 
place over a span of time; while the actions of throwing, falling, and picking up were punctiliar. 
Numerous instances of RPC have already been cited. Some instances from previous sections 
are: (261), (266), (271), (275), (276), (278), (279), and (288); and example (303) is a further 
example. Notice that the 3sg pronoun nyani is used to refer to a group consisting of a number 
of members of a -HU species. The 3sg pronoun is commonly used this way; even though the 
reference is to plural participants. In (304) below, the pronoun is used similarly, but referring 
to a +HU group.
(303) nyani gurrumba g a lb i n y in i-n y , gus-gim a
C 3sgN0M gooseUNM 1 o tsL M M l^  sit-R PC  [goose-EMPH
gurrumba
gooseUNH]nom
Many geese were sitting (there) (22:46)
TPC examples are less numerous in my database, for the same reason as given above for 
the comparative scarcity of TPA examples. I will give some instances of TPC, again from story 
35. At this point in the narrative, the speaker has already briefly mentioned the fight, but 
states (304) as a digression before continuing to describe the fight in detail (he was not an 
eyewitness). Notice the use of the third person singular pronoun referring to a group of people 
standing near the office while watching the fight. This example also illustrates 
"backgrounding", to be discussed below.
(304) a nyan+a, b ilngga  d j a r r i - n y i ,  m ala, ngunu-ku
-  3sgN0M+NF 3duDAT stand-TPC COL that-DAT
o ff ic e -m irr i , nyun+a, marrbi-n_a n g in ib i
office-LOC 2sgN0M+M0C no t.p resen t-T P C  lplexcNOM 
m a rrb i-n i ,  n g in ib i d j in i - n g i r  w a rn g a rr i,
no t.p resen t-T P C  lplexcNOM this-ABL [what's.his.nameUNM
Liw angu-r, n y in i-n y
Liwangu-ERG)ERG sit-TPC
There was a group from the office standing watching them, you were not present, we were not 
present; we were sitting on the other side (of the town) with Liwangu (35:15-17)
It was stated above that TPA can be used in a Present time context, to make a factual 
statement about a state which has its  inception earlier than the time of the utterance and 
which still obtains at the time of the utterance. (For example: "I'm hungry." or "I'm cold.") This 
has occurred so often in my field experience that I know this to be a grammatical use of TPA
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inflection. I do have Just one example of TPC used in what appears to be a similar way» as cited 
below. This clause comes from a hypothetical story made up by an informant to explain the 
meaning of a word. In the story» a man hunts others away when they try to take food which does 
not belong to them, and (305) is part of what the man says to them as justification for 
commanding them to go away. Present time is indicated» as the deictic djining makes clear. The 
interpretation of this utterance would therefore be as for TPA in the same context, except that 
the speaker is overtly marking the state as prolonged.
(305)  d j i n i n g  ng a l b i rk i  l i n y  g u k i r r i - n y i
thisUNM hungry IduexcNOM walk.about-TPC 
We are going about hungry at the present time (66:89)
Discourse functions of RPC and TPC inflections
(a) Backgrounding
A further function of RPC and TPC is to mark information as 'background7 information. An 
example of this using TPC occurred in (304) above; where the cited text portion is a digression 
in the description of the fight. Backgrounding is a discourse level feature, and to fully 
validate the claim that TPC and RPC may be used to indicate backgrounding requires more space 
than is available in this dissertation. One example will have to suffice for the present, as 
given in the following paragraph.
Most instances of RPC or TPC mark Continuous aspect» as explained earlier in this 
section. However some instances mark background information: this may be just a clause or two 
in length, or sometimes quite a lengthy section of a narrative. Some examples of backgrounding 
occur in the cited portion of text 32. Consider sections 7 and 8 of text 32; where RPC inflection 
obtains. The section numbered 6 introduces Silas and Paul, while 7 to 11 give background 
information about them: 7 states that they had accepted (ie. placed their faith in) God; 8 states 
that he had given them a promise; 9 s ta tes that He had not come to them; 10 and 11 state that 
the Holy Spirit and faith had come to them. The story proper begins at section 12. Sections 7 to 
11 are clearly background information. Although RPA inflection occurs in 12, RPC inflection is 
used in the first two clauses (7 and 8). (Sections 9 and 10 exhibit RPI inflections, which are 
unspecified for Continuous aspect.) The events involved in sections 7 and 8 are the accepting of 
God, and the giving of a promise; both of which are inherently punctual. The narrator is not 
stating that Paul and Silas were continuing to accept God, and that God was continuing to give 
promises; instead the narrator is merely indicating the beginning of a section of narrative 
containing background information.
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Another instance of RPC used to indicate backgrounding occurs in (32:89-90). (RPC 
inflection also occurs in the context preceding these two sections» but there it marks 
+Continuous aspect for events belonging to the main theme.)
(b) Procedural discourse
Procedural discourse may use FUT inflection» as has been stated earlier. However, when 
a procedural narrative is set in Remote Past time, and therefore deals with cultural or typical 
behaviour of ancestors or totemic beings, RPC inflection is used. In this context it may be 
translated as "X used to do Y“, or simply as "X did Y". Story 43 is a procedural narrative 
explaining how women used to process cycad nuts. Several sections of this story have already 
been cited previously. The story is in two parts*, the first 79 sections describe how women used 
to process the nuts to make flour. With just a couple of exceptions (see examples 264 and 265) 
all the verbs in this part of the story are inflected with RPC. Taking the examples in order of 
occurrence, see (136), (11), (185), (99), (288), (265), and (152). The second part of the story 
contrasts the present state of affairs with that obtaining in the past. This part of the story 
begins at section 80 and continues to the end. In this part, events are set in the context of 
Present time, and mostly take FUT inflection. (This use of FUT has been explained earlier, in 
section 4.4.) Two examples from this part of the story are (16) and (158).
It is unlikely that TPC can be used in a procedural discourse; or in a discourse dealing 
with normative behaviour or hypothetical events. In the procedural discourses which I have 
recorded, either FUT or RPC categories obtain. Normative or hypothetical behaviour generally 
uses FUT inflection; and in one case (where hypothetical events are involved), FI and TPI are 
used.
4.7 PRESENT AND PAST IRREALIS INFLECTIONS, AND IMPERATIVE 
Imperative
In Djinang, the IMP inflection is homophonous with PRI and YPI inflections (in Djinba, IMP 
is marked differently than the latter two inflections). Hence in Djinang, the form of the IMP 
suffix indicates the conjugation class of the verb unambiguously. The suffixes are: -wi class 1; 
-rri class 2; and -yi class 3.
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There are three pragmatic -functions o-f IMP inflection*, one is to give a strong Command (if 
addressed to a second person); another function is its  use as a Hortative (if addressed to a 
firs t person(s)); and the third function is to make an Emphatic Statement expressing extreme 
Disapproval.
Some examples of IMP used as an imperative are (41), (48), (84), (141), (169), and (292). The 
following is a Negative Imperative; where IMP functions both as an Irrealis inflection, and as 
an Imperative. The scope of the initial NEG particle extends to the second clause. (Extension 
of the scope of NEG marking to subsequent clauses is a feature of Djinang grammar which 
occurs not infrequently.) (NEG may similarly occur with FUT marking to express a polite 
Negative Imperative.) The verb in NEG clauses must always take an Irrealis inflection (ie. FI, 
PRI, YPI, TPI, or RPI). Negative Imperative clauses violate this general rule only apparently, 
since formally there is no difference between NEG with YPI (or PRI) and NEG with IMP; 
similarly for NEG with FI and NEG with FUT. Hence, for example, ingki bini-yi (65:43) can be 
glossed NEG do.thus-IMP 'do not do it that way!', or as NEG do.thus-PRI '(he) is not doing it 
that way', or as NEG do.thus-YPI '(he) did not do it that way'.
(306) ingki-ban  b i l - n y - i l d j i  watu-wi a n y a l i k i - d j i - y
NEG-IM 3du-ACC-2plERG swear-IMP and however-INCHO-IMP
mari b i l n g - i l d j i  djama
ItroubleUNM] 3duDAT-2p1 ERG make
Don't swear at them nor by any means make trouble for them (32:155-6)
A previous example of IMP used as a Hortative appeared in (82). Two more examples of 
IMP used this way are given below. IMP does not occur in subordinate clauses, except that it 
may occur in direct quotations, such as in (307).
(307) i r r a  wangi-ni "II g u b i - y i ,  y u w i r i d j i - n g i r - g i
lsgDAT say-RPA IduincERG leave-IMP new-OBL-DAT
i 1 mi 1i-ki
IduincNOM look.for-FUT
He said to me, "Let's leave it (and) look for a new one". {34:665-7)
(308) "Ngiy.  Y i l i - m i r r i  1 im k i r u - w i . "
INTERJ again-LOC lplincNOM walk-IMP
"Yes. Let us follow after (you)". (34:897)
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The -following example illustrates IMP used to express Disapproval. The example comes 
from story 35, the description of the fight mentioned previously. At th is point in the story, a 
relative is trying to intervene to stop the fight, and shame the men into submission. The last 
instance of IMP is the one we are concerned with. The speaker is not commanding the 
antagonists to shame him, but rather he is making an Emphatic Statement expressing 
Disapproval, to the effect that their actions are bringing him shame.
In the f ir s t  clause, the -y i suffix is probably PRI rather than IMP. The narrator is 
expressing doubt as to the existence of feelings of shame in the antagonists, as a means of 
shaming them (otherwise a Realis inflection would have been used). The last clause contains 
the form nyind- which is, I believe, an abbreviated form of nyini-y sit-IMP 'be!' as appears in 
the preceding clauses; the d phoneme is epenthetic, and regularly occurs between a word-final 
alveolar nasal and a following word-in itia l i vowel. (Also, a statement by a listener has been 
omitted from the example.) The final word guni-yi isgDAT shame-IMP also requires further 
explanation. The root guni- shame-, to be s tric tly  grammatical, should have had INCHO —dji as 
a f irs t  order suffix (as in the f irs t  clause). Its  omission here is an instance of a performance 
error which occasionally obtains.
<309) "Nyal i  kun. i-dj  i - y i  ! Yul n y i n i - y !  Yul
whereUNM shame-INCHO-PRI tmanUNM). inM s i t - IM P  tmanUNM]. tnK.Nun NOM
n y i n i - y ! "  . . .  "Yul n y i n d - i r r a  g u n j - y i ! "
s i t - IM P  . . .  [m an lM il. Iniul s i t - l sgD A T  shame-IMP
NUM
“Where is your shame! Be a man! Be a man!" ... "Be a man, (you) shame me!" (35:69-70,73}
Present and Past Irrealis inflections: PRI» YPI* RPI, and TPI
As has been stated above, a NEG particle conditions the occurrence of an Irrealis 
inflection on the verb (provided there is a verb in the clause). Examples of th is nature may be 
seen in (16), (154), (256), (257), and (261); and further examples need not be cited here.
The essential characteristic of an Irrealis inflection is that the event denoted by the 
verb did not obtain, (or w ill not obtain i f  referring to Future time, etc.). Alternatively, an 
Irrea lis inflection indicates that there is doubt or uncertainty in the speaker's mind that the 
event did or w ill obtain. Negative clauses therefore obligatorily take Irrealis inflections. 
Clauses which express doubt, uncertainty, or hypotheticality w ill also take Irrealis inflections 
(but no NEG particle). Irrealis inflections also may obtain when the speaker is talking about 
normative or cultural actions, which people typically do. (In the la tte r instance, Irrealis 
inflections are not obligatory. As discussed in the preceding sections, FUT or RPC may instead
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be used.) Irrealis inflections are also used in protasis-apodosis constructions, as in (ISO) and 
(181); and also to express Potentiality of an event obtaining, as in (176) and (292).
Irrealis inflections may apparently also obtain in subordinate clauses. 1 have few 
examples of this; but two instances occur in (48) and (291). It seems that there are no 
grammatical constraints involved; but rather that the conditions required for the use of an 
Irrealis inflection in a subordinate clause obtain only rarely.
Examples (310) and (311) illustrate Irrealis inflections being used to express doubt or 
uncertainty. And (312) is an example of TPI being used in the context of Future time to express 
a Potential function. TPI may be used instead of FI when the speaker wishes to signal a 
punctual nuance, as in this example. Similarly, TPI can be used in the context of Present time, 
as in (313). The PRI function is +Continuous; so that when -Continuous is required in the 
context of Present time, TPI is used instead.
Example (310) was uttered while 1 was sitting talking to my language teacher. He looked 
up and saw a stranger alighting from the local bus, some two hundred metres away. (310) is 
what he spontaneously uttered. He was expressing his uncertainty as to which camp the 
stranger had come to visit. Clearly the time context is Present time (ie. the time of utterance). 
In fact it was this utterance which first alerted me to the existence of a PRI category in the 
language. Example (311) is taken from a hypothetical narrative in which the subject is uncertain 
who it is he is seeing, and so utters (311). And (312) indicates that the reason for Paul and 
Silas' hands being tied with chains was because they potentially could otherwise escape during 
the night.
(310) n y a li-n g  yulgu-w
where-LOC come.to-PRI
Where might he be coming to? (65:30)
(311) a d j i n i n g  djam a-gin-piJ_i d j i + n y - i r r  nya-wi
-  CthisUNM work-PROP-PLlACC 3p1+ACC-1sgERG see-PRI 
I may be seeing the/my workers (66:122)
(312) b i n t j i  ma l i r i  bi l  yu l gu- ny i r
otherwi se  nightUNM 3plN0M escape-TPI
Otherwise they may escape in the night (32:90)
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(313) nyani m in -d j-n y ir i  
3sgNQM cold-INCHO-TPI
He may be cold / He may become cold
In section 4.5 it was explained that YPA may obtain in the context of Remote Indefinite 
time# provided the event denoted by the YPA-marked verb is contextually definite. That is» 
provided previous events in the narrative define a +Definite time (relative to those previous 
events) for the obtaining of the event marked by YPA. The same is true of YPI. The following 
example illustrates YPI used in the context of Remote Indefinite Past time. The narrator has 
just explained how he had searched for his listener (many years before) at a camp which turned 
out to be deserted. He states that perhaps the people had gone to Maningrida. Then he states
(314) . He is telling his listener that if at that time the people had been in the immediate area» 
then he and those with him would immediately have come to them. (Note: at the time this story 
was told» I could understand very little  Djinang, and the narrator was telling the story to 
another person rather than to me.)
(314) inma ! i ny nunyd jirru -w k iru -w + a , 1 i ny
2sgDAT IduexcNOM go.quickly-Y PI PROG-YPI+NF 1duexcNOM
mi 1 i-ny k i r i -ny+a, 1 iny mi 1i -ny k i r i - n y + a ,
1ook. for-RPC PROG-RPC+NF IduexcNOM look.for-RPC PROG-RPC+NF 
Ga i t j i  ngunung gurrbi
[Ga t t j  iU N M ]^ CthatUNM p 1 aceUNM]N0M 
We would have come quickly to you -  we looked and we looked (for you); Gattji was the place. 
(34:998-1001}
Lastly# as is mentioned in section 4.1, the NMLSR inflection is homophonous with the TPI 
and RPI inflections. This is true in Yolngu languages generally.
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5. SYNTAX
This chapter deals with Djinang syntax» including Noun Phrases and the Verb Complex. As 
for the previous chapters» comparison will occasionally be made with Morphy's analysis of 
Djapu. The f ir s t  section will deal with the Noun Phrase; the second will deal with the Verb 
Complex; the third with the Clause; the fourth with V erbless Clauses; the la s t  with the 
Sentence and highter levels.
Because of the phenomenon of "free word order”» i t  is  not very helpful to  characterise 
syntactic s tru c tu res  in Djinang according to  the principles of immediate constituent analysis. 
For any posited structure» there will always be grammatical exceptions to  it; "word order" is  
only sometimes a helpful concept. I t  is  true th a t there  is  considerably more freedom of 
d istribu tion  for constituen ts of any posited unit than for languages which mark grammatical 
re la tions using word order. But it  is  not true to  assume from th is  th a t there are no ordering 
principles in the language; or th a t ordering principles may be violated without changing 
meaning, or without producing an ungrammatical sentence. Where order of constituen ts  is  
variable» i t  is  usually s ti l l  possible to  make useful generalizations in term s of the d istribu tion  
of types of information, ra ther than the d istribu tion  of word c lasses. That is , to  s ta te  
structu re  in functional term s, ra ther than in formal term s.
5.1 THE NOUN PHRASE
NPs in Djinang are structured very sim ilarly to  NPs in o ther Yolngu languages, including 
Djapu. Morphy (1983:82-7) gives an account of Djapu NPs which, excepting lexical d ifferences, 
is  almost an account of Djinang NPs. This is  hardly surprising considering the close genetic 
t ie s  between Yolngu languages. N evertheless, there  are some differences between the two 
languages in term s of the structure  of NPs, and the p a tte rn s  of case marking which obtain.
As we shall see la te r, i t  is  possible in Djinang (and any Yolngu language for th a t matter) 
for very long nominal constructions to  be used to  re fe r to  participants. These constructions, or 
expressions, may be discontinuous as  well -  where the verb complex typically in tervenes 
between the two p a rts  of such expressions. There are two possible ways of analysing these 
expressions. One way would be to  assume th a t each such expression consists of just one 
superordinate NP which dominates several subordinate NPs. The other way is  to  assume th a t 
such expressions are appositive NP constructions, with no dominating NP. The fac ts  favour the 
la t te r  view. For example, there are no markers of subordination of one NP to  another. Each 
appositive NP is  a valid and sufficien t NP structu re  in i ts e lf .  In the context of actual speech 
events, speakers very obviously build word pictures of discourse participan ts by juxtaposing an
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indefinite number of NPs, each of which refers to the same participant and which adds further 
descriptive detail to what has gone before. Each appositive NP is characteristically delimited 
by pause» and other constituents (such as the verb complex) may be interposed between 
successive NPs which refer to the same participant (or even between parts of a single NP). 
Case» when it occurs overtly» may occur in any one or more of the NPs which are in jjxtaposition 
-  but often it occurs in just one of them» and which one it will occur in is not predictable. If it 
were predictable» we may have had grounds for assuming that NP to be superordinate» and the 
others subordinate to it. For reasons such as these» I prefer the second view to the first. 
Therefore, in order to refer to these appositive NP constructions in some consistent way, I will 
use the term "complex referential expression". This means a stretch of speech, possibly 
discontinuous, comprising two or more NPs, each of which refers to the same participant.
In Djinang, a NP may consist of one or more constituents, one of which must function as 
the head of the NP. One variation from Djapu is that in Djinang it is comparatively rare for 
more than one nominal of a multi-nominal NP to be marked for the same case. Repetition of the 
case marker is more likely to occur for local cases (PERL, ALL, ABL, and LOC), and for ERG or 
INSTR cases; to a much lesser extent for DAT or OR; and rarely for ACC. Djinang strongly 
prefers to mark case only once for each complex referential expression - no matter how complex 
the internal structure of that expression is. In fact, the more complex is the referential 
expression, then the less likely is the same case to be used more than once within it. Host 
instances of repeated case marking within the one constituent involve just two nominals in a 
single NP. We shall see examples illustrating these comments later.
Yolngu languages permit discontinuous constituents, and this is especially prevalent in 
complex referential expressions. Both Djinang and Djapu commonly utilize discontinuous 
constructions when the complex referential expression has numerous constituents; typically a 
pronoun, or perhaps a minimal NP, will occur in pre-verbal position, and in post-verbal position 
there will occur the head, or one or more constituents modifying the pre-verbal constituent -  
and these modifying constituents may themselves be NPs. For example: (32:18) illustrates a 
single discontinuous NP. Preceding the verb complex there occurs the pronoun and anaphoric 
deictic, and after the VC occurs the head. And (32:21) has a similar discontinuous NP (lacking 
the anaphoric deictic in this instance). In (32:32) there occurs a complex referential expression 
which is discontinuous. Preceding the VC occurs the NP ngunung djanguny 'that story', and 
following the VC occurs the other NP ngunung wanngirnyakining 'the one having saving (power)'.
In Djinang, the basic mechanism for creating complex nominal structures is apposition. 
Expressions of this type may commonly contain up to about eight (or more) words. For example, 
consider the following expression, which immediately follows the Verb Complex (VC) and is 
found in (32:87-8): ngunung, bala, ngunu warngarriny, prisoner-bi bala ngunu wana thatUNM
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houseUNM thatUNM what's.it's.nameUNM prisoner-OR house-OR thatUNM bigUNM '-that large 
building for prisoners'. This particular expression is also covertly marked -for ACC case. The 
expression involves three NPs in apposition; each NP adding descriptive detail to what has 
gone before. Earlier in this dissertation I have used the term "descriptive appositional NP" for 
NPs used like this with appositive function.
Morphy (ibid) lis ts  various permitted constituents of a NP. It is worthwhile to repeat her 
lis t here, since the same set of constituents may likewise be found in Djinang NPs. Where 
possible I will direct the reader to examples previously cited which illustrate the various 
constituents.
(a) head function manifested by two or more nominals having generic - specific relationship: 
wali-gi-ban, milgali-gi food-DAT-IM cycad.nut-DAT in (283).
(b) pronoun (with or without other nominals): biling budi 3du bloodUNM in (298).
(c) nominals modifying the head: ngunyili bunggawa-li-ban, wana-li yul-ili ngunung, 
ngurrdawalangu djina thatALL boss-ALL-IM big-ALL man-ALL thatUNM leaderUNM 3plDAT 'to 
that boss, to that important man, to their leader' (32:54-5). This complex referential 
expression has three NPs, the heads being bunggawa, yul, and ngurrdawalangu; and the 
modifying nominals being deictics, a noun, and a reduced pronoun.
(d) a dual or plural modifier (note: in Djinang these have become suffixes): yul-mirrpili, yul 
bininggili, girrarrk-mirrpili man-PAUC manUNM twolINM big.name-PAUC 'two important-named 
men' < 19:2>.
(e) a numeral: see above, and also bininggili wagirri twoUNM crowUNM 'two crows' (20:91}.
(f) a deictic (either manifesting the head and functioning as a demonstrative pronoun; or 
modifying the head and functioning as a deictic determiner): ngunu thatUNM in (132) functioning 
as demonstrative pronoun; djining yul-mirrpili thisUNM man-PAUC 'these two men' in (32:48) 
functioning as a deictic determiner, and similarly gurrbu-w ngunung place-SPEC thatUNM 'that 
specific place' in (32:91).
(g) an inalienably possessed part: ngirk irri-ny djin minigi-m bone lsg-ACC 3plERG carry-PRES 
'they are carrying my bones' in (50:333).
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(h) a genitive qualifier: nyan-nga ganydjarr-mirrpm 3sg-GEN power-PERL 'through his power' 
in (142).
(i) noun-PROP as a modifying nominal: ngunung djanguny VC ngunung wanngir-nya-Kining 
thatUMM storyUNM VC thatUNM save-NMLSR-PROP (note, VC = Verb Complex) 'that story' VC 
'that one having saving (power)' in (14).
<j) a quantifying nominal:... yidjipila, bukmak-ban nibi ... childrenUNM all-IM lplinc ' . . .  and the 
children, (in fact) everybody' in (22:170).
(k) an indefinite determiner: wili ngunu-pilangi-r whoERG that-INDEF-ERG 'whoever' in (178).
(l) a locational qualifier: nambidi bala-mirr insideUNM house-LOC 'inside the house' in (120).
Not only do the same constituents occur as in Djapu, but the same constraints on 
distribution also obtain, in the majority of cases. Hence, if a pronoun occurs in an NP, then it 
always is the initial constituent of the NP. Nominals having a modifying function may occur 
either before or after the head, though there is a strong tendency for GEN-marked nominals to 
precede the head. Deictic modifiers may precede or follow the head, and there is a preference 
for pre-head position (except when the head is manifested by a pronoun - the pronoun will then 
be first). Also, a deictic generally will be contiguous to the head -  whether in pre-head 
position or post-head position. Adjectival nominals may precede or follow the head, though 
post-head position seems to be slightly preferred.
There is a general ordering principle within the NP: and that is that Generic elements 
precede Specific elements. The requirement that a pronoun, if present, be the first constituent 
is an example of this ordering principle. Similarly, the high incidence of the deictic ngunung 
(having demonstrative pronoun function) in NP-initial position is another example of the 
principle. This ordering principle may extend over clauses, as well as within the NP. Consider 
(315), where the subject reference is made progressively more definite with each clause. The 
first and second subject NPs are merely a pronoun; the next involves nouns; and the last NP 
gives the names -  which in this case are animal names, since the story is from the Dreamtime.
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b i l
3duN0M
W a r p u r r ,
<315)  b i l i n g  b i l  n y i n i - n y i ,  b i l i n g  b i l  n y i n i - n y ,
3duN0M 3duN0M s i t - R P C  3duN0M 3duN0M s i t - R P C
bunggawa-mi  r r p  iJJ , m i r  ngurrdawa]_angu-mi  r r p  i l_i
l i k e  leader -PAUC 
n y i n i - n y ,  w a r n g a r r i ,
s i t - R P C  [ w h a t ' s . t h e i r . n a m e l N M  PossumUNM 
b i l  n y i n i - n y ,
3duN0M s i t - R P C
They were sitting» they were s itting , two bosses, that is, two leaders, they were sitting; 
what's their name -  Possum and Crow, they were s itting  <20*-i-4>
[boss-PAUC 
b i l i n g  
3duN0M],NOM
W a g i r r i , b i l i n g  
CrowUNM 3duN0Ml
NOM
I t  is possible -for a deictic marked with the COM PL affix  and functioning as an anaphoric 
determiner, to co-occur in the same complex referential expression as a deictic (lacking the 
COMPL affix) having a deictic determiner function. An example occurs in (195): nyani 
ngunu-kirri, ngunung prisoner djaka-gining 3sg that-COMPL thatUNM prisonerUNM help-PROP 
'that afore-mentioned prisoner caretaker'. This is best viewed as two NPs in apposition, the 
f ir s t  being nyani ngunu-kirri. Another example, almost identical, occurs in (32:100).
As stated above, discontinuous NPs or discontinuous complex referential expressions are 
quite common. This is especially true when deictics are present, and very often the deictic is 
manifested in each part of the discontinuous expression. This repetition of the deictic should 
be considered as having a cohesive function, as well as as functioning as either a deictic 
determiner or a demonstrative pronoun, as the case may be. For example, consider the 
following discontinuous expression, where VC represents the position of the verb complex: 
ngunu VC chain ngunung+a, ga warngarriny+a, nu ga gumbirri gundjirr-mirrpili thatUNM VC 
chainUNM thatUNM+NF and so.and.soUNM+NF footUNM and handUNM wrist-PAUC 'that one VC 
the chains, (on) feet and hands, both w ris ts ' in (32:96-7). In this complex referential 
expression, the pre-verbal instance of ngunu 'tha t' functions as a demonstrative pronoun, and 
the post-verbal occurrence of ngununga 'tha t' in the appositional NPs after the VC has a 
cohesive function, indicating semantic linkage to the pre-verbal demonstrative pronoun. In the 
next paragraph, I w ill present some discontinuous NPs to illustra te  the phenomenon. VC 
represents the position of the Verb Complex. The examples are taken from story 32 and the 
glosses may be seen there. Note also that ACC case occurs only once in each of the f if th  and 
last examples.
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(32 :52) rru p iy a VC wana
(32:44) d jan i ngunu VC ngunung m iy ilk -an g  d ja m a -g in -p in
(32 :60) d j in - g i r a - p i  djanguny VC a w urpa-pi wurpa-pi
(32 :95) d ja b ir VC d ja b ir  ngunung
(32 :33) ngunung gurrb i VC n g irk i ga n g in m ili-n y
(32 :52) d j in i - w i l “ t j i  . . . VC ngunu w urpa-pi y u l-b i
(32 :54 ) ngunu VC P au l-ny i ga S i la s
This is just a sample list, and many more examples of discontinuous referential 
expressions may be seen in the same story. Usually it is the VC which interrupts a referential 
expression; though it can be other constituents (with or without the VC), as in (32:52). See also 
(330) in section 5.3, where both the Agent and Object constituents are discontinuous, and which 
also contains a relative clause. This example illustrates the considerable complexity that can 
be attained if many preferential NPs are juxtaposed to form complex referential expressions.
None of the enumerated potential constituents of a NP is obligatory. There must be a 
constituent manifesting the head for a NP to be present in surface structure; but the head may 
be filled by any of the enumerated constituents -  except for the PL or PAUC affixes of course. 
If one of PL or PAUC occur, it must be affixed to a noun.
Djinang, like Djapu and a number of other Australian languages (Morphy ibid:S7) has a NP 
construction in which a first or second person non-plural pronoun is used, and only a subset of 
the referents of the pronoun are further specified by one or more nominals (typically names). 
This is because for first or second person pronouns one of the referents (or a group) are fully 
delimited by the pronoun. For example: the lduexc pronoun ngilinyi 'we two' necessarily 
includes the speaker; while the 2du pronoun nyumi 'you two' necessarily includes the addressee. 
In such circumstances, further marking is required only to make definite the other participant(s) 
not unambiguously specified by the pronoun. Example (316) illustrates; the speaker is speaking 
to Manbarrarra, so that only Wal. needs further specification. (This person is dead, and I have 
refrained from giving his full name.)
(316) damba nyuni m arr-g i , nyumi Wal.
[damperUNM3ACC 2sgERG get-FUT C 2duERG W aKUNM ]^
You and Wal. get some damper! {22:27}
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Inalienable Possession
Alienable and Inalienable possession was discussed in relation to the PROP and ALIEN 
affixes in section 3.1. Alienable possession may also be expressed using the GEN suffix; where 
the possessor takes the GEN marking and typically precedes the constituent denoting the 
possessed item; and it is quite possible for the construction to be discontinuous as in example 
(293).
The typical means of indicating inalienable possession is juxtaposition of the possessed 
item to the possessor item. There is no special marker of the possessive relation as there is 
for alienable possession. Instances of this construction occur in (298) and (299) where biling 
budi is to be in terpreted  as a possessive construction 'their blood'; and similarly nyani budi 
means 'his blood'. A further example is (288); where gungi libi is a possessive construction 'our 
thoughts' (note: 'thoughts rising up' is an idiom for expectant waiting). Another example is (53) 
of section 2.8. Body part nominals (including psyche terminology) are prevalent in constructions 
of this type.
Coordinate Noun Phrases
Multi-head NPs are possible when non-coreferential nominals form coordinate NPs. The 
particle ga 'and' (or the abbreviated form a 'and') may optionally be used to overtly indicate the 
coordination. Examples may be seen in the cited texts as follows: (32:6, 45-6, 53, 89, 96-97, 
Ü3) (34:275) A further example occurs in (47) of section 2.8; another in (298) of section 4.5. If 
more than two nominals are coordinated, then ga (or a) usually obtains only preceding the last 
nominal, though it may occur elsewhere instead. An example of the latter follows; another 
occurs in (150) of section 3.2.
(316a) d j in  d a rra rra -m iy -g i g u n y d jir r i - r+ a  m ar'm ing i-r+ a
3plERG burst-CAUS-FUT father-ERG+NF grandfather-ERG+NF
ga wuwa-r+a m a rra tja - r+ a  w a lk i r - l i
and o.brother-ERG+NF g ra n d c h i1d-ERG+NF child-ERG 
They would crack it open; the fathers, grandfathers, and brothers, grandsons (and) sons (would 
do so) (field notes)
It is quite common for a coordinate NP to lack any overt marker of coordination, with 
merely juxtaposition of the heads as the indicator of coordination; as in a clause such as nyuni, 
ngarri, il giri-0-ban 2sgNOM lsgNOM IduincNOM go-FUT-IM 'You (and) I, let us go now'. 
Another example is the following.
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(316b) bukmak nuj_i-dji g i r i - # ,  mi yi l k ,  yul
CallUNM]^^ by . f oot-INSTR go-FUT [ woman UNM manUNMl^^
All went, (both) women (and) men (22:232)
Another common way of indicating coordination is by the use of stem-final a vowels 
having NF function (see section 3.8). These may occur in conjunction with ga (or a), as in (316a) 
above; or they may occur without any coordinating particle, as in (22:218).
5.2 THE VERB COMPLEX
The only obligatory constituent of a VC is a non-inflecting verb root, or an inflected 
verb. There are no compelling grounds for analysing a non-inflecting verb root followed 
(whether immediately of after other constituents) by an inflected verb as being constituents of 
a single clause. When a non-inflecting verb occurs, the inflected verb in a following clause may 
sometimes be synonymous or partly synonymous to the non-inflecting verb. Non-inflecting 
verbs used in this way give stylistic effect. They do not take reduced pronouns, but merely 
preview the type of action denoted by the inflected verb which follows. (In fact, non-inflecting 
verbs never take reduced pronouns, no matter how the former are used.) Occasional synonymy or 
near-synonymy is not sufficient grounds for treating the non-inflecting verb as part of the 
clause having the inflected verb. And further reasons are given below. Example (317) 
illustrates an inflected verb co-occurring with a non-inflecting partly synonymous verb root; in 
this example, warrwarr is regarded as manifesting a minimal clause.
When non-inflecting verbs occur, usually they are not synonymous with the main verb in a 
contiguous clause. In such circumstances, they are being used suppletively for inflecting verbs, 
when the events denoted by the non-inflecting verbs are highly predictable. They cannot be 
regarded as constituents of a serial verb construction within a single clause (Foley and Olson, 
1984) for instance, since each of such non-inflecting verbs may be replaced by synonymous 
inflected verbs (or by clauses containing synonymous inflected verbs) whereby the resulting 
sentence is a paraphrase of the original sentence. It is best to regard a string of verbs from 
the class of non-inflecting verb roots as a string of minimal clauses. Examples (318) to (320) 
illustrate this behaviour.
Example (318) illustrates two minimal clauses, manifested by non-inflecting verb roots; 
while (319) and (320) illustrate typical uses of non-inflecting verb roots. In the la tter two 
examples, after the action denoted by the inflected verb, the next action is highly predictable - 
and involves the same participants (and especially the same semantic subject). In these 
conditions such predictable actions may be expressed by a non-inflecting verb root, provided
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such a verb root exists which has the required meaning. Only a small proportion of inflecting 
verbs actually may be replaced by synonymous non-inflecting verb roots, for while the latter 
number perhaps many dozens, they certainly do not number hundreds or thousands. The 
non-inflecting verb roots are completely unrelated to their inflecting counterparts in terms of 
their phonological shape; and they may not be used to form compound verbs. They have all the 
characteristics of being loan words, and indeed, many of them are known to be of Macassan 
origin (see Walker and Zorc, 1981).
<317) warrwarr w in i-ny  k i r i - n y a . . . ,  D ja k a l a b i r r i -#
g o .q u ick ly  return-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR D jaka la b irri-LOC 
Going quickly we returned all the way to Djakalabirri (22:186)
<318) warrwarr bur
g o .q u ick ly  a r r iv e  
(We) went quickly (and we) arrived (22:101)
(31?) wurp+a djij_+a g a rrp i-n + a
once+NF thisLOC+NF tie.up-RPC+NF 
a m a d j i r r i ,  g a r rp i-n + a ,  a 
and again tie.up-RPC+NF and
(We) tied up (the tools) here once, (then) just took them and dropped them (into the boat), and 
again we tied up (more) and dropped them (in the boat) (22:135-6)
yarim g a -n g il+ a  r a r r ,  
j u s t  take-RPA+NF drop 
r a r r , 
drop
<320) ng in ib i  wini-n+a d ju t-p an
lplexcNOM return-RPA+NF s i t - I M 
We returned (and) sat down then (22:201)
In the remainder of this section we shall discuss only inflecting verbs. When the VC 
contains an inflecting verb there are a variety of other potential constituents of the VC which 
may co-occur with it. None of these additional constituents may occur with a non-inflecting 
verb root. The NEG particles ingki and wirr are not analysed as being part of the VC; mainly 
because they may occur either clause initially, or immediately preceding the VC. Similarly for 
modal particles; which likewise may occur clause initially, or preceding the VC. Also, as far as I 
know from the data at hand, non-inflecting verb roots may not co-occur with modal particles nor 
with NEG particles.
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It is within the VC that word order is most tightly constrained in Djinang syntax. For 
this reason it is possible to write structural -formulae which appear to be exceptionless. I give 
such formulae below. There are two possibilities: if one of the DIRECT particles bi HITH 
'hither' or minydji THITH 'thither' occurs, then no ACC or DAT reduced pronoun (RED-PRO) may 
co-occur. Manifestations of a VC will therefore conform to one of the structural descriptions 
below. In these desciptions, + means "obligatory", while + means "optional". The restriction 
that DIRECT particles may not co-occur with DAT or ACC RED-PROs may ultimately turn out to 
be too strict. There are no exceptions in dozens of instances in the data at hand. However, I 
believe the following to be the basis for the restriction. Clauses in which two RED-PRO obtain 
are relatively infrequent; and when an 0 or 10 is being cross-referenced by an ACC or DAT 
RED-PRO, the clause is highly likely to be manifesting a discourse function of participant 
tracking. That is, establishing reference to a participant(s) which will thereafter be omitted 
from surface structure in subsequent clauses. In such a circumstance, it would be a case of 
information overload to include a DIRECT particle in the same clause -  presuming the verb is 
compatible with the function of the DIRECT particle. At this point I cannot prove these 
assertions, although they are consistent with the data at hand. If these assertions are 
correct, it may be possible to elicit single sentence counter-examples to the restriction that 
DIRECT particles and a DAT or ACC RED-PRO may not co-occur.
VC
VC
=  + P E R F  + D I R E C T  + R E C I P  + C R E D - P R O + V E R B  + AUX — — — ~  E R G / N Q M  —
=  + P E R F  + C R E D - P R O  ] A C C / D A T  + R E C I P  + C R E D - P R O  1E R G / N 0 M  + VE R B  + AUX
There are thus six potential contituents of a VC. Only the main verb is obligatory. The 
constituents are therefore: (a) the PERF particle ngurrumi 'already'; (b) one of the DIRECT 
particles bi 'hither' or minydji 'thither'; (c) the RECIP particle inydji (see section 3.17); (d) one 
or two reduced pronouns, the NOM or ERG reduced pronoun always precedes the main verb, and 
the ACC or DAT reduced pronoun always precedes the RECIP particle (if present) -  otherwise it 
precedes the subject reduced pronoun; (e) the main (inflected) verb; and (f) an auxiliary verb, 
which must immediately follow the main verb.
The combination of a DIRECT particle and the RECIP particle is uncommon. Situations in 
which both would be required in the one clause rarely obtain. DIRECT particles occur most 
commonly with intransitive verbs - such as verbs of motion; while RECIP does not occur often 
with such verbs. One example is given below. The narrator had just speared a wounded buffalo; 
and fat 'jumped out' of the wound made by the spear. The expression for 'jump' is RECIP (having 
reflexive function) followed by the verb 'throw'; hence literally it means 'throw oneself'.
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(321) yarim guj_t j i b i-n y d ji n g u + li-b an ,
ju s t  [ f atlNM]. inK. HITH-RECIP throw+RPA-IMNOM
The fat just jumped out towards (me) then (34:423}
Collocations of the various consituents may be seen in earlier chapters» and also in the 
cited texts. The PERF particle does not occur often; an instance of its  occurrence was given in 
(255) of section 3.15» where it precedes the THITH DIRECT particle. Instances of DAT or ACC 
reduced pronouns may be seen in section 2.8; and RECIP is discussed in section 3.17. Auxiliary 
verbs are discussed in section 3.13. The structural descriptions above indicate that only one 
auxiliary verb may follow the main verb. This is true in literally scores of instances in the 
database. However, in just one clause (see example 154 of section 3.3) there occurred two 
auxiliary verbs following the main verb. The firs t was the PROG auxiliary, and the second was 
the HABIT auxiliary. This collocation has occurred only once in several years of collecting 
Djinang data.
5.3 THE CLAUSE
Most of the resources of Djinang grammar lie at the levels of morphology and the syntax 
of NPs and the VC. At levels higher than the phrase, there are much fewer generalizations 
which can be made. The clause is such a level. One way of categorizing clauses is by their 
inherent transitivity type, which is a function of the transitivity type of the main verb. This 
schema would generate just five different clause types: (a) verbless clauses, (b) intransitive 
clauses, (c) semitransitive clauses, (d) transitive clauses, and (e) ditransitive clauses. These 
clause types then differ only in whether of not they contain a verb, how many arguments the 
verb takes (that is, its  valency), and the case marking of the various arguments which may 
obtain.
Table 5.1 gives the different clause types, the valency of the main verb, and the 
arguments (with cases) of verbs belonging to each clause type. The arguments are presented in 
the order (semantic) Subject, Object, and Indirect Object. In the Table, CRE represents a 
complex referential expression of any complexity; which may be a NP or a string of NPs, and 
which may be discontinuous, as discussed in section 5.2. It should also be borne in mind that 
ACC case is rarely marked with -HU nominals; and that some nominals require a preceding OBL 
marker when ACC, DAT, or ERG cases obtain (see chapter 2). There is seldom a +HU nominal as 
the second argument (ie. the 0 argument) of a ditransitive clause; and hence usually the 0 
argument is UNMarked for case overtly. The VC symbol represents the Verb Complex; and the 
subscripts indicate the transitivity class of its  main verb. Each of the clause types, with the 
exception of verbless clauses, may take peripheral extensions; such as NPs marked for LOC,
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ALL, ABL, or PERL. However, -these do not subcategorize clauses, and so are omitted -from the 
Table. No syntactic significance should be attached to the relative order of arguments in the 
Table. Also, 0 or 10 arguments can sometimes be marked by ALL case in certain circumstances; 
but this has not been included in the Table. See section 2.8 for details. (The use of ALL does 
not impose a subcategorization of verbs which is different than the one shown.) For verbless 
clauses, the Comment is nearly always NOM case. Most apparent counter-examples actually 
have an underlying verb (usually 'go7, 's i t7, 'lie.down' or 'stand') which has been deleted from 
surface structure. Besides NOM case for the Comment, DAT or OR can obtain, though this 
rarely happens. For example: Cdjini waliD Cnyun-ki+nma3 thisUNM foodUNM 2sg-DAT+2sgDAT 
'this food (is) for you'; and Cdjinim maypall Cmani-bi] thatUNM meatUNM river-OR 'that meat 
(is) from the river'. In the Table, cases which obtain only with very low frequency will be placed 
within parentheses.
Table 5.1 C lauses C ateg o rized  by T r a n s i t i v i t y  Type
T r a n s i t i v i t y  Type Oalency Uerb Complex and Arguments
Uerbl ess -
crenom
PRC
NOM</OR/DAT)
In t r a n s i t i v e 1 crenom VC. , in t r ans
Semi t r ans i t i ve 2 crenom CREDAT VC . .semi t r
Tr a ns i t i ve 2
creerg creacc
VC,t r ans
Di t r a n s i t i v e 3
creerg creacc CREACC VCd i t r a n s
3
creerg creacc CREDAT gCd i t r a n s
Classification of clauses by transitivity type is somewhat trivial. A more insightful way 
of describing clauses is by the distribution of types of information within them. There are two 
basic types of clause in this view: (i) verbless clauses, which have an information structure of 
Topic -  Comment, and (2) clauses which contain a verb, which have an information structure of: 
Onset Information - Negator Information -  Setting Information - Referential Information - 
Predication Information -  Complementary Information -  Coda Information, in that order.
Topic and Comment are discussed in more detail in section 5.4. Each is manifested by a NP 
or string of juxtaposed NPs. The Topic takes NOM case, while the Comment nearly always takes 
NOM case. It is the second information structure which I will discuss in more detail here. The 
constituents which manifest each information type are sometimes of diverse kinds, but 
nevertheless have a well-defined function in the clause. Only Predication information is 
obligatory in a clause. All other information types are optional. There is some variability of 
order in the information types, but it is relatively infrequent. The major proportion of clauses
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conform to the order suggested above. Random sampling of texts reveals that departures from 
the above order are in the range of 5 to 7 percent of clauses. Table 5.2 gives a list of types of 
constituents which commonly manifest each information type. In the Table, "pt" is an 
abbreviation of "particle", and "interrog" an abbreviation of "interrogative". Also, in the 
Referential column I have listed separately some of the less common word classes which may 
obtain as realizations of the NP head.
Table 5.2 Distribution of Information in Verbal Clauses
Onset Negator Setting Referential Predicate Complementary Coda
p3r tid e neg temporal pt interrog pronoun VC qualifying NPs COMPL particle
1NTERJ locational pt deictic nominal local NPs some particles
ABL deictic deictic pronoun adverb
NP adverbial NP
ALLative NP reported speech
NEG wirr complement clause
seme verb roots
Of the 5 to 7 percent of exceptions to the suggested order; the exceptions in the random 
samples were mostly as follows. (1) Setting information sometimes obtains in post-VC 
position; (2) an overt Object may occur in post-VC position (apparently when the 0 is 'old 
information'); (3) NEG particle, or a non-inflecting verb root may occur immediately preceding 
the VC.
Table 5.2 is equivalent to a Tagmemic 'function and fille r' description of a clause. The 
main difference is that there is no attempt to subclassify clauses to set up an inventory of 
'emic' types by some a priori assumption concerning what constitutes diagnostic differences 
between types of clauses. While I find a Tagmemic approach less than satisfactory in many 
respects, I nevertheless believe that it handles the structure of Djinang clauses well; at least 
for the majority of clauses which comply with the structure posited above. In the following 
paragraphs, I will discuss aspects of the fillers in Table 5.2; and explain some of the common 
permutations of order which may obtain.
Firstly, the Onset and Coda. Example (322) illustrates COMPL occurring in the Coda; 
further examples are (189) to (191) of section 3.7. The two examples below further illustrate 
the behaviour of non-inflecting verb roots. In (322) and (323), the non-inflecting verb root is 
synonymous with the inflecting verb which follows, and as outlined in section 5.2. Example
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(322) would be analysed as three consecutive clauses. Example (323) illustrates how the 
non-inflecting verb may sometimes occur preceding the VC. This happens extremely rarely. In 
such a case, the non-inflecting verb is being used parenthetically, it is only when the 
non-inflecting verb root and the following inflected verb are synonymous that the former may 
be used parenthetically preceding the VC as in (323).
(322) l i b i  w in d i -k i1 i b i - l a . . . ,  g i r r i ,
iplexcERG ant.bed-place.against-RPA+DUR CQMPL 
9uda]_, b u -p u r r t  j i r r  i -ny
ro a s t  DIST-roast-RPC
We cooked (it) in an antbed oven till it was done. We roasted (it). {34:388-9}
(323) n in in i  m a r r i ,  g it , ,  b i l  r a n .g i+ r r i
CsmallUNM probabl speared  3duERG spear+RPA
They speared a small (buffalo) probably {34:94}
The full set of particles (other than those confined to the VC) may occur in clause initial 
position. Some of these, such as girri SEQU marker 'then next'; ban 'on the one/other hand'; 
gima 'because'; and so forth; can only occur in clause initial position. Some however can occur in 
the Coda as well, and still have the same function. The most common ones of this type are 
those used for exemplification; such as miri 'like', galkngu 'for example', bilapilang 'its like 
that', and bitma 'seemingly'. (See section 3.19 for examples.) The COMPL particle (having 
COMPLetative function) can only occur clause finally, as in (322) above (see also section 3.7). 
We have also seen how ABL-marked deictic forms such as ngunu-ngir that-ABL can be used to 
indicate temporal sequence (see examples IS and 19).
It is also possible for two particles to occur together manifesting the clause Onset; for 
example, bilapilang miri its.like.that like 'for it 's  like that' occurs occasionally; and the 
abbreviated ga 'and' particle quite often occurs before another particle. Linking particles 
typically occur clause initially; and similarly for modal particles (though marri 'possibly' 
sometimes occurs in the Coda). Particles also sometimes occur immediately preceding the VC, 
though this may only be discerned when there is some other information type preceding the 
modal particle as in (324).
(324) a nguj_i-pan m a rrg a - ld j i  gungi -y  i gi 1 i -gi
and thatLOC-IM th e r e f o r e - 2 p 1NOM head-swim-FUT 
And therefore at that place you now can be baptised {32:143}
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Now consider the Negator -function. NEG particles occur most frequently in clause initial 
position; or if a NEG particle occurs in conjunction with another particle» then the NEG particle 
will usually follow it -  and especially if the other particle is a linking particle. An example of 
NEG co-occurring with miri 'like7 is given in (325); another example is (32:9); and a further 
example in the wider database is (33:44) NEG particles will sometimes obtain immediately 
preceding the VC, as in (326). NEG particles may not conveniently be considered part of the 
VC, for they most often precede Referential and /  or Setting information. A single NEG 
particle may occasionally have multi-clause scope -  the NEG particle occurring in the firs t  
clause» and not occurring overtly in one (or perhaps two) following clauses which are also 
semantically Negative clauses. (This can be treated as deletion of recoverable information.)
(325) mini ingki bi b i l  g ir i - j0  b a p il j  g u rrb i-]_ i
l i k e  NEG HITH SduNOM come-FUT thisALL piace-ALL
For they will not come to this place (66:72)
(326) n g arri ingki-ban  d j in a - r r  p u l t j i - n i r
lsgERG NEG-IM 3plDAT-1sgERG t e l l - R P I
I did not tell them then (34:118)
Consider now Setting information. This information can be shifted to post-VC position» 
but it is quite rare for this to obtain. Setting information usually comes early in the clause 
because its scope is the whole clause; and usually the scope of Setting information extends to 
subsequent clauses. Some examples are (16)» (17), (18)» (19), (82), (83), (92), and (95).
Consider next Referential information. This category includes whatever constituents 
manifest each of the obligatory arguments of a verb of given transitivity type. In the case of 
ditransitive verbs, it  is rare for three arguments of the verb to each obtain in the one clause; 
usually only the 0 argument occurs, since the semantic Subject and the 10 are typically 
cross-referenced by reduced pronouns. When the 0 argument occurs in such circumstances, it  
usually precedes the VC as in (89); but if the Subject and /  or 10 occur overtly, then the 0 is 
likely to occur in post-VC position as in (327).
(327)  mir yagatay yagatay n g i r r - a
l i k e  CtabooUNM tabooUNMl^^ Clsg-GEN
wuw-wiJJ -ng i-m  b i l i n y  d j i n  b u l t j i - n
o l d e n . b r o t h e r - P L - O B L - K I N P R O P l 3duACC 3plERG te l l -RPA  
y a g i r r i  
(nameUNMl ^
So my older brothers told the two (now dead) persons my name (34:186)
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When -there is a change of subject participant -focus; the Subject pronoun occurs as a -full 
■form pronoun and is -fronted; typically to clause initial position» though it may occur -following a 
clause initial particle it the latter is present. Examples (13) and (72) illustrate this» and see 
also (32:8» 16» 21» 29, 35, 44, 74, etc.). This is one instance where Referential in-formation 
regularly occurs in -fronted position. This is a discourse level phenomenon.
It also appears that in the Re-ferential in-formation position we should include 
ALL-marked NPs, (and probably also ABL-marked NPs) provided there is a motion verb, or verb 
of transfer (such as ga- take, or birru- 'bring'» or bagili- 'fetch'» etc.) as the main verb in the 
VC. NPs marked for ALL case would normally be treated as peripheral extensions to the clause; 
but with verbs of the type mentioned above the goal of the motion, or the terminus of the 
transfer, are marked by ALL case and more often precede the VC than follow it. This is 
probably an instance of analogical change; where the goal (or terminus) of such verbs is 
diachronically coming to be regarded as a core argument because a goal (or terminus) is 
inherent in the meaning of such verbs. See (34:212, 221, 253» 257, 268» 271» 273» 277) for some 
examples. The situation with stance verbs and NPs marked for LOC case is more ambivalent: 
both pre-VC and post-VC positions are common. It is probably best to treat those as 
peripheral extensions to the clause, which may occur in pre-VC position as an alternative to 
their normal position as manifesting Complementary information following the VC.
It is not necessary to discuss Predication information further. I will give just one 
example of the Predication manifested by a nominal. The 'correct' form for the verb would have 
been gurrmal-dj-nyi circumcised-INCHO-RPC in this example. The presence of a reduced 
pronoun preceding gurrmal indicates that the speaker has merely failed to verbalise the 
nominal in the normal way using INCHO. The INCHO morpheme has merged with the stem-final 
t j  of butjbutj (and i elides between a laminal stop and following ny).
(323) ngarri butjbutj-ny ingki+rr gurrmal
lsgNOM uncircumcisedINCHO-RPC NEG+lsgNOM ci rcumci sed 
I was uncircumcised, I was not circumcised (34:595-6)
Lastly, consider Complementary information. This is the 'catch all' position. Here are 
manifested the la tter portions of discontinuous complex referential expressions, or NPs. In 
fact, in this position (ie. after the VC) any modificatory information is placed; such as 
descriptive appositional NPs, adverbs, adverbial NPs, and peripheral extensions of the clause 
such as NPs marked by local cases (ALL, ABL, PERL, and LOC). Reported speech is commonly in 
this position (after such verbs as bultji- 'te ll', wangi- 'say'» bintji- 'do thus', etc.); though 
reported speech is sometimes placed preceding the VC (which must be a minimal expression 
such as 'he said', etc.). An example in which this variation of order obtains is (332) below.
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Post-VC is also a common position -for complement clauses, as in (24), (48), (256), (259), and 
(291); and for repetition of old information.
Subordinate Clauses
In section 3.18 the COL noun mala was discussed. Constructions using mala are NPs in 
which the head is realized by mala and the preceding constituent(s) modify the head. The 
preceding constituent may be a clause, as is explained in section 3.18. This is one type of 
subordinate clause; and examples (268) and (269) illustrate the construction. In those examples, 
the embedded clause modifying mala is maltji-m giri-m separate.part-PRES HABIT-PRES 'being 
separate parts' in (268); and ngurrwakn djin gir-ali before 3plNOM come-RPA 'they came before' 
in (269). These are well-formed clauses in their own right. There is no marker of subordination 
in mala constructions.
Another type of subordinate clause previously discussed in section 2.10 is the use of ALL 
case on a nominalised verb stem which may then take the THEMSR affix to form a Purposive 
verb. Examples (101) to (103) illustrate the construction, which is apparently also found in 
Djapu (Morphy 1983:131-2, example 261).
In Djinang, there is no marker of subordination; the subordinate clause is merely 
juxtaposed to the constituent it qualifies, typically occurring immediately following it (mala 
constructions are a regular exception to this order). This is true of complement clauses, 
relative clauses, adverbial clauses, reported speech, and constructions corresponding to 
English participial constructions.
A verb inflected for TPA may be used as a participle to modify a noun. An example was 
seen in (293), the NP being maypal ran.gi+rri meatUNM spear+TPA 'speared meat'. 
Alternatively, we can analyse this as a relative clause, since ran.gi+rri is itself a well-formed 
clause; so that the gloss could equally well be 'meat (which) he speared'.
Examples of relative clauses have appeared in (130), (269), (291), (297), and the following 
two examples. In the second example, the relative clause modifies wali 'food'. Relative clauses 
tend to be simple in structure. It is possible to embed a relative clause modifying a NP which 
is itself a constituent of a relative clause, although such constructions are rare. One instance 
occurs in (32:59-60), which has the structure:
[We do not like [what we hear [concerning the story you bring]]3
Any NP in the independent clause may potentially be modified by a relative clause. The relative 
clause is bracketed in the vernacular. (In 330, the form ngurrakng is an abbreviation of
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ngurrwakng 'before', and similarly -for ngurragi. The relative clause is underlined in the free 
translation.)
(329) djanguny inm a-rr b u l t j i - g i  B u rra la n g ,
[ storyUNM]^££ 2sgDAT-lsgERG te ll-F U T  [ BurralangUNM]un^
n g u r rw a g i-p i, n g i n i b i l - a  wal i C l i b i
[ b e f o r e - O R ] [ l p l e x c - G E N  foodUNM IplexcERG
d i r r a - d j - n y i1
eat-THEMSR-RPCK.-..bhN
I w ill te ll you a story concerning the past, Burralang, (about) the food we used to eat {43:1}
(330) ngunung ngu rrw a kng i, w a n a - p i]_ i - m ir r in g i- r i ,
CthatUNM before  ]^ C|_. b i g-PL-ARCHE-ERG
d i - d i r r a - d j  n y i n i - n y i ,  wana-pi J_ i - m i r r i n g  galkngu
D IST-eat-THEMSR EXIST-RPC [ big-PL-ARCHE for .example
m i y i l k - p i J J ,  mi y i 1 k-p i J_+a, a w a na -p iH  y u l - p i j j ,
woman-PL woman-PL+NF and b ig -P L  man-PL]__
ERb
wal i  [ngurrakng  g i n g i - n y i  m i r i l ,  bush-b i d j i n i n g
[foodUNM be fore  remember-RPC l i k e  bush-OR thisUNM
n g i n i b i 1- a n g , n g u rra g i-p i 
lplexc-GEN before-0R 3ACC
That previous (food) the truly important people used to eat, important people such as for 
example, women, and important men, (they ate) the food remembered earlier from the bush here, 
our (food) from the beginning. {43:75-9}
While there is no subordination marker, i t  is  possible for a deictic, or for an 
interrogative/indefinite pronoun to function sim ilarly to an English relative pronoun. Examples 
in which ngunu 'tha t' functions this way are (130) and (132). In the following example, the 
interrogative/indefinite pronoun nyimi 'what' 'whatever' behaves sim ilarly. These forms are 
not obligatory, and in fact are not often used in th is way.
(331) ngunung wa l i  [nyim nyuni n y a - n g i n i l  n y i + r r  
CthatUNM foodUNM whatever  2sgERG see-TPAl 2sgACC+1sgERG
HL-L
gu-ng i
give-FUT
I w ill give you whatever food you saw
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Complement clauses appeared in (24), (48), (256), (259), and (29i). A -further one is given 
below. In this example, the complement clause is discontinuous: bilapilak ngurrum ... mir djining 
ngiliny liny Katjin 'the same as this (which) we possess'. (The complement also contains a 
relative clause.) As -for subordinate clauses in general, complement clauses are Juxtaposed to 
whatever constituent of which they -form the complement. Exceptions involve a discontinuous 
complement. Another discontinous example is (291): djining 'th is ' occurs in pre-VC position, and 
the rest of the complement clause occurs in post-VC position. The literal structure of that 
example is "We do not like [this we hear3", which translates into English as "We do not like 
this which we hear".
(332) "ngunung nyuni b in t j i - f l -kuma,  ga nyuni b i l a p i l a k
tthatUNM3ACC 2sqER6 do.thus-FUT-EMPH and 2sgERG l i k e . t h a t
ngurrum marr-gi  mir d j i n i n g  n g i l i n y  l i n y
PERF get-FUT d i k e  thisUNM 1duexcERG 1duexcERG
k a t j i - n " ,  b i n d j i - n
possess-TPA]Af.£ do.thus-RPA
"You do the same as that, and you will likewise get the same as this (which) we possess" he 
said.
Finally, (333) contains an example of a temporal adverbial clause, occurring in post-VC 
position. Once again, there is no marker of subordination; the clause is merely Juxtaposed to 
the preceding VC.
(333) d j i n  r a r - k i  k i r i - 5 ,  d j  i n d j a l t j i b i  ki r i -J0,
3p1 ERG knead-FUT PROG-FUT 3plERG l i f t  PROG-FUT
y a k i r r  inydj i  d j i n g i r i - n g i 1 i-ban
CsieepUNMl^ RECIP comp 1ete-RPA-IM
They would knead it, (then) they would lift it (from water) on the next day (43:39-41}
5.4 VERBLESS CLAUSES
There are two sources of verbless clauses in Djinang. Firstly, equational structures 
having the form of Topic -  Comment, where each part of such a bipartite structure takes NOM  
case. (There is no copula in Djinang or Djinba.) Secondly, the predicate of a verbal clause may be 
deleted. Each of these will be discussed in turn.
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Before we begin, we must first deal with the class of loanwords. There is a small set of 
words, such as marnggi 'knowledgeable7, djal 'desirous', djunga 'ignorant'; which may function 
either as verbs or as nouns. They can be further inflected by THEMSR or INCHO to form 
inflecting verbs; or be used in uninflected form. Each of these words may take a NP 
complement, which is always inflected for DAT case. (This is not true of English loanwords, 
which are regularly thematised using the THEMSR affix, and then inflected.) Examples (334) and 
(335) illustrate marnggi and djal used as predicators: and in such instances these examples are 
best not regarded as verbless clauses. However, in (336) and (337) the same forms are used as 
nominals; and are true verbless clauses.
(334) d j a n i  marnggi mut ika -g i
3plN0M know m oto r. car-DAT 
They are knowledgeable about motor cars
<335) n g a r r i  d j a l  g a p i -g i
lsgNOM want water-DAT 
I want (some) water
(336.) d j a n i  marnggi -pi j_i  yul-pi ]_i
3plN0M tknowl edgeabl e-PL m an-P L l^^
They are knowledgeable people
(337) n g i r r - a n g  d j a l  w i r r - b a n
[1 sg-GEN desireUNMl,™ CNEG1. -IMNm NOM
My desire has gone now (lit. my desire is nothing now)
Equational clauses have bipartite structure. Nearly always the Topic occurs first, 
although occasionally the Comment may be given first. Each of the two parts takes NOM case (a 
very few instances of the Complement taking OR or DAT case were cited in section 5.3). This 
means that there is rarely any surface marking of nominals in equational clauses other than 
adnominal relationships such as GEN marking, or DAT forms (typically DAT pronoun forms), 
signalling possession; or OR case signalling source. It would in fact be possible to treat the 
few instances in which the Complement takes OR or DAT case-marked constituents as 
manifesting a Complement which is covertly NOM case, since the constituents taking OR or DAT 
case actually are adnominal modifiers of deleted nouns. For instance, the example discussed 
near the s tart of the previous section, djinim maypal mani-bi 'this meat (is) from the river', can 
be paraphrased as [djinim maypalD Cmaypal mani-bi3 thatUNM meatUNM meatUNM river-OR 
'that meat (is) meat from the river'. In the la tter version, both Topic and Comment are in NOM 
case. Similarly, wali 'foodUNM' can be supplied overtly in the Comment of the DAT example
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discussed in -the Iasi section, io -form a periphrastic equational clause. It is therefore a moot 
point as to whether DAT or OR constituents in the Comment actually imply that the Comment 
must be viewed as taking DAT or OR case. My belief is that equational clauses should be 
analysed as having covert NOM case for both Topic and Comment constituents. This would 
involve a greater degree of abstraction due to the assumption that some of these clauses are 
derived by deletion of a preferential noun in the Comment; therefore I have refrained from 
analysing this way, though in my opinion NOM Topic and NOM Comment is the better analysis of 
the two.
Both the topic and comment may be manifested by complex NP constructions. It is 
possible, though extremely rare, for an adverb to occur in an equational clause. It is also 
possible, and not so rare, for a linking particle to occur as an Onset to an equational clause. I 
do not have any instances of PROM marking of either Topic or Comment in the database. My 
understanding of Djinang leads me to believe that it could occur with a Topic NP; but would be 
most unlikely with a Comment NP. (Notice, in (338), that ragalk is not part of the equational 
clause; otherwise the gloss would be '«That sorcerer is different', which is not what the 
speaker was saying.)
The following examples illustrate these comments. In each example, the Topic and 
Comment will be bracketed in the vernacular. The first bracket of examples, (338) to (344), 
illustrate a variety of equational clauses, showing some of the variation possible for both 
Topics and Comments.
( 3 3 8 )  a r a g a l k  [ n g u n u n g ]
[ a n d  s o r c e r e r l M I ] ^ ^  CthatUNM]PROM
As for a sorcerer, that one is different (66:21)
NOM
C w u r p i ]
[ d i f f e r e n t U N M l NOM
( 3 3 9 )  'Way! CDj i n i m]  
INTERJ CthatUNM] NOM
[ n g i 1 i n y i 1- a n g  
C1duexc-GEN
"Hey! That is our granny's fish!" (66:87)
guy  i m i d j i - g i r - a n g ) "
f i shUNM MoMoBr-OBL-GEN] NOM
( 3 4 0 )  Ca n y an i  d j i n i n g  d j a n g u n y ]
[ a n d  3sgN0M thisUNM s t o r y U N M ] ^
d j i n i  g i r r i ]
thisUNM C0MPL]MnM NOM
And this story is a true story also (67:56)
C b i r r a l  d j a n g u n y  
[ t r u e  UNM s  t  o r  yUNM
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(341) C djin ing] [m iy ilk -ang  djama]
C th i sUNM ].,_., [woman-GEN workUNM].NOM NOM
This is woman's work {65:50}
(342) Cnyani] [gunyam bi-b in i3
3sgN0M C troubl e-EXCE3^^
She is an excessive troublemaker {65:54}
(343) tn y an il  [gulm i-ngi-m  b ilngga]
3sgN0M [younger . brother-OBL-KINPROP 3duDAT3.._,,NOM
He is their younger brother (34:245)
(344) [d j i n i  Y a t j i l i m i r ]  [ Y i r r i t j i n g ]
CthisUNM YatjilimirUNM]NQM CYirr i t j i ngUNM
This (place) Yatjilimir is Yirritjing (moiety) {19:45}
In example (345) birral 'true' is used adverbially; and in (347) there is a linking particle 
preceding the equational clause (which is the last clause in the example). Another example like 
the latter occurs in (159) in section 3.3. Note that in (345) the order of the parts is reversed» 
being Comment -  Topic. This order is rare; occurring only once in dozens of examples of 
equational clauses. The narrator said the same clause a little later in the same story, this time 
with normal order, as in (346).
(345) a b i r r a l - g i m [budi ]  [ d j i n i n g i ]
-  true-EMPH [ bi oodUNM]N0M C th isU N M ]^
Truly this is blood {34:653}
(346) [ d j i n i ]  [ bud i ] ,  b i r r a l - g i ma
[thisUNM] [bloodUNMlinM true-EMPHNOM NOM
Truly this is blood {34:675}
(347) ingki b i l a y  l i b i  n g u r r i - n y i r  m i r i i - m i r r i ,
NEG fa r  lplexcNOM sleep-RPI  clear ing-LOC
bi l  d j unggi - mi r r i  n g i d j i r r k n g  gim t nganapar r a]
but  [ t ree-LOC nearUNM]^^ because [ buf f al oUNMl^^
[ g a l b i ]
CmanylNM3N0M
We did not sleep far out in a clearing, but close to trees because buffalo were numerous 
{34:76-8}
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The second type of verbless clauses are those which obtain due to e llips is  of the verb. 
The verb may be omitted when i t  is  fu lly  recoverable from the context. In the verbless clause 
"nyanydjili-pan nyuni muri?" thatALL-IM 2sgNOM daddyUNM, the meaning is  clearly "To where 
are you (going) now daddy?" (24:73). Another example occurs as the second clause of (347) 
above; where the elided verb is clearly ngurri-ny in i sleep-RPA 's lep t'. A further example is 
(348) below. The la tte r is  typical of a class of examples in which an in terroga tive /inde fin ite  
pronoun (typically taking a local case» or OR case), is  used in a verbless construction. Examples 
of th is  sort have an "understood" predicate. In th is  instance i t  would be nyin i-0 sit-PRES 
's it t in g '.  Example (349) is  a true equational clause where an in terroga tive /inde fin ite  pronoun 
manifests the Topic function. Here there is  no poss ib ility  of an "understood" predicate (ie. 
when the case is NOM).
(348) n y a l i -n g  Manbarrarra
where-LOC [ManbarrarraUNML .NOM
Where is Manbarrarra? {22:51
(349) [w a r i l  Cngunungil
CwhoUNM] [ thatUNMlNOM NOM
Who is that?
5.5 SENTENCE AND HIGHER LEVELS
I t  is  very d iff ic u lt to define a grammatical un it higher than the clause in Djinang. There 
is  no well-defined unit which we may call a "Sentence", such that by some set of crite ria  we 
would be able to unambiguously decide whether any given string of clauses does or does not 
consitute a "Sentence". Clauses are merely Juxtaposed, e ither w ith or w ithout an overt linking 
partic le. However, i t  is  possible in some instances to  decide where sentence boundaries lie . 
The following are some crite ria . Sentences are best viewed as discourse units rather than 
syntactic units. U ltim ately, what constitutes a sentence (that is  to say, where the sentence 
breaks are to be placed in a discourse) is  up to  the subjective judgement of the analyst. I can do 
no more than describe how I define sentences in Djinang.
(1) Intonation. Pitch usually drops s ligh tly  towards the end of a clause; and i f  the clause is  the 
las t of a group of clauses having semantic coherence, then the pitch drop on the last word of 
the last clause of the group w ill be more marked. I f  the speaker adds fu rther constituents as 
'a fterthoughts ', each such added constituent also takes the same marked pitch drop on the las t 
word. Example 350 illus tra tes  th is; the fina l two words were uttered as 'a fterthoughts', each 
following pause and having marked fa lling  pitch.
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(350) Manymak, 
okay
a bi 1 ing g i r - a l i , 
-  3duN0M go-RPA
y i 1 i -ban , 
again- IM
y i l i - b a n  b i 1 ing g i r - a l i ,  
again- IM 3duN0M go-RPA
b i n i n g g i l i  wulgaman-mi r r p  i j j 7  
[ twoLINM ol d . person-PAUC
ngunung b i l a y - p i  l ay b i - p i r r ,  
thatUNM REDUP-far REDUP-very
bin inggi  1 i miyi  1KX 
twoLINM womanUNM
D j angl^awih^ ym*\.
DjangkawuUNMl^Q^ INTERJ
Okay» they went on again then» they went on again, those two old persons (-from) very tar (in the 
past), the two women, Djangkawu (sisters), yes. (19:79-82}
(2) Repeated information. It is common for information to be repeated or paraphrased. 
Generally a sentence break can be assumed to obtain preceding the repeated or paraphrased 
information. The following example illustrates this. The repeated information is not 
necessarily contiguous to the section it paraphrases or repeats.
1 i bi nya-ngin i  ngunu-ngi r -pm t j a r r i - n y , minydj i
1 p 1excERG see-RPA that-ABL-DELIM stand-RPC THITH
n i bi d j u nd i - n i  . Nibi d j u n d i - n y k i r i - n y a . • • i
1p 1excNOM descend-RPA 1p 1excNOM descend-RPC PR0G-RPC+DUR
1 ibi mal- g i r - a l i , b i 1 igi ngunu dj  i n r a r i - n g i 1 i
lplexcNOM part -go-RPA 1o n g . ago CthatUNM3ACC 3p1 ERG smooth-RPA
Minydji ni bi  mal-■gir-al  i , ngunu-ngi r -pmi »
THITH 1 piexcNOM p a r t -go-RPA that-ABL-DELIM
... we saw (the place) on the other side, (then) we descended. We descended all the way, (and) 
we crossed over (where) they had smoothed (the river bed) long before. We went across, (and) on 
the other side ... (34:223-8)
(3) COMPL particle used as a terminator. This has already been discussed in section 3.7. Many 
instances occur in the texts, for example: (22:200, 208» 214) (24:83, 118), and so forth.
(4) The episode marker manymak 'good7 'okay7. This particle can be used as a terminator 
similarly to the COMPL particle. For some examples, see (22:226, 230) and (24:119). Other 
particles may occasionally mark a sentence break, but in general they are unreliable indicators 
of sentence divisions.
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(5) Certain syntactic patterns may signal the beginning of a new sentence. These include (a) 
complex referential expressions (ie. introducing new participants); (b) a fronted pronoun 
(signalling a change of participant focus); (c) certain uninflected root verbs, such as warrwarr 
'go quickly', or larr 'set off'; (d) quoted speech (ie. a sentence break immediately before and 
after the quotation); (e) reported speech (ie. the sentence break will be before or after, 
depending on whether the verb of locution is uttered after or before the reported speech, 
respectively).
(6) Semantic coherence of a group of clauses. When a group of clauses are relevant to a single 
theme, it is reasonable to treat them as manifesting one sentence. Fortunately, changes of 
theme nearly always correspond with sentence breaks suggested by one of the criteria above.
Various particles and affixes, such as the DEF affix —tji (section 3.6), the CONTR affix 
-tha (section 3.7), the particle ban 'on the one/other hand', the particle ga 'and', etc. indicate 
relationships which extend beyond the clause. However, such particles and affixes do not by 
themselves define sentential units. As far as I have been able to determine, there is no 
formally well-defined unit of structure at a level higher than clause; except perhaps for 
thematic units defined by the occurrence of the episode marker manymak.
Before leaving intonation, a further comment about the use of intonation to signal polar 
interrogatives is required. Any clause may be turned into a question by merely changing the 
intonation contour so that pitch fails to fall on the last word. That is, either level pitch or 
rising pitch on the last word of the clause has the illocutionary force of a polar interrogative. 
The speaker optionally may include an interrogative particle such as ngangi 'is it so?', or bili 
'that's  right?', at the end of the clause (and still with non-falling intonation). Questions using 
interrogative/indefinite pronouns are articulated with normal falling intonation on the last 
word of the clause.
I will now discuss briefly some miscellaneous inter-clausal structures of significance. 
The first is the use of repeated clauses (or phrases) to indicate an action repeated in such a 
way that at each repeat a new participant is involved (the participant may be any core 
participant). Two instances of this have been cited already, in examples (298) and (299) of 
section 4.5. A further one is given below; where a different person receives food corresponding 
to each repeat of the verbless clause.
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i nma(352) "Nyu-ngung wal i ,
12sg-GEN3. IOk. EfoodUNM) NOM NOM 
wal i
nyu-ng
12sg-GEN 2sqDAT)N0M E fo o d U N M ]^
Mai i
nyu-ng inma nyu-ng inma
[2sg-GEN 2sgDAT]N0M E food U N M ]^  E2sg-GEN 2sgDAT]NQM
wal i "
[ -foodlNM ]N0M
"(This is) your -food» and yours, and yours, and yours" (22:203)
In some situations, i t  is necessary to indicate that a referent has dual identity in the 
sense that the re-ferent has a real-world identity X and an 'other-world' identity Y. That is to 
say, X is what the re-ferent really is, and Y is what the referent appears to be. There is a 
definite way of signalling such dual identity. Thus far, I have only observed i t  in relation to 
discourses involving spirit-world concepts or beings. The construction is as follows: f irs t  the 
speaker w ill affirm the identity X of the referent; then the speaker w ill deny X; and then the 
speaker w ill affirm Y. Hence the structure may be diagrammed as "X, not X, but Y". At f irs t 
sight this looks simply like the speaker made a mistake and was correcting himself. However, 
that is not the case. A structure of this form is a claim that the referent is actually X, though 
he appears to be Y; and that the "being X" and "appearing to be Y" are concurrent. I w ill give a 
couple of examples of this construction. The f ir s t  is taken from a story (Manbarrarra was the 
narrator) dealing with a v is it of some sp irit men from the a fte rlife . The "(B)" indicates a 
comment by myself. The second is from a story in which the narrator (Gidarri) was describing 
the difference between the real world and the sp irit world; the narrator at this point in the 
story had lapsed into a mixture of Djinang and English due to my lack of fluency. The narrator 
is  here affirming that the life  of a sp irit is  as real in the sp irit world as is ours here in the 
'rea l' world.
(353) (M) A b i l i n g i ,  wana-mi r rp  i J_i b i 1 n y in i- n y ,
(M) -  [3duPR0M bi g-PAUC]__ 3duPR0M sit-RPC
m ir r  i —m i r rp  i J_* , <B) mi r r  i -mi r rp  i J_ i ? <M) n g iy ,
[dead.person-PAUC]pR0^  (B) dead.person-PAUC (M) INTERJ
in g k i mi r r  i -mi r rp  iJJ b i l  yu l -mi r rp  i]_i +m
[NEG dead.person-PAUC but man-PAUC+PRQM]__,PROM
(M) They were two large persons, two disembodied sp irits , (B) two disembodied spirits? (M) yes, 
they appeared to be men (47:58-60)
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(354) m arri ngunungi , l i f e  m arri ngunungi,
[ p o s s i b l y  thatUNMlL0C [ life U N M ]^  [p o s s ib ly  th a tU N M l^
ano ther w orld m ir i ,  not ano ther w orld but d jin i-g im
[ano ther world 1»ke 3 L0C tn o t ano ther world but this-EMPH
w orld , m arri ngunu w urp i+ rri nyini-J0
world3LQC [p o ss ib ly  thatUNM other+LOCD sit-PRES
Possibly at that (place)» maybe li-fe there is like another world» and which appears to be like 
this world, at that other place (46:307-9)
Discourse
This dissertation has not dealt exhaustively with Discourse -features, though various 
discourse level phenomena have been described brie-fly when pertinent to the discussion o-f the 
function of various forms. Most of the important discourse features have been mentioned at 
some point or other. The following is a summary of the features which can be found in earlier 
sections.
(i) Use of manymak 'okay' 'good' as an episode marker (sections 5.5 and 3.19). (2) Use of IM 
clitic -ban to add colour at a discourse peak (section 3.20). (3) PROM (formally identical to ERG) 
to highlight a constituent (usually a NP, though it can occur on a predicate also) (sections 2.3 
and 2.7). (4) Fronting as an indicator of change of participant focus (section 5.3). (5) Reduced 
pronouns, together with lack of overt full pronouns, used to track salient participants (such as 
actor and undergoer) throughout a section of discourse in which participant focus is unchanged. 
This has not been discussed in detail, though allusions to it may be found in section 3.14 and 
Appendix 2. (6) Complex NP structures used in establishing reference and supplying descriptive 
detail, and which typically occur at points in a discourse where new participants are introduced. 
I have not discussed this previously, but an examination of the database shows that complex 
referential expressions cluster at points in a narrative where new participants are introduced, 
or reintroduced. There are some examples of this in the cited texts also. (7) The stylistic use 
of root verbs to add colour to a narrative, in circumstances where events are highly predictable 
(sections 5.2 and 5.3). (8) The relationship of verb inflections to Procedural and Narrative 
discourse types (sections 4.4, 4.6, and 4.7). (9) The use of TPC and RPC to indicate 
backgrounding of information (section 4.6). (10) The use of YPA inflection to indicate contextual 
Definiteness of an event at a Remote Indefinite time (section 4.5).
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TEXTS
The tex ts  are typed as transcribed -from tape. There will be some -fluctuation of spelling 
of some words beginning with stops; for such words are transcribed as spoken. No 'spelling 
ru le s ' are used; except th a t the ACC form of the 2pl pronoun ngil(i)dj—nyi 2pl-ACC will always 
be spelled with len is dj to  distinguish i t  from the homophonous ACC form of the iduinc pronoun 
ngil(i)tj-nyi Iduinc-ACC. Some stem s are obviously reduplicated forms; however» I will not 
hyphenate the stem when the stem does not ex is t in an unreduplicated form.
The tex ts  are numbered with the story  numbers used in the body of te x ts  supplied to  the 
A ustralian In stitu te  of Aboriginal Studies. These numbers are» for the most part» 
chronologically ordered. (However, 'te x ts ' 65 to  67 are actually selected portions of my field 
notes, and some short te x ts  contained therein.) The te x ts  are also divided into sections. For 
the most part, a 'sec tion ' is  equivalent to  a clause -  provided the clause is  not too long. 
However, since some clauses contain long s tr in g s  of noun phrases, I have occasionally sp lit the 
clause into two numbered sections. The numberings within te x ts  therefore  should be regarded 
as a m atter of convenience. The division in to  sections must not be construed as a claim as to 
the location of a clause boundary in every instance. For the most part, the section divisions 
correspond with clause boundaries; and I have divided the te x ts  into sections with some care to 
ensure th a t divisions are made as consistently  as possible. N evertheless, occasionally clause 
divisions and tex t divisions will not coincide. I t  will usually be obvious when th is  is  so.
The te x ts  are punctuated with representing pause; and with representing a pause 
which also appears to  correspond to a semantic closure. In deciding where to  place periods, I 
have been guided solely by my own intuitions; no mother-tongue speaker Judgements have been 
used. Having divided up the database te x ts  in th is  way, and having subsequently analysed the 
database, I would now divide the tex t into sentences d ifferen tly  in just a few instances. 
However, such instances are few and I believe the sentence divisions are reasonably accurate. 
Quotation marks are used for reported speech and direct quotations, where appropriate. 
Occasionally I re so rt to an exclamation mark when there  is  phonetic grounds for it. A comment 
from a lis tener will be preceded by the name or in itia l of the lis ten e r in parentheses; and (B) 
indicates myself.
Wherever possible, I try to  give an English gloss which mirrors the structure  of the tex t 
immediately above, and yet is  reasonably meaningful as an English free tran sla tion . 
Occasionally i t  is  impossible to  keep the English tran sla tion  adequately in step  with the 
Djinang tex t; especially when a section is  continued to  a new line. When th is  occurs, I may sp lit 
the English free tran sla tion  across the line division as well; however there is  no way of
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ensuring that each such sp lit portion w ill reflect only the Djinang words immediately above it .  
Sometimes this w ill be the case» and sometimes not.
TEXT 22
This is a portion of a text from Manbarrarra, the senior Murrungun clansman at the time 
of writing. The text concerns part of his earlier life» when he and a party of other Yolngu came 
to the mainland from Milingimbi mission in order to build an a irs trip  at the old Arafura 
homestead site» and to commence the building of what is now the outstation Nangalala. The 
events in this narrative would have taken place in the early sixties. The text was recorded on 
3 is t. May 1981. European names are as spoken» and are not given with their English spellings 
unless the la tte r are known.
Manbarrarra's style is very colloquial; he does not make frequent use of reduced 
pronouns; he makes more use of onomatopoeia and gesture than do the other recorded speakers; 
and thus he uses very simple grammatical constructions. The thematic material is not carefully 
woven together» but rather occurs as a series of discrete units like beads on a string.
We pick up the story at a point where the narrator and his party are proceeding to 
Murwangi (the old Arafura homestead site)» along with some European mission sta ff, cattle, and 
the families of the Yolngu in the party. The party has just finished breakfast, and are ready to 
proceed on the last leg of the journey.
(196) N g in ib i g i r - a l i - b a n .  (197) D ju d ju -g a -n y  k i r i - n y a . . . ,
1p 1excNOM go-RPA-IM ??-take-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR
We then went .  (We) drove ( the  c a t t l e )  a l l  the way,
d ju d ju -g a -n y  k i r i - n y a ,  Murwan . g i - j0. (198) Murwan .ga-J0,
??-take-RPC PROG-RPC Murwangi-LOG Murwangi-LOG
we drove them a l l  the way to  Murwangi .  At  Murwangi ,
i ngk i -ban n g i n i b i  nyani ya t n g u r r i g i - n y i r i ,
NEG-IM 1 p 1 excERG C3sgUNM yardU N M l^^ throw-RPI
we d i d  not  then erect  a yard ( f o r  the c a t t l e ) ,
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(19?) ya r im  n g i n i b i  y a n - a l i - b a n  m u r r u r r t - i U  - b a n .
j u s t  IplexcERG send-RPA-IM bunch-ALL-IM
in s tea d  we sent  them s t r a i g h t  i n t o  the bush.
(200) M u r r u r r t - i l i  n g i n i b i  y a n - a l i , g i r r i .
bunch-ALL lplexcNOM send-RPA COMPL 
We sent  them i n t o  the bush,  t h a t ' s  a l l .
<201) N g i n i b i  w in i - n + a  d j u t - p a n .  (202) “ Bukmak,
lplexcNOM return-RPA+NF s i t - I M  [ a l l U N M D ^
We r e t u r n e d  (and we) sa t  down then .  "Everyone,
bi + l d j i  g i r i - ä - b a n ,  n g a r r i  wal i ku -ng  k i r i - ß - b a n " .
HITH+2p1NOM come-FUT-IM lsgERG t-foodUNMJACC give-FUT PROG-FUT-IM
come here now, 1 w i l l  g iv e  you -food now."
(203) "Nyu-ngung 
2sg-GEN 
“ Your -food,
w a l i , nyu-ng
•f oodUNM 2sg-GEN 
and
inma w a l i , 
2sgDAT -f oodUNM 
your  -food,
nyu-ng  inma 
2sg-GEN 2sgDAT 
and your
wal i , 
i oodUNM 
•food,
nyu-ng inma 
2sg-GEN 2sgDAT 
and your
w a l i  . "  (204)  Ku-ny k i r i - n y a . . . ,
foodUNM give-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR
-food." Mr Biyuw was g i v i n g  (-food to  each o-f u s ) .
M i s t a  Biyuw.
[MisterUNM BiyuwUNM]ER6
(205) A g i r r i  d j i n i n g
and C stu-f-f U N M 1 t h i s U N M  NON
And o th e r  supp 1 i es
n y i b i  n g u ' - n g u r r i - n y .
[ o t h e r U N M l ^ ^  DIST- l ie -RPC 
were l y i n g  here .
(204)  "A b i d a k ,  g u b i - y . "
n o t . y e t  leave- IMP 
"Not  y e t ,  leave them."
(207) N g i n i b i  d u t j i - l a . . .
IplexcERG squeeze-RPA+DUR 
We kneaded ( - f l o u r  dough)
(208) k u k i m - d j i -1 a . . . ,  g i r r i .  
cook-THEMSR-RPA+DUR COMPL 
(and)  we cooked i t  t i l l  done.
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( 2 0 ? )  D i r r a - d j i - 1 + a.
eat-THEMSR-RPA+NF 
We a te  i t .
<210) N g u r r i - n y i n i  d jadaw
Sleep-RPA m o r n i n g . 1 ightUNM 
(We) s l e p t  ( a n d )  a t  dayb reak  (we s a i d )
(211 )  " N y a l i - n g  a i r s t r i p ? ' ( 2 1 2 )  " D j i n i n g i ,  a n g u n u n g i . 
CthisUNM and thatUNM],where-LOC [ a i r s t r i p U N M ] ^ n^  
"Where i s  the a i r s t r i p  ( t o  b e )? " Here and t h e r e .
LOG
(21 3 )  Bumir  wurpm n g i n i b i  b i - p i n u . . . ( 2 1 4 )  a m a d j i r r  
and aga in  
and aga in
-foreheadUNM oneUNM lp lexcERG make-RPA+DUR 
We w orked  on i t  one t i m e ,
n g i n i b i  b i - p i n u . . . ,  g i r r - b a n ,  b i l a p i l a n g .
lp lexcERG make-RPA+DUR COMPL-IM i t   ^s .1 i k e . t h a t  
we w orked  on i t  t i l l  i t  was - f i n i s h e d ,  t h a t ' s  how we d i d  i t .
(215 )  D j u n g g i - g i  w i r r ,  n g i y ,  d j u n g g i - g i  w i r r ,
t r ee -D A T  NEG INTERJ t re e -D A T  NEG
As -for the t r e e s ,  th e y  were no m o re ,  y e s ,  t h e y  d i d  n o t  e x i s t  ( t h e r e )
( 2 1 4 )  n g i n i b i  b i n - n y i r i  d j a r r i - n y i r i . ( 2 1 7 )  N g i n i b i  y a t j i - l i .
lp lexcERG d o . thus -R P I  EXIST-RPI  lp lexcERG scrape-RPA
we w o u ld  have s t o o d  d o in g  i t  t h u s .  We s c r a p e d  ( t h e  g r o u n d ) .
(21 8 )  N g i n i b i  w i n i - n i  n y i - l i ,  p i n g g u - d j + a ,  
lp lexcNOM r e t u r n - R P A  w ha t- IN STR p ick - IN STR+NF 
We r e t u r n e d ;  (we d i d  i t )  by w h a t e v e r  means, by p i c k ,  ( and )
s h a b u l - d j + a ,  n y i - l + a ,  b u J L a n g g i t j .  ( 2 1 9 )  D j i m i n d i  n g i n i b i
shove l - INSTR+NF what- INSTR+NF okay  [w i reUNM3APr  lp lexcERG
by s h o v e l ,  by w h a te v e r  means, okay ( t h a t ' s  the  end o-f t h a t ) .  We e r e c t e d
m a ta -m a . ta -m i -n g i  1 + a . . . ,  n g u ' - n g u r r  i - n y . ( 2 2 0 )  Mata -m i  - n g i  1 +a,
REDUP-tie-CAUS-RPA+DUR D IS T-1 ie -R PC  t ie-CAUS-RPA+NF
b a rbed  w i r e  f e n c i n g ,  ( t i l l )  i t  l a y  ( r o u n d  the  a i r s t r i p ) .  We t i e d  ( t h e  w i r e )
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b u j_ a n g g i t j .  (221)  Warrwar r  n g i n i b i  n y i n i - n + a ,  w a l i - b a n
okay go . - fas t  lplexcNQM sit -RPA+NF C -f oodUNLLL-^-IM
okay ( t h a t  f i n i s h e s  t h a t ) .  Going q u i c k l y  (back )  we sa t  and ( a t e )  food then
n g i l i m i .  (222) " N y a n y d j i 1 i ?" (223) * D j i t i - g i - b a n ."
lplexcERG whereALL drag-FUT-IM
"Where to?" "(You w i l l )  d rag i t  now.
(224)  N g i n i b i b i n d j i - n i - p a n b u y u b u y u - d j i - 1 i - b a n ,
lplexcERG d o . thus-RPA-IM smooth-THEMSR-RPA-IM
T h a t ' s  what we d i d  then ,  (we) smoothed i t  then ;
(225) g i r - a l + a nguj_i , bi nunyd j  i r r - a l  i d j i ] _ i ,
go-RPA+NF thatLOC HITH come. q u i c k 1y-RPA thisLOC
(we) went to  t h a t  (end)  and came f a s t  back to  t h i s  ( e n d ) ,
(226) bi  nunyd j  i r r - a l  i nguJJ , bi n u n y d j i r r - a l i  d j i ] _ i ,
HITH g o .q u i c k l y -R P A  thatLOC HITH come. q u i c k 1y-RPA thisLOC
(we) went f a s t  to  t h a t  (end a g a in ) ,  and came f a s t  back to  t h i s  (end a g a in ) ,
manymak. (227) " D i w i r r i - n g - b a n  d j i n i m ? "  (228)  "Yuw."
okay [good-NMLSR]N0M-IM E t h a t U N M ] ^  INTERJ
okay ( t h a t  f i n i s h e s  t h a t ) .  " I s  t h a t  good now?" "Yes"
[N o te :  the -ng  NMLSR morpheme i s  the v e s t i g a l  - *ngu  n o m i n a l i s e r . ]
(229) A m a d j i r r i ,  n i b i  b u y u b u y u - d j i - 1 i - t j a . . . ,
-  nex t  lplexcERG smooth-THEMSR-RPA-CQNTR+DUR
Even so,  we smoothed i t  aga in ,
[N o te :  CONTR - t j a  here c o n t r a s t s  the f a c t  t h a t  one more smooth ing 
o p e r a t i o n  took p lace  even though the r e s u l t  o f  the p r e v io u s  o p e r a t i o n  was 
pronounced ' g o o d ' . ]
(230) ga r rku j_uk -d j  i -1 + a , manymak. 
c 1ear-THEMSR-RPA+NF okay
(and then) i t  was c l e a r ,  okay ( t h a t  f i n i s h e s  t h a t ) .
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TEXT 24
This is portion of a traditional story dealing with the origin of the moon (which is 
regarded as male). Two children who did not share food with their father are drowned by him. 
The man's two wives eventually discover what he did» and secretly plan to Kill him in revenge. 
While he sleeps» they set fire  to his mosquito-proof (woven) hut» burning him severely. He runs 
about looking for a tree to climb to escape the fire ; eventually he goes up one and keeps rising. 
He then declares that he w ill endlessly be renewed» whereas those (humans) who remain w ill 
die, and w ill not return alive.
The story was told to my wife» on the 7th of June, 1979. Sections (1) to (77) are narrated 
by Ganbada. She did not finish the story, so Malanggi took up the narrative from section (80) 
onwards. The clan a ffilia tion  of Ganbada is unknown at this point, but is almost certainly 
Balmbi. Dialectically, her speech is virtua lly identical to Malanggi's speech. Malanggi is the 
senior Manyarring (Djuwing moiety) clansman; and Ganbada is Malanggi's wife. (Malanggi 
resides on his mother's country, which is Balmbi territory.) I f  Ganbada's speech is Balmbi 
dialect, then that dialect would apparently be similar to the Manyarring dialect.
Section (54) illustrates the verb g iri 'go' used as a pro-verb for the verb wangi- speak. 
Also, in section (110) the f irs t  word is unclear on the tape: i t  is given here as ngunu 'that', but 
that is almost certainly not what was said. And in section (113) the stem madi- is unknown, 
though i t  is probably a verb belonging to the semantic fie ld of construction of dwellings.
We take up the story at the point where the children have been hunting a few times, and 
each time have told their father that there was nothing le ft  for him because they had finished 
i t  all. The father was sitting making a large net-like woven fish trap. He has Just told the 
children to go o ff once more to get food.
(43) B i 1 g i r - a l i (44)  b i l pu -ny  k i r i - n y a . ■ • g i r r  i .
3duN0M go-RPA 3duERG k i l l - R P C  PROG-RPC+DUR COMPL
They ( i e .  the two c h i l d r e n )  went , (and)  were busy k i l l i n g t i l l done.
(45) M a n i -ng i  b i l n y i n i - n y i , (46 )  guyi b i l p u - n y i ,
r i v e r - L O C  3duNQM sit -RPC [■f i shUNM^ACQ 3duERG k i l l - R P C
They were at  the r i v e r k i l l i n g  f i s h ,
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(47)  g u r r b u -w i , P a r r p a r r k in i n g i - 0 ,  g u r r b i .
[place-SPEC P a r r p a r r k i n i n g i -LOG p1aceUNM3^_r
at the s p e c i f i c  place ( c a l l e d )  P a r r p a r r k i n i n g i .
(48)  Gurrbu-w ngunung P a r r p a r r k in in g - B , b i l  pu-ny-ban.
[place-SPEC thatlMM P a r r p a r r k i n g i n g - L O C ] 3 d u E R 6  k i l l  —RPC—IM
They were catching ( f i s h )  at that  s p e c i f ic  place ( c a l l e d )  Parrparrk ir^ ing.
(4?) Nyan+a b i l  p u - n y a . . .  nyani pu-ny,  (50)  a b i l
3sgERG+NF 3duERG kill-RPC+DUR 3sgERG k i l l -R P C  and 3duERG
One re pea ted ly  caught ( f i s h ) ,  and so too did the o th er ,  and they
ka-ny-ban d j i t . - d j i .  (51)  Bi l  b a t j i - d j i n ,
take-RPC-IM f o r k e d . st ick- INSTR 3duER6 cook-RPA
then took (them) on a forked s t ic k  ( t o  the f i r e ) .  They cooked (them),
(52)  in .ga  b i l  wangi-n,  
3sgDAT 3duN0M say-RPA 
(and l a t e r )  they said to him
(53) "Muri ,  w i r r  g u y i .
daddyUNM CNEG f  i shUNMlMOM
"Dad, there are no f i s h  ( f o r  you).
Li ny maj_im-dj i — 1 . "
IduexcERG finish-THEMSR-RPA 
We f in is h e d  them o f f . ”
(54)  "Yuw manymak" g i r - a l i .  
INTERJ okay go-RPA
"Yes a l l  r ig h t "  he s a id .
(55)  M a d j i r r  n g u n u - k i r r i , b i lngga wangi -n-ban,
next 11 ha t-COMPL 3 du DAT say-RPA-IMNÜM
Next that afore-mentioned (man) said to them then,
(56)  b i lngga b i n d j i - n i  (57)  “Nyabin nyum t r y ,  nyum
3duDAT do.thus-RPA how.about 2duN0M t r y  2duN0M
he spoke thus,  "How about you t r y  to get into ( the  f i s h in g  net)?"
ra-w-ban" (58) b i n d j i - n . (5?) "Nyabin nyum ra -w-ban, try"
en te r - IM P - IM do. thus-RPA how. abou t 2duN0M enter - IMP- IM t ry
he sa id . "How about you t ry  enter  in to  i t?"
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(60)  b i n d j i - n .
d o . thus-RPA 
he s a id .
(61)  "Nyim manya-ng, nyim manya-ng, 
2duERG try -FUT 2duERG t ry -FUT 
"You t r y  i t , you t r y  i t ,
(62)  nyim 
2duN0M 
you get  in"
r a - g i "  (63)  b i n d j i - n .  (64)  Nyani n g u n u - k i r r i ,  
enter -FUT do. thus-RPA [3sgN0M that-COMPL
he s a id .  That  atore-men t i oned - f i s h in g  net
m i r  - f i s h in g  n e t ,  wana. 
l i k e  - f i s h in g  net3NQM C b i g U N M ] ^  
(was) b i g .
(65)  "Nyab in  nyim r a - g i
how.about  2duN0M enter-FUT 
"How about  you get  in
g u y i - g i  i n m i l a ,  (66)  nyani  guyi  r a - g i  nguny i]_i - p a n ."
•f i sh-DAT lp l in cD A T  C3sgN0M - f i s h U N M ] ^  ente r-FUT tha tALL- IM
(as )  -f ish (do)  -for us,  (as )  -f ish w i l l  e n te r  i n t o  i t  ( l a t e r )  then?"
(67) B i l  b i n d j i - n .  (68)  B i l - u m / ( - fa lse  s t a r t )
3duNQM do. thus-RPA 3du-??
They d id  so.
(6?)  m in y d j i  b i l  r a - g i l i ,  (70 )  r a - g i 1 i ,
THITH 3duN0M enter-RPA ente r-RPA
They qot  i n t o  i t ,  they  e n te re d ,
nyani  ngunu 
3sgN0M CthatUNM3ALL 
they en te red
r a - g i l i - b a n ,  b i l  y i t j u w i J J  b i n i n g g i l i .  (71)  Nyani
en te r -RPA-IM C3duN0M chi ldrenUNM twoUNM3K11_^ 3sgERG
NOM 3
i n t o  t h a t  ( n e t ) ,  the two c h i l d r e n  ( d i d ) .  He ( i e .  the - fa ther)
ngunu net  
[ thatUNM netUNM3ACC 
p ic k e d  up th a t  net
man—n g i l i ,  (72)  g i r r  g a r r p i - n - b a n . 
p i c k . up-RPA COMPL wrap-RPA-IM
then t i e d  i t  ( c l o s e d ) .
(73)  "Nyanydj  i]_i -pan nyuni m u r i?
tha tALL - IM  2sgN0M daddyUNM
"To where are you (g o in g )  now, Dad?"
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<74) Mini-minigi-ny kir i-ny-ban.
REDUP-carry-RPC PR06-RPC-IM 
He carried them away then.
(75) Bi l-ny minigi-ny 
3du-ACC carry-RPC 
He carried them
k i r i - n y a . . .  gap i-]_i (76) bat b i l i -n y  ngu-1i,
PR06-RPC+DUR water-ALL throw 3du-ACC throw-RPA
all  the way to the r iver  (and) threw them in.
(77) ngunu b i l i -n y  b i -p i rn ,  ngunu-kima, ran.gu.
[thatUNM3ACC 3du-ACC k i l l  -RPA tthat-EMPH moonllNM] £RG
That moon k i l le d  those two (children).
(78) (Glenys) Girr-ban? (79) (Ganbada) Girr-ban.
COMPL-IM COMPL-IM
(Are you) -finished now? (Tm) -finished now.
(80) (Malanggi) Bil-ngir-ang ngambirri, b in in g g i l i ,
[ 3du-0BL-GEN motherUNM twoUNM 
Their two mothers
(31) b i l ing  g i r -a l i -b a n ,  
3duN0M go-RPA-IM 
went o-f-f -for food.
w a l i -g i .  (82) Uali b i l ing  pu-ny
food-DAT CfoodUNMl cc 3duERG kill-RPC
They repeatedly k i l le d  food
k i r i - n y a . . .  bush-bi nginbil-ang.  
PROG-RPC+DUR Cbush-OR 1p1exc-GEN]QR 
from our habitat.
(83) Bil pu-ny k i r i - n y a . . . ,
3duERG kill-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR 
They repeatedly k i l le d
g i r r i .  (84) Uarrwarr nguJJ bil  b a t j i - d j i n i ,  (85) ngun-ngiri
COMPL go.fast thatLOC 3duERG cook-RPA that-ABL
t i l l  done. They went and cooked i t  there (place unspecified), after  that
bil  wini-ny kir i-ny-ban.  
3duN0M return-RPC PROG-RPC-IM 
they came all the way back then.
(86) Bil wini-ny
SduNOM return-RPC 
They returned a l 1
kiri-ny-ban  
PROG-RPC-IM 
the way
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(37)  gurrb i -JJ -ban b i l  w iru -ny  k i r i - n y a . . .
camp-ALL-IM SduNÖ'i re turn-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR 
to  t h e i r  camp, they  were coming back (and)
(88)  b i l i n g  y u l g u - n g i l i ,  nyan-k i-p+m-ban, b i lnga
3duN0M a r r iue -R P A  C3sg-DAT-p+KINPR0P-IM 3duDAT 
they  came then to  t h e i r  
[N o te :  e p e n th e t i c  p - fo l lo w in g  DAT]
n g in ip i -n g i -m .  
husband-OBL-KINPROP 
husband,
n g in ip i -n g i -m ,  
husband-OBL-KINPROP 
to  t h a t  man.
(89)  Bi lnga n g in ip i - n g i - m ,  b i lnga
3duDAT husband-OBL-KINPROP 3duDAT 
to  t h e i r  husband,
ngunu-kima, y u l . (90)  Ah, b i l i n g i ,
that-EMPH manUNM)DAT -  3duPR0M
Ah, ( t h e  c h i l d r e n )  they
ngurrwakng b i l i - n y  n g u - 1 i , 9 ^ p i ~ l i ,  wana
be-fore 3duACC throw-RPA w a te r -ALL  CbigUNM
e a r l i e r  had been thrown i n t o  the w a te r  in the b i g
g iyaw.
f  i sh . n e t l M v1]ACC 
f i s h i n g  n e t .
(91 )  B i la p i la n g  n g in b i l - a n g ,  g u y i - b i ,
i t ' s . l i k e . t h a t  [ lp le x c -G E N  f i sh -O R  
Our f i s h  t r a p s  are l i k e  t h a t .
f i s h  t ra p .  (92)  B i l i n g  b i l  n u n y d j i r r i - n y  k i r i - n y + a
f  i shUNM trap lM -l3N0M 3duN0M 3duN0M go . fa s t -R P C  PROG-RPC+NF
They had come f a s t  ( t o  t h e i r  camp)
(93)  b i l  n y i n i - n i ,
3duN0M s i t -R P A  
(and)  they s a t ,
(94)  b i l i n g  b i l  yanya-ngin,  (95)  "Way!
3duERG 3duERG ask-RPA INTERJ
(and) they asked ( t h e i r  husband) "Hey!
Y u t j u w i l + a , nyal i b i l i n g  yutjuwiJJ?"
Cch i 1 dren+NF]N0M C w h e re U N M ]^  C3duN0M ch i 1 d r e n U N M ] ^  
The c h i l d r e n ,  where are the c h i l d r e n ? "
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(96)  “ Ngunu b i l a y  bi  1 k u k i r r i - t f  b i l  w a l n g i r r i - f f . “
[ t h a t  UNM farUNM]L0C 3duN0M w a l k . about-PRES 3duN0M play-PRES
"They are w a l k i n g  about  and p l a y i n g  at  some d i s t a n t  p l a c e . "
(97)  " I n g a n g i . "  
INTERJ
" I s  t h a t  s o ! *
(98)  A b i l  n y i n i - n a . . .  (99)  b i l
-  3duN0M sit-RPA+DUR 3duN0M
They kept  s i t t i n g ,  they
m a r r k a - n g i 1+a, w i r r .  
wait-RPA+NF NEG 
w a i t e d ,  ( b u t )  n o th in g
(100) “ Kwu!
INTERJ 
(happened ) .
N y a - d j i - p a n  b i 1 ing 
what-TEMP-IM SduNQM 
" Hey! When w i l l  they
y u lk u - n g  k i r i - f l ? "  
a r r i v e -F U T  PROG-FUT 
a r r i u e ? "
(101) "A b i d a k ,  b idak  b i l  k u k i r r i - f l
INCOM INCOM SduNOM walk .about-PRES 
“Not y e t ,  they  haue not  ye t  - f in ish ed  go ing  about
b i l  w a l n g i r r i - 0 . ■
3duN0ti play-PRES 
p l a y i n g . “
(102) Manymak, m a r r - d j i  b i l  n y i n i - n a . . . ,  
okay sou 1-INSTR 3duN0M sit-RPA+DUR
Okay. They kept  s i t t i n g  e x p e c t a n t l y ,
w i r r . (103) "Gwu! D j i n i n g + a b i l i n g n g u i i - g i m  b ina? "
NEG INTERJ [ thisUNM+NF 3duN0M] thatLOC-EMPH i s . t h a t .
( b u t ) n o th in g (happened).  "Hey,  these two are d i s t a n t ,  a r e n ' t  they?"
(104) b i l i n g bi 1 b i n d j i - n - p a n , b i 1 ing n g a m b i r r i
3duN0M 3duN0M d o . thus-RPA--IM [ 3duN0M motherUNM
those two mothers spoke l i k e  t h a t t h e n ,
ngun. b i n i n g g i 1 i , (105) y u r ru b i l  w i n j - n y
t h a t  UNM twoUNMl. Inii.Nun because .seem ing ly 3duN0M re tu rn -RPC
because i t  seemed they  ( i e .  the c h i l d r e n )  were r e t u r n i n g  f rom h u n t in g
h u n t i n g - n g i r ,  (106)  d j i n a  b i l i - n y  n g u l i g i - b a n - g i m a .  
hun t in g -ABL  3plDAT 3du-ACC throw-IM-EMPH
(b u t  were n o t ) ,  as -for them he had thrown them ( i n  the w a t e r ) .
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(107) Larr-ban marr nu-ban bil  kurrpi-ni
set.o-f-f-IM probably [-footpr i ntUNMl^^-IM 3duERG follow-RPC
Setting o-f-f they must haue -followed (his) -footprints then.
k i r i -n y .  (108) Nu bil  kurrpi-ni k i r i - n y a . . .
PROG-RPC C-footprintUNM)ACC 3duERG follow-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR
They -followed (his) -footprints all  the way t i l l  (they ended up)
(109) gapi-mirri mani-ngi, d j in in g i ,  nguH
Cwater-LOC river-LOC th isUNM )^  thatLOC
at this r iver ( i e .  the Glyde r iver)  at that (place where)
b i l i -n y  ngu-li-gima, (110) ngunu bi l  djapi-n-ban.
3du-ACC throw-RPA-EMPH CthatUNM)^ 3duN0H be. in.water-RPA-IM
he had thrown them, (where) there they were in the water then.
( I l l )  Manymak. Nyani nguli ,  djan-nga gurrbi
okay 3sgN0M thatLOC [3pl-GEN p 1 aceUNM]^^
Okay. At that place it  is their te r r i to ry ,
[Note: nyani ' i t 7 refers here to the place which is their te r r i to ry . )
d j i ' - t j a r r i - n y , (112) b i la p i la  Gungidamili .
OIST-stand-RPC i t ' s . l  ike. that [GungidamMilNM]^
i t ' s  (the place) Gun.g i dam i n  .
Bambal, bambil, bambil wana,
[mosquito.hutUNM mosquito.hutUNM mosquito.hutUNM bigUNM 
Large mosquito huts (which were)
(113) nginbil-ang mala, nginibi mu'-madi-m 
lp 1exc-GEN COL) Cf lplexcERG DlST-??-YPA 
our things, we used to ??
mutpini~ny g i r i -ny ,  yul-ang.
assemble-RPC HABIT-RPC [ abor ig inal . person-GEN]^^
(we) used to assemble (them, they were) Aboriginal people's (huts).
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<114) NguH-k im b i l i n g  b i l  n g u r r i -n y ,  
thatLOC-EMPH 3duN0M 3duN0M sleep-RPC 
In (one o-f) those they < ie .  the two women) s l e p t ,
(115) djan-nga g u r r b i .
C 3pl-GEN campUNM]LQC 
in t h e i r  camp.
(116) Manymak, a m a l i r i - b a n ,  
okay -  n ig h t - IM
Okay, when i t  was night
(117)  djan r a - g i l i - b a n  n g u r r i - n y i r - g i - b a n .
3p1N0M enter-RPA-IM sieep-NMLSR-DAT-IM 
they entered (the  hut)  in order to s leep .
(118)  Djani  ra -ny
3p1N0M enter-RPC 
They entered
k i r i - n y - b a n ,  g i r r i .  (119) Rarri  d j i n  minib i  mala,  
PR06-RPC-IM COMPL tmouthUNMDACC 3plER6 close [COL 3 
r i g h t  in then.  They closed the entrance things ( i e .  - f laps),
manymak. (120) Djunggi nambidi p u r r t j i r r i - n y .
okay [ f i rel_NM]MnK. t i nsi delNMI. burn-RPC
NOn LUC
okay ( t h a t / s a l l  about t h a t ) .  A f i r e  was burning ins ide .
(121) Manymak. 
okay
B i l in g  inydj i  b i l  wangi -n ,  
3duN0M RECIP 3duNOM say-RPA
Okay. They said to each o ther ,
(122)  " N g i l i ,  in.ga-1 w a r r d j i - g i .■
IduincERG 3sgDAT-i du i ncERG se t . -f i re-FUT 
" L e t 's  set f i r e  to him."
(123) "Yuw bu]_anggi t j g i d+ a , (124) ngi l  ingk inyd j i
INTERJ goodUNM sisterUNM+VOC IduincERG NEG RECIP
"Yes, a l l  r ig h t  s i s t e r , we w i l l  not
b u l t j i - g i . (125) Ngil in .ga-1 warrd j  i - g i  bambul_
te l1-FUT 1 duincERG 3sgDAT-lduincERG s e t . f i r e - F U T  CbranchUhM
t e l l  him. On account: of h im we w i 11 i gni t e  these branches
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d j i n i n g i ,  g u r r b i . "  (126)  Nyan n g u r r i - n y i n a . . . ,
thisl INM) CplaceUNM3L0C 3sgN0M sieep-RPA+DUR
(h e re )  a t  ( t h i s )  p l a c e . "  He ( i e .  the man) kep t  s l e e p in g ,
(127) nyani  n g u r r i - n y i n  m i r r p m i ,  yu l  , (128)  m i r  wana-ban
3sgN0M si  eep-RPA INTENS CmanUNM )^  l i k e  b ig - IM
the man was ve ry  deep ly  as leep ,  he was -fast as leep then .
■fall a s le ep -b an .  (129) Manymak b i l i n g  i n . g a  bi  1
■fall a s leep - IM  okay 3duERG 3sgDAT 3duERG
Okay, they ( i e .  the two women)
d j a i - d j a i - d j i - 1 . (130) " T j i ! n g i l i - b a n  g i r i - 0 . "
REDUP-prod-THEMSR-RPA INTERJ IduincNOM-IM go-FUT
prodded him ( t o  check he i s  a s l e e p ) .  " (? )Ugh !  L e t ' s  g o ! "
[The meaning o-f t  j  i i s  unknown; i t  may be an e xp ress io n  o f  d i s g u s t . ]
(131) B i l  J_ap-mi-ngi1 r a r r i ,  (132)  nyani y u l n g u - n g i l ,
3duERG open-CAUS-RPA [mou thUNM]A(_ 3sgN0M come.out-RPA
They opened the ent rance  ( o f  the h u t ,  and) one came out
a wurpi  y u l n g u - n g i l .  (133) M a d j i r r  rangan
and [ anotherUNM]N0M come.out-RPA nex t  [ paperbarkUNM]ACC
and the o th e r  came o u t .  Next  they  got
b i l i n g  wana b i l  m a r r - n g i l ,  (134)  b i l  wupwup-dj i
3duERG [b igUNN]ACC 3duERG get-RPA 3duERG blow-THEMSR
la rg e  shee ts  o f  pape rpa rk ,  (and) they  b lew i t  ( t i l l  i t
d j u n g g i ,  (135)  b i l  w a r r d j i - n i  k i r i - n y - b a n  . . . ,
[ f i reU N M 3ACC 3duERG s e t . f i r e - R P C  PROG-RPC-IM+DUR
was) a f lam e ;  they then i g n i t e d  ( a l l  the underg row th)
(136)  l i y u w . . .  dap,  (137) ba t -pan  i n . g a  b i l  ngu -1 i  .
c i c 1e . around+DUR touch th row - IM  3sgBAT 3duERG throw-RPA
in a c i r c l e  around ( th e  h u t ,  and) they then threw ( t h e  f i r e b r a n d )  at  h im.
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(138) Nyani n g u r r i-n y  k ir i - n y - b a n . . .  (13?) b in d j i - n i ,
3sgN0M sieep-RPC PROG-RPC-IM+DUR do.thus-RPA
He kept on s le e p in g  a w h ile ,  ( th e n ) he d id  as -fo llo w s :
[N o tic e  the use o-f IM -ban in 133-143, h ig h l ig h t in g  the d iscourse  peak]
(140) m a rrn g i-n -b a n  gan yd ja rr-b an  (141) d jungg i
pence i ve-RPA-IM s tro n g -IM  [ f ire U N M ]^ ^
he then s t ro n g ly  perce ived  ( th a t )  a f i r e
p u r r t j i r r i - n y - b a n , (142) g a ln g i- 1 i-ban  m a rrn g i-n ,
burn-RPC-IM body-INSTR-IM penceive-RPA
was b u rn in g  then, he f e l t  h i s  body
(143) b u r r t j i r r i - n y  k ir i- n y - b a n .
[burn-RPC PROG-RPC]TMC -IM
1N b I K
bu rn in g  up then .
[S e c tio n s  144 to  177 are not c i t e d  h e re .)
TEXT 32
This is a major portion of a text by Richard Milurrurr in which he rete lls from memory 
(having read i t  beforehand in English) the story of the conversion of the Philippian ja ile r (Acts 
16:16-36). The story is of considerable interest» for being culturally 'foreign' material» the 
narrator has to use more of the morphological and syntactic resources of the language in order 
to convey the meaning clearly. He also digresses occasionally to draw parallels with Yolngu 
beliefs.
This story was told to me on the 29th of August, 1979. M ilurrurr is a Manyarring 
clansman, aged about forty at the time of telling the story. The story can be found in the 
Bible, so I w ill not summarize i t  here. Two common features of this story are (1) quite complex 
participant referencing constructions, and (2) the frequent use of ngunu-kirri that-COMPL (or 
similar deictic form) as a marker of anaphora. M ilurrurr, more than the other recorded speakers, 
also makes more use of ngunu thatUNM as a deictic determiner, and as a relative pronoun.
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(4)  Manymak, a yar im n g u nu - k i r r i  d j i n i  mala
okay -  j u s t  [that-COMPL 3plERG COL
Okay, j u s t  t h a t  af  ore-men t i oned group,
[Note:  n g u n u - k i r r i  he r e  r e f e r s  a n a p h o r i c a l l y  to Paul and S i l a s  who 
were the t op i c  of the s t o r y  when r ead  p r e v i o u s l y  in E n g l i s h . ]
mi r  S i l a s ,  ga P a u l ,  (7) ngunung inyd j i  b i l
l i k e  SilasUNM and PaulUNMJER6 [ t h a t U N M ] ^  RECIP 3plERG
t h a t  i s ,  S i l a s  and Pa u l ,  t hey  each had
m a r r - y i r r p i - n  ngunung God-aJ_i . (8)  A nyani
sou 1- s e  t-RPC [ t h a t  UNM God-ALLK^ and 3sqERG
acc e p t e d  God and He
b i l n g g a  gu-ny,  p romi se ,  (9)  ga ingki nyani
3duDAT give-RPC [ promiseUNM]^nc and NEG 3sgN0M
had given them a p romi se ,  and He had not
b i l ng g a  y u l g u - n y i r ,  (10)  b i l  Holy S p i r i t
3duDAT come. to-RPl  but  [HolyUNM Sp i r i t U N M l .NON
come to them, but  the Holy S p i r i t
b i l n g g a  y u l g u - n y i r  [ s i c ]  f a i t h ,  (11) f a i t h
3duDAT come . to-RPI [ s i c ]  [ f a i thUNMl inM [ f a i thUNM]KlrtlulNOM NON
had come to them, (and)  f a i t h
[Note:  y u l g u - n y i r  was a per formance e r r o r ,  i t  shou ld  have been 
y u l g u - n g i 1 as  in ( 1 1 ) . ]
b i l n g ga  y u l g u - n g i l .  (12)  Ga 
3duDAT come.to-RPA and
had come to them.
ngunung,  g u r r b i - J J  ngunung,  
[thatUNM place-ALL thatUNM 
to  t h a t  p l a c e ,
J_arr-ban bi 1 g i r - a l  i
s e t . o f f - I M  3duN0M go-RPA 
And s e t t i n g  o f f ,  they then went
(13)  gu r r b i  
p 1 aceUNM
( t o )  t h a t  p l a ce  (where)
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d j i ' - t j a r r i  God-ang, ba la ' ,  ngunung prayer -g i ,
DIST-stand God-GEN houseUNM thatUNM prayer-DAT]^^
God's house stands, the one for prayer,
(14) ah, marri ngunu djin gungi-gin-dji-m
ah possibly [thatUNM] 3plERG head-PROP-THEMSR-YPA
ah, possibly they used to suggest that (place)
giri-m-ban. (15) a yul-piJJ ngurruwakn dj in g i r - a l i
HABIT-YPA-IM -  [person-PL before 3plN0M come-RPA
the people who came there in times past (d id) .
[Note: Manyarring dialect uses ingurrwakn in preference to ngurrwakng]
mala. (16) Bil ing bi 1 k i r i -n y  nyini-ny ngununga..., 
C0L]ER6 3duN0M 3duN0M go-RPC PROG-RPC [ thatUNMJ^^ + DUR
They were going along to that (place)
[Note: b i l in g  can equally well be glossed as 3duPR0M here.]
(17) ga mal-ngiri  
and part-ABL 
and part way along
ngunung, nyani-ban, mal-ngiri  
[that UNM 3sgNOH3N0M- Ih  part-ABL
those
y u l - p i l  ngunu-kum ny in i -n i ,  (18) djani ngunu-kirri
[man-PL that-EMPH3N0M sit-RPA [3plN0M that-COMPL]NOM
men were part way (along to God's house), those afore-mentioned
d j i n  nyini-J0 y u l - p i l i ,  
3plN0M sit-YPA Cman-PUN0M 
men were ( there) ,
marnggi ngunung, God-ang, 
know CthatUNM God-GEN 
know God's word
(19) ga ingki djin
and NEG 3plN0M
and they did not
yan-gi, 
word-DAT3
L/fi I
(20) ga yaku-gi ingk-in.ga dj in marnggi.
and name-DAT NEG-3sgDAT 3plN0M know 
nor did they know His name.
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(21)  Ga nyan n g u J J - k i r r i  n y i n i - n y  m i y i l k ,
and 3sgN0M thatLOC-COMPL s i t -R P C  [woman(JNM]N0M
And a woman was s i t t i n g  the re  beh ind  them,
(22) nyan i -ban  nam bid i+n .ga  r a - n y  n g u n u - k i r r i
3sgN0M-Il i  CinsideUNM]ALL+3sgDAT enter-RPC Cthat-COMPL
(and)  then had e n te re d  i n t o  her  t h a t  a fo re -m e n t io n e d
m i n a r r ,  b i l a p i l a n g  ga lngayngu .
snakeUNMl. C i t / s . 1 i ke . t h a t  Ki n g . Brown . snakeUNM1,-,,NOM 3 NOM
snake,  l i k e  a King Brown snake.
[N o te :  the i n t e r n a l i z e d  snake i s  a metaphor -for s p i r i t - p o s s e s s i o n ]
(23)  G a lngayngu -g i rnng  n g u J J - k i r r i  n y i n i - n y .
[K ing .Brown.snake-PROP]NQM thatLOC-COMPL s i t -R PC  
(The woman) possessed by the snake was s i t t i n g  the re  b eh ind .
(24)  B i l a p i l a n g  m i r  n g i l i m i ,
i t ' s . l i k e . t h a t  l i k e  lp l incNOM 
I t  i s  l i k e  t h a t  f o r  us ( t o o ) :
marr  1 im
[sou lUNM]N0M lp l incNOM 
our inner s e l f
d u b u - d u b u - t j i - m  g i r i - m + a ,
REDUP-twitch-THEMSR-PRES HABIT-PRES+NF 
t w i t c h e s
(25)  ga 1 im
and lp l incNOM 
and our h a i r
g u n g i - m a r r a y a r - d j i - m  g i r i - m + a ,  g a l n g i - n g i r
h e a d - b r i s t  1e-THEMSR-PRES HABIT-PRES+NF body-ABL 
b r i s t l e s  f rom our body,
b i l a p i l a n g .  (26 )  G i r r  i n y d j i  1 im b u l t j i - n  g i r i - m - b a n
i t ' s . l i k e  . t h a t  COMPL RECIP lp l incERG te l l -P R E S  HABIT-PRES-IM
t h a t ' s  the way i t  i s .  Then we t e l l  each o th e r
(27)  "D jaming g ud a r r  y u lg u - n g i
l a t e r . o n  tomorrowUNM a r r i v e - F U T  
" L a t e r  tomorrow people  w i l l  a r r i v e "
y u 1 —p i X i »" 
[ pe rs o n -P L3 N0M
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(28)  ngunu-ngir djanguny-gining b i l a p i l a n g .
C that-ABL story-PROP] ABL i t / s . 1 i k e . that
(we say th a t )  due to that omen, t h a t ' s  how i t  is ( f o r  u s ) .
(29)  Manymak, a nyani ngunu-k ir r  m i y i l k  d j a r r i - n y i n
okay -  C3sgN0M that-COMPL woman UNM ].._., stand-RPA
NOM
Okay, that afore-mentioned woman stood up,
(30 )  g i r r  b i l i - n y  b u l t j i - d j i n - b a n , (31 )  "D j in in g
COMPL 3du-ACC report-RPA-IM CthisUNM]
then she reported them
NOM
’These (two)
b i l
3duN0M
k i r  i-m ny in i- iJ ,  (32)  ngunung djanguny 
come-PRES PROG-PRES CthatUNM storyUNM] 
come bearing that s to ry ,
ACC
b i l  k a t j i -n m  
3duER6 hold-PRES
ngunung 
C that UNM
wanngir-nya-k i  ning ,  (33)  ga d j i n in g
save-NMLSR-PROP] ACC and CthisUNM],PROM
the one which saves, and th is  ( one)
[Note:  i t  is  not c lea r  what d j i n in g  r e f e r s  to here:  perhaps i t  r e f e r s  
to God as the maker of the world and people;  or to a f u r t h e r  facet  of the 
message that Paul and S i la s  bear -  namely that He ( i e .  God) made the world 
and i t s  people.  The former is the more l i k e l y  in the c o n te x t . ]
ngunung gurrbi  d jama-d j i -m  n g i rk i  ga n g in m i l i - n y ,
CthatUNM placeUNM]ACC work-THEMSR-YPA CboneUNM and 1p1 inc-ACC]
made the world ( l i t .  earth foundat ions) and us,
(34)  ga djanguny b i l  ka-m d j i n i  wanngii—n y a - k i n i n g . 1
and CstoryUNMlACC 3duERG bring-PRES CthisUNM save-NMLSR-PROP]^
and they br ing th is  story  (which) s a v e s .0
(35) Ga nyani S i la s  ngunungi, d j a r r i - n y i n i  ,
and C 3sgPR0M S i 1asUNM]DDi^  thatUNM stand-RPA
rK U n
And S i la s  stood up then,
[Note:  the sense of ngunungi is here i n t e r p r e t e d  as ' a t  that  t im e ' ;  
although i t  could possibly  be marking anaphora instead.  Normally a temporal 
nominal precedes r e f e r e n t i a l  in form at ion ,  except when f r o n t in g  occurs due 
to a change of p a r t i c ip a n t  focus,  as h e r e . ]
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( 37 )(36)  d j a r r i - n y i n  i n . g a  w a n g i - n ,  
stand-RPA 3sgDAT say-RPA 
s ta n d in g  he s a id  to  her
- U i y f u 
INTERJ 
"H ey ! '•
in .ga  nguy-m ur-m ur-d j i -1 ,
3sgDAT gu ts-REDUP-hot-THEMSR-RPA 
He was angry  w i t h  h e r .
(38)  "Nyuni d j i n i m
2sgN0M t thatUNM 
"You (snake)
m i y i l k  d j i ' - t j a r r i - 0 ,  (39)  ga d j in im  i n . g a
womanUNM]L0C D IST-stand-PRES C- thatUNM 3sgDAT
e x i s t i n g  in t h a t  woman, the K ing  Brown snake p e r t a i n i n g  to  t h i s  (woman),
ngunung galngayngu m inarr ,  yaku-mirrpm
thatUNM King.Brown lNM snakeUNM ]^^  name-PERL
through the name o f
D je su -m i r rp m ,  (40 )  a
Jesus-PERL
Jesus
yulgu-w-ban b u d j i r r i - n g i r i
come.ou t - IMP-IM [ b e l l y - A B L  
come out  now f rom
nyan-ngang,  w u g i l  i n . g a  d j i n i n g . "  (41)  G i r r i  
3sg-GEN]ABL Csp ir i tUNM 3sgDAT t h i s U N M ] ^  COMPL 
her b e l l y ,  (you who a re )  t h i s  s p i r i t  o f  h e r s ! "  Then
y u lg u -n g i1 i - b a n . (42)  Y u l g u - n g i l i ,  nyani ngunu m iy i l k
come. out-RPA-IM come.out-RPA [3sgN0M thatUNM womanUNM]^^
i t  came o u t .  Having come o u t ,  the woman
[N o te :  41 and 42 are a d is c o u rs e  peak,  and note  the in c rease  in the use o f  
the IM c l i t i c  -b an ,  and the s h o r t e r  sen te nce s ,  which to g e th e r  s ig n a l  
a c l im a x  in the s t o r y . ]
gal ng-J_ay-dj i -1 i -ban . 
body-heal thy-THEMSR-RPA-IM 
was hea led .
(44)  a djani  ngunu
-  3p1 ERG CthatUNM]ACC 
they  w i tn e s s e d  i t  -
(43)  Gal ng-J_ay-dj i -1 i ,
body-healthy-THEMSR-RPA 
Having been h ea led ,
d j i n  nya-ng in i-ban  
3p1 ERG see-RPA-IM
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ngimung, m iy i lk -ang ,  d jama-gin-piX»» 
CthatUNM woman-GEN work-PROP-PL 
the woman's workers
<45> ngunu 
thatUNM 
that
nguJLi-kum d j in  n y in i -ny ,  
thatLOC-EMPH 3plN0M sit-RPC 
were s i t t i n g  r i g h t  there,
(46) ga bunggawa 
and bossUNM 
and the boss
ngun.-gira-p i g u r r b i -b i .  (47) Girr  nyim-pi
that-OBL-OR place-0R]__r  COMPL what-ORhKb
from that place (witnessed i t ) .  Then s t r a ig h t  away
djama-gi n.-p i]_-ngi r d j in  bul t j  i - d j  i n-ban, (48) "Wiy! ,
work-PROP-PL-ERG 3plER6 tel l -RPA-IM INTERJ
the workers to ld  the boss what ( i t  was about),  "Hey!
d j in ing  yul -mi rrp i J_i bi 1 gurr i y iJJ -ngi 1 +al
CthisUNM man-PAUCD-p. _ 3duERG ou ts i  de-RPA+??
tK b
These two men
[Note: the tape is  not c lea r  at th i s  p o in t ,  so i t  is  not known what the
al -formative i s ;  poss ib ly  i t  is  a contracted form o-f some other
morpheme. The expected verb -form would be
(gai—) g u r r i y i J _ i - d j - n y i r - d j i - 1 i g ro i n -o u ts i de-INCH0-hfliLSR-THEMSR-RPA3
ngunung, (4?) minarr in.ga b i l . "  (50) Marrga
CthatUNM snakeUNM3ACC 3sgDAT 3duERG there fo re
have made the snake come out from her they (d id ) "  Therefore
nyani ngu nu-k ir r i ,  (51) "A ngi l im dj i n i -wi l_-t j  i 
[ 3sgERG that-C0MPUERG -  lpl incERG C th i s-PL-DEF]QR
the afore-mentioned (boss sa id) "From these other men we
(52) ingki-ban 1 im rrupiya marr-gi  wana
NEG-IM lpl incERG CmoneyUNM] get-FI CbigUNM]
rlL L  riL-L
w i l l  not now get l o t s  of money"
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ngunu wurpa-pi  y u l - b i " (53) b i n d j i - n .  (54) Manymak,
EthatUNM other-OR man-QR]gR do. thus-RPA okay
(he) s a i d . Okay,
nyan i ngunu d j i - n y g a -n g i1 i , Paul -nyi ga S i la s
3sgERG [ thatUNM]ACC 3p1-ACC take-RPA [Paul-ACC and Si1asUNM]ACC
he took Paul and S i l a s
n g u n y i l j ,  bunggawa-J_i -ban , (55)  wana-H y u 1 — i J_ i
CthatALL boss-ALL-IM b ig -ALL  man-ALL
to  the boss then ,  to  the im po r tan t  man,
ngunung, ngurrdawa^angu d j i n a .  (56)  Ka-ny
thatUNM leaderUNM 3plDAT]^^^ take-RPC
to  t h e i r  l e a d e r .  He took ( them)
k i r i - n y  ngujj , (57)  wangi-n,  (58)  "Nyum d j i n i n g i ,
PROG-RPC thatLOC say-RPA 2duERG CthisUNM]pRQM
a l l  the way t i l l  t h e r e ,  (and) he s a id  "You ( two  are d o ing )  t h i s :
rum mirkng nyim d jama-d j i -m  d j i H
[ w a y .o f  .1 ifeUNM b a d U N M ] ^  2duERG work-THEMSR-PRES CthisLOC
ACC
you are i n s t i g a t i n g  bad p r a c t i c e s  here
n g i n b i l - a  g u r rb u -w .  (59)  Ngin ib i  d j i n in g  ingki
1p 1exc-GEN place-SPEC3L0C lplexcNOM t th isU N M ]DAT NEG
in our a rea .  We do not  l i k e  t h i s  (w h ich )
[N o te :  59-60 i n v o l v e s  a r e l a t i v e  c lause  embedded in a r e l a t i v e  c la u s e ,  
wh ich  i s  an e x t re m e ly  ra re  c o n s t r u c t i o n .  Some o f  the l a b e l l e d  b r a c k e t i n g  
has been o m i t t e d  to  avo id  o v e r - e x te n d i n g  our n o t a t i o n a l  c o n v e n t i o n s . ]
d ja l  n ib i  m a r r n g i r r i - d j i , (60 )  d j i n - g i r a - p i  djanguny
l i k e  1 p 1 excERG hear-FUT [ th is -OBL-OR s t o r y U N M ] ^
We hear co n c e rn in g  t h i s  s t o r y  (wh ich )
nyum nyim ka-m, a wurpa-pi  wurpa-pi  (61)  gim
2duERG 2duERG bring-PRES -  Cother-OR o th e r - 0 R ] ACC because
you b r i n g  (and which i s )  q u i t e  d i f f e r e n t ;  because
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n g i n i b i  d j i n i  law n ib i  k a t j i - n m ,  (62) rum
lpl  excERG CthisUNM lawlMd] 1 p 1 excERG hold-PRES Cprac t i cesUNM
H L L
we have t h i s  law,  p r a c t i c e s
b i l a p i l a n g  m i r ,  Rome-bi mala yu l - p i ] _ i ,  <63> n g i n i b i
l i k e . t h a t  l i k e  Rome-OR COL pe r son-PL]^^^  lplexcNOH
l i k e  ( t h e  p r a c t i c e s )  of people from Rome, t h a t ' s  the way
bi 1 ap i 1 a n g i - r  n ib i  nyin- j0."  (64) Manymak
i t ' s . l i k e . t h a t - P R O M  lplexcNOM s i t -PRES okay
we a r e . "  Okay,
n g u n u - n g i r - k i r r i , b i l i - n y  d j i n  y i l b i r - t j i - 1 i - b a n .  
that-ABL-COMPL 3du-ACC 3plERG strip-THEMSR-RPA-IM 
a f t e r  t h a t  they s t r i p p e d  them ( i e .  Paul and S i l a s ) .
(65) Bil  w i r a r - t j i - 1 i - b a n , (66)  g i r r i  b i l n g g a  d j i n
3duN0M hang.by.hands-THEMSR-RPA-IM COMPL 3duDAT 3plERG
They hung by t h e i r  hand,  (and)  then they
y i l b i r - t j i - 1 i - b a n ,  (67) b i r i  ngunung,  wa r n g a r r i n y
remove-THEMSR-RPA-IM chestUNM CthatUNM what ' s .hi s .nameUNM
removed ( t h e i r )  s h i r t ,  (and)  t h a t  boss
bunggawa n y i n i - n y  d j i n a ,  n g u r r i ,  (68)  d j i t i - n g i l  d j i - n y
bossUNM] s i t -RPC 3plDAT noseUNM drag-RPA 3pl-ACC
was s i t t i n g  be f o r e  them, (and)  he l ed  them in f r o n t  of 
[Note:  n g u r r i - d j i t i -  n o s e - d r ag -  i s  a compound stem meaning ' l e a d ' ]
d j i n a  g i r r i .  (6?)  N g u n u - n g i r - k i r r i  bi w i n i - n i ,
3p1 DAT COMPL that-ABL-COMPL HITH return-RPA
them ( i e .  the aud i ence)  a l s o .  A f t e r  ( t h e y )  came back
(70) g i r r  b i l i - n y  d j i n  g a - n g i 1 i - b a n . (71)  Ka-ny
COMPL 3du-ACC 3plERG take-RPA-IM take-RPC
they took them away then .  Having taken (them)
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k i r i - n y + a  nguJJ , (72)  n am b id i -ban ,  g i r r i
PROG-RPC+NF thatLOC- [ i ns i  d eU N M l^^ - IM  COMPL
a l l  the way t h e r e ,  in s id e  (a p r i s o n )  they then
p r i s o n e r - b a n  b i l i - n y  d j i n  y a g i r r - d j i n .
[ p r  i sonerUNMl^ .^- IM  3du-ACC 3plERG inse r t -RPA 
put  them (a s )  p r i s o n e r s .
(73)  B i l i - n y  d j i n  y a g i r r - d j i n ,  
3du-ACC 3p1 ERG insert -RPA 
Hav ing put  them ( i n  p r i s o n ) ,
(74)  manymak, ga nyani
okay and C3sgN0M
okay,  the a fo re -m en t io ne d
n g u n u - k i r r i ,  ngunung p r i s o n e r  
that-CQMPL thatUNM prisonerUNM 
p r i s o n e r  c a re ta k e r
d j a k a - g i r n  ng,  
care-PROP)NQM
(75) nguj_i-kum d j i ' - t j a r r i - n y . (76)  Manymak
thatLQC-EMPH DIST-stand-RPC okay
was s t a n d in g  r i g h t  the re  a l l  the t im e .
, n y i n i - n y  
s i t -RPC 
Okay, ( t h e y ) were
k i r i - n y a . . . ,  (77)  n g i d j i r r k n g  b a l n g g i - d j - n y  k i r i - n y - b a n ,
PROG-RPC+DUR c lose  af ternoon-INCHO-RPC PROG-RPC-IM
s i t t i n g  a l l  the t im e ,  (and) i t  was becoming ( l a t e )  a f t e rn o o n  then ,
(78)  wa]_i r r  m u n g in -d j i  y i r r p i - n i ,  (7?)  g i r r  b i l i n g
[s un l lN M l^ß  1 ower . back-INSTR set.down-RPC COMPL [3duN0M
the sun was s e t t i n g ,  then the
n g u n u - k i r r i , b i l  n g u r r - y i r r p i - n - b a n  p r a y e r - d j i - 1 - b a n . 
that-COMPL [^sjom ^duNOM nose -se t  .down-RPA-IM prayer-THEMSR-RPA-IM 
a fo re -m e n t io n e d  ( i e .  Paul and S i l a s )  bowed t h e i r  heads to  p ra y .
(80)  B i l  p r a y e r - d j - n y  k i r i - n y a . . .  (81)  ga n y i b i  ngunu
3duN0M prayer-THEMSR-RPC PROG-RPC+DUR and [othersUNM thatUNM
They were busy p ra y in g  and o th e r  people th a t
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y u l - p i ] _ i  nguJJ n_ambidi 
person-PL [ tha tLGC ins ide lNM]  
were s i t t i n g  the re  ins ide
d j i n  n y i n i - n y ,  
3p1NOM s i t -RPC
LOC
(32) w a r n g a r r i n y - m i r r  n g u n u n g i , nambidi  p r i s o n ,
[ w h a t ' ' s . i ts.name-LOC thatUNM insideUNM pr i sonUNM3^£(|-J^ß^  
the w h a t " s - i t s - n a m e , in s id e  the p r i s o n ,
(83)  ga m a r r n g i r r i - n y - b a n  (84)  ga d j i n  d j a r r i - n y i n - b a n .
and hear-RPC-IM and 3p1N0M stood-RPA-IM
and c o u ld  hear ( th em ) ,  they s tood  up then .
(35)  B i l i - n y  d j i n  m a r r n g i r r i - n y - b a n , (86)  b i l i n g  ngunu
3du-ACC 3p1 ERG hear-RPC-IM C3duN0M thatUNM]NQM
They heard them as they  were p r a y in g .
b i l  p r a y e r - d j - n y . (87)  Y a r i m a . . .  g i r r  w u r r w u r r - d j - n y
3duN0M prayer-THEMSR-RPC just+DUR COMPL shake-INCHO-RPC
(They) were j u s t  ( p r a y i n g )  and then
k i r i - n y - b a n  ngunung, b a l a ,  (88)  ngunu w a r n g a r r i n y ,
PROG-RPC-IM [thatUNM bui ld ingUNM thatUNM w ha t 's . i ts .nam eU N M
i t  began to  shake to  and - fro,  t h a t  w h a t / s -  i t - c a l  1 ed
p r i s o n e r - b i  ba la  ngunu wana. (89)  A nu
p r isone r -OR  bui ld ingUNM thatUNM b ig U N M ]^ ^  and [ -f ootUNMl^-.^
t h a t  la rg e  b u i l d i n g  conce rn ing  p r i s o n e r s  (began to sh ake ) .  And t h e i r  -feet
b i l i - n y  d j i n  g a r r p i - n  d j u n g g i - l + a ,  a g u n d j a r r ,  c h a i n - d j i
3du-ACC 3p1 ERG t ie-RPC wood-INSTR+NF [and wristUNM3ACC chain- INSTR
they  had wrapped (o r  t i e d )  w i t h  wood, and t h e i r  w r i s t s  w i t h
w a n a - d j i , (90)  b i n t j i  m a l i r i  b i l  y u l g u - n y i r .
b ig- INSTR o th e rw ise  nightUNM 3duN0M escape-RPI
la rg e  c h a in s ,  o th e rw ise  they may haue escaped d u r in g  the n i g h t .
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(91)  G i r r  w u r r w u r r - d j - n y  k i r i - n y - b a n  g u r rbu -w  ngunung,
COMPL shake-INCHQ-RPC PROG-RPC-IM [p lace-SPEC tha tUNM l,™r NOM
Then t h a t  p lace  began to  shake to  and - f ro,
(92)  yar im+a wa_ti-ban d j i n  m a r r n g i - n ,  (93)  yar im+a
jus t+NF CwindUNM]^_. - IM 3plERG hear-RPA jus t+NF
(and)  they  c o u ld  j u s t  hear a w in d ,  (and)
window-ban mala pu-ny k i r i - n y  (94 )  l a p - m i r i - n y  k i r i - n y + a ,
Cwindow-IM C0L]ACC hi t -RPC PROG-RPC open-CAUS-RPC PROG-RPC+NF
j u s t  w i n d o w - l i k e  th i n g s  were then h i t ,  open ing  ( e v e r y t h i n g )  - f u l l y ;
(95)  la p - b a n  d j a b i r  g i r - a l i  d j a b i r  ngunung.  G i r r i .
open-IM tmouthUNM] go-RPA CmouthUNM thatUNM] ^  COMPL
open then went the open ings  ( o f  the p r i s o n ) .  T h a t ' s  a l l  (abou t  t h a t ) .
(96)  M a d j i r r i  n u - d j  i ngunu J_ap-mir i - n g i  1 cha in
nex t  foo t - INSTR [ thatUNM]ACC open-CAUS-RPA Cch'ainUNM
Next i t  opened those cha ins  on the f e e t
ngunung+a,  (97)  ga w a r n g a r r i n y + a , nu
thatUNM+NF and w h a t ' s . t h e i r . nameUNM+NF footUNM
and a l s o  ( th e  c h a ins  on) the f e e t  and hands,
g u n d j i r r - m i r r p m  l a p  g i r - a l i ,  (98)  m id n ig h t  
w r is t -PAUC 3ACC open go-RPA midnightUNM
(on) both  w r i s t s ,  ( th e  c h a in s )  opened up,  a t  the a fo re -m e n t io n e d
n g u n u - k i r r .  (99)  U a n g i -n -ba n ,  (100) nyani  n g u n u - k i r r i ,
that-COMPL say-RPA-IM [3sgN0M that-COMPL
m id d le  o f  the n i g h t .  He then s a id  ( f a l s e  s t a r t ) ,  the a fo re -m e n t io n e d
ngunu-kum p r i s o n e r  d j a k a - g i n i n g  n u n y d j i r r - a l i - b a n . 
that-EMPH prisonerUNM c a re -P R O P ]^ ^  run-RPA-IM 
p r i s o n e r  c a r e ta k e r  ran then .
ga g u m b i r r i  
and handUNM
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(101) Nunydj i r r -a l  i ngu]_i , nya-ngin (102) d j i -ny  
run-RPA thatLOC see-RPA 3p1-ACC
He ran to there and looked,
minimini-ngi1 
1ook . through.hol 1ow-RPA
ngunu d j a b i r i - g i ,  (103) nya-ngini ga 
tthatUNM mou th-DATlj-^-j. see-RPA and
he looked at them through that door, he looked and
[Note: although the reduced pronoun is an ACC -form, i t  is implied that when 
he looked through the door he did not succeed in seeing them.]
dutj ngunyiH-pm wini-n.  
return thatALL-DELIM return-RPA 
came straight back.
(104) Warrwarr ga wurp+a
go.-fast and [ anotherUNM+NF]^^. 
And going quickly to another
wangi-n, 
say-RPA 
he said
(105) "Djunggi bi ga-w bapi]_i,
[fireUNM] c HITH bring-IMP thisALL 
"Bring me a -firebrand
(106) d j in i w i b i - d j in g i - r r ." (107) Nunydjirr-al
[thisUNM] c i 11 urn i ne-CAUS-lliP run-RPA
to illuminate this (place)!" He ran (and)
djunggi 
[ f i reU NM3ACC
gaypi-1 (108) ga nyani-pm nunydjirr-al nguH
deprive-RPA and 3sgN0M-DELIM run-RPA thatLOC
took the -firebrand, and he alone ran to there
(109) b i l i -n y  nya-ngiru (110) A nunydj i rr -a l ,  g i r r ,
3du-ACC see-RPA -  run-RPA COMPL
to see them. He ran, then
warngarriny-ban m arr-ngi l i ,  (111) knife-ban marr-ngil .
Cso.and.soUNMl^^-IM get-RPA [ kn i f eUNMl^^-IM get-RPA
and got such-and-such, he got a knife then.
(112) A djini-kuyim inydji r a -n i r ,  (113) a nyani
th is- la ter .on RECIP stab-RPI and 3sgN0M
He was on the verge of stabbing himself, and
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ngumj-ng ir ,  S i l a s  ga Paul,  in .ga  b i l  b i n d j i - n i
that-ABL CSilasUNM and Pau1UNM]N0M 3sgDAT 3duN0M do.thus-RPA
due to t h a t  S i l a s  and Paul s a id  to him
(114) "Wiy! Ingk- inydj i  r a - r r .
INTERJ NEG-RECIP stab-IMP
"Hey! Don't  s t ab  yourse l f !
(115) Djin i  nibi  warrpam wanngi-pm nibi
[ th i sUNMl LQC 11 p 1 excNOM a 1 1 UNt-13 al ive-DELIM lplexcNOM 
We are a l l  here  (and) we are s t i l l  a l i v e .
n y i n i - 0 .  (116) Ingki nibi  n u n y d j i r r i - n y i r . “
sit-PRES NEC lplexcNOM run-TPI
We did not run away.
TEXT 34
This is a portion of an hour-long discourse by Gidarri concerning a journey undertaken on 
foot with some older relatives. Just prior to his circumcision. The story focuses around several 
dramatic incidents, mostly encounters with buffalo, but also some other incidents. The portion 
cited here deals with the reception the narrator had when he and his party arrived (on foot) at 
Mainoru cattle station, about 200 kilometres to the south of the Crocodile Islands. He also 
describes how they outwitted a European there who tried hard to have Gidarri sent to school. 
At the time, Gidarri would have been in his very early teens; and the events of the story would 
have taken place in the late fifties, or early sixties. The text was recorded on the 10th of 
September, 1979.
Gidarri is a Marrangu clansman, and hence his dialect is 'smooth' (the other three texts 
are spoken in disjunctive dialects -  see section 1.3 for an explanation of these terms). We pick 
up the story at a point where the travelling party have drawn near to Mainoru and come in 
contact with Aboriginal stockmen from the station. (The station is run by Aboriginal men, with 
a European employed to give managerial assistance.)
(212) Maynurru-]_i l i bi  k i r i - n y  ny i n i -n y - b a n .
Mainoru-ALL lplexcNOM come-RPC PROG-RPC-IM 
We were coming then to Mainoru.
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(213) L i b i k i r i - n y  n y i n i - n y + a ,  (214) d ja n i  
lplexcNOM come-RPC PRQ6-RPC+DUR 3plERG
We were coming,  (and) they  ( i e .  the stockmen)
y i l i - m i r r i - b a n  b u lu k i  d j i n  ka -n y  k i r i - n y
aga in-LOC-IM C c a t t 1eUNMl 3plERG take-RPC PROG-RPC
• fo l lo w in g  a f t e r  (us )  were b r i n g i n g  the c a t t l e  a t  the same t im e ,
(215) n g i n i b i  ngurrwakng-ban l i b i  g i r - a l i ,
lplexcNOM f i r s t - I M  lplexcNOM go-RPA
we went  in f r o n t  o f  ( them)
m a n d i r r i - d j i . (216)  G a d j i g i r r - p m a . . . ,  i r r a  b i l  b u l t j i - n
foo t - IN STR  road-DELIM+DUR lsgDAT 3duERG te l l -R P C
on f o o t .  Wh i le  on the way, they  were t e l l i n g  me
(217) " D j i n i - b a n  eh?
CthisUNM]L o r - IM INTERJ 
" T h is  area is  M u r r u m b i t j ,
M u r r u m b i t j ,  Maynurru
[Murrumbi t j U N M l ^ ^  CMa i noruUNMl^.^  
(where)  Ma inoru
d j  i ' - t  j a r r  i - 0 .  ■ (218) Nyan i n g u r r w a g i - p i  ngunung,  M u r r u m b i t j ,
DIST-stand-PRES C3sgN0M b e g in n ing-OR thatUNM Murrumbi t jUNM]
i s . “ M u r ru m b i t j  has ,  f rom the b e g in n in g ,
y u l - a n g - p i - b i . (21?) " D j i n i n g  M u r r u m b i t j
[ person-GEN-OR-QR) CthisUNM], CMurrumbi t jUNMl inMNun LOC NOM
belonged o n l y  to  A b o r i g i n a l  peop le .  "Here i s  M u r r u m b i t j  now."
[N o te :  r e d u p l i c a t e d  OR case i n d i c a t e s  EXCL f u n c t i o n . )
d j i ' - t j a r r i - 0 - b a n . “ (220) " N g i y a ! "  (221) N g u nu -n g i r -p m i  b u k i ] _ - n g i r i  
DIST-stand-PRES-IM INTERJ that -ABL-DELIM c l i f f - A B L
"Yes indeed ! "  S t r a i g h t  a f t e r  t h a t  (we l e f t )  the c l i f f
m i n y d j i  n i b i  m a n i - y u l g u - 1 i , (222)  l i b i  b a l t j i - l i ,
THITH lplexcNOM t h r o a t - a r r i v e - R P A  lplexcNOM c l im b.up-RPA
(and)  a r r i v e d  a t  the r i v e r ,  we c l im bed  ( th e  bank)
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(223)  1 ib i n y a - n g in i  ngunu -ng i r -pm  t j a r r i - n y ,  
lplexcERG see-RPA that-ABL-DELIM stand-RPC 
(and)  s t a n d in g  ( t h e r e )  we co u ld  see i t  f rom th e r e ,
(224) m in y d j i  n i b i  d j u n d i - n i .  (225)  N ib i  d j u n d i - n y
THITH lplexcNQM go.down-RPA lplexcNOM qo.down-RPC
we went down t o  i t . Going down,
k i r i - n y a . . . ,  (226 )  l i b i  m a l - g i r - a l i ,  (227) b i l i g i
PROG-RPC+DUR lplexcNOM par t -go -RPA lo ng .ago
we c rossed  over (where)  long  be fo re
ngunu 
C thatUNM]
d j  i n
ACC
they  had graded i t .
r a r i - n g i l i .  <228) M i n y d j i  n i b i
THITH 1 p 1 e:
We c rossed  o v e r ,
m a l - g i r - a l  i ,
3plERG grade-RPA l lexcNOM par t -go-RPA
(229)  n g u n u - n g i r - p m i , d j i n  b i n d j i - n + a ,  (230)  l i b i l i - n y
that-ABL-DELIM 3plERG d o . thus-RPA+NF lp lexc-ACC
(and) on the o th e r  s ide  they d id  as f o l l o w s ;
d j i n  n y a - n g i n i .  (231) "Ku! Yu 1 —piJ_i eh!
3 p 1 ERG see-RPA INTERJ man-PL INTERJ
they  saw us (and s a i d ) .  “ Look,  A b o r i g i n a l  peop le !
Y a l i m i r r i n g - n g i - m i . N y a l i - n g i r i  d j i n i n g ? "  
st ranger-OBL-KINPROP where-ABL C th i sLU'jM3
Unknown r e l a t i v e s !  From where (do)  these (come)?"
(232) " N g u n u - n g i r i , r a w i r r a n g - n g i r i . "  (233) " N g i y a ! "
tha t -ABL  sunr ise -ABL INTERJ
“ From the e a s t . "  “ Yes in deed ! "
(234) d j i n  b i n d j i - n + a .  (235) D j i n  d j i r i - n g i - n
3p1 ERG do. thus-RPA+NF 3 p 1 ERG recognise-CAUS-RPA
they  s a i d .  They re c o gn is e d
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Wingu-ny,  n g i r r - a  wuw-ngi-m, Wingu.
[ L e f t  . Hand-ACC lsg-GEN o . brother-OBL-KINPROP Lef t.HandUNM]
L e f t - H a n d ,  my o ld e r  b r o t h e r .
[N o te :  " L e f t - H a n d '  i s  a nickname f o r  the n a r r a t o r ' s  t r a v e l l i n g  compan ion. ]
(234) Dj i n nya-ngini Wingu, (237) a n g i r r i - n y i r r i - n y
They
3p1 ERG see-RPA 
saw L e f t -H a n d ,
[Lef t .HandUNM] cc 
and me
and Isg-ACC 1sg-ACC
[N o te :  in 237 the re  i s  a f r o n t e d  ACC-marked f u l l  p ronoun,  making the 0 
p a r t i c i p a n t  p r o m in e n t . ]
d j i n  n y a -n g in i -b a n . (238) B i l i n g  n g u l i -g im a ,  nangudu
3p1 ERG see-RPA-IM 3duN0M thatLOC-EMPH [s is te rUNM
they  saw then ( t o o ) .  R ig h t  the re  two s i s t e r s  ( o f  mine)
ngunu d j i n in g ,  bi d j i n  n g u r r i - 0  d j in in g
t h a t ü m ] N0M [ th isUNM]  HITH 3plN0M sleep-YPA [ th isUNM
l i v e d  somewhere at  t h i s  ( p la c e )
[N o te :  the less  marked 3pl pronoun i s  here used to  r e f e r  to  dual 
p a r t i c i p a n t s .  T h i s  occurs again l a t e r  in the s t o r y . ]
Gal u tm ir r  i -J0. (239) B u r in y i la  gungi -marrngi  r r  i -J0.
G a l u t m i r r i - L O C ] ,  n r  [ B u r i n y i 1aUNM] head-hear-PRES
G a l u t m i r r i .  B u r i n y i l a  i s  ( t h e i r )  f a t h e r .
[N o te :  g u n g i -m a r rn g i r r i -  i s  an id iom used to  a s s e r t  f a t h e rh o o d  o f  a 
p a r t i c i p a n t .  The n a r r a t o r  d id  not  name the s i s t e r s ,  s in c e  they  were dead 
a t  the t ime the s t o r y  was t o l d . ]
(240)  A nguj_i-gim d j in  n y i n i - n y ,  b i l i n g  wawayka.
-  thatLOC-EMPH 3plN0M s i t -R PC  [3duN0M p a i r  . o f . s i s t e r s U N M l . ^N C tf
R ig h t  the re  the p a i r  o f  s i s t e r s  were l i v i n g .
(241) D j in  n y in i - n y ,  (242)  ngarr i  i r r  y u lg u - 1 i - b a n .
3plN0M s i t -RPC lsgNQM lsgNOM a r r i v e -R P A - IM
They were s i t t i n g  ( t h e r e  and) I a r r i v e d  then .
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<243) Yaw, i r r  y u 1g u - 1 i - b a n . (244) " D j i n  w a r i ?
INTERJ lsgNOM a r r i v e -R P A - IM  3plN0M whoNOM
Yes,  I a r r i v e d  then .  “ Who are they?
ah yaga tay  y a g a ta y . "  (245) “ Nyani g u l m i - n g i - m
INTERJ taboo.name taboo.name 3sgN0M [y.brother -OBL-KINPROP
Oh, so -and -so  (and)  s o -a n d -s o . "  "He i s  t h e i r  younger b r o t h e r . "
[N o te :  in s te a d  o f  yaga tay ,  a c tu a l  names wou ld  have been u t t e r e d  when 
the event  a c t u a l l y  took p l a c e . ]
b i 1ngga ." (246)  " N y i y a , n g i r r - a  wuw+a," b i 1 i - n y d j  i n
3duDAT3MnMNON INTERJ lsg-GEN o .b ro th e r+ N F 3du-ACC 3p1 ERG
"Yes indeed , (he i s )  my b r o t h e r " they  t o l d the two
[N o te :  (246) seems to be what the two o ld e r  b r o t h e r s  o f  the n a r r a t o r  s a id  
t o  the n a r r a t o r ' s  s i s t e r s  co nce rn in g  h im. I f  so,  then t h i s  i s  an in s tance  
o f  the le s s  marked wuwi ' o l d e r  b r o t h e r '  be ing  used as a term of  
r e f e r e n c e  f o r  a younger b r o t h e r .  T h i s  happens not  i n f r e q u e n t 1y .3
b u l t j i - n i  . 
te l1-RPA 
( s i s t e r s )  .
(247) " D j i n i  g u ]m -ng i -m i  . "
[ thisUNM). [y .b ro the r -OBL-K INPR0P3MnM Nun Nun
"T h is  i s  our  younger b r o t h e r . "
(248) "Ah n g i y a ! "  (24?) G i r r i .
INTERJ INTERJ COMPL
"Ah y e s ! "  ( s a i d  the s i s t e r s )  T h a t ' s  a l l  ( c o n c e r n in g  t h a t ) .
(250)  Wali  n g u n u - n g i r i ,  l i b i l a  d j i n  n g a d j - n y
[ f  oodUNMI^^ tha t -ABL  lp lexcDAT 3plN0M cry-RPC
A f t e r  t h a t ,  they  c r i e d  on account  o f  us 
[N o te :  w a l i  ' f o o d '  i s  a f a l s e  s t a r t ,  see s e c t i o n  2 5 1 . ]
k i r i - n y i ,  (251) w a l i , d i y ,  l i b i l a  d j i n  p i r r - p i r r i - n y
PR06-RPC [foodUNM t e a U N M I ^  lp lexcDAT SplERG REDUP-br i ng-RPC
They kept  on b r i n g i n g  food  and tea to  us ,
k i r i - n y ,  (252)  l i b i l a  d j i n  k u -ny  k i r i - n y - b a n .
PROG-RPC lp lexcDAT 3plERG give-RPC PROG-RPC-IM
(and) were g i v i n g  i t  t o us then .
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(253)  Nguny i ]_ i -ban i r r i - n y  d j  i n g a - 1 i , g u r r b i - ] J ,
tha tALL - IM  lsg-ACC 3plERG take-RPA camp-ALL
They then took me ( t h e i r )  camp,
(254) n an g udu -m i r rp i  Hm,  i r r i - n y  d j i n  m a r r - n g i 1 i .
sister-PAUC+ERG lsg-ACC 3plERG p ick .up -RPA
the two s i s t e r s  p ic k e d  me up.
(255) NguJM w a l - d i r r  
thatLOC CfoodUNM3ACC-lsgERG
There I ate  more -food 
b la n k e t
n y i m - g u n y i r r i  g i r r i  i r r i - n y
w h a t - k i n d l M I  goodsUNM]Arc  lsg-ACC 
and a l l  k in d s  o f  t h i n g s  a l s o .
(257) N g u n y i l i - p m  i r r i - n y  d j i n  wi n i - d j i n g i - n  W i n g u - l i .
thatALL-DELIM lsg-ACC 3p1ERG return-CAUS-RPA L e f t . Hand-ALL
They r e t u r n e d  me to  L e f t -H a n d .
(258)  B a l n g g i - d j i - n - d i r r a ,  (259) l i b i  n g u r r i - n y - b a n ,
a-f ternoon-INCHO-RPA-isgDAT lplexcNOM sleep-RPC- IM
I t  had become l a t e  a f t e r n o o n ,  we s l e p t  then ,
[N o te :  the lsgDAT reduced pronoun ' f o r  me'- i s  bes t  l e f t  u n t r a n s l a t e d . ]
(260) l i b i  wal ngi r r  i - n y , y i d j  i p i J_-p i J_i .
lplexcNOM play-RPC t c h i 1d-PL3N
(and) we c h i l d r e n  p la yed .
(261) L i b i  n g u r r i - n y  n y i n i - n y  n y a b i n i ?
lplexcNOM sleep-RPC EXIST-RPC how.many
(F o r )  how many (days )  were we s l e e p in g  ( t h e r e ) ?
(262)  m a r r i  w a r r a n g g u w i j j  y a k i r r i .  (263) A nyani  Balanda
p o s s i b l y  fewLINM sleepUNM -  CSsgNOM EuropeanUNM
p o s s i b l y  ( f o r )  th ree  days.  The European the re
d j i n  g u - 1 i , g i r r i .  
3p1 ERG give-RPA COMPL
d i r r a - d j i -1 a . . . ,  (256)  b la n k e t
eat-THEMSR-RPA+DUR [blanketUNM
(and) they  gave me a
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ngunungi n u n y d j i r r -a l i , (264) wangi-ni (265) Wingu-ny
thatUNM]MnK. qo.tast-RPA say-RPA L e t t . Hand-ACC
Nun
came quickly (and) said, asking Lett-Hand
(266) "Way! Djining nyun-ngung
INTERJ t th i s U N M t 2 s g - G E N  NOM *
“Hey! Is this your
gu]m-ngi-mi?" (267) "Ngiy, ng irr -a  gulm-ngi-mi."
y . brother-OBL-KINPROP INTERJ lsg-GEN y . brother-OBL-KINPROP
younger brother?" "Yes, (he is) my younger brother."
(268) "Bil nyabin i-bi la  school-iJJ yani-0?" 
but how. about-INDEF school-ALL send-FI
"Well how about possibly sending him to school?"
(269) Nyani t j a r r i -n y  wangi-n in.ga, (270) "Wirr!“
3sgN0M stand-RPC speak-RPA 3sgDAT NEG
He ( i e.  Lett-Hand) was standing talking to him. "No!"
(271) "Djini yaj_kuy ngunyi]_i-pm w i n i - d j i . “
[thisUNM]L0C br ie t ly  thatALL-DELIM return-FUT
"(He is) here (only) b r ie t ly  (and) must go straight  back there."
(272) "Ingki! Yi r r -y  i rrp i-gi , (273) a schooli-J_i k i r i - 0 .
NEG REDUP-set-FUT and school-ALL go-FUT
"No! Settle (here) and (he) can go to school!
(274) A ngarri dj ining,  wali ny+irr gu-ng
and 1sgPROM [ thisUNM3pR0M [ toodUNM]Acc 2sgACC+1sgERG give-FUT
And I (w i l l  do) this: I w i l l  give you tood
in.ga, mundjarr, (275) a dampa, wurpijjm bag-dji ga 
3sgDAT [presentUNM -  tlourUNM onePROM bag-PROM and
on account ot him; one bag ot t lour  and
yanya-ngini, 
ask-RPA
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w u r p i j j m  d ju g a ,  b a g - d j i  n y + i r r  g u - n g i . "  <276) A
onePROM sugarUNM bag-PR0M3ACC 2sgACC+1sgERG give-FUT
one bag o f  suga r ,  I w i l l  g ive  to  y o u . "  And
nyani  b i n d j i - n i  <277) " W i r r !  D j i n i  nguny iJJ-pm i r r
3sgNQM do. thus-RPA NEG [ th isUNM] thatALL-DELIM isgERG
H L / L
he spoke thus  "No! I am send ing  t h i s  one (away) to  t h e r e ! "
[N o te :  the l o c a t i o n  to  which the n a r r a t o r  was to  be sent  was not  s p e c i f i e d ,  
bu t  unders tood  to  be the p lace  f rom which he came.]
yan i-J0 . "  (278) Y a k i r r i  warrangguwi H  -g im  l i n y  
send-FUT sleepUNM few-EMPH IduexcNOM
He and I s l e p t  f o r  a few days,
Wingu, n g i r r - a  w u w -n g i -m i ,
[Lef t.HandUNM lsg-GEN o.b ro ther-OBL-K INPROP]NQM 
L e f t -H a n d ,  my o ld e r  b r o th e r  (and I d i d ) ,
(27?)  ngunung ngu]_i - g i r r i - b a n .
[ t h a t  UNM thatL0C-C0MPL3L 0 r - lM  
a t  t h a t  ( p l a c e )  back t h e r e .
ny i n i -J0, 
EXIST-YPA
n g u r r i -ß  
s i  eep-YPA
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DIALECT VARIATIONS IN DJINANG CLANS
i . i  INTRODUCTION
The Djinang people number about 250 -  300 speakers, and occupy a narrow s tr ip  of land in 
north -cen tral Arnhem land, to  the south and so u th -east of the Crocodile Islands (Map i). The 
w estern portion of th e ir te rrito ry  is higher ground (approximately 50 m etres elevation), and the 
easte rn  portion is  the flood plain of the Glyde river. The higher land is savannah woodland, 
mostly stringybark tre e s  and is  unsuitable for dwelling in unless near perennial w ater. The 
flood plain is  grassland, and supports a large variety of wildlife -  especially in the wet 
season. The northern area near the mouth of the Glyde river is  mostly mud plains, which 
become dried and cracked in the dry season, often  with sa lt  deposits as well. The coastal 
fringes are bordered by dense mangrove thickets. Occasional patches of jungle can be found, and 
in moist a reas, there are usually stands of paperbark tre e s .
Because of the charac te ris tics  of the terra in , people do not usually live for extended 
periods in one location, nor necessarily in the ir own clan 's te rrito ry . Good camping places are 
located along the treeline to  the west of the Glyde riv e r 's  flood plain; and also in the west 
beside w aterholes in G attji creek. People now live alm ost exclusively to the w est of the river, 
since the sto re  and fac ilitie s  are located on th a t side of the river. In the past, the eastern  side 
of the river was used for residence and hunting far more frequently. The Manyarring territo ry  
to  the w est of the river is  entirely  unsuitable for camping, and so Manyarring clansmen live 
now on "m other's country", which is  Balmbi te rr ito ry . Balmbi clansmen who normally would 
reside in the easte rn  Balmbi territo ry  have now all died. In fact, the only living Balmbi male is 
a boy of about 10 years old. Thus, a t any one tim e, a good camping place is  likely to be occupied 
by people from a number of clans, including people whose fa th e r 's  language is  another Yolngu 
language.
Djinang is  the w estern-m ost member of a family of languages popularly called (in recent 
lite ra tu re) the 'Yolngu' languages, a fte r  the word for 'man' used by most of these languages. 
The w estern members of th is  family are not mutually in tellig ib le, and certainly warrant the 
term 'language'. The easte rn  members are le ss  diverse linguistically, and 'd ialect' may, for 
them, be a more suitable term (Morphy 1983:3-6). A major linguistic boundary occurs at the 
w estern border of Djinang te rrito ry , the languages to  the w est (Burarra), southw est 
(Rembarrnga), and south (Ngandi), being of the prefixing type, and are genetically far removed 
from the Yolngu languages (see map 2).
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To the south-east there is Djinba (actually Djinba is but one of a number of clans» each of 
which speaks closely related dialects - the most numerous one at present being Ganalbingu); to 
the east there are Gupapuyngu and Djambarrpuyngu; and to the north and north-east» 
Yan-nhangu. These last four are all Yolngu languages» and are not mutually intelligible. 
Yan-nhangu is spoken by people who are mostly island-dwellers» and varieties of the Nhangu 
group of dialects (of which Yan-nhangu is one) are spoken from the Crocodile Islands in the 
west to the extremities of the Wessel Islands in the east. Yan-nhangu is spoken by the 
land-owners of the Crocodile Islands, and is closely related (genetically) both to Djinang and 
Djinba.
There are presently seven Djinang clans, three belong to the Djuwing (Dhuwa) moiety, and 
the other four belong to the Yirritjing (Yirritja) moiety. Map 3 shows the clan territories, which 
in several cases are discontinuous. The location of boundaries is approximate, but based on 
careful survey work by Ken Nowland of the Uniting Church, when the latter was resident in the 
area in the sixties; the precise time of his survey work is unknown. The territories belonging to 
the Djinba, Walmapuy, Dabi, Manydjalpingu, and Ganalbingu clans (all 'Djinba' language clans) 
are also shown on the map.
The Djinang clans each have one or more names for their own particular dialect; e.g. 
Murrungun people speak Wulkabi, some Marrangu families speak Wurrki-ganydjarr (lit. 
'flower-power')» others speak Munggurrpi, and others Bumiri Binngiligining. Different names 
within a clan should not be thought of as indicating subdialects. I have not been able to detect 
any such differences within a clan's dialect. Borsboom (1978:21-23) states that there is also a 
Murrungun clan which speaks Wulaki. Its territory is in the north west. Murrungun clans can be 
found in several language groups, and similarly for Marrangu clans - as Borsboom (1978:27-28) 
indicates. It is not rare for a clan to adopt the dominant language or dialect of the geographical 
region. The Wulaki- speaking Murrungun clan is an example. And to the south west, Rembarrnga 
is the dominant language of Malnyanganak, even though it is theoretically Murrungun territory. 
Geographical proximity, as we shall see, is an important factor in the diffusion of dialect 
variations.
The people themselves usually give the clan name in lieu of the dialect name, when asked 
for the latter. So I will retain this convention in what follows. The clans, and hence the 
dialects, are as follows:
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Djuwing moiety Y i r r i t j i n g  moiety
Marrangu 
Murrungun 
Manyarring
WuJ_ak i
Dj a d i wi t j i b i  
Mi1dj i nqi  
Balmbi
It is highly likely that more clans once existed» but have become extinct. For example». 
Schebeck (1967:103) gives Djawarabing or possibly Djawarrabing (moiety unknown) as a 
Djinang-speaking clan which was almost extinct in the mid sixties. Other Yolngu languages 
refer to this group as Dhäwarrawuy; and the suffix change -wuy to -bing» together with the 
change of dh to dj» would indicate that the name is of Djinang origin. Also» as mentioned above, 
Balmbi is nearly extinct; Mildjingi has only two male speakers known to me (one a very old man), 
and Wulaki appears to be still viable only in the far west amongst people who traditionally 
have been bilingual in both Wulaki and Burarra (speaking Burarra as a second language). 
Borsboom (1978:21-22) also names a couple of small clans which are considered as closely allied 
to larger dans: one to the Marrangu clan, and one to Djadiwitjibi. He gives their names as 
Gorbmorbmal (possibly Gurrpmurrpmal) and Monjebung (probably Munyibung), respectively.
The most viable Djinang dialects at the present appear to be: Marrangu, Manyarring, 
Murrungun, Djadiwitjibi, and Wulaki. Those in danger of extinction are Mildjingi and Balmbi.
1.2 SOCIAL FACTORS IN DIALECT VARIATIONS 
1.2.1 National Pride
It is a feature of Aboriginal society that a 'tribe7 will have a well-developed sense of 
political identity. An important treatment is that of Dixon (1976), who deals with this in some 
detail for tribes in the Cairns region of north Queensland. A later treatment is that of Merlan 
(1982), who deals with three different areas of Australia. Her work shows that while there is 
variation of the relative importance of certain indicators of social unity, nevertheless both 
land ties (through totems) and linguistic affiliations are of primary significance. This is 
especially true of the Arnhem land area. I once heard a Manyarring young man refer to his area 
as the "Djinang Nation" (he spoke in English). His utterance was significant in two ways. 
Firstly, it reflects the fact that a principal defining characteristic of political unity is 
linguistic unity; and secondly, that the self identity involved is that of 'nationhood'. This is 
not easy for a European to grasp, since there is remarkable homogeneity in northeast Arnhem 
Land in terms of ceremonies, kinship, culture, semantic primitives, world view, and social
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organization. Even despite such homogeneity» there is a strongly developed parochial 
consciousness. This operates between linguistic entities, so that, -for example, a woman who 
could read a little in her father's language (Djambarrpuyngu) re-fused to learn to read DJinang 
(even though she spoke it fluently), saying "That's not my^ language!"
1.2.2 Clan Loyalty, Clan Affiliation
The sense of linguistic solidarity extends to the level of the clan, and is almost as, 
strong as that between major languages. The variations between dialects are relatively 
insignificant when compared with the differences between neighbouring languages, and yet 
many of the formal realizations of the dialect differences are well known and, for the most 
part, consistently maintained. This is especially true of differences which involve closed sets 
of morphemes, regular paradigmatic variations, and pronunciation. It is not quite so strongly 
maintained in the area of lexical variations in the open classes of morphemes (i.e. verb and 
noun stems). However lexical variations which signal moiety affiliation seem to be particularly 
stable. For example: all Djuwing people use malu 'daddy', while all Yirritjing people use muri.
There has been a greater amount of social mixing in recent decades, due to the adoption 
of fairly stable residence patterns which allow easy and fast access to the supply centre (the 
local store). However, diffusion of open class morphemes cannot be explained along these lines 
because the time depth is but a few decades.
There is intense rivalry between clans, and quite callous behaviour can be observed from 
time to time because of clan loyalties. Some examples can be cited. A vehicle, procured by one 
clan, will refuse members of another clan permission to ride with them to the store, even 
though there is room. Fighting between men of different clans is not rare, but within the clan 
is strongly inhibited. Clans try to get someone from their own group to be represented on the 
local council, since if not they will always get the worst deal in decisions. The positive side of 
this is that youngsters are taught to always put their clan first, above all other groups and 
individuals. There is ample literature on this kind of behaviour, so I need not elaborate 
further. The important point is that clan affiliation has linguistic realization, just as 
'national' identity has.
1.2.3 Marriage
Inter-clan marriage is about as frequent as inter-tribe marriage. Traditionally, Djinang 
and Djinba exchange women as marriage partners. Recently, some Gupapuyngu men have been 
marrying Djinang women, which is a souce of irritation to Ganalbingu men who normally would 
have first preference. However, within the Djinang clans there are well known norms for the
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distribution of women as marriage partners between clans. For example» Manyarring men may 
take women from the Balmbi clan, Murrungun men may take women from the Djadiwitjibi and 
Wulaki clans, Marrangu women go to Mildjingi or D jadiw itjib i men, and so forth. More details of 
the system, though not a fu ll account, can be found in Borsboom (1978:23-34). Marriage must 
always be to a woman from the opposite moiety. Children learn f ir s t  the dialect (or language) of 
the mother, and around the age of puberty, are expected to begin to master the father's dialect 
(or language) -  which becomes one's " f irs t  language" for the rest of one's adult life .
I t  is not easy to evaluate the influence of the marriage rules on dialect variations. I 
offer the following as a hypothesis.
F irs tly : the circulation of women ought to be an efficient mechanism for the diffusion of 
morphemes from open classes in the lexicon. The facts would seem to support this hypothesis, 
because there has been considerable diffusion of stems, but no consistent direction of d rift, 
nor origin, can be deduced for the bulk of the forms which do vary (the variation is typically of 
a suppletive kind, though not exclusively so).
Secondly: the circulation of women can be expected not to reduce paradigmatic variations, 
since the forms concerned involve core vocabulary and must be mastered early in learning to 
speak a given dialect. This stability of paradigmatic variations is also an observed feature of 
the dialect situation.
The situation with pronunciation variations is not clear to me, in terms of a child's 
acquisition of language. However, by early adulthood, one's pronunciation conforms to the 
norms of one's father's dialect, provided the person has been living in the Djinang speech 
community during early teens and before.
1.2.4 Residence Patterns
As stated earlier, i t  is usually the case that members of various clans intermix at certain 
well-established camping areas. For instance, at Mulgarram, a camp in wooded country a few 
miles west of the Glyde river (see Map 3), in Marrangu country, the people living there were 
from the following clans: Marrangu, Wulaki, Murrungun, Djadiwitjibi, and possibly from other 
Djinang clans too. Also, Ganalbingu, Dabi, Walmapuy, and Djinba. This is now a fa irly  
well-established outstation of Ramingining. I t  is to be expected that i f  the current trend 
continues, the intermixing involved in such residence patterns would be an effective means of 
diffusing morphemes from open classes, resulting in significantly increased levelling of the 
inter-clan dialect differences.
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i.2.5 Ceremonial Exchange & Trade: the Influence of Prefixing Languages
Thompson (1949) has written on the patterns of ritual and non-ritual exchange of goods 
practiced in former years in the Arnhem Land area. The patterns of exchange involved an influx 
of certain items (e.g. stone spear heads» boomerangs» etc.) and a reciprocating outflux of 
locally produced (or acquired) goods. The inflow and outflow was along 'paths' defined by each 
person's location in a chain of barter partners -  defined by certain mutual kinship relations 
primarily. These 'paths' are also geographic» so that stone spear heads arrived in the Glyde 
river area from the south (via the Ritharrngu/Wagilak people, and then to the Djinba people, 
and thence to the Djinang); or from the east along the coast (probably via Yan-nhangu- and 
Dhuwala-speaking people). Ceremonies were times when ritual obligations of goodwill were at 
their strongest, and so at such times there was considerable interchange of goods. The 'paths' 
therefore involved social contact of a religio-economic nature between members of diverse 
linguistic groups. For example, boomerangs (used in ceremonies and songs only) entered the 
Djinang area principally from the southwest, via the Rembarrnga.
The question of interest is whether this resulted in significant diffusion of linguistic 
features? The answer appears to be both 'yes' and 'no'. Let us consider the Rembarrnga -  
Djinang contact. A cursory inspection of Rembarrnga vocabulary (McKay 1975) yields negligible 
results in terms of related forms. Of the few found, they were terms for animals, vocabulary 
related to horses (recent vocabulary), and a few isolatible morphemes such as 'tomorrow', 'far', 
ceremonially important material such as 'white day', and just a few items from lexical closed 
classes (core vocabulary).
Some examples are given below:
Rembarrnaa Djinano
gandayala "plains kangaroo" gandaya1 a "plains kangaroo'
gudurrku "brolga" gudurrki/u "brolga"
yarraman "horse" yarraman "horse'
bududup "gallop" <onomat.) bududup "gal 1 op"
ng&naparra "buffalo" nganaparra 'b u ffa lo '
djubuy "shoo", "go away" djibay td jib ey ] "shoo" (dogs)
bun- "smoke" (tobacco) buny- "smoke" (tobacco)
b u l t j i - "roast" b u r r t j i- "roast"
d[i t j - "return" gu tj "return"
bal ay "far" bi 1 ay "far"
gudarrtji " tomorrow" gudarr "tomorrow'
gudarr "near future" gudarr "tomorrow"
gamununggu 'w hite c lay' gamununggu 'white clay"
djiraindi "wire ( f i s h )  spear" djimindl "wire ( f i s h )  spear"
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gumurr facing d i r e c t i o n  of"  b i r i chest" ,  " fac ing  
d i r ec t i o n  of"
Closer examination may reveal more. What is significant is that core vocabulary is not 
strongly represented. JXitj is a common non-inflecting verb root» from a class of non-thematic 
verbs. Some Yolngu languages have formed thematic (ie. inflecting) verbs using this class as a 
source of stems (e.g. Djinba)» while other Yolngu languages have preserved these as a 
non-inflecting class (e.g. Dünang). Gudarr» and balay» are pan-Yolngu morphemes» and can be 
presumed to have been diffused into Rembarrnga from Yolngu contact; and these terms 
certainly f i t  Heath's criteria of syllabicity» sharpness of boundaries» unifunctionality» and 
categorical clarity (Heath 1978:105) -  being some of the factors he found to be favourable 
towards dif fusibility.
Gumurr is of in te rest. The Djinang term is  biri, a suppletive form, since the common 
Yolnqu word fo r 'chest' is  gumurr (Djinba: gupurr). And in Yolngu languages i t  is  used 
metaphorically w ith the sense 'facing the d irection o f' (and in other senses). Rembarrnga has 
borrowed th is  from Yolngu languages, and Thompson (1949) sheds lig h t on how th is  came to be. 
In the ceremonial exchange cycle, the source of goods was identified  by a phrase which began 
with the word gumurr (the Djinang used biri). Thompson (1949: fig  1) gives: 
gumurr gatjirrk
gumurr muwadhak (muwadhak 'clothes, things, s tu ff ')  
gumurr mewatj (mewatj 'east') 
gumurr djalk 
gumurr garin
Thus i t  can be safely asserted that gumurr was diffused in to  Rembarrnga because of its  special 
metaphorical use in these terms; a conclusion which is  reinforced by the fact tha t i t  was a 
secondary sense of the morpheme which became the primary sense in Rembarrnga.
Thus it  is clear that borrowing has been of a very peripheral nature in terms of lexical 
items. Nor has it  been unidirectional. For example» djibay (used when shooing away dogs) has 
been borrowed from Rembarrnga djubuy (probably having the same function). The rest of the 
vocabulary in the above lis t is either common animals» ceremonial material» common implements» 
or recent terminology of either European or Austronesian origin. The obvious conclusion is 
that economic and ceremonial activities have had minimal effect on the lexicon of either 
language. The situation is much the same with Burarrra. The Djinang system of verbal 
auxiliaries can be shown to have been influenced by Burarra auxiliaries» and some vocabulary 
has diffused in both directions (i.e. Djinang to Burarra» and vise versa); but the effect of this
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diffusion has not lead to dialect variations in Djinang with the exception of the strong 
negative morpheme (see section 2.3.3). Thus the origin of inter-dan lexical dialect differences 
in Djinang cannot be viewed as the result of contact with prefixing languages of the west. 
(Macassan influence was lexically far more significant than was contact with Burarra and 
Rembarrnga).
To illustrate these remarks» let us look briefly at some of the ways that Djinang and 
Djinba have been influenced by the prefixing languages in the west. Firstly» both Djinang and 
Djinba have palatalized all lamino-dentals to lamino-palatals. While various Yolngu languages 
exhibit palatalization of interdentals in some structural positions, only Djinang and Djinba 
have applied this process in all positions, thereby losing the contrast entirely. Interestingly, 
the prefixing languages to the immediate west (Burarra in the case of Djinang, Rembarrnga for 
Djinba) do not have a lamino-dental versus lamino-palatal contrast. Ngandi, to the south-east 
does have this contrast, and certainly proto-Yolngu had it too (Heath 1978:35). So this western 
influence has affected all Djinang clans uniformly (probably due to a greater time depth).
Secondly, Rembarrnga and Burarra (to the southwest and west) use bound pronominal 
prefixes to the verb, marking person and number, and showing concord with case marking on 
nominals which are co-referential in the same clause. Yolngu languages lack such a system of 
formally reduced pronouns forming pre-verbal clitic pronominal forms, with the exception that 
both Djinang and Djinba do have precisely this. Furthermore, the Djinang and Djinba forms are 
fairly transparent reductions of full form pronouns; usually being derived by dropping the 
initial consonant (or syllable), final vowel, and in Djinang there is vowel change as well (#a and 
#u > i). This feature of verbal morphology in both Djinang and Djinba certainly owes its origin 
to the influence of the prefixing languages to the west (Eurarra and Rembarrnga).
Djinang clans exhibit regular paradigmatic dialectic variations in the class of reduced 
pronouns. However, the variations exactly parallel paradigmatic variations in free form 
pronouns used in the various dialects. From this we deduce that the variations in the full form 
pronouns have historical priority, and that the bound pronouns arose by a process of 
phonological reduction under pressure of the prefixing languages. Pronominal variations are 
the most visible socio-linguistic markers of clan affiliation. However, while the occurrence of 
reduced pronominal forms is due to the influence of prefixing languages, dialectal variations 
within the reduced pronouns cannot have the same origin. This we shall see in section 2.3.1. 
The implication is that most dialectal variations are relatively recent internal developments 
within the Djinang language.
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1.2.6 Conclusion
It appears that the most significant factors in dialect maintenance» and diffusion of 
terminology» are those factors which are of significance in interclan relations. This means that 
moiety, marriage rules, clan loyalty, geographical proximity, and residence patterns, would be 
the most important factors. Of these, clan loyalty and moiety differences are probably 
dialect-preserving factors; while marriage rules, geographical proximity, and residence 
patterns are probably dialect-levelling factors.
2. CHARACTERISTICS OF DJINANG DIALECT DIFFERENCES 
2.1 Phonological Differences: the "Smoothness Gradient"
While learning to speak Djinang, I had been aware from the first that there were speech 
variations from clan to clan. I knew that Milurrurr (a Manyarring man) frequently elided vowels 
at the end of words; that Manbarrarra often used an a vowel at the end of words where i would 
normally be expected; and that Gidarri did not appear to elide word final vowels very often. 
Subjective impressions are not sufficient, and so a computer has been used to analyse the 
speech of various Djinang men, using narrative texts.
The 'native theory' of dialect variation.
Joe Gidarri, a Djinang man from the Marrangu clan, explained the difference between 
dialects as follows. Waving his hand in an undulating wave motion, he said that some dialects 
(including his own Marrangu dialect) were 'like that'; and then changing to a vertical chopping 
motion, he said the other dialects were of that nature, by way of comparison. What he was 
claiming was that some dialects were perceptually 'smooth', while the others were more 
'disjunctive'. Knowing that Djinang people characterize voiceless stops with the same chopping 
motion of the hand, and from examples supplied by Gidarri, I deduced that the difference he was 
trying to describe was the following:
Disjunctive dialects have a higher proportion of voiceless stops due to hardening of 
voiced stops in some environments, and a lower proportion of vowels due to elision processes 
(particularly the i vowel, which is the most common Djinang vowel); while Smooth dialects do 
not harden voiced stops as often, and elide vowels less often.
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This is not, of course, the only dialectal variable; there are others which are equally 
significant, such as pronoun paradigm differences, certain lexical differences, and other 
phenomena (deictics, negatives, etc.); and these shall be dealt with later. However, all of these 
are quantifiable and correlate with explicit form differences in words and morphemes. The 
smoothness gradient, on the other hand, is far more vague and not easily quantifiable - being a 
statistical reality only. Therefore we shall examine the evidence for it at some length, and 
attempt to make explicit what are the linguistic correlates of 'disjunctiveness' and 
'smoothness'.
We are claiming that the dialects can be ordered with respect to each other along a 
gradient, such as shown below. The placement of some of the dialects on such a gradient is 
uncertain due to a lack of data. This applies to Mildjingi, Balmbi, Djadiwitjibi» and to some 
extent, to Wulaki. However, Murrungun appears to be the most disjunctive, Manyarring slightly 
less so, Harrangu is smooth, and Wulaki may be even more smooth than Marrangu (see 2.1.2).
Djadiwitjibi appears to be more smooth than disjunctive (from my subjective impressions), 
and is probably similar to Marrangu. Mildjingi I have heard from only one old man, and I had no 
strong impression of either extreme, so possibly it is best to put it near the middle of the 
gradient, at least for the sake of a hypothesis. I have statements from informants in my field 
notes that Balmbi is the 'same as Manyarring', but I have no actual data. (I have a tape of a 
Manyarring man's wife speaking part of a traditional story; and I believe her to be a Balmbi 
clanswoman, but I need to check this out. Her speech is indistinguishable from Manyarring, 
except being Yirritjing she uses muri 'daddy', rather than malu.) For comments on Wulaki, see 
section 2.1.2.
It must be remembered that this gradient is a statistical reality only. It is not 
universally true throughout the lexicon, for there are forms which violate the pattern. For 
example, the -bi 'emphatic' suffix on pronouns has the form -pi in Wulaki. Thus we possibly 
have a situation something like the following:
Di s j unc t i ve  ......................................................................... .......................... Smooth
Murrungun Manyarring (Balm.?) ( Mi l d j . ? )  (Djad. ?)  Marrangu Wulaki
The above gradient correlates well with paradigmatic differences in the class of 
pronouns. This will be dealt with in detail later, but an example will illustrate. Djadiwitjibi, 
Wulaki, and Marrangu each have the 2pl pronoun ngilidji, and the bound pronominal form of the 
same pronoun is lidji. These are both 'smooth' pronunciations. The other dialects have 2pl 
ngildji (note the cluster which gives a disjunctive effect), with the bound form being ildji. These
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la tter two are both disjunctive pronunciations. Furthermore, the territories of these three 
dans form a solid bloc to the west and south, taking Nangalala as the 'centre' of the Djinang 
territories. Interestingly, Wulaki and Djadiwitjibi are Yirritjing moiety, while Marrungu is 
Djuwing -  and at the opposite end of the continuum from the other Djuwing clans. So we must 
conclude that smoothness does not correlate with moiety.
The lack of correlation with the direction of women in the marriage system is also of 
significance here. Wulaki women go to Marrangu or Murrungun men, but the latter two clans are 
at opposite ends of the gradient. Murrungun women go to Djadiwitjibi or Wulaki men; but the 
children of the latter two unions say lidji rather than ildji (the mother's form of the 2pl 
pronoun). It does seem that geographical proximity may be the significant factor in 
paradigmatic identity in those paradigms which realize dialectal variations. In support of this, 
map 3 shows that Manyarring and Murrungun form an eastern and northeastern bloc of Djuwing 
clans, which correlates with the fact that both are of the disjunctive type.
The following abbreviations will be used for the various clans:
M a n y a r r i n g  MN D j a d i w i t j i b i  DJ
Mu r r u n g u n  MU Wulaki  WU
M a r r a n g u  MA M i l d j i n g i  MI
I give here some examples illustrating the pronunciation variations between smooth and 
disjunctive dialects. The following list is a sample, and is by no means exhaustive.
Balmbi BA
DISJUNCTIVE SMOOTH
b e f o r e  n g u r r w a k n g  MN MU
f r o m b e f o r e  n g u r r w a k n i p i  MN
n e a r n g i d j i r r k n g  MN MU n g i d j i r r g i  WU 
n g i d j i r r g n g i  MA 
n g u r r w a g i  MA WU 
n g u r r w a g i p i  MA WU
n g u r r w a k n g i p i  MU
be t i m e  o f  b i l d j i r r i  W  MU
l i g h t w e i g h t  r a k r a k n g  MN MU
b e l i e v e  m a r r - p  i r r a l  k i n d j  i d j  i MU
f o r  t h o s e  n g u n w i H k i  MN MU
bi 1 i d j i r r i  MA DJ
r a k i r a k i n g  WU DJ MI
r a k i r a k i  MA
m a r r - p i r r a l n y a k i r u d j i d j i  MA
n g u n u w i H k i  MA
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a r r iv e  yulkung HU yulgung HA yulngung MN
■from th a t  ngunngirpm MN HU ngunungirpm MA
d o n 't  s ta b  y o u rse l f  ingk inydji r a r r  HN ingkinydji r a r r i  tdA 
d ev ia ted  m a lk u rd j i l  MN MU m a lk u rd j i l i  MA
Word final i is optionally elided by all dialects provided no ambiguity is introduced by 
doing so. The difference between disjunctive and smooth dialects in this respect is one of 
frequency; disjunctive dialects elide often» and even often before pause; smooth dialects elide 
much less often» and usually do not elide before pause. The difference between the speech 
styles is most readily perceived by listening to narratives, where the effect is cumulative.
One important point arises. The voicing distinction in Djinang stops necessarily has low 
functional load. However it is contrastive, even if minimally, as shown by minimal pairs such 
as:
ngi ni bi  1 pl ura l  exc l us i ve
g i r i  habi t ua l  aspect
2.1.2. The Data.
The text data is taken from speakers who belong to four different clans. A further 
speaker (Yililpawuy) speaks Djinang as a second language, though fluently. Her father speaks 
Djambarrpuyngu, and her mother Gupapuyngu. However, I have only one short text from this 
woman, and the analysis of her speech will therefore be less reliable than for the other 
narrators, though of considerable interest. The following table gives the speaker's names, 
their clan affiliations, number of texts used in the analysis, total number of words and 
phonemes for each speaker, and an indication of my subjective assessment of the reliability of 
the statistical counts for each data source.
Name Cl an t ex t s words phonemes re 1 i a b i 1i t y
Gidar r  i Marrangu 7 6684 36276 excel  1en t
M anbarrarra Murrungun 4 3122 16409 h i gh
Maianggi Manyarr ing 3 1542 8305 f a i r
Mi 1u r r u r r Manyarr ing 2 1410 7735 f a i r
Anonymous Uluj_ak i 4 978 5073 very poor
Yi 1 i 1pawuy (non-Dj inang) 1 260 1428 marginal
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ngi ni pi  husband
k i r i  progr es s i ve  aspect
The Wulaki data is wholely taken from A. Capell's (c. 1941) handwritten -field 
transcriptions (unpublished). He did not record speaker's names. The Wulaki data is about half 
text, and the other half is elicited sentence data. It is inevitable that the elicited sentences 
are transcribed with a minimum of vowel elision, and to a slightly lesser extent, so too is the 
text material. This results in phoneme frequencies which are not typical of natural text; 
although the direction of the bias is quite predictable. Another feature of Capell's 
transcription that must be mentioned is the fact that he did not distinguish voiced from 
voiceless stops. Occasionally he does write a double voiced stop symbol, which is always 
voiceless, but non-geminate voiceless stops are not distinguished from voiced stops in his 
transcription. Using comparative dialectal data, I have partly corrected his transcriptions 
(where the correction is reliable). Unfortunately, it is not possible to adjust the transcription 
as reliably as one would like; and for this reason the adjusted text contains a much higher 
proportion of voiced stops than Would be expected in natural text. These two effects make the 
Wulaki dialect appear to be much more 'smooth' than it probably is in reality. (Up to the time of 
writing, I have not been able to record the speech of any Wulaki people).
As can be seen from the above table, Gidarri has contributed nearly as much data as all 
the other speakers together (Gidarri, 36,276 phonemes; others, 38,950 phonemes). This makes 
the statistics drawn from his speech maximally reliable. His dialect is a 'smooth' one, and so I 
have used his dialect as the standard of reference for measuring disjunctiveness.
At this point I will give the tables of frequencies of phonemes for each speaker. 
Frequencies are given for word-initial, word-medial, and word-final positions. A further 
column specifies the sum of each of these, being the total number of occurrences of the 
respective phoneme in the speech of that person. The phonemes are grouped vertically, the 
first group are voiceless stops, then voiced stops, then nasals, laterals, glides, vowels, and 
finally glottal stop. (Glottal stop is not a phoneme, but rather a syllable prosody which is a 
common feature of Yolngu languages; it is of lesser incidence in Djinang than in other Yolngu 
languages).
It must also be stated that all speakers (except in the Wulaki data) used a small number 
of English words in their stories; for example, store, airstrip, net, airplane, war-fight, etc. As 
a result, some phonological constraints can be violated by such borrowings. This accounts for 
the occasional occurrence of t word initially, and for occasional occurrences of voiced stops 
word finally. The frequency of English words is so low that their effect on phoneme 
frequencies can be ignored, except as noted above.
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Gidarri (Marrangu clan).
initial medial ■final total
p 113 569 11 693
t 60 78 45 183
i 0 58 16 74
tj 1? 396 23 438
k 23? 423 7? 741
b 821 902 1 1724
d 31 64 15 110
d 118 161 0 27?
dj 670 686 ? 1365
9 793 692 3 1488
m 626 605 271 1502
n 72 1032 480 1584
68 547 26 641
ny 377 603 461 1441
ng 773 820 271 1864
1 446 1050 19? 1695
I 7 553 58 618
rr 0 1454 260 1714
r 103 86? 139 1 111
w 408 214 57 67?
y 263 201 107 571
i 381 6149 2684 9214
a 202 3028 895 4125
u 50 2190 182 2422
/ 0 116 11 127
CC c1usters 2023
CCC clusters 198
CCCC c1usters 11
Total clusters 2237
Manbarrarra (Murrungun clan)
initial medial -final total
P 55 236 28 319
t 15 63 33 111
i 0 27 14 41
tj 5 108 29 142
k 11? 144 95 358
b 363 345 1 70?
d 26 27 7 60
d 45 59 0 104
dj 303 265 0 568
9 265 253 3 521
m 301 274 102 677
n 25 710 235 970
n_ 28 166 10 204
ny 283 222 145 650
ng 404 401 140 945
1 44 502 64 610
I 16 202 14 232
rr 4 643 11? 766
r 52 368 36 456
w 267 166 73 506
y 142 107 99 348
i 124 2644 1027 3795
a 190 1473 533 2196
u 14 1030 77 1121
/ 0 31 8 3?
CC c1usters 961
CCC clusters 34
CCCC clusters 4
Total clusters 99?
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Malanggi  (M an ya r r in g  c la n )  M i l u r r u r r  (M an ya r r in g  c la n )
i n i t i a l media l  - f inal t o t a l i n i t i a l media l  - f inal t o t a l
p 43 128 4 175 P 32 141 2 175
t 14 24 12 50 t 6 18 3 27
i 0 19 1 20 i 0 6 0 6
t j 7 66 1 74 t j 1 43 1 50
k 52 60 57 169 k 41 108 26 175
b 403 172 0 530 b 161 167 0 323
d 4 3 6 13 d 2 17 2 21
d 10 34 0 44 d 3 20 0 28
dj 96 106 0 202 dj 158 143 0 301
9 163 152 0 315 9 209 106 1 316
m 163 127 42 332 m 104 124 92 320
n -> 240 165 412 n 13 266 185 464
n. 16 87 10 113 n 23 178 6 207
ny 99 123 77 299 ny 126 127 125 373
ng 131 213 151 495 ng 198 193 124 520
1 9 375 177 561 1 18 255 68 341
I 7 109 10 126 1 13 79 3 95
r r 1 321 47 369 r r 3 227 60 290
r 41 152 43 236 r 23 169 51 243
w 110 42 17 169 w 99 25 13 137
y 67 31 18 116 y 55 50 9 114
i 31 1475 476 1982 i 56 1331 358 1745
a 43 759 135 937 a 41 668 179 888
u 5 479 32 516 u 4 520 42 566
/ 0 25 1 26 ✓ 0 17 1 18
C C c 1u s t e r s 533 CC c l u s t e r s 469
c c c c l u s t e r s 20 C C C c 1u s te r s 47
c c c c c 1u s te r s 1 c c c c c 1u s t e r s 6
T o ta l c l u s t e r s 554 T o ta l c 1u s te r s 522
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Cape 11 ' s  1941 d a t a <Uu]_ak i c l a n ) Y i 1 i 1pawuy (non- - D j i n a n g )
i n i t i a l med i a l  - f i n a l t o t a l i n i t i a l  m e d i a l f i n a l t o t a l
P 2 34 0 36 P 5 9 0 14
t 0 5 0 5 t 0 2 0 2
t 0 5 0 5 t 0 7 2 9
t j 0 34 1 35 t j 0 5 0 5
k 8 52 18 78 k 9 23 8 40
b 101 58 0 159 b 46 25 0 71
d 2 7 0 9 d 0 0 0 0
d 12 12 0 24 d 10 0 0 10
d j 71 123 0 194 d j 14 51 0 65
9 127 100 0 227 9 29 21 0 50
m 70 134 62 266 m 23 15 9 47
n 7 164 15 242 n 0 57 22 79
n_ 15 33 0 48 4 31 1 36
ny 164 62 40 266 ny 31 32 13 76
ng 143 134 42 319 ng 31 41 5 77
1 25 164 32 221 1 0 47 30 77
I 0 52 3 55 1 0 4 1 5
r r 0 216 77 293 r r 0 49 12 61
r 6 121 21 148 r 1 40 4 45
w 81 24 4 109 w 23 3 3 34
y 32 21 14 67 y 5 6 3 14
i 84 835 560 1479 i 20 242 112 374
a 1 513 48 562 a 4 121 17 142
u 0 220 6 226 u 0 34 12 96
/ 0 19 1 20 / 0 0 0 0
CC c 1u s t e r s 227 CC c 1u s t e r s 5>4
c cc c 1u s t e r s 21 CCC c 1u s t e r s 8
c c c c c 1u s t e r s 1 CCCC c 1u s t e r s 0
T o t a l c l u s t e r s 249 T o t a l c l u s t e r s 102
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2.1.3 Analysis of the phoneme and consonant cluster frequencies.
General Principles.
From the 'native theory' we see that the smoothness gradient should involve variation in 
(a) elision of vowels» particularly an i vowel in word final position» and (b) hardening of voiced 
stops. Since vowels in word initial position cannot be elided, we are therefore concerned with 
the frequencies of vowels in word medial and final position.
A 'disjunctive' dialect ought to have decreased vowel frequencies in word medial and final 
positions. Also, word medial elisions will create consonant clusters, so that a disjunctive 
dialect ought to have a higher incidence of consonant clusters.
Concerning hardening of voiced stops, it is not appropriate to compare the relative 
frequencies of voiceless stops, because the variations in the overall frequencies of voiced and 
voiceless stops for each speaker are too great. To obtain a measure of the amount of stop 
hardening, we must instead measure the frequency of voiceless stops compared to the total 
frequency of both voiced and voiceless stops: that is, a ratio of number of voiceless stops to 
total number of stops.
Since the number of phonemes for each speaker varies widely, we must normalize our 
frequencies in order to make them comparable for each speaker. There are two possible ways to 
do this. One way is to divide by the number of words (for each speaker); the other way is to 
divide by the number of phonemes (for each speaker). The latter method is used, and preferred, 
because the number of words depends on the analyst's assessment of where word boundaries 
lie, which introduces an unknown amount of subjectivety into the results. Thus, if F is the 
number of occurrences of some linguistic feature for speaker Y, then we convert this to a 
normalized value by the following formula:
F x 100
to ta l  number of phonemes fo r Y
In this formula, F will be such variables as: number of word final occurrences of i; number 
of word medial occurrences of a; ratio of voiceless stops to total number of stops; number of 
consonant clusters; and so forth.
One final methodological point needs to be made. Since Gidarri's speech is to be taken as 
a standard of reference, we can subtract the normalized value of a feature in Gidarri's dialect 
from the normalized value of the same feature in another speaker's dialect. In this way we
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obtain a table with both positive and negative entries. A negative entry signals that the 
respective -feature is of lower frequency than i t  is in Gidarri's dialect» while a positive value 
indicates that i t  is more frequent. A further advantage of such a table is that the normalized 
values of the various features can be added for each speaker, to arrive at an index which is a 
measure of the disjunctiveness of a dialect with respect to Gidarri's dialect. This is the method 
we shall employ.
Randomness
Variations in lexical content of the texts w ill inevitably introduce a certain amount of 
randomness into the results. I t  is therefore desirable to be able to obtain some measure of 
randomness in the text data. Since the smoothness gradient involves stops and vowels 
primarily, we are able to use nasals, liquids, and glides, to construct an index of the amount of 
randomness. There are problems in doing this. For example, M ilurrurr uses words based on the 
deictic stem ngunu- 'tha t' very frequently in his stories. (This is a dialectal feature at 
discourse level: he uses i t  for purposes of anaphora more frequently than do the other 
speakers.) Hence there w ill be a considerably higher incidence of nasals in his speech. This w ill 
have the effect of in flating the randomness index by a non-random factor; or to put i t  another 
way, the 'randomness index' w ill be larger than i t  should be due to the presence of covert 
dialectal variations that have not been taken into account. The only way of minimizing such 
effects, although i t  does not eliminate them, is to average the randomness indices of the 
various speakers, and th is is what we shall do.
The same formula w ill be used to arrive at normalized frequencies of each class of sounds 
(nasals, laterals, rhotics, and glides). Using Gidarri's speech as the standard, variations from 
this reference w ill be computed. Then, for each speaker, a randomness index w ill be computed 
as the square root of the sum of the squares of the deviations (from Gidarri's values). Finally, 
these are averaged to arrive at a composite index.
How should the index be interpreted? I f  randomness is significant, we would expect that 
the randomness index would be significantly greater in magnitude than variations in the 
linguistic correlates of the smoothness gradient. On the other hand, i f  the randomness index is 
significantly smaller than the dialectal variations, we can be confident that the variations are 
valid indicators of dialectal differences -  provided that the data base underlying the 
frequencies is large enough to minimize variations due to lexical content. For th is reason, the 
Wulaki data, and Yililpawuy's speech, are unreliable: the former is not natural text (see the 
preceding discussion), and the la tte r involves only 260 words.
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When the randomness index is of about the same magnitude as the variation in a certain 
linguistic feature, the situation is somewhat ambiguous. Nevertheless, the polarity of the 
variations (ie. whether positive or negative) usually correlate with my perceptions of the 
differences between dialects, which suggests that a true index of randomness would be 
significantly lower than the one that I construct: or to put it another way, that the figures for 
deviations are more significant than the randomness index would imply.
To complete this section, I will now give a table of frequencies (normalized, and converted 
to percentages, as per the formula above) of the nasal, lateral, rhotic, and glide, sound classes.
( X ) 6 i d a r r i M anbarrarra Maianqgi Mi1u r ru r r WuJ_ak i Y i1i 1pawuy
Nasal s 19.385 21.001 19.880 24.421 22.492 21.989
L a te ra ls 6.376 5.131 8.272 5.637 5.441 5.742
R hotics 7.788 7.447 7.285 6.891 8.693 7.423
6 1 i des 3.446 5.204 3.432 3.245 3.469 3.361
R. index - .70 .50 1 .29 .80 .68
From the values in the table, the averaged randomness index is approximately .8
Lastly, an indication of the ages of the speakers may be helpful, and also their 
background. Malanggi and Manbarrarra are in their mid fifties; Milurrurr is in his early forties; 
Gidarri is in his mid thirties, and Yililpawuy is in her late forties. Malanggi and Manbarrarra 
are the most senior men in their clans, and both have had over two decades of close contact 
with missionaries and government workers at Milinggimbi and Ramingining, though neither can 
speak English. Gidarri has had rather more European contact, mainly at Maningrida during his 
teens. He also speaks elementary English. Milurrurr has had a lot of European contact at 
Milingimbi. He has a reasonable command of elementary English, and can read English. For all 
these speakers, the influence of English on their idiolects has been minimal. The most common 
effect being the very occasional use of an English word, when there is no Djinang equivalent 
readily available.
Normalized percentage differences from Gidarri's dialect.
The following table gives the normalized frequencies in Gidarri's speech, for a variety of 
linguistic features, expressed as percentages. These figures are in the left column. The 
columns to the right give the relative deviations from the Gidarri norms, for each speaker. The 
last row of the table gives an index of 'disjunctiveness' for each speaker. The more negative
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■the index» the more disjunctive the idiolect. These indices are computed by summing the -first 
six -figures of each column, and then subtracting the sum of the seventh and eighth figures in 
the column. (The seventh and eighth figures must be subtracted because these figures w ill be 
positive for disjunctive dialects.)
G id a r r i FACTOR Manbarrarra Maianggi Mi 1 u r r u r r UluJ_ak i Y i 1 i 1pawuy
7.400 w d - f in i -1 .14 -1 .67 -2 .77 3.64 0.37
2.467 w d - f in a 0.73 -0 .84 -0 .15 -1 .52 -1 .28
0.502 w d - f in u -0 .03 -0 .12 0.04 -0 .49 0.34
16.95 wd-med i -0 .84 0.83 0.26 -0 .49 0
8.35 wd-med a 0.63 0.79 0.29 1 .76 0.12
6.03 wd-med u 0.25 -0 .26 0.69 -1 .69 -0 .15
30.01 vo ic e le s s 3.10 -0 .29 0.33 -6 .39 -3 .7 9
stop r a t i o
6.167 C-c1u s te rs -0 .08 0.51 0.58 -1 .26 0.98
0 I ndex -3 .12 -1 .49 -2 .55 8.86 2.21
Two points need to be made now. The f irs t  is that the above indices are not the only 
possible ones that can be constructed. The table shows that word final /u / vowels are not 
significant as contributing to the indices; and can be ignored. Also, ignoring the effects of /a/  
vowels does change the indices in terms of their absolute values, but does not affect the 
relative ordering of the idiolects on a linear 'smoothness gradient'.
The second point is that the above indices must not be confused with perceptual cues for 
dialectal variations. One reason for th is is that certain words and affixes carry a high 
functional load as socio-linguistic markers, but do not contribute markedly to the sta tis tics 
represented in the above table. For example, soft dialects w ill say ngunugirri 'that last one', 
while hard dialects w ill say ngunukirri; so ft dialects w ill say ngurrwagi 'f ir s t ',  'before', while 
hard dialects w ill say ngurrwakng; and so forth for a relatively small set of words. Such words 
are not frequent enough to affect the sta tis tics  of phoneme occurrences to a marked extent, 
although they are prominent markers of dialectal a ffilia tion .
Also, to indicate how perceptual cues can d iffe r markedly from the characterization of the 
smoothness gradient as defined by the above indices can be seen in the following table. The 
table gives the relative frequencies of occurrence of the indicated vowels in word final 
position, but expressed as a percentage per word. Expressed th is way, my feeling that
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Milurrurr's speech is highly disjunctive is readily explained: since words are primary conveyors 
of meaning, variations in their form are quite obvious, so that the frequent elision of word 
final i is readily perceived. Since nearly all Djinang words end in either a consonant or an i 
vowel, it is the relative differences in the frequencies of occurrence of word final i vowels 
which is most significant. (The very high figure for WulaKi reflects the fact that much of the 
data is carefully elicited sentences; and that also explains the very low figures for word final 
/a /  and /u / in that dialect. The primary source of word final u vowels is the elision of a final 
consonant or syllable in words such as ngunungi 'that', ngurrumi 'perfective', and so forth. In 
elicited sentences, such final syllable dropping is uncommon.)
(P ercen tag es) 6 id a r r i M anbarrarra Maianggi Mi 1 u r r u r r Wulaki Y i1 i 1pawuy
w ord -fin  i 40.88 32.90 31.09 25.81 57.26 43.36
w ord-fin  a 13.63 17.07 8.82 12.91 4.91 6.64
w ord -fin  u 2.77 2.47 2.09 3.03 0.61 4.69
One other thing which is noteworthy is the following. Consider the relatively high 
percentage of word final a vowels in Manbarrarra's speech. This confirms my impression that 
he replaces a word final i vowel with an a vowel far more frequently than the other speakers 
here represented. The use of word final a instead of i has semantic content, primarily as a 
cohesion mechanism. (For example, it can indicate the nominal is a non-final item in a list; or it 
can be used syntactically to indicate that the current event is non-final in a series of events.) 
The high incidence of a is also represented in the earlier tables, but is not there so obvious.
It should be dear from the above table the index of disjunctiveness which was 
constructed earlier does not give a measure of the perceptual disjunctiveness of an idiolect or 
dialect. The index is a statistical construct, which has value only as a quantifiable measure. 
From it we can obtain two types of information: firstly, the relative scaling of dialects on a 
linear gradient of 'smoothness'; and secondly, the relative scaling of idiolects within a dialect, 
on the same gradient.
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2.1.4 Conclusions
On a linear scale» the various idiolects are plotted as follows:
-6 -5 -4 -3  -2  -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Man Mi 1 Mai Gid Yil WuJ[
As we stated earlier» u is of minimal dialectal significance» and ignoring a does not 
change the relative positions. So» for purposes of comparison, we can construct another index 
using just the four factors: word final i, word medial i, voiceless stop ratio, and consonant 
clusters. This gives the following indices for each speaker, expressed as percentage deviations 
from the Gidarri norms, as before:
Gidarr i  Manbarrarra  Malanggi Mi l u r r u r r  WuJ_aki Yi l i lpawuy 
0 -5 .00  -1 .06  -3 .4 2  10.8 3.18
Plotted on the same linear scale, we have:
-6 -5 -4 -3  -2  -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
A A A  A A A
Man Mi 1 Mai Gid Yi 1 Wu]_
Cl a n : <MURR) (MANY) (MANY) (MARR) (WULZ)
The advantage of this set of indices is that the relative degree of use of a in word final 
position as a stylistic device is excluded. It is a dialectal variation, but it obscures the 
'smoothness7 variations. The use of word final a, and the smoothness gradient are really 
independent dialectal variables. Smoothness versus disjunctiveness really pertains to the 
elision of the unmarked vowel i, the consonant clusters thereby created, and the hardening of 
voiced stops. For this reason, I prefer the la tter set of indices as a measure of 
disjunctiveness.
The most disjunctive dialect is Murrungun; and the most significant factor in this is the 
high proportion of voiceless stops with respect to the total number of stops.
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Of lesser disjunctiveness is the Manyarring dialect. Both speakers in this dialect do not 
have significantly different ratios of voiceless stops when compared to the Marrangu dialect» 
their disjunctiveness is primarily a function of the elision of word final i vowels -  especially 
for Milurrurr, who has a much higher incidence of final i elision than all the other speakers.
Yililpawuy's speech is of interest. She has a fairly high value for word final i and u 
vowels. Nevertheless» she very often elides the word-final vowel of verbs inflected for 'today 
past' -  a characteristic of Milurrurr's speech (Manyarring). She used muri 'daddy'» the Yirritjing 
form. However, her lexical choices seem to follow mostly Djuwing (Dhuwa) norms. Her ratio of 
voiceless stops to total stops is quite low. It therefore appears that she has not learnt any 
one Djinang dialect, but rather uses dialectal features from each of them. This is to be 
expected from the fact that for her it is a second language.
Wulaki appears to be a smooth dialect, although the extent to which this is true is 
exaggerated by the fact that the data is from written text, and elicited sentences.
Finally, we note that the difference in disjunctiveness between two speakers within one 
dialect can be as great (or maybe greater) as between speakers of different dialects. Data from 
other speakers is needed in order to judge the extent to which this is a valid generalization.
In conclusion, we can state that a 'smoothness gradient' is one of the dialectically 
significant linguistic variations between Djinang clans, and even between individual idiolects. 
The primary linguistic variables which characterize the relative smoothness or disjunctiveness 
of dialects are the amount of elision of / i /  vowels, especially word finally, and the amount of 
hardening of voiced stops to voiceless stops.
2.2 Phonological Differences: Morpheme Reduction Due To Syllable Deletion
Some dialects are more prone to dropping an entire CV syllable (sometimes CVC) than are 
other dialects. Murrungun appears least prone to this behaviour, tending more to drop vowels - 
thereby creating consonant clusters. Similarly for Manyarring. Marrangu appears to be quite 
prone to syllable loss in certain positions, and there are indications in the Wulaki data that 
Wulaki follows the Marrangu pattern. In one important case, syllable loss is regular in 
Marrangu, and the same phenomenon occurs in the Wulaki data from Capell (1941), though 
apparently not as regularly.
The regular cases I will treat first. Djinang has a 'today-past' verb inflection for events 
which occur at the time of speaking or at a time before that on the same day. In verbs of class 
1» the usual form of the suffix is -ngili. However, Marrangu speakers regularly delete the
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/ngi/ syllable if the suffix is preceded by a stem ending in a peripheral stop followed by an a 
or u vowel. They say that this is a 'short way' of saying it. A Marrangu man (Gidarri) claimed 
that Marrangu» Wulaki, and Djadiwitjibi people speak this way. In Capell's Wulaki data, the 
elision is evidenced before a stem-final u vowel, but not before a stem-final a vowel. In all 
dialects, the elision does not occur before a stem-final i vowel.
gave
took
a r r iv e d
arose 
pu11ed 
placed down
g u -n g i l i  MN MU gu-1i MA WU
g a - n g i 1 i MN MU WU ga-1i MA
y u lg u -n g i l i  MN MU y u lg u - l i  MA WU
yulngu-ngi l  ( a l t e r n a t e  hfrl form) 
wayku-ngil i  MM MU wayku-1i MA
d j i t i - n g i l i  MN MU MA WU DJ MI and probably  BA 
galwupini MN MU MI BA g a lb u - l i  MA DJ WU
(The stem -bu- 'hit' in a compound verb, usually takes an irregular today-past inflection 
-pini. MA DJ and WU have suppletively replaced the -pini suffix with -li by way of analogy. All 
dialects use bi-pini as the form for 'hit'» when not a compound verb.)
Another fairly consistent dialect variation involves an irrealis/nominalizer suffix -nyiri 
/ -nyira when followed by the -kining PROPrietive morpheme ('having'). Murrunqun usually 
retains the full form of the irrealis/nominalizer, while Marrangu normally deletes the final 
syllable and changes the i to a. Thus we have:
an approver y i t  j i d j -ny  i ra -k  i n,i ng MU y i t j i d j - n y a - k i n i n g  MA
a f i n i s h e r  maHmdj-ny i ra -k  i n i ng MU maH mdj-nya-k i n i ng MA
lo n g - l iv ed  w a n n g id j -n y i ra -k in in g  MU wanngid j-nya-k in jng  MA
( a l s o ,  MA can shor ten  i t  f u r t h e r  to wanngi-ga-k in ing)
It is a feature of Marrangu linguistic competance that -nya- is a diminutive form of 
-nyira. Manyarring appears to follow the Marrangu pattern: e.g saving one wannginyakining 
MN. The elision can be seen in other formatives, such as the OBLique*- man-OBL-ACC 
yul-ngiri-nyi MU MN, yul-ngi-nyi MA.
All dialects appear to shorten the auxiliary verbs giri and Kiri by eliding the second 
syllable when the verb is in an inflected form: 
k i r i  Cki r i ]
k i r i n y  t ki ny]  & si mi 1a r 1y fo r  g i r i , g i r i n y , and gi r i m.
ki r i m [kirn]
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Djinang (and other Yolngu languages) have a class of non-inflecting verb roots, which 
Heath calls 'non-thematic' verbs. These root forms can be used as stems, and in particular as 
transitive verbs, by adding a transitivizing suffix to form a transitive stem. The Marrangu, and 
Murrungun dialects use the form -m iy- (cf. Djinba -miy-), while the Manyarring dialect uses 
-m iri- (cf. -mara- in several other Yolngu languages such as Ritharrngu, Dhuwal-Dhuwala; 
while Nhangu languages appear to have a form cognate with the MA MU form -miy-.
will cause to open lapmirigi MN lapmiygi MU MA
This probably is due to retention of an archaic morphophonemic alternation, each dialect 
productively using one of the former alternants.
There are also a large number of apparently sporadic differences involving deletion of a 
syllable, a consonant, or an unusual alternation of consonants or vowels. Some examples 
follow:
two
l ig h t  f i r e  
w i l l  s i t  
fo r  th is  
from before  
th i s 
w rest 1e 
c h ild  
al one
fresh  w ater 
was pregnant 
wipe clean
b in in g g i1 i MN 
r a r r t ja lk u n g  MN 
n y in -d ji  MN 
d j in - k i  MN 
ngurrw aknipi MN 
d jin a n g i UU 
n g u r r b it j  MU 
gurrminang DJ MI BA 
n g id aw irrka  WU 
djurrmuj_ MN MU 
gapaj_-m irrpiJ_-dj in i 
n g a lw ir r k i- d j ig i  MN
b in .g i l i  MU MA DJ MI <UU uses both) 
r a r r t j i lk u n g  MU MA 
n y in i - d j i  MA MU DJ MI UU 
d j in - g i r - k i  MU MA
ngurrwakngipi MU ngurrwagipi MA UU 
d jin in g i MU MN MA DJ MI BA 
w u rrb it j  MA
wurrming UU < y id jip ij_ i MA MU MN) 
ngidawa MU MN MA DJ MI 
djurrmuk MA
MA gapaj_m-gi n -d j i n MN
n g a lw ir r g i -d j ig i  MA ngalw iri— d j ig i MU
Lastly, WU often appear to leave the ng (or ngi) of the -gining(i) PROPrietive suffix when 
the latter is word final, while MU MN and MA retain it  in that position, 
married miyilk-kini WU miyilk-Kining MU MN MA
There are other sporadic differences. For example, stop lenition is one of these. As a 
general statement we can say that there is no productive stop lenition in Djinang (i.e. dj, t j > y; 
p, b, k, g > w). This kind of lenition is evidenced in various other Yolngu languages, Djinba and 
Gumatj, for example, are two that have undergone a regular lenition process. However, there 
are a very few examples in Djinang, perhaps a few dozen in all. An example follows, and one 
occurs in the list above:
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immediately djayurrkyurrk MN MU djayurrkdjurrk MA
An important conclusion can be drawn -from this -fact, namely, that proto-Djinang must 
have separated -from those branches o-f the Yolngu language -family which exhibit lenition be-fore 
the process became productive in the latter. This would imply a considerable period o-f separate 
development -for Djinang. Indeed, lenition o-f lamino-dental stops was systematic in some 
positions in the word in Djinba, implying that palatalization was a later development in that 
language; whereas Djinang must have lost (by palatalization) its lamino-dentals earlier than 
lenition, thereby bleeding -from the language the environments -for the latter process. This 
strongly implies that Djinang has had longer and more intensive contact with the western 
pre-fixing languages than has Djinba. (There is a lot of evidence in support of this, but that is 
beyond the scope of this discussion).
2.3 Paradigmatic Variations in Lexical Closed Classes
2.3.1 Pronouns
There are two basic sets  of pronoun paradigms: Marrangu, Wulaki, and Djadiwitjibi use 
one paradigm set; the other dialects use the other set. Comparison with other Yolngu 
languages (namely. Ritharrngu, Golpa, Dhuwal, Djapu, Yan-nhangu, and Djinba) indicates that 
the MA -  WU - DJ pattern is historically the older paradigm, and the MN -  MU - MI -  BA 
pattern is an innovation. The latter pattern is derived from the former mainly by elision of an i 
vowel, thereby forming a medial cluster. Since clusters have a disjunctive effect, this change 
can be considered as a further realization of the 'smoothness gradient' discussed earlier.
For BA, I relied on information supplied to me by Marrangu and Murrungun informants. (The 
same informant's claims about Wulaki were independently confirmed by Capell's 1941 Wulaki 
data, and so I am confident that the information about BA is also reliable.)
The comments above tend to confirm that MI should be kept apart from the MA - DJ - WU 
group of 'smooth' dialects; and that possibly BA is a 'disjunctive' dialect along with MN -  MU, 
and probably MI too. Map 4 then shows the distribution of disjunctive versus smooth dialects: 
the disjunctive ones are found in the north on either side of the river (no smooth dialects are 
located on the east side of the river). The conclusion is that the areas further from the river 
mouth were more conservative, particularly in the areas adjacent to prefixing languages. The 
question arises: did the disjunctive speech style arise as an internal innovation, or was it 
imported?
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This speech style is not a characteristic of the Dhuwala language to the east; and from 
the small amount of Yan-nhangu data available, it does not appear to be a feature of that 
language either. E.g. Y-NH miringu 'bad' Djinang mirgi/mirkngi 'bad7; Y-NH mirribulu/mirripulu 
'two' Djinang mirrpili 'two'. Eliding a vowel, particularly i, in the environment Erhotic] — 
Estop] is common in Djinang in all dialects; and it can hardly be claimed that Yan-nhangu has a 
disjunctive speech style if vowels are not elided in this environment.
However, turning to the language in the southeast, Djinba, we find that that language 
often lacks a word final vowel where the Djinang cognate has one. E.g. Djinba gurak 'nape' 
Djinang guraki 'nape'. The same appears to be true to a lesser extent in morpheme final 
position. E.g. 2 dual DATive Djinba nyumal-kuru, from an OBLique stem nyumala-, versus 
Djinang nyumili-ki, from the OBL stem nyumili-. It is therefore highly probable that the 
disjunctive speech style diffused into the Djinang clans located east of the river, under the 
influence of Djinba- speaking dialects to the immediate south. On the other hand, if it is an 
internal innovation in the MN - MU - MI - BA group of dialects, then I cannot offer any 
suggestion as to its  origin.
Let us now consider the pronoun paradigms themselves. The following terminology is 
used: sg = singular; du = dual; pi = plural; in = inclusive; ex = exclusive; i, 2, and 3, refer to 
person. NOM = nominative; OBL = oblique. The OBL forms are may occur without further 
suffixation, in which case they function as possessive pronouns agreeing with another nominal 
which is marked either as ERGative or LOCative; they also may take further suffixation - 
either by ALLative, or by DATive. (When taking DAT, they function as Subject of the clause, and 
signal the meaning that the activity is taking place during the physical absence of other 
participants.) The 'root' forms are the forms to which Accusative, DATive, and ABL suffixes 
may be appended; sometimes there is elision of the root-final vowel when the DAT suffix 
follows.
C onservative D ia le c ts  
<MA WU DJ)
NOM 'r o o t - ' OBL
lsg ngar r i n g i r r i - n g i r r a r
lduex n g i 1iny i n g i 1i n y i 1i - n g i 1 i n y i 1ar
1 du i n ngi 1 i n g i 1 i t j  <a l ) i - n g i 1i t j a r
Ip 1 ex nginibi n g i n i b i 1i - n g i n i b i 1ar
Ipl in n g i 1imi n g i 1 imi 1 i - n g i 1 imi1ar
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2sg nyun i n y u n i - nyungur
2du nyum i n y u m i l i ­ nyum i1ar
2p1 n g i 1 i d j i ng i 1 i d j  i — n g i 1 i d j  ar
3sg nyan i n y a n i - nyanngar
3du b i 1 i ngi b i 1 i n g - / b i 1ng- b i 1 ingar
3p 1 d j  an i d jan  i - d j  anngar
I n n o v a t i v e  D i a l e c t s
<MN MU BA MI)
MOM *  r o o t - ' OBL
l s g n g a r r i n g i r r i - n g i r r a r
1 duex n g i 1 in y i n g i 1 iny  i 1 i - n g i n y i 1ar
l d u i n ng i 1 i n g i 1t j ( a l ) i - n g i 1t j  ar
l p l e x n g i n i b i n g i n b i 1 i — n g i n b i 1ar
1 p 1 i n n g i 1 imi n g i n m i 1 i - n g i n m i 1ar
2sg nyun i n y u n i - nyungur
2du nyum i nyum i1 i - nyum i1ar
2p 1 n g i 1d j i n g i 1d j i - n g i 1d j  ar
3sg nyan i n y a n i - nyanngar
3du b i 1 i ng i b i 1 n g i r  i - b i 1ngar
3p 1 d j  an i d j  ani - d j  anngar
The next table of pronouns contains the reduced pronominal forms in each group of 
dialects» in NOM, ACC» and DAT in flections. I t  can be seen that they are simple reductions of 
the free form pronouns» formed prim arily by syllable or consonant deletion» and /  or vowel 
change (to the 'unmarked' vowel). Deletions of th is  type are common in the pronoun paradigms 
of Yolngu languages.
The 2pl ACC forms are homophonous w ith the lduin ACC forms, since a surface devoicing 
rule ob liga torily  devoices any voiced stop occurring in syllable fin a l position. I have retained 
the underlying form in the spelling.
A Marrangu informant claimed tha t ng ilb i (with a reduced form of ilb i)  is  a rare variant 
form of the lplex nginibi. He did not say i t  was characteristic of any particular dialect, though 
his own may be assumed because he used i t  in a narrative (once only). I t  is  probably a back- 
formation, as w ill be explained below.
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NOM ACC DAT N O M ACC DAT
I s g i r r <  i ) i r r i n y i r r a i r r ( i ) i r r  i n y i r r a
l d u e x 1 i n y 1 i n y i 1 i n y 1 i n y  i 1 a 1 i n y i n y i 1 i n y i n y i 1 a
l d u  i n i 1 ( i ) 1 i t j n y i 1 i t j a i 1 ( i ) i 1 1 j n y i i 1 1 j  a
I p l e x 1 i b i / n i b i l i b i l i n y l i b i l a n i b i i n b i 1 i n y i n b i 1 a
I p l i n 1 i m < i ) 1 i m i 1 i n y 1 i m i 1 a 1 i m < i > i n m i l i n y i n m i 1 a
2 s g - n y i n / n y i - i n m a - n y i n / n y i - i n m a
2 d u n y  i m n y i m i 1 i n y n y i m i 1 a n y  i m n y i m i 1 i n y n y i m i 1 a
2 p  1 1 i d j i 1 i d j n y ( i ) 1 i d j a i 1 d  j  i i 1 d j n y < i > i 1 d j a
3 s g - - i n . g a - - i n . g a
3 d u b i  1 b i  1 i n y b i 1 i n g g a b i  1 b  i 1 n y b i 1 n g g a
3 p  1 d j  i n d j  i n y d j  i n a d  j  i n d j  i n y d j  i n a
Let us brie-fly examine the changes that produced the disjunctive paradigms o-f the -free 
•form pronouns. The changes can be most easily discussed by concentrating on the 'root' -forms» 
■for this is where the changes started.
Starting from the 'smooth' -forms» the disjunctive dialects first elided a medial i in some 
long stems (3 or more underlying syllables):
1 d u  i n * n g i 1 i t j  < a l ) i - > n g i l t j < a l ) i -
I p l e x # n g i n i b i 1 i - > n g i n b i 1 i -
I p l i n * n g i 1 i m i 1 i - > * n g i l m i 1 i -
2 p  1 * n g i 1 i d j i - > n g i 1 d j i -
Notice that in the iplex form there is an nb sequence» while in the iplin form there is an 
#lm sequence. It is at this point that we may infer that subsequent changes were of an 
analogical nature in both the disjunctive and smooth dialects. The disjunctive dialects 
analogized on the basis of a NASAL+LABIAL cluster; while the rare variant Iplex ngilbi can be 
explained as a back-formation on the basis of a LATERAL+LABIAL cluster. Consider the 
disjunctive dialects first. By analogy we posit the further change:
«ngilmili- > nginmili-
so that in these dialects both 'root' plural forms commence with a ngin formative. The reduced 
pronoun derived from this form becomes inmili-. At this point, analogy operated once more: 
consider that in the disjunctive dialects the 'root' non-singular reduced pronoun forms begin 
with a vowel» but in the smooth dialects they begin with a lateral (probably libiliny and libila 
were analogized from #nibiliny and «nibila; since NOM nibi is the older form, libi occurs only 
after pause.) Hence the disjunctive dialects on the basis of analogy underwent the following 
change in the root form for lduex:
♦linyili- > inyili—
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■thereby regularizing the paradigm, so that in it ia l i  is -followed by NASAL wherever possible. 
However the smooth dialects retained the in itia l 1 and used i t  as the analogical basis for the 
change in the root iplex: 
fcnibili- > lib i l i- .
In this way, an in itia l LATERAL became a distinctive tra it of smooth dialect's pronominal 
forms, while in itia l i  and following NASAL became the distinguishing tra it of disjunctive 
dialects. Thus, ngilbi and ilb i as rare variant iplex Marrangu forms can be seen as a 
back-formation: the LATERAL tra it has been analogized to the position of the nasal in the form 
ng inb ili-as i f  this form occurred in the Marrangu dialect (but i t  does not), and therefore would 
be derived from a NOM form*, ngilbi. Furthermore, comparison of pronoun paradigms in other 
Yolngu languages uniformly shows an n in the Iplex pronoun forms in those languages.
The 3du root form, b ilng iri-, in the disjunctive dialects arises from a reduced form of 3du 
b il-  to which has been added an allomorph of the OBLique morpheme -G iri (cf. Golpa -Gara, 
Dhuwala -Gala, Yan-nhangu -Gara; where G is a morphophoneme having realizations as diverse 
as g k w and ng). The reason for the change is probably to maintain rhythm.
2.3.2 Deictics
There are a number of deictics in Djinang, as in other Yolngu languages. Four forms in 
particular are productive in forming derived deictic formatives, and i t  is these which we w ill 
examine as they exhibit dialect variations. The four forms may be arranged from le ft to right 
along a gradient of increasing distance:
Immediate P r o x i m i t y  Near P r o x i m i t i y  M o d e r a t e l y  D i s t a n t  D i s t a n t
d j i n i n g ( i )  d j in im C i)  ngunum<i> ngunung<i)
d j i n a n g ( i )  d j in a m ( i )  ngunamCi) ngunang(i )
In the f irs t  row are the forms used by a ll dialects except Wulaki; the second row contains 
the Wulaki forms. The Wulaki forms are the more archaic. The language name "Djinang" is the 
archaic form for the Immediate-Proximity deictic "th is", and this is a well known indigenous 
system of classification of languages in the Yolngu family (Schebeck 1967). (The equivalent 
Djinba form is djininy.) Thus in this paradigm a dialectal feature correlates systematically with 
an archaic versus modern dichotomy. Of interest is the fact that the archaic forms are 
preserved in the dialect immediately bordered to the north, west, and south, by prefixing 
languages (Burarra and Rembarrnga). This again f its  the picture of the area near the Glyde 
river mouth as having been an area of greater innovation (see map 5).
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Using -the deictics given above» particularly the Distant deictic in its  stem -form ngunu- 
(nguna- WU), we can observe the same kind of smooth versus disjunctive pronunciation styles, 
n g u n a -n g ir - g ir r i  n g u n u -n g ir -g ir r i n g im < u ) -n g ir - k ir r i  n g u rv -n g ir - k ir r i 
WU MA MI MU MN MU
In the above -forms» MU speakers usually elide the u as shown» but not always. In MN the u is 
always elided. The above forms mean 'a fter that', 'the one le ft behind', and various other 
meanings.
ngu nu -w i]_ i-t j  i MA n g u n u -w il- t  j  i MU MN
The preceding forms are significant. MU and MN elide i  before the 'anaphoric defin ite ' suffix 
- t j i ;  but they do not elide u before the 'plural' allomorph -w ili. Thus we see that MU and MN 
are not using a deictic stem form «ngun-, but that the underlying stem is ngunu- and that the 
elision of u is a rhythm-related feature manifesting the disjunctive speech style. The 
implication is that a ll dialects use the same base forms, and dialect variations in pronunciation 
(that is, disjunctive versus smooth pronunciation) are a surface phonetic feature. Exceptions 
to th is would be the Wulaki deictic stems, and the pronoun stems discussed earlier -  where 
phonological change has produced new base forms in the innovative dialects.
2.3.3 Negatives
Djinang, and other Yolngu languages, have two types of negative. The stronger one is 
used when affirming or denying the truth value of a proposition, and the other is used to affirm 
'nothingness' or 'emptiness'. (These are only approximate characterizations). As might be 
expected, Wulaki has a form for one of these which d iffe rs from that used by other dialects.
" n o t '  ng i k i  WU ingki  ( o ther  d i a l e c t s )
' n o t h i n g '  w i r r  ( a l l  d i a l e c t s )
Which is the older form, ingki or ngiki? From our previous discussion we could presume 
that the Wulaki form is older, and that the other dialects metathesized the ngi sequence. That 
th is is what actually happened can be seen from the fact that ngiki clearly has been borrowed 
from Burarra, which has the strong negative ngika 'no', (Glasgow & Garner 1980:65). Similarly, 
Djinba borrowed waba 'no', from Rembarrnga (McKay 1975). No other Yolngu languages have 
these negative forms.
I t  is easy to see the reason for the change «ngiki > ingki in the other Djinang dialects. 
Djinang has only a few words which may begin with a vowel, and except for a dummy 
phase-initial a morpheme which has no meaning, all such vowel-in itia l words begin with an i. 
Furthermore, these words are etymologically derived from words or morphemes which began
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with a consonant, and often the following vowel was a. Examples are the reduced pronouns 
given earlier in section 2.3.1; these may all occur at the beginning of a Verb Complex (the group 
of words which form the predication portion of a clause). Another example is the reciprocal / 
reflexive morpheme inydji, which can be traced back to the -manydji 'KINship DYadic' morpheme 
in many Yolngu languages (Morphy 1983:45). The form inydji also often occurs as the first 
element of the Verb Complex. I know of no other vowel-initial words in Djinang.
What is significant about the class of vowel-initial words is that they each commonly are 
found as the first element in the Verb Complex; and vowel-initial formatives in Djinang have 
the phonotactic property of attaching themselves to whatever formative precedes in the same 
breath group, unless a pause intervenes. For example, nyanibi 'he (emphasized)' + inydji 
'reflexive' becomes nyanibinydji. The formation of ingki from a former *ngiki can thus be seen 
to be an analogical development; because ingki is always the first element of any Verb Complex 
in which it occurs. So again we observe that Wulaki uses an older form than the other dialects. 
The Wulaki resistance to the diffusion of the change is undoubtedly due to the fact that very 
many Wulaki people are fully bilingual in both Wulaki and Burarra, and have important social 
ties with the Burarra people.
All dialects use wirr 'nothing', 'empty', 'have none', etc. as the other negative form, and 
it is used in Djinba also. The origin of this form is obscure. In Capell's (undated) comparative 
word lists, he gives wärrang 'nothing' for Yan-nhangu, and this form is unattested in the other 
thirteen Yolngu languages he sampled. Probably Djinang and Djinba wirr was derived from the 
Yan-nhangu form by loss of the final syllable, and then *a: > i.
Several dialects have an archaic alternative form which is regarded as characteristic of 
that dialect. I have never heard these forms used in everyday speech. Capell (1941) has one 
instance of the WU birpm 'nothing' being used in a text, and wirr occurs elsewhere in his data. 
The following are the forms known to me:
r u la p i r  MA (cognate Yan-nhangu ruj_ka ' n o ' ,  ruj_kangu ' n o t h i n g ' )
(Wood, 1973, is  the source of t h i s  Yan-nhangu d a t a . )  
birpm WU ( Y i r r i t j i n g  moiety)
manyim(i)  MI DJ BA ( t h i s  c o r r e l a t e s  wi th moiety,  a l l  are Y i r r i t j i n g )
I have not been successful in obtaining MU and MN forms other than wirr, but this may be 
an accidental omission. Quite possibly these two dialects have only wirr, and that this form 
has diffused from MU - MN into the other Djinang dialects.
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3. VARIATIONS IN LEXICAL OPEN CLASSES
Most of the variations in lexical open c lasses  are of a suppletive kind. While one or more 
d ialects  will have a certain form, other d ialects will have an unrelated -form. I will give a 
sample l is t  below. Most of the item s are extremely hard or impossible to  find in o ther Yolngu 
languages, but th is  may be due to  insufficien t documentation. For example, djunggi 'wood', 
't r e e ',  'firew ood', 'f ire ' does not occur in Gupapuyngu (except GUP djunggalin 'h a ir ', 'leaves ', 
may be a reflex), nor in Yan-nhangu; nor in Ritharrngu. Each of these use gurtha 'f ire ',  
'firew ood'. Ritharrngu has several words for lighting a fire , one of which has a stem dhunggul-, 
which is  probably related  to Djinang djunggi, since #dh > dj was a sound change in pre-Djinang. 
The other common Djinang word for 'f ire ',  'wood', etc. is  mirwilgi (apparently a Yirritjing word); 
and th is  word is  even more opaque -  I cannot trace i t  anywhere with certain ty  (Djapu marwat 
'h a ir ', 'le a f ' may be a reflex). The s itua tion  is  much the same when other words are examined.
To give another example; 'place down', 'p u t', in some Djinang d ialects is  galbung, and in 
o thers  it  is  manpung. There is  nearly full correlation with moiety, Djadiwitjibi using galbung 
while the other Yirritjing dialects use manpung. The fac t th a t both forms have irregular 
today-past forms, galwupin(i) and manwupin(i), respectively (cf. the irregular today-past form 
of the archaic verb bu- 'h it ' which is  bipini in Djinang, bipan in Djinba), shows th a t these verb 
forms were formed by compounding with -bu-. *gal+bu- and *man+bu-. C apell's (undated) 
comparative w ordlist gives the forms: rulwangdhun, rulanggun, rulbanggun, gurrunhan (or 
possibly gurrunan), gundawunmarama, gunhan (or possibly gunan), gunyan, and gurrunhan 
(Yan-nhangu). Clearly the Djinang forms are unrelated to  the other Yolngu forms. The Djinba 
stem  is  mam(irri)-, which is  probably not cognate to  Djinang manpu-.
Another example is  the forms for 'sh o rt '. C apell's comparative w ordlist gives gurriri and 
dhumbul for many languages (Lowe's Gupapuyngu dictionary l is t s  both), and other cognate forms 
(such as gudi, gu ti, gudingu). The Djinang words are djubirri WU (which may be cognate to 
dhumbul), and dambing (all other d ialects). The la t te r  form does not seem to be cognate to 
dhumbul. However, comparison with Djinba yields some in teresting  information: Djinba has 
dambi 'sh o rt'; while the Djinang and Djinba verb forms 'sho rten ' are dampiling-djigi and 
dampulung-yun, respectively. The problem in claiming th a t dambing is  cognate with dhumbul is  
the d -  dh correspondence, which although rare  is  not otherw ise u na ttes ted  (e.g. Djinang d irra -  
'b i te ' Yan-nhangu dharra- 'b ite '). An a -  u vowel correspondence is  also a tte s te d  sporadically. 
Thus it  is  quite possible tha t the Djinang and Djinba forms are cognate to  the form dhumbul; 
though a considerable time depth can be inferred for the changes which produced the Djinang 
and Djinba forms.
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We could go on in this vein -for some time, but the above should be su-f-ficient to illustrate 
the following point. The forms which vary widely in Djinang are (a) often 'core' vocabulary, and 
(b) indicate a very long period of separate development of Djinang (and probably Djinba too) 
vis-a-vis the other Yolngu languages.
The following is a list of variant forms. It is not exhaustive, many more items could be 
added. Occasionally it can be observed that a formal difference correlates with moiety, and 
Wulaki often has a unique form. Undoubtedly moiety difference was a significant factor in 
dialect variations in the past; subsequent diffusion has partly obscured the systemicity of the 
variations.
' l o t s '  ga l b i  ( a l l  d i a l e c t s ) ,  wikng DJ MI BA, gu]_ukng MU MN,
w i H r r i t j a  MU (c l a imed  by Murrungun man to be an a r c h a i c  form) 
/ daddy/ maj_u MU MN MA muri DJ MI EA WU ( c o r r e l a t e s  wi th  moie ty)
' ' under '  d j a t i m i r r i  WU nguymir r i  ( o t h e r  d i a l e c t s )
' a g a i n '  g i r r - g i m a  MU MA g i r r - b a n  MN
' f a t h e r ' s  c o u n t r y '  mu t j i ng  MN d j a w a l k i t j  ( o t h e r  d i a l e c t s )
' h a r d '  manbing MA mat_i.t MN MU WU
' c a l l  o u t '  w i t j i g i  MA MU MN b u g i j j g i  WU
' b r e a k '  dap i j_ id j ig i  MA MN wubi r  ( i ) dj  i gi MU
' f i r e ' ,  ' t r e e ' ,  'wood'  djunggi  MA MN MU WU mirwij_gi MI DJ BA
' l i g h t  f i r e '  r a r r t j i 1kung MA MU r a r r t j a l k u n g  MN b a n d j i l i ( g i )  WU
' v i s i t '  baj_parigi  MA MU guruj_ t j i g i  MN
' s h o r t '  d j u b i r r i  WU dambing ( o t h e r  d i a l e c t s )
' b r a c k i s h '  d i w i l i  dja]_kng MU muyki MA WU 
' r a i n w a t e r ' ,  ' f r e s h  w a t e r '  djurrmuk MA MI d j u r r m u l  MN MU 
' p l a c e  down'  g a l b u n g ( i )  MA MN MU DJ manpung( i ) WU MI BA 
' c h i l d '  gurrminangMA wurrumingWU y i d j i p i J J  ( a l l  d i a l e c t s )
' i r o n b a r k  t r e e '  g i d i t j i r r i  MU MN n g a d i t j a l i  MA
' f a t h e r '  g u n y d j i r r i  ( a l l  d i a l e c t s )  nyunyi WU ( d i f f u s e d  from Bura r r a )
4. CONCLUSIONS
Djinang is a Yolngu language which has undergone a long period of separate development 
from the Yolngu languages to the east. I t 's  lexicon has been only minimally affected by 
prefixing languages to the west and south, and the influence of these languages has not been a 
significant cause of dialect variation within Djinang clans. The area near the mouth of the 
Glyde river appears to be the kernel area for the diffusion of innovative change; the area in the 
west (bordering the prefixing languages) being the most conservative. A good number of dialect
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differences have their origin in moiety differences» but the picture is complicated by diffusion. 
Geographical proximity is an important factor in the diffusion of innovation. The kernel area 
has developed a disjunctive speech style which contrasts with an older and smoother speech 
style spoken by dialects to the west of the kernel area. The disjunctive speech style is 
characterized primarily by the elision of i vowels» particularly in word-final position, and by a 
greater proportion of voiceless stops when compared to the total incidence of stops.
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DIFFUSION IN THE WESTERN YOLNGU AREA
In his article Tndia as a linguistic area'» Emeneau (1964) gives an illuminating account o-f 
the diffusion of morphological and syntactic fea tu res  between the Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, and 
Munda language families of the Indian subcontinent. Jeffrey Heath (1978a, etc.) has recently 
embarked on a long term study of linguistic diffusion in Arnhem Land. His work has resulted  in 
the publication of several significant monographs outlining the grammar of various languages 
of the area. Each such monograph incorporates a lexicon and many tex ts  (with in terlinear 
glosses). Geographically his work centred on languages to the ea s t  and south of Arnhem Land.
A major linguistic boundary runs through Arnhem Land, beginning in the north (roughly) at 
Cape Stewart and running in a semi-circle to Blue Mud Bay in the Gulf of Carpentaria just north 
of Groote Eylandt. Languages to the north and eas t  of th is  boundary are popularly called the 
Yolngu languages (Schebeck 1967). They are a subgroup of the common Pama-Nyungan 
typological group, and are genetically descended from a common parent which we may call 
proto-Yolngu. To the west and south of the boundary are found prefixing languages (Yolngu 
languages are suffixing) which are genetically unrelated to the Yolngu languages (except 
perhaps via proto-Australian, if the la t te r  once existed). These two families of languages lend 
themselves to a study of diffusion because they are almost totally divorced from each other in 
lexicon, morphology, and syntax, (although they are similar in phonology and semantics -  which 
is  true of Australian languages generally). Consequently it  is possible to isolate  linguistic 
fea tures  in one language which are aberrant in the family of languages to which th a t  language 
belongs. It then becomes possible to examine the languages of the other family to see if the 
aberrant fea tu res  could have diffused from tha t  source.
It is  unfortunate tha t  Heath was not able to study the languages in the west of Arnhem 
Land. For information on them he has been res tr ic ted  to what has been available in the 
l itera tu re , which is  not very much. Several linguists are currently working in tha t  area. The 
goal of th is  present discussion is twofold. F irstly , to look a t Arnhem Land as a linguistic area, 
showing how various linguistic t r a i t s  have diffused across the major linguistic boundary 
separating prefixing from Yolngu languages. Secondly, to add further examples of diffusion 
from my own field notes in Djinang and Djinba: since Heath had no opportunity of collecting 
data from these two western Yolngu languages. Djinang is bounded on the west by Burarra, 
which is certainly of prefixing stock; and Djinba is  bounded in the west by Rembarrnga (another 
of the prefixing languages). A number of t r a i t s  have diffused across th is  linguistic boundary 
(Map 7).
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The discussion will be arranged as follows. I will discuss a number of characteristic 
linguistic features, contrasting their realization (or lack thereof) within the Prefixing group 
and the Yolngu group. This gives an indication of the vast genetic distance between the two 
groups Also, where relevant, I will discuss how certain tra its , which are related to these 
linguistic features, have diffused. Any data or claims which are based on my own field notes 
will not be acknowledged; data or claims based on languages other than Djinang and Djinba will 
be based on the works of the authors cited in the lis t of references. Some of the best of this 
material is unpublished; such as that from Capell, Schebeck, and Lowe.
A methodological point needs to be made here. In giving what I claim is a 'typical Yolngu' 
linguistic feature, I am explicitly excluding the features which, on statistical grounds, may be 
assumed to be aberrant within that family of languages. There is some subjectivity in this, and 
also some danger; but this methodology is indispensible to this study.
Djinang is named from an archaic form of the 'Immediate Promimate' deictic: djining 'th is '. 
The older form is still used by the Wulaki dialect of Djinang. Djinba, like Ritharrngu (see Heath 
1978a:2) is named (probably only by Europeans, I have not heard Djinba speakers refer to their 
group of dialects by this term) after one dialect of a number of closely related dialects: Djinba, 
Ganalbingu, Walmapuy, Dabi, and Manydjalpingu. The name 'Djinba' is not derived from the 
Immediate Proximate deictic, which in this group of dialects is djininy 'th is '. In the Djinba 
dialect, djinba means 'later on', and is equivalent to Ganalbingu bidapi and Djinang djaming(i) 
'later on'. With these qualifications in mind, I will continue to use the name Djinba to refer to 
these dialects, since it is well established in the literature. For the sake of consistency, I will 
use the standard Yolngu orthography in all forms cited, irrespective of their source. 
Lamino-dentals are dh, th, and nh; lamino-palatals are dj, tj and ny; velar nasal is ng; an n+g 
sequence is written as n.g; retroflection is indicated by an underline; the rhotic trill is rr; 
Rembarrnga schwa will be signalled by ä. Vowel length is non-contrastive in Djinang and 
Djinba.
Before I begin, it is worth quoting from Heath concerning the prefixing and Yolngu 
languages. In commenting on the available data from various Yolngu languages, Heath (i978a:2) 
states:
"Comparison of the paradigms shows that most of the morphology is identical 
except for internal phonological developments in each language, minor analogical 
reshapings, and minor semantic shifts. The sharings are clearly due to common 
retention of a proto-system, rather than to recent diffusion."
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And in commenting on the prefixing languages and their relation to Yolngu, he writes:
"The prefixing languages are much less homogeneous than are the Yolngu 
languages." (1978a:4)
" I t  should also be noted that whereas Proto-Yuulngu was a relatively recent 
proto-language» Proto-Prefixing was quite ancient." (1978a:i0)
"Within the overall Australian linguistic picture, the prefixing languages of 
Arnhem Land and the Yuulngu languages are not closely related. Indeed, the two 
subgroups are as remote from each other genetically as any two subgroups in the 
continent. ... By the time they came together, the two groups had diverged 
structurally and lexically to the point where only a handful of cognate affixes and 
lexical items could be found, and where even some of these had been obscured by 
various internal phonological, analogical, and semantic developments." (i978a:12)
i .  Noun Classes
Prefixing Languages:
Nouns characteristically occur with noun-class prefixes, especially in text. The number of 
classes varies from language to language, but normally ranges from 4 to 9. There is some 
correlation with semantic categories such as gender, humanness, animateness, number, neuter 
(ie. unmarked), and so forth; but such categorization is not rigorous and class marking is 
necessarily included in the lexical citation form for each noun.
Yolngu Languages:
There is no formal class marking of nouns or any other non-verbal parts of speech.
Rembarrnga (McKay 1975:73-76) has a greatly reduced system of nominal prefixing when 
compared to other prefixing languages (including Burarra). McKay writes:
"While verbal prefixing in Rembarrnga is extensive and complex, nominal 
prefixing is very limited and, in the main, restricted to small groups of nominals 
including kinship terms and clan ... names." (p.73)
He cites da-, which derives feminine kinship terms from their masculine counterparts; 
nayig- (masculine) and ngalig- (feminine) (or diminutive forms na- and ngal-, respectively) are 
prefixed to names of clans to indicate 'a man of ...'» 'a woman o f./;  ba- 'on' used with body 
parts to indicate point of contact or point affected. He gives two other prefixes, but they do 
not subcategorize nouns, and so are not class markers. Interestingly, McKay points out that the
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diminutive -forms na- and ngal- are identical in -form and -function with two Gunwinggu (Oates 
1964:24) noun class pre-fixes.
Presuming that the nayig- abd ngalig- -forms are borrowings -from Gunwinggu, i t  seems 
that Rembarrnga has simply never developed noun class marking as a productive morphological 
subcategorization o-f nouns; in contrast to other members of the prefixing languages which 
surround i t  (Burarra to the north, Gunwinggu to the west, Ngandi to the south-east). The most 
likely reason for this is contact with Yolngu languages to the east (i.e. Djinba and Djinang), 
which entirely lack noun class marking. That there has been a long history of social contact is 
made clear in Thomson's study of the ceremonial exchange cycle in this region (Thomson 1949). 
Lack of development of noun class marking in Rembarrnga appears to be the most significant 
example of Yolngu influence on that language; the only other influence that I have been able to 
detect is the diffusion of a very small amount of lexical material.
2. Pronouns (free forms)
Prefixing Languages:
These languages characteristically have an extra number category, which is semantically 
a f ir s t  person dual inclusive ('you and me') but is better analysed as an autonomous category in 
the person dimension. This type of system is often called 'minimal' versus 'augmented' (McKay 
1975). Using 1, 2, and 3 for f irs t, second, and third person, the person dimension can be given 
as 1, 1/2, 2, and 3. The f irs t analysis of pronouns along these lines was that of Glasgow (1964); 
although the terminology differed from the above. Similar analyses have subsequently been 
given by McKay (1975) for Rembarrnga pronouns, and Carroll (1976) for Gunwinggu. Heath (1978b) 
lines up the chart of Ngandi pronouns in the same way as the previous authors, but does not 
depart from the cannonical dual versus tr ia l categories.
Thus the Prefixing group have a pronominal system in which the principal contrasts are 
person (1, 1/2, 2, 3) and number (singular, dual plural). There is considerable variation of forms 
for a given person and number combination when prefixing languages are compared with each 
other, although there are also some sim ilarities which indicate genetic subgroupings. The most 
common vowels in cardinal pronouns are a and u, while i  is common only in morpheme (or word) 
final position.
Yolngu Languages:
In contrast with prefixing languages, the Yolngu pronominal paradigm is engagingly 
simple. There are three person categories (1, 2, 3) and three number categories (singular, dual,
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plural). Several of "the cardinal pronominal forms are clearly cognate to pronoun forms which 
have wide distribution throughout the continent. There is very little variation from language to 
language; most of the variation being characteristic of internal Yolngu phonological processes 
such as syllable dropping» some vowel fluctuations» and fluctuation within the voiceless versus 
voiced stop contrast» (which is a quite minimal contrast in Yolngu in terms of functional load; 
and can perhaps be analysed better as fortis versus lenis). The most common vowels in cardinal 
pronouns are a and u» while i is less common» except word finally.
There is tremendous difference between the pronominal systems of the two groups of 
languages. Formal realization bears almost no similarity between languages of the two groups. 
The only real similarities are in the semantic categories» which is a truism by nature of the 
case. I can find no evidence of any diffusion of form or category from Yolngu to Prefixing» or 
vise versa. However, there is some evidence, admittedly speculative, that the vowel qualities 
in Djinang pronouns have been influenced by Rembarrnga. In Djinang, an i vowel occurs 
systematically in positions where, in other Yolngu languages, an a vowel occurs. Indeed, this 
neutralization of vowel quality occurs not only in Djinang pronouns, but also regularly in 
nominal and verbal suffixes, on incorporated verbs stems within verbs, word finally in all parts 
of speech, and often within stems as well. The only systematically 'resistive' position within a 
word is the initial syllable, which is the stressed syllable in Yolngu languages. Such a 
phonological pattern is entirely lacking in other Yolngu languages (including the closely related 
Djinba), and is lacking in the surrounding prefixing languages! But, in Rembarrnga there is such 
a neutralizing and vowel-height raising process which operates in one specific area of 
Rembarrnga morphology. It is that which we must now look at in more detail.
Rembarrnga has a distinctive way of marking an adjoined clause (e.g. a relative clause, 
and other types as well). Two rules are involved, and they operate on the pronominal prefixes 
to the verb in the adjoined clause (McKay 1975:147-148). The first rule states, roughly, that a 
CVC- pronominal prefix has an i vowel added, forming an CVCi- form. The second states that 
any non-i vowel is neutralized and raised to i. This simplifies the paradigm of pronominal verb 
prefixes slightly, as well as providing a means of marking an adjoined (subordinate) clause. 
There is some grounds for presuming that this phonological process was adopted into Djinang 
when the latter developed its own set of pronominal clitics.
Firstly, it derives the correct vowel qualities in Djinang. Secondly, it is restricted to one 
paradigm in Rembarrnga, but was generalized in Djinang, which is consistent with what often 
happens in a diffusion situation. Thirdly, it started in the right class of formatives, namely the 
reduced pronouns, which can be shown to have been a Djinang innovation under the influence of 
Rembarrnga (and probably Burarra too). Fourthly, it occurred in Djinang, but not in Djinba: 
which seems to argue against the proposal unless Djinba developed its  pronominal clitics later
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■than Djinang - and due 'to Djinang influence primarily. There is independent evidence that this 
is what in fact happened (to be discussed in a later section). Fifthly» for this process to 
diffuse into Djinanq, granted the enormous genetic differences between Djinang and 
Rembarrnga, it must have involved bilingual speakers of these languages.
Interestingly, the camp called Malnyanganak, on the eastern fringe of Rembarrnga 
territory and the western fringe of Djinang territory, is owned by a Murrungun clan which 
speaks Rembarrnga as its  first language, and (if the information given me by a former 
community worker at Ramingining is correct) who also speak Djinang as a second language. I 
believe the latter piece of information to be reliable, the person concerned could himself 
converse in Gupapuyngu, and could recognize Djinang when he heard it. Murrungun is one of the 
larger Djinang clans, and their main territory is close to the Glyde river mouth, on both sides 
of the river. Another Murrungun clan in the northwest of Djinang territory is now a 
Wulaki-speaking clan; since their territory adjoins that of Wulaki speakers and is 
geographically isolated from the main Murrungun territory. Hence it appears that the 
south-western Murrungun clan may once have identified with Djinang linguistically, but now 
with Rembarrnga, since its  territory is also isolated from the main Murrungun territory. This 
change in affiliation is not unknown in Arnhem Land, and Heath mentions it in his writings.
Thus, while the evidence is somewhat circumstantial, all the necessary conditions are in 
evidence, and the change itself is phonologically reasonable - and particularly so in respect to 
its  distribution. If it was simply a sound change, how could we explain its  restriction to just 
closed-class paradigms? Besides, I know of no internal evidence in Djinang which would 
motivate the necessary changes. I am therefore inclined to think that the change started in the 
class of reduced pronouns, as Djinang speakers developed them under Rembarrnga influence, 
and that it spread to the free form pronouns as a back-formation, and from there to the full 
inflectional resources of the language (although there are a couple of exceptions where a 
functional contrast would be otherwise lost).
3. Pronominal Verb Prefixes
Prefixing languages:
These languages have a very complicated verb morphology. The verb stem takes an initial 
pronominal prefixal form which, for di-referential verbs, is usually an unanalysable 
portmanteau form showing concord in person and number with the person and number categories 
of the subject and non-subject referents. (Note: the contrast between agent and subject is 
neutralized in the realization of this concord.) Partial analysis of the fused pronominal prefix 
forms is possible only in certain subject and non-subject combinations. There is other
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complexity too: pronominal prefixes may be followed by one (sometimes more) non-initial prefix 
to express various modal or adverbial nuances; or a nominal may be incorporated preceding the 
verb stem; and tense/aspect is marked by suffixes to the stem.
Yolngu Languages:
Yolngu languages characteristically do not have a separate paradigm of clitic pronouns 
(being phonologically reduced forms of full form pronouns) for each paradigm of full form 
pronouns (i.e. for a NOMinative paradigm, for an Accusative paradigm, etc.). In the Yolngu 
languages, free form pronouns are normally present in a clause, but may be dropped if 
reference is unambiguous. Switching reference requires the pronoun (or corresponding nominal, 
or both) to be present, and there is also a PROMinence marker (often formally similar to 
ERGative in one of its allomorphs) which may be used on a free form pronoun to provide 
additional emphasis or to highlight switch reference.
There are three Yolngu languages which depart from these norms, each of them is adjacent 
to, and has had close social ties with, a prefixing language. These Yolngu languages are Djinang 
(to the immediate east of Burarra, and north-east of Rembarrnga); Djinba (to the immediate 
east of Rembarrnga); and Ritharrngu (to the immediate north of Ngandi). Each of these 
languages has modified the pronominal system in a non-Yolngu way, according to the pattern of 
the neighbouring prefixing languages. The Djinang modifications have been the most extensive 
(see 2. above); Djinba follows the Djinang pattern except for the vowel change phenomenon; and 
Ritharrngu (Heath 1930a) has an intermediate pattern, being the least-changed of the three 
with respect to Yolngu norms.
Djinang and Djinba are alike in that both can have a free form pronoun and a 
co-referential clitic pronoun in the same clause. This is typical, in both languages, when a 
reference switch is required. Ritharrngu has only the former of these features: it cannot have 
a full form pronoun and a co-referential clitic pronoun co-occurring in the same clause (Heath 
1980a:102-103, and texts); but it does use a clause initial free form pronoun typically when 
marking switch reference. The behaviour of the PROMinence morpheme is also of interest. In 
Dhuwal, which appears to be a fairly 'typical7 Yolngu language, it has the allomorphs -ny and 
-tja (Morphy 1983). In Djinang, the -ny allomorph has been lost, and lemtion together with 
vowel change (see 2. above) have caused merger with the principal allomorph of the ERGative, 
-dji. In Ritharrngu, the nasal allomorph has also been lost, and the other one appears in the 
form ya (lenition of a proto-form —frtha possibly?). In Djinba, there appears to be mainly a 
suppletive form -ma (which also occurs in the Nhangu languages Golpa, and Yan-nhangu), and a 
form -(a)mdja which appears to occur much less often. The distribution of these morphemes is 
significant:
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Dj i nang: —d ji  PRO occurs only on nom inals, neuer on pronouns
<de i c t i cs+PRO are  portmanteau -forms in Djinanq) 
D jinba: -ma PRO occurs on nominals and pronouns (& p o ss ib ly
elsew here) <-<a)mdja seems to  be phonological 1y 
cond itioned)
R ith a rrn g u : -ya PRO occurs  on nom inals, d e i c t i c s ,  and pronouns
The distributional restriction in Djinang re-flects the regularity with which a -full form 
pronoun is used as an indication of switch reference, and also in a highlighting (or prominence) 
function when there is no reference switch. The important point is that the dropping of suffixal 
switch-reference marking in Djinang would not have been possible without a parallel 
development of an alternative means to maintain the function.
Djinba, on the other hand, probably developed clitic pronouns later than Djinang, merely 
borrowing the Djinang patterns; although it cannot be ruled out that there was parallel 
development of clitic pronouns in both languages under influence of the prefixing languages to 
the west. However, it can be shown (see the discussion of lamin-dentals below) that Djinba 
came under western influence later than Djinang, and therefore it is likely that Djinang was the 
source of the Djinba development. Ritharrngu only went 'part way7 in developing clitic 
pronouns. The Ritharrngu clitic pronominal forms are formed merely by dropping an initial 
syllable; and this is a Yolngu feature (e.g. Gupapuyngu limurru from a proto-form which must 
have been something like *ngalimV...). Ritharrngu just extended the domain of a phonological 
process already available within the Yolngu language family.
Interestingly, in all three languages, the clitic pronouns are enclitic to whatever 
constituent immediately precedes in the same breath group. In Djinang, enclitic pronouns 
beginning with a vowel are closely bound to the preceding formative; while the 
consonant-initial enclitics are more able to stand as free forms, and quite often do. Djinba 
appears to behave the same way. This is in contrast to the prefixing languages. In these 
languages, the reduced pronouns are proclitics to whatever follows in the Verb Complex, often 
it is the stem, but it can also be an incorporated nominal or another morpheme.
Finally, we must note that the development of Djinang clitic pronouns involved three 
phonological processes, and probably two distinct periods of development. The Ritharrngu 
pattern is probably the end point of the first period of development, and the modern Djinang 
pattern the end point of the second period. Two of the phonological processes are internal to 
the Yolngu family; and one is not (see 2. above). The NOMinative paradigm will be sufficient to 
illustrate the changes.
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D jinang pronouns (re c o n s tru c te d ) reduced form pronouns
is q n g a rr i (*n g a rra ) i r r
1 duex n g i1 iny j < * n g a lin y u ) l in y
ldu i n ng i 1 i ( *nga1i ) i 1
1 p 1 ex n g in ib i < *nganapu) n ib i ( l i b i  in some d ia le c ts )
lp l i n n g i1 imi <*ngalim a) 1 im
2sg nyun i ( *nhunu > -
2du nyum i ( *nhuma) ny i m
2pl n g i1 id j i (s u p p le t iv e ) l i d j i  ( i 1d j i  in some d ia le c ts )
3sg nyan i ( *n h a n i) -
3du b i 1 i ng i ( *ba1a) bi 1
3p 1 d j an i < *dhana) d j  i n
The putative Djinang proto-forms are based mostly on pan-Yolngu evidence and especially 
on Yan-nhangu (Wood 1973, Alpher 1977), Golpa (Zorc 1981), and Djinba. We w ill not be concerned 
here with the palatalization of the lamino-dentals Dropping a pronoun-initial nga sequence is 
evidenced in various Yolnqu languages; but usually only Ip l forms were involved. The Djinang 
innovation was to extend this process to a ll forms with in itia l #nga. This is one of the 
processes mentioned above.
Another process was the dropping of a final vowel. This is also a Yolngu feature (e.g. i t  
is the major difference between the Dhuwal and Dhuwala 'languages' (Morphy 1933:29); and 
Djinba also follows the Dhuwal pattern in th is respect).
The third process is non-Yolngu in origin, and was discussed in section 2. above. A ll 
vowels were changed to i. This derives the modern c litic  pronoun forms. Djinba underwent only 
the f irs t  two processes. As stated in section 2., the most likely origin for this non-Yolngu 
vowel neutralizing and raising process is the identical process in Rembarrnga which derived 
pronominal c litic  forms marking a subordinate (appositional) clause.
The f irs t  period of development probably only entailed the above changes, so that 
whenever a pronoun was not simultaneously marking a reference switch, the reduced form was 
used -  as is the case in the modern Ritharrngu system. However, th is meant that reduced 
pronouns occurred in a majority of clauses; which allowed a further period of semantic 
development in which fu ll form pronouns became sufficient markers of a switch in reference 
(unless, of course, a nominal was used); and the 'becoming-redundant' PROMinence c litic  was no 
longer required on the fu ll form pronouns -  hence the modem distributional restriction.
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But in order -for these changes to occur» some explicit means was needed -for making the 
■full -form pronoun (marking switch reference) prominent; and the means used was to make 
reduced pronouns obligatory in every clause, so that the -full -form pronouns contrasted with 
their own absence rather than contrasting with a reduced -form (as in Ritharrngu). In this way 
the presence or absence of a full form pronoun became functionally equivalent to the presence 
or absence of the PROM clitic, allowing the latter to be dropped (except on nominals).
4. Verbal Auxiliary Constructions
Prefixing Languages:
McKay (1975:165) summarizes the general behaviour as follows, when discussing the 
Rembarrnga situation:
"A verb used in an auxiliary capacity ... is fully inflected for person, number, 
tense/aspect and so on, and is used in conjunction with an uninflected verb stem."
The verbs which may function as auxiliaries are only a few; the common ones in 
Rembarrnga are many 'went7, ga 'take' (Yolngu has the same stem), ma 'get' (Yolngu has the 
same stem), and a few other stems which are used only rarely. Monosyllabic verb roots are 
found in all parts of the continent, and are the main evidence for linking prefixing and 
non-prefixing languages together as one Australian family (Dixon 1980:403). Semantically, the 
addition of an auxiliary verb often changes the meaning sufficiently that the original meaning 
of the auxiliary stem is lost. For example, ga can signal a causative sense. The Ngandi 
situation is similar, but more auxiliary verbs are attested: bu 'h it' (also in Yolngu), dhu 'stand'» 
ya 'sleep'» na 'burn', etc. Gunwinggu (Carroll 1976:112) has a similar set of forms, but these 
have become suffixes to the preceding main verb.
Yolngu Languages:
There is evidence for auxiliary incorporation into the preceding stem in some Yolngu 
verbs, similar to the Gunwinggu situation. However, it is free form auxiliaries that we shall be 
concerned with in the present discussion. Yolngu allows at least one verb, the form for 'sleep' 
as an auxiliary marking temporal duration (Morphy 1983). The latter author also mentions that 
Djapu (a Dhuwal dialect) can also use the forms for 's it ', 'stand', and 'go', as auxiliaries - 
although they are used almost synonymously with the form for 'sleep'. In Yolngu, contrasting 
with the prefixing languages, both the main verb and the auxiliary verb take normal inflection 
for tense/aspect/mood.
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It is possible that the auxiliary construction diffused into Yolngu from the south: for 
example, Heath's statement (197Sb:89):
"...in the Mara-Alawic family to the south (including Warndarang), auxiliary 
constructions are extremely productive and only a few verbs can be directly 
inflected."
Although Heath is here speaking more about auxiliary incorporation, his remarks do indicate 
from where auxiliary constructions may have originated. Alternatively, this could be an 
example of convergent development, for it occurs also in other distant Pama Nyungan 
languages.
Djinang has a relatively rich set of auxiliary verbs; they are drawn from the class of 
behavioural/motion verbs, and are etymologically 'old' forms, although sound change has 
resulted in some phonological reshaping. Djinba has some too, but I do not as yet know what 
the full set of auxiliaries is for that language. In Djinang, the semantic contibution of the 
auxiliaries is to provide various aspectual nuances. In this respect Djinang seems to have a 
richer system then the other Yolngu languages. In the other languages, there are fewer 
auxiliaries, and more semantic levelling. For example, Morphy (1983) writes:
"... (auxiliaries) may be used in conjunction with a main verb to denote 
durative aspect. ... 's it ' ... and ... 'stand' tend to be used only when the participants 
are sitting or standing respectively to perform the activity."
In Djinang, it is true that 's it '  and 'stand' can be used as Morphy indicates; but their 
function is wider than that. For example, 's it '  most often is used to indicate an existential 
state which applies to humans, while 'stand' is used to indicate an existential state which 
applies to inanimates (I am not sure which would be used in the case of animates). 'Sit' is also 
used suppletively after the main verb 'go' when the latter takes 'go' as an auxiliary. The set of 
Djinang auxiliaries is as follows (citation form is FUTure tense):
Kiri  'p ro g re s s iv e  a s p e c t '  (Djinang speakers  g lo s s  i t  as ' a l l  the way' 
i nd i ca t i ng  p rog ress ion  towards a cont ext ual  goal -  the l a t t e r  
i s  t y p i c a l l y  the next  main event  of the s t o r y  or speech act )
9 i r i ' hab i t ua l  a spec t '  (same main verb as k i r i ,  note the voicing
con t r a s t  when used as  an a u x i l i a r y )
nunydjirri  ' r a p i d  a c t i v i t y  a s p e c t '  ( i . e .  f r enz i ed  or hur r i ed  a c t i v i t y )
nyinidj i  ' e x i s t e n t i a l  a spec t (+human)'
d j i r r i d j i  ' e x i s t e n t i a l  a spec t ( - an i ma t e ) '
wal iki  'random motion a s p e c t '
ngurridj i  ' i n t e r m i t t e n t  a s pe c t '
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The meanings of these seven auxiliaries, when used as main verbs, are as follows: 'go' 
(giri & Kiri), 'move fast', 's it ', 'crawl', and 'sleep'. In each case it is not hard to see how the 
aspectual nuance could have been derived by metaphorical extension of the primary sense of 
each verb; although giri 'go' marking habitual aspect possibly developed as a split from the 
progressive kiri, or vise versa.
Rembarrnga does not have a similar set of auxiliaries, but Burarra has a very extensive 
set (Glasgow & Garner 1980:47) -  more so than the Djinang set. Furthermore, the Djinang 
aspectual contrasts mirror (as far as can be seen from the examples given by the authors) the 
Burarra contrasts. Burarra also permits two successive auxiliaries to occur. The paradigms 
given by the authors are:
Aux 1 Aux 2
d ji 'be  ( s t a n d i n g ) ' bamba 'g o  s t e a d i l y '
n i ' be ( s i t t i n g ) ' workiya ' do h a b i t u a l l y '
>'U ' be ( l y i n g ) '
boy ' go'
y u r t j a ' r u n '
gomarrya ' c i r c l e '
r r i g i r r g a ' walk about '
d j aj_ ' h a s t e n '
r r  i ka ' c r a w l '
The question is, did Djinang derive its variety of aspectual auxiliaries by diffusion from 
Burarra (via speakers of the Wulaki dialect, whose territory adjoins Burarra territory, and who 
are traditionally bilingual in both languages); or does the Djinang paradigm merely reflect a 
proto-Yolngu pattern which has been levelled out within the Yolngu languages not adjacent to 
prefixing languages? I am inclined to think that there is truth in both alternatives. The Djapu 
pattern mentioned before does seem to closely follow the Djinang pattern, even though Djapu is 
remote from both the prefixing languages and from Djinang. This suggests some antiquity for 
the auxiliaries in Yolngu. Even so, there are some indications that the Burarra paradigms have 
influenced the Djinang ones (besides the semantic evidence already cited). Two things need to 
be mentioned.
Firstly, Burarra can take two auxiliaries in the one clause. This does not happen in 
Yolngu generally, but in one text I have an example of a double-auxiliary construction. The 
forms were:
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ingki g i r i - n y i r  n y in i - n y i r  g i r i - n y i r  
not qo-IRREAL sit-IRREAL go-IRREAL 
'h e  could not h a b i tu a l ly  walk around-'
In this example, the first auxiliary marks (human) existential aspect, and the second 
marks habitual aspect. Notice, in the Burarra paradigms given above, the habitual always 
occurs in the second positional class -  although this is obvious in surface structure only when 
an auxiliary from the first positional class is also present. So in this respect at least, Djinang 
behaves like Burarra and unlike Yolngu languages.
Secondly, Djinang has two auxiliaries derived from the one main verb; Kiri 'progressive 
aspect' and giri 'habitual aspect'. They decline identically, and the only contrast between them 
is the voicing distinction in the initial stop. The k is never articulated as a long stop (i.e. 
geminate). This is the only place in the total lexical resources of Djinang that a voicing 
distinction is consistently maintained in word-initial position. Both roots derive from the 
proto-Nhangu word «gara 'go' (cf. Golpa gara-, 'go'; Yan-nhangu gara- 'go'; DJinba gar(a)- 'go'). 
There are no grounds for assuming that the k versus g contrast is anything but an internal 
development within Djinang.
It is, I feel, unwarranted to say that proto-Djinang had a stop voicing contrast on the 
basis of one modern contrast. We could analyse, in Djinang, that "main verb + kiri" is a 
compound form; while "main verb + giri" is an auxiliary construction. The problem is that such 
an analysis is completely unsupported by morphological and phonetic criteria. Furthermore, 
such an analysis would require us to treat Djinang giri as the only true auxiliary, the rest 
being treated as compounding suffixes (in order to follow the Burarra pattern). The only 
positive factor in favour of such an analysis is that a lenis stop can be phonetically hardened 
in word medial position if it is the initial consonant of a suffix; whereas a free form beginning 
in a stop will usually begin with a lenis stop. I do not believe the above proposal can be 
synchronically Justified, but I mention it because of the voicing contrast anomaly. It certainly 
appears to be true that the double auxiliary construction diffused from Burarra. What is not 
clear is whether this fact bears any historical relationship to the voicing contrast in kiri 
versus giri.
5. Verb Compounding by Nominal Incorporation 
Prefixing Languages:
This is a productive process in some of the prefixing languages. The incorporated nominal 
occurs before the stem of the main verb and after any word-initial prefixes (such as pronominal
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clitics). Semantically» the nominal is often just a direct object; but in the case of body-part 
terminology» the semantics of the compound form may be more metaphorical (e.g. the body-part 
may be the locus of the activity of the main verb). Nominal incorporation is easy to discern 
because of the prior pronominal proclitic.
Yolngu Languages:
Yolngu languages do not productively incorporate nominals prior to the main stem, with 
the exception of the lexical class of body-parts. However, there are literally hundreds of 
verbs formed in the latter way, and typically their primary sense is a metaphorical extension of 
the sense of the main verb's stem, although the semantic connection between the simple verb 
and the compound verb can often be quite obscure. However, the body- part nominal is closely 
bound to the stem, and does not have the property of being able to be dissociated from the 
stem as is the case with the incorporated nominals in prefixing languages.
Djinang, (and probably Djinba too -  more data is needed in order to be certain), often 
permit the body-part nominal to be removed from the verb, and to be placed in preposed 
position to the preceding clitic pronouns (in which case the clitic pronouns will be bound to the 
preposed nominal). This does not happen in a majority of cases, but it does happen often enough 
for it to cause problems in making decisions about whether a given body-part + verb is a 
compound (and therefore to be hyphenated in the dictionary) or just a close-knit constituent. In 
making such decisions, other criteria con sometimes help; such as the semantic opacity of the 
compound vis-a-vis the semantic sum of the two parts. But there are plenty of cases when the 
situation is simply ambivalent. An example may help at this point.
i n . g a - d j i n  m a r r - y i r r p i - n i  ' t h e y  accepted him'
3sgDAT-3plN0M sou 1- s e t - T . PST
This  can a l so  be expressed  a s :
mari—i n . g a - d j i n  y i r r p i - n i  ' ' they accepted him''
soul-3sgDAT-3plNQM set-T .PST
I am not sure if this metathesis of incoporated nominal and pronominal element would be 
permitted in Yolngu languages which lack pronominal clitics. I have not come across a statement 
to that effect in my reading thus far. If Yolngu languages do not permit such metathesis, then 
we can legitimately suppose that Djinang permitted the weakening of the juncture between the 
incorporated body-part nominal and the verb stem in imitation of the optionality of nominal 
incorporation in the prefixing neighbours.
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6. Lamino-dental Series
Prefixing Languages:
As a general rule» prefixing languages lack a lamino-dental series of phonemes. This is 
certainly true of the prefixing languages to the west of Arnhem Land (Rembarrnga and Burarra 
in particular); but not necessarily true of eastern prefixing languages (e.g. Nunggubuyu, 
Ngandi). Heath's work indicates that the prefixing languages which have lamino-dentals 
probably developed them due to a contact situation, but the diachronic details are not simple in 
many cases.
Yolngu Languages:
I agree with the statement by Heath, quoted earlier, that lamino-dentals must have been 
firmly established in proto-Yolngu. Some Yolngu languages have palatalized lamino-dentals in 
some structural positions (e.g. word- initially). And throughout the language family there is a 
certain amount of sporadic palatalization as well. However, as a general rule, Yolngu languages 
have a lamino-dental (or interdental) series of phonemes.
Djinang, and Djinba, are the only two Yolngu languages which have fully lost the 
lamino-dental senes. Most such sounds have been diachronically changed to the corresponding 
lamino-palatal phoneme. So, for example, a Liyagalawumirr man whose name is DhVCthVCV (I 
have used V and C so that in the event of his death this discussion will not become taboo) is 
often called DjVCtjVCV. This is the normal diachronic change. Also, a number of 
lamino-dentals have changed into Djinang apicals. E.g. The verb root gudhal 'roast', in Djinang 
is gudal. This change characteristically occurs when the lamino-dental was the initial 
consonant of the second (open) syllable of a di-syllablic rhythmic unit.
The problem is not what phonemes the original lamino-dentals are merged with in modern 
Djinang (and Djinba); but rather, why were they systematically lost, in contrast with their 
viability elsewhere in Yolngu? While Djinang and Djinba are both closely related to 
Yan-nhangu, spoken in the Crocodile Islands to the immediate north of Djinang territory, the 
la tter language has the lamino-dental series. But Yan-nhangu is separated from the Burarra on 
the mainland by a crocodile infested channel, and similarly from the Djinang. It therefore looks 
like a clear case of loss due to contact with the Burarra and Rembarrnga to the west of Djinang 
and Djinba: the former two languages have only one laminal series.
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However, we can go further than this. There is evidence, to he presented below, that 
Djinang came under western influence first, but that Djinba did so later (or possibly there was 
a chain of influence from the prefixing languages to Djinang, and then from Djinang to Djinba).
There are two diachronic changes to be considered. Firstly, palatalization, as mentioned 
above; and secondly, stop lenition (in the class of peripherals and laminals). Both processes are 
well known in Yolngu languages, and all linguists who have worked on Yolngu languages have 
commented on the latter. A well known example is Gumatj, in the north-east, which has 
systematically lenited the voiced stop series to the appropriate glides: #dh, #dj > y, *b, #g > w. 
This occurs as either a diachronic process, or as a synchronic process producing allomorphy, in 
various Yolngu languages.
There is no evidence that lenition ever occurred in the pre-history of Djinang. Voiced 
stops are common, more so than voiceless stops. For example: Yolngu ERGative allomorph -dhu, 
Djinang -dji; proto-Yolngu DATive allomorph -*gu, Djinang -gi; Ritharrngu -ya "contrastive 
emphasis", Djinang -tja (probably < -*tha); Yolngu —thi "INCHOative", Djinang -dji; and so on.
However, cognate forms in Djinba very often have a glide where Djinang has a voiced stop 
(or voiceless). This is most evident in the thematizer -dhu (this is the form in most Yolngu 
languages). In Djinang it is regularly -dji; in Djinba it is regularly -yu. (There is one exception: 
the Dabi clan, contiguous to Djinang territory, often has -dja instead of -ya; which strongly 
supports the analysis presented below. See Appendix 3 for examples.)
Dj inang Dj inba
manymak-dji-mi ' f i x e d '  manymak-yu-m
w u k i r r i - d j i - g i  ' wi l l  w r i t e '  wuki r r i -yu-mak
What is most significant is that the sound correspondence is dh - y, and not dj - y. Heath 
(i930b:8) states "... we deal with alternations involving fortis stops like k, lenis stops like g, 
and continuants like w. The relevant continuants are w (related morphophonemically to g/k) and 
y (related to dh/th, not to c/j)." I agree with Heath, having observed in Djinang and Djinba that 
when cognate forms have a tj/dj (Heath's c/j) -  y correspondence, that comparison with other 
Yolngu dialects shows cognate forms which have th/dh. That is, the correspondence is th/dh -  
tj/dj -  y; and not tj/dj -  y. Or, to put it another way, lamino-dentals may be lenited to the 
palatal glide y; but lamino-palatals cannot be similarly lenited. (I have noticed a rare surface 
phonetic lenition of dj to y in Djinang.)
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For example:
Djapu buw ayak-thi- 'become -fa in t '  (Morphy 1933)
Djinba buwayak-yu- d i t t o
Djinang buwayak-dji- d i t t o
Djinba has plenty o-f lamino-palatal stops» so that the lenition process has not been 
systematic. However, where it has been regular is in closed-class morphemes, such as DATive 
(-W U c-f. Djinang -gi, from - # g u ) ,  temporals (e.g. Dhuwal-Dhuwala ngäthili cf. Djinba ngayil 
'long ago')» and so forth. The probable explanation of these facts is that proto-Djinba partially 
underwent a lenition process, as outlined above, but that the process was blocked when, in a 
later period, the palatalization of lamino-dentals bled off all remaining candidates for lenition. 
In Djinang, the palatalization sound change must have been historically antecedent to the 
lenition process, so that Djinang had lost its lamino-dentals before lenition had a chance to 
operate.
The most likely explanation for Djinang losing its lamino-dentals before Djinba is that it 
had earlier ties with prefixing languages to the west. This is consistent with the geography of 
the area: the main Djinba territories are to the east of the Glyde river, and it is more than a 
ten mile hike from the river westwards, over a range of hills, before one nears Rembarrnga 
territory. The Burarra however, and to a lesser extent the Rembarrnga, were right on the 
western doorstop of Djinang territory.
Diagrammatically, we can represent the situation as follows:
proto-Dj inang prot o- Dj i nba
Pr e f i x i ng  
i n f 1uence
> pre-Dj inang lo ses  
1 ami no-dental  s
pre-Dj i nba  begins  to 
l e n i t e  l ami no-dent a l s
under Yol ngu- i nt erna l  
inf luence
p a l a t a l i z e d  pr e -
Dsi i nang begins  t o ---->
inf luence Dj inba s emi - l e n i t ed  pre-Dj i nba
lo ses  l ami no-dent a l s  under 
> inf l uence of Dj inang and 
p r e f i x i n g  languages
modern Dj inang modern Dj inba
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7. Lexicon
There has been some diffusion of lexical items, probably in both directions, between 
Djinang/Djinba and the prefixing languages. I have not systematically studied the extent of 
this, but it does appear to be relatively minimal. The kind of vocabulary that has diffused is 
that which would be desirable to have in common in order to be able to satisfactorily interact 
in a socially functional manner: such as for trade, ceremonial items, kinship terminology, animal 
names, and a few common non-thematic verb roots such as bat 'get, pick up', dutj 'return', etc. 
(The latter are actually of Macassan origin; and would have diffused into Rembarrnga from both 
Djinang and Burarra.) Since I do not know very much prefixing language vocabulary, I cannot say 
very much here about diffusion into Yolngu. However, in Glasgow and Garner's article (1980) I 
note such Yolngu items as: Djuwinga 'moiety name', Yirritjinga 'moiety name', gurruta 'kin', 
yawirriny 'unmarried man', djanguny 'story', munya 'night' (Yolngu munha, Djinang munyi), bulay 
'fa r' (Yolngu balay), munguy 'continue on', etc.
Two of the more significant borrowings, by Djinang and Djinba, are the words used by the 
la tte r two languages for the strong negative 'no'. The usual Yolngu word is yaka. However, 
both Djinang and Djinba have a different form: Djinang ingki (Wulaki use cognate ngiki); and 
Djinba waba. We find that the Burarra word for 'no' is ngika; and the Rembarrnga word is waba. 
The latter indicates some significant Rembarrnga past influence on Djinba. In the case of 
Djinang, ingki is a later development from Wulaki ngiki by metathesis in the first syllable. The 
reason for the change is dealt with in the discussion of Djinang dialect differences in Appendix 
i.
CONCLUSIONS
I have not included in this discussion the various linguistic features which Heath has 
found to have diffused between Yolngu and prefixing languages. My aim has been rather to 
complement his work by examining the western Yolngu area, with a view to adding further 
possible instances of diffusion. Some of the things we have tentatively identified are (a) lack 
of development of noun class marking in Rembarrnga (Yolngu influence); (b) vowel neutralizing 
and raising in closed classes of morphemes in Djinang (Rembarrnga influence); (c) development 
of reduced pronouns enclitic to verbs in Djinang and Djinba (Rembarrnga influence at least); (d) 
enhancing of the Yolngu paradigm of auxiliary verbs (Burarra influence); (e) possible weakening 
of the juncture between incorporated body-part nominals and the following verb stem in Djinang 
(and probably Djinba) -  permitting metathesis with the clitic pronouns; (f) loss of 
lamino-dentals, first in Djinang, and then in Djinba; and (g) a small amount of lexical diffusion.
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APPENDIX 3 Dj inang -  Dj inba Comparat ive D i c t i o n a r y
-ang
- w i r r i y  G, - b i r r i y  D, (on nouns) ;  
-kung G,D (on pronouns)
-aw
-kay
babaki  n - d j i - d j  i 
b a b a n a n y i - r r a k  (s tem 
babanarr-y i - )
babaki  n i ng 
babanan
babuj_u
babuj_u
b a d a t j  
b a d a t j
b a d a y a l a - d j i - d j i  
b a d a y a 1 a y i - r r a k  (s tem 
b a d a y a l a - y i - )
badaya l a  
badaya la  
garkambarr
bad ay 
baday
b a d i r i - d j i - g i  
bu-mak
badur ru
badur ru
b a d j i - d j i r r i d j i  
d a w u r r - d j a r r a - k
b a d j i - w a n g i d j i
mar ra r r aka -n-mak  (s tem m a r r a r r a - k a -  
p r obab ly)
b a g a p a g a - d j i - g i  
bagapagayu-n ( t . p s t . )
b a g i 1 i -g i
balu-mak (s tem b a l u - )  G 
FI - m i t j  
IMP -ng 
YPI -w 
YPA -m 
TPA b a l - a l  
TPI b a l i - n y a
b aka l a
baka l a
bal a - n g u r r i
bal a-wanbu-mak (s tem bal a-wanbu-)  
( see  wanbumak ' t h r o w ' )
FI - m i t j  
IMP -ng 
YPI -w 
YPA -m 
TPA -ngal  
TPI -nya
bal  a
b a l a  ( eq .  b a l a  d j i w i r r ' y a - n - m a k )
bal a '  
b a l a '
b a l a y i ^ i  
m i r k a r i 1
b a l ay  ngurrum
bal ayan i
b a l a y p a l a y  
mirkawani 
marr i  mi rka
balbaw-miy-gi
ba lba l -mak (s tem b a l b a l - m i y - )  
b a l i b i - g i
daj_pami-mak (s tem da]_pa-mi yu-)
Note:  -miyu-  t r a n s i t i v i z e r  
IMP -ng 
YPI -w
YPA daj_pa-mi-m
TPA -wal
TPI daj_pa-m i -nya
b a l i d j i
b u r r p i 1y i - r r a k  ( s tem b u r r p i l - y i - )  G 
FI - r r i t j  
IMP -y 
YPI -y 
YPA - r r  
TPA -n
TPI b u r r p i 1- d j i - n y a  
banyin-mak D
b a l i - n y i r - b i
b u r r p i 1- d j i - n y a - w i r r i y
b a l n g g i - d j i - d j i  
d j i n y g u r r u r r y i - r r a k  (stem 
d j i n y g u r r u r r - y  i - )
FI - r r i t j  
IMP - y  
YPI - y  
YPA - r r  
TPA -n
TPI d j i n y g u r r u r r - d j i - n y a
balnggiJJ  
d j i n y g u r r u r r
b a l p a r i - g i
balwar-mak (stem b a lw a r - )
FI - m i t j  
IMP -ang 
YPI -aw 
YPA -am 
TPA - a l  
TPI - i n y a
b a lp a r i - n y a - k in in g
b a lw a r - i n y a - n a n
b a lp i r g in in g  
gu_H y i r r  i nan
b a lp i r
guj_i y i r r  i
b a l t j i - g i
wanal-mak (stem w a n a l - )
FI - m i t j  
IMP -ang 
YPI -aw 
YPA -am 
TPA - a l  
TPI -nya
b a l t j - n y i r - b i  
w a n a l - n y a - w i r r  i y
bal_angaw-dj i -g i  
ba]_angawya-nmak (stem 
baj_angaw-ya-)
ba]_arra
ba j [a rra
bal_dj i 
d j a y a i
b a i d j u r r - d j i - g i  
b a l d j u r r i y a - n m a k  (stem 
ba]_djur r  i - y a - )
FI - n m i t j  
IMP -ng 
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA b a l d j u r r i - y i - n  
TPI -na
b a l k u p - d j i - g i
b a l k u p -y a -n g  (IMP)
balkup 
balkup
b a l m a r d i l t j i g i  
b a l m a r t j i - y a - n g  (IMP)
balmarrk  
ba lmar rk  
w a l k i t j
balngunda
buyurmarr
b a lp a l  
b a lp a l
b a l p i - g i
balpu-mak D,6 (stem b a l p u - )  
FI - m i t j  
IMP -ng  
YPI balpa-w  
YPA balpa-m 
TPA -nga l  
TPI -nya
bamanpi 
b am an w i r r i y  G 
g a y a w i r r i y  G
baman p i r r  b i l k  i r r  
baman p i r r  n g a y i 1
baman p i r r  
n g a y i 1 p i r r
baman 
baman
bamatuka 
bamatuka
bam aw-dj i -d j i  
wudiya-nmak
bambal
nguj_urr
bambarr
bambarr
bambay
bampay
bambuH 
ngadan G 
badan G 
nak i D
bamburr
m unyd ju r rng
Banambarr i d j  i 
Banambarrmurr
bananydj  a r r
g i n d i - r a - n a - w i r r i y  ( e q u i v .  to  
D j i na n g  q i n d i - r a - n y i r - b i )
bandayama 
bandayama 
m i 1awuy
b a n im b i r r  
b a n im b i r r
-ban
-banmi D (on some -forms)
-a n i  ~ -pan i  ~ -wani 6,D,M;
(NB: - * b a n i  + nga r r  ' l '  = - b a r r a )
b a n d a n y - d j i - d j i
b a n d a n y y i - r r a k  (stem 
b a n d a n y -y i - )
FI - r r i t j
IMP - y
YPI - y
YPA - r r
TPA -n
TPI 1b a n d a n y - d j i - n y a
bandany
bandany
banda
guwaynan
bandar r
g a r i - b a n d a r r k
b a n d i t j  
b a n d i t j
banim i n y d j i  y u lg u - n g i  
ra rrpu j_  n i y  w a p i r a - k
b a n im n g i r i  
ra rrpu ]_ngur
banim
r a r r p u i
b a n g a r i - g i
bangara-mak (stem bangara - )
FI - m i t  j  
IMP -ng  
YPI -w 
YPA -m 
TPA -1
TPI b a n g a r i -n y a  
dju]_ka-n-mak
banggamatj  
banggamat j
banggu l
b a r a r r k
b a p i+ n y d j i  nya-ng i
n i y  Q i 1 i n y -n y a - n q i  (see n y a - n g i )
bapi d ju n u p a n g i r  
b i r i  d junupangur
bap i l_i -ngu 
guwang-ngu
bap iX iP m
guwangpim 6
bap i J_i 
guwang G 
guwabi D
b a p ip i  
mukuH<
bap i
b i r i  G 
gu r ruw iJ J  G 
m i 1 i p i D
bapi  w in g u n g i r  
b i r i  w ingungur
b a p u r r u r r
b a p u r r u r r
b a r a r r k
b a r a r r k
b a r d j i n i n g  
b a r i y a n a
baj^i
r i r r i t j i
b a r - g i
b a r i -m ak  (stem b a r i - )  6,D
FI - m i t j
IMP b a ra -n g i  D, ba ru -ng  G
YPI bara-w
YPA bara-m
TPA -nga l  D,G
TPI -nya  D,G
bar Jt
dungur ru
b a r ra
b a r ra
b a r r a r a
b a r a r r a
barrawan
barrawan
b a r r k i r r i - d j i - d j i
b u 1w ar r iya -nm ak  (stem b u l w a r r i - y a - >  
FI -nmi t.j 
IMP -ng  
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA bu1w a r r i - y i - n  
TP I -na
b a r r p i - g i
bar rpu-mak (stem b a r r p u - )
FI - m i t j
IMP -ng
YPI bar rpa-1
YPA b a r rp a -n
TPA b a r rp a -n
TPI p a r rp a -n a
b a r r t j i
buyumarr
bat
wanbu-mak (see n g u r r i  " t h r o w " )  G,D 
b a tb a t . - t  j  i - g i
dawurrbu-mak (stem d a w u r r -b u - )
FI - m i t j  
IMP -n g i  
YPI -wi  
YPA -mi
TPA d a w u r r -b i - p a n  (see bu-ng i  
h i t )
TPI -nya
bat^
manda-nmak G, " p i c k  up" 
mandi-nmak D, " p i c k  up" 
ga t ja -nm ak  G, "g rab "  
d j a k i r r d j i - n m a k  D, "g rab "
b a t j b a t j  
d a r r i y i n
b a t j i - g i
ba t ja -nmak  G, b a t j i - n m a k  D, (stem 
b a t j a - )
FI b a t j u - n g u y  ( a l s o  b a t j a - n m i t j  
G, b a t j i - n m i t j  D)
IMP b a t j u - n q  
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA b a t j i - y i n  G, b a t j i - n  D 
TPI -na G, b a t j i -na D
b a t j i k a l i  
bama t u ka
bat  j  i 
ba t  j  i
b a t j i r r - g i r i
burrkuj_-ma-k (stem b u r r k u l - m a - )
FI burrkuj_-m i - t  j  
IMP bur rku ]_ -m i-y  
YPI b u r r k u l - m i - y  
YPA -n 
TPA -n
TPI burrkuj_-mi  -nya
b a t j p a r r a  
b a t j p a r r a
bawang
bawang
bawu]_
bavjul
bawupar
mukul_kung
bawupi 
mukulk
b a y a r r a - d j i - g i
bayar ra"yu-mak  (stem b a y a r r a - y u - )
bay '
guwiy  ( i m p . )  (see g u b i - d j i )
b i 1 i ( i n t e r r o g )  
bu 1
- b i b i
-wi  (eg .  n g a r r i - w i ,  nyunu-w i)  
b i dal
b i l  i g i  
gaya 
n g a y i 1
b u w i r r i  
b u r ru d  i 1
b i l i m i  
r i p u r r u m  
n g a y i 1
b id aga  
d j i r r p a d a
bi  dak
b i l i n y
ba lany  G, D
badak 
b idakwa
b i 1 i n y - t j i - g i  
b iy in g -m a k
badakway b i 1 ingang 
ba l iR ung  G, D
b idaykang  
mi n d i r r y i - n m a k
FI m i n d i r r - y i - n m i t j
b i 1 ingga 
b a l i y i  G
b i d i J_m i 
b i r k a r r
b i 1 i n g i n y i  
ba lany  G,D
b i d i p i d i n g  
burrumbi
b i 1 in g k i  
b a l i k u r u  G, D
b i l  (3du reduced pronoun) 
bal a
b i l i n g  
b a la  G, D
b i 1ang
bi 1 a ( a l s o  b i 1ak —) 
b i l k a n g  D (see a l s o  n y a b i n i )
b i 1 i t j - b i 1 i t j  
b i l i t j - b i 1 i t j
- b i 1ang
- p i 1ak (eg .  n g u n u - p i1a k )
b i 1n y i r r i  
b a l n y a r r a
b i 1a p i 1ak ngurrum 
bi lakmara]_ ngalkamdja
bi 1 n g a r r - d j i - g i
b i 1n g a r r ' ya-nmak (stem b i 1n q a r r - y a - )  
IMP -ng
b i 1a p i 1ang
b i 1akmara l
bi ]_andj  i
gumburr b i j_anyd j i
b i  1 awi l_i 
j _u r rkunbu l
b i]_a 
bi l a
bi  1 ay 
bal  ay 
mi r ka
b i 1d j i r r i
- d j a n g  ( e g .b u n g g u ln g -d ja n g ;  
b a r r a - d j  ang)
bi l_bal_-dj  i -g  i 
baj_ngbaj_ngyu-mak (stem 
ba]_ngbal_ng-yu-)
FI -nquy  ( o r  - m i t j )
IMP -ng
YPI -w
YPA -m
TPA -wal
TPI -nya
b i l _ b a l d j - n y  i i—d j  i - g i  
ba lngba lng -yu -m ak  (stem 
b a ln g b a ln g - y u - )
b i  l_bali  ng
ba_j_ngbaj_nq (o r  baj_ngpaj_ng)
b i l i b i l i g i 1 i - d j i - g i  
b i]_i bi  J_i ngyu-mak (stem 
b i 1 i b i I i n  g—yu—>
FI -mitj
b i JHwurrwarr
r i h n u r r  ( a l s o  r i l m u r r m u r r )  
d jam ur r  ' r i b  cage '
b i l k i r r b i  
b am an w i r r i y  6
b i l k  i r r  
n g a y i 1
b i l w i r t j i g i  ( f ro m  b i l w a r r  ' s l a p ' )  
b i lw a r r - m a k  (stem b i l w a r r - m i y - >
FI b i l w a r r - m i t j  
IMP - i n g  
YPI -uw 
YPA - im 
TPA - a l
TPI b i l w a r r - m i - n y a
b i m b i n y i r r i n g  
wagaynyar rang
b imb i 
wagay
bimbudi 
b i r k a r r
b i n d j i r r  k i r i m  ngurruguma 
b i n d j i r r  garmi ngalkamdja
b i n i n g g i 1 i 
m a l t j a n a
b i  n t j i
b i n t j i - r r a k  (stem b i n t j i - )  D 
b i n d j i - r r a k  (stem b i n d j i - )  G 
FI - r r i t j  
IMP - y  
YPI - y  
YPA - r r  
TPA - y i n  
TPI -nya
bi  ndalnou
bundalnou
b i n d i r r k  
b i n d i r r k
b i n d j a r r a  
bi  n_djarra
b i n d j a r r - d j i - g i  
b i n d j a r r i - y a - n m a k  (stem 
b i n d j a r r i - y a - )
FI b i n d j a r r i - y i - n m i t j  
IMP -ng  
YPI - r r  
YPA -n
TPA b i n d j a r r i - y i - n  
TPI -na
b i n i n g g i n i  
b in in y n a n
- b i  n i 
-gadung
b i n y g a - d j i - g i  
n i y  b i r i n g g i y u - m a k  (stem 
b i r i n g g i - y u - )
bi
ba
- b i
- w i r r i y  G, - b i r r i y  D, -wi  ( r a r e l y ,  
eg.  n y u n i - w i )
b i r a d a g a r r  
b i r a r r i r r  
wumbar ' i n s i d e '
b i r a p i r a - d j i - g i
b i r a ' b i r a y a - n m a k  (stem 
b i r a ' b i r a - y a - )
TPA b i r a ' b i r a - y i - n
b i r a r r g i r r i - d j i - d j i  
b i r a r r i y i - r r a k  (stem b i r a r r i - y i - )  
FI - r r i t j  
IMP - y  
YPI - y  
YPA - r r  
TPA -n
TPI b i r a r r i - d j i - n y a
b i r - d j a r a r r k  
g u p u r r - d j  a r a r r k
b i r - d j u n g a  
g u p u r r - d ju n g a
b ir -gadaman 
gupurr-gadaman
b i r  g a j t t j  i —gi
gupu r r  ga t ja -nm ak  (see g a t _ t j i - g i >  
b i r - g a t j i - g i
g u p u r r -g a t j a - n m a k  (see g a t j i - g i )
b i r  i -b  i J_bal 
gupurT-baJ_ngpaJ_ng
b i r  i -gaj_marr k a t j i - g i
gupur r -ga j lm ar ran  (TPA ?)
b i r i - k i r  i
gupu r r iy a -nm ak  (stem g u p u r r i - y a - )  
IMP -ng
b i r i n g g i - d j i - g i  
n i y  b i r i n g g i y u - m a k  (stem 
b i r i n g g i - y u - >
b i r  i
gupu r r  G,M,J 
m i r r i k i  D
b i r  i r r i t j i r r i n g
b i r r i r r i - y a - n y a r r a n g
b i r -manb i 
g u p u r r - b i n d i r r k
b i r -m aj t  ijt 
g u p u r r - b i n d i r r k
b i r - m i r r p i j j p m  
g u p u r r - y a r r p a n i
b i r  -  j! am i 
gupur r-nakam
b i r ru  ny 
gumburr
b i r n g a r r  
b i r u n g u r r
b i r - w a r r a r r a  
g u p u r r - w a r r a r r a
b i r - y i r r p i - g i  
gupurrd junga-nmak (stem 
g u p u r r - d j u n g a - )
FI - n m i t j
IMP g u p u r r - d j u n g u - 1 - k  
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA g u p u r r - d j u n q u - r r - y i n  
TPI -na
b i r - y u l g u n g
g u p u r r - w a p i r a - k  (see y u lg u n g i )
b i r r a k u n g  
b i r ra k u -m a k
b i r r a l - d j - n y i r - d j i - g i  
b i r r a l y u - m a k  (stem b i r r a l - y u - )
b i r r a l - g i m a  (t rue-EMPH) 
b u r r a l - a m d ja  (t rue-PROM)
b i r r a l  ingk i  
b u r r a l  m a r r i  w i r r
b i r r a l k u  
b u r rakung i
b i r r a l
b u r r a l
b i r r a n g a n y - d j i - g i  
bi r ranganyyu-mak (stem 
b i r r a n g a n y - y u - )
b i r r a n g a n y  
b i r r a n g a n y
b i r r a n g  
b i r r a n g
b i r r a r r i  
g a l i w u r r
b i r r b i r i — d j i - g i
b i r r b i r r y a - n m a k  (stem b i r r b i r r - y a - )  
b i r r g i 1 i
ru r ra n g 'ng a -n m a k  (stem r u r r a n g ' n g a - )  
G
IMP r u r r a n g ' n g a - n g  
g i l g i - n m a k  (see g i l g i r r - g i )  D
bi  r-yabu]_u 
gup i r r -yabuj_u
b i r r i n - d j i n g i - 1 - g i  
bul_u_t-mak (stem buj_u_t-m i y - )  G 
FI buj_u. t -mi t j  
IMP - i n g  
YPI -uw 
YPA - im  
TPA - a l
TPI bu lu j t -m i  -nya
n g a r r a w a n - d ju l - k  ( i r r e g .  a r c h a i c )  D 
FI unknown, (b u t  p ro b a b ly  
n g a r r a w a n - d ju l - k u y )
IMP n q a r r a w a n - d j i 1-k  i 
YPI nga r rawan-d ja -1  
YPA n q a r r a w a n -d j i n g a -n  
TPA n g a r r a w a n - d j i 1-k  
TPA b i r r i n - d j i n g i  1 -ka l  
( s u p p l e t i v e )
TPI n g a r r a w a n - d j i n g i - n a
b i r r i p - p i r r  i p 
bi r r i p - p i r r i p
bi  r r i r r i - d j i - g i
b i r r i r r i y a - n m a k  (stem b i r r i r r i - y a - )  
IMP -ng
TPA b i r r i r r i - y i - n
b i r r k
b i r r k
b i r r m i r r i d j i
b i r r m i r r a - k  (stem b i r r m i r r a - )  D 
d a r " d a r iya-nmak (stem 
d a r ' d a r i - y a - )
FI - n m i t j  
IMP -ng  
YPI -1 
YPA -n  
TPA -n 
TPI -na
b i r r p i r r u - g i
gur rkurrma-nmak (stem g u r r k u r r - m a - )  
FI - n m i t j  
IMP g u r r k u r r - m u - n g  
YPI -w ( i r r e g . )
YPA -n 
TPA -n 
TPI -na
b i r r u - g i
ganga-k (see g a - n g i ) D,G
bi  tma 
bunbala
b i y a l n g i  
dada
bl  ik
w u r r u n im iy  (? )
b u b a j j  k i n i m 
b i r r k a n a n
b u b a j j  k i n i ng 
b i r r kanan
b u b a j j  - k i n - m i r r i  
b i rrka-n_an_-murr
b u b a j j  - k i n - n g i r - g i  DAT 
b i r r k a - n a n - w u
b u b a j j  - k i n - n g i r  ERG or ABL 
b i r r k a - n a n - u y  ERG 
b i r r k a - n a n - n g u r  ABL
b u b a l i  
bi r r k a
b u d i b u d i g i 1 i 
guj_angr^ar[
budi
guj_ang G,M,J 
qawiy D
bududup
bududup-bududup
buduyur r
buduyur r
b u d j i r r  but_i 1 —d j  i —d j  i 
gu lun manymaky i- r rak  (see 
m a n y m a k - d j i - d j i )
b u d j i r r  g a t j i - g i
gulun  ga t ja -nmak (see g a t j i - g i )
b u d j i r r g i  n g a d j i - d j i
guj_unuru ngaya-k (see n g a d j i - d j i )
b u d j i r r  i n y d j i  p a r - g i
gulun n i y  ba r i -m ak  (see b a r - g i )
b u d j i r r i  
guj_ur^ G,D,M,J 
muj_kurr D,G
b u d j i r r  m a r r k a p - d j i - d j i  
guHin. b u l a n g g i t j y i - r r a k  (stem 
gu iun b u l a n g g i t j - y i - )
b u d j i r r m i n y  
m u lku r ryu n
bud j  i rr-mun_i ng 
gulun-munungu
bud j  i r r - n i  r r p - m i  y - g i  
g u l u n - n i r r p - m a k  ( a l s o  
g u lu n - rn  r r ' m a k ) (stem 
g u i u n - n i r r p - m i y - )
b u d j i r r - n g u y m i n  
gu]_un-nguib i t j
b u d j i r r - p i H  
gu]_un-m i r r i n q
b u d j i r r - p m  
guiun-p im
b u d j i r r - w a y i r r i - g i  rn ng 
gu iun-way i r r a - n a n
bud j  i r r - w a y i r r i
g u i u n - w a y i r r a
bugabuga
buqaga
b u g i l i - g i
gaya-nmak 6,  gad j i -nm ak  D, (see 
w i t j i - g i )
b u g i n - d j i - d j i
d a d a y i - r r a k  (stem d a d a - y i - )
bug i n_i ng 
dada
b u g i r r i  
n im bur r  
bulunguj i
b u k a l i n g  
b u k u l
b u k a l
b u k u l
buka
buka
bukmak
bukmak
b u k u - H  mbak 
buku - l im bak
b u k u l k - t j i - g i
buku lkya -n -mak (stem b u k u l k - y a - )
b u k u l u l
b u k u lu l
buku 
n i p i r r i
b u k u r r - g i
bukurr -mak
IMP b u k u r r -u n g
b u l i y a  
bu1 iya
bulmunu 
d j  unggu
b u l t j i - g i
b u l t j a - n m a k  (stem b u l t j a - )  G 
FI bu1t j i - n m i t j  
IMP b u l t j u - n g  
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA bu1t j i - y i n  
TPI -na
b u l t j i n m a k  (stem b u l t j a - )  D 
FI b u 1t j i - n - m i t j  
IMP bu1t j i - n g i  
YPI -1 
YPA -n 
TPA b u l t j i - n  
TPI b u l t j i - n a
b u l t j i - n a - k i n i n g  
bu11j a-nam
b u l t j i - n i r - b i  
bu11j a - n - w i r r i y
b u l u b u l - d j i - d j i
b u lu b u l ' y a -n m a k  (stem b u l u b u l - y a - )  
IMP -ng
b u l u k i  
bu1ugi
b u l " w a r r - m i y - g i
b u ^ w a r r - m a k  (stem bu 1 "w ar r -m i  y - )
buj_aj_k i t  j - p  i 
bu]_aH< i t  j - w i  r r  i y 
g a y a w i r r i y
buj[anggi t j  
bu langg  i t j
bulgabuj .ga
buj_gabuj_ga
buj_i 
b u l k  i
bulk idj i
m a w a y i - r ra k  (stem m aw ay-y i - )  <y+y 
c o n t r a c t s )
FI - r r i t j
TPI m a w a y -d j i - n ya
b u l k i n y i r b i  
mawayd.j i nyaw i r r  i y
b u lk i t j  
bu lk  i t.j
b u l 'm a n y d j i  
b u l ' m a n y t j i
b u l p i n g
dj  i yanar^ (see d j  i d j  i )
bulul
bului
b u l u n b u l
b u l u n b u l
b u l u - n g u r r i g i - n y i r - b i  
bu lu -wanb i -n ya ra
b u l u - n g u r r i
bulu-wanbu-mak (see n g u r r i )
bubwarr
y a l i
bumalng 
wungu l
burning
d junga
b u m i r - b i l b a l i n g  
b uk u -b a lng b a lng
b u m i r - d i y  
b u k u - d i y
b u m i r -d u w a l  n y i n i d j i  
b u k u -d u w a l t j a n g  n y i n i y  
( imper . fo rm)
b u m i r - g a lb i  
b u k u - w u t j i
b u m i r - g i n - d j i - d j i  
buku-nan_-yu-mak (stem 
bukunan -yu - )
bum i r i
buki  G,D,M,J
b u m i r - k a l i k a l i - g i  
b u k u - y a l w i t j y i - r r a k  (stem 
b u k u - y a l w i t j - y i - )  ( v a r i a n t  
b u k u - y a l w i ' y i r r a k )
b u m i r - k i r r b i - g i  
buku-wunda-nmak
b u m i r l i 1 i 
b u k u H l i
bumir-manbi  
b u k u - b i n d i r r k
bumi I—p a n g a r i - g i  
buku-bangar i -m ak
b u m i r - p a r - g i
buku -ba r i -m ak  (see b a r - g i )
b u m i r - r i r r k i y a n  
buk i -bakada
b u m i r - i i y - d j i - g i
buku-d iya-nmak (stem b u k u - d i y - y a - )  
(y+y c o n t r a c t s )
b u m i r - t j a m i - g i  
buku-gurrma-nmak
b u m i r - y a b u lu  
buku-yabu lu
bunapi 
bunapi
b u n a r r m i d j i  
bangya-nmak
bunba
bunba
bunbarr
bimbarr
bundi-gi  
but juwak
bundirri  
y i t  j i r r
bunduk 
bunduk G,D
bundurr
bundurr
bunyan-djal  
dj  u r i - d j  akal
bunyan 
d j u r i  G,D
bu
bungun G 
bugun D
nguwuJJ G ( r a r e l y  used)
bunyi+nydji y irrp i  k ir i  
d j u r i  n i y  dj ip-mak gar-mak
buny i n-bal_pi-gi
d j u r  i -baj_pal_pu-mak ( see  baj_pi -gi )  
IMP d j u r  i -baj_palpu-ng
bunyin-dji-pm  
d j u r i - d j u r u + n g u r
bunyin d j i t i - g i  
garraywurumi-mak (?)
b u n y - t j i - g i
buny-ya-nmak (s tem buny-ya- )
IMP -ng
b u ngb u l-d j i -g i  
bungbu1nga-nmak
bunggawa
bunggawa
bu-ngi
bu-mak ( s tem bu-  a r c h a i c )  G,D 
FI - m i t j  
IMP -ngi  
YPI -wi 
YPA -mi 
TPA b i - p a n  
TPI -nya
b u n g t j i -g i
d j a wa l - g i nga-k ( see  g i n g i - d j i )
b u p i n i - n y i r r i n g  
mamin-nyar rang (PRIV)
bupini 
mam i n
b u r a l j  
wak i n
b urbur-dj i -g i
burburya-nmak (s tem b u r bu r -y a - )  
bur
bur ' ya-nmak ( s tem b u r ' - y a - )
wap i r a - k  6
mi 1ka 1yi-nmak D
b u r t j a l  
munyurr
b u r t j i 1- d j i - d j i
mu n y u r ry i - r r a k  ( s tem munyur r - y i - )  
bur  t j i 1- d j i - g i
munyurryu-mak (s tem munyur r -yu- )  
IMP -ng
burralku  
yaka r r
burrdji  gung
d i 1t j i - g u p u r r u - ma k  ( see  gu-ngi)  
b u r r d j in g - d j i - g i
bur r i y i yu-mak  (s tem b u r r i y i - y u - )
burrdjing  
bu r r y i  G 
b u r r d j i n g  D
burri 1_ambirring 
di 11 j i - l a w a r r
burr ij_i 
bul k i
burring  
di 11 j i mur r
burr i
d i l t j i  G,M,D
burrkburrk-gining  
r i rrkm i ny-n.an.
b u r r k b u r r k - k a t j i —g i 
r i r r k m i n y  ban gat ja -nmak
burrkburrk
r i r r k m i n y
b u r r m a l i 1 a 
b u r rm a la la
burrming 
b imuhj
burrngunda
buyurmarr
b u r r t j i r r i - d j i  
n a ta - k  (stem n a t i - )
FI - t j  
IMP - y  
YPI - y  
YPA -0  
TPA na ta -n  
TPI -nya
b u r r - t j u t t j u t d j i - g i  
d j  arrbu-nmak
b u rru burru -par -g i  
b u r r u p u r r u - b a r i - m a k  (see b a r - g i )
burrugu
bur rngu
burruku-burruku
b u r r u k u - b u r r u k u
burrunga
bur runga
b u rru -p a r -g i
man i- b a r i-mak (see b a r - g i )
burrupurru
b u r r u p u r r u
burru
b u r r u p u r r u
burrurruk i
di  1t j i - g a t j a w u d u
burrurru
b u r r u r r u
butal
g a r r a y
but. i —g i 
badj  arrwu-mak
but. ' l a c k i n g  spears '  
but^
but.-ny i r - d j  i -g i
dar rk -mak (stem d a r r k - m i y - )  (see 
r i n d i - g i )
but. 's tand  up'
d j i w i r r ' -ya-nmak (see d j i r r i - d j i )  
d j a r r i d j a r r i - y a - n g u  (IMP)
b u ^ - t j i - g i  
dar rka-nmak
butj a l a k
b u t j a l a k
b u t j a l a t j a m i r r i n g  
bu t j  a l a t j  a m i r r i n g
bu t j a l m i - d j i
n g a t j u r r - m a k  (stem n g a t j u r r - )  G,D 
FI - m i t j  
IMP -k 
YPI -uw 
YPA -um 
TPA - a l  
TPI - i n y a
but j b u t j - d j i - d j i
b u t j p u t j y i - r r a k  (stem b u t j p u t j - y i - )
but j b u t j  
bu t j  pu t j
b u t j - i n y d j i  kung 
g i n y d j i  n i y  balpu-mak (see 
b a l p i - g i )
butj i r - b a l p i  r—gi nj ng 
gi nyd j  i -gu]_i y i r r - n a n
but j i r - d j  anguny-gining  
g i n y d j i - d j a n g u n y - n a n
but j  i r - d j a r r k u t .  
gi nyd j  i -d ja r rku_ t
but j i r - d j u m i l i - d j i - d j  i 
g i n y d j i - m i d i y i - r r a k  (stem 
g i n y d j i - m i d i - y i - )
but j  i r -djumi]_ing  
g in y d j i -m id i
bu t  j  i r - g i  rv-dj i - g i  
g i n y d j i - n a n - y u - m a k  (stem 
g i nyd j  i nan.-yu-)
b u t j i r - g u r r u g u r r u  
g i n y d j i - g a t j  awudu
b u t j i r i  
g i nyd j  i
b u t j i r - k a r r i
r a y p i r r y a - n m a k  (stem r a y p i r r - y a - )  
IMP -ng
b u t j i r - m a r n g g i  
g i n y d j i - m a r n g g  i
b u t j i y
d j a n y a r r  G,D
b u t j p u  
b u t j p u
b u w a l b u w a l - d j i - g i  
buwalbuwal -ya-nmak (stem 
buw a lb u w a l -ya - )
buwata
buwata
b u w a y a k - d j i - d j i
b u w a y a k d j i - r r a k  (stem b u w a y a k - d j i - )  
b u w a y a k - d j i - g i
buwayak-yu-mak (stem buwayak-yu->
buygung
g a r ra r r k a -m a k
b u y i - g i  
banydja-nmak
b u y i r i  
buyar
b u y i r - k i r i  
bur raku-mak
buypuru
buypuru
b u y u b u y u - d j i - g i
buyubuyu-yu-mak (stem buyubuyu-yu - )
d a b a d a b a - d j i - g i  
dabadaba-ya-nmak (stem 
dabadaba-ya- )
d a d a - d j i - d j i  & d a d a w - d j i - d j i  
d a d a w - y i - r r a k  (stem dadaw-y i ->
d a d a w - d j i - g i  & d a d a ' - d j i - g i  
dadaw-ya-nmak (stem dadaw-ya-)
dadi y 
bumbuwiy
dagadaga
dagadagaya-nmak (stem 
dagadaga-ya- )
dak
dawuka-mak (stem dawuka-m iy -)  (see 
dap i J_i - d j  i - g i )
dal  d a l - d j i - g i
dal dalya-nmak (stem d a l d a l - y a - )
IMP -ng
daj_ngg i r r
bu-mak (see bu-ng i>  
d a l
bu-mak (see bu-ng i>  
d a l w u r - d j i - d j i
d a l w u r y i - r r a k  (stem d a l w u r - y i - )
da lwur
dalwur
damarran 
d j  anabu
d am a r r -m iy -g i
damarr-mak (stem damarr-m iy ->  
damarr-ya-nmak
d am b id j i  ERG 
dambuy
dambing 
dambi G 
dambingu D
dam i 1  i 
dam al
buyubuyu
buyubuyu
damp i J_i ng-dj  i -g i  
dampuUinq-yu-mak (stem 
dampu J_ung-yu-)
IMP -ng
dambiyu-mak (stem dam b i- yu - )
dandanga
danclanga
danydany 
danydany
d a p a la l 
i i  r r  i
d a p - d j i - g i
dap i-ya-nmak (stem d a p i - y a - )
d a p i H - d j i - g i  & dap ij_i ng-dj  i -g i  
dawuka-mak (stem dawuka-miy -)
IMP - i n g
TPI dawuka-mi-nya
d a p i X i - d j - n y i r - b i  
d a w u k a - m i - n y a - w i r r i y
dap i 
dap i
d a r r a r r a -m iy - g i
d a r ra r ra -m a k  (stem d a r r a r r a - m i y - )  
IMP - i n g
d a r r a r r a
d a r r a r r a
darrk
b i n g i y  ( im p)  (see d i r r a - d j i - g i )
dawdaw-dj -nya-kining  
dadaw-ya-nan
dawdaw-miy-gi
dawdaw-mak (stem dawdaw-miy-> 
d a w ' - d j i - g i
daw'ya-nmak (stem daw-ya- )
IMP -ng
d ib a r r
marra  d i b a r r
diduyngu 
mirawuy
d i g i d i g i - d j i - g i  
d i g i d i g i - y i - n  (TPA)
dimbi - d j - n y i I—d j i - g i  
d imb i-yu -mak  (stem d i m b i - y u - )
d i n d i m i - g i  
dup-mak
d i r
wunguj_ 
d i r r a - d j i - g i
wurrk -mak (stem w u r r k - m i y - )  G 
TPA - a l
d a l - m i y - a l  ( t . p s t )  G 
bi -nmak (stem b i -  i r r e g . )  G,D (? a l s o  
b i y a n g i )
IMP b i n g i - y
YPA -nmi
TPA b i r r i - t j a n
di r rk a  
ngadafi
di rrpaj_ 
r i r r p a l
d i^ d iy  
d i jtd i y
d i t j i - g i  
d iyd iya -nm ak
d i y d i y - d j i - g i
d iyd iya -nm ak  (stem d i y d i y - y a - >
(y+y c o n t r a c t s )
d u b i t j i - g i  
d u b i t j  a-nmak
dubudubuk
dubudubuk
dubudubu t j i - g i  
dubudub i t ja -nm ak
dubuk
dubuk
dugudugu-dj i -g i  
dugudugu-ya-nmak (stem 
dugudugu-ya- )
IMP" -ng
dugu
dugu
d u l b i r r  
d u l b i r r
duj_i ng 
nurrku
duH
i u r r k u
du l i  -  t j  i - d j  i
l u r r k u - y i - r r a k  (stem k j r r k u - y i - )  
duI p i - d j i - d j i
d u l p i y i - r r a k  (stem d u l p i - y i - )
" TPA -n
du Ip  i 
du ip  i
d u l
d u i
dulul
du iu lya -n  (TPA)
dunbarr
nganybak
dungdung-d j i -gi  
dungdungya-nmak (stem 
dungdung-ya-) G 
dungdungdji-nmak (stem 
dungdung-dj i - )  D 
dungdung-miy-ing (IMP) (? FUT 
dungdung-mak)
du pari 
dupun
durkdurk
durkdurk G,M,D,J 
ngurumburr G 
ng i r G
d u t j i - g i
du/ duma-ng (IMP) G 
d u t j i - g i
duiuma-nmak (stem dutu-ma-)
IMP -ng
dut j  
dut j
duwarr
duwarr
d j a b a r r k - d j i - g i  
djabarrka-nmak
d ja b ar rk g in in g  
djabarrknan
d ja b a r rk -w a n g i - d j i  
djabarrk-wanga-k (see w a n g i - d j i )
d j a b a t jk in in g  
buHimnan
d jab i r -g u r rku n g
r a r r i - g u r r iyukurriyu-mak
d j a b i r i  
r a r r  i
r a r r i - y i  ERG
djab i r -m ar  
r a r r i y i - m a r i
dj ab i r - n g a w - t j i - g i  
rarr i -ngawkiya-nmak (stem 
r a r r i - n g a w k i - y a - )
d ja b i r rm a r r  
dad i y
d jadarrk  
w u rr id j  a r ra
d ja d a w -d j i -g i  
biraya-nmak
dj adaw
djadaw-'ya-nmak 
dj a d j i r i
ban djurram yuta
d j a d j u d i t j  
d j a d j u d i t j
d j a g a - d j i - g i
djagadji -nmak (stem d ja g a - d ja - )  D 
FI -n m i t j  
IMP d ja g a - d j i - n g i  
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA d j a g a - d j i - n  
TPI d j a g a - d j i - n a  
nyangnya-ng (stem nya- / see/
re d u p l ic a te d )  (see nya-ngi )  G 
FI nya-ng-nya-nquy  
IMP nya-ngi  
YPI nya-w-nya-w 
YPA nya-m-nya-m 
TPA nya-mi 
TPI nya-ny-nya-nya
d ja g a - d j in g i - l - g i  
d ja ga -d ja p -m a k
d j a l g i - d j - n y i r - d j i - g i
g u n d ja l - y u -m a k  (stem g u n d ja l - y u - >
djagagin ing 
d j  akanan
djal gi  
g u n d ja ln g
d jaga l
d ja g a r
dj a l im - d j i - g i
d ja l im - y u -m a k  (stem d j a l i m - y u - )  
IMP -ng
dj aganda 
djaganda D j a l i nymir r i
Dj a l n g i n y m i r r i n g a
djagi]_-ngurr i
d jagar-wanbu-mak (see n g u r r i ) d j a l i r - g i  ( < * d j a l k a r a - )  
d ja l k a r - m a k  (stem d j a l k a r - )
djagi Jjwari 
d j a r a
IMP -ang 
d j a l k n g i
djaguj_pa
d ja g u ip a
djawuj_pa
gundj  a ln g  
d j a l n g - d j i - d j i
d j a l n g i - r r a k  (stem d j a l n g - )  (ng+y
D jaka lab ir r i
D j a k a l a w i r r k a
c o n t r a c t s  to  ng) 6 
d ja  1n g d j i - r r a k  (stem d j a l n g - d j i - >  D
djaka
d ja k a
d j  a lng  
d j a l n g
d ja k i r r i  
d jaka j_anggar r
d j a l n g u r r i  
d j a l n g a r r i
djak i y 
d ja k a y
d j a l - r a n i  
d j a k a l - r a n i
dj akmarrarra 
d j a k m a r r a r r a
d j a l t j i b i - g i
w a m iy - in g  (IMP) ( < * b a - m iy -  ?)
d ja la t jan g
d j a l a t j a n g
d j  a l t j  i 
munat j  a
djal "cheek'
d ja k a l
dja lwal i
d j a k a l w a l i
djal 'd e s i r e '  
d j a l n g
dja]_arurr
djaj_karang
djal-dambing  
d ja k a l -d a m b i
d j a l b in j - g i
d ja ibun -m ak
IMP d ja l b u n u - n g
djal -damp i JJ ng 
d ja k a l  -dampuHing d j a l k  
d j  araw
d ja ld ja l  ' p l a i n s  g r a s s '  
d j a l d j a l y a n g  (? IMP ve rb ) djaikujjdi  r r  i ng 
burumu
dj a1g i - d j i - d j i  
g u n d ja l n y  i - r r a k
d j  a ] w i r r i r r - d j i - g i  
dja]_wi r r  i r r  i ya-nmak (stem 
djaj_wi r r i r r i - y a - )
d j a m a - d j i - g i
djamayu-mak (stem d ja m a-yu - )  6 
d jamadju-mak (stem d ja m a - d ju - )  D
djama
djama
djambaku
djambaku
djambat j  
d ja m b a t j
d j a m b i - d j i - g i
d jamb i -yu -mak  (stem d ja m b i - y u - )  
IMP -ng
d j a m b i r r - g i  
gunmul
d j  am i - g i
djawuku-mak (stem d jawuku-m iy ->  D 
FI d j  awuku-m it j  
IMP - i n g  
YP1 -uw 
YPA - im 
TPA - a l
TPI d jawuku -m i-nya  
gurrma-nmak (stem gur rma- )  G 
FI - nmi t j  
IMP gur rmu-ng 
YPI -1 
YPA -n 
TPA g u r r m i - n  
TPI -na
d jamiJJ
m id i
d ja m in g  
b id a p i  G,M 
d j i n b a  J 
d j i n i p u y  G 
m i d i p i D
djam-p iJJ - g i  
b i r a p i - r  i 1
djamunumun 
djamunumun 
mur i
d janambal
r a t j u k  (o r  r a y t j u k )  
d j a n . g i - t j i - g i
d j a n . g i y-ya-nmak (stem d j a n . g i ' - y a -  
IMP -ng
d j a n i - n y i  
d ja n a -n y  G 
d j a n i - n y  D
d j  an i
d j a n i  G,M,D 
d j i n i n y  J
d j a n - k i
d j a n i - k u r u  G,D
d jan -ngang  
d ja nu -ku ng  G 
d j  a n i - k u n g  D
d ja n - n g a r  
d j a n i - k a r  G,D
d j  anbuj_-d j  anbu l  
d j  a n b u l -d  j  anbuj_ 
ganangarra
D j a n y i r r b i r r i  
Dj a n y a r r b i r r i k
d j  anggu
d janggu 6 ,D ,J ,M
d janguny  
d j  anguny
d j a p i d i  
d j a p i d i
d jap i -mungan  
d j  ak i -mungim
d j a p i n y i n g  
d j  apany
d ja p  i 
d j  ak i
d j a r a k  
d j  arak
d j a r b i r r g i 1 i - d j i - g i  
d j a r w i r r l i n g y u - m a k  (stem 
d j a r w i r r l i n g - y u - )
d j a r - g i
d j a r i - m a k  (stem d j a r i - )  6,D 
FI - m i t j  
IMP d j a r u - n g  
YPI d j a r a - w  
YPA d ja ra -m  
TPA d ja r a - n q a l  
TPI -nya
d j a r n g u r r i  
wanbuma muna t ja
d j a r w a r r i
g u r i n g i n  < - r i l  ALL, -wu DAT)
d j a r r a n g u t j i - g i  
d jarangguj_k-yu-mak
d j a r r a t j a r r a
d j a r r a t j a r r a
d j  a r r b a r b a r  
d j a r r b a r b a r  
y i n b u 1ngu
d j a r r i b i - d j i - d j i  
mukya-nmak (stem muk-ya-)
d j  a r r i b i r  
d j a r r i b i r
d j  a r r  i d j  a r r  i - d j  i -g  i 
d j a r r i d j a r r i y a - n m a k  (stem 
d j  a r r i d j  a r r i - y a - )
d j a r r i t  j i r r  
y a l k i  wanbu-mak
d j a r r k a  
d j  a r r k a
d j a r r k d j a r r k
d j a r r k d j a r r k
d j a r r k
d j a r r k
d ja r r k u j t  
d j a r r k u t .  G,M,D
d j a r r m a - b i  ru 
d ja r rm a-gadung
d ja r rm a
d ja r rm a
d j a r r  nya-ng i
d j a r r  nya-mak (see n y a - n g i )  
d j a t
r a - n i  (IMP)
d j a t d j a _ t - d j  i - g i  
wama-mak (stem wama-miy-)
IMP - i n g
d j a t j a  
d j  a t j  a
d j a w a l k i t j  
d j a w a l k i t j
d jawa l
d jawal
d j a w a r - d j i - d j i
d ja w a r -y i -n m a k  (stem d j a w a r - y i - )  
FI - n - m i t j  
YPA -n
d jawar
d j a w a r - y i - n  (TPA ?)
djayaj_ -g ima 
d j  ayaj_-amdj a
djaya]_ 
d j  ayaj_
d j a y a r r  n g i r g i  
gu j_ t ja  ngambuj.
d j a y a r r  
guj_t j  a
d j a y d j a y i n g  
d j  aymurr
d j a y  dju]_kim 
d ja y  d ju l k y a n
d j a y - g a t j i - g i
d j a y  ga t ja -nmak  (see g a t j i - g i )  
g u t j a r r  ga t ja -nmak
d j a y i - g i  
d j a r u - n g  (IMP)
d j a y u r r k y u r r k  
d j  a y u r r k y u r r k
d j a y - w u y w u y - d j i - g i  
d j a y - w u r t j a - n m a k
dj i bu 
d j  i bu
djimuku 
djimuku
d j ib u y dj imurru
d j ib u y dj imurru
d j i d i - d j i - d j i d j in  (3pl  reduced pronoun)
y a n y d ja y i - r r a k  (stem y a n y d ja - y i - ) djan
d j i d in g - d j i  (ERG) (o ther  Dj inang allomorphs
mudui are - r i , - 1 i >
- r  i (unmarked -form)
d j  i d j  i -d i  (a -f ter  t ,  eg. g a y i t - d i )
dj i y i -u y ,  sometimes -nguy,  -y i  on r a r r i  
- n y i r ,  sometimes - i r
d j i k  ada
d j ikada - d j i  (PROM)
-ma (on nouns, eg. gayi t-ma;  on
d j i 1aku pronouns, eg. nyan-ma) G
d j i 1aku -amdja,  - imdja  (a-f ter  p a l a t a l ,
eg.  b a l in y - im d ja  ' dj i ]_\-k i ma ') G
dj i 1 ang-mardD i ng
gurrngul  b in d i r r k dj  indjalma  
dj i ndjalma
d j i 1ang nyinga
djalangan
d j i n i d j i n i n g
d j i l - d j i - g i d j in  i rpany
dj i 1-ya-nmak (stem dj  i l - y a - )
d j i n i  kuyim
d j  »1  i d j  i 1 milapn^m
baj_pu-mak
d j i n  imi
dj i_H k i r r  i b a l in y  G
bi 1ak ngalkamdja nguniny-amdja D
dj i J_imk ima d j i n i m i r r i
ba l iny im dja d j in ikupan i
dj i J_im d j i n i m k i r r i
b a l ip a balipanyawu
dj i J_i n y d ja l dj i n i ng
d j a H n y d j a l d j i n i n y  G 
njk ir rmany D,M
d j i X i  ngurrgima
bi 1ak ngalkamdja d j i n i  ngurrgima 
d j i n in y  ngalkamdj a
dj i 1  i
b i 1 ak d j in i - p a n -g im a  
d j i n a k a l - imdj a
d j i l - t j i - g i
d j i l~ t ja - n m a k d j in ip a n  
dj inakani
d j im ind i
d j im ind i  G,D d j i n i - p i 1ang-m irr i  
b i 1ak-murr-ngu
d j i n i - p i 1ang-ngu 
b i 1ak-murr -ngu
d j i n i p i 1ang 
bi 1akmurr
dj  i n i -p i J_i 
d j i n a k a l - y a r n
d j i n i - p m
d j i n i r p a n y - p i m
dj i n i -wi]_-ang 
d j i n i n y - m a ) a - k
dj  i n i - w i U  -pm 
d j i n a k a l - y a r r - p i m
dj  i n i -wi J_i 
d j i n i n y - m a 1 a
dj  i n i -wi J_i - t  j  i 
d j i n i n y - ma l a + n y
d j i n - n g i r - p m  
d j i n i - n g u r - p a n i
d j i n - n g i r  y ip i  
d j i n i - n g u r  y ip i
dj  ini
d j i n i r p a n y  G 
njkanmi D
dj in 
dj  in
d j i n y + i r r i  
dj  anny+ar r
d j i n y i n y d j a r r a k  
d j i n y i n y d j a r r a k
- d j i n g i - l - g i
-djunga-nmak (& -djunga-1  
t e n s e s )
d j i n g i r i - g i
djap-mak ( s tem d j a p -mi y- )  
IMP - i n g  
YPI -uw 
YPA djap-mi-m 
TPA - a l
TPI d j a p -mi -nya
dj  ip
dj ip-mak (s tem d j i p - m i y - )
IMP - i n g
d j i r i - n g i 1-gi
d ja ra -nga-nmak G,D ( c f .  DHUWALA 
dharangan)
d j i r ' m a k - d j i - g i  
d j i r 'maka-nmak 
YPA d j i r ' m a k a - n  
TPA d j i r ' m a k a - n
dj  i r r  i baj, 
gupay
d j i r r i d j a r r i n g  
dj i r a n g ' d j i r a n g - n a n
d j i r r i - d j i
d j i w i r r ' y a - n m a k  (s tem d j i w i r r - y a - )  G 
FI - n mi t j  
IMP -ng 
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA d j i w i r r - y i - n  
TPI -na
d j i w i r r d j i - n m a k  ( s tem d j i w i r r - d j a - >
D
FI d j i w i r r - d j i - n m i t j  
IMP -ng 
YPI -1
YPA d j a r r i  ( s u p p l e t i v e ;
c-f. Dj i nang d j a r r  i )
TPA d j a r r i - n y a n  ( s u p p l e t i v e ;
c-f. Dj inang d j a r r  i -nyi  n i )
TPI d j i w i r r - t j i - n a  
d j a r r a - k  ( s tem d j a r r a - )  (Used as  
EXIST a u x i l i a r y )  G,D 
TPA d j i r r i - n y a n  G 
TPA d j a r r i - n y a n  D
dj  i r r  i J_bi -g i  
gadal -d junga-nmak (s tem 
-  f o r  some gadaj_-djunga- )  G
FI - n mi t j  
IMP gadaj_-djungu- l  -k 
YPI -1 
YPA -n 
TPA - r r - y i n  
TPI -na
djarraj_bu-mak ( s tem d j a r r a ]_-bu- )  D 
YPI -w 
YPA -m
TPI djar ra]_-bi  -nya 
l a r r d j i - n m a k  D, J_arr i ya-nmak G ( see  
g a l m i - d j i )
dj i r r i m i r i  
w u k u t j  6,D 
b i d j a y  G 
d j a r a g i  D
dj i r r i t j i r r i
d j i r r i t j i r r i n y d j a  (no te  - n y d ja  
■fossi 1 i z a t  ion)  
n g a tn y in
dj i r rk  
m a d j i r r
dj i r r t j a r r  
yajman
dj i t d j i n - d j i - g i
d junupa-yu-m ak (stem d ju n u p a -y u - )
FI - m i t  j
d j i t i - g i
ngarranga-nmak (stem nga r ra -nga ->  
G,M
FI - n m i t j
IMP n g a r r a - n g u - 1 - k
YPI -1
YPA -n
TPA -n
TPI -na
d j i r r i t i - m a k  (stem d j i r r i t i - )  D 
IMP d j i r r i t u - k  
YPI d j i r r i t a - w  
YPA d j i r r i t a - m  
TPA - k a l
TPI n g a r r a -n g a - n a  ( s u p p l e t i v e )
d j i  t 
d j i i
d j iw a r r  
nakam
djuburr  djunupa 
d j u b u r r  d junupa
d jub u r rg in in g
d ju b u r r a n  ( -*nan  > -an )
djuburr  m a y a l i -g in jn g  
d j u b u r r  m a r a l i - n a n
d j u b u r r - p u l t j i - g i
d j u b u r r - b u 11ja-nmak (see bu11j  »—g i >
djuburr
d j u b u r r
d j u d a p - d j i - g i
d judapya-nmak (stem d ju d a p - y a - )
d j u d i t j - p i n g  
d j u d i t j - w i r r i y
d j u d i t j  
d j u d i t j
d judup  r a - g i
d judap dur rkuwa-k  (stem d u r r k u w a - ,  
i r r e g .  see r a - g i )
d j u d j u - g a - n g
d ju d ju - g a r - m a k  (see g i r i )  
d ju d ju -w a r -m a k  ( a l t e r n a t e  -form)
IMP d j u d ju - w a r - a n g
d ju kaX
d j u k a l
d j u k m a r r - g i
d jubaya-nmak
guyuka-nmak
d j u l  i 
d j u w a l i  G 
d j a l i  D
d j u l d j u ] _ - d j  i - g i  
d ju ld ju ]_ -yu -m ak  (stem 
d j u l d j u l ~ y u - )
d j u l k - d j i - g i  
d ju lka -nm ak
dj ulk im  
buwaj_ G,M 
d ju lk u m i  D
d j u i k - m i y - g i  
bangar i -mak
d ju l u d u
d ju lu d u
d ju ^ u d ju ]_ u -d j  i - g  i 
d ju lud ju ]_u -ya -nmak  (stem 
d j  u l u d j u l u - y a - )
TPA d ju l u d ju j _ u - y  i -n
d j u l u k
r u l
d j u b u r r  ?? ( p o s s i b l e  D j i n a n g  -form) 
d j u h j r r y a - n m a k  ' m a k e / b u i l d '  ( c i .  GUP 
d h u j / y u n  ' b u i l d 7)
djumala  
d juma la
d ju m b a l - t j i - g i
djumbalya-nmak (stem d ju m b a l - y a - )
djumiJJ ng 
m id i  G,M
djumiJJ - t j a t j i - g i  
d ja w a ld jana -m ak
d ju n d ja r r  
d j u n d j  a r r
d ju n - d j i - g i
d jumba l-ya-nmak (stem d ju m b a l - y a - )
djunungguyangu
djunungguyangu
d ju n u p a -d j i - g i
d junupa-yu-m ak (stem d ju n u p a -y u - )
djunupa
d junupa
d ju n g a - d j i - d j i
d j u n g a - y i - r r a k  (stem d j u n g a - y i - )
djunga-pm bidak  
d ju ng a ny -p im  badak
djunga-pm 
d ju ng a -p im
djunga
d junga
djunga y i g i 1 i - n y i r - g i  
d ju nga  wudapa-na+ruw
djunggay-p i]J  
d junggay-pu j_ i  (PAUC) 
d j u n g g a y - m i r r i n g  (PL)
djunggay
d junggay
djunggi mak 
d ju ng g i  mak
djunggi
d ju n g g i  G,M,D ( " t r e e " ,  ' - f i r e ' ,  
' w o o d ' )
gurrmun ' ' ■ f i r e '  D
djunguj_u
d ju n g u ju
djurumuj_
gapi
d ju r ra
d j u r r a
d j u r r - g i , a l s o  d ju r r i  
d ju r ru -m a k  (stem d j u r r a - )  G 
YPA -m
g a d u n g u d j i - r r a k  (stem g a d u n g u - d j i - )  
D
d ju rrku d u -m iy -g i  
d ju r rkudu -m ak  (stem 
d j u r r k u d u - m iy - >
YPI - i n g  ( i r r e g .  same i n - f l e c t i o n  
as IMP)
TPI d j u r r k u d u - m i - n y a  
d ju r r
d ju r r - a m d j a  ( -am d ja  PROM)
dju_t i dju tu  
d ju t .  i d j  i_t i 
d j  ujt i d j  i t_i ng i
djuwayka
djuwayka
d j u y - p u l t j i - g i
b a y - b u 1t ja -nmak  (stem b a y - b u l t j a - )  
FI b a y - b u 1t j i - n m i t j
djuy
d j u t j  t j u t j
g a b ir r in g  
d ju  ]_kumu
gadaman 
gadaman
gada-ngimi 
yapak-pani
gadi_t-aw
y a p a k a -y a r r
gad i jt i 
gadak D 
yapak G,M
gaduwgaduw
gaduwgaduw
g a d j ig a r r  
d j u k u r r
g a d j i g i r r i - n g  LOC 
d juka r ra+m  (LOC ?)
g a d j i r a - p i n g  
r i p u r r u m - b i r r i y
g a d j i r i  
r  i purrum
gaka
r  i J_mi
gakawarr
gakawarr
g a l a d j a r r  ?? ( u n e l i c i t e d )  
g a l a d j a r r  G
gal anyin 
galanyan
galbi-dambing  
d j a k a 1-dambi
gal b i - d j i - d j i
w u t j i - y i - r r a k  (stem w u t J i —y i — >
g a l b i - d j i - g i
w u t j i - y u - m a k  (stem w u t j i - y u - )
IMP -ng
gal bi 
wut j  i 
bu r rnun
gal bi —wi_l_i 
wu t j  i -puj_
galbu-ngi
mama-nmak G, mami-nmak D, (stem mama- 
i r r e g .)
FI - n m i t j  G, m am i -nm i t j  D 
IMP mamu-ng G, mami-ng D 
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA m a m i - r r - y i n  G, mami-n D 
TPI -na G, mami-na D
gal gal
h j r r  i d ja
g a l i k a l i  
g a l y a r r a
g a l i - k i
galka-nmak G, g a l k i -n m a k  D, (s tem 
g a l k a - ,  i r r e g . )
FI - n m i t j  G 
IMP g a l k u - r r - k  G 
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA g a l k i - r r - y i n  G, g a l k i - r r - d j i n  
D
TPI -na  G, g a l k i -na D
gal  i 
gal  i
g a l i y i - g i
ga r ra ny -d ja -n m a k  (stem g a r r a n y - d j a - )  
( n o t e :  d j  a f t e r  ny) G
gal k
g a lk a
g a lm i - d j i
l a r r i y a - n m a k  (stem J _ a r r i - y a - )  G 
FI J_arr i - y  i -nm i t  j  
IMP ] _ a r r i - y u - n g  
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA J _ a r r i - y i - n  
TPI -na
]_a r rd j  i -nmak (stem l a r r - d j a -  ?) D 
TPA J _ a r r - d j i - n
g a l n g a r r a r r a - d j i - g i  
g a ln g a r r a r r a - y a - n m a k  (stem 
g a l m a r r a r r a - y a - )
galngayngu 
gal nganan.
g a ln g - g a ln g - d j i - g i  (see mingu-ngi)  
mi n.gu-mak
g a ln g ib i r a
g a l n g ib i r a y a -n m a k  (stem 
g a l n g i b i r a - y a - >
galngi  b u j a n g g i t j - d j i - d j i  
g a ln g i  bu]_anggi t j y i  - r r a k  (stem 
buj_anggi t j  —y i  — >
g a l n g i - d i y xd iy  
g a l n g i - d i y 7diy
galngi-manbi  
g a ln g i—b in d i r r k
galngi 
galngi
gamurr
gamurr
galaka-ngi 
binbu-mak
ganba 
wirrpim
gaiaj_-t j i -gi
J_uwaJ_-mak (< *galu-gaUi- ?)
gandji 
gandji
gal'gal~miy-gi
gal'gaWnak (stem gal'gal~mi y-)
ganingalkngalk 
ganangalkngalk
galigali 
galigali
g anal 
gan ay
galitjirring 
galitjirringu
ganangarra
ganangarra
galiwarr 
galiwarr
ganbalatj 
dawurr
galkngu
gal'ngu (*k > glottal)
oandalpurru 
gandalpurru
gahnarr
galmarr
gandarr
lurrkuji
galngbuy
galngbuy
gandayala 
qandayala
galpang
galpang
gaitjining
panda yirrpi-gi 
djarrpal~djunga-nmak (stem 
djarrpal-djunga-)
garkman
galul
galut
gandi
gindi D,M,G,J 
djarrpal G
gabwun
yukuda
gani
gani
garni-gi
ganydjarr 
ganydj arr
garrma-nmak 6, garrmi-nmak D, (stem 
garrma-)
FI garrmi-nmitj G
IMP garrmu-ng G, garrmi-ngi D
ganydjirr-bini 
ganydjarr-gadung
YPI -1 
YPA -n 
TPA -n
TPI -na G, garrmi-na D
gamununggu 
gamununggu 
guliny
ga-ngi
ga-mak (stem ga-) G,D 
FI -mitj
IMP -ngi 
YPI -wi 
YPA -mi 
TPA -ngal 
TPI -nya
gapaj_-mi r r p  i JJ 
djarrpaj_-muduj_ G
gar -gar j_u _t 
g a r - g a r  Kit .
gapi  d j a g a i  
gapi d ja g a r
g a r - g i n i n g  
guway-nam
gapi  d j a l g i  g a r - g i
gapi g u n d ja ln g  ga r i -m ak
g a p i - g u - n g i  
g a p i r i - m a k
g a r - g u r r  i y i J_i 
g a r - g u r r  i y a ja
gapi-mugu 
gapi-mugu
g a r i -p m  
g a r i - p a n i
g a p in i n g  < < * g a p i - g i n i n g )  
gap i -nan  G 
g iy b a lu w  D
g a p i - n y i r r i n g  
g a p i - n y a r r a n g
g ap i -n g uy  
g ap i -n g uy
gapi
gapi  G,D
w u y d j i  ( o r  p o s s i b l y  w u d j i ) D 
g a p i r i - g i
gap ir -m ak  (stem g a p i r - )
IMP -ang
g a p i r r i  
gapa r ra
gap
d j a r i - m a k  D,G (see d j a r - g i )
gapu]_a
gapuj_a
g a rak -ny a -n g
d jawa l -nya-mak  (see nya-ng i>
garak
d j  awa1
garapa
garapa
g a r -b a n d a r r k
g a r -b a n d a r r k
gar— d j i - g i
gar -ya-nmak (stem g a r - y a - )
gar  i 
gar  i
g a r - m a l i r i  
gar -m a luk
g a r n g a r r i  
gulun-dambi
garpan
garpan^
g a r p i - g i
g i y k i n y - d j a - n m a k  (stem g i y k i n y - d j a - >  
( n o t e :  d j  a f t e r  ny)
g a r p i - n y i r r i n g  
g i y k i n y d j a - n - n y a r r a n g
g a r - w a l i - k i
g a r i -w a k a l -m a k  (see w a l i k i )
g a r r a y a r r
g a r r a y a r r
g a r r b i  Jt
g a r rp u -n g  (IMP) (see g a r r p i - g i )  
g a r r  i
b i n g i  ( IM P ) ,  b i -n m i  (YPA) (see 
d i r r a - d j i - g i )
g a r r i y u w a  
g a r r i y u w a
g a r r k a t d j i  
g a r r k a t d j i
g a r r k u h j k
garrku]_uk
g a r r p i - g i
gar rpa-nmak ( s t em g a r r p a - )  G 
FI g a r r p i - n m i t j  
IMP g a r rp u - ng  
YPI -1 
YPA -n 
TPA -n 
TPI -na
ga r r ap i -nmak  ( s t em g a r r a p a - )  D 
IMP g a r r a p i - n g i  
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA g a r r a p i - n a  ( n o t e :  -final a 
r e t a i n e d )
TPI -na
g a r r
g a r r
g a r r ung
gar r ung
g a r r u r r u r r
g a r r u r r u r r
g a r r w u r - d j i - g i
malgarrama-nmak (s tem malgar rama- )
TPA -n
g a t a
gi r r  i J_i k
g a t p u r r
g a t p u r r
ga t . t j  i - g i
ga t j a -nmak ( s t em g a t j a - )  G ( see  
g a t j i - g i )
FI g a t j i - n m i t j
IMP g a t j u - n g  
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA g a t j i - y i n ,  a l s o  g a t j a - n  
TPI -na
d j a k i r r d j i - n m a k  (s tem d j a k i r r - d j i - )  D 
( see  g a t j i - g i )
g a t j i - g i
ga t j a -nmak ( s t em g a t j a - )  G 
FI g a t j i - n m i t j  
IMP g a t j u - n g  
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA - n ,  a l s o  g a t j i - y i n  
TPI -na
d j a k i r r d j i - n m a k  ( s tem d j a k i r r - d j i - )  
D
IMP g a t j i - n g i  ( s u p p l e t i v e )
YPI g a t j a - 1  ( s u p p l e t i v e )
YPA g a t j a - n  ( s u p p l e t i v e )
TPA -n
TPI g a t j i - n a  ( s u p p l e t i v e )
gawarrka
gawarrka
g a w i r a r r  
g a w i r a r r
g a y i n g g a r r  
gay i ng g a r r
gayi  t 
gay i t
gayk i y  
watak
g a y p i -g i
gaypu-mak (s tem gaypu-)  G,D 
FI - m i t j  G 
IMP -ng G, -ngi  D 
YPI gaypa-w G, -w D 
YPA gaypa-m 
TPA -ngal  
TPI gayp i -nya
gay - p i ng  
g a y a - w i r r i y
g i b i d i p i  
gi b i d i p i
gi bi 1bal
g a l i t j a r r  G,M,D
g i d a g i d a
baruda-ngi (IMP, see n u n y d j i r r i )
g i d i d j i r r ing 
gadung-pim
g i d j i r r i - n g i - 1 -g i  
g i y n g a r r a n y a - ng  (IMP)
gikanggi  
g ikanggi
gikuwa 
gikuwa
gi 1 gi 1 n g i r r i - d j i - d j i  
]_i J_awka-nmak
g i 1g i - r r - g i
g i l g i - n m a k  (stem g i l g i - ,  i r r e g . )  D 
IMP g i l g u - r r - k  
YPI g i l g a - 1  
YPA g i 1g a - r r  
TPA - r r - d j i n  
TPI - r r - n a  (c- f .  D j inang  
g i 1g i - n i )
g i la -n m a k  (stem g i 1 i — < # g i l g i - )  G 
FI g i l g i - n m i t j  
IMP g i 1u - r r - k  
YPI g i l a - 1  
YPA g i 1a-n 
TPA - r r - y i n  
TPI g i 1a-na
g i l i t j i l i - g i  
dulbaya-nmak ( a l s o  
duj_ba'ya-nmak)
g i l a n g - t j - n y a - k i  n i ng 
wandja-nan
gi J_i bi -g  i
gahjwu-mak (s tem gaK i-wu-  ( 
*gal_u-bu- )  G 
FI - m i t j
IMP -ng  
YPI gaUj-wa-w 
YPA gaj_u-wa-m 
TPA ga]_u-wa-l 
TPI -nya
runggu lbu-m ak (stem runggu]_-bu-)  D 
IMP -ng  
YPI -w 
YPA -m
TPA ru n g g u l -b a -1  
TPI rungguj_-b i -nya
g i l i  g i l i  “ t j i - g i  
d j i k d j i k k a l - m a k
g i l i n g k a l  
nga lan G,D,M
g i l i w i l a - p  i 
d j u l a l - w i r r i y
g i l i w i l i m
d j u l a i
g i l i w i l i  ng
d j u l a i
g i l i w u r r w a r r  
r i I m u r r  
r i Im u rrm u rr
d jam ur r  ( s i d e  o f  r i b  cage)
g i I k  a l  
n g u U i r r  G
gima
gam
-g im a (EMPH)
-amdja  (PROM)
- i m d j a  (PROM)
g i m i r r p i  
bawang
g im n ya r r  
g im nya r r
g i m n y i r r i  
g im nya r ra
g i n d i - b i  
d j  a r r p a l ~ w i r r i y
Qi n d i 1 i
gi r^di r i 1-mak (stem g i n d i r i l - )
G,D
g i n g i n
g i n g i n
g in im b i  
gaiiamb i
gi  n i m b i r r i
w u k u l
ngudungui
g i n i m i n i  
mi ku
- g i n i m  ALIEN 
-nan PROP
- g i n i n g  PROP 
-n_ani PROP
- g i n -  PROP 
-n a n -  PROP
g i n y i p i r r - d j i - g i
n g a t j i r r i y u - m a k  (stem n g a t j i r r i - y u
g i n g i - d j i
ginga-k (stem g i n g i - ,  a rcha ic )  6 
FI - t j  
IMP -y  
YPI -y  
YPA -0  
TPA ginga-n  
TPI -nya
g iy inga -k  (stem g i y i n g i -  ?) D
g i r a r r k  
ra r rk
-g i  DAT
-kuru (on pronouns) G,D 
-wu (e lsewhere)  G, -nguru (elsewhere)  
D
gi r i
qara-mak (stem g a r a - ,  a rcha ic )  D 
FI -kuy  
IMP - k i y  
YPI garu-wi  
YPA -mi 
TPA -ka l  
TPI g a r i -n y a
gar-mak (stem g a r -  < * g a r a - )  G 
FI -kuy  
IMP - k i  
YPI garu-wi  
YPA -mi 
TPA -ka l  
TPI g a r i - n y a
m a r r t j i  (stem m a r r t j i - )  Walmapuy
gi r rab i  J_i 
g a l i t j a r r
gi rraj_a 
gaj_amun
g i r r -b a n  
banbim
g i r r b i - g i  
wunda-nmak
g i r r g i 1 i 
birrukuwa
gir rg ima
banbim
g i r r i n y - t j i - g i
g i r r in y -d ja -n m a k  (stem g i r r i n y - d j a - )  
(no te:  dj a f t e r  ny)
gi r r  i -p i ]_i 
g i r r i - m i r r i n g
g i r r i  "goods" 
g i r r  i
g i r r i  SEQU 
ga SEQU
g i r r i w a l  
m i ku
gi r rk  i]_i ng 
raypiny  G,J 
g i r r k i r r k u n u  D
g i r r k i r r m i r r i n g  
gundjalng
g i t k i t - d j i - g i
b i r a r r i - y i - r r a k  (stem b i r a r r i - y i )  
YPA - r r
giyany  
guykuy
gi yaw 
bat j  i
g i y - g i n - d j i - g i  
mapu-n.an.-y i - r r a k  (stem 
mapunan^-y i - )
g iy i  
mapu G 
g iy i  D
giyka-ngi  
d ja r r a t j -m a k
g u b i - d j i
guba-k (stem g u b i - ,  a rcha ic ) D
IMP -y  i
YPI -y  i
YPA guba-p (note:  archaic form)
TPA guba-n
TPI -nya
g i r r i - d j i - g i
g i r r i -ya -n m a k  (stem g i r r i - y a - )
guwa-k (stem g u w i -  < # g u b i - )  G 
FI - t j  
IMP - y  
YPI - y
YPA guwa-w ( n o t e :  a rc h a ic  -form <
-*p>
TPA guwa-n 
TPI -nya
gubudu
gubudu
gubudu+mdja (PROM) 
g u d a l
d ja l k a r - m a k
guda r r
guda r r
g u d i t j i m a r r  
g i r r i l i k
g u d i t j i r r i  
g u d i t j i n i r r i
g u d i - t j - n y i r - d j i —g i 
g u d i ' y i - n m a k  (stem g u d i - y i - )
FI - n m i t j
IMP g u d i ' ya -ng
YPI g u d i ' y a - r r
YPA -n
TPI -na
g u d u r r i
g i r  i r r  i
g u d u r r k i  
gudurrguk
g u d j i r r i - d j i - d j i  
g u y i r ^ - y i - n  (TPA) 
n g u y i l k i y i - n  (TPA)
gudjuw
gudjuw
g u k i r r i - d j i
g a r k a r a - k  ( i r r e g .  stem g a r i n g a r a - ,  
by r e d u p l i c a t i o n  o-f g a r a -  ' g o ' )  G 
FI g a r - k u y  ( s u p p l e t i v e ,  see 
g i r  i )
IMP g a r - k u y  ( s u p p l e t i v e ,  a lso  
g u k i r r i - y i )
YPI -w 
YPA -m
TPA -n ( a l s o ,  g aya - r  < * g a r a - r  
used -for RPA but  no t  TPA)
TPI g a r i n g a r i - n y a
g u ' - k u r r - g i  (DIST r e d u p l i c a t i o n )  
g u r r u - k u r r u - n g  (IMP) (REDUP)
g u l g u l - m i y - g i  
b u r rp u r r -m a k
9U1
gul~mak (see g u l - m i y - g i )
gu]_adi
gurubuk
g u la w u r r
g u la w u r r
gu l_dj i d j  i
g u ]_ y i - r rak  (stem gu ]_ -y i - )  
guj [d j  i - g i
guj_ya-nmak (stem gu]_-ya-)
g u l i n y d j a r r  
g u l i n y
guj_kmi n 
gulkm i r[ 
mal i y i
guj_k
d j a r i - m a k  (see d j a r - g i )
guj_ku
gu lku
gujmaw
gulmanguyarr
gulm igi
gujjnangu G,D,M
g u i m i - g i r - k i  
gu jmangu- ru -w
gujm i g-uw 
guh n an g u -ya r r
guhui -n g i  -m 
guj_mangu-pani
g u jm i-w i  J_i -n g i  
guj_mangu-yarr
g u ^ -m iy -g i  
guj_-mak (s tem  guj_- 
IMP - i n g
guj_t j  i 
ya raw i G,M 
yarw i G 
y a ra b i  D
guj_ukuj_ung
gudu rrguk
guj_uku-ng 
gurrpa-nm ak (stem 
YPI -1 
YPA -n  
TPA -n  
TPI -na
guj_umi ny 
gujkim i nya
g u jk ing u rr  
but j  aj_ak
guj_upan
n i t g i
guj_u
guj_u
guj_urw j 
guj_k i
gujjwi r r  i 
bal angguj_
gumbala
wak i n
g u m b ir r i  
gumburr G}D,M,J
gumb i rr-m ungari 
gumburr-mungun
g u m i r d j i d j i  
n g u i b i t j y i - r r a k  (stem 
n g u j_ b i t j - y i - )
g u m ir in g  
gum i r
g u n d u r u d j i - g i
Qundurya-nmak (s tem Qundur-ya-)
m iy - )  g u n a rr
gun_ i r
gun b uU ir ru
wuy i
gunbu rrk
g im b urrk
g u n d ja r r  dap i J _ i -d j -n y  i r a - k  i n i ng 
yangaj_ d i-d aw ka -na
g u r rp a - )  g u n d ja r r
yangaj_
g u n d j i r r - m i 1 
yanga]_-mi1
g u n d j i r r - m u n in g  
yanga]_-munungu
g u n d j i r r - w a y i r r  i 
yanga]_-wayarra
g u n d j i r r - y i r r p i - g i  
yanga]_-dj i p-mak (stem 
yanga]_-dj i p-m i y->
gungan
gun_gur[
gungi ba j_p i-g i
gung i-baj_pu-mak (can c o n t r a c t  to  
gun_g i -ba]_p-mak)
gungi b a t j i - g i  
guya-nmak
gungi b i j _ d j i - g i
guncji bij_ya-nmak (stem biJ_-ya-> 
YPI gungi b i i - t j u - w  
TPA gungi b i j_ - y i - n  
TPI -na
gungi but.-ny i r - d j  i - g i  
gungi darrka-nm ak
gurigi dambing 
gungi dambi
gungi  d ja rrku_t  
gungi d j a r r k u t .
gun.gi g a lb i  
gungi w u t j i
gungi -g in ^ -d j  i - g i  
gung i-nan-yu -m ak (stem 
9u n g in a n -y u - )
gung i 1  i 1  i ng 
gung irawa
gung ij_i
g u n g i r i 1yu-mak (stem q u n g i r i 1- y u - )  
TPA -m
gui igi  m a r r a y a r - d j  i - g i  
gungi marrayar-ya-nmak (stem 
m a r r a y a r - y a - )
gungi
gurigi G,D,M,J
gungi yaku 
gungi yaku
gungi y i r r p i - g i
gurigi d j i p -m a k  (stem d j  ip-mi  y - )
g u n i - b i n i  
gun_i -gadung
g u n i - d j i - d j i  
guru - y i - r r a k
guni 
gun i
g u n k u r t j i - g i  
gungi-d jupunma-nmak
gunmal 
gunmu1
gunyambi 
mar i
g u n y d j i r r i  
g u n y d ja r r a  G,M 
g u n y d ja r ra k  D ( o r  p o s s i b l y  
g u n y d j i r r a k )
g u n y i r r i  
b a l i n y
g u n g g a d j i - g i
gupurru-mak (stem g u p u r r u - )  G 
gunggayu-mak (stem gungga -yu - )  D
gu-ng i
gupurru -mak (stem g u p u r r u - )
IMP -ng
YPI -wi
YPA -m
TPA gupurra -1
TPI g u p u r r i - n y a
g u p i d j i d j i  
mungbu-mak
gupwugal ing
wa]_awun
g u ra k i  g u r r p i - g i
gurak gur rpa-nmak (see g u r r p i - g i )  
g u rak i
gurak G,M,D,J 
g u rak i  r a - g i
gurak dur rkuwa-k  (see r a - g i )
g u ra k i  w a n g id j i
gurak wanga-k (see w a n g i d j i )
g u ra p a la  
mukuluk
g u r i d j i  
gu]_t j  a
g u r k i r r - g i
d j a n . g i ' y a - n m a k  (see d j a n . g i t j i g i ) 
IMP d j a n . g i " y a - n g
g u r t j i - g i
gunguyu-mak (stem gun.gu-yu-)  G 
FI - m i t  j  
IMP -ng  
YPI -w 
YPA -m 
TPA -wal 
TPI -nya
manda-nmak G, mandi-nmak D, (see 
m a r r - g i )
guru ]_ t j  i - g i
balwar-mak (see b a l p a r i - g i )
gurraygu-ngi
gupurru -mak (see g u - n g i )
g u r r b i -b i  
n g i r r i - w i r r i y
gurrb i
n g i r r i  G,M,D,J
gurrbu-w  
ngi  r r  i -JM
gurr i y i J_i 
g a r u - g u r r  i yaj_
g u r r iy k u r r iy  
g u n d ja ln g
gurrkanangarr
g u r r k a n a n g a r r
g u rrk a rr  
g u r r k u r r  G,D
g u r r k  i rn ng 
g u r r k i n  in
gurrkung
g u r r i y u - k u r r i y u - m a k  
g u r r k u r r p i -g i
gur rupa-nmak (see g u rrp i -g i>
gurrmal 
gu r rm u1
g u r r m i1 - d j i - g i
g u r rm u1ya-nmak (stem gu r rm u 1 -ya - )  
g u r r p i -g i
gur rupa-nmak G, gu r rup i -nm ak  D, (stem 
g u r r u p i - )
FI - n m i t j
IMP g u r r p i - n g  G, -n g i  D
YPI gur rupa -1
YPA g u r ru pa -n
TPA g u r ru p a -n  G, -na D
TPI g u r ru p a -n a  G,, -na D
gurrpuj[u
gurrpuj_u
g u r r t j  i 
djunggi
g u r r t j i r t j  i r  
g u rin i
g u r ru b i1 iny 
g u r r u w i 1 ing
g u r ru b irb ir  
gumang
gurrugurru
gat jawudu
gu rru lk  mungi 
gurruj_k m iy a lk
gurru lk
gurruj_k
gurrumba
gumang
gurrumu
gurrumu
gurrung
g u r rung
gurrupudu 
m a d j i k a
gurrurruk
g u r r u r r u k
gurrut.i -g i  n i ng 
gurru_tu-nan 6 
g u r ru  t.i-n.an. D
gurrubi 
gur ru j tu  G 
g u r ru b i  D
gu_t i dj i dj i
du]_p i y i - r r a k  (stem duJ_p i-y i ->  
guwaguwa-dj i -g  i
yangaj_ya-nmak (stem y a n g a i - y a - )
guwa
gaga
guwayn_irr-dj i -g i  
n i r r ' y a - n m a k  (stem n i r r - y a - >
guwu
guwu
gar ray-mak (? )
g u y i1 i 
dawurr
guyimban 
bidap  ani
guy imi  
b id a p i
guy ing  
d i  1t j  i
guy i
guya G,M,J 
guyi  D
maygi D ( a r c h a i c ,  ' m e a t ' )
i l t j a  
1 i t j
i n .ga
ngan
i n . g a - r r  
n ga n -g a r r
i nma 
nyu
i n y d j i  b a n g a r i - g  i 
n i y  bangar i -mak
i n y d j i  b i r r i n - d j i n g i  1-g  i
n i y  buj_ut-mak (stem b u j [u t -m i y - )
i n y d j i  b u l t j i - g i  
n i y  b u l t j a -n m a k
i n y d j i  
n i y
i n y d j i  y u l i
burrut , -mak (stem b u r r u ^ - m i y - )  
TPA - a l
i ngk i 
waba
i r r a - d j i n
ra - y a n  (-from ra  + d ja n )
i r r a  
ra
i r r i - n y  
r a - n y
i r r  
n g a r r
ka!  ( ' g i v e  i t ! ' )  
ka!
1 i b i l a  
nawala
banuwala (ban + nawala,  d u r a t i v e  
p r ev e r b  + pronoun)
1 i bi  1 i - n y  
nawala -ny
banuwala-ny  (see 1 i b i l a )
1 i b i  
naw
1 i d j a  
ngi  y i
1 i d j i  
ngi
1 i d j - n y i  
n y u l a - n y  G
1 imala 
1 i m i 1 a
1 i m i 1 i ny  
1 imalany
1 im 
1 im
1 i ny i 1 a 
1 i n y a l a
1 i n y i 1 i - n y  
1 i n y a l a - n y
b a l i n y a l a n y  (see l i b i l a )
1 i ny 
1 i ny
1 i p a l i p a  
1 i p a l i p a
1 i t j - n y i  
1 i t j
la b u i
nga r r ku
1akaganda 
dak
]_ambi r r  i ng 
la w a r r
lamu-dj j-g j
lamu-djunga-nmak (stem J_amu-djunga 
archaic)
IMP lamu-djungu-1 -k
langgarr
langgarr
J_ang-t j i -gi
langya-nmak (stem ]_ang-ya->
laparr
laparr
lap giri
lapya-nmak (stem J_ap-ya->
lap i t j i -gi n.i ng 
lapitji-nan
lap-miy-gi
lap-mak (stem lap-miy-) G,D 
IMP -ing
larradjidja 
dupun
larr
gar-mak G (see giri) 
lay-dj i -gi
laya-nmak (stem lay-ya-)
layk in.-gin.ing 
galang-nan
laylay-dji-gi
laylaya-nmak (stem laylay-ya-)
laylay
laylay
laytj i n 
laytj i n
laytjuw 
manymak
limbik 
limbi k
li pini-gi
randa-nmak (see rani)
-li 
-r i 1
-dil (a-fter t)
li yuw-miy-gi
liwHw-mak (stem Hwliw-miy-) 
li yuw
liwliw-mak (see liyuw-miy-gi) 
lulatjidji
lulatji-rrak (stem lula-tji-) 
" YPI -y 
YPA -rr 
TPA -n 
TPI -nya
iunbu 
dj amurr
lunggurrma
lunggurrma
lurrkan 
lurrkuii G,D
mabudal
mabudal
madakarritj 
madakarritj
madakarritj tjidji 
madakarritji-rrak (stem 
madakarritj-i-) G 
FI -rritj 
IMP -y 
YPI -y 
YPA -rr 
TPA -n 
TPI -nya
madakarritjdji-rrak (stem 
madakarritj-dji-) D 
IMP -y (dj elides)
YPI -y (dj e1ides)
YPA -rr (dj elides)
TPA -n 
TPI -nya
madayin 
madayin
madim 
mar am
madj awurr 
gubudu
madjirri 
bul u
magaya
magaya
m a k a r r t a
m a k a r r ta
mal a 
mal a
mal gapi 
U ir rkungap  i 
mal gapi
m a l - g i r i
]_urrkun-gar-mak (see g i r i )  6 
burrkuj_mi ya l -mak G,J
m a l i p m a l i r  
guda r r
m a l i r i  
mal uk 
guda r r
m a l i y a
m a l iya
mal kana
mal ka n a
mal k 
mal k
m a lk u r - d j i - g i
ma lkurya-nmak (stem m a lk u r - y a - )
malmal
r a y t j u k
m a l -m ayur rk  
m a l - w a l t j a n
m a ln g i r i  
ma lnga
m a l t j a t j i - g i  
J_ur rkun-d j  ana-mak
m a l t j i - g i  
m a l 'ya-nmak 
m a l t ja -nmak
ma lupu-ng i  
m in y i r ra ny u -m a k
malawurru  
d j a r r a t j a r r a
m a l i m d j i - g i
d jap-mak (stem d j a p - m i y - )
YPI -uw 
YPA d jap -m i -m  
TPA - a l
TPI d ja p -m i -n y a
man i 
man i
d j  a r r ig u lk
m a n b i - d j - n y i r - d j i - g i  
b in d i r r k -m a -n m a k  (stem 
b i n_d i r r k - m a - )
IMP -ng
manbing
b i n d i r r k
m a n d ig in in g  
b a r i  G,M
m a n n g i b i r r i
d j a r r  i bi r •'- d j a n g  TEMP (see 
bi  1 i d j i r r  i )
manya-ng
d japu r ryu -m ak  (stem d j a p u r r - y u - )  G 
FI -m»t j
IMP -ng 
YPI -w 
YPA -m 
TPA -wal  
TPI -nya
d ja p u r r d ju - m a k  (stem d j a p u r r - d j u - >  D 
IMP -ng 
YPI -w 
YPA -m 
TPA -wal
TPI d j a p u r r - d j i - n y a  
m a n y d j i d j i
wudiya-nmak (stem w u d i - y a - )
many igan i  
d jamandar r
m a n y m a k - d j i - d j i
m a n ym a k -y i - r ra k  (stem m anym ak-y i - )  
m a n y m a k -d j i - g i
manymak-yu-mak (stem manymak-yu-)  G 
manymak-dju-mak (stem manymak-d ju - )  
D
manymak
manymak
m a p a lg in in g  
marrkudan
mapa]_
marrkudu 6 ( a l s o  marrakudu) (d i s  
a - f lap ,  * r r  > d r e c e n t l y )  
m a r r k u r r  G,D 
m a r r a k id i  D 
m a r r k a r r d a y  D
ma"
ma"
maral_kur 
mar i
marnggi
marnggi
marr  b a l t j i - g i
marr  wanal-mak (see b a l t j i - g i )  
m a r r b i - g i
m i l ka -mak (stem m i l k a - )  (see m i l i - k i )  
G
FI - m i t j  
IMP -n g i  
YPI -w i  
YPA -mi 
TPA -nga l  
TPI -nya
marrb i -nmak (stem m a r r b i - )  D 
IMP -n g i  
YPI marrba-1 
YPA marrba-n  
TPA -n 
TPI -na
marrga
marrga
m a r r - g i
manda-nmak G, mandi-nmak D, (s tem 
i r r e g .  a r c h a i c )
FI m a n d i - n m i t j  G 
IMP ma-ni 
YPI m a - r r i  
YPA man+dan
TPA man+gurr G, man+garr D 
TPI ma-na
dap-mak (stem dap -m iy - )
IMP - im  
TPA - a l
m a r r i y a n g  
m a r r i y a n g
marrkang
wandja-nmak (stem w a n d ja - )  G 
FI w a n d j i - n m i t j  
IMP wand ju -ng  
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA w a n d j i - y i n  
TPI -na
mi la -mak (stem mi l a - )  D 
FI - m i t j  
IMP -n g i  
YPI -wi  
YPA -mi 
TPA -nga l  
TPI -nya
m ar rgaka-ng  (IMP ?) D 
m a r r n g i r r i d j i
g i y n g u r r a - k  (stem g i y - n g u r r i - )  G
FI - t j
IMP - y
YPI - y
YPA g iy n g u r r
TPA g i y n g u r r - a l
TPI -nya
m a r r n g i r r a - k  D
m a r r - p i r r a l - k i n - d j i - d j  i 
m a r r - b u r r a l - n a m - y i - r r a k  (stem 
m a r r - b u r r a  1n a n - y i - )
marr
marr
mat^i _t 
b i n d i r r k
mat jaj_ 
d j  a l n g i n y
maya l i  
m a ra l i
maypal 
warnan G,M 
warragan D 
warrangun D 
mayngi D 
maygi D
mayurrk  
w a l t j  an G,M 
mayurrk D
m id i  p i J_i 
maduwiy G,D 
w i r rku j_  D ,M
m i d j i - g i r - k i  
mi n i n i k D
m id j  i 
mununu G 
m i n i n i D
m i d j i r r i  
d j u l
mi 1d i r r p i - g i
mi 1karrwa-nmak (stem m i l k a r r - w a - )  G 
FI m i 1k a r r - w i - n - m i t j  
IMP -ng 
YPI -1 
YPA -n 
TPA -n 
TPI -na
mi 1k i r r b i - n m a k  <stem m i 1k a r r - b a - )  D 
IMP -ng 
YPI -1 
YPA -n 
TPA -n
TPI mi 1k i r r - b i - n a  
mi 1- g a - n g i
m i l -g a -m a k  (stem m i l - g a - )  (see 
g a - n g i )
mini
munu-mak (stem munu-> G 
FI - m i t  j  
IMP -k  
YPI muna-w 
YPA muna-m 
TPA - k a l  
TPI mun i-nya
g i r r i l i - m a k  (stem g i r r i l i - )  D 
FI - m i t j  
IMP g i r r i 1u-k 
YPI g i r r i 1a-w 
YPA g i r r i l a - m  
TPA - k a l  
TPI -nya
1 i -mak (-from g i r r i l i - m a k ,  re a l  i s
■forms o n l y )  D
IMP 1 u -k
YPA 1 a-m
TPA 1 i - k a l
m i n d i r r p i - g i
ngu]_b i t  j  i - r r a k  (stem nguj_b i t  j - y  i - )  
TPA -n
m i n - d j - n y i r - d j i - g i  
n g u ib i  t ju -m ak  (stem ngu]_bi t j - y u - >  
IMP -ng
m i 1 i - k i  
m i 1 a-mak (stem m i l  a - )  D
m ingu-ng i
mingu-mak (see g u - n g i )
FI - m i t j
IMP -ng  i m i n i b i - g i
YPI -wi m id iyu-m ak ( stem m i d i - y u - )
YPA -mi FI - m i t  j
TPA -nga l IMP -ng
TPI -nya YPI -w
wandja-nmak G YPA -m 
TPA -wal
mi 1 TPI -nya
m i l  G, J , D,M m id id ju -m a k  (stem m i d i - d j u  
IMP -w ( n o t e :  no t  -ng )
mi 1- w a r t j  id j  i YPI -w
bi  r a y ' y i - n m a k YPA -m
TPA b i r a y ' y i - n TPA -wal
TPI m i d i - d j i - n y a
mi narr
manarr D min
m a j j y i  G,D,M,J n g u i b i t j
mi n i n i 
munuk (? )
m in inggaJJ 
ngaj_parr
m i r g i d j i d j i
d j a H y i - r r a k  (stem d j a H - y i - )  G 
FI - r r i t j  
IMP - y i  
YPI or 
YPA - r r  
TPA -n
TPI d j a J J - t j  i - n y a  
d j a l g u d j u - r r a k  (stem djaJ_gu-dju-> 
D
m i r g i
dja]_i G 
dja]_gu D
m i r  i
marrap
m i rkng
d j  a J_ i 6 
d j a l g u  D
m i r r d j i n g
madiwi
m i r r i n g  
m a r r i n q i
- m i r r i  
-murr
-mi r r p  i J_i 
- p u l
- y a r r  (see -aw)
- m a l t j a n i  J
m i r rpm i  
murruka
m iw in i
r a y t j a r r  G,D
m i y i 1 k 
m iy a l k
-mi y -
- m i y -  (& -m iy u -  once) 
m u k d j i g i
mukd.j i ya-nmak ( stem mukdj i - y a - )  
IMP -ng 
YPI -1 
YPA -n
m uku l  
muku I
mu lngi  
m u l t j a l n y a
m u ' - m u r t j i - m i  DIST-stem-PRES 
b a n - d a r r i y i - n  DIST-stem-PRES 
b a n - d a r r i y i - n m i  ( a l t e r n a t e  -form)
munat j a  
munat j  a
munib i
m u n g u n b i r r i y  G 
y a r g i n b i r r i y  D 
w u y u w i r r i y  G 
g a w a r r k a w i r r i y  G 
r a r r a n y a b i r r i y  D 
w iyaw in  G,M
muni 
munm i
munydja l  
d janggu G,D 
warrangun D
muny i 
mal uk
mungan.
mungun
m u rm u rd j i g i
mur"murya-nmak (stem m u r 'm u r -y a -  ?) 
TPA m u r^ m u r -y i -n
m u r m u r d jn y i r i n g  
murmuran
m u r rb in  
mudul
m u r r u r r t  
n_i 1 i m
mut.i t j
l a p a r r a / yu-n (TPA ?)
n i bi 
naw
nami 
nakam G 
d j  iw a r r  
bakadi  D
n i n i n i
ru n i n i G,D , J ,M 
nyumugininy J (note -g in in y  
c-f. Dj inang - g in in g  PROP)
- n i r - b i  
- n a - w i r r i y
—Ü»r - g i
-naru-w ( < - *n a ra -g u )
nu d j a r r  i t j  i r r i  n g u r r i d j i  
nuki yalkuwanbu-mak (stem 
yal kuwan.-bu-)
TPA nuki yalkuwan-bu-ngal  
n u k id j i
binmi (YPA) (see d i r r a d j i g i )
numpnum 
nududi
n u n y d j i r r i
bandanqa-k (stem bandanai- .
i r r e g . )  ( c f .  GUP w a n d i r r i )  G 
FI - t j  
IMP -y  
YPI -y  
YPA -0
TPA - 0 ,  also bandanga-n 
TPI -nya
nudji rrgu-mak (stem i r r e g . )  D 
IMP n u d j i r r - k i  
YPI n u d j i r r -k u -w  
YPA n u d j i r r -g a -m  
TPA n u d j i r r - k a l  
TPI n u d ju r r -k i -n y a
nu
nuki G,D,J,M
nyabini  ngunupilang 
nyakalng nqunupilak
nyabini  
nyakalng G 
n yab i1kang D
nyadj i  
nyadjunuk D 
nyinuk G
nya l in g i  
n y i r r i  G,D,J
nyani -b i  
nyan-bi  G
nyani -nyi  
nyan-nyi
nyan i 
nyani D 
nyan G 
nguniny W
nyan-ki  
nyan-guru G 
nyan-kuru D
nyan-ngang 
nyan-gung G 
nyan-kung D
nya-ngi
nya-mak (stem nya- ,  a rcha ic )  G,D 
FI - m i t j  
IMP -ngi  
YPI -wi 
YPA -mi
TPA ~ngan (c-f. Dj inang - n q i n i )  
TPI -nya
n y i+ r r  2sgACC+1sgERG 
nyu+rr
n y i b i r r i  
n y i b i r r i k  D 
nyarrka G
nyiknyik
d j i r r k i n y  G, J,M
ny i 1 i
nyag id j i  D 
nyayi G
n y im i1 a 
nyumala
n y im i1 i -ny  
nyumala-ny
nyimi 
nyami G,J 
nyagi D
nyim-ki  
nyamu-wu G 
nya-kuru D
nyim-pi
n y am i -w i r r iy  G
n y i n i - d j i
n y i n a - k  (stem n y i n i - ,  a r c h a i c )  G,D
FI - t j
IMP - y  G, n y in a - k D
YPI - y  G, - y i D
YPA - 0
TPA n y in a -n
TPI -nya
n y i n i - n y i r - b i
ny inakbanmi D
ny i n 
nyun
ny inga  
ny inga
-n y  i
- kany  (eg .  y u 1n g i r - k a n y )
-n y  on pronouns
- n y i r - b i  
- n y a - w i r r i y  G
-banmi (? )  (see n y i n i - n y i r - b i ) D
-n y  i r  
-nya
- n y i r r i n g  PRIV 
- n y a r r a n g
nyumigi
yumyuma-nmak (stem yumyuma-)
YPA -n
nyum i1-ang 
nyumal-Rung G
nyum i1-kung D
nyum i1 i —ki  
nyum al- kuru G
nyum i1-k u ru D
nyumi
nyumi G,D,W, J,M
n y u n i - b i  
n y u n i - w i  G
n y u n i - n y  
nyuna-ny  G,D
n y un -k i  
nyu -ku ru  G,D
nyu-ngung 
nyu-kung G,D
n g a d j i - d j i
nyaya-k  (stem n g a y i - ,  a r c h a i c )
FI - t j  
YPA -Q  
TPA nyaya-n 
TPI -nya
n g a g i r r - g i
nganga-nmak (stem nganga-,  a r c h a i c )  
G
FI - m i t j  
IMP n q a n g u - l - k  
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA n g a n g i - r r - y i n  
TPI -na
ngangi-nmak (stem nganga- )  (see 
y a g i r r g i )  D 
IMP nqangu-n -kuy  
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA ngang i - r r - d . j  i n 
TPI ngang i -na
ngamangamadj ig i 
nqamangamaya-nmak (stem 
ngamangama-ya-) 
ngamangamayu-mak (stem 
ngamangama-yu-)
TPA -wal
n g a m b i r r i  
ngambarra G,M 
ngambarrak D
ngambuj_gi n i ng 
djaka]_ain
ngami-g i
ngama-nmak (stem ngama-) G 
FI n g a m i - n m i t j  
IMP ngamu-ng 
YPI -1 
YPA -n 
TPA -n 
TPI -na
nyun i
nyuni  G,D,W,J,M
ngami-nmak (stem ngama-) D n g i 1 i m i 1 i - n y
IMP ngami -ngi n g a l im a l a - n y  G
YPI -1 n g i 1 i m i 1 i - n y  D
YPA -n
TPA -n  ( c f . D j inang n g i 1 imi
n g a m i - r r - d j i n i ) n g a l im i  G
TPI ngami-na n g i 1 imi D
nganaparra n g i 1 i n y i 1-ang
nganaparra n g a l i n y a l - k u n g  G
n g i 1 i n y i 1-kung D
ngangi
ngangi n g i 1 i n y i 1 i - n y
n ga r im b iy
n g a l i n y a l a - n y  G 
n g i 1 i n y a l a - n y  D
mal k i
n g a r n g a r t j i g i
n g i 1 i n y i  
n g a l i n y i  G
n g a r ' y a - n  (TPA) (FUT p ro b a b ly n g i 1 in y i  D
ngar 'ya -nmak)
n g a r r i
ngi  1 i
ngal i G, D,UI
n g a r r i
nga r rku
n g i 1 i t j - a n g  
n g a l i t j a l - k u n g  G
ngar rku n g i 1 i t j i 1-kung D
n g a tn y i  n n g i 1 i t j i - k i
nga tny  i n n g a l i t j  a l - k u r u  G
n g i 1 i t j i 1- k u ru  D
n g a t j i r r d j i g i
n g a t j i r r ' y i - n  (YPA) n g i 1 i t j - n y i
n g a l i t j a l a - n y  G
ngidawa
ngadawa -n g im i  (KINPRROP or OBL+KINPROP)
-pan i
n g i d j i r r i g i —1 i
g a l k i - r i 1 n g i n i b i  1-ang
n g i d j i r r k n g
n ga n iw a l -ku n g  G 
nganaba l- kung  D
g a l k i  6,D
ng i k i
n g i n i b i  1 i - n y  
n ga n iw a la -n y  G
waba
n g i 1 i d j i - k i
n g i n i b i  
nganuwi G
n y u lu - k u r u  G nganabi D
n y u r r u 1-k u ru  D
n g i 1 i d j i
- n g i - n y i  (OBL-ACC) 
-kany
n y u l i G
n y u r r u 1i D n g i r i m b i y
maj_k i G,D,M,J
n g i 1 i d j - n y i
n y u l a - n y  G n g i r im n g im i
n y u r r u l a - n y  D n g a r i y im G
- n g i r i - n y i  (OBL-ACC)
-ka+ny
n g i r k i
ngaraka G,M,J 
n g a ra g a r r  D 
d j a r r m a r  D
- n g i r  (ABL)
-n g u r
- n g i r  (ERG a-f te r  PL, a- f ter  PROP) 
-nguy
—k i r ( a - f t e r  k)
- n g i r -  (OBL) ( a l s o  - g i r - >
- k a r  (on pronouns) G,D ( < —#Gara-, 
N o r th e rn  Y o lngu )
n g i r r - a n g
n g a r r - k u n g  G 
n ga r ra -k u n g  D
n g i r r a - r  < < * n g a r r - k a r )  
n g a r r - k a r  6 
n g a r r a - k a r  D
n g i r r i - n y i
n g a r r i - n y i  6 
n g a r r a - n y  D
n g i r r - k i  
n g a r r - k u r u  G 
n g a r r a - k u r u  D
n g i r r t j n y a k i n i n g  
gurrmuj i  D
ngi  y 
ngi  y
ngududi
ngududi
nguli 
ngunuku G 
ngunuki D
ngun.i
n gunu r ipany  (ERG -form) G 
ngunupany (NOM form ?)
ngunumi
ngun iny  G 
n i k i r r m a n y  D
n g u n u - m i r r i  
ngunbapani
n g u n u - n g i r i  
ngunu-ngur
ngunung 
ngun iny  G,D 
nguriukurrmany D,M
n g u n u - p i 1ang 
ngujnu-p i 1 ak G 
bi 1kang D
n g u n u -w iH  
ngunj ny mala 
ngunukuj_barr D
nguny i ]_-at j u y  
buku b i n i  G, D
n g u n y iH  
b i n i  G 
banbala  D
n g u r r i - d j i
n g u r r a - k  (stem n g u r r i - ,  a r c h a i c )  G,D
FI - t j
IMP -y  6,  - ya  D
YPI - y  G, - y i  D
YPA - J d  G, D
TPA -nyan ( c- f . Dj i nang
n g u r r i - n y i n i )
TPI -nya
n g u r r i "nose"
n g u r r i
n g u r r i '■ th row '-
wanbu- mak (stem wanbu-) G,D
FI -m i t j
IMP -ng
YPI wanba-w
YPA wanba-m
TPA -nga l
TPI w a n -b i -n y a
ngurrum
nga lp im
ngurrwag i
n g a y i l  (c- f .  Yolngu n g ä t h i l i )
n g u y - m a r - g i n i n g  
nguy-mar i -n.an
n g u y - m i r r i  
nguy-m urr
r a r r  i t j  aj_ 
r a r r  i t  ja]_ G ,M 
r a r r n g a d j i n  D
nguy
nguy r a r r t j i 1kung
nga_ta-k (see b u r r  t  j  i r r  i d j  i )
—p i J_ i
- m i r r i n g  rayba]_ngi
r  aybaj_ngk i
- p i n g
- w i r r i y  ( - b i r r i y  a f t e r  m)
p i r r  
p i r r
r a - g i
du r rkuw a-k  (stem d u r r k u w i - )  G,D 
FI - t j
IMP - y  G, d u r r k u - y  D 
YPI - y  G, d u r r k u - y  D 
YPA dur rkaw-0  
TPA durrkawa-n  
TPI -nya
r a k i r a k i n g  
bu rwa lng
r  i k i - d j i
d i ]_ t ja -nmak (stem d i H j a - )  
IMP d i H j u - n g  G 
YPI -1 G 
YPA -n G 
TPA d M t j i - y i n  G 
TPI -na G
r i n d i - g i
dar rk -m ak (stem d a r r k - m i y - )  
FI d a r r k - m i t j  G 
IMP - i n q  
YPI -uw 
YPA - im  G 
TPA - a l ( i >
TPI d a r r k - m i - n y a
G,D
G,D
r a n . gu
g u l k i y
ran  i
randa-nmak (stem r a - ,  i r r e g .  a r c h a i c )  
G,D
FI r a n d i - n m i t j
IMP - n i  G, -nuy D
YPI - r r  i
YPA ran+dan
TPA ra n + gu r r
TPI
rangan
b i k i
-na
r a r - k i
bu1 war -mak (stem bujwar
FI -m i t j
IMP -ang
YPI -aw
YPA -am
TPA - a l
TPI - i n y a
- r i  (ERG)
- u y ,  - n g u y ,  - y i  
—r i , - d i  , - i r , - n y  i r
r i r r k i y a n
bakada (d i s  a f l a p )  
r i r r t j i - g i
dja]_kar-mak (stem d ja ]_ka r - )  G 
FI - m i t j  
IMP -anq 
YPI - aw 
YPA -am 
TPA -a l  
TPI - i n y a  
d j  aj_k i r  i -mak D
r u r r t j i r r m i - g i
ru■'warr i ya-nmak (stem r u xwar r  i - y a - )  
IMP -ng
- t  j a  
- t j a
wa_tin-mak D - t j i
- n y  (? )  (see d j  i n i -wi  J_i - 1 j  i )
r a r r  i
r a r r i  G,M,J,D w a g i r r i
wak iya
wakal
wakal
w a l i - k i
wakal-mak (stem w a k a l - )  6 
FI - m i t j  
IMP -ang 
YPI -aw 
YPA -am 
TPA - a l  
TPI -nya
w a k i 1 i-mak (stem w a k a l - )  D 
IMP -ang 
YPI w a k i 1-aw 
YPA -am 
TPA w a k i 1- a l  
TPI - i n y a
wal i 
wal j
wal k i r  i 
w a lk u r  G,D
w a l m i - d j i
wal-mak (stem wa l -m a- )  G,D 
FI w a l - m i t j
IMP w a lm i - y  G, w a lm i - y i  D 
YPI w a lm i - y  
YPA -m 
TPA -n
TPI wa lm i -nya  
w a l n g i r r i - d j i
waku1n g u r r a - k  (stem waku1n g u r r i - )  
G,D
FI - t j  
IMP - y  
YPI - y
YPA w a k u ln g u r r - 0
TPA -nyan (see n g u r r i d j i )
TPI -nya
w a l w a l d j i g i  
b u l y i - n  (YPA)
w a n  r r  
d j  a r r i b i r
wanad j i  d j  i
g a d u n g y i - r r a k  (stem g a d u n g - y i - )  G 
g a d u n g d j i - r r a k  (stem g a d u n g - d j i - )  
D
wana-p i J_i-mi r r  i ng ARCHE 
giJ_arrpuJ_nguy (ERG form?)
wana
gadung
w a n n g i - d j - n y i r - d j i - g i
wa lngu-yu-mak (stem w a ln g u -y u - )
wanngi  
wa lnga
w a n n g i r - n y a - k i n i n g  
w a ln ga -yu -n ya -n an
wang u r r a 
wan.gurra
w a n g i - d j i
wanga-k (stem w a n g i - )  G,D 
FI - t j  
IMP - y  
YPI - y  
YPA -0 
TPA wanga-n 
TPI -nya
war i
nyal_ung G,M,J 
war i D
w a r n g a r r i n y  
n y a l i y u k a n y  G
warrpam
warrpam
wat.i 
wal k i t  j
wawayka-mi r r p  i]_i PAUC 
wawayka-puj_
wawayka
wawayka
w a w u t j i g i  
b u l y i - n  (YPA)
w a y k in i n g  
yanga lan 
wakinan
w a n a d j i g i
gadungyu-mak (stem gadung-yu-)  G 
gadungdju-mak (stem g a d u n g -d ju - )  D
wayku-ng
gaj_ka]_u-mak (stem ga ika j_ - ,  
i r r e g .)
FI - u - m i t j  
TPA -wal  
d j  i w i r r t j i - n m a k  D
wiJJ
nyaUjng 6 
w a r inyun  D
wij__ t  j - n y  i r i - n g
w iJ J - y a - n a  ( f rom  *wi ] J - d h a - n h a r a )
G
w i j _ - y i - n a  G 
w i j [ - d j  i -na  D
w i ii i - d j  i ng i 1 -g  i
w i r a n i - n g u -n m a k  (stem w i r a n i - n g u - ,  
a r c h a i c )  G 
FI - n m i t j  
IMP - 1 - k  
YPI - 1 - k  
YPA -n 
TPA -n 
TPI -nya
w ir an ingu-nm ak  (stem w i r a n i - n g u - )  D 
IMP - 1 - k  
YPI -1 
YPA -n 
TPA - 1 - k a  
TPI -nya
w i n_ i - d j  i
w i r a n d i - r r a k  (stem w i r a n i - ,
i r r e g .  see w i r n d j  in g i  l g i  ) G,D 
FI w i r a n d i - r r i t j  6 
IMP - y  G 
YPI - y  G 
YPA w i r a n d i - r r  G 
TPA w i r a n a -n  G 
TPI -nya  G
w i r a - p i ] _ - n g i r  (ERG) 
nyaj_ung-m i r r i n g + u y
w i r a - w i  J_i 
n y a U in g -n y a r r  G 
w a r i y u - b a r r  D
w i r r d j i d j i  
wabayi-nmak 
TPA wabay i-n
w i r r  
w i r r  G 
n g i r r  D
w i t j i - g i
gaya-nmak (stem qaya- )  G 
FI g a y i - n m i t j  
IMP gayu-ng 
YPI -1 
YPA -n 
TPA g a y i - n  
TPI -na
g ad j i - nm ak  (stem g a d j i - )  D 
IMP -n g i  
YPI gad ja -1  
YPA g ad ja -n  
TPA -n 
TPI -na
wugi ]_i 
nguwiJJ
w u k i r r i - d j i - g i
w u k i r r i - y u - m a k  (stem w u k i r r i - y u - )  G 
FI - m i t j  
IMP w u k i r r i - y a - n g  
YPI -w 
YPA -m 
TPA -wal 
TPI -nya
w u k i r r i d j i - n m a k  (stem w u k i r r i - d j i - )  
D
IMP w u k i r r i - d j a - n g  
YPI w u k i r r i - d j u - w  
YPA w u k i r r i - d j a - n  
TPA -n 
TPI -nya
w u k u t j  
wuku t j
wulgaman 
wulgaman
wulma
wulma
wurg i  
many i
wurpi -J_i  (ALL) 
w i y p i - r  i 1
w u r p M i  (ERG) 
wi ypu + ny
wurpM i - t j a  ERG-DEF 
wiypu + n y - t j  a
wurp i - U  -wurp  i — J_ i 
w i yp i - r  i 1 -w i yp i - r  i 1
wurp i w i r  i t  j  i -nmak ( s te m  w i r i t j i - )  D
w i y p i  G,D IMP - n g  i
YPI w i r i t j  a-1
w u r p i - t j a YPA w i r i t j  a -n
w i y p i - t j a TPA - n
TPI - n a
wurpmi
wi  y p a n i y a k i r r i
y a k a r r
w u rrk i
w u r r u k i  G,D,M yan  i
y a n . g i - mak ( s t e m  y a n . g a - ,  a r c h a i c )
wuwa IMP y a n - k i
wuwa YPI -w
YPA -m
wuwi TPA y a n - k a l
wuwak G,D,M TPI y a n . g i - n y a
d j  aywar ' -mak ( s t e m  d j a y w a r - )  G
wuyimba]_ FI -m i t  j
g a r a b a k  G IMP - a n g
gar am ba k D YPI -aw
y i d a k i  G YPA -am
TPA - a l
y a g i r r - g i TP I -  i nya
ya -n m a k  ( s t e m  y a - >  G
F I  - n m i t j yan
IMP - 1 - n g yan
YPI  -1
YPA -r . y a n y a - r »9
TPA - n y a n y u -m a k  ( s t e m  y a n y a -  p r o b a b l y  <
TP I  - n a # y a n - n y a - )  D
y a g i - n m a k  ( s t e m  y a g i - >  D YPI - n y a w  ( i r r e g  . )
IMP y a g u - l - k u y YPA -m
YPI  ya g a -1 TPI - n y a
YPA y a g a - n r a r r - b i r r k a y a - n m a k  ( s t e m
TPA - r r - d j i n  ( c - f .  D j i n a n g r a r r - b i r r k a - y a - )  G
y a g i - r r - d j i n i ) F I r a r r - b i r r k a - y i - n m i t j
T P I  - n a IMP - n g
YPI -1
y a g i r r  i YPA - n
g a r r a r r  G TPA r a r r - b i r r k a - y i - n
y a g a t a y  D TPI - n a
y a k - d j i - g i y a r  im
y a t j a - n m a k  ( s t e m  y a t j a - )  G gana
F I  y a t j i - n m i t j y a r  i m
IMP - n g
YPI y a t j i - y a l yar_t i
YPA - n yaJLki
TPA - n
TP I  - n a y a r r a r r a m i y g i
y a k y a - n m a k  ( s t e m  y a k - y a - )  G y a r r a r r a - m a k  ( s t e m  y a r r a r r a - m i y - )
YPA - n TPA - a l
yaw i r r iny  
y a w i r r i n y
yawngi -dj i  
yuwd j i -nmak  D
d u r r i y a -n m a k  (stem d u r r i - y a - >  G 
FI d u r r i - y i - n m i t j  
IMP d u r r i - y u - n g  
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA d u r r i - y i - n  
TPI -na
y i dj  i p i Xi 
yuyung G,M 
y u d j i  D
y i g i 1 i - g i
wudapa-nmak (stem wudapa-)  ( a l s o  
wurrapanmak) G 
TPA w u d a p i - r r - y i n  
wudap iy j -nmak D
y ik i
y i k i
y i 1 b i r t j i g i
yibuk-mak (stem y i b u k - m i y - )
TPA - a l
y i 1 i mi r r i  
d j u d i t j
y i l  i 
bu 1 U
y i l  i t j i g i  
y a r r k a - n  (TPA)
y i 1 i t j i r r i d j i  ( a l s o  y i 1t j i r r i d j i ) 
ya rraka-nmak (stem y a r r a k a - )  G
FI -m i t  j
IMP -ng
YPI -1
YPA -n
TPA -n
TPI -na
y a r r k i d j i - n m a k  D
y i n g a r r a y d j i g i
y inga r rayu -m ak  (stem y i n g a r r a y - u -  < 
* y i n g a r r a y - y u - )
IMP -ng  
YPA -m 
TPA -wal
y i n g a r r a y  d ja r-mak (see d j a r g i )
y i r r p i - g i
d j i p - m a k  (stem d j i p - m i y - )  G 
FI - m i t j  
IMP - i n q  
YPI -uw 
YPA - im  
TPA - a l
TPI d j i p - m i - n y a  
ya lpurbu -m ak (stem y a l p u r b u r - )  D 
IMP -ung 
YPI -uw’
YPA -urn 
TPA - a l
TPI y a l p u r b i - n y a  
y i t j  i dj  i dj  i
bunggu'ya-nmak (stem bunggu-ya - )  G 
FI -mi t j  
IMP -ng 
YPI -1 
YPA -n
TPA b u n q g u -y i - n  
TPI - n a ’ " 
bunggu'  y i -nmak D
yulgu-ng
w a p i r a - k  (stem w a p i r i - )  6 
FI - t j  
YPI - o r  
YPA w a p i r - ß  
TPA -n 
TPI -nya
m i 1- k a l d j i - n m a k  (stem m i 1- k a l - d j i - )  
D
YPI - y
YPA -n ( a l s o  w a p i )
TPA -n 
TPI -nya
yul
y u ln g i  G,D,M,J,U
yurru
y u r r
y u r ry a r r  
wuy i
y u w i r d j i - d j i - g  i 
yu iayu-mak (stem y u t a - y u - )
yuw ird j in g  
yu ta
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-amdja bakadi
-gima narai
-amdja, -imdja bakala
- d j i bakala
-ani ~ -pani ~ -wani bala
-ban b ilin g
ba bala
bi bala
babanan bala7
babakining bala7
babananyi-rrak bala
b a b a k in -d ji-d ji b il
babuhj balany
babulu b il in y
badak balany
bidak b ilin g in y i
b3dakway balangguj.
bidakwa g u jw irr i
badan bala-wanbu-mak
banbuii bala-ngurri
badatj balay
badatj b ila y
baday balayani
baday balay ngurrun
badayaia balbal-mak
badayala balbaw-niy-gi
badayalayi-rrak balikung
badaya la -d ji-d ji b ilingang
badurru balikuru
badurru b ilin g k i
badjarrwu-mak baliny
b u ti-g i d jin in i
bagapagayu-n baliny
bagapaga-dji-gi gunyirri
bakada balinyalany
r ir rk iy a n l in y i l i - n y
balinyimdja ba]nqbalng-yu-mak
d ji l in k in a bH b a ld j-n y ir-d ji-g i
balipa bajjoaj_
dj il_ira ba]_pal
balipanyawu baipu-mak
d jin ira k ir r i baj_pi-gi
ba liy i baipu-mak
b ilingga dj ij_i dj i J_
balnyarra baman
b i ln y ir r i baman
balu-mak baman p ir r  ngayi1
b a g ili-g i baman p ir r  b i lk i r r
balwar-inya-nan bamanwirriy
ba lpari-nya-k in ing bananpi
balwar-mak bamanwirriy
g u ru H ji-g i b H k ir rb i
balwar-mak bamatuka
ba lpa ri-g i bamaluka
baUngawya-nmak bamatuka
balangaw-dji-g i b a tjikaH
bajarra bambarr
baU rra bambarr
baidjurriya-nmak bampay
b a ]d ju r r -d ji-g i bambay
baikup Banambarrmurr
baj_kup Bananbarridji
balkup-ya-ng banbala
balk u p -d ji-g i ngunyiH
ba]martji-ya-ng banbim
b a ira a rd it t jig i g irr-ban
baNnarrk banbin
babiarrk g irrg ina
baingbaing bandayama
b ilb a jjn g bandayana
baingbaj_ngyu-mak ban djurram yuta
b ilb a l- d j i - g i d ja d j ir i
ban-darriy i-n bararra bidapani biiwarr-tnak
n u '-n u r t j i -n i barrara guy inban b i J_w i r  t j  ig i
ban-darn yi-nmi bararrk bidapi birauiu
rau '-nu rtji-m i bararrk guy in i burm ing
banimb i r r bararrk bidapi binbu-mak
banirabi r r banggui djaning gaiaka-ngi
-bartmi bar i b ik i b in d ji- rra k
-n y ir -b i nandigining rangan b in t j i
-banmi 0 bari-mak bi 1 a b in d j ir r  garmi
-ban bar-gi b ilang ngalkamdja 
b in d j ir r  k irim
banuwala bariyana b ilak ngurruguna
l ib i la bard jin ing d j i i i
b in i
banuwala-ny barra bilakm arai ngunyiii
l ib i l i - n y barra b ila p ila n g
bi-nmak
bandany barrawan bilakm arai ngalkamdja d ir ra -d ji-g i
bandany barrawan b ila p ila k  ngurrum
binmi
bandanyyi-rrak barrpu-mak bilakmurr nuk id ji
bandany-dji-d ji ba rrp i-g i d jin ip ila n g
b in t j i - r ra k
bandanqa-k batja-nmak bilak-murr-ngu b in t j i
n u n yd jirr i b a t j i-g i d jin i-p ila n g -m ir r i
b ind ja rra
banda-ngi b a tji bilak-murr-ngu b ind jarra
gidagida giyaw d j in i - p i1ang-ngu
bindjarri-ya-nmak
banditj b a tji b ilak  ngalkamdja b in d ja r r -d ji-g i
band itj b a tji d j i i i  ngurrgima
b in d irrk
banydja-nmak batjparra b ila k  ngalkamdja b in d irrk
buyi-g i batjparra d jM ik i r r i
b in d irrk
banyin-nak bawang b i l i t j - b i l i t j n a t i i
b a lid j i g im irrp i b i l i t j - b i l i t j
b in d irrk
bangara-nak bawang bilkang nanbing
bangari-gi bawang bilang
bindirrk-ma-nmak
bangar in a k bauul_ bilkang n a n b i-d j-n y ir -d ji-g i
d ju lk -a iy -g i bawui ngunu-pilang
bininynan
banggamatj bayarra'yu-mak bilngarr'ya-nmak b in ingg in i
banggamatj baya rra -d ji-g i b iln g a rr -d ji-g i
bingi
bangya-nnak bay-bultja-nmak b ila garri
bunarrmidji d ju y -p u lt ji-g i b iU
b ing iy
bapurrurr b id jay b i J_i b i l_i ngyu-raak darrk
bapurrurr d j i r r im ir i b i l ib i  1_igi 1 i - d j i - g i
b ira 'b iraya -nm ak b i r r ip - p ir r ip buki bukurr-mak
b ir a p ir a - d j i - g i b i r r ip - p i r r ip bumiri buku rr-g i
b i r a p i - r i l b irr irr iy a -n ra a k buki-bakada buku-uunda-nraak
d ja m -p n i-g i b i r r i r r i - d j i - g i b u m ir- r ir rk iy a n bumii—k i r r b i - g i
b i r a r r i r r b i r r irr i-y a -n y a rra n g bukraak buku-w utji
b iradagarr b i r i r r i t j i r r i n g bukmak bum ir-ga lb i
b i r a r r iy i - r r a k b ir rk buku-baingbaing buku-yabulu
b i r a r r g i r r i - d j i - d j i b ir r k bumi i—b iIb a l in g burair-yabuiu
b i r a r r i - y i - r r a k b irrk a buku-bangari-mak b u k u -y a lw itjy i- r ra k
g i t k i t - d j i - g i bubal i bum ir-pangari-g i burair-kal ika l i -g i
b i raya-nraak birrkanan buku-bari-mak bul
d ja d a w -d ji-g i bubaH kin in bum ir-par-g i b i l i
b iray 'y i-nm ak birrkanan buku b in i bu liya
m i l- w a r t j id j i bubaU kin ing ngu n yH -a tju y b u liya
b i r i b irrka-nan-m urr bu ku -b in d irrk bu lk i
bapi buba li- k in - m ir r i bumir-raanbi b u rrM i
b i r i  djunupangur b irrka -nan-ngur buku-diy bultja-nraak
bapi djunupangir buba li - k in - n g ir bum ir-d iy b u l t j i - g i
b i r i  wingungur b irrka -nan -uy buku-diya-nmak b u lt ja -n -w ir r iy
bapi w ingungir b u b a r i-k in -n g ir b u ra ir - t iy - d j i - g i b u l t j i - n i l—bi
b irk a r r birrka-nan-viu buku-duwattjang n y in iy b u ltja -n a n
bimbudi buba li ” k in -n g i i—g i
bumir-duwat n y in id j i
b u lt j i- n a - k in in g
b irk a r r b ir rm ir ra -k bu ltjinm ak
b id i ln i b i r m i r r i d j i buku-gurrma-nraak
b u m ir-t ja m i-g i
b u l t j i - g i
b iru n g u rr birrukuwa bulu
b irn g a rr g i r r g i i i bukui
bukahng
y i l i
b irraku-m ak b iy ing-nak bulu
b irrakung b i l i n y - t j i - g i bukui
bukaX
ra a d jir r i
b irra lyu -m ak bududup-bududup bulubul"ya-nmak
b i r r a l - d j - n y i r - d j i - g i bududup b u k u i i i i  
b u m ir li1 i
b u lu b u l-d j i- d j i
b irrang buduyurr bulugi
b irra n g buduyurr buku-Hmbak
bukuHirabak
bu luk i
b irrangany bugaga bulwarriya-nmak
birrangany bugabuga bukuikya-n-mak 
b u k u lk - t j i - g i
b a r r k i r r i - d j i - d j i
b irranganyyu-nak bugun bu l'w a rr-fia k
b ir ra n g a n y -d ji-g i bu buku iu l
bukuXui
b u l'w a rr-m iy -g i
b irrb irrya -n m a k buka b u la ik i t j - w i r r iy
b i r r b i r r - d j i - g i buk a buku-nan-yu-mak
b u m ir -g in -d j i- d j i
b u ia ik i t j - p i
buyar
buyiri
buypuru
buypuru
buyubuyu
buyubuyu
buyubuyu-yu-nak
buyubuyu-dji-gi
buyunarr
b a r r t ji
buyurnarr
burrngunda
buyurniarr
baingunda
djabarrka-nnak
d jabarrk-d ji-g i
djabarrknan
djabarrkgining
djabarrk-wanga-k
djabarrk-wangi-dji
d jad jud itj
d jad jud itj
djadaw'ya-nnak
djadaw
dj aga-dj ap-raak 
d jaga -d jing i-l-g i
djagadj i -nriak 
d jaga-d ji-g i
djaganda
djaganda
djagar
djagai
djagar-wanbu-nak 
d jag ii-ngurri
djaguJjja
djagulpa
djaka
djaka
djakal
djal
Djakalawirrka 
Djakalabirri
dj akal-darebi 
djal-dambing
dj akal-dambi 
galbi-dambing
djakal-darapulung 
djal-dampi Hng
dj akal-rani 
d ja l-ran i
dj akalwali 
djalwali
djaka|an
ngambuigining
djakaianqgarr
d ja k irr i
djakanan
djagagining
djakay
djakiy
djaki
djapi
djaki-nungun 
djapi-aungan
djakirrdji-nnak 
bat
djakirrdji-nnak 
g a tt ji-g i
djakirrdji-nnak 
g a tji-g i
djaknarrarra
djaknarrarra
djalangan 
dj i 1ang
djalatjang
djalatjang
dj aldj alyang 
d ja ld ja l
d jal i 
d ju li
djalim-yu-mak 
d ja lim -d ji-g i
djalkar-mak
guda]_
djalkar-nak 
d ja lir -g i
djalng
djal
djalng
djalng
djalngarri
dja lngurri
d ja lngd ji-rrak 
d ja ln g -d ji-d ji
djalnginy
matjai
Djalnginymirringa 
D jalinym irri
d ja lng i-rrak
d ja ln g -d ji-d ji
djaibun-nak
d ja ib in i-g i
djaigu
mirgi
djaigu
mirkng
djalgudju-rrak 
m irg id jid ji
d ja ]j
mirgi
d ja ii
mirkng
djaHnydja i
d jH in yd ja i
d ja iiy i-rra k
ra irg id jid ji
djaikarang
d jaU rurr
djaikar-nak
r i r r t j i - g i
djaikiri-raak 
r i r r t j i - g i
djaHiirrirriya-nraak 
d ja iw ir r ir r -d ji-g i
djana
djama
djanadju-mak
djama-dji-gi
djaraandarr
manyigani
djanayu-nak
djama-dji-gi
djanbaku
djambaku
djanbatj
djambatj
djanbi-yu-nak
djambi-dji-gi
djanununun
djamununun
djanurr
biHwurrwarr
djanurr
gMiwurrwarr
djanurr
iunbu
djan
d jin
djanabu
danarran
djana-ny
djani-nyi
djan .gi “'-ya-nraak djap-ruak
d ja n .g i- t j i - g i maHradji-gi
d jan.gi'ya-nnak djapurrdju-raak
g u rk irr-g i manya-ng
djani djapurryu-mak
djan i manya-ng
d jan i-kar djara
djan-ngar djagMwari
djani-kung djaragi
djan-ngang d j i r r im ir i
d jani-kuru djarak
djan-ki djarak
djani-ny djara-nga-nraak
d jan i-ny i d j i r i - n g i l - g i
djanny+arr djarangguik-yu-raak
d jin y + ir r i d ja rra n g u tji-g i
dj anu-kung djaraw
djan-ngang d ja ik
djanbul-djanbu]_ djari-raak
djanbui-djanbui gap
djanyarr djari-raak
b u tj i y d ja r-g i
D janyarrb irrik djari-raak
D ja n y ir rb ir r i gu]k
-djang djarnguj_k
b i l d j i r r i roam
djanggu djaru-ng
djanggu d ja y i-g i
djanggu djarwirrlingyu-raak
aunydjal d ja r b i r r g i l i - d j i - g i
djanguny djarra-k
djanguny d j i r r i - d j i
djapany djarraibu-raak
djapinying d j i r r H b i- g i
d jap id i d ja rra tja rra
d jap id i d ja rra tja rra
djap-raak d ja rra tja rra
d jin g ir i- g i majawurru
d jarratj-raak d ja rrp a i-w irr  iy
giyka-ngi g in d i-b i
d jarrbarbar d ja tja
djarrbarbar d ja tja
djarrbu-nraak djawal
b u r r - t ju t t ju td j i - g i garak
d ja r r ib ir djawal
waUrr djawal
d ja r r ib ir djawaldjana-raak
d ja r r ib ir d ju m i i i - t ja t j i - g i
d ja r r ib ir '-d ja n g djawal-ginga-k
rcanngibirri b u n g tji-g i
d ja rrid ja rriya-nm ak d ja w a lk itj
d ja r r id ja r r i - d j i- g i d ja w a lk itj
d ja rr id ja rr i-y a -n g u djawal-nya-raak
but garak-nya-ng
d ja rrk djawar-yi-n
d ja rrk djawar
d jarrka djawar-yi-nraak
djarrka d ja w a r-d ji-d ji
d ja rrkd ja rrk djawuku-raak
d ja rrkd ja rrk djami-gi
d ja rrku t djawulpa
d ja rrku t djaquj_pa
djarrraa d jaya i
djarrraa b a ld ji
djarrma-gadung d jaya i
djarrm a-bini d jaya i
djarrmar djayaHaradja
ng irk i djayai~gima
d ja rr nya-raak djay djuikyan
d ja rr  nya-ngi djay d ju ik in
d ja rrp a l djay gatja-nraak
gandi d ja y -g a tji-g i
djarrpal_-djunga-nraak djayraurr
ganda y ir r p i- g i djaydjaying
d ja rrp aH iud u i djayurrkyurrk
g ap a lm irrp i H djayurrkyurrk
djaywar-raak djindjalraa
yani djindjalma
djay-wurtja-nraak dj inikupani
djay-wuywuy-dji-gi d j in iro ir r i
-di dj ininy
- d j i djani
djibu dj ininy
d jibu d jin ing
djibuy djininy-mala
djibuy d j in i -w iH
djikada djininy-mala+ny
djikada d jin i-w i  U - t j i
d j ikd j  ikkal-nak dj ininy-raala-k
g iJ L ig M i- t j i -g i dj i n i -«i J_-ang
- d i l d j in iny  ngalkaradja
H i d j in i  ngurrgima
dji laKu djin i-ngur-pani
d j i ) aku djin-ngir-pra
djil-ya-nraak djin i-ngur y ip i
d j i l - d j i - g i d j in -n g ir  y ip i
d j i 1- t j  a-nraak dj inipuy
d j M - t j i - g i djaaing
djiraindi dj inirpany
djimindi d j in id j in in g
djinuku dj inirpany
djinuku d j in i
d j inurru d j in i  rpany-pin
d jinurru d j in i-p a
djinakal-iradja d jin
d jin i-pan-g ina d j in
d j inaka l-yarr d jinygurrurr
d j in i - p M i ba lnggii i
d jinaka l-ya rr-p in d jinygu rru rry i- r rak
d jin i-wMi-pra b a lng g i-d j i -d j i
djinakani d jinyinydjarrak
djin ipan djiny inydjarrak
djinba djip-raak
djaming y i r r p i - g i
djip-raak djuburr djunupa
d jip djuburr djunupa
djirang'dj irang-nan djuburr raaral i-nan^
d j i r r i d ja r r i n g djuburr mayali-gining
djir'raaka-nraak djudju-gar-raak
d j i r ' raa k -d j i -g i djudju-ga-ng
dj i r r  iti-niak djudju-war-raak
d j i t i - g i djudju-ga-ng
dj i r r  i t j i r r inydja djudap durrkuwa-k
d j i r r i t j i r r i djudup ra-gi
d j i r r k in y djudapya-nraak
nyiknyik djudap-dji-g i
d jirrpada d ju d i t j
bidaga d ju d i t j
d j i t d ju d i t j
d j i  t y i 1im irr i
d jiwarr d ju d i t j - w i r r iy
naroi d ju d i t j -p in g
d jiw irrdji-nraak djukai
d j i r r i - d j i d jukai
d jiw ir r t j i -n raak djukarra+ra
wayku-ng g a d j ig ir r i -n g
dj iwirr'ya-nraak djukurr
d j i r r i - d j i gadjigarr
djiw irr '-ya-nraak d ju i
but l i d j i r r i
djiyanan d ju ia i
buiping gHiwiHra
d j i y i d ju ia i
d j i d j i gH iwM ing
djubaya-nraak d ju U i - w i r r i y
djukinarr-gi g i i iw iU - p i
djuburr djuidjui-yu-niak
djuburr d ju id ju i - d j i - g i
djuburran djuika-n-raak
djuburrgin ing bangari-gi
djuburi—bultja-nraak djuika-nraak
d ju b u r r -p u l t j i - g i d ju U -d j i - g i
d ju ljü jra i d ju n g a -y i- r ra k d ju j i id j  i_t i daraaX
d ju jk iiB d ju n g a - d j i - d j i d ju t id ju tu damHi
djuXkuniu djunggay d ju _ tid j i t in g i daraarr-mak
g a b ir r in g djunggay d ju t id ju tu da raa rr-m iy-g i
djuXudjuXu-ya-nm ak d ju n g g a y -ro irr in g d ju w a li damarr-ya-nmak
d ju j .u d ju iu - d j i - g i d ju n g g a y -p H i d ju l i dam arr-m iy -g i
djuj_udu d junggay-puH djuwayka damb i
djul_udu d ju n g g a y -p N i djuwayka dambing
d juX urrya-nn iak d ju n g g i dabadaba-ya-m iak darabinqu
d ju iu r r g u r r t j i d a b a d a b a -d ji-g i dambing
djuroala d jun gg i dada darabiyu-mak
djum ala d jun gg i b iy a in g i d a m p H in g -d ji-g i
d ju rib a l ya-nnak d jun gg i mak dada dambuy
d ju m b a l- t j i - g i d jun gg i mak b u g in in g dam bid ji
d ju n b a l-ya -n ria k djungqu dadaw-ya-nraak dampuXung-yu-mak
d ju n - d j i - g i bulmunu d a d a w -d ji-g i d a m p M in g -d ji-g i
d ju n d ja r r djungul_u dadaw-ya-nan dandanga
d ju n d ja r r d jun gu iu da w d aw -d j-nya -k in ing dandanga
djunungguyangu d ju r i d a d a w -y i-rra k danydany
djunungguyangu bunyan d a d a w -d ji-d j i danydany
djunupa d ju r i  -baj_p ajj)u-raak d a d a y i- r ra k dapi
djunupa b u n y in -b a jjn -g i b u g in - d j i - d j i dapi
djunupa-yu-m ak d ju r  i- d ja k a l dad iy dapi-ya-nrnak
d j i t d j i n - d j i - g i bu nya n -d ja l d ja b ir rm a r r d a p -d j i- g i
d junupa -yu-nak d ju r i-d ju ru + n g u r dagadagaya-nraak dap-mak
d ju n u p a -d j i- g i b u n y in -d ji-p m dagadaga » a r r - g i
d junga d ju r i  n iy  d jip -m ak dak d a r 'd a r  iya-nraak
burning gar-mak
b u n y h n y d ji y i r r p i  k i r i
iakaganda b i r r m i r r i d j i
d junga da ldalya-nm ak d a rra rra
djunga d ju r ra
d ju r ra
daj_daj_-d j  i -g  i d a rra r ra
-djunga-nm ak d a l-m iy -a l da rra rra -m ak
- d j i n g i - l - g i d ju rr-a m d ja
d ju r r
d i r r a - d j i - g i d a r ra r ra -m iy -g i
d jungany-p im  badak daXpami-tnak d a r r iy in
d junga-pn  b idak d ju rrk u d u -fia k
d ju r rk u d u -m iy -g i
b a T ib i-g i b a t jb a t j
d junga-p ira da lwur darrka-nreak
d junga-pa d ju rru -m a k
d ju r r - g i
daj_wur b u t - t j i - g i
d junga wudapa-na+ruw da ]_w ury i-rrak d a rrkm a k
d junga y i g i l i - n y i r - g i d j u t j t j u t j
d ju y
d a jw u r - d j i - d j i b u t - n y i r - d j i - g i
darrk-m ak d i td iy
r in d i-g i d i t d iy
dawdaw-mak d iyd iya-nm ak
dawdaw-niy-gi d i t j i - g i
dawuka-mak d iyd iya-nm ak
dapi]_ i - d j i - g i d iy d iy -d ji-g i
dawuka-mak du b itja -nm ak
dak d u b it ji-g i
d a w u k a -m i-n y a -w irr iy dubudubitja -nm ak
dapij_ i-d j-n y ir -b i dubudubutji-gi
dawurr dubudubuk
g u y ili dubudubuk
dawurr dubuk
ganbajatj dubuk
dawurrbu-mak du'duma-ng
b a tb a t - t j i- g i d u t j i-g i
d a w u rr-d ja r ra -k dugu
b a d j i - d j i r r id j i dugu
daw'ya-rwnak dugudugu-ya-nmak
d a w '-d ji-g i dugudugu-dji-gi
d ig id ig i - y i - n d u i
d ig id ig i- d j i - g i du i
d i l t j i dulbaya-nmak
guying g iT i t j i l i - g i
d i l t j i d u jb i r r
burri d u jb irr
d i l t j i - g a t ja w u d u d u jp i
burrurruki dujpi
d i l t j i- g u p u r ru -m a k d u jp iy i - r r a k
b u rrd ji gung g u t id j id j i
d i 1 t j i - j a w a r r d u jp iy i - r r a k
b urri h n b ir r in g d u jp i-d j i-d j i
d i 1t j im u r r d u ju jy a -n
burring dujuT
d i j . t  ja-nmak dungdungdji-nmak
r i k i - d j i dungdung-dji-gi
dim bi-yu-m ak dungdung-m iy-ing
d irab i-d j-ny ii—d ji- g i dungdung-dji-gi
dunqdunqya-nmak gadungdju-mak
d u n g d u n g -d ji-g i wanadjigi
dungurru gadung-pim
b a rt g id id j ir r in g
dup-mak g a d u n g u d ji-rra k
d in d ira i-g i d ju rr-g i
dupun g a d u n q y i-rra k
h r r a d j  id ja wanadjid ji
dupun gadungyu-mak
du pan wanadjigi
durkdurk gaduwqaduw
durkdurk gaduwgaduw
durriya -nm ak gaga
y a w n g i-d ji guwa
durrkuw a-k gakawarr
ra -g i gakawarr
du t j g a la d ja r r
dut j ga lad jarr
dutuma-nmak galanyan
dutj i - g i gal any in
duwarr gal i
duwarr gal i
ga g a l i t j a r r
g ir r i g ib i lb a l
gadak g a l i t j a r r
g a d itj g ir ra b M  i
gadaj-d junga-nraak g a liw u r r
d j i r r i i b i - g i b i r r a r r i
gadaman ga lka
gadanan galk
gad ji-nm ak galka-nmak
w i t j i - g i g a li-k i
-gadung g a lk i
-b in i ng id jirrkn g
gadung g a l k i - r i l
wana n g id j i r r ig iH i
g a d u n g d ji- r ra k galnganan
w anadjid ji galngayngu
galnqarrarra-ya-nm ak ga lu t gaparra gari
g a ln g a r ra r ra -d ji-g i g a lu l g a p ir r i gari
galngi qahjwu-mak gapi gari-bandarrk
galngi g i l i b i - g i gapi bandarr
g a ln q i-b in d ir rk gam gapi qari-mak
ga lng i-nanb i giraa d ju ru n u l ga r-g i
galngibiraya-nm ak ga-mak gapi d jagar ga ri-pan i
g a ln g ib ira ga-ngi gapi d ja g a l gari-pm
galngi gamununggu gapi gundjalng gari-wakal-mak
buUngqi t jy i - r r a k gamununggu gapi d ja lg i g a r-w a li-k i
galngi
b u U n g g i t j - d j i - d j i gamurr gapi-muqu qarkanbarr
gamurr gapi-tiugu badayala
g a ln g i-d iy 'd iy
g a ln g i-d iy 'd iy gana gapi-nan garkara-k
yarira gapining g u k i r r i - d j i
ga lya rra
g a l ik a l i ganangalkngalk gapi-nyarrang garkman
ganingalkngalk g a p i-n y ir r in g g a H jin in g
gajUmun
g ir r a U gandji gapi-nguy gar-mak
gandji gapi-nguy la r r
galang-nan
ia y k in -g in in g ganambi gapiri-m ak gar-mak
g in in b i gapi-gu-ngi g i r i
g a l'g a l-n a k
g a i'g a i-m iy -g i ganangarra gapir-raak gar-maluk
d ja n bu l-d janbu l g a p ir i- g i gar-ria l i r  i
gal_iga]_i
gaj_i gaj_i ganangarra gapuU garpan
ganangarra gapuja garpan
g a H t j ir r in g u
g a U t j i r r in g ganay garabak g a ru -q u rr iy a l
ganal u u y in ba l g u r r iy i l i
g a liw a rr
g a liw a rr gandalpurru gara-mak gar-ya-nmak
gandalpurru g i r i g a r - d j i- g i
galkahj-mak
wayku-ng gandayala garambak garr
gandayala wuyimbal garr
gajraarr
gataarr gani garapa garrany-dja-nmak
gani garapa g a l iy i - g i
galngbuy
galngbuy ganydjarr gar-bandarrk garrapi-nmak
ganydjarr gar-bandarrk g a rrp i-g i
ga l'ngu
galkngu ganydjarr-gadung g a r-g a H u t g a rra rr
g a n y d jir r -b in i g a r-g a M u l y a g ir r i
gaj_pang
galpang ganga-k q a r-g u rr iy a U garrarrka-mak
b ir ru -g i g a r - g u r r iy i l i buygung
g a rra y g a w ira rr
b uta l g a w ira rr
g a rra y a rr gawiy
g a r r a y a r r bud i
garray-m ak Qaya
guwu b i l i g i
garraywurum i-mak gaya-nmak
bunyin d j i t i - g i bugi l_i ~gi
ga rriyuw a gaya-nmak
garr iyuw a m i t j i - g i
g a rrk a td . ji g a y a -w ir r iy
g a r r k a t d j i gay-p ing
g a rrk u k ik g a y a w ir r iy
g arrk u lu k bananpi
garrma-nmak g a y a w ir r iy
gara i-g i b u la ]_ k i t j -p i
garrpa-nmak g a y in g g a rr
g a r r p i - g i gay inggarr
ga rrpu -ng gay i t
g a r r b i t gay i t
ga rrung gaypu-mak
garrung g ay p i-g i
g a r ru r r u r r g ib id ip i
g a r r u r r u r r g ib id ip i
gatja-nm ak gikangg i
g a t j i - g i g ikanggi
gatja-nm ak gikuwa
g a t t j i - g i gikuwa
gatja-nm ak gila -nm ak
b a i g i l g i - r r - g i
gatjaw udu g ilg i-n m a k
gurrugurru b i r r g i l i
g a tp u rr g ilg i-n m a k
g atp u rr g i l g i - r r - g i
gawarrka gH arrpuJnguy
gawarrka w a n a - p H i - n i r r i n g
g a w a rrk a w ir r iy g im nyarr
raunibi gimnyarr
gim nyarra g i r r i h k
g ira n y ir r i g u d it j i re a r r
g in d i g i r r i i i k
gandi gata
g in d i- r a - n a - w i r r iy g i r r i - m i r r in g
b an anyd jarr g i r r i - p i l i
g in d ir i l -m a k g ir r in y -d ja -n m a k
g i n d H i g i r r i n y - t j i - g i
g in g in g ir r i-y a -n m a k
g in g in g i r r i - d j i - g i
g in y d j i g i r r k ir r k u n u
b u t j i r i g i r r k i h n g
g in y d ji-d ja n g u n y -n a n g iyba luw
b u t j i r - d ja n g u n y - g in in g gapining
g in y d j i - d ja r r k u t g iy i
b u t j i r - d j a r r k u t g iy i
g in y d ji-g a t ja w u d u g iy in g a -k
b u t j i r - g u r r u g u r r u g i n g i - d j i
q in y d j i - g u i iy i r r - n a n g iy k in y -d ja -n m a k
b u t j i r - b a l p i r - g i n i n g g a r p i - g i
g in y d ji-m a rn g g i g iy k in y d ja -n -n y a rra n g
b u t j i r - re a rn g g i g a r p i - n y i r r i n g
g in y d j i- m id i g iyng a rran ya -n g
b u t j i r - d j  m a i l in g g i d j i r r i - n g i - l - g i
g in y d j i - m id iy i - r r a k g iy n g u rra -k
b u t j i r - d j u f i H i - d j i - d j i r a a r r n g i r r id j i
g in y d j i  n iy  baipu-mak guba-k
b u t j - i n y d j i  kung g u b i - d j i
g in y d ji-n a n -y u -m a k gubudu
b u t j i r - g i n - d j i - g i n ad ja u u rr
g in g a -k gubudu
g i n g i - d j i gubudu
g i r i r r i gubudu+mdja
g ud urr i gubudu
g i r r i gudjuw
g i r r i gudjuw
g i r r i 1 i-mak gudarr
m in i n a l i p n a l i r
gudarr guhnangu
real i n gub iig i
gudarr gulmangu-pani
gudarr gu ta i-ng i-n
g u d it j in i r r i guhnangu-ru-w
g u d it j i r r i g u ln i-g ir -k i
gudi'yi-nmak guhnanguyarr
g u d i- t j- n y ir -d j i- g i guhiaw
gudurrguk guhnangu-yarr
gudurrki gulnig-uw
gudurrguk gulmangu-yarr
guM ulung gu ta i-w H i-ng i
guiang guH ja
bud i d jayarr
guUngnan guU ja
bud ibud ig i1i g u r id ji
guUwurr guH ja ngambul
gulauurr djayarr ng irg i
guHny guiu
ganununggu gulu
gu liny guhjminya
g u lin yd ja rr guluniny
g u H y ir r i gulun-dambi
b a lp ir garngarri
guH y irr inan guiun
ba lp irg in in g b u d jir r i
gulk i guiun
guiun* i b u lan gg itjy i-rra k
b u d jir r  n a rrk a p -d ji-d ji
g u lk iy
ran.gu guiun gatja-nriak 
b u d jir r  g a t j i-g i
gulkrain
gulkmin guiun raanynakyi-rrak 
b u d jir r  b u t i l - d j i - d j i
gulku
gujku gulun-rairring
b u d jir r -p iH
guHnak
gui guiun-munungu 
b u d jirru u n in g
gul-mak
guH »iy-g i guiun n iy bari-tiak 
b u d jir r  inyd ji par-gi
gulun-nirrp-mak gundjalng
b u d jir r -n ir rp -n iy -g i d ja lg i
gu lun -ngu lb itj gundjalng
budjirr-nguynin d ja lkngi
gulun-pim gundjal-yu-mak
budjirr-pm d ja lg i- d j-n y ir - d j i- g i
gulununi ngaya-k gundurya-nmak
b u d jir rg i n g a d ji-d ji gundurudji-gi
gulun-wayirra gungi
b u d jir r-w a y ir r i gungi
gulun-wayirra-nan gungi-balpu-mak
b u d jir r-w a y ir r i-g in in g gungi bal_pi-gi
gulya-nmak gungi bMya-nmak
g u ld ji-g i gungi b i ld j i - g i
g u ly i-rra k gungi d ja rrku t
guT d jid ji gungi d ja rrku t
gumang gungi djip-mak
g u rru b irb ir gungi y ir r p i- g i
gumang gungi-djupunma-nmak
gurrunba g u n ku rtji-g i
guraburr gungi dambi
gumbirri gungi daubing
gumburr gungi darrka-nmak
b irn in y gungi but_-nyir-dj i-g i
gumburr b i U nyd ji gungi marrayar-ya-nmak
b iU n d ji
gungi m arrayar-d ji-g i
guraburr-mungun
gumbirr-mungan gungi-nan-yu-mak 
g u n g i-g in -d ji-g i
gurair 
g ijfiir  ing gungirawa 
gungNMing
gundjalng
g u rr iy k u rr iy gungirilyu-mak 
gungiH
gunburrk
gunburrk gungi w u tji 
gungi galbi
gundja lny i-rrak
d ja lg i - d j i - d j i gungi yaku 
gungi yaku
gundjalng
g ir r k ir r n ir r in g gungun
gungan
gunguyu-rnak gupurr-gadaraan
g u r t j i - g i bir-gadaman
guni gupurr-gajmarran
guni b iri-gaj_m arr k a t j i - g i
guni-gadung gupurr gatja-nraak
g u n i-b in i b i r  g a t t j i - g i
gun ir gupurr-ga tj a-nmak
gunarr b i r - g a t j i - g i
g u n i-y i- r ra k gupurriya-nroak
g u n i- d j i - d j i b i r i - k i r i
gunreu 1 gupurr-nakani
guranal bir-nam i
gunriui gupurru-raak
d ja m b irr-g i gunggadji-g i
gunydjarra gupurru-raak
g u n y d jir r i gu-ngi
gunydjarrak gupurru-mak
g u n y d jir r i gurraygu-ngi
gunggayu-nak gupurr-wapira-k
gunggad ji-g i b ir-yu lg u n g
gupay gupurr-uarra rra
d j i r r ib a | b ir-w a rra rra
gupirr-yabuXu gupurr-yarrpani
b ir-ya b u ]u b ir - a i r r p H  ipm
gupurr gurak
b i r i guraki
gupurr-bal_ngpa]_ng gurak durrkuwa-k
b i r i - b i i b a i guraki ra -g i
g u p u rr-b in d irrk gurak gurrpa-nraak
bir-roanbi guraki g u rrp i-g i
g u p u rr-b in d irrk gurak wanga-k
b ir -m a t it guraki w angid ji
g u p u rr-d ja ra rrk g u rin i
b ir - d ja ra r r k g u r r t j i r t j i r
gupurr-d junga guring in
b ir-d ju n g a d ja rw a rri
gupurrdjunga-nmak gurubuk
b i r - y i r r p i - g i guU di
gurr i yu -ku rr i yu-raak gurrupa-nmak
gurrkung g u rrp i-g i
gurrkanangarr gurrurruk
gurrkanangarr gu rru rruk
g u rrk in in g u rru ti
g u rrk in in g g u rru ti
g u rrku rr gu rru ti-n a n
g u rrk a rr g u r ru t i-g in in g
gurrkurrma-nmak gurrumu
b ir r p i r r u - g i g u rru ti
gurrma-nraak gurrutu-nan
d jam i-g i g u rru t i-g in in g
gurrmul gu rruw i1ing
gurrmal g u r ru b il in y
gurrraulya-nmak g u rru w iji
g u r r m il - d j i- g i bap i
gurrmun g u tja r r  gatja-nmak
n g ir r t jn y a k in in g d ja y -g a t j i- g i
gurrraun guwabi
djunggi b a p iji
gurrngu]_ b in d ir rk guwa-k
d jilang-m anb ing g u b i-d ji
gurrpa-nmak guwang
gu]uku-ng b a p iji
gu rrpu lu guwang-ngu
gurrpu ju b a p iji-n g u
gu rru -ku rru -ng guwangp ira
g u '-k u r r -g i bap H i pa
gurru]_k guway-nan
g u rru jk g a r-g in in g
gurru]_k reiyalk guwaynan
g u rru jk  mungi banda
gurrurau guwiy
gurrumu bay7
gurrunq guwu
gurrung guwu
gurrupa-nraak guya
g u rrk u r rp i-g i guyi
guya-nmak 1inyala
gungi b a tji-g i 1iny ila
guyi 1inyala-ny
guyi 1in y ili-n y
g u y irr '-y i-n 1ipalipa
g u d jir r i- d j i- d j i 1ipalipa
guykuy l i t j
giyany 1it j-n y i
guyuka-nraak l i t j
djukraarr-gi i l t j a
-iradja larau-djunga-nmak
-gima Jam j-dji-gi
ka! Unggarr
ka! Unggarr
-ka+ny Ungya-nraak
-n g iri-ny i U n g -tji-g i
-kany Uparr
-ngi-nyi Uparr
-kany Uparra'yu-n
-nyi Bwti t j
-kar l_ap i t j  i-nan
-ng ir- U p it ji-g in in g
-kay Up-raak
-aw J_ap-ai y-gi
-k ir hpya-nnak
-ngir lap g ir i
-kuru larrd ji-nnak
-gi ga ln i-d ji
1 in larriya-nraak
1 in ga ln i-d ji
1 i-nak larriya-nraak
mini d j i r r i lb i- g i
1inalany lawarr
lim ilin y U nbirring
1 ini la laya-nraak
1 inala U y -d ji-g i
1 iny UyUy
lin y UyUy
UyUya-nraak ma'
U y U y -d ji-g i ma'
la y t j in -ma
la y t jin -d ji
IMawka-nraak raabudal
g i Ig i ln g ir r i - d j i - d j i raabudal
lirabik raadjika
Hmbik gurrupudu
l i r r i madjirr
dapaUl d jir rk
liwliw-raak raadakarritj
liyuw-miy-gi raadakarritj
liwliw-raak raadakarritjd ji-rrak
liyuw m ad a ka rritjtjid ji
lu la t j i- r ra k raadakarritji-rrak
ju U t j id j i m ada ka rritjtjid ji
lunggurma raadayin
Unggurrma madayin
lu rr id ja madiwi
gal gal m irrd jing
Uirrku raaduwiy
duH midipiH
lurrkun raagaya
lurrkan magaya
lurrkun raakarrta
gandarr makarrta
lurrkunbul mala
b ila w ifi mala
Urrkun-djana-raak raalgapi
n a lt ja t j i - g i mal gapi
Urrkungapi raalgarraraa-nraak
nalgapi garrwur-dji-gi
lurrkun-gar-raak maliya
mal-g ir i maliya
lu rrku -y i-rrak maliy i
d u h - t j i - d j i gulkmin
UwaHnak real k
g a U l- t j i- g j malk
mal kana 
raalkana
malkurya-nraak 
m alkur-dji-g i
raalnga 
malngiri
-maltjani 
-mi rrp i l_i
raal t j  a-nreak 
m a ltji-g i
maltj ana 
b in ingg ili
mal uk 
n a )ir i
mal uk 
munyi
mal-waltjan
mal-mayurrk
raal'ya-nmak 
m a ltji-g i
maiiyi 
m i narr
raaiki
ngirimbiy
mal_k i 
ngarifftbiy
raama-nreak
galbu-ngi
man in 
bupini
reamin-nyarrang
bupini-nyirring
raanarr
minarr
raanda-nraak
bat
manda-nmak
»arr-g i
raanda-nnak 
g o rtji-g i
raand i -nriak 
bat
man i 
man i
mani-bari-mak 
burru-par-gi
many i 
wurgi
raanyraak
manymak
manymak
Uytjuw
manymak-dju-raak
manymak-dji-gi
manyraak-yi-rrak
aanyraak-dji-dji
raanymak-yu-mak
manymak-dji-gi
rtapu
g iy i
raapu-nan-yi-rrak
g iy -g in -d ji-g i
marali 
mayali
mar an» 
madia
mari
gunyambi
mari
maralkur
marnggi 
marnggi
marr
»arr
raarra dibarr 
di barr
raarrakidi 
mapal
raarrap
miri
marrarraka-n-mak
badji-wangidji
raarrbi-nmak
marrbi-gi
marrga
marrga
raarrgaka-nq
aarrkang
marri rairka
baiaypaiay
marringi 
a irr in g
marriyang 
marriyang
raarrkarrday
mapal
raarrkudan
mapalgining
marrkudu
mapal
marrkurr
mapal
marrngirra-k 
m arrng irrid ji
m arrtji 
g ir i
marr wanal-mak 
marr b a lt j i-g i
raauaydjinyawirriy 
bu lk iny irb i
mawayi-rrak
bu lk id ji
maygi
maypal
maygi
guyi
mayngi
maypal
mayurrk
aayurrk
midi
djumMing
raididju-mak 
m inibi-gi
midipi
djaming
midiyu-mak 
m inibi-gi
miku
g irriw a l
miku
ginimini
mil 
ai 1
mila-tiak
marrkang
mila-mak
a i l i - k i
milauuy 
bandayaraa
mil-ga-raak
ail-ga-ngi
m ilipi 
bapi
m il-kaldji-nnak
yulgu-ng
milkalyi-nmak
bur
marr-burral-nan-yi-rrak midi 
ta r r -p ir ra l- k in -d ji-d j i  djamiH
milka-raak muduj_ ntunyurry i-rrak n iy  bir inggiyu-raak
m arrb i-g i murrbin b u r t j i l - d j i - d j i b in y g a -d j i -g i
railkarrwa-nnak raukdjiya-nraak raunyurryu-raak n iy  bultja-nraak
r a i ld i r r p i - g i mukdjigi b u r t j i l - d j i - g i in y d j i  b u l t j i - g i
m i 1 k i r r b  i -nraak mukui nungbu-raak n iy  buiutfraak
r a i ld i r r p i - g i mukuj. gup i d j  i d j  i in yd j i
b i r r i n - d j i n g i1 - g i
raMapnan raukuik nungun
d j i n i  kuyim bawupi raungan n iy  g i 1iny-nya-ngi 
bapi+nydji  nya-ngi
rain in i raukuik reungunbirr iy
n i d j i bapipi raunibi nakara
d j iw a rr
ro in in ik raukulkung nuri
r a id j i - g i r - k i bawupar djaraunuraun nakara
narai
raindirryi-nraak mukuluk raurrauran
bidaykang gurapala murraurdjnyir ing naki
barabuli
raingu-raak raukya-nraak raur'raurya-nraak
g a ln g -g a ln g -d j i -g i d j a r r i b i - d j i - d j i raurraurdjigi -nan
-g in ir i
raingu-raak rault ja lnya -murr
mingu-ngi raulngi -m i r r i -nan 
-g in ing
roinyirranyu-raak mulkurr niurruka
malupu-ngi b u d j i r r i ■ i r r p a i -nan-
-g in -
rairawuy raulkurryun -naru-w
diduyngu bud j ir rm iny - n i r - g i nata-k
b u r r t j i r r i - d j i
rairka raunatja naw
b i la y d j a l t j i l i b i nikanmi
d j in i
n i r k a r  i 1 raunatja naw
ba layM i raunatja n ib i n ikirrraany
d j in in g
mirkawani raunuk nawala
balaypalay rain ini l i b i l a nikirrraany
ngununi
ra i r r i k i raunu-raak nawala-ny
b i r i mini 1i b i 1i-ny ni 1 ira 
raurrurrt
- ra ir r ing raununu -n a - w i r r i y
- p H i raid ji - n i r - b i niraburr
b u g i r r i
-raiy- raunrai n iy
-raiy- muni in y d j i n in in i
n in in i
raiyalk raunydjurrng n iy  bangari-raak
a i y i l k bareburr in y d j i  bangari-g i n i p i r r i
buku
raudui raunyurr n iy  biringgiyu-raak
d j id in g b u r t ja l b i r i n g g i - d j i - g i n irr 'ya-nmak 
gu w a yn ir r -d j i -g i
nitgi nyahjng-mirring+uy nyayi nyuraal-kung
guhipan wira-pii~ngir nyi 1 i nyumi1-ang
nudjirrgu-raak nyahng-nyarr nyibirrik nyuraal-kuru
nunydjirri wira-wiH nyibirri nyumi1i-ki
nududi nya-mak nyina-k nyurai
numpnum nya-ngi nyini-dji nyumi
nuki nyarai nyinakbanrai nyurai1-kung
nu nyimi nyini-nyir-bi nyumi1-ang
nuki yalkuwanbu-raak nyarai-wirriy nyinuk nyurai1-kuru
nu d ja r r it j i r r i nyim-pi nyadji nyumi1i-ki
ngurridji
nyamu-wu nyinga nyumugininy
nurrku nyira-ki djindjalraa ninini
duHng
nyan nyinga nyun
-ny nyani nyinga nyin
- t j i
nyan-bi -nyir, - i r nyuna-ny
-ny nyani-bi -d ji nyuni-ny
-nyi
nyan-gung nyirri nyuni
-nya nyan-ngang nyalingi nyuni
-ny i r
nyan-guru nyu nyuni-wi
nyabilkang nyan-ki inraa nyuni-bi
nyabini
nyani nyu+rr nyurrula-ny
nyadjunuk nyani nyi+rr ngilidj-nyi
nyadji
nyan-kung nyu-kung nyurruli
nyagi nyan-ngang nyu-ngung ngilid ji
nyimi
nyan-kuru nyu-kuru nyurru1-kuru
nyagidji nyan-ki nyun-ki ng ilid ji-k i
nyi 1 i
nyan-nyi nyula-ny ngadan
nyakalng nyani-nyi 1idj-nyi banbu1_i
nyabini
nyangnya-ng nyula-ny ngadan
nyakalng ngunupilak djaga-dji-gi ngilidj-nyi dirrka
nyabini ngunupilang
-nyarrang nyul i ngadawa
nya-kuru -nyirring n g ilid ji ngidawa
nyim-ki
nyarrka nyulu-kuru ngal i
nyaliyukany nyibirri n g ilid ji-k i ngil i
warngarriny
-nya-wirriy nyumala ngalimala-ny
nyaiung -nyir-bi nyini la ngilini 1i-ny
Mari
nyaya-k nyumala-ny ngalimi
nyaiung ngadji-dji nyini1i-ny ngilini
w ili
nga linyala-ny ngan-garr
n g i l in y i l i - n y in .g a -rr
ngalinyal-kung nganiwala-ny
n g ilin y il-a n g n g in ib il i-n y
nga liny i nganiwal-kung
n g ilin y i ng in ib il-ang
n g a lit ja la -n y nganuwi
n g i l i t j - n y i ng in ib i
n g a litja l-ku n g nganybak
n g il it j- a n g dunbarr
n g a lit ja l-k u ru nganga-nroak
n g i l i t j i - k i ngagirr-g i
ngalpirn ngangi
ngurrur» ngangi
ngaj_an ngangi-nmak
gM ingkai ngagirr-g i
ngaiparr ngaragarr
mini nggaj_i n g irk i
ngama-nmak ngaraka
ngani-gi ng irk i
ngamangamaya-nmak ngariyim
ngananganadjigi ng irinng in i
ngamangamayu-mak ngar7ya-n
ngananganadjigi ngarngartjig i
ngambarra ngarr
nganbirri i r r
ngambarrak ngarra-kar
nganbirri n g irra -r
ngami-nmak ngarra-kung
ngani-gi ngirr-ang
ngan ngarra-kuru
in.ga n g irr -k i
nganabal-kung ngarra-ny
ng in ib il-ang n g ir r i-n y i
nganabi ngarranga-nmak
ng in ib i d j i t i - g i
nganaparra ngarrawan-djul-k
nganaparra b ir r in -d j in g i- l - g i
ngarri n g i1imi
ngarri n g il in i
ngarri-ny i n g i1im i1i-ny
n g ir r i-n y i n g i l in i l i - n y
ngarr-kar n g i1inyala-ny
n g irra -r n g i l in y i l i - n y
ngarrku n g i1inyi
h b u i n g ilin y i
ngarrku n g i1iny il-kung
ngarrku n g ilin y il-a n g
ngarr-kung n g i l i t j i l - k u n g
ngirr-ang n g ilit j-a n g
ngarr-kuru n g i l i t j i l - k u r u
n g ir r -k i n g i l i t j i - k i
ngatjirriyu-m ak ngi r
g in y ip ir r - d j i- g i durkdurk
n g a t j ir r 'y i -n ngi r r
n g a t j ir rd j ig i « ir r
ngatjurr-mak n g ir r i
b u t ja ln i-d j i gurrbi
ngata-k n g ir r i-H
ra r r t ji lk u n g gurrbu-w
ngatnyin n g ir r i-w ir r iy
d j i r r i t j i r r i gu rrb i-b i
ngatnyin ngiy
ngatnyin ngiy
ngayi1 ngiyi
b i l ig i l id ja
ngayi1 nqududi
b i l in i ngududi
ngayi1 ngudungut
b i jk i r r g in in b ir r i
ngayi1 n g u ib itj
ngurruagi n in
ngayi1 p ir r n g u ib it j i- r ra k
banan p ir r m in d irrp i-g i
ngi nguibitju-mak
l i d j i n in -d j-n y ir -d j i-g i
n g u lb it jy i- r ra k ngurra-k rarr-birrkaya-nmak raytjuk
g u ra ird jid ji n g u rr i-d ji yanya-ng rial mal
nguj_urr ngurri ra r r i - r i
barabal ngurri ra rr i - d j i
ngulurr nguwH i ra r r i - r i , - d i , - i r , -n y ir
g i lk a i wugMi d ja b ir i - r i
ngunbapani nguwuH 6 ra rr  i -gurr i yukurr i yu-tnak - r i  1
ngunu-nirri bu djabir-gurrkung - i i
nguniny nguy rarri-ngawkiya-nmak r i Im i
nyani nguy d ja b ir-n g a w -tji-g i gaka
nguniny -nguy r a r r i t j a l r ilm u rr
ngununi -n g ir r a r r i t j a l bMiwurrwarr
nguniny n g u y ilk iy i-n ra r r i - y i r ilm u rr
ngunung g u d j i r r i - d j i - d j i d ja b ir i gHiwurrwarr
nguniny-amdja nguy-mari-nan ra rr iy i-m a ri rilm urrm urr
d jin ira i nguy-raar-gining djabir-raar gMiwurrwarr
nguniny mala nguy-murr ra rrk ripurrum
ngunu-wH i nguy-n irri g ira rrk bi 1in i
ngunuki -pani rarrngad jin ripurrum
nguU -ngirai ra r r it ja l_ g a d jir i
ngunuku -p ila k ra rrp u l r ip u rru m -b irr iy
nguj_i -b i lang ban in gad jira-p ing
ngunukujbarr p ir r ra rrp u l n iy  wapira-k r i r r i t j i
ngunu-wijj p ir r ban in in y d ji yulgu-ngi ba_t i
ngunukurrmany -puj_ rarrpulngur rirrkm iny
ngunung - r iir rp  i l_i banimngiri burrkburrk
ngunu-ngur ra ra tju k rirrkm iny  ban
ngunu-ngiri ir ra djananbal gatja-nnak
b u rrkb u rrk -ka tji-g i
ngunupany randa-nraak ra-yan
nguni i ip in i - g i ir ra -d jin rirrkm iny-nan
burrkburrk-g in ing
ngunu-pilak randa-nreak raybajingki
ngunu-pilang ran i raybalngi r ir r p a l  
d ir rp a i
ngunuripany ra-n i raypiny
nguni d ja t g ir rk iU n g r u l
djuiuk
-ngur ra-ny raypirrya-nmak
-n g ir i r r i - n y b u t j ir - k a r r i runggulbu-mak
g il_ ib i-g i
ngururaburr ra rranyab irr iy ra y t ja r r
durkdurk nwnibi n iw in i rurrang'nga-nmak 
b i r r g i l i
ru 'w a rr iya -n raak w a l k i t j
r u r r t j i r r m i - g i w a t i
- t  j a w a lkur
- t j a w a l k i r i
- u y , -n g u y , - y i wal-mak
- r i w a lm i -d j i
- u y ,  -nguy, - y i walnqa
- d j i wanngi
waba walnqa-yu-nya-nan
ingk i w a n n g ir -n y a -k in in g
waba walngu-yu-raak
n g ik i w a n n g i - d j - n y i r - d j i - g i
wabayi-nraak w a l t ja n
w i r r d j i d j i mayurrk
waqay wa]_awun
bimbi gupwugahng
wagaynyarrang w am a-mak
b im b in y i r r in g d j a t d j a t - d j i - g i
wakal waraiy-ing
wakal d j a l t j i b i - g i
wakal-mak wanal-raak
w a l i - k i b a l t j i - g i
w a k i l  i-raak w a n a l - n y a -w i r r i y
w a l i - k i b a l t j - n y i r - b i
wakin wanbu-raak
b u ra H n g u r r i
wakin wanbu-mak
gumbala b a f
wakinan wanburaa munatja
w ayk in ing d ja r n g u r r i
wakiya wandja-nraak
w a g i r r i marrkang
w aku lngurra -k wandja-nraak
w a l n g i r r i - d j i mi 1i - k i
wal i wandja-nan
wal i g i U n g - t j - n y a - k i n i n g
w a l k i t j wangurra
bahnarrk wangurra
wanga-k w i r a n d i - r r a k
w a n g i -d j i w i n i - d j i
w ap ira -k wirani-ngu-nraak
bur w i n i - d j i n g i l - g i
w ap ira -k wiraningu-nraak
yu lgu -ng w i n i - d j i n g i l - g i
war i w i r i t j i - n r a a k
wari y a k - d j i - g i
warinyun w i r r
wH i w i r r
w a r iy u -b a r r - w i r r iy
w ira -w M  i - p in g
warragan - w i r r i y  - b i r r i y
maypal -b i
warran - w i r r i y  6 ,  - b i r r i y  D
maypal -ang
warrangun w i r r k u i
munydjal m id ipM  i
warrangun w i r r p  ira
maypal ganba
warrpara wiyawin
warrpara munibi
watak wiypani
g a yk iy wurpni
watjn-raak w iyp i
r a r - k i wurpi
wawayka w i y p i - r i 1
wawayka wurpi H i
wawayka-pu! w i y p i - r i 1 - w i y p i - r i 1
w aw ayka -m ir rp iU wurpi H i - w u r p i  H i
-wi w i y p i - t j a
- b i b i w u r p i - t j a
w M - d j i - n a wiypu+ny
w i j b t j - n y i r i - n g wurp i] ,  i
wM i-y a -n a w iy p u + n y - t ja
w i j b t j - n y i r i - n g w u r p i H - t j a
w i J_~y i ~na -wu
wi J.- t  j - n y i  r  i -ng - g i
wudapa-nmak w utj i yajraan y a rg in b ir r iy
y i g i l i - g i ga lb i d j i r r t j a r r munibi
wudapiyi-nraak w u t j i- p u l yan yarim
y ig i l i - g i g a lb i-w iH yan yarim
wudiya-nr&ak w u t j i- y i - r r a k yan.gi-mak yarwi
bam aw -d ji-d ji g a lb i - d j i - d j i yani gu H  j  i
wudiya-nraak w utji-yu-m ak ya-nraak -y a rr
raanyd jid ji g a lb i- d j i- g i y a g ir r -g i -n ir rp M  i
w u k ir r id j i-nriak wuwa yanyd jay i-rra k yarraka-nraak
w u k ir r i - d j i - g i wuwa d j i d i - d j i - d j i y i l i t j i r r i d j i
w u k irr i-yu -ria k wuwak yanyu-mak yarrarra-raak
w u k ir r i - d j i - g i wuwi yanya-ng yarra rram iyg i
wukutj wuydji yangaj_ yarrka-n
d j i r r im i r i gapi gund jarr y i l i t j i g i
wukutj wuyi yanga]_an ya rrk id ji-n raak
wukutj y u rry a rr waykining y i I i t j i r r i d j i
wukut wuyi yangai'd jip-raak yatja-nnsak
g in im b ir r i gunbu^urru g u n d ji r r - y ir r p i - g i y a k -d ji-g i
wulqantan w uyuw irriy yangai di-dawka-na yaw i r r iny
wulgaman munibi gundjarr
dapi]_ i- d j- n y ira - k in in g
ya w irr in y
wulrea yagatay yibuk-reak
wulma y a g ir r i yangai-m i1 
g u n d j i r r - f i i l
y i I b i r t j i g i
wuntbar yagi-ranak y idak i
b iradagarr y a g ir r -g i yangaHnunungu
gund jirr-m un ing
wuyinbal
wunda-nmak yakarr y ik i
g i r r b i - g i y a k ir r i yangai-wayarra
g u n d jir r -w a y ir r i
y ik i
wunguj[ yakarr yinbulngu
d ir bu rra lku yanga]_ya-nreak
guwaguwa-dji-gi
d ja rrba rba r
wungui yakya-nnak y inga rray  djar-raak
bumalng y a k -d ji-g i yapak
g a d it i
y in g a rra y d jig i
w u rr id ja rra y a lk i wanbu-raak yingarrayu-mak
d jadarrk d j a r r i t j i r r yapaka-yarr 
gadit-aw
y in g a rra y d jig i
wurrk-mak yalpurbu-ntak y i t j i r r
d i r r a - d j i - g i y i r r p i - g i yapak-pani
gada-ngirai
b u n d ir r i
wurruki ya]J yud ji
w urrk i bujwarr yarabi
g u H ji
y i d j i p i i i
wurrunim iy y a lk i yukuda
b i lk y a r t i yarawi
g u H ji
ga]wun
